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Foreword 

This Catalogue is a translation of a revised form of the Italian catalogue published 
in I terremoti prima del Mile in Italia e nell'area mediterranea (December 1989, 
pp.574 -756). Four years have passed since that first publication, and the Istituto 
Nazionale di Geofisica has thought it appropriate to make the data available in a 
new augmented and revised version, with an updated bibliography. Furthermore, 
it has been possible to include the historical sources in all their original languages, 
thereby achieving something which is linguistically and historiographically 
different from traditional earthquake catalogues. From the point of view of both 
historical and seismic research, it is no small matter, in our view, to have made a 
critical collection of data relating to almost two thousand years of seismic history. 
The sequence of catalogue entries provides a fascinating overview of the 
Mediterranean basin in the long period and through its many different cultures 
and languages, thereby appealing to a variety of readers with perhaps differing 
interests. 
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in data of this kind, and we 
like to think that we have made a contribution to that interest, through the 
dedicated research carried out by our Institute and its collaborators. In studying 
first the situation in Italy and then that in the ancient world as a whole, it has 
become clear that there is an interesting convergence of elements which go beyond 
the strictly scientific aims of an earthquake catalogue, because they involve the 
responses of Mediterranean built environments to the problem of earthquakes and 
seismic disasters. As is inevitably the case when one tackles such a problem, no 
single discipline is capable of providing all the answers, and the answers 
themselves often become questions in other research fields. 	This Catalogue 
identifies a number of aspects of the problem, sets out data, locations and 
chronology and, above all, tries to place the information provided in its original 
historical context, using specialised skills and a homogeneous methodological 
approach. It is our hope, therefore, that this contribution to the understanding of 
the seismicity of the Mediterranean area will stimulate further research in the 
countries concerned, perhaps along different lines and in different disciplines. 

Enzo Boschi 

President of the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica 
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in memory of 
Vit Kan l 1926-1994 

Vit Karma was the chief scientific advisor for the Mediterranean Seismic Risk Reduction program, 

to which he contributed many fresh ideas, notably on the economic implications of risk assessment. 

He was deeply involved in some of the United Nations' most significant pioneering activities 

in disaster reduction, and contributed significantly to the integrated risk management concept. 



The historical contexts of earthquakes: 
an introduction 

Research aims and stages 
As late as the mid-17th century, educated people still accepted as established fact 
that the earth was created in accordance with biblical chronology, thus believing 
that it was no more than six thousand years old. This calculation meant that their 
view of the earth's age was related to their time scale for the life of man: they saw 
the creation as coinciding with the beginning of time and of human life. Hence it 
was possible to recount the life of man on earth from Adam onwards as an uninter-
rupted sequence of events, for it was certain that man had existed from the begin-
ning, and Chaos alone had existed before him. We now know that the earth has 
existed for more than four thousand five hundred million years; and hence the 
division of geological history into periods marking out successive changes in our 
planet, as well as the dynamics responsible for earthquakes, belong to a time scale 
of the order of millions of years. 
The history of man and of the changing course of civilisations is thus no more than a key to understanding 

the latest link in a temporal chain of immense length. Yet, when we examine current seismicity 

human history from that little observatory whose operations are governed by the 
biological time of birth and death, life of Earth seems almost stationary. The geo-
logical dynamics responsible for earthquakes can therefore be assumed to be rela-
tively unchanging within historical time; for there are undoubtedly striking simi-
larities between the seismic activity of the past and of our own time — and pre-
sumably of the near future. This does not mean that seismic activity has regular 
features which can be pre-established in a deterministic way, but rather that a 
study of historical seismicity can provide important evidence about the spatial and 
temporal distribution of earthquakes. 
The long present of these dynamics is a premise which underlies not only our par-
ticular piece of research (and indeed the study of historical seismicity as a whole), 
but also more general considerations about the relationship between seismic activ-
ity and its effects on the human environment. 
Only over a long period, indeed, is it possible to establish with certainty the seismic 
activity of a particular area and identify, at least in general terms, the earthquakes 
produced by given geological structures, thus allowing the formulation of theories 
about the future behaviour of such activity. Such an approach is of statistical 
type, and is for the time being that most frequently used, because it makes precau-
tionary measures possible, and because of the valuable evidence it provides con-
cerning the seismic potential of a given area. 
The more light we can shed on the seismic characteristics of a geographical area, 
the more help we have in identifying the periods of recurrence of major seismic 
events, establishing exact locations for traces of known seismic activity, or discove-
ring new traces of such activity. 
The present research was planned and carried out between 1987 and 1993 in two stages in our research 

stages. The first (1987-88) had two aims: 
1) to draw up a catalogue of earthquakes in Italy and the Mediterranean from 
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remote antiquity to the 10th century A.D., the latter being the starting point of the 
1985 Catalogo dei terremoti italiani (Postpischl 1985), 
2) to throw light on the historical significance of this seismicity, that is to say on 
how the seismogenic nature of an environment — which is one of its physical char-
acteristics — has affected the habitational and cultural systems of civilisations 
which are different from our own. 
The results of this stage of the research have been published in Italian (Guidoboni 
1989). 
The second stage of the research was carried out in 1991-93 and involved: 
1) a complete revision of the data already collected and its more critical arrange-
ment, especially for the earliest earthquakes; 
2) the inclusion of new sources (Latin and Greek) and bibliographical updating; 
3) the addition of documentation from Hebrew, Syriac, Ethiopic, and Arabic 
sources; 
4) the extension of the area covered by the catalogue to include Armenia, with the 
relevant sources. 
There has been an ever-increasing need for a catalogue with new perspectives; for 
traditional catalogues of ancient earthquakes of the Mediterranean have relied on 
a now unsatisfactory scholarly tradition which took firm hold in the 19th century 
and has persisted into our own time. Such catalogues are interesting evidence of a 
literary culture and a type of scientific erudition which is inevitably giving way to 
more specialised approaches. The principal limitation of these catalogues, in all 
their different forms, lies in the fact that they offer a rather confused picture, in 
spite of the seeming accuracy of the numerical data provided. 
Present-day catalogues — including those which are most alert to historical evi-
dence — are like grids into which data are inserted in order to provide evidence 
which is in fact difficult to use in a "positive" way. Such a system of cataloguing is 
in fact only compatible with the cognitive systems of its own day, and is dependent 
on the parameters of the data used. The problems involved in each historical 
earthquake catalogue are indeed never simple and in nearly every case are only 
capable of conventional and approximate solutions. In relation to the chronologi- 

fragmentary data cal period with which we are concerned, moreover, the sources are usually hetero-
geneous, belonging to very distant and diverse cultural backgrounds. The evi-
dence for historical earthquakes, in fact, is not confined to historiographical texts 
such as annals and chronicles, but may also be found in inscriptions and religious 
works, or even in passing remarks by poets or men of letters. If these disparate 
sources are taken at face value and turned into chronological lists of data and 
assessments, misunderstandings and simplistic conclusions will inevitably result. 
It has therefore been necessary for us to consider carefully the meaning and limita-
tions of our cataloguing type, for even when it is used with great care and respect 
for the original texts, a certain amount of arbitrariness is always involved. Since 
the data on ancient earthquakes up to the 10th century come from a strictly limi-
ted number of documentary sources, there is a risk that, if they are isolated from 
their underlying problems and divorced from their original purpose, they will be 
reduced to no more than "simplistic" data, of a kind more akin to anecdote and 
curiosity than to historical and scientific comment. 



The number of extant sources from antiquity and the early Latin Middle Ages in 
the Mediterranean areas, up to and including the 10th century, is considerable but 
limited in scope. It is clear that all historical texts have undergone a complex 
selective process of both a deliberate and involuntary kind. And in the case of 
earthquakes, we can identify at least three "filters" which have interfered with the "filters" used by the sources 

ways in which evidence has come down to us. 
The first of these is of a general nature. It goes back to the time when direct evi-
dence was originally available, and is therefore affected by the mental attitudes of 
that time — that is to say, by the "objective" limits imposed by the particular per-
ception of natural phenomena. The selection of data was thus influenced by those 
kinds of knowledge and opinion which constituted the general cognitive attitude of 
a given age to observed phenomena. Not all earthquakes, for example, were per-
ceived as such, and in any case it was not thought necessary to take all seismic 
phenomena into account. But that does not mean that in antiquity only major 
earthquakes were recorded. On the contrary, many sources report minor phe-
nomena (perhaps accompanied by "prodigious" events such as noises or sudden col-
lapses), drawing particular attention to them because of their significance in a reli-
gious or political context. 
The second filter affects contemporaneous as well as later testimony, and is more 
closely related to the mentality and culture of the individual writer, who might 
"select" certain aspects of a seismic phenomenon for inclusion in a narrative on 
subjective or contingent grounds. 
The third filter is completely "involuntary", but no less important from a historical 
point of view. It is brought into operation by the multitude of circumstances sur-
rounding destruction, the dispersal of communities or cases of chance survival. 
From this point of view, real seismicity and tales of seismicity are like the two 
prongs of a pair of forceps, which move farther apart the deeper one 
probes into the past; and that involves a higher probability of chance omissions 
and gaps. The disappearance of a large proportion of the original literary texts is many lost texts 

a particularly serious matter in the case of classical antiquity. It means, in fact, 
that the amount of information available has been reduced, even in the case of 
those texts which were in one way or another comparatively privileged, in that -
unlike those belonging to other ancient cultures — they were part of such highly 
developed literary cultures as those of Greece and Rome. 
However comprehensive our research, and however well-supported it may be by a 
corpus of secondary sources and other evidence capable of fleshing out factual 
information by shedding light on its context, the available information is still far 
from providing us with that objective image of seismic activity which we assume 
from present-day models to be potentially available. The islands of memory which 
emerge from the distant past are not only random, but also lacking in the meaning 
and resonance which they must have had for those who wrote the texts and those 
who originally read them. In general terms, therefore, we can say that we are 
dealing with sources which are few in number, difficult to assess, and not always 
consistent with one another. Strictly speaking, therefore, they ought not to be 
used in an earthquake catalogue designed to provide a list of historical events valid 
for traditional statistical purposes. 	 1 1 
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human beings 
as extraordinary 
"seismographs" 

Towards a new kind of historical seismology 

We have already pointed out that the macroprocesses which generate earthquakes 
can be assumed to be relatively stable within the time scale of human life on earth. 
That is an important factor in establishing an interpretative seismic model, which 
can now be based on a substantial body of experimental data (the speed of move-
ment of tectonic plates can be measured, directly or deductively, by means of 
instruments; rocks can be dated radiometrically, and so on). Over the long period, 
data on historical seismic phenomena provide invaluable empirical information to 
help locate seismogenic areas, understand seismic activity in these areas, and 
assess the interaction between area and earthquake, the aim being to quantify 
seismic hazard and co-ordinate different kinds of data. This latter question is 
relevant, for example, to the relationship between intensity and magnitude. If we 
use qualitative and descriptive data to define the area in which an earthquake is 
felt, we can derive from it at least an approximate value for its magnitude, as a 
unit of measurement linked to the seismic energy involved. 
Until a few years ago, instrumental seismology and historical seismology were con-
sidered to be almost antithetical in their respective objectivity and subjectivity, but 
certain epistemological affinities between them have now been shown to exist. 
The problems involved in using data based on observation are in fact not so very 
different from the more general problems involved in the use of measuring instru-
ments. For the validity of scientific data obtained by means of instruments is con-
sidered to depend on two basic factors: a) the validity of the laws governing the 
way recording equipment works; b) an understanding of the effective environmen-
tal conditions in which the equipment is used. 
As far as seismographs are concerned, these conditions are usually fulfilled to a 
high degree. But the data used in historical seismology lie at the very end of the 
continuum of objective acceptability; for in our case, factor (a) is provided by the 
use of linguistic and semantic systems, cultural and religious filters, and personal-
ity "mechanisms"; factor (b) by the knowledge of contextual conditions created by 
social, economic, political and other situations. 
Although any attempt to maximise (a) and (b) will produce very different results in 
relation to different periods and areas, the problems are, generally speaking, the 
same. We have to accept that in their role as "assessors", human beings are inval-
uable but imperfect, varying in kind as well as being subject to outside influences. 
In spite of these facts, historical seismic data have continued to be used in seismo-
logical circles in a simplistic way, without the application of a proper historical 
research methodology. This has meant, however, that there has been obvious diffi-
dence as to their quality, and therefore a certain reluctance to use them for scien-
tific purposes. 
Only in the last ten years has research experience brought about a substantial 
improvement in the quality of such data. What is new about historical seismology 
as a discipline lies in its methodological premises. To say that it adopts a historio-
graphical method is perhaps not enough, for what is characteristic of it are the 
questions it asks and the research methods applied in order to find an answer. 
From this point of view, we see how important it is to establish general historical 
contexts (political, cultural, religious, architectural, etc.). That is not an optional 



research "luxury", but something which serves to throw light on the "filters" 
through which historical data pass before becoming part of a usable written 
source. And what is more, an analysis of these contexts provides the parameters 
for understanding descriptive data. 
Collaboration with historians now has to be seen as multidisciplinary collabora-
tion, not only at the project and data collection stages, but also when it comes to 
interpretation. 
Establishing the co-ordinates of individual seismic phenomena within the time 
span which concerns us, and using the types of source available, has to remain a 
matter of hypotheses: it has to be remembered that location is nearly always 
"distorted" by the prestige of large cities as opposed to smaller country towns. As 
we have pointed out, the compilation of this earthquake catalogue has been a com-
plex task, involving not only the tracking down and interpretation of sources, but 
also bibliographical research, a critical reappraisal of traditional historical seismo-
logy, and the identification of new historiographical contributions, which have been 
on the increase in the last three years. Equally complex have been the questions 
we have asked ourselves in trying to throw light on the various seismic scenarios. 
In particular, we have had to improve on past documentation by offering more 
accurate datings and less vague locations; and at the same time take into account 
repercussions within the social fabric and on the cultural and natural background. 
This latter consideration is of no little importance because, in the final analysis, it 
is the way an earthquake is "received" that conditions the sources which we now 
have available. 
Then we had to ask ourselves a question which has so far aroused little interest in 
scientific circles: how did the cultures of the past react to earthquakes? From a 
seismological point of view, it is a matter of some interest to know whether, over a 
long period, disastrous seismic effects were recurrent and directly related to natu-
ral seismicity, or whether there were appreciable variations, depending on changes 
in living conditions. In other words, we wanted to know whether, during the 
period covered by this catalogue, man's relationship to earthquakes and their 
effects had been modified by specific historical variables. 
To find the answers to these questions and to seek to establish certain specific 
aspects of seismic scenarios, it was necessary to have recourse to a variety of disci-
plines: history, seismology, geology and archaeology. The preliminary results of 
this multiple dialogue were published as a sort of introductory "laboratory" to the 
first version of the catalogue, consisting of a number of essays and studies on 
various aspects of the various historical contexts, and on many scientific interpre-
tations of the evidence. These were included in the Italian edition of the catalogue 
(Guidoboni 1989), and have again been partly used and referred to in this new edi-
tion. 
The premises underlying our work belong, in any case, to a trend which has been favourable research 

developing in Italy during the last ten years or so, and has established the meth- circumstances 

odological basis for a new kind of historical seismology — made possible, in Italy, 
by the convergence of a number of different factors which we can summarise in the 
following four points: 
1) the need to undertake a large-scale systematic review of seismicity in Italy; 13 
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2) the striking diversity of historical, social and economic situations in different 
areas, even though those areas might be small and the chronological period con-
cerned quite brief. For the fact that Italy had a large number of political units in 
the past meant that an unusual variety of situations arose, and these had to be 
taken into account in our basic historical research. This factor has, indeed, partic-
ularly attracted the attention of scholars to the historical background of individual 
regions struck by earthquakes, and they were often regions with widely differing 
source traditions as well as architectural and economic situations; 
3) the fact that a wealth of historical buildings has survived, and needs to be pre-
served and protected; 
4) the general availability for discussion of those who, in various ways and in 
various places, have planned research in historical seismology over the last ten 
years, thereby stimulating the production of more complex and informative data. 

instrumental This kind of historical seismology pays due attention not only to textual exegesis 
and historical data but also to extra-textual factors, and is some way from the traditional use of histor-

ical data in the world of science from the 19th century onwards, for it was then 
mostly limited to the simple "transformation" of qualitative and descriptive data 
into figures of the kind produced by seismic instruments. This practice meant 
that a great deal of information was lost, as researchers have pointed out on differ-
ent occasions (Proceedings 1989, 1990; Guidoboni and Stucchi 1993). 
Apart from the methodological defects of these practices, which still smack of the 
positivism of the earliest researches in the field, it must also be pointed out that 
most historical earthquake catalogues — including some recent ones — were com-
piled by seismologists who were out of touch with historical research and its 
methods. In the case of the earliest periods in particular, the available informa-
tion was analysed in a limited way and sometimes grossly misunderstood. 
As far as historians of antiquity and the early Middle Ages are concerned, it has to 
be said that on the whole they have shown little interest in research of this kind. 
A few scholars have compiled basic lists of the principal known earthquakes 
(Nissen 1883; Capelle 1924; Downey 1955; Grume11958; Hermann 1962), but gen-
erally speaking they have not added substantially to the earlier 19th century cata-
logues compiled by seismologists. These lists are scientifically speaking quite 
uncritical and in any case lack analysis and discussion, their principal merit lying 
in the provision of more accurate clues for tracking down sources, by establishing 
more precise datings. 
The fact remains, however, that these catalogues have done little to stimulate 
historical research. Archaeologists are the only exception to this general rule, but 
they too have used these lists in an uncritical way, by attempting to correlate exca-
vated collapses with scanty literary and epigraphic evidence, in order to identify a 
seismic event as the cause of the disaster. 
Sometimes, as various entries in this catalogue will show, an earthquake had pre-
viously been identified in a sometimes arbitrary way and without justification of 
the parameters of time and place. A single piece of written evidence — especially 
when it was the only evidence available in a situation of scanty documentary infor-
mation — had proved too much of a temptation for some scholars. Thus, while the 
intention was to provide a better historical framework for an event which other- 



wise had no history, what often took place was a forced and sometimes arbitrary 
superimposition of literary and archaeological data, using a system of "attraction" 
which is typical of historical studies for distant periods of time. 
The risks involved in such a procedure will become clearer when we deal with the 
problems of seismic archaeology. The "historian" and the "scientist" may trust 
each other, and thus they may end up by accepting and confirming each other's 
mistakes. 
In our opinion, the most important limitation to the traditional study of historical research limitations 

earthquakes in the field of seismology lies in the fact that "positive" historical data if confined 
only to "positive" data 

have simply been inserted into a narrow space-time grid, without investigating 
their general contexts. We believe that the analysis of historical contexts makes it 
possible to reconstruct aspects of historical seismic scenarios in a more realistic 
way. It is thus not simply a problem of seeking out informative sources and 
applying more or less rigorous criteria in deciding whether to accept or reject 
records about seismic effects. 
The historical approach to seismicity cannot be reduced to such simplistic terms, 
for it involves a broader and more complex understanding not only of the condi-
tions in which a seismic event took place but also of a human "causes", in the 
widest sense of the term, which determine certain kinds of effect. The relation-
ship between levels of economic activity and the particular building "languages" 
still remains to be investigated from the point of view of their influence on seismic 
effects — indeed, this could well be a central theme for historical seismology in the 
future. Such developments would seem to be particularly relevant to countries like 
Italy, in which the survival of a wealth of minor as well as monumental historical 
buildings makes it necessary to adopt modern preservation systems (Giuffre 1993). 
Quite apart from these potential developments, however, it has to be recognised new approaches to 

that in recent years considerable advances have already been made in the study of historical earthquake data  

historical earthquakes. Research undertaken in a number of countries has adop-
ted new historiographical perspectives, with a greater awareness of and sensitivity 
to contexts. Historians are abandoning their previous role as minor contributors 
to seismology and showing signs of a convergent thematic approach in their under-
scoring of new problems and data. There have thus been a number of recent seis-
mological studies based on serious historical research (for lack of space, we simply 
mention some of these recent works, as Gutdeutsch et al. 1987; Figliuolo 1988-89; 
Eisinger et al. 1992; Riera et al. 1992; Evangelatou-Notara 1993; Stucchi 1993; 
Musson 1994; etc.). New information systems for the management of historical 
earthquake data are also contributing to the development of an increased sensi-
tivity and attention to the use of basic historical data (see Boschi et al. 1994). 
There is no doubt that historical seismology has its own problems and research 
methods. For all the above reasons, it seems sensible to attempt to define seismic 
effects in a way which takes account of their historical connotations. For in the 
light of the information we have gathered, it can be seen that there is no founda-
tion for the tendency (deriving from a positivistic attitude) to attribute to major 
earthquakes — as well as to volcanic eruptions, floods or droughts — a decisive role 
in changes, transformations and breaks in continuity which can in fact be account- 
ed for in quite different ways. 	 15 
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seismic disasters Like every other deterministic theory, such a tendency has no historical justifica- 
and catastrophes: some tion. No culture has ever been wiped out or reduced to crisis condition by an 

distinctions 
earthquake, unless it was already in a state of decline. The same could be said not 
only of all kinds of natural disaster (flooding, swamping, silting etc.), but also of 
man-made disasters such as wars and invasions, and indeed of great epidemics as 
well. Such theories were very fashionable in the late 19th and early 20th century, 
and they reappear now and again in a more or less simplistic form. 
The fact is that seismic characters of an area can be seen as a bond between the 
natural environment and the living and building systems of sedentary civilisa-
tions. It is a bond which, with the passage of time, has become intertwined with a 
multiplicity of natural and historical contingent circumstances, as well as with eco-
nomic standards and lifestyles, which will themselves vary in space and time. 
From this point of view, we think that the term "natural catastrophe" should be 
used with great caution. The expression comes to us through the Greek philos-
ophers and the Bible, and was much used in naturalistic European literature in 
the 17th and 18th centuries, where it had a limited sense, being used to describe 
those phenomena which were thought to have supernatural causes. As time 
passed, however, the meaning of the term was extended to include all strong earth-
quakes or volcanic eruptions (Tesi 1992), and it is this use we are doubtful about. 
In our opinion, to define an earthquake as a "catastrophe" is to overemphasise the 
extreme outcome of the phenomenon concerned, because such a definition neglects 
the stable elements in "normal" living conditions: it is these conditions which con-
vey what is really involved, namely the sum total of all factors affecting a potential 
risk. In other words, there is a tendency to forget that it is the particular charac-
teristics of inhabited sites which make them inadequate in relation to the dynamic 
characteristics of the land on which they stand. The negative interaction between 
the way people live and the "tendency to shake" of the earth beneath them could, 
as we all know, be considerably reduced by improving building techniques and 
standards. 
Ancient peoples seem to have been aware of this to some extent. Strabo thus 
observed, in commenting on Philadelphia and the earthquake of 17 A.D., that it was 
amazing how some citizens remained attached to their city, in spite of their houses 
being so unsafe (Strabo 13.4.10). 

a knowledge To assess these factors, it is necessary to have an overall knowledge of the histori- 
of the long period cal sequence of natural phenomena. We know little enough about how this 

sequence has developed in the long term. When this knowledge is appropriately 
related to its background, it is possible to see how far certain events are exception-
al, to arrive at a realistic definition of them, and to estimate the probability of their 
recurrence. From their interaction with the inhabited environment, we can not 
only deduce their role in history, but also work out a relationship with nature 
which is free from literary formulae and misleading historical interpretations. 
Yet considerations on method alone, although indispensable to direct the 
resolution of problems, would not be sufficient: it is also necessary to build new 
foundations for broadly-based knowledge, directing them to a multidisciplinary use. 
Those who wish to tackle these problems must inevitably take due account of both 
the historical and scientific aspects of their discipline (and the same is true of the 



study of other natural phenomena). From this point of view, history cannot be 
considered a self-sufficient branch of learning; and neither can seismology. 

The seismic 
Historical earthquake catalogues and lists constitute a sort of legacy from pre-con- catalogue tradition 
temporary seismological culture, and are of great interest for the history of culture 
and attitudes of mind as well as for historical seismology. In fact, they provide 
basic information for most historical earthquake catalogues currently in use, in the 
sense that the vast quantities of data concerning the time, location and effects of 
past seismic events have come down to us through this learned tradition. 
Such historical lists, however, are not transparent collections of data which we can 
use unquestioningly. On the contrary, they are complex, stratified works — "con-
tainers" whose form depends on the different contributions made by scholars, 
natural philosophers and naturalists over a period of centuries. It is worth bear-
ing in mind that although such writings became widely known at the time when 
printing was a mass phenomenon, especially from the 17th century onwards, they 
draw on much more distant and common sources. The first treatises on the the ancient world 

subject (they often include lists of historical earthquakes) go back to antique and 
late antique times in the Mediterranean area. We know from Phlegon of Tralles 
(first half of the 2nd century A.D.), for example, that Theopompus of Synope had 
written a treatise peri seismon (on earthquakes), which has unfortunately not sur-
vived. The work probably contained a variety of information on earthquakes, 
including some from earlier times: there were temple archives at Synope, and it 
may be that information about much earlier earthquakes was kept there in tradi-
tional annal form. The concept of the prodigium, which simply meant an event 
beyond the bounds of everyday normality, led to the gathering in late antique 
times of a great deal of information about earlier earthquakes. One thinks, for 
example, of the Liber prodigiorum of Julius Obsequens (4th century A.D.), which 
was often made use of in later times. 
The earliest known modern earthquake catalogue for Europe and the Mediter- humanists and scholars: 

ranean area based on historical sources is the second book of the treatise De terrae- Manetti 1457 

motu libri tres by Giannozzo Manetti (1396-1459), a Florentine humanist and poli-
tician. It was written in 1457 at the behest of Alfonso of Aragon, king of Naples, 
after Campania had been struck by a devastating earthquake on 5 December 1456. 
Manetti's treatise is preserved in seven 15th century parchment codices, four of 
which are in the Vatican Library, one in the monastery of S.Lorenzo de l'Escorial, 
one in Paris and one in the Krauss Library in New York (see Figliuolo 1988-89, 
vol. 1, pp.223-'7). The work did not circulate, however, perhaps because Manetti 
was condemned by the tribunal of the Inquisition a few years later (for his De 
dignitate et excellentia hominis). Underlying Manetti's great work is a learned 
knowledge of classical literary texts (though his medieval learning is much more 
confused). But because the work was not widely disseminated, it unfortunately 
failed to create a tradition, and remained an isolated achievement of the Italian 
Renaissance humanism. Earthquakes received a great deal of attention in the 
next century, and a good many literary and scientific works on the subject were 
produced. As far as catalogues are concerned, the availability of printing led to 
considerable fame for one work which was a direct heir of the interest in catalogues 	 17 
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Principal earthquake catalogues involving the ancient Mediterranean area 

authors chronological span area events up to 1000 

[1457] Manetti Creation — 	1456 Mediterranean 54 

[1574] Ligorio c.1000 B.C. 	— 	1570 Mediterranean 93 

1652 F. da Secinara 1509 B.C. 	1650 World 62 

1691 Bonito c.3700 B.C. 	— 	1690 World 494 

1743 Mongitore 1293 B.C. 	— 	1740 Sicily 30 

1840 von Hoff 3460 B.C. 	1759 World 200 

1848 Perrey 325 	— 	1847 Italy 32 

1850 Perrey 306 B.C. 	1850 Mediterranean 102 

1853 Mallet 1606 B.C. 	— 	1842 World 200 

1861 Capocci 19 	— 	1858 southern Italy 23 

1883 Mercalli 1450 B.C. 	— 	1881 Italy 129 

1881 Schmidt 1000 B.C. 	— 	1838 Mediterranan 139 

1892 Baratta 361 B.C. 	— 	1888 Roma 32 

1901 Baratta 1 	1898 Italy 92 

1906 Galli 900 B.C. 	— 	1906 Latium 60 

1911 Milne 7 	1899 World 90 

1932 Sieberg 2200 B.C. 	— 	1930 Mediterranean 124 

1934 Roux 211 B.C. 	1932 Morocco 5 

1942 Morelli 3rd cent. 	— 	1940 Albania 9 

1950-1 Amiran 64 B.C. 	— 	1951 Palestine-Israel 43 

1961 Galanopoulos 2100 B.C. 	— 	1798 Greece 49 

1967 Ergin et al. 11 	— 	1964 Turkey 119 

1973 Carrozzo et al. 1 	— 	1971 Italy 95 

1974 Shebalin et al. 2100 B.C. 	— 	1900 Mediterraneo 107 

1979 Ben Menahen 92 B.C. 	— 	1980 Middle East 58 

1980 Poirier and Taher 528 	— 	1760 Mediterraneo 64 

1982 Comninakis and Papazachos 479 B.C. 	— 	1899 Greece 40 

1984 Maamoun et al. 2200 B.C. 	— 	1983 Egypt 18 

1989 Papazachos B. and C. 550 B.C. 	— 	1986 Greece 97 

in late antiquity, as expressed, for example, in the work of Julius Obsequens. The 
Lycosthenes 1557 work in question was the Prodigiorum ac ostentorum Chronicon by Conrad 

Lycosthenes, published in Basle in 1557 in what was for those days a luxury illus-
trated edition, which still attracts attention, primarily for the curious little figures 
which illustrate and divide the entries for the various earthquakes listed. Twenty 
years later, Manetti's classical erudition was echoed, though unwittingly, in 

Pirro Ligorio 1574 another important treatise which still exists only in manuscript. It was written in 
1574-77 by Pirro Ligorio and is now preserved in vol.28 of the Ligorio manuscripts 
in the Archivio di Stato in Turin. Amongst other things, the treatise contains the 
earliest known design in the West for an anti-seismic house (Guidoboni 1987). 
Ligorio is a famous name in the history of mannerist architecture, but he is also 
well known as a scholar, antiquarian, proto-archaeologist and even as a forger. As 
with Manetti, the occasion for his work was a strong earthquake — in this case the 
one which caused serious damage in the city of Ferrara on 17 November 1570. 
Ligorio was a guest at the court of Ferrara at the time. The treatise was never 



printed, perhaps because it became "bogged down" in the tense atmosphere of a 
court which was accused of heresy by the pope at that very time and in relation to 
the earthquake which had struck the city. 
Several centuries ago, when scholars began to take an interest in earthquakes, 
they adopted cultural attitudes which are no longer acceptable today. Their view 
of geography, for example, was a very broad one, and they were indifferent to lan-
guage varieties and national boundaries (factors which have had a negative 
influence on the compilation of present-day national catalogues. Such works 
abound in 16th and 17th century Italy more than anywhere else (see, for example, 
Filippo da Secinara 1652), but the finest product of the 17th century was the Filippo da Secinara 1652 

famous Terra tremante o vero continuatione de' terremoti dalla Creatione del 
Mondo sino al tempo presente by Marcell° Bonito (Naples 1691). 	 Bonito 1691 

If we examine the way in which the information presented in such works is struc-
tured, however, it becomes clear that they are difficult to use. In spite of his 
impressive learning, Bonito applies pre-philological criteria to his use of sources, 
often preferring chronicles and annals from recent times to medieval sources. 
Nevertheless, his work is still of great interest for 16th and especially 17th century 
earthquakes, because he often quotes at length from archival documents which are 
now lost. There are even references to earthquakes in Japan, which Bonito had 
learned about from the annals of Catholic missions. An increase in scholarly spe-
cialisation in the 18th century resulted in more attention being paid to individual 
earthquakes. What interested scholars in particular, whether they were natural- 
ists or philosophers, were the causes, effects and precursors of individual seismic 
events. In these circumstances, catalogues tend to act principally as providers of 
background information on local earthquakes. The Seyfart (1756) and Bertrand Seyfart 1756 

(1757) catalogues are an exception. A predominant interest in theory or in indi- Bertrand 1757 

vidual earthquakes is also evident in the mass of literary and scientific works which 
followed the famous Lisbon earthquake of 1755 and those in Calabria in 1783. 
From the second half of the 19th century to the early decades of the 20th, there 
was a revival of interest in the compilation of historical earthquake lists on a 
worldwide or regional basis. These catalogues draw on the preceding scholarly 
tradition, but very often in an uncritical way; and it is from this second phase of 
study that present-day national earthquake catalogues have been "generated". 
The analysis of historical earthquake catalogues is thus not simply an academic 
aspect of current research into historical seismology, but rather a necessary contri-
bution to the clarification and "decoding" of the complex legacy of information 
which has found its way by one means or another into present-day earthquake 
catalogues. As far as ancient Mediterranean earthquakes are concerned, the 
names of the pioneering scientists have become deservedly famous, for they 
brought order into our current knowledge of the history of earthquakes: von Hoff the great 19th century 

(1840) in Germany; Perrey (1848, 1850) in France; Mallet (1853), O'Reilly (1880- European school 

86), and Milne (1911) in the United Kingdom; Mercalli (1883) and Baratta (1901) 
in Italy. They brought second generation historical seismology data into being, by 
compiling the first "modern" earthquake catalogues; but they also contributed to 
the "stratification" of a great deal of often unchecked information, because of the 
temporal and geographical parameters they adopted for the earthquakes con- 	 19 
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number and typology of sources 	 number and typology of other records 

seismic catalogues 

late and local 
historiography 

historical studies 

20 	 20 	120 

Italy 1st-10th century A.D. 

number of seismic events 

	  92 

44 

68 discarded 
24 confirmed (10 with date changes) 
20 new earthquakes 

Comparison between Baratta (1901) 

and this Catalogue (1994) 11111 

inscriptions 

chronicles 
annals 

ancient literature 
and historiography 

20 	10 
	

10 

20 

Sieberg 1932 cerned. Sieberg's famous catalogues (1932 a, b) are an example of this. Striking 
for the breadth of their geographical and chronological span, they serve not only as 
a "catalogue collector", but also as a repertory of additional data whose source have 
since disappeared without trace. 
This is the complicated and almost always extra-disciplinary way in which a base 
of historical data on series of historical earthquakes has been created. As instru-
mental seismology spread and became established, especially from the 1950s 
onwards (Karnik 1968), these data were reinterpreted using the parameters of 
instrumental seismology, thereby causing an appreciable loss of information, 
mistakes of a new kind, and a certain amount of confusion. 

a complex and The research underlying the compilation of our catalogue has obviously taken into 
important tradition account this complex and important tradition. In parallel with the identification 

and analysis of ancient sources, we have therefore also carried out an examination 
of those historical earthquake catalogues which deal with the period and area 
covered by us. Hence we have been able to include this specific bibliographical 
information in the individual earthquake entries, so giving the reader the addi-
tional possibility of assessing the scholarly tradition in historical seismology, which 
is obviously more sensitive to the problems concerned than the historiographical 
tradition. 

The Mediterranean area over the long period 

In order to compile a catalogue of ancient Mediterranean earthquakes, it has been 
necessary above all to take account of the different historical and cultural situa-
tions in which the sources of information about seismic events have been produced. 
These difficulties have not discouraged us from working in such a vast area, for 
when our research began with the Italian peninsula, we had already decided to 
extend our inquiries further afield. It was clear from the beginning that Italy 
could not be isolated from its natural Mediterranean context, even though its rela-
tions with northern Europe are deep-rooted and of distant origin (one thinks, for 
example, of Carolingian and Frankish times). The links which have knit the 
Mediterranean basin into a well-defined historical and cultural unity are an irrefu-
table historical fact. There is no doubting the administrative and political conti-
nuity provided by the Roman world over a period of centuries, the interweaving of 
written traditions, the circulation of Eastern and Western sources in the ancient 



and late antique world, and the economic and cultural exchanges which have 
linked the Mediterranean countries. It was therefore a question of dealing with 
sources from the various countries of the Mediterranean together. One of the prin-
cipal advantages of that decision is that it has been possible to analyse data in 
terms of ancient geography, while simply observing a chronological sequence and 
avoiding present-day boundaries and political allegiances. To the Mediterranean 
area, which was already the subject of our investigation, we have now added the 
region of Armenia; for the available sources for earthquakes in Armenia (and the 
neighbouring areas to which Armenian language sources refer) constitute a sort of 
cultural continuum with the Mediterranean. It is not a matter of simply extend-
ing the area covered by the catalogue, but of producing additional data to clarify 
the general picture. Armenian literature, which came into being in the 5th cen-
tury A.D., thus acted as a link between local traditions with Iranian overtones and 
the Christian world — whether Byzantine or Syriac — from which it derived. But 
western scholars' scanty or imprecise knowledge of Armenian sources has up to 
now left the area in isolation. Consequently, we have thought it necessary to 
include the relevant sources, often correcting rough or unverifiable data, and keep-
ing in mind the high level of seismicity which the sources often record for the 
Armenian plateau, in spite of the region's fairly low population density. 
In its general lines, the picture we have of historical seismic activity is that it was 
characteristically a natural environmental link between the present-day countries 
of the Mediterranean. While the intensity of its manifestations might vary, it was 
a common element — as it still is today — amongst the different built environ-
ments of the Mediterranean. It is thus true to say that written records of seismic 
effects experienced over a period of time, and the reactions of the societies of the 
past to the problems created in their area by seismic activity, still provide us with a 
great deal to ponder on today. 
The chronological period under investigation obviously stretches back deep into earthquake myths 

prehistory. For a very long time, myths not only conveyed their own many-faceted 
internal meanings, but were sometimes the only way in which isolated and transfig-
ured echoes of major natural events were preserved; and scientific analysis some-
times succeeds in deciphering them. One thinks of the disappearance of Atlantis 
(maybe connected with the explosion of the Santorini volcano in the 16th century 
B.c.), the splitting open of the Tempe valley in Greece by Poseidon, the earth-shaker 
and god of the sea (Helly 1989), or the fabulous entry of the great horse (an animal 
sacred to Poseidon) into Troy as a symbol of the destruction which has been identi-
fied in the sixth level of the city possibly that referred to by Homer (Rapp 1982). 
The transfigured echoes are linked to prodigies or events interpreted as such, as 
well as to predictions and oracular responses, and are superimposed in space and 
time on natural phenomena which then become metaphors. Because they aban-
don nature and pass into the memory of groups of men with new meanings, their 
form as natural phenomena is very difficult for us to identify. Only towards the 
8th century B.c. do clearer datings and time spans occur in written sources in areas 
of Jewish and Greek culture. The same is true of areas of Roman and Italic cul-
ture from the 5th century B.c. With very few exceptions — one being the famous the earliest 

13th century B.c. Assyrian letter from Nineveh (Ambraseys and Melville 1982, written evidence 	2 1 
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pp.35-6) — there are no historical documents for such distant ages in the Near 
East, and consequently any earthquakes dating to "mythological" times — i.e. to 
before the 8th century BE., cannot be given serious consideration. 
That does not mean, of course, that such sources must be completely eliminated. 
On the contrary, they are very important indicators of the way in which seismic 
events were perceived by the ancients. But for that very reason, they must be 
analysed separately and, in particular, they cannot contribute to the compilation of 
an earthquake catalogue. 
The historical sequence in this catalogue ends just before the year one thousand; 
but that date had no particular chiliastic significance and was given no particular 
emphasis at the time. The famous fear of the year one thousand is actually a very 
late western historiographical invention, and there is no trace of it at the time -
not even when the Latin chroniclers record the occurrence of some great destruc-
tive earthquake, such as that which struck southern Italy in 990 (or 989). If 
anything, we can detect an increased interest in the actual description of what 
happened; and this may be partly a sign of population growth and economic devel-
opments in Italian cities as we approach the 11th century. 
Modern trends in historiography — we are thinking in particular of "nouvelle 
histoire" and the debate to which it has given rise — have heightened the sensitiv-
ity of the historian, leading him to seek out and elaborate new models, and to es-
tablish contact with scientific disciplines. However, while it is true that the meet-
ing of scientific and humanistic disciplines has sometimes borne fruit — the 
history of climate is a case in point — in the specific case of historical seismology 
there are still many gaps for academic historians to fill. 

the earthquake as a With a few outstanding exceptions, such as the 62 A.D. earthquake at Pompeii or 
historiographical problem that in Crete in 365 A.D., and to some extent the one at Sparta in c.464 ac., ancient 

and medieval historians have not shown the sort of interest in the economic 
effects of earthquakes that one would find in modern, and especially contemporary 
historians. We find a certain disregard for certain phenomena even though they 
involved many urban societies in ancient and medieval times. This disregard 
seems to have something to do with the traditional attitude of historians, who 
ascribe a "static" quality to the ancient and medieval world up to about the 13th 
century. Earthquakes are seen as exceptional occurrences, but only their dramat-
ic onset is recorded, and the succeeding long period of reconstruction, which may 
have involved changes of site, depopulation and repopulation, is neglected. Yet 
this long period is an integral part of the economic history of the area concerned. 
Earthquakes may perhaps have been seen as the cause of great changes — though 
there is little justification for such a view, as we have pointed out — and yet at the 
same time little interest has been taken either in the changes they have caused at 
local level or, by and large, in their effects on social life, such as, for instance, the 
refugee problem after collapses, and in particular the social changes brought about 
by massive rebuilding work. Whole generations of artisans, carpenters and 
masons could occupy a site for years, causing migrations of workers —particularly 
skilled ones — and inevitably affecting the social and economic life of a city and its 
territory. 

2 2 	 A reading of our catalogue — limited as it is to cases documented in the sources — 



will demonstrate the importance of this phenomenon; yet in current historio-
graphical work the predominant image of both the urban and rural environment 
continues to be one of immobility. Lacking any really reliable sources for research 
into population levels and movements, the historical seismologist has great diffi-
culty in discarding the strait jacket of theory and abandoning the categories of 
"town" and "country", which have indeed a decisive role in disciplines such as soci-
ology, geography and town planning. An increasing interest in the history of land-
scape, however, is helping to break down these entrenched positions. Even though 
many historians continue to use the traditional categories, one notices a move 
towards the acquisition of others of a less schematic kind, and greater attention 
being paid to areas which are "marginal" or, more often, have been marginalised by 
modern historiography. 
The lack of sources has certainly made it difficult to imagine, let alone reconstruct, reconstruction 

the economy of an area struck by a devastating natural disaster (including floods and economic processes  

and famine); but we think there is perhaps less justification for historians' neglect 
of the power relationships which controlled and conditioned restoration and re-
building processes. While the problem could not be dealt with if we limited our-
selves to minor buildings, we would surely have a much better chance of saying 
something useful about major public works, such as monuments, religious founda-
tions and fortifications, where rebuilding and restoration work is documented in 
literary, epigraphic and archaeological sources. But since studies of these build-
ings have for the most part been of a descriptive kind, it is difficult to ensure that a 
satisfactory historical assessment of these often complex building and rebuilding 
processes is achieved. Although an earthquake is very much a dynamic event, it 
seems once again to have no place in an economic and social history based on a 
"static" view of things. 

Attitude and expression in the sources 

Before investigating interpretations of earthquakes in the Mediterranean world, 
we would perhaps do well to consider the problem of the reliability of written 
sources. As we have already seen, the need is here posed to combine the ap-
proaches of the scientist, historian and textual scholar. While on the one hand it is 
unthinkable that we should analyse the data provided by the sources without a 
suitable understanding of seismic phenomena — though this has been done, and 
has not uncommonly produced results which were unreliable even from an anti-
quarian point of view — neither must we consider the texts as simple descriptions 
of events. However strange it may seem, when we try to decipher the message 
conveyed by the sources, we must keep as close as possible to the codes they adopt 
— even taking account of their "silence", if necessary. 
Most of the written sources used in this catalogue are of a literary kind. There are 
relatively few inscriptions which refer directly to earthquakes, though there are 
many more which allude to collapses and rebuilding, and these constitute "second-
ary" but no less important evidence. The same is true of Roman coin issues which 
record imperial contributions to reconstruction. As for administrative documenta-
tion on papyri, ostraka, waxed tablets and so on, no useful "primary" evidence has 23 
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been found. Nevertheless, their study may provide important clues about eco-
nomic changes in the territories concerned, and suggest ways of reconstructing a 
post-earthquake situation in economic terms. 
While most texts which record an earthquake were written later than the events 
they refer to, we occasionally find contemporary evidence, if not actual eye-witness 
accounts. One of the most striking texts is undoubtedly the letter in which Pliny 
the Younger recounts the death of his uncle, Pliny the Elder, during the eruption of 
Vesuvius in 79 A.D. However, where such ancient documents are concerned, the 
rule of textual criticism "recentiores, non deteriores" applies. In other words, we 
must not consider a piece of information to be less important simply because it is 
found in sources from several centuries later. 

the sacred value Both in antiquity and the Middle Ages, the written text had an almost sacred 
of written texts value; and while it is true that there are cases of falsification (recent texts made to 

seem more reliable by being disguised as ancient), the materials gathered and 
selected by historiographers and chroniclers can in general still be regarded as 
reliable. If there were mistakes, they were made when manuscripts were copied 
(numerical data are nearly always suspect); but this is a problem common to all 
ancient literature, since we scarcely ever have "originals" available until the early 
Middle Ages. 
The selection of data by the sources is in any case of vital concern if we are to 
understand them correctly. For what we judge to be important may have been less 
so for the ancients, since theirs was an essentially urban culture. We would be 
mistaken, however, if we thought that these lists correctly registered all earth-
quakes of any importance. Earthquakes themselves were seen as inevitable natu- 

Places referred to in Latin inscriptions concerning earthquakes quoted in this catalogue. 
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ral phenomena; so the distress aroused at the time gave way to resignation. In the 
Greek world, only those events which in some way interfered with human activity 
were recorded for posterity. Thus, in Greece, reports of earthquakes included very 
minor ones, perhaps because they held up the advance of an enemy army, which 
then interpreted the occurrence as an ill omen and withdrew (Herodotus 5.85.2; 
Xenophon, Hellenica 3.2.24), or because an assembly had been interrupted 
(Thucydides 4.52.1). Whether or not a phenomenon was prodigious had to be de-
cided by the priests as current circumstances required; so collapses with victims 
might be viewed with indifference, whereas phenomena regarded as miraculous 
were to be countempleted with a sense of submissive awe. 
Minor seismic effects were more likely to be recorded if they were felt in a large 
city, than major destructive effects in a small town. 
In republican Italy, we know of reports of earthquakes in various towns, because 
they appear in the prodigy lists of the different municipia. These lists include 
earthquakes, abnormal births seen as portents, and indeed anything which could prodigy lists 

be interpreted as a sign from the gods. Writers such as Livy, Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus and Dio Cassius (not to mention Julius Obsequens and his funda-
mentally important Liber prodigiorum) have passed down to us lists of prodigies 
recorded in the territories of the Romano-Italic confederation. As MacBain (1982) 
has pointed out, prodigies undoubtedly conveyed an ideological and religious mes-
sage, and also constituted a "vehicle for the communication of politically charged 
messages between Rome and the Italian allies, tending to weld the confederation 
together into a psychological unity". 
Let us take an example of this. For the year 100 B.C. Obsequens records a destruc- 
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tive earthquake in Picenum, involving the collapse of houses: "an earthquake 
caused houses to collapse in ruins in Picenum, and some, though shaken, were left 
leaning at an angle" (Obseq. 45). The prodigy lies not in the collapse of some 
houses but in the fact that others, though shaken at their foundations by the 
upheaval of the ground, remained standing at an angle. Not all earthquake disas-
ters were necessarily seen as prodigious. Indeed, any event which was interpreted 
as prodigious required an appropriate expiatory ceremony. The occurrence of an 
earthquake — not an unusual event in Italy — was not sufficient in itself: it had to 
be in some way "abnormal". 
The ancients were shocked at the sight of houses which failed to collapse but were 
left leaning at an angle because their foundations had been disturbed. To the 
ancient imagination, the sight of buildings leaning beyond the point at which their 
centre of gravity permitted a state of equilibrium, must have suggested that they 
were observing an adynaton — an impossible event. Such an event made a deeper 
impression than an actual collapse, for the latter was, of ,er all, just one of the dis-
asters of everyday life. The prodigia recorded in republican Italy were basically 
events of this kind. The leaning houses in Picenum, or the more frequently re-
corded phenomena such as the swaying of the spears of Mars in the Regia in Rome, 
were caused by distant earthquakes or low-energy shocks. This needs to be taken 
into account in any overall seismic assessment. 
The unification of Italy at the beginning of the 1st century B.C. made these prodigy 
lists less important, and hence the textual evidence for earthquakes becomes less 
frequent from precisely that time onwards. Writers seem to have switched their 
interest to Greek language areas, where the success of naturalistic literature had 
kept alive the memory even of the earliest events. 
The recording of seismic events in both the Greek and Roman worlds was thus 
subject to a selection process on the basis of the above interpretative criteria. And 
then there are political and economic factors to be taken into account. 
It is no coincidence that a disaster such as the earthquake which struck Campania 
in 62 A.D. created such an impression that it led Seneca to devote a whole book of his 
Naturales quaestiones to earthquakes; for in spite of the fact that only small and 
medium-sized towns in Campania were affected, the area contained much sought-
after luxury villas belonging to the family of the emperor and the Roman aristoc-
racy. 

classical antiquity Throughout classical antiquity, then, we have narratives — usually of a historio- 
graphical kind — which allow us to establish fairly accurate datings for seismic 
events. The same is not true of inscriptions, however, for as we have pointed out, 
very few of them refer specifically to an earthquake, though a great many refer to 
the reconstruction of a building. These inscriptions are naturally concerned with 
public buildings, monuments or fortifications. Minor buildings are never men- 
tioned, with the result that we have to rely on archaeology for evidence about them. 
The above is true of both Greek and Latin inscriptions. In the case of Latin 
inscriptions it has been possible to establish a catalogue of those relating to earth-
quakes (Catalogo epigrafi 1989). But it has not yet been possible to do so in the 
case of Greek inscriptions, because of the very scattered nature of collections and 
publications. We can at least say with a reasonable degree of confidence, however, 



that inscriptions paid little attention to earthquakes, for the principal interest of 
the ancients lay in the extent of a collapse and the rebuilding costs. If the collapse 
of a public building were the result of an earthquake and not, let us say, of old age 
or decay, its destruction might be recorded in order to stress the extent of the 
damage. Such might be the case, for example, if the destruction were extensive 
enough to lead to tax exemption or to a special subsidy from the authorities. But, 
generally speaking, the cause of the collapse was not considered sufficiently impor-
tant to be worth including in a public inscription. The advent of Christianity 
seems to have been accompanied by a certain change in attitude and expression in 
the sources. The new code of values obviously brought with it a greater need to 
see natural disasters as a divine punishment, and Christian "humanism" may 
originally have created a need to give consideration to details such as the number 
of victims, which had previously been considered of no consequence. Jewish litera-
ture already showed a heightened consciousness towards seismic effects which was 
subsequently transmitted to the whole of the Christian East, as well as to Islam. 
This greater attention to earthquakes seems to be at least partly related to the late antique literature 

increased sensitivity towards nature and the natural environment which one finds 
in late antique literature. It is certainly the case, at any rate, that the richest 
body of evidence comes from Graeco-Oriental works, which themselves derived 
from local chronicles. Hence there arose in Anatolia and Syria around the 4th cen-
tury a new historiographical genre, which was subsequently destined to exert a 
profound influence on Christian historiography. The chronicles on the one hand, 
and the lives of the saints which flourished as independent works or as brief 
accounts on the other, came together in liturgical texts such as synaxaria and 
menologies, thereby creating a richer fabric, and one which was, on the whole, 
more sensitive to seismic phenomena. 
It is no coincidence if, from the 4th to about the 6th century (a period which coin-
cides with the flowering of Greek and Syriac chronicles), the available evidence 
about earthquakes definitely seems more confused, sometimes artificially duplica-
ting seismic phenomena, and generally beset by an almost impenetrable textual, 
topographical and chronological confusion. This confusion arose from the typical 
coming together in late antiquity of a number of different cultures. Not only 
Christians and pagans had their different chronological systems, but also individ-
ual peoples and even individual cities. In Hellenistic and Roman times, every 
important city had its own era, whose starting point was some epoch-making 
event, and so numerous different calendars often existed at the same time. 
Rivalries between cities, which were typical of imperial times and continued Syriac and Byzantine 

throughout late antiquity, added to the confusion. The efforts made by Christian chronicles 

and Byzantine chronographers to adapt calendar dates to the new era of the 
Creation demonstrate how difficult it is to reach reliable conclusions about many 
dates, and there is an additional margin of error resulting from misreadings by 
copyists and writers themselves. The numerous Syriac chronicles, which are 
linked in one way or another, give an idea of the imprecision which arose, espe-
cially when observations were being made not in a city abounding in archives and 
libraries, but in an isolated monastery without any codices. The same is true of 
Armenian chronicles, though generally speaking they are of later date and derive 27 
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from texts which have often disappeared. 
However, Byzantine chronicles up to the 10th century maintain a certain balance 
between narrative and chronology. Writers like Malalas or Theophanes took pains 
to record the dates of the prodigies, amongst which earthquakes undoubtedly pre-
dominate. As a general rule, at any rate, historiography continued to be of an 
annalistic type until about the 11th century. It was only later, when that type of 
historiography was in decline, that prodigious phenomena began to be recorded in 
marginal notes (notulae), which helped to make up for the increasing poverty of 
data as to time and place. The same is true of colophons or closing notes in manu-
scripts. The frequency of their use (it is exceptionally high in Armenian manu-
scripts) has long been recognised, but these texts still have not been thoroughly 
investigated (the most thorough attempt is Schreiner's work on what are known as 
the Byzantine Chronica minora — see Information concerning the authors of the 
sources in this volume). 

Latin medieval From a typological point of view, early Latin medieval sources are extremely 
sources varied. They include monastic chronicles and annals, papal deeds, registers, note-

books and notulae written in the margins of codices. Hagiographic works have 
also sometimes provided items of information about seismic effects; but the lives of 
saints and martyrs have been used in this catalogue only in the rare cases where 
their narrative contains some specific piece of historical evidence. We have found 
on the whole that more sources are available for northern Italy than for the south 
and the islands. This seems to be due to the fact that there were more monas-
teries with important scriptoria in the north, and they have passed down a well-
preserved annalistic tradition. The evidence provided does not necessarily refer 
solely to local events. The fact that one sometimes finds references in the annals 
of a European monastery to a quite distant earthquake encouraged us to broaden 
our research a great deal, and to make a systematic evaluation of annals and 
chronicles north of the Alps (see Annali e cronache dell'Europa medievale, in 
Guidoboni 1989, pp.280-5). We found that some items of information had passed 
through several stages of oral transmission before being written down, and that a 
manuscript might travel and its later owners note down in it all sorts of matters 
which they thought worthy of interest. 
Information about building collapses resulting from earthquakes is rare indeed in 
early medieval Latin sources; though there is more frequent documentary evi-
dence of collapses for which no cause is specified. One might well expect sources of 
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this kind (mostly benefices, petitions, donations or contracts) to provide more spe-
cific information, but it often happens that detailed chronological and geographical 
information, and the mention of specific buildings (nearly always ecclesiastical or 
monastic buildings, plus the occasional castle) is not accompanied by an indication 
of the cause of the collapse. As far as we can judge, moreover, the tenor of the 
documents in many cases does not allow us to ascertain the contingent reasons for 
a piece of rebuilding, or a donation, or a benefice in favour of an ecclesiastical 
building which had been badly damaged or totally destroyed. Thus we do not 
know why the church of San Filippo di Terrati at Lago (in the Province of Cosenza, 
Calabria) needed to be rebuilt, as it was in 1070, when Robert Guiscard made a 
donation of land and money. We are simply told that the church was in a dilapi-
dated and ruinous state (Menager 1980). 
Similarly, there is a document of 1073 (P.F.Kehr Italia Pontificia, p.176) which tells collapses with 

us that the cathedral at Asti was collapsa; and the church of Sant'Angelo at Pistoia unspecified causes  

(Tuscany) was destructa in the early decades of the 10th century. Many such cases 
can easily be found by examining registers and documents. Were they the result 
of earthquakes? War damage? Wear and tear? It is impossible even to guess 
without having any other information. 
There are also papal documents which mention collapses and rebuilding, without 
specifically explaining how or why. At the time of Hadrian I (771-795), records 
show that rebuilding work was carried out on towers and walls near Rome which 
had completely collapsed: the pope, we read, restored many ruined churches and 
towers both inside and outside the city of Rome (Liber pontificalis, p.501). 
Perhaps the pope's role as restorer is being exaggerated; but even if matters were 
not as serious as they sound, the fact remains that many buildings were in a state 
of disrepair, and there is confirmation of this in other sources. Yet for those who 
wish to understand and distinguish between the various causes, the picture 
remains unclear. 
It may be that some collapses were caused by factors solely relating to statics and 
the state of repair of the buildings concerned, without any traumatic events being 
involved at all. We know, for example, that the Lateran basilica in Rome collapsed 
ad terram de toto in 896 because of the slow ravages of time, as an inscription 
clearly indicates (inclinata ruit senio volventibus annis — see Marmo 1989 b, 
p.303). In the 16th century, its collapse was thought to have been the result of an 
earthquake, but that is just an example of the many late and fanciful explanations 29 
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of structural problems in famous eccesiastical buildings. The basilica was subse-
quently restored in the time of Sergius III (904-911). 
In certain contexts, the language of the sources sometimes acquires a fantastic and 
miraculous dimension, as in the case of the Chronicon Salernitanum, a 10th cen-
tury work by an unknown monk from Salerno; and we may be led to suspect that 
seismic effects are being transmuted into miracles. Thus we read that the 
Saracen tyrant Abdila met a sudden death in 870-872, when he was crushed by a 
beam which fell from the roof of a church in which he was trying to rape a virgin. 
The monk who is recounting the story makes an interesting comment: so that the 
Saracens could not deny that this was a direct expression of the will of God and 
claim that it was just an accident, "since it often happens that churches collapse 
from old age, God himself caused the walls to collapse as well, and opened up a fis-
sure not far from the altar". Old and decaying buildings were apparently to be 
found in many different places; and it also has to be pointed out that any possible 
evaluation of seismic effects is complicated by the fact that what mattered to those 
early witnesses was not the general seismic scenario, but some specific place 
within it linked to the presence of a saint, a person in a position of power, or a life 
history which was being narrated. What we are told, therefore, is decided more by 
the extent to which the earthquake fits the narrative than by the extent and 
seriousness of its effects. Thus the part played by the earthquake within the con-
text of the narrative is very like what we have already seen in ancient literature. 
In a turbulent period of history such as that of the 9th and 10th centuries, with its 
wars, raids and invasions, the impoverishment of administrative and economic 
organisation and a significant fall in population, the effects of natural disasters on 
buildings in cities probably came on top of long standing neglect. Since many 
buildings were made of wood, there may well have been collapses which did not 
cause any deaths, thereby largely depriving strong earthquakes of the devastating 
effect they were to have in later times; or the collapse of very old stone buildings 
may have been seen as a "providential" opportunity for acquiring second-hand 
building materials. 
Not uncommonly, an earthquake is mentioned in early medieval sources more as 
an additional form of discomfort in a social situation that was already profoundly 
uncomfortable, than as a direct cause of damage. We have the impression that the 
principal effect of an earthquake was to cause alarm in a situation which had 
already been made difficult by other disasters and problems of social organisation. 

the problem The scientific reader may perhaps be surprised to find that works written centu-
of literary sources ries after the event are cited as basic evidence in this catalogue. While this hap-

pens much less frequently for the Middle Ages, where information from contempo- 
rary chronicles is available, it is almost the rule for antiquity. We have set out 
above the reasons for this special situation regarding ancient sources, pointing out 
the ambiguities involved in such texts and the traps they set for us, and drawing 
attention to the validity of the rule applied by textual scholars that the value of a 
text very often has nothing to do with its date. Where historiography is concerned, 
it is important to keep in mind the working practices of the individual author. For 
example, a historian like Dio Cassius, who was writing at the beginning of the 3rd 
century A.D., could consult primary documents such as the Rome archives and local 



chronicles, and hence leave us extremely valuable information about earthquakes 
in republican and imperial Italy. The same can be said of the Byzantine chronicler 
Malalas (6th century), who consulted one or more local chronicles of the city of 
Antioch, and so provided us with valuable information about seismic events which 
occurred there. 
Furthermore, there are times when these late sources are the only ones which 
allow us to establish with accuracy the time and place of an earthquake. In other 
cases, authors who are earlier or even close to the time of the event have only left 
brief references to earthquakes, while later historiographers have passed down 
very valuable traditions, often preserving details which are important for the 
understanding of an earthquake. 
These considerations show why, for the period covered by this catalogue, it is not primary and 

always possible to define sources as "primary" or "secondary"; and in any case, the secondary sources  

value of each text has to be assessed in relation to the individual earthquakes to 
which it refers. Hence our catalogue entries list literary sources under the com-
paratively neutral headings "sources 1" and "sources 2", each case being dealt with 
individually. The reader will quickly notice that the sequential relationship 
between the sources varies a great deal, depending on whether we are concerned 
with classical antiquity, late antiquity or the early Middle Ages. In the case of the 
last of these periods, the separation is clearer in the West than in the Byzantine 
world, where the historiographical tradition remained attached to late antique 
models. 
For lack of a more satisfactory criterion (it would certainly be dangerous, given the 
breadth and variety of the sources used, to arrange them in order of importance), 
we have listed sources in chronological order (though in some instances there is 
doubt about the dates of sources: see Information concerning the authors of the 
sources for individual cases). For obvious reasons, the comments in catalogue 
entries cannot follow the same criterion, especially where the available evidence 
requires a more complex historical analysis. 

The measurement of time in ancient calendars 
Establishing the exact chronology of earthquakes which occurred at different 
historical periods and in different cultural areas is very important if an earth-
quake catalogue is to be of value. Failure to pay due attention to the question of 
chronology can often lead to three kinds of distortion: 1) earthquakes may be artifi-
cially duplicated; 2) separate tremors may be mistakenly conflated; and 3) there 
may be a failure to recognise the nature of certain sequences of events (earth-
quakes occurring simultaneously or in close succession, etc.). In view of the fact, 
however, that the scarcity of available information necessarily makes this cata-
logue very incomplete, only the first two kinds of distortion concern us. 
The use of different calendars which are not directly convertible into those in use 
today is a constant hazard. 	The fact is, indeed, that even today different 
Mediterranean peoples use different calendars, and we are still a long way from 
arriving at a uniform system of measuring time. However, while we now have a 
fixed point of reference (GMT — Greenwich Mean Time) derived from an agreeed 31 
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international convention (1884), fluctuating terms of reference were the norm in 
the ancient world. In compiling this earthquake catalogue, we have naturally 
paid due attention to chronological computations, but we have also tried to situate 
these ancient calendars in their cultural context; for, in our opinion, the question of 
chronology cannot be isolated from the mentality which created it. Establishing 
when something happened, in the ancient world, was not just a matter of arithme-
tic: in many cases it meant making choices, attributing meanings, or establishing 
relationships. That is why we have not dealt with the chronological problem sim-
ply by supplying bare bibliographical information (which is in any case usually 
well known to historians, though scarcely ever to seismologists), but have thought 
it worthwhile to set out, at least in general terms, the characteristics of the princi-
pal eras of the ancient world, thereby bringing into focus the chief problems which 
various dating methods were intended to solve. This seemed to us a way of clar-
ifying one particular quality of all the ancient sources used in this earthquake 

a different catalogue: that they are not concerned with accuracy in the sense in which we use 
concept of time the term today, that is to say something expressible in numerical terms. What we 

find instead is a kind of "clear indeterminateness" or "vague accuracy", if we may 
be permitted to use such paradoxical phrases. This quality is a function of ancient 
cultural systems, and it creates great difficulties for us when we use our observa- 
tional paradigms in relation to different cognitive worlds. Even when the refer-
ences provided are precise in their terms and we have the necessary tools for 
understanding them, there is always a fairly wide margin of error which we have 
to accept. But we are perfectly well aware that the existence of a margin of error 
does not mean that the data are incorrect. 
It is characteristic of the earliest chronology that there was no fixed point of ref-
erence in relation to which events could be computed as earlier or later. In other 
words, chronological systems were relative, and measurements of time were made 
in terms of reciprocal relationships (Cosentino and Palumbo 1989). 

Greece and Rome In Greece, the system of counting years in terms of the cycle of Olympiads was 
introduced by the Sicilian historian Timaeus in the third century ac., but it is clear 
that lists of victors at the Olympic games already existed. This chronological 
system begins with the year 776 ac., when the Olympic games were founded; and 
from then onwards, they were held every four years, until their abolition at the end 
of the 4th century A.D. From Timaeus onwards, all the chronologies of the ancient 
world use the Olympiads as the basis of their calculations, and other dates are 
modified to fit the system. Since the Olympic year begins in the summer, however, 
dates in Greek history often have two numerical values when expressed in terms of 
the Christian era. 
When the emperor Theodosius I issued an edict in 391 A.D. closing all centres of 
pagan worship, one of its consequences was the abolition of the Olympic games 
three years later, though the Olympiadic system continued to be used in Byzantine 
chronography. 
The days of the year were not arranged in the same way in all parts of Greece, but 
at least all computations were based on the lunar cycle. Each month consisted of 
either twenty-nine and a half or thirty days; and there was an annual difference of 



seven and a half days between the lunar and the solar year, which was adjusted 
every eight years by intercalating additional months. 
The year in Rome always began on the first of January and, from 153 B.C. onwards, the years and months 

the two consuls also took up office on that date, so that the new year was identified 
by their names. From 222 B.C. until 153 ac., however, the consuls took up office on 
15 March. The later practice was followed until 541 A.D., when Flavius Basilius 
Junior became the last consul in Rome. 
In the imperial age, the year could be identified not only by means of the names of 
the consuls, but also by reference to the names of the emperors when accompanied 
by a statement of their tribunician power and imperial acclamations, as well as by 
the various titles that were conferred on them. 
In the Roman world, the phrase ab Urbe condita (since the foundation of the city of 
Rome) did not indicate an era, though the expression certainly provides us with a 
valuable system for linking events chronologically. The Romans used the year of 
Rome for measuring the length of time that had elapsed between an occurrence 
and the foundation of the city, but they did not make use of this as an era, because 
there was debate as to when the foundation of the city had actually taken place. 
Generally speaking, Latin historians thought the city had been founded between 
759 and 748 B.C. The predominant traditions were those of Cato, who dated the 
foundation of Rome to 21 April 752 ac., and of Varro, who dated it to the same day 
but in the year 753 B.C. This latter was the dating which prevailed over all the 
others. It had been established by Atticus in his annals, and after they were 
brought to public attention by Varro, it acquired official status and was preferred 
by historians. 21 April was traditionally held to be the anniversary of the founda-
tion of Rome, and the Paliliae were held on that date. 
The list in the Fasti Capitolini records the number of years ab Urbe condita, but the Fasti Capitolini 

the figures given are one year less than those provided by Varro, because the con-
sular years have been made to fit the civic years, the former beginning on 1 
January, but the latter on 21 April. Thus the consular year cuts across two civic 
years. That is how the years are counted in the Fasti Capitolini, where the foun-
dation of the city seems to be dated to 752 B.C. 
As for the Fasti Romani, they have been preserved without gaps for 1047 consular 
years from Brutus to Basilius Junior. The Fasti Consulares of the Roman republic 
have come down to us in three texts from the Augustan age: in the Fasti Capitolini, 
an inscription in the Forum which has survived in part and been added to with the 
aid of later calendars (the 5th century Fasti Hydatiani, the 7th century Chronicon 
Paschale, etc.); in Livy and Cassiodorus; and in Books 11-20 of Diodorus Siculus. 
All of these probably derive from a single original. 
In early times, the Roman year was divided into ten months, but the months 
Januarius and Februarius (January and February) were added from the 5th cen-
tury B.C. onwards (or earlier, according to tradition). These twelve months were 
lunar and gave a total of 355 days, but at the time of Caesar, the calendar was in 
such a state of confusion that something had to be done. Hence from 1 January 45 
B.C. a 365-day year was introduced, by distributing ten extra days amongst the 
various months. This Julian Year was introduced gradually by the Roman govern-
ment into all provinces. In the West it replaced the previous chronological system, 33 
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while in the various regions of the East, the calendar then in use was modified to 
fit the new system. This Julian calendar remained in use until the Gregorian 
reforms of 1582. 

the days The days were counted by reference to three particular days: the Calends (kalen-
dae), which was the first day of the month; the Nones (nonae), which was the fifth 
day of the month (except in the months of March, May, July and October, when it 
was the seventh day); and the Ides (idus), which was the thirteenth day of the 
month, except in the four cases mentioned above, when it was the fifteenth day. 
The word kalendae comes from the verb calare (to call or shout); for on the first day 
of the month the Pontifex proclaimed on what day the Ides would fall. And from 
kalendae comes the word kalendarium, which was the name given to the book 
which recorded when sums owed fell due. It was the fasti, on the other hand, 
which were effectively a calendar, for this was a list of days originally in the sole 
custody of the pontifex maximus, but made public after 304 B.C. The list indicated 
the days when it was permissible to administer the law (fas), and after it came into 
the public domain, each day of the year was marked "f" (fastus) or "n" (nefastus). 
The Nones always fell on the ninth day before the Ides (it should be kept in mind 
that the Romans included both the first and last days in their calculations), and 
was therefore either the fifth or the seventh day, depending on the month. Varro 
thought that idus was a word of Etruscan origin, and that it meant the middle of 
the month. These three basic dates were used for calculating all the other dates in 
the month, the other dates being arrived at by counting how many days there were 
before the next base date. 

the hours The hours of the day were calculated from dawn, and those of the night from dusk. 
In subdividing the day into hours, the Romans added to the number of hours cer-
tain habitual phrases which served to specify particular moments of the day (the 
hour of dinner, before cockcrow, and so on). In the Roman world, the day was di-
vided into two: there was a diurnal period (dies) and a nocturnal period (nox). The 
dies was divided into twelve hours (horae), and each hour was a twelfth part of the 
time between dawn and dusk, with the result that the length of an hour depended 
on the time of the year. The night was divided into four vigiliae, from the turns of 
guard duty in a military camp, and like the horae diurnae, their length depended 
on the time of the year. 

the earliest Christian Two basic elements affected the way in which Christian world eras took their form: 
world eras the first of these was purely religious, and the second was both religious and astro-

nomical at the same time. Those calendars which are based solely on the religious 
element draw a parallel between the history of the world and the six days of crea-
tion in the Bible (Gen.1.1-32), and so make each day of the week in the Creation 
correspond to a thousand years in the history of the human race. The Incarnation 
is placed roughly in the middle of the sixth millenium, the end of which would 
bring the end of the human race and the beginning of eternal rest (the Epistle of 
Barnabas, Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria and Hippolytus; see Grumel 1958, 
p.3). In this system, the number 6000 assumes a powerful significance of a sacred 
and eschatological kind, thereby supplying Christian chronologers with a standard 
measure for calculating the age of the world. 



The second element involved in working out world eras again derives from reli- 
gious needs, but is also inextricably linked to astronomical computations. Its 
point of departure is the debate about the celebration of Easter, for on that depends 
the whole liturgical calendar, as it developed in the various Christian churches 
from the 2nd to the 8th century. 
In 325, the Council of Nicea tried to put an end to disputes about this question, by 
ordering that Easter should be celebrated on the Sunday following the first full 
moon after the vernal equinox. The problem lay in relating the story of the 
Passion in the Gospels, where it is dated in terms of the Jewish lunar calendar (14 
Nisan according to the chronology of John, or 15 Nisan according to the Synoptic 
Gospels), to the liturgical requirements of Christianity, which are governed by a 
solar calendar. The lunar year is approximately 11 days and 6 hours shorter than 
the solar year; and so, to avoid the date of Easter advancing perpetually through 
the days of the solar calendar, Christian chronologists began working out what are 
known as the Easter "tables" or "cycles", from the beginning of the 3rd century 
onwards. These are series of years (the precise number of years in an individual 
cycle varies: it could be 112, 84, 19, 28, 95 or 532) at the end of which the total 
number of days in the solar years concerned is the same as the total number of 
days in the corresponding lunar years, this being achieved by inserting into the 
lunar years, at regular intervals, what are known as intercalary or embolismal 
months (embblismos = intercalation); and use is also made of other devices such as 
the saltus lunae, which eliminates the discrepancy between the course of the sun 
and that of the moon by artificially increasing the age of the moon. In this way 
solar time and lunar time could be realigned at the end of a cycle; and so the Easter 
dates established at the beginning of the cycle could be taken over unchanged in 
later cycles. It could be held that an Easter cycle always underlies a world era, 
because the era is a multiple of the number of years in a cycle. It has to be kept in 
mind, of course, that the calculation is based on the assumption that the birth of 
Christ took place 5500 years after the world was supposed to have been created, 
and that the Creation must have occurred round about the middle of the sixth mil-
lenium. 
Eusebius of Caesarea (263-339) brings to completion the work of harmonising the the new chronology 

different eras which Christian chronology had worked out in terms of world history of Eusebius  

and human redemption. In the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D., other attempts to 
achieve this had already been made by people like Clement of Alexandria, Sextus 
Julius Africanus and Hippolytus of Rome. In his Chronicon, Eusebius begins with 
Adam, and the various chronographies are set out in parallel columns. In the 5th 
century ac., Hellanicus of Lesbos had already tried to formulate a unified chrono-
graphy for various successions of events; Timaeus used the Olympiadic cycle as a 
point of reference for dating, and it is on this work of Greek origin that Christian 
chronography is based, bringing together as it did into one great synopsis the 
events of both sacred and secular history. The chronicle of Eusebius, which was 
written about 300 A.D. and translated into Latin by Jerome, who also continued it 
up to 378 A.D., became the basic work of chronology for western Christendom. 
In 258, Bishop Anatolius of Laodicea had worked out an Easter cycle of nineteen 
years, which probably provided a basis for the era established by Sextus Julius 35 
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Africanus (3rd century), and which reckoned 5501 years from the Creation to the 
coming of Christ; and it was in an attempt to reform this cycle that two other 
important cycles for the history of Byzantine chronology came into being. These 
are the cycle of Peter of Alexandria and that first used at Constantinople in 354. 
Archbishop Peter adapted the cycle of Anatolius by making the first year of his 
own cycle correspond to the ninth of that of Anatolius, which began in 303 and 
coincided with the twentieth year of the reign of Diocletian. Since there were 
exactly nineteen years between the beginning of the reign of Diocletian and the 
end of the nineteen-year cycle preceding the year 303 (the year 303 is thus the first 
year of the next cycle), he established the custom of counting the years from the 
beginning of the reign of Diocletian (284); and if one divided by 19 the number of 
years which had elapsed since his reign began, the remainder always gave the year 
in the current cycle and hence the date for Easter. That is how the Era of 

Diocletian (or "Era of the Martyrs") came into being; it was the principal era used 
in the Egyptian area and in Coptic circles. 

the table of The Easter table worked out by Theophilus of Alexandria at the end of the 4th cen- 
Theophilus of Alexandria tury and dedicated to the emperor Theodosius I (379-394) was based on the cycle of 

Archbishop Peter, and in its turn, provided the basis for the Alexandrian Era 
which, in the version drawn up by the monk Annianus, computes 5492 years from 
the Creation to the birth of Christ, and begins the year on 25 March. The 
Alexandrian Era was also used in other parts of the Eastern Empire, especially in 
monastic circles (e.g. by Georgius Syncellus and Theophanes the Confessor); and a 
final example of it is attested as late as the 11th century in the Typicon of the 
monastery of the Evergetis in Constantinople. During the reign of the Arian 
emperor Constantius II (337-361), another important modification of Anatolius of 
Laodicea's nineteen-year cycle was carried out at Constantinople, perhaps by a 
chronologist named Andreas. This new cycle was put into operation in 353, and it 
provided the basis for what Grumel (1958) calls the Protobyzantine Era, which 
begins the year at the end of March and dates the Creation to 5509 B.c. This era 
was used, together with other dating systems, in the Chronicon Paschale (7th cen-
tury) but, according to Grumel, it must not be confused with the real Byzantine 
Era. According to Beaucamp et al. (1979), the former does not depend on the lat-
ter; but Schwartz (1899, cols. 2460-77) thought that it did, and in his view the era 
used in the Chronicon Paschale is simply an attempt to move the beginning of the 
Byzantine era to 5508, which would mean that it had already been worked out in 
the 6th century. 

computations In the Byzantine dating system (which lasted for more than eleven centuries), 
in the Byzantine area 5508 years were calculated to have elapsed between the Creation and the birth of 

Christ. This system was worked out in the closing decades of the 7th century, but 
it was only at the end of the 10th century that it succeeded in supplanting other 
established chronological systems in the Byzantine empire. For some centuries it 
had to compete with other calendars which had been worked out since the 3rd cen-
tury A.D. in the territories of the eastern Mediterranean, or, in a few cases, with 
calendars that went back to Hellenistic times. 
When the Arabs occupied the religious and cultural centres of the "Fertile 



Crescent" one after another in the 7th century (Antioch in 636; Beirut and 
Jerusalem in 638; Alexandria finally conquered in 646), the chronological systems 
in use there had already spread to Constantinople and Byzantine Anatolia; and 
the fact that no single dating system held sway in the Byzantine empire until the 
10th century, except for the use of indictions (see below) and the regnal year of the 
basileus (emperor), is reflected in chronicle usage. 
The traditional Byzantine Era, in which the year began on 1 September and 5508 the traditional 

years were reckoned to have elapsed between the Creation and the birth of Christ, Byzantine era 

had certain obvious advantages over the eras mentioned above. It fitted in with 
the indictions, and avoided the clash between the natural computation (kata 
physein) and conventional computation (kata thesin) implicit in the nineteen-year 
cycle of Anatolius, which neither the Alexandrian Era nor that adopted in the 
Chronicon Paschale had succeeded in avoiding. 
When Anatolius worked out his Easter cycle, he must have felt obliged to give it a 
natural basis, for he made it begin at the vernal equinox (which, in his view, occur-
red on 22 March). Nevertheless, he probably realised that it was impossible to 
make the first year of the cycle coincide with that of the Creation because, since 
the cycle was based on the computation of the epacts, it was not possible to place 
its beginning in a year when there were no epacts; for the Bible text tells us that 
the sun and the moon were created on the fourth day, and it was therefore neces-
sary to wait for the end of the first year in order to calculate the difference between 
the course of the sun and that of the moon. This matter of biblical exegesis made 
it necessary to insert a precyclical year at the beginning of creation, and if such a 
year was included in subsequent computations, it gave them a conventional qual-
ity by adding one unit to what was required with a calculation carried out kata 
phYsein, that is to say, according to the first year of the cycle. 
In the brief chronological treatise which Georgius Monachus wrote around the the treatise 

middle of the 7th century, this clash is avoided by using a natural computation of Georgius Monachus 

only, and the Byzantine Era was thus brought into being. Georgius Monachus 
justifies both his elimination of the precyclical year, and the appropriateness of a 
computation kata phYsein, by maintaining that the sun and the moon had been 
created by God on the same day, but not with the same age, for on the Wednesday 
of creation the sun was in its fourth day (counting from the birth of the universe) 
and the moon in its fifteenth, since God could not have created it in an incomplete 
state (i.e. it was created as a full moon). In this way, the 11 days of lunar epact 
were preserved, and the difference between a natural and a conventional computa-
tion was eliminated. In later centuries, this solution to the problem must have 
seemed satisfactory, not least because it produced a perfect agreement between 
era, indiction, solar cycle, lunar cycle and leap years. This not only simplified com-
putation, but also conformed with that image of cosmic harmony which, in 
Byzantine ideology, distinguished Romania from other political systems. For all 
these reasons, which were conducive to a greater practical and religious coherence, 
the Byzantine Era began to displace all the other world eras in the Mediterranean 
area from the 10th century onwards. 
According to Grumel, moreover, it is possible that from the moment of its inception 
until a later unspecified period, the Byzantine Era began in March rather than 37 
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September (as tradition was later to confirm), since the above-mentioned treatise 
of Georgius Monachus dates the creation of the world to Sunday 31 March in 5508 
B.C. In any case, when a man of such considerable cultural background as Michael 
Psellus (1018 - c.1078) wrote his On the movement of time, the cycles of the sun and 
the moon with their eclipses, and the discovery of Easter, he evidently did not con-
sider the problem to be of great importance, for he maintained that while the world 
had been created in March, the years of its being were to be counted from 
September. This suggests that such a practice was already well established in the 
Eastern Empire. 
The other two established dating systems, which computed the years in terms of 
indictions and the years of an emperor's reign, were not solely Byzantine, and are 
invaluable for identifying events in a convincing way (Cosentino and Palumbo 
1989). 

indiction cycles Historians date the introduction of indictions to the time of the emperor Diocletian 
(284-305). His fiscal reforms were based on the establishment of a close relation-
ship between the crops a farmer was capable of producing and the quantity/quality 
of the cultivable land, and it was in relation to this that he proceeded to regularise 
the requisitioning of foodstuffs to feed the army, which had been going on in a 
haphazard way since the time of Trajan (98-117 A.D.). For these indictiones 
extraordinariae, see Jones (1973) and Heichelheim (1979). The word indictio 
(epinemesis) means fiscal "distribution" or "imposition", and the Byzantine terms 
indiktos and indiktio are based upon it. At the time of Diocletian, what was proba-
bly meant was the assessment of taxable property as carried out for the first time 
in Egypt in 287 or 297 and to be repeated at the end of each five-year period for 
updating purposes (Stein 1968). 
In 313, during the reign of Constantine, this period was extended from five to fif-
teen years. The term "indiction" later lost its original fiscal sense, and came to be 
applied to the chronological reckoning of years on a fifteen-year scale, so that the 
years were counted from one to fifteen, and then returned to one at the beginning 
of each new cycle. The first example of a public deed with an indiction dating is a 
decree of Constantius II of 15 January 356, contained in the Codex Theodosianus 
(12.12.2). In 537, as we have already pointed out, Justinian made it obligatory to 
include the indiction year in all public deeds. Byzantine indictions began on 1 
September, at least from the 5th century onwards; but elsewhere in medieval 
Europe the beginning of the year varied. 
The Sienese indiction began on 8 September; the Bedan or Caesarean indiction, 
which was used principally in continental Europe and Italy, began on 24 
September, though in the papal chancellery it was only adopted at the time of 
Urban II (1088-99). The most frequently used indiction from the 9th century 
onwards was the so-called Roman or Pontifical indiction (Grumel 1958), which 
began either on 25 December or, more frequently, on 1 January. This was the prin-
cipal indiction used in the early Middle Ages. 

regnal years In considering the dating system based on regnal years, it must be kept in mind 
that until the first half of the 6th century, documents of the Eastern Roman 



Empire usually adopted the classical Roman dating system, which gave the names 
of the consuls in office, with or without the regnal year. In Novella 47 of 31 August 
537, the emperor Justinian ordered that public deeds should always be dated with 
the regnal year, the consular year and the indiction. From the year 541 — the 
year in which Flavius Basilius Junior, the last consul in the pars Occidentalis, was 
elected — it became the practice to count the years that had elapsed since he was 
consul (the "post-consular" system). When the emperor Justin II (565-578) as-
sumed the office of consul himself in 566, it became the practice to indicate his 
post-consular years after the regnal years. But it has to be remembered that he 
became consul for a second time in 568. After that date, the years may be ex-
pressed either by reference to his first or his second consulship Mader 1955). As 
time passed, however, the consular computation of the years was abandoned in 
favour of the exclusive use of regnal years. 
The days of the week were identified by adopting the Jewish custom of giving each the days 

day an ordinal number, beginning with Sunday. From the second century 
onwards, however, Sunday and Saturday were respectively given the names 
kyriake (the day of the Lord) and sabbaton (from the Hebrew sabbath — the day of 
rest in the Jewish religion), but there are also cases of the word prate ("the first") 
and ebdome ("the seventh") being used. The Byzantine calendar corresponds ex-
actly to the Julian calendar, except in two matters: from the 6th century onwards it 
makes less and less use of the system of kalendae, idus and novae for computing 
the days of the month, preferring to use ordinal numbers; and the year begins on 1 
September, not 1 January. It must also be mentioned that up to the 9th century 
another type of calendar can be found alongside the Julian calendar, especially in 
chronicles. In most cases, the calendar concerned was the Macedonian calendar or 
a variation of it (see the Chronicon Paschale and the Chronographia of 
Theophanes), which had come into being in Egypt and subsequently spread 
through Syria and Asia Minor following the conquests of Alexander the Great 
(334-331 B.c.). There is a document called the Hemerologium Florentinum, dating 
to Roman times, which gives the calendars of certain cities and provinces in Asia 
Minor and compares them with the Roman calendar. Since that calendar is luni-
solar, it corresponds only approximately to the Julian calendar. 
Except as regards the use of weeks for measuring time, we can say that the the hours 

Byzantine world in general adopted a system which was not very different from 
that used in the classical Roman world. In the Byzantine world, too, the parts of 
the day were identified by subdividing the nychthemeron (period of 24 hours), 
which began at sunrise. In the 5th century, the day began with the hOra prate (the 
first hour), which was at sunrise; this was followed by the hbra trite (third hour) 
towards mid-morning, the hara hate (sixth hour) at midday, the hara encite (ninth 
hour), towards mid-afternoon, hespera (evening), around sunset, and apodeipnon 
(completorium), after dinner. Unlike the Romans, the Byzantines apparently did 
not have a parallel system for subdividing the twelve hours of the night, though 
they did use the term Orthros, corresponding to the Latin matutinum, to indicate 
the period before sunrise. 

In the earliest periods, the Armenians used the chronological computations of the 
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dating styles nations to which they were politically subject, or whose political influence was 
in Armenian sources paramount. Even the Armenian language did not acquire literary codification 

until the 4th and 5th centuries A.D. ; in Armenian circles, the earlier tradition was 
to write chronicles and annals in Syriac or Greek, and they do not seem to have ad-
hered to a chronological system related to a calendar. As soon as Armenia was 
christianised, the computations of Eusebius of Caesarea were adopted, using a 
complex system of royal and patriarchal genealogies. 
It was the need to establish the dates of Christian religious festivals (especially 
Easter) which ensured that a fixed calendar was adopted. At first it seems likely 
that the Byzantine calendar was used; later on, because Armenia became detached 
from the Greek world in a religious and political sense, the "great" Armenian era 
was introduced. Its beginning was set at the end of the two hundred-year canon of 
Andreas, which had been worked out in Byzantium for the years 353-552 (but we 
know this calendar only from Armenian sources). Zoroastrian Persia had an 
influence on the development of the new calendar, which consisted of twelve thirty-
day months arranged in the following order: Nawasardi, Hori, Sahmi, Tre, Raloc`, 
Arac`, Mehekani, Areg, Ahekani, Mareri, Margae, Hrotie. To the 360 days con-
tained in these months were added five epagomenal days (aweleac), in accordance 
with traditional Persian and Egyptian usage. The era began on 1 Nawasardi in 
year 1, which corresponded to 11 August 553. 
This "great" Armenian calendar was not adopted immediately. It gradually 
gained ground towards the end of the 6th century, and there were various attempts 
to modify it. Unlike the Egyptians, in fact, the Armenians did not observe the 
custom of adding a sixth epagomenal day every four years, with the result that 
their calendar had a vague year, which was out of phase with the Julian calendar 
by one day every four years. The adoption of a 365-day cycle (i.e. one which was 
out of phase with the solar year by six hours every year) was always a problem, 
especially as regards the dates when religious feasts were to be held, as prescribed 
by the menologists. 
The "great" era was used by all Armenians until the 12th century, when the Julian 
calendar was introduced by John the Deacon, at the time of the patriarch 
(kat`olikos) Grigor III Pahlavuni, the new era beginning with the year 1085. 
However, it was principally in northern Armenia that this "little" era caught on. 
Many historiographers and chroniclers, at any rate, made the problem more com-
plicated by using their own chronographical computations. And the situation was 
made worse by the fact that the beginning of the Armenian year coincided with the 
Christian feast of Epiphany. Indeed, some historians have suggested that the 
Armenians had a "double cycle", with "technical" computation on the one hand and 
"historiographical" computation on the other; but the fact is that any discrepancies 
can be attributed to individual historiographers. 
In order to work out the year of the Christian era in which a year of the Armenian 
"great" era begins, add 551 to the Armenian year up to the year 769 inclusive. 
Thus 1 Nawasardi 769 corresponds to 1 January 1320. From the Armenian year 
770 (which begins on 31 December 1320) onwards, add 550. 

Syriac sources date events according to the Seleucid Era, which took its name from 



king Seleucus I Nicator. When he took the title of "king of Babylonia" in 309/308 the Syriac calendar 

B.C., Seleucus abandoned the chronology based on the regnal years of Alexander IV 
(the son of Alexander III the Great and Roxana) to adopt a chronology following his 
own regnal years, but he antedated his accession to the throne and fixed it in 311, 
on the first day of the year according to the Babylonian lunar calendar, i.e. 1 Nisan 
(in that year = 3 April). Later, when he was also recognised by the Greeks as 
"basileus", he put back the beginning of his chronology to 312, starting to count 
from the beginning of the Macedonian year, in the autumn, on the first day of the 
Macedonian month Dius. Macedonian names were assigned to the Babylonian 
months, so that there was one calendar and two slightly different era systems (the 
Babylonian system for Chaldea and the Macedonian system for Syria and Asia 
Minor). 
As in all territories conquered by the Romans, the Babylonian lunar calendar was 
superseded by the Julian solar calendar. Here, too, Babylonian and Macedonian 
names were simply assigned to the Julian months. This reform gave birth to the 
chronological system that was to be found in the texts of the Christian period. 
In practice, there are two ways of transforming a Seleucid year into a Christian 
year: if the date is between 1 October and 31 December, subtract 312; between 1 
January and 30 September, subtract 311. The month correspondances are as fol-
lows: Hyperberetaeus = Tishrin I = October; Dius = Tishrin II = November; 
Apellaeus = Canun I = December; Audynaeus = Canun II = January; Peritius = 
Shebat = February; Dystrus = Adar = March; Xanthicus = Nisan = April; 
Artemisius = Iyyar = May; Daesius = Haziran = June; Panemus = Tammuz = July; 
Loiis = Ab = August; Gorpiaeus = Elul = September. 

The base date chosen in Arab culture for the computation of the years in their Muslim chronology 

calendar is 16 July 622, which is the day of the Hegira ("emigration") and was 
called the first day of Muharram in year 1. On the basis of astronomical calcula-
tions, however, that day is 15 July. The Muslim year consists of twelve lunar 
months, each containing 29 or 30 days. Their names are as follows: Muharram, 
Safar, Rabi al-Awwal, Rabi ath-Thani, Jumada-l-Ula, Jumada-th-Thaniyya, 
Rajab, Sha`ban, Ramadan, Shawwal, Dhu-l-Qa‘clah, Dhu-l-Hijjah. 
To express a date from the Muslim calendar in terms of the Gregorian calendar, 
therefore, it is not sufficient to carry out a scaling operation or add 622; for we have 
to take into consideration the fact that the lunar year is 11 days shorter than the 
solar year. This means that the number of the Muslim year must be multiplied by 
that difference, that is to say by 0.97, and then 622 must be added. Similarly, to 
express a Gregorian year in Muslim terms, subtract 622 and divide by 0.97. There 
is also a formula, worked out by Millosevich in 1913, for expressing the relation-
ship between the Muslim calendar and the Gregorian or Julian calendar: 

H = G — 622 + G — 622 G = H H + 622 
32 	 33 

These calculations, however, obviously do not solve all the problems of relating the 
Muslim and Gregorian chronological systems, because the fact that the months are 
not of equal length means that, in terms of the solar calendar, the relationship of 
months and days is always changing. Therefore, in order to find out the exact day 41 
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and month on which a particular year begins and ends, it is necessary to consult 
the appropriate chronological tables (Cattenoz 1954). 

Earthquake theories 

We have already pointed out that it is difficult to accept as scientific data records of 
earthquakes from "mythological" times, or at any rate those which make only a 
vague and indistinct appearance in historical records. Such data, we have said, 
may be unusable for such "factual" purposes as a catalogue, but are nevertheless 
deserving of study. In a more general way, in fact, we can say that comprehensive 

reason and the sacred religious and naturalistic theories about earthquakes in the ancient world (which 
in the observation of nature the positivists separated out in their attempt to identify and utilise only those data 

which they held to be "rational", but which in fact were never neatly separable 
from the rest) are the result of an exceptional preoccupation with the dynamic 
qualities of the inhabited environment and the geomorphological changes which it 
underwent (see below: Earthquakes in Greek and Roman myth, pp.94-100). 
The ancient world bequeathed to us an awareness of seismic geography, which was 
the fruit of observations, comparisons, and recollections of actual occurrences, first 
handed down and fixed in oral culture and later in written learning. It was this 
written learning which was absorbed, popularised and transformed by those 
peoples who lived, mingled and clashed with one another in the Mediterranean 
basin. 
Since ancient records of earthquakes were conditioned by the cognitive situation of 
the time; and since there are frequent specific references to earthquakes in ancient 
treatises, we have been obliged to take due account of both religious and natural-
istic interpretations in classical and later times. 

Natural philosophy 
Even a brief review of earthquake theories necessitates tracing their principal 
developments in ancient and medieval philosophy. For seismic phenomena 
attracted the attention of many Greek philosophers, as well as Latin and Arab 
naturalists. This brief review will refer to what has already been set out in the 
Italian edition of the catalogue and to Marmo (1989 a and c) as regards both the 
ancient and medieval worlds. Substantial extracts from these works are provided 
here, and we suggest that the reader consults the works themselves for complete 
bibliographical references. 
Our knowledge of the various theories elaborated in the ancient world about the 
causes of earthquakes comes to us through Aristotle, Pliny the Elder and Seneca. 

Thales The earliest theory is attributed by Seneca (NQ 6.6.1) to Thales (c.624 - c .545 B.c.), 
whom Aristotle identified as the initiator of philosophical enquiry into the princi-
ples of nature. The cause of earthquakes lies in the principle (or material cause, to 
use Aristotle's terminology in Metaphysics 1.3.983b) of all things, namely water or 
the humid element, on which the earth floats like a vast ship. This theory is sup-
ported by the observation that new springs gush from the earth when it is struck 
by an earthquake — a phenomenon which is also explained by comparison with a 
ship, which takes in water when it rolls (Sen. NQ 6.6.2; see Marmo 1989 a). 

4 2 	 Closely linked to Thales' theory, at least from a thematic point of view, is that 



which eviabag-earthqUake4 deriving From  .*. sP.4)11talle°W IncATIPent-d sub- 
terranean water ,rivers on the earth swell, flood and violently wash away 
everything they encounter, and the waters which he in great basins under the 
earth behave similarly (Sen. NQ 6.6-8). Democritus (second half of the 5th cen- Democritus 
tury Be), as reported by Aristotle, adopted a sfinilar position. The earth is'full of 
water, and when It receives an excessive extra quantity after torrential rain, ft 
moves; and the mass of water which the earth is no longer able to retain, bursts 
out and so produces earthquakes. 
Although Anaximenes (586-528 sc.) seems to accept the general import of Thales' Anaximenes 
ideas, he apparently differs, as reported by. Aristotle (Metaphysics 1.3.984a), in not 
finding the cause of earthquakes In a first principle of corporeal elements which is 
prior to water (see Marmo 1989 a). He prefers to tickle the problem, in terms of 
efficient cause: even if air (or water) is the prime element of things or, to use the 
metaphor of the ship, what they rest upon, once things in the world have taken 
their being, they have an autonomious existence. In this context, his choice of simi- 
le to illustrate how earthquakes are produced is significant the earth is like an old 
house in which the lower parts suddenly give way, thereby undermining the upper 
parts or causing them to collapse (Sen. NQ 6.10.2). Seneca's image fits Aristotle's 
theory: it is the internal workings of the earth, subject as they are not only to 
ageing but also to a lack or excess of water, which produce shaking at the earth 
surface. 
Aristotle and Seneca seem to dig 	about about Anaxagoras (5th century so.) as well Anaxagoras 
as Democritus. Aristotle attributes to Anaxagoras the theory that earthquakes 
occur when the ether, w = ' has a natural tendency to rise, is imprisoned in sub- 
terranean cavities and 	,escape because the earth's pores are blocked by rain. 
Aristotle rejects this exp 	don as over-simplistic, because it assumes that the 
earth is a flat object floating on ether, and especially because it does not account for 
the particular circumstances (time and place) in which earthquakes mostly occur 
(Meteorologica 2.7.365a). As Marmo (1989 a) points out, however, Seneca sees 
Anaxagoras' theory as an attempt to provide a unified explanation of both celestial 
and subterranean phenomena in terms of the action of fire (NQ 6.9.1). But ether 
was itself considered to be a "fiery" substance, and Seneca himself defines it as 
such in another passage in the Naturales quaestzones (6.16.2: igneus aether). 
Seneca goes on to mention other natural philosophers who, like Anaxagoras, took 
the view that combustion within the earth caused collapses and hence cracks in 
the earth's crust (6.9.3). 
This theory and that involving subterranean water are probably also linked to 
another which saw the prime cause of earthquakes as the action of "subterranean 
vapours" released by water under the earth. The analogy used to illustrate this 
theory is quite original as compared to what we have so far encountered, and close-
ly echoes those used in medical treatises. It too gives the impression of being an 
experiment which somehow places before our eyes something which cannot be 
observed, whether it is the functioning of the human body or the behaviour of the 
elements contained within the earth. The metaphor adopted is that of water boil-
ing in a small pan on the fire. 
A number of theories, with just slight differences between them, explained seismic 43 
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and Strato of Lampsacus 

phenomena in terms of force exerted by air (pneuma). 
Diogenes of Apollonia The philosopher Diogenes of Apollonia (5th century B.C. 

Anaxagoras, was the first to put forward this theory. Aris 
Anaximenes, whose disciple he was, according to Diogenes L 
proponent of the doctrine that air was the first principle 
1.3.984a). Where he apparently parted company with his t 
air responsible for earthquakes. Air penetrates into th 
through the pores which either appear in its surface naturall 
erosive action of rivers and tides. But when the pores are 
that its exit is barred and begins to move violently. Since it 
ral movement, which is rectilinear (in rectum), it turns up 
shakes the earth (Sen. NQ 6.15.1). 
Although Diogenes of Apollonia (or rather Seneca in reportin 
the nature of the spiritus whose thrust succeeds in shaki 
clear that the prime element in this case is not the air but r 

Archelaus manifestation — the wind. It is Archelaus (5th-4th cent 
presumed teacher of Socrates and pupil of Anaxagoras -
wind is responsible for earthquakes (Sen. NQ 6.12.1-2). 

Aristotle Aristotle's view is that winds and earthquakes have common elements. In his 
Meteorologica, he deals with earthquakes immediately aft r winds precisely be-
cause they have the same kind of cause (Oeser 1992). According to Aristotle (ibid. 
2.4), there are two types of exhalation: one is damp and is called vapour, while the 
other is dry and has no specific name but is commonly called by the name of a sub-
species, "smoky exhalation" (2.4.359b). The latter is the o gin and natural sub-
stance of the wind (2.4.360a), which is therefore more than ust air in movement. 
This dry exhalation, called pneuma, is the common facto in earthquakes and 
winds. Thus when the earth is warmed by the sun and its o 'n internal fire, it pro-
duces a large quantity of pneuma, both internally and e ernally. When the 
pneuma comes out of the earth it gives rise to winds; but when it travels 
downwards into the earth, it collects and causes earthquakes (2.8.365b). The rela-
tionship between the damp and dry exhalations of the earth also explains the cli-
matic conditions in which, according to Aristotle, earthqu lies usually occur: at 
night and at midday, because of the absence of wind and e alations (2.8.366a); 
and in spring and autumn, because they are times of heavy ain and drought. As 
Marmo (1989 a) points out, Aristotle also refers to a quite i iportant part of med- 
ical theory, offering it — though with some caution — as an inalogy in the search 
for the hidden causes of natural phenomena. 

Theophrastus Theophrastus (373/370 -287 s.c.) and Strato of Lampsacus (338-270/278 s.c.) devel-
oped certain aspects of Aristotle's theory. Theophrastus a ds subterranean col- 
lapses to pneuma as causes of earthquakes; while Strato of Lampsacus brings in 
the dynamic relationship between pneuma and heat and co d, whose continually 
changing state in the bowels of the earth accounts for t e movement of the 
pneuma and its action at the earth's surface (Sen. NQ 6.15.2- ). 
In the De mundo, a work which some scholars attribute to • ristotle, four types of 
earthquake are listed: they may be tilting, shaking, collap ing or splitting. lb 
these are added further subtypes, divided according to acco tpanying phenomena 
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(the emission of blasts of wind, stones or mud, or subterranean noises), or on the 
basis of the number and type of shocks (those which involve a single shock are 
called strike earthquakes, and those which produce oscillations in opposite direc-
tions are described as vibrational). 
The early Stoa (3rd-2nd century Be.) left no contributions on the subject. Their 
general attitude, however, can be deduced from the reworking of the pneuma 
theory by Posidonius (135-51/50 B.c.). Like Chrysippus (281/277-208/204 B.C.) Chrysippus 
Posidonius thinks that the world is a living, rational and animate being (Diog. and Posidonius 

Laert. 7.1.142). This view gives even greater significance to the use of the analogy 
with the functioning of the human body. 
Posidonius, too, provides a classification of earthquakes. They are "undulatory, 
catastrophic, whirling or shaking" (Diog. Laert. 7.1.154). Closely connected to the 
Stoic view is the theory of vital breath which, according to Seneca, was "accepted 
by many writers" (Sen. NQ 6.16.1). 
Then there are the theories which we can describe as "pluralist". Democritus had 
thought that wind and water in subterranean cavities acted in the same kind of 
way. The same dynamics applied to both fluids (compression, search for a way out 
and outburst), though sometimes it was the wind which pushed the water (Sen. 
NQ 6.20.1-4). Aristotle used this very case to construct an argument against that 
part of the theory of Democritus concerning the motive action of water, main-
taining that the pneuma is the motive force, just as it is the wind which produces 
waves and not the reverse (Meteorologica 2.8.368a). 
According to Epicurus (341-270 B.c.), an earthquake can be produced by all the Epicurus 
causes mentioned (which are reducible, in accordance with the scheme of things 
set out in Seneca's work, to the four original elements: water, earth, fire and air), 
and by others as well. He criticises all those who have done no more than indicate 
a single cause (Sen. NQ 6.20.5), the reason for his attitude being that the causes of 
earthquakes belong to a category of objects — those which are "obscure of their 
own nature" —which can only be known by inference or conjecture based on signs. 
We can read these assertions by Epicurus as an invitation both to construct expla-
natory models by means of the systematic use of analogy deriving from what is 
perceived by the senses, and to recognise the profound moral motivation 
underlying his choice of methodology: the plurality of explanations for phenomena 
which go beyond our understanding of nature, helps to preserve the unperturbed 
tranquillity of mind which is the ideal state for the man of learning. 
Roman culture inherited a great deal from the classical Greek world, and took over 
ancient thinking about earthquakes almost without modification. Lucretius Lucretius 
(98-54 B.c.) in his De rerum natura, Seneca (4 B.c.-65 A.D.) in his Naturales quaestio-
nes and Pliny the Elder in his Naturalis historia are the principal cultural links 
through which classical earthquake theories have come down to us. They did not 
work out new theories but described traditional interpretations, often adding 
descriptions of geodynamic phenomena of their own day (earthquakes, the emer-
gence of islands, volcanic eruptions etc.). Sometimes these phenomena provided a 
stimulus for a written work. Thus Seneca's chapter on earthquakes in the Seneca 
Naturales quaestione s was written after the earthquake of 62 A.D. in Campania 
which caused serious damage at Pompeii and Herculaneum. 45 
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As far as Western thought is concerned, it is worth' noting a passage on earth- 
Isidore of Seville quakes by that great heir of ancient learning, Isidore of Seville (560-636) — one of 

the earliest and most famous medieval encyclopaedists. As Marmo (1989 c) points 
out, Isidore only makes a few parenthetical remarks about earthquakes in his 
Etymologiae, mentioning the opinions of Sallust, Lucretius and other authors 
whom he does not identify. Though his comments are expressed in general terms, 
they contain clear traces of classical explanations of earthquakes, ranging from the 
theory which identified water as the cause of earth tremors, first formulated by 
Thales and later taken up by Lucretius (6.555), to the wind theory, first worked out 
by Democritus and then by Aristotle (Meteorologica 1.2), and the theory of the col-
lapse of subterranean caves propounded by Theophrastus. 
Isidore's attitude in the De natura rerum liber is different, however. His prefer-
ence here is for Aristotle's theory. In this second work, the fundamental clash is 
rather between worldly learning, which provides a causal and rational explanation 
of these phenomena, and scriptural learning, which interprets events on earth as 
signs of an otherwise inscrutable divine will. Isidore seems to be trying to consid-
er the opposed theories of internal collapses and subterranean water movements 
as corollaries of the theory of trapped winds (46.2, p.76). Certainly, internal col-
lapses and subterranean water movements could both be conceived as a conse-
quence of the movement of winds, which was capable of producing earthquakes by 
itself. The opinion explicitly adopted by Isidore has attached to it a small appen-
dix of an apparently "observational" kind, which serves to confirm the theory itself: 
"Earthquakes frequently occur where there are cavities in the ground, winds en-
tering into them and provoking the earthquake; and indeed, where the earth is 
sandy or solid, there are no earthquakes" (46.3, pp.76-7). 
The other aspect of Isidore's — and what is effectively the medieval — view of 
earthquakes is that which takes its inspiration from the Scriptures, and finds the 
most appropriate allegorical interpretation in the theory of the winds. The wind 
which blows violently from the bowels of the earth is a symbol of the spirit of God 
which will come to judge the world at the end of time. 
Marmo (1989 c) points out that although an earthquake appears in the Revelation 
of John amongst the consequences of the breaking of the sixth seal (6.12), Isidore 
does not interpret it as a warning sign of the imminent end of the world, but only 
as a "figurative anticipation". 

Venerable Bede About a century later, the Venerable Bede (672-c.735) returns to the subject in his 
De natura rerum liber. In effect he repeats the theory of the winds, presenting it 
in the same form as Isidore; but he adds a new element by drawing a parallel 
between the production of earthquakes and that of thunder and sea floods 
(cols.275-6). It is interesting to note that his interpretation of the sixth seal in the 
Revelation of John excludes the theoretical possibility of any historical event at all 
being interpreted as a sign of the end of the world (see Marmo 1989 c). This obser-
vation is confirmed by a number of other sources, and it allows us to note that 
medieval Latin thought, at least in its most elevated expression, made a distinction 
between naturalistic and allegorical thought, thus displaying a rational awareness 
of the way language could be used (Guidoboni et al. 1992). It is only at a lower level 
of learning (as sometimes expressed in monastic annals) that a historical seismic 



event can be elevated to the role of explicit "sign" of a supernatural reality. At the 
more speculative levels of learning, matters were seen differently. But these are 
questions which fall outside the nucleus of naturalistic theory, and are rather to be 
seen as descriptive of a moral and religious consciousness of events. 
The theory of earthquakes in Aristotle's Meteorologica was known in the later Arabic translations 

Latin Middle Ages through Persian and especially Arabic translations — that is to of Aristotle 

say through the texts of Avicenna (Ibn Sina, 980-1037). Although the first three 
books of the Meteorologica had been translated into Latin (by Gherardo of 
Cremona in the 12th century and Michael Scot in 1217-20), it was the Arab com-
mentary which influenced the great medieval scholar Albertus Magnus (1206-
1280). In his De mineralibus et rebus metallicis, written about 1260, he takes up 
the theory of Avicenna, according to whom volcanic activity was evidence of the 
existence of winds imprisoned in the bowels of the earth. It should be noted, inci-
dentally, that Arab natural philosophy did not "invent" new interpretative theories 
about earthquakes, but rather added empirical observations to support them. 
This was the way theoretical progress was made in those days, and "inventions" -
which were generally improvements to already well-known theories — never took 
the form of "revolutions". The medieval view of geology was fairly complex and 
largely based on Albertus Magnus' elaboration of Avicenna's translations of 
Aristotle. Avicenna's De mineralibus thus plays an important part in medieval 
natural philosophy, for what Albertus Magnus drew from Avicenna's translation of 
Aristotle, taken as a whole, was the basis of western "geological" thought until the 
close of the 15th century (Walzer 1962). 

Religious thought 
Naturalistic interpretations of earthquakes are not to be taken as examples of 
"rational" thought, in contrast to those other interpretations which had their origin 
in the religious mentality which, we must always remember, was a fundamental 
aspect of all ancient and medieval culture. 
In spite of our unwillingness to consider such beliefs as an adjunct of naturalistic 
observations, we really cannot ignore them, especially if we keep in mind that they 
persisted up to the 18th century. The fact is that the religious tradition concern-
ing great seismic events in the Mediterranean basin goes back more than three, 
and perhaps four, millennia: linguistic traces and dialectal substrata can be found 
in place names, and they are the material of myths and lore which was gathered 
and written down much later. Such traces are part and parcel of the memories 
lodged in culture, where they are therefore reflected, transformed and interpreted, 
because destructive earthquakes were important events occurring in geographical 
regions that were widely inhabited. 
In their attempt to "bind together" dynamic terrestrial phenomena in a unitary 
vision of the cosmos, the major religious theories worked out a comforting, magical 
and exorcising interpretation of earthquakes, in which the gods defy one another 
or interact with human behaviour by punishing or intervening — sending down, in 
other words, clear signals of their immense power. 
We have already pointed out that the way the sources expressed themselves was 
conditioned by their interpretation of earthquakes as prodigies. Even though in 
ancient times certain dates had already acquired epoch-making significance and 47 
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hence ensured the survival in history of particular earthquakes (e.g. the one at 
Sparta c.464 B.c.), we cannot in fact separate the rational aspect of ancient atti-
tudes to earthquakes from the magical and religious beliefs which are associated 
with the most archaic reports and continued to develop subsequently. The 
ancients, furthermore, kept alive the memory of disasters which had occurred in 
very early times, as in the famous case of Santorini. An interesting phenomenon 
is the recording of prehistoric disasters, which 19th century catalogues vainly tried 
to date (see Traina 1989 a, p.106). This is often a case of an a posteriori rationali-
sation of myths connected with the earliest strata of a tradition. There are many 
such cases in the sources, the most striking being that of Plato and Atlantis, but 
writers such as Strabo or Pliny the Elder provide many more examples, concerning 
the appearance of islands, rock fissures and subsidence. 
In the earliest magical and religious cosmologies, earthquakes were an item of 
great interest. Real or supposed natural phenomena were attributed to divinities 

gods and giants such as Poseidon or Zeus, or to mythological figures such as the Giants, or even to 
human heroes and holy men; and the tradition was to lead right up to the legends 
of the Christian saints. In ancient Greece, the phrase "the god shook..." was used 
to indicate an earthquake in exactly the same way as "divine wrath" in later 
Byzantine chronicles. 
In archaic times, the observation and forecasting of earthquakes was the province 

"holy men" and of men usually defined as "philosophers", which is to say natural philosophers. 
earthquake predicition These men, however, often played the role of "holy men", and as such tried to pre-

dict disasters: a famous example is that of Pherecydes of Syros (6th century B.c.), 
the teacher of Pythagoras, who predicted an earthquake three days before it 
actually occurred, after drinking water drawn from a well (Diog. Laert. 10). The 
Ionic thinkers of the 6th and 5th centuries B.C. were, as we have seen, busy carrying 
out a process of rationalisation, and they were also recorded as making responses 
and predictions about earthquakes. 
An interesting case is that of the island of Delos, which was thought to be "pure" 
and therefore immune from earthquakes. In accordance with this belief the 
ancients recorded the 'first' earthquake at Delos under different dates (490 and 
431 B.c.). Until the 4th century B.c., at any rate, earthquakes were recorded in 
terms of their magical or religious significance; and that tradition continued to 
exist even later. 
A religion that was as traditional by nature as that of Rome, attributed some 
importance to prodigies. As we have seen, they were drawn up each year in lists, 
which were sometimes of considerable length, their contents depending on the 
seriousness of the current situation. An interesting example of this kind of record 

the spears of Mars is the phenomenon of the spears of Mars (Palumbo 1989 a). Amongst the prodi-
gies related to earthquakes which Roman historians often listed in their narra-
tives, one of the most frequent is the movement of the spears of Mars. As far as we 
know, they were not preserved solely in Rome, and were not only an attribute of 
Mars (Livy 21.62.4, mentions a spear of Juno at Lanuvium). Of particular inter-
est, however, are the spears preserved in the Regia, because the interpretation of a 
passage in Aulus Genius by Lanciani (1918) complicated research by those who, at 
that time, were trying to catalogue earthquakes which had struck Rome. 



In relation to the year 99 B.C., Gellius writes (4.6) that if the spears of Mars in the 
Regia moved, the matter was reported to the senate. On one such occasion, the 
senate issued a decree (which Genius transcribes) ordering the consul to make 
sacrifices to Jupiter and Mars and such other gods as he thought fit. 
There is a certain imprecision about the decree of the senate which Genius tran- 
scribed and which established which gods are to be sacrificed to; for while Jupiter 
and Mars are specified, the consul is left to choose the other gods to whom expia- 
tion shall be made. It is Mars rather than Jupiter, however, who gains our atten- 
tion. According to Lanciani (1918), we can deduce from this passage that the 
spears were arranged in such a way as to act as a kind of rudimentary seismic rudimentary seismic 

warning device, for it was seismic shocks which caused them to shake. And an "warning devices"? 

attempt has recently been made to associate with the spontaneous movement of 
the spears, that of the sacred shields, called ancilia, which were also kept in the 
Regia. Their movement, too, could hence be seen as related to earthquake shocks 
(Bloch 1984, p.102). As far as the ancilia are concerned, there is no evidence to 
support the above suggestion and it has to be regarded as pure fantasy. The con- 
text within which the movement of the spears is recorded, however, suggests cer- 
tain specific circumstances: it is stated that the movement occurs sponte, which 
implies that no outside agent did anything to alter the state of rest of the spears 
(Dumezil 1977, p.38). Gellius is in fact probably identifying two separate prodi- 
gies: the earthquake and the movement of the spears of Mars; but a link between 
the two phenomena is at least a possibility, and hence the hypothesis that the 
spears moved because of an earthquake cannot be completely rejected. The move- 
ment may indeed have occurred, but it is obviously very difficult to believe that 
something had been set up in the Regia specifically to register earthquake shocks, 
as Lanciani seems to have supposed. We therefore cannot tell how reasonable it is 
to accept that the movement of the spears in the Regia was the effect of a seismic 
phenomenon, whether local or distant. What we can conclude, however, is that 
when the spears shook as a result of an earthquake which was recognised as such, 
the phenomenon will not have been recorded. For it was the job of the priests to 
decide when the shaking occurred "spontaneously" — that is to say when the 
shaking (the usual cause of which was presumably an earthquake) was not identi- 
fied as a seismic effect. However that may be, this does at least demonstrate that 
while quite destructive earthquakes could be ignored, notice might be taken of 
minor phenomena, such as those affecting the spears of Mars. At least as regards 
Italy at the time of republican Rome, therefore, the data provided in Nissen's list 
(1883) cannot be taken to indicate which seismic phenomena were the most severe. 
While the selection made in prodigy lists is not a random one, it reflects a different 
type of logic from that which modern scholars seek in an earthquake list. 
The decline of these religious practices, as we have seen, was accompanied by a 
decline in the information about earthquakes in Italy recorded in imperial and late 
antique times. 
Towards the end of antiquity, the two interpretations of earthquakes often seem to empirical practice 

come together at the frontier between empirical observations and religious ideas, and religious ideas 

as is the case with astrology. As early an author as Pausanias (2nd century A.D.) 
seems to ignore previous writers of a rationalistic tendency, attributing earth- 49 
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quake effects to Poseidon, as did the earliest tradition. Earthquakes seem, at any 
rate, to belong to that group of disturbing phenomena which led to what has been 
described as the late antique "age of anxiety". They thus became a threat to public 
order, and had to be confronted with an increasingly solemn image of imperial 
power, to which was attached, after Constantine, the additional seal of the "true 
faith". 

the Christian view As far as natural phenomena are concerned, there was no clear break between the 
culture of the ancient world and that of Christianity. The latter seems simply to 
have effected a transformation of content and expectations, in some cases doing lit-
tle more than superimpose new values on those handed down from the classical 
world. Amongst the new values was the affirmation of the idea — originating in 
the Bible — that nature was created for man, and that man therefore held sway 
over nature. This introduced a substantially optimistic view of the world's pur-
pose, based as it was on the idea that creation was fundamentally inexhaustible. 
As time went on, this led, in western Christian culture, to an unwillingness to 
reflect on the interaction between natural phenomena and human society, except 
in an eschatological way. 
The Christian religion saw earthquakes as a sign of the divine presence over and 
above the laws of nature: the manifestation of a superior will which shakes the 
earth in order to convey a reprimand for moral and religious transgressions. In 
Christian culture this view of earthquakes has coexisted and become entwined 
with naturalistic theories, with results that are sometimes surprising. Its roots lie 
deep in the Christian tradition of Holy Scripture; and it is possible to identify the 
period during which it held authority, outlawing other ways, of thinking and estab-
lishing itself as the only view possible. 

the natural origin In the Liber de haeresibus, written between 383 and 391 by Philastrius, bishop of 
of earthquakes as a heresy Brescia (he died between 391 and 397), the belief that earthquakes have a natural 

origin is listed as a heresy, on the grounds that it is a negation of the power of God 
and a product of pagan culture. This is clearly an early "twig" from those "tangled 
branches of historical confusion" (indigestae historiae inestricabilem cratem) which 
Orosius dealt with later on (Historiae adversus pagans 3.2.9). 
There are 156 heresies listed in Philastrius' book, the one about earthquakes being 
102. This substantial list almost doubled the number of heresies listed by 
Epiphanius; and it is suggested that both of them used the Syntagma of 
Hippolytus as a work of reference. Although of little value, Philastrius' work 
achieved a certain reputation: Gaudentius and Augustine both used it. The latter 
probably learned of it from Ambrose, who owned a copy and was therefore able to 
use it for his own Liber de haeresibus. 
The passage on heresy 102 reads as follows: "It is a heresy to believe that earth-
quakes are not produced by the will and indignation of God but by the very nature 
of the elements, ignoring what the Scriptures say [...J. They pay no attention to 
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The personification of earthquakes as Atlas, 
in a 9th century psalter. Atlas adopts a variety 
of positions as he supports a cave which is in the 
process of collapsing. 

The ancient world provided Christian culture 
with a number of mythical images of earthquakes 
(Utrecht, Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit, 
Salterium, ff.48v and 57v). 



the power of God, but dare to attribute the movement of the elements to the power 
of nature, like certain futile philosophers who attributed [earthquakes] to the 
nature of things and failed to recognise the power of God. For this is one of the 
ways in which the indignation and power of God works in things and strikes his 
creatures for the conversion and benefit of many sinners" (FL 12, co1.1216). 
The religious view of the origin of earthquakes — which acquires such theological 
and doctrinal rigidity in Philastrius — coexisted with the naturalistic theory over a 
long period; and the fact that both the religious view (even when it had lost its rigid traces of the long conflict 
formulation) and the naturalistic view existed at the same time in the same cultur- between faith and reason 

al context, led to the opinion that there were two kinds of earthquake: the natural 
and the non-natural. 
But this "double theory" — which leads, as we have pointed out, to the abuse of the 
term "catastrophe" as applied to earthquakes — also occurs in famous earlier 
works written by court doctors and physicists, who were proponents of "culture" 
and in one way or another influenced the common scientific thought of their time 
up to the end of the 16th century. While this is not the appropriate place for a 
discussion of the interpretation of earthquakes in the later Middle Ages and early 
modern times, we may perhaps be allowed to offer a few examples of this long 
opposition between faith and reason, in order to seek to understand the complexity 
of naturalistic thought at a time when its frontier with theology had not yet been natural and supernatural 
established. In his Dialogo del terremoto (1571), Jacopo Antonio Buoni deals earthquakes  
explicitly with the subject: Whether earthquakes are natural or prodigious 

in modern times 

(Para.325) and The opinion of St.Thomas as to whether earthquakes are natural or 
miraculous (Para.327). The problem is solved by accepting the scale of values 
which had already been clearly codified in Thomist philosophy: God is the prime 
cause and matter the secondary cause. It is interesting to note in this connection 
that Philastrius and his heresy 102 are mentioned as being at the historical root of 
the problem. Though philosophical solutions to the problem were not always as 
clear as this one, considerable success was enjoyed throughout the 16th century by 
works which presented earthquakes as sometimes having natural and sometimes 
supernatural causes, and went on to discuss that particular problem. 
At the beginning of modern times, and for some centuries to come in minor works, 
writers wrestled with the question of the origin of earthquakes. Their thinking 
was complicated by the many theological considerations involved, as well as by the 
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feeling that nature was here intertwined with an ethical conception of the way 
things happened. The heresy about the natural origin of earthquakes was a mar-
ginal doctrinal codification by comparison with the great philosophical problems of 
pre-modern naturalistic thought, but it was a symbol of that all-embracing reli-
gious view of things which left substantial traces in the process of rationalising 
seismic phenomena. That there were non-natural earthquakes is explicitly stated 
in naturalistic treatises — and not only in minor works, where this view persisted 
throughout the 18th century: one example being an essay on the earthquake at 
Jerusalem in 363 A.D., during the reign of Julian the Apostate, by Warburton 
(1750), who considered it the most outstanding case of a non-natural seismic event. 

the supremacy In the early Latin Middle Ages, it was the religious view which held sway over the 
of the sacred naturalistic theory. The importance of the supernatural element in human 

destiny as compared with earthly events, gave special emphasis to man's moral 
duty towards God, to the considerable detriment of solidarity amongst men. 
Hence early medieval Latin sources rarely record ordinary people, with all their 
fears and erratic behaviour, as victims of earthquakes, though that does happen in 
ancient and later Eastern sources. The latter quite commonly express sympathy 
for the human condition and describe the great suffering and desperation caused 
by seismic disasters which obliterated human lives and destroyed numerous build-
ings (miscarriages caused by fear during earthquakes are recorded almost as a 
symbol of the suffering involved, to the extent that they later became a literary 
stereotype). 

the Byzantine liturgy Byzantine religious culture, with its wealth of signs and symbols, was the direct 
heir of oriental tradition, and it linked earthquakes to the presence of God, seeing 
them as a divine parousia, freeing them from their negative association with 
death, and transforming them into a metaphor of nature bowing before its creator, 
or defining them, within this general religious view of things, as a "moral medi-
cine" for sinful humanity, to adopt the expression used in the 6th century by 
Romanos Melodos. As Fioriti (1989) points out, what is peculiar to the Byzantine 
experience is that it causes the Church not so much to commemorate earthquakes 
as historical events, but rather to transfigure them. Earthquakes thus become an 
eschatological symbol of parousia, in which absolute truths and the nature of God 
are revealed. The earthquake becomes "an early announcement of a definitive 
future, which cannot be ignored because, like every act of God, it is unique and 
unrepeatable" Fioriti (1989, p.194). Fioriti points out that of the 49 troparia in the 
menaion used in the Byzantine religious celebration of earthquakes, almost all 
come from the canon At times of danger from earthquakes by John the Hymno-
grapher. According to Fioriti, what is peculiar to the Byzantine liturgy as regards 
earthquakes, is that while the Roman and Latin liturgies take a negative view of 
seismic phenomena, seeing them as a deserved divine punishment, the Byzantine 
liturgy links earthquakes to the paschal mystery, which is seen as "central to the 
history of salvation" Fioriti (1989, p.191). This gives us some idea of why the sym-
bolic significance of earthquakes in the Byzantine liturgy takes on a celebratory 
and epiphanic aspect, which transfigures this devastating terrestrial phenomenon, 
because it provides a moment of contact with God. 



The "liturgical" interpretation of earthquakes was not confined to Constantinople; traces of historical 
and liturgical texts are not solely of value to the history of religious thought. In at earthquakes 

least one case — that of the Typikon of the monastery of San Salvatore at Messina 
(Sicily) -- there is evidence of a local earthquake. This 12th century manuscript 
records the arrangement of religious services to be held throughout the year (for 
fixed as well as movable feasts), and the rubric for 31 August prescribes the com-
memoration of an earthquake. Since the date of the earthquake does not corre-
spond to that of any of the major earthquake commemorations prescribed in the 
Typikon of the Great Church at Constantinople, it seems to us very likely that the 
Messina manuscript is referring to a local earthquake, namely the one for which 
there is evidence in 853 A.D. Since research on liturgical manuscripts has been 
confined to just a few texts, and since there have been few attempts to assess their 
contents from a historical point of view, we think it likely that further research of 
this kind might produce interesting results in the future. 
The only occasion when the image of the earthquake appears in the Koran is in the the Koranic interpretation 
title and first lines of Sura 99.1, where it is not a forewarning of the end of the 
world, but a representation of that end itself: 
When the earth is shaken by a great tremor / when the earth yields up its burdens I and man shall 

say: What ails it?' I On that day the earth shall tell its story. 
The use of such an image is understandable in the context of a series of signs indi- 
cating the end of the Earth. These signs recur because they are "supernatural 
phenomena" in the sense that they subvert nature, but they are natural phenome-
na nevertheless. Within the mentality of classical Islam, there is a fundamental 
relationship between man and nature, which is seen as an unceasing work of 
reconciliation between man and the physical world, through an attempt by man to 
understand what has been created. Islamic religious culture does not appear to 
involve an appreciable nature-culture polarity, for everything is, or belongs to or is 
represented within culture: everything has a meaning which can be deciphered 
through the workings of a world made to suit man, and is to be understood in 
terms of its intelligibility. 
The Islamic vision of the world places man at the centre, but there is also the broad 
cognitive area of the natural world as observed by man. This substantially an-
thropocentric view does not involve the concept of a "law of nature" (it must be 
remembered that in the Western world, this concept was defined at a very late 
stage, the beginning of the 17th century, and within a radical conflict with the 
postulates of the Catholic faith). 
In the world of Islam, the concept of "natural law" is replaced by that of a "habit-
ualness" willed by the Creator and observed by the elements of nature, in conform-
ity with the progress of a continuing process of creation. The speculations of 
Islamic philosophy have grappled with this concept, taking as their starting point 
an atomistic theory of never-ending creation. Creation is continuous, and leads to 
a limitless process of semiosis. Order is an order of ideas which finds within 
chance a constant tendency for phenomena to recur in such a way as to constitute 
habitualness; but it also contemplates the possibility of variations in repetition, 
thus allowing for change and breaks in that order (Fakhry 1983). 
It is interesting to note that this religious view has not prevented historiography 	 5 3 
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from presenting earthquakes as "events" occurring in the life of man. But it is not 
for the historian to "explain" the phenomenon. Some sources, however, see a con-
vergence in time of certain phenomena which are "supernatural" (in the sense that 
they involve a "subversion of natural order" -- to translate the adjectival phrase 
khariq al-tabic a. In general, earthquakes belong within a nature that carries 
"signs" within itself, and is therefore comprehensible in terms of the language of 
religion, which permeates the world of cognition. 

Seismic disasters and the built environment 
As we have seen, the religious view of earthquakes transformed a frequently 
destructive phenomenon into a moment of profound symbolism; and this cultural 
trend seems to have been related to the conviction that seismic disasters were una-
voidable. But over long periods of history, seismic disasters are of sufficiently dif-
ferent kinds to suggest that they are partly "constructed" and "deconstructed" in 
relation to the characteristics of towns and living conditions, as they developed at 
various periods. 
These characteristics are examined in various essays accompanying the earlier 
Italian edition of our catalogue (Guidoboni 1989). They have now been added to 
and extended; and we think it of some importance to provide a rapid survey of 
them, because certain factors involved can surely contribute to a better under-

historical factors standing and contextualisation of the data listed in the catalogue. These factors, 
in seismic destruction though described here only in summary form, are intended as an invitation to con-

sider seismic effects as "historical" phenomena, placing due emphasis on architec-
tural and building design as well as on the urban settings recorded in the sources, 
usually by implication. 
Such research has increased recently; but the cooperation between historians and 
architectural historians (usually through archaeologists) has not yet produced use-
ful results in historical seismology. There is a substantial corpus of documentary 
evidence about ancient, medieval and Byzantine architecture, but it seems to 
have been put to little use, as far as the history of building is concerned. Most tra-
ditional studies have paid more attention to the stylistic aspects of specialised 
architecture than to the general characteristics of minor private buildings. And 
even the little interest shown in earthquake effects on monumental buildings has 
been largely confined to a few cases of restoration (the Parthenon at Athens, the 
Colosseum in Rome, Byzantine churches in Macedonia, etc.). Attempts to analyse 
ancient architecture from an engineering point of view are more satisfactory, at 
least as regards hydraulics and architects' understanding of mathematics, largely 
thanks to the work of German scholars (see Tolle-Kastenbein 1993). 
Vernacular buildings ought to provide us with some basic information, but too lit-
tle research has been undertaken in recent years for us to provide even a partial 
summary. In certain eastern Mediterranean regions, desertification has assisted 
the preservation of many original village buildings, thanks also to favourable cli-
matic conditions, but where it would be comparatively easy to conduct research, no 
particular interest in earthquake effects has yet been evinced (an exception is 
some research in Syria which has been oriented in that direction, see Balty 1990). 



For the purposes of our investigation, it is important to know the size of ancient Ancient cities: 
cities in relation to the number of inhabitants and their distribution in urban unsolved problems 
areas. But anyone hoping to find reliable population data for the period in ques-
tion will be disappointed. Neither for ancient times nor for the Middle Ages do we 
have sufficiently accurate evidence to arrive at accurate figures and calculate 
averages; and any attempt to establish the population density of a given territory 
by calculating urban and cultivable areas and counting monuments will be too 
arbitrary to have any meaning. Even the available numerical data established by 
Beloch (1886) in the late 19th century must be treated with caution because, as we 
have pointed out, the figures in ancient and medieval texts are very unreliable. 
This is not the place to deal with specific cases. We will simply remind the reader, 
as an example, that there is no point in counting the number of seats in an 
amphitheatre in order to gain an idea of the population of a town, for it may be 
that not all local inhabitants could have gone to see shows, and that spectators 
might also have come in from neighbouring towns and the surrounding country. 
And in any case, there is no reason to believe that the size of a theatre or 
amphitheatre was dictated by a rational desire to seat the entire population of a 
town: their design was much influenced by the desire to impress and by competi-
tion between benefactors and rival towns. Furthermore, it was not necessarily the 
case that the only inhabited urban areas were those bounded by fortifications. 
Even in large cities, there were many open spaces, which might have served as 
gardens or simply been left uncultivated, while a large proportion of the inhabit-
ants would have continued to live in the outskirts or the country. And these peo-
ple were probably more mobile than is generally realised (see Purcell 1987). 
We must also remember that while we have a good knowledge of ancient town 
planning and its problems (see the bibliography in the surveys by Torelli and Greco 
1983 and Torelli and Gros 1988), it is much more difficult to gain a clear idea of the 
characteristics of urban building design. The most important studies have so far our knowledge 
done no more than shed light on certain aspects of building design (types of mate- of ancient building practice 

rials and how they are used); and only recently has a start been made on investi-
gating the structure analyses involved in large-scale building. It is therefore still 
difficult to obtain an overall understanding of minor buildings. Their develop-
ment was obviously linked to environmental factors (availability of raw materials) 
and anthropological factors (building techniques), but little above-ground residen-
tial building has survived, and even in well-preserved towns like Pompeii and 
Herculaneum, it is only recently that appropriate excavation methods have been 
used to identify those perishable materials which were previously not identified at 
all or else discarded as being of no evidential value. Though there are sites with a 
great number of architectural structures above ground level, specialised studies of 
them are slow to appear. One thinks of the so-called "dead cities" of northern 
Syria, where entire abandoned villages and towns could be used as a "workshop" 
for examining building characteristics from the late antique period to the 7th cen-
tury for both Hellenistic and later Islamic buildings (Wirth 1971). 
Whether buildings were made of stone, brick or adobe, high population densities 
and the intensive use of urban space contributed from ancient times onwards to 
making large towns very vulnerable to seismic activity. These aspects of ancient 	 5 5 
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building methods have only recently been examined; for traditional archaeology 
concentrated on public buildings and neglected the study of private ones. Thanks 
to improvements in excavation techniques, however, we are beginning to obtain 
important data about private dwellings in both urban and rural areas; but it is far 
too early to see a general picture. 
Only recently have classical archaeologists realised the importance of these prob-
lems, the example having been set by their prehistoric or medieval colleagues who, 
for lack of chronological evidence, have been obliged to investigate even the most 
detailed technical matters, such as, for example, the use of adobe and similar tech-
niques. On the other hand, it must also be stressed that even the most modern 
excavation techniques generally tend to ignore the structural engineering of monu-
mental buildings, preferring to confine themselves to theories about the rebuilding 
and restoration of what they have discovered. 
We have to remember that most important areas were originally subjected to 
intense excavation at times when extensive excavation campaigns were the easiest 
to carry out, and their aim was simply to identify above-ground structures. These 
areas have been excavated without regard for establishing successive strata; and it 
is only fairly recently that the most important indicators, such as ordinary pottery, 
have been used for dating purposes. Periods such as the late antique, during 
which there was a tendency to reuse pre-existing structures, have long been 
neglected, precisely because of the lack of a pottery typology, such as has been 
developed only in the last thirty years. Moreover, these techniques were adopted 
only at a late stage in areas such as Greece and Anatolia. In the light of these con-
siderations, we now offer some very rapid reviews (with a brief bibliography) of 
those urban and territorial contexts which are related to the entries in this cata-
logue. 

The Greek city 
There is a tendency nowadays to cast doubt on the very concept of the polis — the 
Greek city state which is held to have conditioned urban and political life in the 
Hellenic world and the Mediterranean in general. It is indeed difficult to gain a 
clear idea of what the Greek city was like in archaic and classical times, precisely 
because of the great variety of distinctions that have been made. Many categorical 
assumptions have often been arrived at as a result of a literal interpretation of the 
source: for example, it is commonly held that ancient Sparta did not develop as an 
urban centre to the same extent as other Greek cities, but was instead a collection 
of villages. It appears, however, that no-one has related this piece of information, 
which comes from Thucydides, to that of the large number of victims recorded in 
the sources for the earthquake of c.464 Be. (about 20,000); and no confirmation is 
available from excavation data (bibliography in Musti and Ibrelli 1991). 
We can really only begin to gain an idea of the form of Greek cities after the 4th 
century B.C. - that is to say, when there began to be adopted that symmetrical 
urban form (attributed nowadays to the 5th century architect Hippodamus of 
Miletus, and hence described as "Hippodamean"), whose aim was to achieve a 
more rational distribution of citizens within the city. It had previously been as- 

population sumed that cities should be of limited size. For Aristotle, the ideal city had 10,000 
inhabitants (to which we must obviously add women, foreigners and slaves, giving 



a total of about 20/30,000 persons); but these figures were substantially exceeded 
in cities founded in Hellenistic times, starting with Alexandria, the earliest me-
tropolis known to history (see Jacob and de Polignac 1992). 
Later Hellenistic cities led to the spread of this kind of town plan to nearly all later Hellenistic cities 

parts of the Mediterranean, though mountain communities like those of Anatolia 
and Armenia remained comparatively free from the tendency. It is nevertheless 
difficult to arrive at a clear idea of the size of such metropolitan cities, because 
large cities have not been studied in sufficient detail, or else their original form has 
been obliterated by later phases of urban development. We know scarcely 
anything of Alexandria or Antioch, and very little of Damascus or Jerusalem, 
except in so far as it has been possible to compare rebuilding work known from 
descriptions in the sources to the cities as they are today. As for private building, 
the urban model which has been studied more than any other is that of Olynthus, 
a city in Chalcidice which developed in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. But since it 
was razed to the ground around the middle of the 4th century, only the foundations 
of houses remain. Strange as it may seem, the best term of reference for an under-
standing of Hellenistic building is in fact still Pompeii. 

The type 
The city type in Italic regions takes its origin from a Romano-Italic interpretation of the Roman city 
of the Greek polis, resulting from contacts established between Greeks and Italic 
peoples as early as archaic times. But it was the colonisation of the cities of 
Magna Graecia in particular, which made these contacts more substantial and so 
led to important cultural interaction. 
As Traina (1989 b) has already pointed out, the geographical and historical situa-
tion was so very varied and fragmentary that it is impossible to reach a unitary 
definition of 'city'. Nevertheless, certain attempts to do so have been made in 
cases where more information is available from the sources, as with the colonies of 
Magna Graecia. These are areas where the town-country relationship is obviously 
not limited to the clash between Greek colony and indigenous territory; for the con-
tacts which led to the progressive appropriation of space by the Romans developed 
in a complex and flexible manner (see Gros and Torelli 1988). 
Whereas Etruria developed a genuine culture of the polis, the Italic regions still polis and pagus 

relied on the archaic structure of the pagus, a unit of territory whose form gov-
erned the way it was used, and gave its character to both the village itself and the 
wooded or cultivated surroundings. It was around the 4th century RC., under the 
influence of political events which affected the whole of Mediterranean society, 
that towns acquired great importance in Italic areas as well, thus creating a new 
culture and necessitating the rewriting of myths about origins. 
While the massive advance of Rome brought a new equilibrium to the Italian 
peninsula, the increase in Roman and Latin colonisation affected lands in the 
plains, introducing symmetrical town plans (already known in Magna Graecia) 
and the geometrical subdivision of cultivable land. By applying limitatio to the 
land around towns, which was to prove very popular in Italy and subsequently in 
the provinces, the Romans were trying to rationalise the use of cultivable land, and 
this had lasting consequences for towns and their territories. 57 
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There is evidence that Rome and Italy were becoming a single unit (and hence 
acquiring that homogeneous structure which led to the "provincialisation" of Italy 
in the late antique period) in the monumental building programme of Augustus 
and his successors. The change in the fabric of towns involved both the town walls 
— which were now linked by an organic road system — and those principal public 
buildings which served the social, political and religious life of the town: the forum 
with its basilicas, temples, markets, baths, and public entertainment buildings. 
The territory around a town (suburbium in the case of Rome, ager elsewhere) de-
veloped as an organic whole, with a linking road system and scattered minor 
inhabited areas as well as increasingly imposing villae, which were both farms and 
leisure dwellings. It follows from this that, unlike Hellenistic Greek and Eastern 
towns, urban settlements in Italy in the form of municipia and colonies constitute 
a political, administrative, military and commercial point of reference, but since 
they lacked the plebs which swarmed throughout Rome (and the surviving cities of 
Magna Graecia, such as Naples), the potential loss of human life in strong earth-
quakes was reduced. That explains why inscriptions tend to specify the cause of 
collapses only in isolated cases: earthquakes or just vetustas were evidently con-
sidered to be causes of a similar kind. 
As the form of the Roman city and its surrounding territory developed in this way 
(though there were naturally exceptions to the general rule because of special and 
pre-existing conditions), natural disasters acquired a more material significance 
and gradually lost their prodigious quality, though that was to return in a new 
form in late antique times, as religious thought developed, and especially as 
Christianity spread. 

the abandonment In the Roman world, it was the need to abandon territory which really was a disas-
of disaster areas ter, and which might have been caused not only by violent and sudden natural phe- 

nomena but also simply by changes to territorial structure. The movement of an 
arterial highway could cause a town to go into economic decline, as could the pro-
gressive advance of marshes, or even just the choice of a more suitable site. Our 
problem, however, lies in the fact that the written sources only record earthquakes 
in specific circumstances or in connection with specific geographical areas. In any 
case, the evidence taken as a whole shows that as time progressed disastrous 
events were "demoted". This failure of the sources to mention earthquakes is nor-
mal, and is also found at later periods. On the whole, therefore, it remains diffi-
cult to assess the real extent of earthquake damage, unless we have, an exception 
to the general rule in the form of a well-documented case like that of Pompeii. 
The literary texts which tend to record and stress the destructive effects of earth-

religious and magical quakes are not ones concerned with daily life, but mostly works concerned with 
conceptions of natural religion or magic; or else they belong to some special genre, such as oracular or 

phenomena 
apocalyptic literature. 
This tendency to marginalise earthquakes, however, is not due to the fact that they 
were of short duration; for long-term disturbances of the landscape, such as the 
progressive advance of marshes for geological reasons or the increasing neglect of a 
territory, would have been equally subject to a process of selection by the sources, 
and hence almost entirely eliminated from ancient literary works. In fact, neither 
the encroachment of marshes nor earthquakes can be taken as the principal rea- 



Model of the city of Rome as it was in the 4th century A.D. (Museo della Civilta Romana, Rome). 
In ancient times, the effect of panic was much increased by population density, 

with the result that even minor earthquake tremors could cause public order problems. 59 



son for the abandonment of territory. At the most, such phenomena could halm 
been contributory causes in the development of a situation which had already beer 
undermined by other factors. 

town and country There remains the problem of establishing the actual effect of a seismic event 
the places we call "town" and "country". Given the limited evidence 
available, it is generally very difficult to identify damage in a rural area, unless 
is a question of sudden disaster striking people and animals; for rustic buil 
(villae, vici etc.) were in any case subject to a continual process of restoration, 
structures deteriorated or farming procedures changed. 
In the ancient world, towns served above all as meeting places and for public life, 
while the territory in the immediate vicinity of the urban area was used for a kind 
of extension of urban activity. The Roman or Italic town, in particular, derives its 
raison d'être from this presupposition, which permanently links the town (whether 
as pre-existing settlement or as colony) to its ager. But there were bound to be 
exceptions. The extraordinary development of cities like Rome, and Eastern 

the great cities of the metropolitan cities such as Antioch, Nicomedia, Ephesus/  and, later on, 
eastern Mediterranean Constantinople, produced a concentrated urban population greater than that 

found in Italian cities in the Middle Ages (13th-15th centuries). 
Furthermore, there seem to have been substantial differences between the situa-
tion in Italy and the Latin-speaking Western provinces, and that pertaining in the 
other Mediterranean provinces, where the Hellenistic city tradition had preserved 
its municipal structure, and where, above all, there was long-standing exploitation 
of the imperial authorities, which would promptly intervene whenever natural 
disasters in Asia Minor necessitated a financial contribution or fiscal exemption 
(Mitchell 1987). 
In the case of very destructive earthquakes affecting highly populated areas that 
were politically important, we do not find that in the classical world they aroused 

Plan of Jerusalem in a 6th century A.D. mosaic. 
Orthodox church of St.George, Mgdaba, Jordan 
(photo J.Taylor, Sonia Halliday Photographs). 



those reactions (involving a kind of "anxiety of the times") which we notice from 
the time when the development of Christian apologetics took place in the 2nd and 
3rd centuries A.D., and which are even to be found in a pagan author like Libanius 
(see the evidence for mid-4th century earthquakes in the eastern Mediterranean). 
The Greek and Byzantine regions were regularly buffeted by earthquakes, which 
formed part of the history of many cities in the Near East. And unlike the cities of 
the early medieval West, those of the eastern Mediterranean never lost their role 
and importance as centres of political and religious power. 
Such tendencies ran counter to the idea of a pacified city whose internal security 
was guaranteed by that of the whole ecumene, which was in its turn protected by 
the imperial authority. 
In a way, this contradiction is characteristic of the whole age of imperial Rome. 
On the one hand, we have the typically Greek idea of the civil oikoumene, which by 
definition had a large complement of cities and was totally unlike the barbarous 
life-style of nomads and anyone else who did not normally live in what could be 
defined as a polis; and on the other, we find the classical Roman concept of impe-
rium sine fine, where, in theory, any territory could be invaded and colonised. In 
late antique times there was a utopian attempt (it foundered at the time of 
Justinian, who was one of its greatest proponents) to reconcile both these attitudes 
by creating an urban civilisation even in the remotest outposts of empire, such as 
the deserts of Africa or the plateaus of Anatolia. 

Changes from the 
For the period from the 4th to the 6th century A.D., we do not always have a clear 6th to the 10th century: 
understanding of the real effect of economic changes and reactions to natural dis- the case of Italy 
asters. While it is certainly the case that there existed a situation of discontinuity 
and more marked separation between town and country, the fact that the two be- 
came more clearly separate as the early Middle Ages progressed, obliges us to face 
up to the vexed question of urban decline. A pessimistic view of the survival of 
urban structures in late antique times, seen as a transitional period between the 
ancient and medieval worlds (Ward-Perkins 1984), seems unjustified, in view of 
the building incentives which we find in Rome and other Italian cities in the 4th 
century A.D. (Giardina 1986, vol.2). 
Ravenna — a capital city in the 5th century AD. - is itself a symbol of this changing new centres of power: 

urban society, for it had the courage to use lagoons and marshes (as did Venice, Ravenna 

later on) as the site for the new city, whose role was primarily concerned with trade 
and the military control of a world where cultural innovations were being intro- 
duced not only by the new Christian culture, but also by the very "barbarians" who 
were settling the countryside and becoming involved in military and political life. 
The early medieval Italian town had its own characteristics, which were to some 
extent different from those found in ancient times; for even though the degree to 
which changes were continuous or subject to interruption has not yet been com-
pletely elucidated, those which took place between the 6th and 10th centuries cer-
tainly encouraged the ruralisation of many towns, produced falls in population, 
and brought about a widespread predominance of rural over urban values, thereby 
indirectly creating conditions in which those factors which make an earthquake 
destructive became less influential. 	 61 
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In our present state of knowledge, it is not possible to be sure whether the early 
Middle Ages were characteristically a period of depopulation in Italy and the West. 
The 6th century was undoubtedly a troubled period, with wars, invasions- and 
plagues; for the disastrous Graeco-Gothic war of 535-551-was followed by a succes-
sion of plagues affecting the whole of southern Europe. So widespread and serious 
was this phenomenon that there was nothing to compare with it in the whole of the 
European Middle Ages, except for the Black Death of 1348. And then there was 
the military occupation by the Lombards in 568 or 569. Wars, famine and plague 
certainly hit the Italian peninsula harder than in the past; and it seems clear from 
authors like Paul the Deacon that their social and demographic repercussions 
were widespread throughout the 7th century as well. And while all this was going 
on, towns were undergoing a process of christianisation: public monuments were 
losing their original function, and urban life was shifting its focus towards reli- 

historiographical models: gious buildings. However, we naturally cannot establish rigid categories to de- 
continuity or discontinuity scribe the general situation. As far as Italy is concerned, there have been a num-

ber of interesting general surveys, such as those of Fumagalli (1976, 1978), but 
there is no doubt that life varied a great deal in the various regions, where the orig-
inal settlements were somehow returning to the fore, thereby placing in jeopardy 
the process of standardisation which Rome had been attempting to impose on the 
form of cities (and their territories). It was no coincidence that an "alternative" 
model came on the scene in the form of Venice, with the result that the city built on 
a swamp actually became an ideal. If the ideal city of ancient culture had previ-
ously eclipsed these "marginal" types, of which Ravenna is an example (see Traina 
1988), settlements in such terrains were now being discovered by the dominant 
culture; and that clearly affected the way building developed. Thus, where there 
were no ancient buildings whose materials could be reused, the great difficulty in 
obtaining bricks or building stone gave an impetus to a type of architecture which 
used poor materials such as wood, rushes and adobe; and we have seen how wide-
spread this could be. 
Nowadays we may think that these techniques were inherited from antiquity and 
were not just a "barbarian" alternative to the classical model of the dwelling place. 
Recent trends in archaeology — especially those concerned with "the archaeology 
of the First Millennium" (Randsborg 1992) — are very largely responsible for pro-
viding a clear demonstration of the limitations of traditional historiography, which 
offered an attractive but "romantic" contrast between barbarians and inhabitants 
of Romania. 
These more strictly technical aspects of building methods confirm the need to 
reject the model of the Middle Ages as breaking away from antiquity, however 
attractive it may be. For the transition of society from ancient to medieval can be 
interpreted as a contradictory mixture of continuity and survival, in which the bar-
barian element was probably less important than is generally thought. 
It is certain, at any rate, that ruins were a new element in inhabited areas and 
were beginning to play a significant role. The remains of important but aban-
doned buildings were an immense source of stone for new houses, castles, roads 
and bridges throughout the Middle Ages. Privileges granted by kings and emper- 

6 2 	 ors permitted their use by monasteries which they had founded, as well as by 



bishops and even private citizens. In this way, Italian towns were already en- 
tering a period of reconstruction as early as the 7th century. There were laws 
governing the use of ruins (Corpus Juris 7.3), though they only came to be used on 
a grand scale when the great urban expansion of the 11th to 13th centuries took cities not subject 

place. In spite of this crisis, there is evidence that many Italian cities were contin- to decline 

uously inhabited (Milan, Aquileia, Pavia, Verona and Naples, to mention only the 
most important). Others went through a stage of decline, however, in which the 
inhabited area shrank, with the result that some towns in the Po valley contained 
a "dead town" — an area which had been completely abandoned by the inhab-
itants. This was the civitas antiqua or civitas antiqua et rupta, which remained so 
until the 11th century (Bologna and Parma are examples). Some generations 
later, these ruins were vaunted as evidence of an ancient origin and a worthy past. 
In many parts of Italy, a revival of urban life and agriculture took place from the 
7th century onwards, but the network of settlements and the landscape only 
changed after the 10th century. In areas that remained under Byzantine jurisdic-
tion, rather less ruralisation took place, and towns were able to preserve their 
urban qualities in a more stable way. However, there were changes of various 
kinds in the way land outside the towns was used; for the economy was over-
whelmingly agrarian, with woodlands and pastures. In both town and country, 
building structures, too, were more flimsy and less sophisticated than before, 
though the areas which escaped Lombard and later Frankish control were not 
involved to the same extent. Cities like Milan and Pavia were particularly impor-
tant, but until the 10th century they, too, were thinly populated and small in area, 
and their activities were not of an "urban" kind. Houses were mostly made of 
wood, and were situated in fields, vineyards and orchards. Walls were flimsy and 
not always made of stone. While it is true that Italian cities acquired renewed 
vigour in the 8th and 9th centuries, they nevertheless did not regain the strictly 
urban physiognomy which they had had in previous centuries, the only exceptions 
being the coastal towns in the hands of Arabs or Byzantines, even though they 
might have been occupied temporarily by the Lombards. It also has to be remem- wars and invasions 

bered that the invasions which took place towards the end of the 9th century were 
as widespread and devastating as they had been in the 5th century, and so helped 
to destabilise and impoverish the living conditions of city dwellers. Invasions by 
Normans and Hungarians from the north and east overlapped those of Islam from 
the south, gripping western Europe in a vice, laying siege to it, striking at it with 
incessant raids, and camping within it for long periods. It is important to keep all 
these factors in mind, if we are to assess the background to the "destructions" 
which are frequently mentioned in the historical sources for those centuries. The 
ruins are nearly always recorded without their cause being specified — but they 
have not infrequently been later interpreted by historians and archaeologists as 
resulting from earthquakes. 
How large were early medieval towns in the West? Their size is not easy to es- size of urban areas 

tablish. According to Renouard (1976), the towns of central and northern Italy 
suffered less from the barbarian invasions than those of France, and remained 
larger. When the western Roman Empire came to an end, the size of certain 
Italian cities was as follows: Florence 24 hectares, Pavia 25, Verona 35, Lucca 39. 63 
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At that time Italian cities were the largest in the West. At the time of Theodoric 
(late 5th-early 6th century), Parma was increasing in size, expanding to about 23 
hectares from a previous 14; but the new city walls enclosed gardens and other 
open spaces. 

Rome Rome underwent profound changes in the 6th, 7th and 8th centuries. Its siege by 
the Goths and conquest by the Byzantines, famine, epidemics, the difficulty of 
maintaining food supplies and the consequent fall in the population were all fac-
tors which contributed to the creation there of a markedly rural economy. 
At the time of Gregory the Great (6th century), only a few parts of the substantial 
area enclosed by the Aurelianic walls were still inhabited. 	According to 
Krautheimer (1980), there may not have been more than twenty thousand inhab- 
itants. 	Other historiographical assessments tend to give greater stress to 
elements of continuity between the ancient world and the early Middle Ages in 
Rome, and offer population estimates which are much more optimistic, but not 
always acceptable (Cecchelli 1959). 
If we keep in mind the evidence of building and reconstruction work by the popes 
in churches and other religious buildings from the end of the 6th to the 9th cen-
tury, as it appears in the Liber pontificalis, we have the impression that —particu-
larly from the 7th to the 9th century — an appreciable amount of urban reorgani-
sation was going on in Rome. But, as Delogu (1988, p.381) points out, this growth 
was not due to a productive increase in the economy, but solely to the handsome 
donations received as a result of the particular religious prestige which the city 
was acquiring in relation to the imperial political power. 
In Roman times, Bologna covered an area of about 70 hectares, with an estimated 
population of about eight to ten thousand. At the end of the Roman Empire, it 
covered about 25 hectares with a population of perhaps three thousand. 
We have pointed out that, generally speaking, there is little information available 
about earthquake damage to Italian cities in the early Middle Ages; and the little 
information we have is mostly related to new centres of political power, or cities 
controlled by the Byzantines, whose urban appearance, as already mentioned, was 
superior to that of cities in Lombard or (later) Frankish territory. We do have 
information in early medieval sources about Ravenna, where Agnellus was writ- 
ing. The city had already been the seat of imperial vicariates in the 5th century. 
Theodoric subsequently held his court there, and it was the capital of the 6th cen-
tury prefecture of Italy as well as of the Exarchate. At the time of Bishop John V 
(between 725 and 744), an earthquake is recorded as having occurred there. 

traces of earthquakes There are monastic chronicles from Germany which not infrequently mention 
in Italy in European earthquakes in Italian towns, such as those at Treviso in 778 and at Pavia (capital 

monastic annals 
of the Italian kingdom) in 836. The only reason why the earthquake of 801 was 
not forgotten, was probably the fact that Charlemagne was at Spoleto at the time, 
the city being the capital of a large Lombard duchy, and later of the Carolingian 
march. And the same seems to be true of the earthquakes of 848 and 990 (or 989) 
at Benevento, the capital of a major Lombard duchy. 
We have pointed out that earthquake effects are recorded chiefly in relation to 
capital cities and rarely in relation to small towns and villages, though they might 
be mentioned if they affected the great monasteries, which were a new aspect of 



the way early medieval settlements were organised. It is thus the annals of the 
Abbey of Montecassino which record a number of important earthquakes and list 
minor country towns amongst the places damaged (see, once again, the earthquake 
of 848). The hypothesis that in the long term there are swings in seismic disaster 
frequency to a degree which is greater or lesser depending on the characteristics of lor g-term swings in seismic 

the inhabited environment concerned, is not one of which the truth can be imme- di. aster frequency in Italy 

diately demonstrated. One needs to have a thorough knowledge not only of the 
available sources, but also of the history of the area concerned. As far as Italy is 
concerned, at any rate, it is possible to identify certain of the factors involved and 
formulate some hypotheses. In the course of our research, we ascertained that the 
number of recorded earthquakes in early medieval Italy is much lower than in the 
later Middle Ages: there are 16 recorded for the 6th to 10th centuries, but 205 for 
the 11th to 14th centuries having an intensity equal to or greater than w-v mcs 
(Postpischl 1985): 25 earthquakes out of these had an intensity equal to or greater 
than ix on the mcs scale. In our opinion, this is not simply a question of a smaller 
number of available sources. Other factors are involved, such as: 
1) social and economic conditions during the period from the 6th to the 10th cen- different living conditions 

tury. These were generally so troubled that other disasters, not necessarily natu- and cultural filters 

ral ones, might have been deemed more deserving of record than earthquakes; 
2) the religious attitude to disasters, which tended to undervalue their social 
effects. To which can be added, in our opinion, the influence of a certain intellec-
tual indifference, in the form of that tedium vitae which often caused ecclesiastics 
and monks to fail to notice the intensity of human suffering; 
3) communication problems affecting the reporting of earthquakes. Apart from 
the long distances involved, we know very little about roads in late antique and 
medieval times in Italy. 
Even if all these factors were taken into account, however, we still do not think 
that there would be a wholly satisfactory explanation for the scarcity of informa-
tion about seismic disasters in Italy, bearing in mind that an average of 30 destruc-
tive earthquakes (with effects equal to or greater than pc on the mcs scale) occurs 
there every hundred years. 
We therefore think that factors governing living conditions must have had a decis-
ive influence. The large uninhabited areas inside city walls may have limited 
earthquake destruction; and then there is the fact that private buildings, in both 
town and country, were usually, if not exclusively, made of light materials (wood, 
wattle, straw etc.), which could be very influential in mitigating the destructive 
effects of earthquakes and preventing them from becoming "seismic disasters". 
In the later Middle Ages (12th-14th centuries), there was a substantial increase in 
urban population, which absorbed what had previously been open spaces within 
towns. This increase in population density, moreover, was accompanied by a 
decrease in the level of protection against earthquakes, thanks to the common use 
of increasingly heavy materials in private as well as public buildings. And then 
there was an increasing tendency to build upwards, mostly by adding to existing 
structures, and very often in stages (traces of this can still be identified in small 
towns in Sicily). From the point of view. of seismic effects, we think we can identify 
a widespread deterioration in living conditions and a decrease in building safety, 	 6 5 
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Plan of the citadel of the ancient city of Dvin, 
which was the capital of Armenia from 
the 4th to the 9th century. It was invaded by 
the Arabs in 642, and was partly destroyed 
by the earthquake of 893 — the year in which 
the patriarch moved his seat to Zvart`no`c. 
After the arrival of the Seljuk Turks, the city was 
completely reduced to ruins (from Cuneo 1988). 

just at the time when urban economies were developing the most. The tumul-
tuous growth of medieval towns in Italy produced very high levels of seismic risk, 
as one can tell from the destruction caused by many strong earthquakes. And in 
both modern and contemporary times these conditions, far from improving, have 
continued to deteriorate, accompanied as they have been by population increases. 

Byzantium 
and Armenia After the 6th century, the ideal of the city inherited from classical culture began to 

decline. From the 4th century up to the time of Justinian in the 6th century, many 
emperors had tried to re-establish an "urban" culture by founding and rebuilding 
towns; but their costly and utopian plans were frustrated by war, and particularly 
by the advance of new models of the city centred on church institutions. Thus, 
while the centre of Constantinople continued its massive development and late 
antique cities alternately lost and regained their ancient splendour, in the region of 
Anatolia traditional forms persisted, based as they were or scattered rural settle-
ments which depended on large estates. As they had been for centuries, the towns 
were situated along the coast and the great commercial arteries, whether inland or 
on rivers (see Mitchell 1989). 
In late antiquity, the eastern world was divided between large graecophone cities 
and communities where local cultures and languages (Egyptian, Syriac, Armenian 
etc.) predominated. As we have already pointed out, there a re no thorough studies 
and assessments of these local communities, though substantial remains have sur-
vived and are often well preserved (see Brown 1978). 
In spite of what has sometimes been suggested, the advance of Islam did not lead 
to the nomadisation of the land. Even after the Arab conquests, regions with a 

continuity Byzantine tradition preserved their rural or urban organisation. If some towns 
in Byzantine cities went into economic decline, that was due to factors which are much more complex 

than just "bedouinisation". 

As far as the region of Armenia is concerned, there has been debate as to whether 



it is possible to speak of a genuine urban culture (Garsoian 1985). There is cer- 
tainly evidence for some busy towns, whose raison d'être lay in the power of the 
reigning royal family and whose commercial life was like that of nearby towns in 
Cappadocia or Mesopotamia. But generally speaking, it was the scattered settle- 
ments along the narrow valleys of the plateau that were typical of Armenia. The 
legendary destruction of the city of ArAakawan (was an earthquake perhaps in- 
volved?) is a sign of the refusal of the Armenian feudal nobility to accept this kind 
of urban settlement, for we are told that about 363 Arsaces III wished it to be 
destroyed, and this immediately happened by "divine will". The region of Armenia 
was traditionally divided into cantons, each of which was controlled by a "feudal" villages, fortresses 

clan, which was itself subject, to a greater or lesser extent, to the authority of the ard monasteries  

king. Most permanent settlements consisted of mountain fortresses, to which 
were added numerous monasteries after the area was christianised. Around these 
settlements villages grew up, but their existence was perpetually threatened by 
famine, invasions, civil war and, of course, natural disasters. But little evidence 
remains of all this. While it is true that echoes of earthquakes persisted in 
Armenian history and religion, only in rare cases do we have precise information. 
The destruction of the whole valley of Vayoc` Jor in 735 was an exceptional occur- 
rence, in that there were a great many victims; and the earthquake of 893 at Dvin 
was seen as a major tragedy, because as the seat of the patriarchate of the 
Armenian church it was the spiritual capital of the whole country. 

Metropolitan cities 
It is well known that Islamic civilisation was essentially urban, to the extent that in the countries 
massive urban demographic and economic development became a specific charac- of Islam 
teristic of the Islamic world. The nature of cities in the Islamic world was very dif- 
ferent from that of the small contemporary cities of the West which we have re- 
ferred to above. 
In reviewing Islamic urbanisation, Cuneo (1986) and Burlot (1990) have shown 
that it took two forms: 
1) the creation of new cities in the countryside, such as Basra, Kufa and 
Kairouan, which acquired additional importance from their military role; 
2) the restoration and expansion of many ancient towns in Syria and Iran. This 
was often accompanied by the foundation of a new city nearby and its later absorp-
tion by its older neighbour. Examples of this are Bukhara, Sarmarkand, Nishapur 
and Merv. 
In the period that concerns us, the city most frequently mentioned in Arab sources 
for the earthquake damage it suffered is Cairo, which was founded in 641 beside a 
small town of Graeco-Roman tradition. It was only a century later, in 749-750, 
that the new Abbasid government founded the city of Al Askar, with a palace, 
mosque and market. In the year 872, the governor set up his headquarters in the 
north, at Al Qatai ("the concessions"), distributing plots of land amongst his 
Turkish officers and building a mosque and a palace. Only in 969 was Cairo itself 
founded (Al Kahira, which means "the victorious"). 
The history of Islamic cities is linked to political developments, and is often punc-
tuated by major disasters, including war damage, fires and earthquake destruc- 
tion. The most surprising characteristic of these cities, by contrast with those of 	 6 7 
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the western Roman tradition, is their size. The dimensions of the inhabited area 
were greater than anything known in the West, and comparable in some respects 

the most densely populated only to those of a few large cities in the Byzantine region. The population of Cairo 
cities in the Mediterranean is thought to have exceeded one million in the 9th and 10th centuries, while 

Cordoba and Damascus had three or four hundred thousand inhabitants. 
Cities in the Islamic regions can be recognised as having certain common charac-
teristics of form, even though their plan and layout have been obscured by subse-
quent superimpositions and their often chaotic growth. The great mosque was 
usually in the centre, with cultural and commercial activities spreading around it, 
very much as in the case of small towns in the medieval West. Like the latter, 
Islamic towns were enclosed by walls, which sharply separated them from the sur-
rounding countryside, and emphasised their commercial nature, based on mer-
chandise imported from great distances. Small local markets, on the other hand, 
were situated outside a city gate. Apart from those involved in commerce and 
well-developed artisan activities, Islamic cities also had a substantial administra-
tive and financial bureaucracy, not to mention a considerable military presence, of 
which there is evidence in the way the urban space is divided up (ground for mili-
tary manoeuvres, hippodromes etc.). 

Nomads, 
semi-nomads and Albeit in a partial and inevitably summary way, we have tried to reach a general 

shanty-town dwellers understanding of the exceptional body of data and reflections on earthquakes pro-
duced by the various Mediterranean cultures, and in this way we have shed light 
on a less than self-evident relationship between the inhabited environment and 
seismic effects: for we have shown that while the image of the natural seismicity of 
the past has been based, in our culture, on historical records of destruction, that is 
not an approach which can be considered exhaustive. We have therefore also had 
to ask ourselves about the nature of seismicity in areas inhabited for long periods 
by nomadic or semi-nomadic peoples, who were accustomed to living in "light-
weight" dwellings (tents or huts made of vegetable materials), and remained in 
mobile or semi-mobile settlements for a very long period, leaving no disasters or 
records of destruction behind them. We have in mind the inhabitants of the north 
African coast, who were envied by Italian scholars in the 17th century as the only 
people who had known how to face up to the terrors of great earthquakes in a prac-
tical way. The presence of nomads has been ignored by the sources, however, or 
else — in the cases where they gained power — their invasions were described as 
the cause of the abandonment and desertification of the areas invaded. Historians 
have not always succeeded in assessing the real value of such assertions; though 
the fact is that cultures like that of Greece tended to consider areas which were in 
fact inhabited by barbarians as "deserts". The same was true of the countryside in 
Roman Italy, for when many areas were swarming with slaves, "civilised" sources 
in one way or another tended not to consider these inhabitants as people. And the 
great migrations of Germanic and central Asian peoples were viewed in the same 
way. 
Even nowadays, the nomad/city dweller dichotomy is interpreted by historians in 
terms of modern conflicts. One only has to think of the interpretation of Arab 

6 8 	 migrations as Bedouin hordes directing their assaults at "Western" civilisation — 



an interpretation which in reality makes no sense, since the fulcrum of Islam was, 
as we have already pointed out, its great trading centres and towns, which were 

extraordinarily large for their time. It might now be worth exploring the oral tra-
ditions of the nomads or former nomads from this point of view, in the hope of 
tracking down unwritten and non-archaeological traces of seismic activity in their 
countries, whether the effects were disastrous or not. 
Even towns, moreover, had their "marginal" forms of dwelling, and there is still 
work to be done in exploring the traces of those areas of tents, shacks and shanty-
towns which were scattered immediately outside city fortifications. Perhaps 
because we have been led astray by the ideal image of the ancient or medieval wal-
led city as it appears in illustrations of the time, we have lost sight of certain 
aspects of a civilisation which was much more complex and varied than that image 
suggests, as other kinds of evidence make clear. 

forms of dwelling 
m arginalized 
by historiography 

Construction techniques: elusive variables 

Roman building is to date the best understood of the ancient world. Thanks to Roman regions 
recent important research by Adam (1984, 1986 and 1989 b and c), and the fact 
that we have in Pompeii an unique observational workshop, and thanks also to a 
certain recent tendency in archaeology to take an interest in the minor and rudi-
mentary buildings of mountainous and outlying areas (such as Friuli and 
Slovenia), it has been possible to establish the salient characteristics of this type of 
building, and look at it in relation to earthquakes. 
Adam (1989 b) points out that a careful analysis of Roman buildings in the empire 
as well as in Italy, shows that if Roman builders were employing skills that were 
not entirely original, at least they were making intelligent and opportune use of 
local architectural techniques and customs, selecting and improving as required. 
The Romans acquired their building techniques from the Etruscans, the Greeks 
and even the rough-and-ready builders of southern Latium. The two most con-
vincing examples of this surprising amalgamation of techniques are to be found in 
the two most representative forms in Roman architecture: the vault and mortar- the vault and 

bonded masonry (Lugli 1957). 	 mortar-bonded masonry 

Neither of these was a Roman invention. The vault was invented by the 
Egyptians and Mesopotamians around 3000 B.C., and was used by the Greeks from 
the 4th century B.C. onwards, though not to any great extent. Similarly, the use of 
gypsum for making bonding mortars was common in Egypt from the 3rd millen-
nium and, much later, the Greeks made frequent use of lime mortar especially for 
plastering tanks and cisterns and making stuccos (Ginouves and Martin 1985; 
Ginouves 1992). 
It was by perfecting these two techniques and applying them systematically that 
the Romans gave architecture an impulse such as it had never known before. The 
fact that this new constructional skill was so accessible meant not only that build-
ing public monuments was easier and quicker, but also that even more modest pri-
vate buildings could aspire to something monumental, using the same techniques 
and often achieving the same appearance as more luxury dwellings. But the inno- 
vations in Roman building techniques did not stop there. 	 6 9 
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It is well known that Vitruvius' De architectura mentions various techniques for 
building foundations and superstructures. He mentions not only opus testaceum 
— the most frequently used technique in Rome — but also some techniques going 
back to early historical times and used by the ancient Italic peoples: such as opus 
latericium which used unbaked clay and straw bricks with a wooden core, and opus 
incertum, which consisted of a layer of mortar into which were inserted pieces of 
stone of irregular prismatic shape. Vitruvius' chief interest is in large-scale monu-
mental buildings, so he obviously pays little attention to these crude techniques, 
and only mentions unbaked clay incidentally, as a binding agent to be used in both 
foundations and superstructures. 
As we have already mentioned, archaeologists interested in things Roman have so 
far paid little attention to these matters, being more attracted to important monu-
mental and public buildings. Furthermore, the materials found in the earliest 
archaeological evidence of minor buildings in rural and urban sites, such as stone, 
river pebbles, earth, unbaked clay and wood, are both natural and much subject to 
deterioration. 

traces of humble Roman Recent excavations (Santoro Bianchi 1993; Santoro Bianchi and Ghermandi 1994) 
buildings suggest that the early historical building tradition exerted a preponderant influen-

ce well into Roman times. This tendency of earlier building techniques to persist 
may perhaps have prevented "poor" ancient builders from realising that if they 
had adopted new techniques and materials they would have had the advantage of 
making buildings more solid and durable. There appears to have been a sort of 
inertia in antiquity as regards adopting building techniques which were different 
from those laid down in a centuries-old local tradition, even though materials like 
adobe were very obviously subject to decay. A similar cultural phenomenon can be 
found even in recent times in peripheral economic areas. Such a situation must 
have been partly the result of the lack of a dynamic economy, or else occurred 
within purely subsistence economies. We still lack quantitative assessments 
which would allow us to have a clearer idea of the commonest building typologies 
in certain areas. 
If we wish, however, to have an idea of "innovations" made by the Romans in the 
context of earlier buildings, we have to look at Pompeii, for it is a "laboratory" 
where a wealth of observations about private architecture can be made. It is 
where our most important information comes from. In our opinion, the most thor-
ough and important studies on Roman building techniques are those of Adam 
(1984), and our comments on Roman civil architecture make use of his work. 

urban building practice: The city of Pompeii was clearly defined by its surrounding embankment, enclosing 
Pompeii as a "laboratory" an area of about 9 hectares, and it is likely to have had a stable population of twel-

ve thousand. The only fairly important monuments we find there are public 
entertainment buildings: the amphitheatre, the theatre and the Odeon. The other 
public buildings, whether temples, arches or the macellum, are of modest propor-
tions, while only the basilica is of fairly imposing size. As fin- private buildings, 
they are, with rare exceptions, on a family scale and have no more than one or two 
floors: there is only one house with two floors above the ground floor. This is very 
different from the imposing fagades along the insulae in Ostia or Rome, whose hei- 
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ground level (Strabo 5.3.7). 
Unlike building projects whose plans reveal the considerable differences between 
the most luxurious and the most modest dwellings, Roman building techniques do 
not vary from the most elegant domus to the humblest workshop; and indeed, it is 
perhaps the most democratic aspect of Roman civilisation that its architecture was 
available to all. 
Builders at Pompeii had a particularly wide variety of building stone available. masonry 
Beneath the soil and on the slopes of Vesuvius there were as many as six different 
types of rock suitable for building purposes: hard lava, taken from eruption 
streams, porous lava, three types of volcanic tufa (Nocera, Pappamonte and yel- 
low), and a calcareous tufa found in the ancient marshes along the banks of the 
Sarno, which was of a type exactly like Roman travertine, but softer and less 
attractive. And in addition to this long list, there was a lovely white limestone 
imported in Augustan times, and various imported marbles, used more for decora- 
tion than building, not to mention the bricks which served at an early stage as a 
finishing material and were used on a massive scale after the earthquake of 62 A.D. 

According to Adam (1989 b and c), it seems likely that at Pompeii, as was usually 
the case everywhere else, the earliest buildings were poorly constructed, using ill-
assorted materials. Perhaps the first houses, which have now disappeared, were 
indeed built like that, but the evidence we have for the earliest periods — we are 
now talking only about private buildings — suggests, on the contrary, that archi-
tectural standards were surprisingly high. 
One of the earliest houses — well-known largely because a doctor's bag was dis- 
covered there is the House of the Surgeon, which was built in the 4th century B.c. 
This old house has a fine façade in large opus quadratum limestone blocks, and 
exactly the same kind of facing is found in other, less well-preserved houses of the 
same period. The internal walls are less carefully constructed, using a mixed 
technique consisting of pilasters of large stone blocks joined by stone panels bound 
together with clay mortar, this being what was known as opus Africanum. Later 
on, internal partitions and buttresses were made of opus craticium, which was of 
similar type to opus Africanum, but much lighter, allowing masonry walls to be 
made much thinner. This is the earliest architectural period of which something 
has been preserved, and because it makes copious use of limestone, it is known 
to architects as the "limestone period" and to historians as the "first Samnite 
period". 
This first period ends about 200 B.C., by which time builders were much influenced 
by the spread of Hellenistic culture and began to use a different material: Nocera 
tufa, whose fine, close grain made it possible to produce better quality facings and 
mouldings. This may well have been the period when Pompeii produced its finest 
architecture, and it lasted for more than a century, until the end of the Social War 
and the settling of Pompeii by a Roman colony in 80 B.C. It is known as the "tufa 
period" or the "second Samnite period". 
It is no coincidence that there was a revolution in masonry building techniques in 
Italy when an end came to the great 2nd century campaigns of conquest: the wars 
against the Carthaginians (the Second and Third Punic Wars), the wars for su-
premacy in the Aegean (victories in 197, 190 and 146 B.c.) and the war against 71 
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Spain (victory at Numantia in 133 B.c.). These conquests provided extra supplies 
for the slave market, and so made a great deal of slave labour available for use in 
simple and repetitive building work. 
The materials used to cover masonry surfaces were no longer the irregular stones 
of opus incertum. Instead, as in Rome, a regular design of rectangular facing was 
used setting the courses at 45° — an angle which provided better interlocking, the 
corners being made of courses of saw-tooth bricks or rectangular pieces of stone. 
This type of facing, although still irregular in its early stages, was given the name 
opus quasi-reticulatum, and later developed into the elegant opus reticulatum of 
Augustan times, which remained in use until 79 A.D. 

The earliest materials used for building masonry of this new kind at Pompeii were 
either the lava which we can see not only in the amphitheatre, the Odeon and the 
Forum baths, but also in private houses, or else, less frequently, the limestone 
which we can see, for example, in the large cistern belonging to the Forum baths. 
Later on, these materials were either replaced or added to with the whole range of 
stones mentioned above, thus achieving, whether by accident or design, poly-
chrome facings which house-owners sometimes hid under the plaster used on the 
façade. 

brickwork Bricks were used much earlier in Campania than in Rome; they first appear at 
Pompeii as early as the end of the 2nd century B.c. Until 62 A.D., however, they 
were simply used to finish off different types of masonry: in corners, for example, 
or else to level off horizontal planes, forming, together with the stonework, what is 
known as opus mixtum. After 62 A.D., however, this material was produced in 
great quantities and at great speed with almost industrial regularity, and was 
used in both public buildings and private houses for covering façades or erecting 
reinforcements where buildings had been damaged in the earthquake of that year. 
We do not have a survey of proto-Byzantine building construction techniques, 
though some fairly important information has been gathered in certain specific 



Photographs of Pompeii by J.-P.Adam 

Opus Africanum 

studies, particularly as regards fortifications in the large cities (Foss and Winfield 
1986) and the religious architecture of the 6th to 9th centuries (Ruggieri 1991). 
These more recent studies have the merit of including historical aspects of archi-
tecture, and not just providing a description of monuments, as has traditionally 
been the case. However, even they lack a detailed consideration of building mate-
rials. The examination of mortars in the fortifications at Constantinople and mortars 

Nicea (these are the most exhaustive examples), which we find in the monograph 
by Foss and Winfield (1986), is limited in fact to a simple description of the exter- 
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Pompeii. Two examples of Roman private 
building: elevation of the House of the Moralist, 
which opens onto a large garden. 

Elevation of the House of Trebius Valens in the 
Via dell'Abbondanza: a building for the wealthy 
(from Adam 1984). 

nal appearance of the material. We still lack satisfactory laboratory analyses of 
their content and chemical nature. 
There are many cities whose substantial remains might qualify them to be con- 

no equivalent of "Pompeii" sidered as a sort of "Byzantine Pompeii"; but none of them has yet been thoroughly 
in Byzantium excavated and analysed like Pompeii. The uncovered remains of many towns and 

settlements could certainly be taken as clear evidence of this — one of the most 
striking examples being Apamea, where a Belgian archaeological team has been 
excavating for years. We cannot draw firm conclusions as to the nature of urban 
or rural settlements; and for many regions (e.g. Greece and Cyprus) there are few 
sources. But we have more information about Anatol: a and Constantinople. 
Natural and historical conditions have obviously caused regional variations, but 
one practice which they have in common with other Mediterranean areas is that of 
reusing ancient monuments. Judging from the sources, however, there seems to 
have been a certain distinction between public buildings, which were built with 
more careful plans and better quality materials, and private buildings, which were 
generally of poor quality. Ruggieri (1991, p.147) has pointed out that ancient 
earthquake theories allowed Byzantine architects to make an empirical assess-
ment of the degree of solidity and elasticity required in order to avoid the danger of 
collapse. But he also says that "we cannot, however, base our argument on 
another architectural factor, which is, how conscious the Byzantine architect was 
of the effect of the nature of the ground on the strength of foundations — although, 
if we can judge our architects by what they achieved, we must recognise a certain 
skill in finding the right place to lay their foundations". 
Byzantine religious architecture makes particular use of brickwork for arches and 
vaults and, to a lesser extent and in bands, in the outside walls of buildings. It has 
been pointed out that in later times the bricks tended to become thinner and less 
compact. Overall, however, our general observations remain no more than conjec-
ture, for, as Ruggieri (1991, p.183) points out, much more research needs to be done 

7 4 	 in relation to rural areas, where the growth of monasteries is characteristic. 



Armenia. Axonometric 
projection of the church 
of St.Astvatzatzin (at the 
monastery of Sanahin, close 
to the frontier with Georgia). 
It was built in the year 934 
by Armenian monks 
who had fled from Byzantium, 
and is the principal and oldest 
building in what was one of the 
most important monasteries in 
Armenia (from Sanahin 1980). 
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Armenia. The Aygesat complex (Echmiadzin 
region). Only ruins now survive of this ancient 
monastery, which may date to the 7th century A.D. 
The building was octagonal outside and cylindrical 
inside, with a hemisph nial dome, enclosed in the 
customary way by a pyramidal construction 
(from Cuneo 1988). Such a very solid structure 
is frequently found in Armenia, and may have 
been intended to have an anti-seismic effect. 

As far as Armenia is concerned, there are certain factors which make an investiga-

tion of building techniques difficult. Settlements were of a particular type (usual-
ly villages, with only a slight tendency towards urbanisation), invasions and conse-
quent destruction were frequent, and the region was subject to intense seismicity. 
Cuneo's fundamental review of Armenian architecture (1988) shows that most 
research into such settlements as villages and fortresses consists of analyses of a 
historical and antiquarian kind; but we have better information about religious 
architecture. This is an area in which theories have been put forward suggesting 
that with certain types of monumental building, such as churches with a central-
ised plan and massively thick walls, "anti-seismic" measures had been taken or 
at least measures designed to attenuate seismic effects. The solidity of these 
buildings was enhanced by the use of stone for cutting, whereas in Byzantine 
regions generally the use of bricks and mortar alternated with that of local stone. 

We have substantial information about Italy from both written and archaeological 
sources. Thanks to careful historiographical work which is beginning to bear fruit 
and twenty years of medieval archaeology, we now know where building was going 
on in early medieval Italy, and what building systems were typical of inhabited 
areas. 
It scarcely needs mentioning that the best investigated period is the late Middle 
Ages, partly because of the preservation needs of buildings which still stand. 
Nevertheless, there is information available about the early Middle Ages which is 
important for our purposes. We know that at the time of the Lombard invasion in 
the mid-6th century, two quite different areas of building began to appear in 
Longobardia and Romania, that is to say land ruled over first by the Lombards 
and then by the Franks on the one hand, and Byzantine territories on the other. 
At an early stage, scattered rural settlements organised in farms became typical in 
Longobardia, the farm buildings being mostly of wood, which might be used with 
other simple materials such as reeds, straw and dry clay. Building methods re- 

Buildings in Italy 
from the 6th to the 
10th century 
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fleeted the need to make the most of materials which were available locally. Since 
there were substantial areas of forest, wood was obviously used a great deal, just 
as, in the inland areas of the Apennines, we find roughly hewn local stone being 
used. 

wood and stone It is thought that wood was even more widely used in Lombard than in Roman 
in northern Italy times. It had the advantage that skilled labour was not required, since most peas-

ants were skilled in carpentry amongst other things. As Galetti (1989) points out, 
buildings were sometimes constructed solely of wood, with posts which were linked 
vertically or horizontally and might rest either directly on the ground or on a low 
wall or planks. Or else the wood might provide a frame for walls made of dry clay 
or of clay and straw or of small stones. It appears from written sources that wood 
was also used as a roof covering (scandolae). Buildings of this kind were very 
practical and their constructional technique has persisted (houses of this type can 
still be seen in some parts of the Italian Alps) because they could easily be dis-
mantled and their parts used on other sites when farming contracts expired 
(Galetti 1985). 
As we have already pointed out, towns in the Lombard region had largely lost their 
position as power centres capable of exerting an influence over the surrounding 
area. They contained wretched dwellings made of wood and other low-grade 
materials, along with public and church buildings made of heavier materials such 
as stone, which was often spoliated from ancient buildings now serving as in situ 
quarries (Cagiano de Azevedo 1974; Ward-Perkins 1984). 
In central and southern Italy, which was under Byzantine influence, even though 
there might be important Frankish territories here and there, we find special 
building techniques which differ in town and country. Typical of towns were con-
centrated housing areas consisting of single-storey dwellings with roofs of wooden 
planks (in the countryside as well as in the towns, houses begin to rise higher than 
a single storey only from the 12th century onwards: Toubert 1973). House walls 
were made of clay, or small stones and clay, or pieces of brick and mortar. 
Sometimes these materials were taken up as far as the main roof beam, and some-
times as far as the joists which formed the ground floor ceiling, the remainder 
being made of wood. Sometimes houses in towns used wood together with reused 
materials. We know about these things from excavations carried out within the 
inhabited urban areas of present-day towns. 
But the most typical building in the Italian countryside during these centuries was 
the castle, which was not built ex novo, as in the north, but brought into being as 
an addition to pre-existing settlements (Settia 1976, 1979; Galetti 1989, with 
bibliography). This type of settlement was almost always built on high ground 
above the plain, either on rock or banks of clay or schist, and to this day it is a typi-
cal sight in the inhab-ited Italian countryside. 

bricks, stone and tufa in In central and southern Italy, the situation is different, in that more reused bricks 
central and southern Italy are found, especially in the lower parts of buildings, while the upper parts would 

be made of tufa, which was lighter in weight and readily available in the region. 
In those areas where Byzantine territories (which subsequently acquired effective 
autonomy) persisted alongside Lombard territories, their different economies and 

7 6 	 labour systems resulted in the contemporaneous use of an imeresting range of dif- 



ferent building materials and techniques. 
As far as Italy is concerned, there are also special considerations, for which we 
have documentary evidence, concerning the nature of buildings. Over very large 
areas, the wooden buildings of country settlements provided greater protection for 
their inhabitants from the effects of earthquakes (see Galetti 1989); and that lends 
force to the suggestion that the effects of large-scale seismic events were of much 
less importance than those resulting from raids, war or drought, all of which could 
undermine a person's life, destroy crops, and reduce means of subsistence to 
nothing, within an economic system in which agricultural output was very low. 
In central and southern Italy, on the other hand (and in other areas as well, but 
less strikingly so), where there was a higher proportion of stone buildings, earth-
quake effects could be very destructive. 

Islamic regions 
There is a very substantial bibliography relating to the vast number of surviving 
Islamic buildings, especially as regards architectural and stylistic matters, but 
with rather less emphasis on building materials and construction techniques. The 
essay on the subject by Lewcock (1978) offers a comprehensive and well-document-
ed survey of the whole subject. Lewcock reproduces a large number of miniatures 
which illustrate the work of stonecutters, masons, labourers and builders, with 
tools and various stages of building work: the preparation of mortars, the laying of 
stones or binding agents, the wooden scaffolding on building sites, the erection of 
domes, towers and so on — an extraordinary iconographic representation of a 
whole world of anonymous workers. There seems to be no equivalent in contempo-
rary western culture for the attention paid by Arab culture to such aspects of 
human labour, and for us today these illustrations are very valuable evidence of 
building construction methods. 
There are still sound stone buildings dating from the 8th to the 10th centuries in 
many Arab countries, but their characteristics vary according to region and period. 
Dressed stone was used for both constructional and decorative purposes. But 
what distinguishes buildings in Islamic regions, according to Lewcock, is the 
varied and imaginative use in a single piece of work of many different materials, 
such as stone, stucco, wood and brick. This made it possible to produce extraordi- stone, stucco, 

nary chromatic effects. Not uncommonly, wood formed an integral part of a build- wood and brick 

ing, whether a private house or even a mosque. It is perhaps of interest to note 
here that Vitruvius' treatise was not translated into Arabic, though many other 
Greek and Latin writers were. The earliest work which we can identify as a build-
ing construction manual dates to the 8th century (of the Christian Era), and was 
written by Rashid al-Din, who came from the region of Iran. Other manuscripts to 
which Lewcock draws attention are of much later date. 
From the 7th century to the Abbasid period it was common practice to reuse dress-
ed stone columns from earlier buildings and cover them with stucco. 
Another general aspect of Islamic building work that we have to take into account stone sizes 

is foundations. They were usually made of stone, and were embedded 50 cm into 
the ground in the case of a "poor" building and up to 11 m in the case of certain spe-
cial buildings (such as Gunbad-i-Qabils, built near Gorgan in 1007). Where stone 
was rare and expensive, lime mortars were used in foundations, and also at the 77 



corners of buildings, to strengthen them. 	Lewcock ;1978, p.135) says that 
"gypsum mortar was then used for pointing the joints of face stonework or 
brickwork, in which case the mortar of the inner faces and cores of walls was 
seldom more than a local clay grout, occasionally mixed with chaff or straw". 
It has also been found that there was a custom — probably of Byzantine origin —of 
constructing the ground floor of a building in stone, including the flooring itself on 
occasion, and then changing to brick for the upper floors there are some 8th cen-
tury sites in Syria where this occurs). Another key element in building construc- 

arches tion in Islamic regions is the pointed arch. Arches had previously been built "with 
wooden tie-rods, as though the architects were unsure of the strength of their con-
struction. Such a practice", says Lewcock, "may have been simply the logical 
extension of a system of timber reinforcement, common in pre-Islamic times [...] 
even in stone structures it served to strengthen high buildings and to resist settle-
ment due to poor foundations and earthquakes" (p.136). This is particularly evi-
dent in 7th and 8th century buildings in Cairo. 

bricks The use of bricks in Islamic regions is of Romano-Byzantine and Sassanid origin. 
Both types of brick were square, the Roman type being 4 cm thick and the 
Sassanid 10 cm thick. The width varied between 20 and 17 cm, according to the 
region and period. The common mortars used in laying bricks are a mud-straw 
mixture in the case of sun-dried bricks, and gypsum for kiln-fired bricks, except in 
exposed or damp conditions, when a lime-sand mortar is employed. 
Minarets are a particular aspect of buildings which is very frequently mentioned 
in Arab sources for the damage they suffered in earthquakes. Their form is that of 
a tower on a square base, with few constructional variatons. The upper parts 
might be octagonal and then cylindrical, or simply octagonal, or the cylindrical and 
rectangular parts might be in different proportions. 
The stability of tall minarets was achieved, according to Lewcock (1978, p.143) "not 
merely by the system of superimposed storeys of decreasing size, but also by the 
use of the staircase construction to tie the outer skin of each minaret to its central 
core". Minarets could sometimes reach a height of 70 m. Buildings of this type 

7 8 	 are often mentioned in Arabic sources as having suffered earthquake damage. 



Some minaret types 

found in the Mediterranean area (from Golvin 1970). 

Our knowledge of the ideas of the natural philosophers, together with what we Was there an 
know about ancient building techniques, inevitably prompt the question: was there anti-seismic culture? 
an "anti-seismic" culture in the ancient world? To what extent were the ancients 
aware that certain building procedures could mitigate the effects of earthquakes? 
It is surely no easy matter to provide an answer to that question, in our present 
state of knowledge. The particular frequency of earthquakes in certain areas of 
the Mediterranean may well have encouraged the use of certain practices amongst 
ancient architects. The system most likely to have been adopted was that of wood-
en rods connecting the sections of columns. The elasticity of the vertical structure 
that was obtained in this way could in practice mitigate the effects of the lateral 
movement caused by seismic shocks for a considerable period of time. But 
columns made in sections almost certainly became popular because of the compar-
ative ease with which the materials could be found and transported, not because of 
their behaviour in earthquakes. The practice of using rods resulted from the need 
to provide the structure with a secure vertical alignment. Recent research into 
ancient structures has shown that seismic damage is largely the result of the close 
interaction between ground and structure — a relationship which becomes opera-
tive at the moment of oscillation and therefore, in the final analysis, governs the 
reaction of the structure itself. This approach has recently been adopted for cer-
tain monuments in Rome, such as the Colosseum and the Antonine Column (see 
Funiciello et al. 1992). 
To what extent the ancient world was conscious of this behaviour, it is difficult to a problem to be 

say; but we cannot exclude the possibility that in some cases the empirical a pproached without 
rr odernist prejudices 

methods of ancient builders — who adopted trial and error procedures since they 
lacked suitable mathematical means for making constructional calculations —pro-
duced at least some positive results in relation to earthquakes. These theories do 
not appear to have been subject to further elaboration during the late Hellenistic 
and Roman periods. Seneca's treatise, which sums up the trends we have noted so 
far, takes us as far as the theories go. That does not mean, however, that these 
theoretical concepts were not given practical application. Nevertheless, it was 
Aristotle's theory, elaborated in one way or another, which remained the basis for 
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remained the basis for ancient and medieval interpretations of earthquakes. One 
is certainly entitled to ask whether these theoretical views of earthquakes had 
repercussions on a practical level. There are some clues in Pliny the Elder (n.h. 

wells and tunnels 2.197) concerning resistance of vaults, and the presumed ability of wells and hol-
low subterranean places to mitigate seismic effects. Adam (1989 c) wonders 
whether the decision to build with ashlar masonry was the result of a desire to 
achieve strength and visual attractiveness, or rather maximum stability in an 
earthquake. He thinks it likely that all these considerations were involved, but is 
unable to detect any clear preference. It is at least certain that the seismicity of 
Campania was known, and that builders had probably had an opportunity to 

opus quadratum observe that large stone blocks of opus quadratum were far more resistant to 
and seismic resistance earthquake tremors than rough and ready constructions. or walls held together 

with clay mortar. It is indeed the case that if large stone blocks have skilfully cut 
adjoining surfaces, there is a large area of surface contact, which means that they 
absorb a large part of the movement involved in friction between them, and hence 
attenuate destructive energy, at least in the case of earthquakes with effects up to 
via on the mcs scale. Indeed, a study of the damage caused by the earthquake of 62 
A.D. shows that while damage to stonework of any period was considerable, lime-
stone and tufa façades, on the whole, stood up to the shocks well. If this kind of 
quality building later ceased to be used for private houses, it was for practical and 
economic reasons rather than reasons of building technique. 

theories and There is an anecdote in Agathias about Anthemius of Tralles, the architect of 
practical application Santa Sophia, who apparently used steam to simulate an earthquake (see Traina 

1989 c, pp.186-91), and this shows how the pneuma theory had its effect on the 
thinking of architects. Agathias (5.7-8) tells how Anthemius, who lived immedi-
ately below Zeno, erected a system of cauldrons and pipes in his home in such a 
way that a head of steam could be made to shake the floor of Zeno's room. When 
he put this apparatus into operation, Zeno and his friends were so terrified by the 
shaking, thinking it was caused by an earthquake, that they rushed out into the 
street. There were those who claimed, says Agathias, that Anthemius had 
achieved a similar effect to an earthquake by reproducing what actually happens 
in nature. 
From a theoretical point of view, this interpretation does not take us much further 
than the central nucleus of the Aristotelian pneuma theory. Anthemius did not 
have to rack his brains very hard to play this trick on his rival; for Ctesibius (3rd 
century B.c.) and Hero (1st century A.D.) had already made Full use of steam power, 
and Roman engineers had used similar devices in theatrical performances in order 
to obtain spectacular scenic effects. But it is surprising nevertheless to see how 
Justinian's architect succeeded in simulating an earthquake. It was one thing for 
a theatrical effect to be observed by an audience which was aware of the trickery 
involved, and quite another to succeed in creating something which was genuinely 
mistaken for an earthquake. We do not believe, however, that his device was 
capable of practical application in architecture. If Anthemius had lived long 
enough, he would have seen his own magnum opus, Santa Sophia, collapse in 557, 
precisely as a result of an earthquake. 
Briggs (1962, p.430) has interpreted the practice of inserting wooden joints into 



Athens: a recent photograph of the Parthenon supported by shoring. The behaviour of large 
ancient architectural structures during earthquakes is a research problem arousing much interest 
at the moment. It is in the area of new engineering studies that it may be possible to discover 
anti-seismic techniques "consciously" adopted by ancient builders (photo Stiros). 

walls and beams into the arches above pulvins as antiseismic measures. 
A separate problem is the analysis of any technical devices adopted during the 
Middle Ages which might still survive in the practical know-how of local skilled 
workers. The European University Center at Ravello (Italy) has for some years local seismic cultures 

been carrying out research into what are known as "local Mediterranean seismic 
cultures", and while a number of problems have been identified but not solved, cer-
tain new possibilities have opened up. The hypothesis that devices such as the 
toothing of load-bearing walls and the use of special joints in wooden floors etc. 
may have existed in minor civil buildings in the Mediterranean area isolates the 
problem from theoretical concerns and opens up research possibilities within cer-
tain "historical" building cultures which can still be observed today. This ap-
proach may have important repercussions for the recovery and restoration of such 
buildings, using historical techniques for which the necessary skills can still be 
found at local level (there have been some attempts to do this in the area of the 
Irpinia-southern Italy earthquake of 1980, see Ferrigni 1989). 

The remains of ancient buildings and seismic archaeology 

Establishing where an ancient earthquake occurred when no precise data are 
available is not so very different from carrying out those "mental operations" used 81 



by palaeontologists when they are reconstructing the whole body of a dinosaur 
from a small piece of bone. As epistemologists have often pointed out, and con-
trary to common belief, science often uses what cannot actually be reproduced. 
When aspects of reality which are not directly definable need to be recreated in the 
imagination, scientific and historical reconstructions share a certain degree of non-
objectivity, making up for missing data in a similar way. An appreciation of that 
fact brings the two points of view closer together and smooths out certain aspects 
of the historical and scientific disciplines which might otherwise be considered 
irreconcilable (one thinks of the clash between "qualitative" and "quantitative" 
data and its repercussions in the historiographical field as well as elsewhere). It 
can be justifiable, therefore, to describe a phenomenon of scientific interest in the 
imprecise terms of outdated means of expression formulated within cultural codes 
which are not totally understood. Decipherment of these codes not only allows us 
to establish certain parameters (delimiting where and when), but in particular to 
assess the importance of echoes of seismic phenomena embedded in the cultures 
and learning of the past. What this procedure actually achieves is probably sim-
ply to shed light on relationships, on the whys and wherehres which link the few 
empirical data available and those which have been posited. 

working by conjecture The real testing ground for the use of conjecture as a working method is archae-
ology, for here we have involuntary sources, and the chance preservation of frag-
ments of the material world. Can we find any traces of seismic activity? Can we 
get to grips with the problems of seismology in a practical way by examining these 
chance fragments of the inhabited world? We need archaeology not solely or prin-
cipally to establish the part played by a strong earthquake at a particular site or in 
the history of a building (though such data are indeed interesting for the economic 
and social history of the region concerned), but rather to establish exactly where 
seismic effects were felt in a particular area. Perhaps the ground at an ancient 
site may preserve traces of seismic activity about which we currently know 
nothing; or perhaps it may conceal a geological situation in which the vibrations 
produced by seismic events, even though perhaps originating at a great distance, 
are amplified or at any rate propagated in an effective way There is no doubt at 
all that if archaeology is brought to bear on these problems, it can be a useful 
instrument for helping us to understand local reactions to seismic events. 
In the Italian edition of this catalogue (Guidoboni 1989) we tried to establish in 
what situations and using what methods archaeologists think they can identify 
seismic effects, what the indicators are, and how they arrive at their conclusions 
about the existence and date of seismic effects. These questions needed to be 
asked, because there might be cases where such conclusions can be set out without 
the support of an explicit methodological approach. Yet they may risk being 
uncritically reflected in seismological research. When the identification of such 
real or presumed seismic effects passes from one discipline to another, it acquires a 
sort of authority through the sole fact that it belongs to a scientific discipline which is 
foreign to the person using the information; and that person may obviously not 
always be aware of the methods and interpretative rules which ought to lie behind it. 
Various studies by archaeologists were included in the Italian edition of the cata- 
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logue. On the one hand, there was a many-sided debate as to how far archaeology 



could be used by seismology as a source of information; and on the other, there 
were reports of a number of excavations with the conclusions to be drawn from 
them. 
In the four years that have elapsed since then, no substantial improvements in planning new 

methodology have taken place. The subject has nearly become fashionable, and multidisciplinary research  

might attract the attention of archaeologists without arousing particular interest 
in methodological problems. What is important is to work within the framework 
of scientific disciplines (engineering, seismology, palaeoseismology and geology, for 
example) which can supply quantitative assessments as well as other data. 
In our opinion, then, the aim of seismic archaeology in the immediate future 
should be to break away from "personal" and often unverifiable observations about 
supposed seismic effects, to become an instrument for identifying further historical 
earthquakes, and to bring the analyses of structural engineers, the data provided 
by seismology and the considerations of historians within the scope of archaeology. 
We need to abandon the field of pure archaeology and enter the multidisciplinary 
field of seismic archaeology. It is likely that advances of this kind would involve 
high research costs, and the benefits might be few; but these are problems which 
ought to be debated, and an assessment should be made as to the suitability of fol-
lowing that road. Even if it is not possible to deal with these matters in a wholly 
satisfactory way, there are a number of contributions which could be made. For 
example, critical case histories could be drawn up concerning earthquake damage 
to surviving historical buildings, or research could be conducted to examine col-
lapses and their causes in archaeology. The causes, we all know, are many, and it 
is not easy to distinguish between them: invasive vegetation which has since disap-
peared, the wind, decay, the progressive spoliation of building materials, etc. If an 
atlas were structured in this way, it could help, in our opinion, to clarify some ideas 
and to provide empirical data, of which we have so far only a rather muddled col-
lection. 

The quantitative assessment of ancient earthquake effects 
While the dynamic characteristics of seismic activity are substantially stable over 
a long period of human time, there is variation in everything we find on the earth's 
surface: the form of inhabited area networks, the characteristics and morphology 
of inhabited sites, house types, the quality of building materials, the state of pres-
ervation of buildings, and population density. When seismic history is concerned 
with the analysis of a long period of time, it must take historical variables of this 
kind into account, for they have been and still are matters pertaining to seismic 
zones. But this is scarcely ever taken into consideration in seismological circles; 
and to raise the matter now is to cast doubt on the present use of macroseismic 
scales. Let us see why. 
In order to make comparisons between earthquakes in different places, an appar-
ently simple conceptual instrument was devised in the second half of the 19th cen-
tury, and is still rightly used today: the intensity of effects scale. It allows a partic-
ular degree of intensity (from one to ten or twelve, depending on the scale used) to 
be attributed to the seismic effects observed in the various localities struck by an 83 
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earthquake, and it relates to a series of qualitative factors which, in the opinion of 
the inventors of the scales, reflect specific seismic effects (on people, buildings and 
the ground). These summary "pictures" of seismic effects are arranged along a 
discrete (i.e. discontinuous) scale, ranging from the slightest to the most destruc-
tive. Evaluations of this kind have permitted considerable advances in the field of 
seismology. For by applying a fixed qualitative criterion to the evaluation of seis-
mic effects, it was possible to identify areas with similar effects. The aim was to 
use the image of the way the earthquake's effects were propagated in order to iden-
tify its "source area". 

macroseismic scales Today we know that this propagation may be complicated by local geological fac-
tors, causing the maximum effect to be found many kilometres from the earth-
quake's epicentre. We thus need more than just descriptive data if we wish to 
understand historical earthquakes: we need to cooperate with geophysicists and 
geologists in order to identify seismogenic structures. For our present purposes, 
however, it is sufficient to make the following points: 
1) macroseismic scales were not drawn up in order to classify historical earth-
quakes, but to classify earthquakes as they occurred, with effects that could be 
directly observed in situ; 
2) intensity scales began to be systematically applied to historical earthquakes in 
the second half of the 20th century, at a time when the learned tradition which had 
made it possible to collect historical data had been lost, and seismology had become 
more and more instrumental seismology; 
3) the parameters used for instrumental catalogues were also applied to histori-
cal earthquakes, without any particular forethought or strategy, in a rather naive 
but very understandable attempt to broaden the chronological base and compare 
more data from different times. The importance of such data was emphasised by 
the European Seismological Commission at its meeting in Stuttgart in 1952, when 
it encouraged the compilation of national catalogues of historical earthquakes. 
However, the Commission did not itself offer a methodological orientation which 
would make possible a dialogue between the various branches of learning (and 
these were not times when multidisciplinary research was a real prospect). Until 
the early 1980s, in fact, specialisation had a limiting effect on such a notion in the 
scientific world of seismology. 
Some scales have been revised in more recent times (e.g. the Medvedev-
Sponheuer-Karnik scale, msx — see Griinthal 1993), and take into account the type 
of damage in its relation to the type of dwelling, where recent buildings are con-
cerned. That makes it possible to establish an overall picture of current seismic 
effects in relation to specific building characteristics — something which data from 
instruments obviously cannot supply, for they can only allow us to deduce earth 
acceleration characteristics and source mechanisms. As far as seismic effects are 
concerned, operative factors include not only building construction methods and 
the quality of building materials, but also the nature and state of preservation of 
buildings; for it is the sum of these factors which defines the vulnerability of the 
buildings concerned. 
Seismic effects in the past, as in the present, are obviously determined both by 
what we may consider stable factors (those characteristics which relate to the 



physical phenomenon at its source, i.e. geology and surface topography) and also 
by factors relating to historical variables, such as the nature and vulnerability of 
buildings, referred to above. If we assume, then, that seismic activity and surface 
geology are more or less unchanging, it must be historical living conditions and 
changes to those conditions which affect the intensity value. 
We may well ask, therefore, what, in the long term, is the relationship between 
natural seismicity and seismic effects, taking that relationship to depend on the 
interrelation between the natural characteristics of an area and the culture of 
those who have inhabited it. 
In our opinion, it is not always possible to establish some sort of intensity value on 
the basis of a few meagre and generic pieces of information, and in relation to 
buildings about whose material characteristics very little is known. The uncritical 
use of a macroseismic scale can encourage estimates whose accuracy is an illusion. 
We have chosen to not calculate derived parameters like magnitude, depth etc.; we 
have preferred to attempt an evaluation of seismic effects only in those cases 
where descriptive elements in the sources allowed us to identify a typology of 
impact in some way similar to that attached to the various degrees on the scale. 
We have provided a schematic cartographic representation of the felt area in those 
cases where the most reliable sources mention at least three locations. 
The problem lies not only in the sources' limitations, but also in the scanty infor- 
mation available about living conditions, inhabited area networks, the nature — in 
the broadest sense — of the area involved, overall economic levels and life styles. 
Moreover, the fact remains that historical information often relates mostly to large 
cities, since they were centres of culture as well as of political and territorial power. 
The monasteries, however, had their scriptoria, which were busy recording impor- 
tant contemporary events in chronicles and annals, and so modifying the tradi- 
tional point of view to some extent, by leaving us evidence of events involving vil- 
lages and isolated small towns — that is to say, places beyond the urban context. 
These various points of view have a determining influence on our understanding of 
the seismicity of the past. In the short catalogue which we have drawn up (see 
below), these problems are emphasised rather than just stated. 
We think that sophisticated linguistic analyses, new archaeological techniques and retaining the value 

a more precise understanding of building construction techniques will in the future of historical data 

be allied both to new factors concerning the seismotectonic dynamics of the areas 
under examination, and to the results of extended geomorphological investigations 
aimed at identifying the seismogenetic geological structures of seismic events. In 
our opinion, all these data, when taken together, will be able to illuminate many 
dark places and lead it to a more intelligent quantitative assessment of seismic 
effects. That is why we maintain that the value of basic historical data lies in 
their permanence. 
It is our interpretation of them which will have to change. 
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Catalogue 

The Mediterranean in earliest times: 
limits of present-day knowledge and limits of the sources 

There is an established tradition in historical seismology concerning certain earth- Ancient Egyptian 
quakes in ancient Egypt, as one can see in studies ranging from von Hoff (1840) and sources 
Mallet (1853) to Sieberg (1932 a, b) and, more recently, Maamoun et al. (1984) and 
Kebeasy (1990). But these studies do not all adopt the same approach. In the older 
catalogues, the information used was provided with references (confused though they 
might sometimes be) to specific sources (unfortunately there is no mention of earth- 
quakes in pre-Christian Egypt); whereas more recent works not only cover a more 
extensive time-span, but provide an assessment of the earthquakes — even in terms of 
intensity and magnitude — without any reference to the sources on which the cata-
logue data are based. This practice has led to the uncritical acceptance of such data 
and its persistence up to the present day in all its imprecision. What has been lacking 
in the past, and is still lacking today, is an investigation into the written sources sup-
posedly underlying the tradition established in historical seismology, as well as into 
the great number of available sources for ancient Egypt. For the purposes of our cata-
logue, it is necessary to carry out a preliminary analysis of the data on ancient Egypt 
found in earthquake catalogues, if only to assess the state of our knowledge concern-
ing one of the most important Mediterranean countries in ancient times. We have felt 
it necessary to explain why our series of catalogue entries does not begin with earth-
quakes in ancient Egypt, as might have been expected, in view of both the early date of 
the sources and the fact that a seismological tradition places the first earthquake in 
Egypt, and hence in the Mediterranean, in the 23rd century B.C. 

We have taken the most recent studies which provide a historical sequence of earth-
quakes (Maamoun et al. 1984 and Kebeasy 1990), and analysed the five earliest earth-
quakes from pre-Christian times, namely those dated to 2220, 1210, 600, 221 and 28 
or 27 B.C. We are told that there is documentary evidence for these earthquakes "in the 
annals of ancient Egyptian history" (Kebeasy 1990, p.51); but from an Egyptological 
point of view, it is very difficult to check the reliability of sources referred to in such 
general terms and without any information at all as to their nature. 
Furthermore, we have to take into account the stylistic register of descriptions of 
earthquakes in Egyptian texts; for all the descriptions we have traced, in a rapid 
review of known occurrences of ancient Egyptian words for earthquake, have a rhetor- r hetorical contexts 

ical rather than a historical context. The subject first appears in the Pyramid Texts, 
which are a collection of ritual formulae, incantations and mythological texts written 
on the walls of pyramid burial chambers from the second half of the 3rd millennium 
B.C. onwards. As is also the case in later texts, earthquakes are interpreted here as a 
phenomenon accompanying the ascent of a dead pharaoh, a manifestation of the di-
vine presence, or an expression of divine anger. 
The Egyptian vocabulary known to us contains at least five different expressions for 
seismic phenomena (Erman and Grapow 1957, It, p.81.5-8; pp.222.9-223.1; iv, p.366.9; 
v, p.146.2; see also the table of languages in this catalogue, p.407). This fact bears elo-
quent testimony to the considerable sensitivity of the ancient Egyptians to earthquake 
shocks, though perhaps they had no experience of actual seismic disasters. Clearly, it 
would be necessary to carry out a systematic and specialised examination of Egyptian 
texts in order to acquire a scientific basis on which to review the historical problem of 
earthquakes in ancient Egypt. 
The seismological tradition dates the earliest earthquake in Egypt to the 23th century 
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B.C. It is supposed to have occurred in the Nile valley and to have struck the ancient 
city of Bubastis (present-day Tell Basta in the province of Sharqiya, in the eastern 
Delta). 	The few texts of the period, however, have nothing to say about it. 
Earthquake catalogues speak of "deep fissures and lesions in the ground of the region, 
datable to the reign of king Akhtoes of the 10th dynasty" (Maamoun et al. 1984 and 
Kebeasy 1990). The name Akhtoes is a Greek form of the Egyptian Khety — a name 
borne by many kings of the 9th and 10th dynasties — and is used by the Egyptian 
priest Manetho in his 3rd century B.C. history of ancient Egypt. Only brief extracts of 
his work have survived, however, in later historical works. The chronology accepted 
by most Egyptologists nowadays places these kings between the second half of the 
22nd century B.C. and the mid-21st century B.C. This modifies Sieberg's (1932 a) dating 
only slightly, but the date 2800 B.C. given by Kebeasy (1990) for the same earthquake 
must be wrong. However, no surviving text which can be dated to this period men-
tions earthquakes or contains descriptions of chasms or fissures opening up in the 
ground at ancient Bubastis, nor is there any archaeological evidence to support the 
hypothesis. There is a literary text, known as the Prophecy of Neferty, which can be 
dated to the early 20th century e.c., and which describes the apocalyptic effects of a 
catastrophe which apparently struck the whole of Egypt at the beginning of the 10th 
dynasty. The description of the event, however, seems more appropriate to the dra-
matic effects of long drought than to an earthquake: 

Lo, the great no longer rule the land, 
what was made has been unmade, 
Re should begin to recreate! 
The land is quite perished, no remnant is left, 
not the black of a nail is spared from its fate. 
1.4 The sundisk, covered, shines not for people to see, 
one cannot live when clouds conceal, 
all are numb from lack of it. 

I shall describe what is before me, 
I do not foretell what does not come: 
dry is the river of Egypt, 
one crosses the water on foot; 
one seeks water for ships to sail on, 
its course having turned into shoreland. 
Shoreland will him, into water, 
watercourse back into shoreland. 

Even the natural calamity theme is not necessarily realistic, fir the Prophecy is a 
work of propaganda from the 12th dynasty, and belongs to a long tradition of messian-
ic texts which made use of the theme of unhappiness and misfortunes in the "present" 
with a view to announcing the arrival of a saviour, who is in this case the founder of 
the new dynasty. Data on historical earthquakes in ancient Egypt have been trans-
mitted uncritically from catalogue to catalogue, perhaps beginning with old 
Egyptological publications. We therefore cannot exclude the possibility that behind 
this information about the first earthquake there lies a mistaken interpretation of a 
messianic text such as the Prophecy of Neferty; and the connection with Bubastis is 
made apparent by the fact that the author of the prophecy is a priest of the goddess 
from that city. 

archaeological sources The second earthquake recorded in the catalogues is that of 1210 B.C. in Upper Egypt, 
but an examination confirms our opinion that a through analysis of the written 
sources and — in this case — archaeological sources as well, is required. The earth-
quake is supposed to have damaged the colossi on the fagade of the rock temple of 
Ramesses II at Abu Simbel, thereby necessitating the repairs carried out by Sethos II 
(Maamoun et al. 1984). But the cause of the damage actually suffered by the temple 
has in any case been put in doubt by the scholars who have revised the work of Sieberg 
(Maamoun et al. 1984; Kebeasy 1990). 
Of the five earliest earthquakes listed in the catalogues, this is t1-2 only one which can 
be specifically checked, since we have sources in the form of the building itself and 
some texts there inscribed. The Great Temple of Abu Simbel in Egyptian Nubia was 
built by Ramesses II, who ordered it to be carved out of a cliff on the river bank. It is 
well known that in the mid-sixties of this century, a grandiose international scheme 



was set up under the auspices of UNESCO to save the temple from being submerged by 
the waters of the lake created when the high Aswan Dam was built. The temple was 
dismantled and rebuilt on the edge of the lake. The work of the archaeologists and 
engineers involved in documenting and protecting the temple has provided a mass of 
very interesting information about its history. Only a few years after it was com-
pleted — perhaps while Ramesses II was still on the throne — it suffered a series of 
collapses and lesions, involving in particular the more fragile parts of the building, 
that is to say the pillars in the great hall and the colossal statues of the king on the 
facade, with the result that the pharaoh's architects were obliged to carry out a series 
of repairs. In spite of technical reports on the damage, doubts remain as to its cause: 
were dynamic natural phenomena responsible, or was there subsidence caused by the 
poor quality of the sandstone out of which the temple was carved? On the whole, the 
experts are inclined to favour the second explanation (Christophe 1970, p.259). That 
an earthquake was not responsible is confirmed by the fact that a series of substantial 
fissures and disturbances has been found to have occurred in the years preceding the 
moving of the temple: fresh cracks appeared in the pillared hall, worrying cracks 
appeared in the façade, fragments of architectural elements collapsed, as well as slabs 
of rock. The Belgian architect and Egyptologist, Christophe, who was actively in-
volved in the work of studying and protecting the temple, declared that "the great tem-
ple of Abu Simbel was bound to suffer total or partial collapse sooner or later" 
(Christophe 1970, p.261). Furthermore, the hieroglyphic texts which the architects 
responsible for the repairs had written on the repaired parts make no mention of 
earthquakes or other natural disasters: the wall built to support a damaged pillar 
bears a copy of the text of the "Blessing of Ptah", which has been dated to year 35 in 
the reign of Ramesses II (Kitchen 1971, 11, pp.258-81; but the text on the wall may 
have been engraved later). In the case of the first colossus to the north of the 
doorway, the names and epithets of Amenmesses have simply been written on the 
brick blocking supporting the statue's arm. Amenmesses was probably responsible 
for the repairs. He ascended the throne on the death of Merenptah in 1214 B.C., and 
his reign was troubled by dynastic quarrels with Sethos II (Kitchen 1971, 11, pp.751-4). 
The above-mentioned text was in fact usurped by Sethos II, who had his own titles 
engraved over those of Amenmesses (Habachi 1978). If the collapses were indeed 
caused by an earthquake, it is astonishing that the sources should make no mention of 
it, especially in a culture which saw earthquakes as having a divine dimension. An 
analysis of the available archaeological information, taken together with the evidence 
provided by the hieroglyphic texts, thus seems to substantiate the doubts already 
expressed by seismologists as to the reality of the earthquake disaster which is sup-
posed to have struck Abu Simbel, and suggests that it should be eliminated from lists 
of historical earthquakes. 
The third earthquake recorded for ancient Egypt appears in Sieberg (1932 a) and is re-
examined by Maamoun et al. (1984). It apparently occurred around 600 B.C., was felt 
in the region of Thebes in Upper Egypt, took place shortly before an eclipse of the sun 
observed by Thales (28 May 585 s c.), and struck "the fortress where the Chaldeans 
had their camp with such violence that it caused them to return home" (Maamoun et 
al. 1984). The information presented in the catalogues is convincing from a chrono-
logical point of view, but there are two factors which prevent us from including it in 
our catalogue: 
1) an analysis of the historical and geographical context; 
2) the lack of sources — at least as far as we are aware — to confirm its occurrence. 
As regards the first point, it is difficult to accept the suggestion made by Maamoun et 
al. (1984) that the region involved was that of Thebes. The fact is that the closing 
years of the 7th century B.C. and the early years of the 6th century saw the outbreak of 
hostil-ities between Egypt and the Chaldeans (i.e. the neo-Babylonian empire), 
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brought about firstly by the vigorous activities of Necho II (610-595 ac.) and con-
tinuing, later on, during the reign of Psammeticus II (595-589 :3.c.), son of Necho, and 
his successor, Apries (589-570 ac.). At no stage in the conflict, however, did the 
Chaldeans succeed in entering Egypt, much less advance as far as Thebes, for they 
were always brought to a halt on the eastern frontier of the Delta by the Egyptian 
army. If, therefore, an earthquake really did strike the fortress where the Chaldeans 
were in camp, the place where this happened should be soug:at in Palestine rather 
than Egypt. 
As for the question of sources, it must be pointed out that although there are numer-
ous historical sources for the war between Egypt and Babylon at that period (Egyptian 
texts, Babylonian chronicles, various books of the Bible, and classical histories such as 
those of Herodotus, Josephus etc.), none of them mentions this earthquake, though it 
came at such a convenient moment for the Egyptians. It is also the case that ancient 
Egyptian texts do not provide any information about the two earthquakes which are 
supposed to have occurred respectively in 221 ac. (striking the Siwa Oasis and other 
places in the Libyan desert) and 27 ac., the latter being responsible for the damage 
which is supposed to have caused one of the two colossal statues of Amenophis III at 
Thebes (better known as the "Colossi of Memnon") to "sing" at dawn. 

Earthquakes The commonest term for earthquake in Hebrew is ra'ash. It aapears 47 times in the 
in the Hebrew Bible Old Testament: in 30 cases as a verb and in 17 as a noun. TL .e phonetically similar 

root ragaz is also used, but less frequently. There are 11 passages in the Bible where 
verb forms deriving from ragaz occur in relation to earthquakes, and one instance of a 
substantival form. Even less commonly does one find the roots ga'as (to shake, quake: 
2 Sam. 22.8 and Psalms 18.8) and ra'ad (to tremble, quake: Psalms 104.32). 
References to earthquakes and related phenomena in the Hebrew Bible undoubtedly 
spring from direct experience of real events, but in most cases the experience is de-
prived of its historical dimension and given a religious perspective. In other words, 
the earthquake becomes part of the theophany of Yahweh: it is one of the ways in 
which the God of Israel makes himself manifest. 
If we are to understand the particular way in which this conception of earthquakes is 
applied in the Hebrew Bible, we must first identify the cultural background of the 
authors concerned. In the ancient tradition of the Near East, earthquakes were inter-
preted as an expression of invisible forces — a manifestation of hidden power — and as 
such were integrated into the complex network of magic relationships which were seen 
as underlying physical reality. It is well known that, in the magic interpretation of 
things, there is complex system of relationships between "low" and "high", the world of 
the senses and that beyond the senses, the visible and invisible, earth and heaven; 
and within this magic framework, earthquakes have their rightful position. Indeed, 
earthquakes and other extraordinary natural phenomena have a particularly impor-
tant part to play within the magic code; for events which, like earthquakes, disturb 
the regular behaviour of nature, carry a particular message, by providing a higher and 
more intense level of communication between man and the physical and cultural sur-
roundings in which he lives. In the magic scheme of things, earthquakes are indica-
tive of a breakdown in the equilibrium of the physical world, and magic intervention is 
necessary to re-establish that equilibrium, without which man cannot survive. 
Earthquakes bring disorder into the fabric of man's daily existence; and the aim of 
magic is to identify the consequences of what has happened, either by predicting 
further disasters, or by taking action to restore order to nature and life. It is consider-
ations of this magic kind which underlie the common view in Mesopotamian circles 
that earthquakes and exceptional celestial phenomena could alike foreshadow future 
events. Just as monstrous births were a magic warning of the future destiny of indi-
viduals and communities, so earthquakes, thunder and floods were indicative of 



cosmic "disorder"; and it was the function of the magician to foresee, and if possible to 
forestall, their dire consequences (Bottero 1985). 
These beliefs are found throughout the ancient Near East, and they underlie the 
Hebrew Scriptures; but the authors concerned have a particular way of trying to adapt 
these magic elements to the structure of their own religious thought. Thus, in the 
pages of the Bible, emphasis shifts from the symbolic system of magic to that of the 
will and actions of God. In the case of earthquakes, the phenomenon is seen, not as a 
sign of severe cosmic disturbance, but as a direct manifestation of Yahweh: of his 
moods, and his intervention in the worldly affairs of the chosen people. The shaking 
of the earth is interpreted in particular as announcing either the presence of the Lord 
or his wrath. 
The first of these two ideas is stressed in certain passages of Psalms, which provide a the Psalms 
detailed description of natural phenomena accompanying the presence of the numen. 
Thus, in Psalms 68.8-9 (Evv. 7-8): "0 God, when thou didst go forth before thy people, 
marching across the wilderness, earth trembled, the very heavens quaked before 
God". 
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And in Psalms 77.14-21 (Evv. 13-20): "0 God, thy way is holy; what god is so great as 
our God? Thou art the God who workest miracles; thou hast shown the nations thy 
power. With thy strong arm thou didst redeem thy people, the sons of Jacob and 
Joseph. The waters saw thee, 0 God, they saw thee and writhed in anguish; the 
ocean was troubled to its depths. The clouds poured water, the skies thundered, thy 
arrows flashed hither and thither. The sound of thy thunder was in the whirlwind, 
thy lightnings lit up the world, earth shook and quaked. Thy path was through the 
sea, thy way through mighty waters, and no man marked thy footsteps. Thou didst 
guide thy people like a flock of sheep, under the hand of Moses and Aaron". 
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In this connection, it is interesting to note the "non-manifestation" of God contained in 
1 Kings 19.11-2: "The answer came: 'Go and stand on the mount before the Lord'. For 
the Lord was passing by: a great and strong wind came rending mountains and shat-
tering rocks before him, but the Lord was not in the wind; and after the wind there 
was an earthquake, but the Lord was not in the earthquake; and after the earthquake 
fire, but the Lord was not in the fire; and after the fire a low murmuring sound". 
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It must be mentioned that some research has suggested that the word rceash is to be 
taken as referring to a storm rather than an earthquake. This view is based on the 
belief that the three natural phenomena mentioned in the passage are placed in 
descending order of intensity: thus the second phenomenon (the shaking) is less in-
tense than the first (the wind) and is therefore to be attributed to a meteorological 
disturbance. However, the Jewish exegetical tradition, both ancient and medieval, is 
unanimous in interpreting ra'ash as an earthquake in this passage. The protagonist 
of the episode is the prophet Elijah. While the passage of the Lord is here accompa-
nied by an earthquake and other divine attributes, the text stresses the fact that the 
individual phenomena are not in themselves God. 
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We have already mentioned that earthquakes are a typical sign of the wrath of God. 
Thus in Psalms 18.8 (Evv. 7): "The earth heaved and quaked, the foundations of the 
mountain shook; they heaved, because he was angry". 
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There is a parallel passage in 2 Samuel 22.8: "The earth heaved and quaked, heaven's 
foundations shook; they heaved, because he was angry". 
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The function of earthquakes as vehicles of divine communication is stressed in Psalms 
46.7 (Evv. 6), where the root *mug (literally "melt") is used to indicate the movement of 
the earth. This is a case where the earthquake is itself the voice of the Lord, the 
direct outcome of his speaking: "Nations are in tumult, kingdoms hurled down; when 
he thunders, the earth surges". 
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In Joel 2.1-10, on the other hand, we read: "Blow the trumpet in Zion, sound the alarm 
upon my holy hill; let all that live in the land tremble, for the day of the Lord has 
come, surely a day of darkness and gloom is upon us, a day of cloud and dense fog; like 
a blackness spread over the mountains a mighty, countless host appears; [...] Before 
them the earth shakes, the heavens shudder, sun and moon are darkened". 
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In Jeremiah 51.29, God is preparing to destroy Babel: the earth shakes in anticipation 
of the disaster, thus displaying the same reaction (trembling) that fear causes in man: 
"The earth quakes and writhes; for the Lord's designs against Babylon are fulfilled, to 
make the land of Babylon desolate and unpeopled". 
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Earthquakes are a weapon in the hands of God — part of his war armoury. Thus, in 
Isaiah 29.6: "Then suddenly, all in an instant, punishment shall come from the Lord of 
Hosts with thunder and earthquake and a great noise, with storm and tempest and a 
flame of devouring fire". 
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In all the passages quoted so far, earthquakes are seen to have a religious significance. 
But at other points in the Bible they have a purely literary value, becoming a topos 
functioning as a form of embellishment. Although certain scholars have tried to find 
in some of these passages specific evidence of historical fact (see Sieberg 1932 a), a 
cursory examination is sufficient to show that these are cases where the earthquake 
theme is simply a literary device. To exemplify this, we will simply quote some pas-
sages in which the seismologist N.Shalem, in an important essay published in 1948, 
finds an echo of real earthquakes. Joshua 3.16: "the water coming down from 
upstream was brought to a standstill; it piled up like a bank for a long way back, as far 
as Adam, a town near Zarethan. The waters coming down to the Sea of the Arabah, 
the Dead Sea, were completely cut off, and the people crossed over opposite Jericho". 
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Joshua 6.20: "So they blew the trumpets and when the army heard the trumpet sound, 
they raised a great shout, and down fell the walls. The army advanced on the city, 



every man straight ahead, and took it". 
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Judges 16.28-30: "Samson called on the Lord and said, 'Remember me. 0 Lord God, 
remember me: give me strength only this once, 0 God, and let me at one stroke be 
avenged on the Philistines for my two eyes'. He put his arms round the two central 
pillars which supported the temple, his right arm round one and his left arm round 
the other, and braced himself and said, 'Let me die with the Philistines'. Then 
Samson leaned forward with all his might, and the temple fell on the lords and on all 
the people who were in it. So the dead whom he killed at his death were more than 
those he had killed in his life". 
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1 Samuel 5.1-5: "After the Philistines had captured the Ark of God, they brought it 
from Eben-ezer to Ashdod; and there they carried it into the temple of Dagon and set it 
beside Dagon himself. When the people of Ashdod rose next morning, there was 
Dagon fallen face downwards before the Ark of the Lord; so they took him and put him 
back in his place. Next morning when they rose, Dagon had again fallen face 
downwards before the Ark of the Lord, with his head and his two hands lying broken 
off beside his platform; only Dagon's body remained on it. This is why from that day 
to this the priests of Dagon and all who enter the temple of Dagon at Ashdod do not set 
foot upon Dagon's platform". 
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1 Kings 20.29-30: "They lay in camp opposite one another for seven days; on the 
seventh day battle was joined and the Israelites destroyed a hundred thousand of the 
Aramaean infantry in one day. The survivors fled to Aphek, into the citadel, and the 
city wall fell upon the twenty-seven thousand men who were left. Ben-hadad took 
refuge in the citadel, retreating into an inner room...". 
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There are in fact very few passages in the Bible where reference is made to earth- real earthquakes 
quakes which actually occurred. In 1 Samuel 14.15 we read: "Terror spread through 
the army in the field and through the whole people; the men at the post and the raid-
ing parties were terrified; the very earth quaked, and there was panic". 
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It can be seen that at this point in the text there are no accurate chronological indica-
tors, and it is difficult to decide whether the description of the earthquake is to be 
interpreted as a literary device or as reflecting a real event. Shalem (1948) thinks the 
episode is based on historical fact. In Amiran's earthquake catalogue (1950-51), bibli-
cal earthquakes are completely ignored. According to Soggin (1970), however, at least 
two real earthquakes can be identified: the one mentioned by Amos and Zechariah, 
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which can be dated to the eighth century B.C. (see entry ( 001) in this catalogue), and a 
moderate tremor which occurred at the time of king Uzziah, and of which theie is sup-
posed to be an echo in Isaiah 6.1-4: "In the year of king Uzziah's death I saw the Lord 
seated on a throne, high and exalted, and the skirt of his robe filled the temple. About 
him were attendant seraphim, and each had six wings; one pair covered his face and 
one pair his feet, and one pair was spread in flight. They were calling ceaselessly to 
one another, 'Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory'. 
And, as each one called, the threshold shook to its foundations, while the house was 
filled with smoke". 
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This is another case, however, where the reference to phenomena suggestive of an 
earthquake has a specific literary function and, in our opinion, the context does not 
permit a firm interpretation to be made, and certainly not one which could be used in 
an earthquake catalogue. For the same reasons, we think that great care should be 
taken in evaluating the ample biblical references made by Ben-Menahem (1979), who 
includes most of the presumed evidence already examined by Shalem. For lack of pre-
cise chronological information, we have to be equally cautious in assessing the inter-
esting observations in Rahmer (1870) about a possible echo of earthquakes in another 
chapter of Isaiah (24). This is the chapter with which the "little apocalypse" begins, 
and in it we read: "Beware, the Lord will empty the earth, split it open and turn it 
upside down, and scatter its inhabitants [...] 1°The city of chaos is a broken city, every 
house barred, that no one may enter [...] 12 Desolation alone is left in the city and the 
gate is broken into pieces [...] 18 if a man runs from the rattle of the scare he will fall 
into the pit; if he climbs out of the pit he will be caught in the trap. When the win-
dows of heaven above are opened and earth's foundations shake,19 the earth is utterly 
shattered, it is convulsed and reels wildly. 20 The earth reels to and fro like a drunken 
man and sways like a watchman's shelter; the sins of men weigh heavy upon it, and it 
falls to rise no more". 
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Earthquakes One of the most important deities in the Greek pantheon is very closely associated 
in Greek and Roman with the unleashing of the most elemental and uncontrollable forces of nature. That 

myth deity is Poseidon. He is a very ancient god, going back to at least Mycenaean times. 
The Homeric poems call him the "earth shaker", and also show him exerting all his 
power as lord of the tempestuous depths of the sea. Both these aspects of his divine 
power are characteristic throughout the later tradition. Not only does he reign over 
the stormy seas, but he also controls any subterranean water which rises to the sur-
face. All springs were considered to be "Poseidonian", because they are in contact 
with the depths of the earth. And similarly, the sea over which he holds sway is not 
the calm surface across which ships plough their way, but the ocean depths. 
On the other hand, Poseidon is also the god of earthquakes: he disturbs the depths of 
the earth, thrusting it down or raising it up. The scene of the punishment of Alas in 
Homer (Odyssey 4.505-10) already associates the god of the sea with the power to split 
open rocks and bring cliffs crashing into the sea. In fact, there is a whole series of 



myth traditions which attributes to Poseidon both earthquakes and floods of a kind Poseidon 
which can be interpreted as seismic sea-waves. And it is also worth pointing out that 
Poseidon's association with natural phenomena of that kind is characteristic of Greek 
religious attitudes in classical times. Real earthquakes were attributed to him. 
Thus, for example, the Spartans linked the earthquake of c.464 B.C. to an act of sacri-
lege committed against Poseidon (Thucydides 1.128.1); and a similar tradition soon 
took shape in connection with the terrible earthquake in the Gulf of Corinth which 
destroyed the cities of Helice and Bura. Furthermore, we are told by Xenophon 
(Hellenics 4.7.4), that it was the custom to chant a paean to Poseidon when an earth-
quake struck. We can therefore confidently assert that "Poseidon remains an embodi-
ment of elemental force: sea storm and earthquake are the most violent forms of 
energy directly encountered by man" (Burkert 1985, p.139). Here are a few signif-
icant examples of Greek mythical traditions which attribute natural catastrophes to 
Poseidon. One case in point is the creation of the Aegean island of Nisyros. During 
the War of the Giants, we are told by pseudo-Apollodorus, it was torn off the island of 
Cos by Poseidon and hurled at the giant Polybotus: "Poseidon, breaking off that piece 
of the island which is called Nisyros, threw it on him" (trans. J.G.Frazer). 
Of particular interest is a tradition encountered by Herodotus (7.129.4). He tells us 
that it was local to the inhabitants of Thessaly; and it clearly came into being as a 
characteristic way of explaining in mythical and religious terms the particular 
morphological appearance of the Tempe valley: "Now the Thessalians say that 
Poseidon made this passage through which the Peneus flows; and that seems likely; 
for if you believe that Poseidon is the earth-shaker, and that rifts made by earth-
quakes are his work, you will judge from the appearance of that passage that it was 
made by Poseidon; for the rift between the mountains certainly seems to me to be the 
result of an earthquake". 
It is worth noting that the tradition of geographical erudition and later reflection on explanation of the origins 
the nature of earthquakes confirm the explanation of the origin of the Tempe valley in 
seismic terms (Helly 1989, pp.76-9), though the rationalistic approach naturally leads 
to the omission of any reference to Poseidon. We find this in Strabo (9.5.2) and espe-
cially in Seneca (NQ 6.25.2): "Believe it or not as you will, they say that at one time 
Mt.Ossa was joined to Mt.Olympus; later they were separated by an earthquake, and 
the whole of a single large mountain was split into two. Then the river Peneus flowed 
away and dried up the swamps from which Thessaly used to suffer by carrying off the 
waters that had stagnated because they had no way out". 
Just as the Greek mentality and Greek religious thought associate Poseidon with the 
violence of ocean storms, so the Greek mythical tradition attributes to him a series of 
massive floods in the Aegean area, most of which are related to primordial times. It is 
possible that the memory of real events contributed to the establishment of these tra-
ditions, which had in any case been part of the experience of the peoples who inhabited 
the islands and coastal areas of the Aegean since time immemorial; but it would natu-
rally be fruitless, as well as methodologically unsound, to identify in any particular 
tradition the transposition into mythical terms of specific historical or prehistorical 
phenomena. The "language" of myth has an autonomous meaning which must be 
respected. 
While this is not the place to analyse the nature and origin of a whole series of tradi-
tions, it is at least worth mentioning them briefly. 
In the mythical past of the religious "prehistory" of Argolis, we find reference to a pri-
mordial flood at Argos caused by the wrath of Poseidon. This is how Pausanias 
(2.22.4) describes it: "Here [at Argos] is a sanctuary of Poseidon of the Surf: they say 
that when Inachus and his jury decided that the land belonged to Hera and not to him, 
Poseidon flooded most of the countryside. Hera obtained an agreement that the sea 
should go back again, and the Argives consecrated a sanctuary to Poseidon of the Surf 	 9 5 
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at the place it went back from". 
Just as the flooding by the sea of the Thriasian plain near Eleusis, in Attica, was at-
tributed to the wrath of Poseidon following his defeat by Athena over the possession of 
Attica, so a similar natural phenomenon in the alluvial plain of Argos, was interpreted 
as the result of arbitration between Hera and Poseidon over the possession of Argolis. 
Apparently a temple to Poseidon of the Surf was subsequently built at the point where 
the sea water had reached farthest inland. The temple which Pausanias mentions 
seems to have been on the seaward side of the agora of Argos. 
The traditions concerning the ancient flooding of Argolis can probably also allow us to 
establish a general context for a local myth of secondary importance. As we read in 
Pausanias (2.32.8): "Outside the city wall there is also a sanctuary of Poseidon of 
Growth; they say he was angry with them and destroyed the crops of the country by 
inundating roots and seeds with sea-water, until he yielded to prayers and sacrifices 
and stopped sending sea-water over the land. Overlooking Poseidon's shrine is that of 
Law-giving Demeter, established, so they say, by Althepos". 
What we have here is an attempt to explain the epithet Phytalmios (he who encou-
rages the growth of plants) as applied to Poseidon. While the story may refer to a sea 
flood caused, as usual, by the wrath of Poseidon, it has nothing to say about the cause 
of that wrath, unlike the cases of the floods in the Thriasian plain in Attica and the 
plain of Argos, which are also traditionally interpreted as the result of Poseidon's 
wrath. 

the violence of the sea But the mythical tradition which was probably best known in antiquity for the in-
volvement of Poseidon in unleashing the violence of the sea against a substantial 
stretch of coast was that concerning the origins of Athens. 
The earliest report of this myth appears in Varro (Hist. Rom. F 11, apud Aug. Civ. Dei 
18.9), in the following terms: "When an olive tree suddenly appeared there, and water 
gushed forth somewhere else, the king was disturbed by these prodigies, and sent to 
ask Apollo how they should be interpreted and what should be done. He replied that 
the olive tree was the symbol of Minerva and the water of Neptune, and that it was up 
to the citizens to decide whether the city should be named after the one or the other of 
the deities whose symbols these were. When Cecrops received this response, he sum-
moned all the citizens of both sexes (for it was then the custom there for women to 
take part in public deliberations), and asked them to cast their vote. This was done, 

Neptune and the men voted for Neptune and the women for Athena, and since the women were 
found to have a majority of one, Minerva was victorious. In his rage, Neptune then 
laid waste Athenian territory with the tumultuous waves of the sea. To placate his 
anger [...] the women were punished by the Athenian men in three different ways: 
from then onwards they were not to vote, no child of theirs should bear its mother's 
name, and no-one should call them Athenians". 
Pseudo-Apollodorus ([Apollod.] 3.14.1) has this to say on the same subject: "Cecrops 
was autochthonous, and his body was part man and part serpent. He was the first 
king of Attica, and the land previously called Acte he renamed Cecropia after himself. 
It was in his time, they say, that the gods decided that each should own and occupy a 
different city in which he would have his own individual honour. So Poseidon came 
first to Attica, struck his trident on the middle of the acropolis, and created a sea 
which they now call Erechtheis. Athena came after Poseidon, and after getting 
Cecrops to witness her ceremony of occupation, she planted an olive tree, which is now 
pointed out in the Pandroseium. When Athena and Poseidon quarrelled over the 
land, Zeus separated them and appointed as judges not, as some say, Cecrops and 
Cranaus, nor Erysichthon, but the twelve gods. Their verdict was in favour of 
Athena, after Cecrops testified that she planted the olive first. So Athena called the 
city Athens after herself, but Poseidon, in wild rage, flooded the Thriasian plain and 
put Attica below sea level". (In this connection, see also Hyginus fab. 164). 



There is another story in the Hellenistic mythical tradition in which a massive flood is 
attributed to the wrath of Poseidon. It evidently develops an ancient epic tradition 
concerning the origins of Troy, with particular reference to the construction of its walls 
by Poseidon and Apollo (Homer, IL 7.452ff., Od. 21.441-57), but details of the flood do 
not appear. 
Pseudo-Apollodorus (2.5.9) has this to say: "He found the city in dire straits because of 
the wrath of Apollo and Poseidon... so Apollo sent a pestilence upon them, and 
Poseidon sent a sea-monster which would come inland on a flood-tide and seize people 
on the plain". 
In Diodorus (4.42.2-5) we read: "It is said that, because of the legendary fame of the 
building of the walls of Troy, Poseidon was angry with King Laomedon, and sent a 
great monster out of the sea and on to the land, and it seized those who made a living 
by the shore or farmed along the coast; and a plague also struck the people and totally 
destroyed their crops. Everyone was dismayed at the extent of their troubles, and 
there-fore met together to decide how to remedy their misfortune. Then the king sent 
messengers to consult Apollo on the matter, and received the response that these 
things were caused by the wrath of Poseidon, and would come to an end when the 
Trojans of their own accord chose by lot one of their children to be given to the monster 
to be devoured. All children were involved in this, and the name drawn was that of 
the king's daughter Hesione. Laomedon was therefore obliged to hand over the young 
woman, who was left bound on the shore. But it so happened that Heracles had land-
ed there with the Argonauts at that time, and when he learned what had happened to 
the young woman, he released her from her bonds and entered the city, promising to 
kill the monster". 
The myth is recounted again by Ovid (Met. 11.199-215): "Apollo sees Laomedon begin- the "vengeance" of the gods 
ning to build the walls of the new city of Troy. Because so great an enterprise can only 
advance with difficulty, and requires great wealth, he obtains the assistance of the god 
who bears the trident, the father of the ocean depths, and assuming human form, he 
builds the walls for the king of Phrygia in return for a sum of gold. When the work is 
completed, the king refuses to pay the agreed sum and, what is worse, adds insults to 
his false promises. 'You shall not remain unpunished', said the lord of the sea, and he 
channelled all his waters on to the shore of that greedy city, turning the land into sea, 
destroying the farmers' crops, and flooding the fields. But that punishment was not 
enough: the king's daughter was also required to be given to a sea monster. She was 
chained to a hard rock, but Hercules freed her. However, when he asked for the 
horses which had been promised him as a reward, he was denied the recompense for 
his great service, and so he stormed the walls of Troy and seized the doubly perfidious 
city". 
It is interesting to note that even in antiquity this myth was subjected to rationalistic 
scrutiny, for it seems likely that Strabo had stories of this kind in mind when he re-
ferred to a sea flood at Troy. There is a reference in Strabo (1.3.17) to Demetrius of 
Scepsis, according to whom there had been a sea flood at Troy: "And he [Demetrius of 
Scepsis] recalls on this point [...] and a tidal wave submerged the Troad". 
Many of the motifs and themes which are to be found in the accounts referred to above 
recur in another myth concerning Poseidon, which is set in Lycia. 
Nymphis (FGrHist 432 F 7) tells of a flood in the valley of the river Xanthus: "Bel-
lerophon killed a boar which was destroying animals and crops in the countryside of 
Xanthus, but was denied any reward. He cursed the Xanthians in the presence of 
Poseidon, who covered the valley with sea-water, so that the soil became salty and the 
land unproductive; but finally Bellerophon was moved to compassion by the prayers of 
the women, and asked Poseidon to assuage his anger. That is why the Xanthians 
were also required by law to take the name of their mother and not their father". 
Further details can be found in Plutarch (Mor. 248 A-C): "What is said to have hap- 
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pened in Lycia sounds like a myth, but the tales that are told about it supply some 
supporting evidence. They say that Amisodarus, who is called Isaras by the Lycians, 
arrived from the Lycian colony in the vicinity of Zeleia, bringing with him pirate ships 
commanded by Chimarrhus, a warlike, bloodthirsty and brutal man. He sailed in a 
ship with a lion as its figurehead and a serpent at the stern. He was the scourge of 
the Lycians, and it was not possible to sail the sea or even to live in cities near the sea. 
Bellerophon pursued this man on Pegasus, and killed him. He also drove out the 
Amazons, but was not justly rewarded; in fact lobates behaved most unjustly towards 
him. Bellerophon therefore waded into the sea and prayed to Poseidon to punish 
lobates by making the land sterile and unproductive. After making his prayer, he 
went away, and a wave arose and inundated the land. It was a fearful sight as the sea 
followed him high into the air and flooded the plain. Men begged Bellerophon to put a 
stop to it, and when he refused, the women tucked up their tunics and flocked about 
him in a crowd. He drew back out of respect, and they say that the waters drew back 
at the same time. Some play down the fabulous element in the story, and say not that 
his curses made the sea obedient to his will, but that the more fertile part of the coast-
al plain was below sea level; that Bellerophon broke off the long spur of a promontory 
which separated the sea from the land, so that the sea burst in and flooded the plain; 
and that while the men obtained nothing by begging him to desist, when the women 
flocked around him, he was moved to compassion and his anger subsided. 
Others claim that the Chimaera, as it was called, was simply a mountain facing the 
sun which produced fierce and fiery reflections of the sunlight in summer, and that 
these beat upon the whole plain and dried up the crops. Bellerophon realised what 
was happening, and so he cut away the smoothest part of the mountain face which 
was largely responsible for the reflections. Since no gratitude was shown for his 
action, he turned against the Lycians in revenge, but was prevailed upon by the 
women to desist". 

the origins of islands Scholars in antiquity were aware of a series of different traditions which did not have 
the obvious mythical and religious connotations of those we have referred to above, 
but which, because they were concerned with the origins of certain Aegean islands, 
involved a time-scale receding into the deep obscurity of the past. Consequently, they 
can be considered as evidence only of natural phenomena having occurred at some 
indeterminate period rather than during a specific historical age. What we have here, 
in effect, is the application, within the sphere of naturalistic and erudite literature, of 
forms and types which derive from a matrix of a mythical kind but take on a rational-
istic appearance. The most frequently used motif is that of an island emerging from 
the depths of the sea as a result of some cataclysm. 
A good example of this mythical "model" is to be found in the famous lines of Pindar's 
seventh Olympian ode (lines 54-70), about the origin of the island of Rhodes. We do 
not consider it appropriate to examine such texts here, however, since we do not think 
they are strictly relevant to real seismic phenomena. 
Even though their origins may have a mythical connotation, there is some information 
of an antiquarian and geographical kind in the stories we are told about disastrous 
floods caused by Lake Copais in Boeotia (Strabo 9.2.18; Plin. n.h. 2.206; Paus. 9.24.2). 
In Ammianus Marcellinus (17.7.13), there is a reference to this tradition, which evi-
dently derives from an earlier erudite interpretation of events involving specific refer-
ence to an earthquake: "There are four kinds of earthquake; for they are either bra-
smatiae, or upheavals, which lift up the ground from far within, like a tide, and force 
upwards huge masses, as in Asia [. ..] and Eleusis in Boeotia". 
The theme of floods linked to violent changes in the geological appearance of the land-
scape may be connected with seismic phenomena, but, given the mythical contexts, 
the ancient sources do not make identification easy. There is a passage in Diodorus 
Siculus (5.47.3-5) which is not without rationalistic re-elaboration and speculation, 



but in which we can clearly see reflections of a legend or an aetiological tradition, pos- changes of the landscape 
sibly originating in a local source, concerning the origin of the straits which joined the 
Aegean and the Black Sea — one of the places which particularly stimulated the ima-
gination of the ancients: "The Samothracians have a story that before the floods which 
affected other peoples, they suffered a very serious one themselves: the outlet at the 
Cyanean Rocks having first burst open, and then the Hellespont. They say that the 
Pontus, which had previously been a lake, became so full of water from the rivers that 
flow into it, that the great mass of water burst out into the Hellespont with great vio-
lence, flooded a large part of the coast of Asia, and transformed a considerable part of 
the low-lying land of Samothrace into a sea. That is the reason, we are told, why 
fishermen in later times have brought up stone capitals in their nets, thus revealing 
that cities were submerged in the flood. The inhabitants, the story goes on, took ref-
uge in the higher parts of the island, and since the sea level continued to rise, the local 
people prayed to the gods and, once they were out of danger, they set up cippi all round 
the island, to bear witness to the danger from which they had escaped, and they ded-
icated altars on which they make sacrifices to this day; and this is evidence that they 
inhabited Samothrace before the flood". 
Diodorus' narrative in the "book of the islands" begins with the "archaeology" of 
Samothrace. In this part of the work, considerable emphasis is placed on natural 
disasters, of which a fairly clear memory was retained in certain Aegean islands. The 
principal traditions are those concerning kataklysmoi, (i.e. floods), whether caused by 
torrential rain or sea-waves. The first of these two kinds is also mentioned in relation 
to Rhodes and the coast of Asia Minor opposite Lesbos. 
Leaving on one side the complex (and in our case perhaps insoluble) problems concern-
ing the identification of primary sources, it is worth drawing attention to certain 

The Triumph of Neptune. Drawing of a gold and silver badge from an ancient shield. 
The badge was discovered in Milan in 1841 (Biblioteca dell'Archiginnasio di Bologna, 
Gabinetto delle Stampe, Archeologia, no.144). 99 
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aspects of the available evidence which might be described as unique. The tradition 
at Samothrace was of a flood which predated all other local or universal floods. A 
split seemed to have occurred, and to provide a rational explanation for it, the sug-
gestion was made that the Pontus (Black Sea) must have been some kind of lake or 
inland sea like the Caspian Sea, and that the continuous and increasing inflow from 
rivers had caused the water level to rise, with the result that a violent flood had con-
nected it to the Aegean, thereby involving not only Samothrace but the Aegean coast 
of Asia Minor as well. 
There is a reference to the seismicity of Lycia in connection with the myth of Gyges 
(still within the framework of mythical memories subsequently subjected to rational-
ising interpretations) in Plato (Resp. 359c.) and later on in Philostratus (Heroic. 
2.629): the earth opened up and a chasm appeared "after torrential rain and an earth-
quake"; and inside the chasm Gyges is supposed to have discovered, as though he were 
on a kind of fabulous journey, a bronze horse with doors in it, containing an enormous 
corpse from which Gyges took a ring. The mention of earthquakes as causing the 
earth to split open, with the subsequent discovery of giant-sized human remains, 
sounds like a literary topos. There is a similar kind of reference in Phlegon of Tralles 
(FGrHist 257, F 36.19), who derives it from Theopompus of Synope: a hill in the 
Cimmerian Bosphorus is supposed to have split open — again as a result of an earth-
quake — to reveal bones of enormous size. We do not think we are entitled to use such 
references to provide a historical basis for events which may indeed have occurred, but 
whose mythological aspects make them unsuitable for inclusion within the strict 
limits of an earthquake catalogue. 
We do think, however, that it is worth mentioning the many sources which record a 
natural disaster which struck the whole Sipylus area. Certain authors, including 
Aristotle (Mete. 2.8.368b) and Strabo, specifically say that it was an earthquake which 
caused the upheaval in the region; but in fact it seems more likely that massive sub-
sidence or a landslide was involved. 
There is a reference in Strabo (1.3.17) to Demetrius of Scepsis, according to whom 
some very violent earthquakes had taken place in Ionia: "He [Demetrius of Scepsis] 
recalls on this point what Democles had to say about the violent earthquakes which 
took place in ancient times in Lydia and Ionia as far as the Troad, as a result of which 
some villages were swallowed up and Sipylus was reduced to ruins, at the time of the 
reign of Tantalus, and the marshes became lakes and the Troad was flooded from the 
sea". There is another passage in Strabo (12.8.18) where he records the great earth-
quake of 17 AD., and refers to past tremors at Sipylus: "And the story of Mt.Sipylus and 
its ruin should not be dismissed as mythical". 
While other authors report the collapse of Mt.Sipylus, they do not refer to earthquakes 
(Pherecydes in Book vm, for example). Pausanias is a rather important source, be-
cause he was probably born at Magnesia on Mt.Sipylus, and he records the occurrence 
as being similar to the earthquake disaster at Helice: "The same thing happened in a 
different form [...] when the city of Sipylus disappeared into a chasm, and water 
gushed out from the crack in the mountain, changing the chasm into Lake Saloe: you 
could see the ruins of the city in the lake, until the torrent covered up even the ruins". 
Pliny the Elder is probably referring to the same occurrence in two passages in the 
Naturalis historia (2.205 and in Schol.Cic.Bob. Hildebrandt, p.36) where massive sub-
sidence is reported again, though with no mention of an earthquake: "The very earth 
swallowed it up in a chasm, and it was there that the city called Sipylus was subse-
quently founded". Although the image of the devastation of Sipylus frequently occurs, 
as we have seen, in ancient history, the event is attributed to the reign of Tantalus -
in other words, to a period which is mythical rather than historical. 
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Suggestions for using the catalogue 

The earthquakes in this catalogue are arranged in chronological order. Given the 
long time span involved, it would have been impossible to arrange the entries by 
regions in a way that was geographically and historically coherent. But a chronologi-
cal arrangement brings its own problems, because of the different calendars in use. 
To this day, different peoples use different calendars, and there is still no wholly 
accepted way of transposing these diverse systems into a single universal one. In the 
case of ancient datings, however, it is often not sufficient to make precise calculations 
which will relate one calendar to another, because there is an underlying difference in 
the conception of time (for a consideration of certain aspects of this problem, see 
above). The lack of a thorough study of the problem of ancient calendars in the 
Mediterranean world (such as that of Bilfinger 1892, for example, on ancient and 
medieval computations of the hours), as well as the lack of critical editions of sources 
(especially from Byzantine regions and Syria) which take these factors into account, 
inevitably leaves a number of problems to be solved. 
To these more general considerations we have to add the fact that different literary 
and narrative usages affect the dating of earthquakes. An earthquake might thus be 
dated by attraction to social, military or political events which were considered impor-
tant and had occurred before or after it, even to the extent of several years. This cul-
tural time factor has an important consequence in relation to this catalogue, because 
it could happen that a number of earthquakes which may have occurred over a period fluid parameters 
of one or more decades are recorded as a single event. And the opposite can also hap-
pen: that is to say, a single earthquake may be duplicated by being recorded in relation 
to a series of different social events in independent sources. 
It is therefore important not to misunderstand what we are trying to do in bringing 
order to this considerable mass of data. The chronological information given in the 
catalogue is not to be interpreted in a rigid and definitive way; for it may be possible in 
the future to achieve a more accurate definition of the chronological variations which 
we have indicated, either as a result of the discovery of new sources or through contri-
butions in new critical editions of known sources. In these circumstances, it is neces-
sary to keep in mind the degree to which time limits are in many cases approximate -
especially when the sources only indicate a period of time, sometimes covering more 
than a decade — in order to avoid creating earthquake doublets. We therefore suggest 
that anyone wishing to use our data, or to improve on them by means of further 
research, should consider this problem with care when other sources give 
slightly different datings from those listed here. We have indicated those cases which 
we think are doubtful. 
It scarcely needs mentioning that this earthquake catalogue is unlike those which 
deal with later periods, in that the information it contains is not suitable for tradition-
al direct statistical treatment, and needs to be handled with care. Since it cannot be 
considered exhaustive, it can in general offer only descriptive information as far as 
seismic geography is concerned, and only approximate values in relation to the asses-
sment of the "size" of the various recorded earthquakes. As regards the dimensions of 
the felt area, however, it is often possible to establish parallels with events which are 
nearer to us in time, and identify "families" of earthquakes. 
The degree of historical reliability of the listed earthquakes is much higher than the 
fluid nature of their spatio-temporal parameters would suggest, because it derives not 
so much from the precision of these parameters as from the critical context of the 
sources. Consequently, the overall picture of seismic activity which can be obtained 
from this catalogue is to be understood as an approximation to reality. And one also 
has to take into account the fuzziness of the language used by the sources to describe 
phenomena which we now observe with the aid of scientific instruments and quantify 
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numerically. We have thus not tried to produce a catalogue in the strict sense of the 
term: one whose sole aim is to reorganise the descriptive data found in the historical 
sources into a set of rigid and unified entries; for such entries would, in our opinion, 
only be capable of classification in a traditional way. The particular nature of most of 
the sources would constitute an insurmountable obstacle to any such approach; the 
assembled data would seem unusable or else open to a variety of interpretations. 
In the present state of seismological knowledge, we think it advisable to approach 

"shadowy" earthquakes these "shadowy" earthquakes using less rigid methods. The seismic events concerned 
should not be arbitrarily filled out, but left with slightly shadowy outlines, in a way 
which is more consonant with the nature of the sources and the traditions to which 
they belong. An acceptance of the diversity of cultures and cognitive systems is, in 
our view, a correct anthropological approach not just for modern cultures, but also for 
those of the past. To impose a reductio ad unum by adopting standard techniques of 
analysis (which may even be out of date in some cases) would in our opinion involve an 
impoverishment of the basic data. Given the descriptive nature of the data and the 
limited possibilities we have for arranging and interpreting them, we take the view 
that what they can do is serve both to improve research into other types of sources and 
to encourage the use of new methods. 

Phenomena recorded 
We have recorded not only earthquakes and seismic sea-waves, but also other geo-
physical and geomorphological phenomena, such as the emergence of islands, subsi-
dence and landslides. These have been included even in cases where there was insuf-
ficient evidence to be sure whether they were directly related to the seismic activity or 
not (the uncertainty always being indicated). Volcanic eruptions are included only 
when the sources specifically mention associated seismic effects. 

Dates 
Dates (day, month and year) are given in terms of the Julian Calendar. When the 
date in the sources is very approximate, we have tried to provide some other indica-
tion, such as a period within which the earthquake occurred, or two alternative dates, 
or a terminus ante quem or post quem. 

Locations 
The names of the sites and of other geographical elements (rivers, mountains, valleys, 
etc.) are the ones indicated in the sources. The heading of each entry includes locali-
ties struck not only by earthquakes, but also by other correlated phenomena (seismic 
sea-waves, landslides, etc.). Ancient place names are given when a site has not been 
continuously inhabited. When the site has been continuously inhabited and is the 
same as a modern site, its name is given in the present-day language of the country 
concerned or in its English equivalent, if there is one. 
The names of unidentified places are given in italics: it is a very small number of 
cases. The names of places struck by an earthquake are given in alphabetical order, 
to make it clear that no strict preference has been given to epicentral areas. Also the 
names of historical regions, when indicated by the sources, are entered in alphabetical 
order, after the names of places. 

Entry commentaries 
In addition to an indication of sources and relevant research, each entry also has a 
commentary, whose breadth and depth vary a great deal. Some earthquakes have 
been studied more than others, in which case we have been able to provide a more sub-
stantial survey; others have been investigated by us in the course of our research; and 
yet others remain more in the shadows, even though all the sources have been brought 



together. These differences in the state of our knowledge are inevitably obvious in 
this catalogue. That many earthquakes need to be further investigated both in them-
selves and in their historical context is a fact which leads us to hope that our work will 
stimulate other scholars to undertake a second and more advanced research programme. 
For reasons of uniformity, as has already been pointed out in connection with the prob-
lem of sources, the commentary within an entry does not always follow the chronologi-
cal order of the sources. In some cases, it has been necessary to deal with later 
sources first (they in any case depend on reliable earlier traditions), in order to set out 
developments in the history of the earthquake and establish its exact location. 

Languages 
We have used historical sources in the following original languages: Hebrew, classical 
and middle Greek, classical and middle Latin, Arabic, Syriac, Armenian, Coptic and 
Ethiopic. Where available, we have used English translations in critical editions. In 
other cases, a translation has been made from the original language, avoiding transla-
tions of translations whenever possible. Where passages from old translations are 
quoted, the language has been modified in the light of the requirements of modern 
English. 

The evaluation of seismic effects and the estimates of intensity 
Information about seismic effects has been contextualized as much as possible, consid- 
ering the general urbanistic and building schemes previously outlined in the introduc- 
tion. Still, the numerous filters that have been selecting information in the sources 
(due to the different cultures, the historical framework and the irreparable loss of 
many records), and the filters that model our knowledge of ancient territories create,  
complex and undirect relationships between the damage described and interpreta-
tions of the damage itself. Therefore, as it has been mentioned before, intensity 
assessments should be seen as "soft" information, a sort of indicative value on which 
further investigations can be directed. 
Where the context allows this, an intensity value has been attributed to the seismic 
effects described in the sources, using the European Macroseismic Scale (Griinthal 
1993). We have avoided attributing a degree of intensity to effects on a single build-
ing. For such cases, we have drawn up a small scale of effects which will be found in 
the legend of the Short catalogue (see p.408). 
In order to assist rapid consultation of the entries, qualitative data concerning 
destructive effects reported in the sources are expressed by means of symbols (see 
p.104). This system has been chosen in order to draw immediate attention to destruc-
tive seismic effects, by providing at least a rough and ready assessment of them. 

Maps 
We have chosen to provide maps of the areas affected by some earthquakes, using the 
place names mentioned in the sources. These small maps not only show at a glance 
where the greatest recorded effects were felt, but also provide a valuable rapid impres-
sion of the extent of the area affected, since the dimensions of these areas can give 
some idea of the "size" of an earthquake. 
Moreover, the catalogue data are summarised in 8 maps (pp.414-21). The locations 
indicated provide a kind of geographical guide rather than seismological references in 
the strict sense of the term. The maps give only one of the places mentioned in the 
sources: either the best known, or one which the basic historical data indicate as 
amongst the most seriously damaged. 
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Symbols and headwords used in the catalogue entries 

/ separates two alternative dates or periods 

- joins the beginning and end of a chronological period 

? indicates a very uncertain or hypothetical location or date 

• destructive effects 

o geomorphological changes 

< various phenomena accompanying an earthquake 
(landslides, volcanic eruptions, subsidence, floods, the emergence of islands) 

= indicates that two sources are parallel or that one depends on the other 

apud indicates a lost text quoted by an ancient or early medieval source 

[ ] indicates a text attributed to an author (= pseudo...) 

[negative] indicates a source used ex silentio, 
of particular importance only for certain contexts 

[year] indicates dating of manuscripts 

sources 1 written sources which record an earthquake. This category also includes 
later texts, if they make use of earlier traditions and add important details 

sources 2 written sources which are later than the event and for the most part repeat 
already known information. This bibliographical section makes it possible 
to evaluate the tradition and reputation of an earthquake in later centuries 

We wish to point out that certain texts given under "sources 1" may not figure in the entry in 
their entirety, but simply be summarised. This applies not only to texts which contain con-
textual references, such as information about rebuilding or economic effects, but also to those 
which refer to seismic effects. For example, a Byzantine writer copies the entire report of an 
earthquake from an earlier writer, but adds further information (the collapse of a church, a 
different number of victims, etc.). The later writer may have had available a more complete 
edition of the earlier work, or he may have obtained the additional information from other 
sources. If we are unable to demonstrate that this is so, we are obliged to consider him as 
belonging under "sources 1" to the extent that he is the sole source, or the first in chronological 
order, to supply new information. Thus the inclusion of texts under "sources 1" or "sources 2" 
depends on their relationship to an earthquake and not to their internal relationships with 
one another. It is not necessarily the case, therefore, that a "sources 2" text always depends 
on one from "sources 1". There may be intermediate sources or parallel traditions which have 
been lost or are not always known. 

inscriptions epigraphical sources: written texts on stone or durable materials 

coins coins struck in specific connection with an earthquake 

literature bibliography of historiographical, archaeological and scientific works, 
including contributions which have no direct reference to the earthquake in 
question, but enable us in particular cases to obtain more accurate datings 
or locations. In chronological order 

catalogues earthquake lists from the pre-modern erudite or antiquarian traditions; 
earthquake lists compiled by historians; and modern earthquake and seis-
mic sea-wave catalogues. In chronological order. Sometimes the dates 
reported in the catalogues does not exactly coincide with the ones written in 
the entries. 



Earthquakes from 760-750 B.C. to 995 A.D. 

( 001 ) c.760-750 B.C. • Jerusalem, 0 the valley of Hinnom >landslide < 

sources 	Amos 1.1; Zechariah 14.3-5; 2 Chron. 26.16-7; 2 Kings 15.1-7; Ioseph. Al 9.223-7; 

Avot de-Rabbi Nathan 9 

literature Rahmer (1870); Shalem (1948); Yadin (1961); Soggin (1970); Dever (1992) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

In our opinion, this is the only earthquake mentioned in the Bible for which there is 
sound and direct historical evidence. At the beginning of the Book of Amos, we read: 
"The words of Amos, one of the sheep-farmers of Teqoa, which he received in visions 
concerning Israel during the reigns of Uzziah king of Judah and Jeroboam son of 
Jehoash king of Israel, two years before the earthquake". 

,n,=1 717171'77n 71'71.1 	7N712,"711 7T7 712)N .1)17r1m =,771m 7171-11PN 0171) '7Z7 

.W1)171 	CI'mtr 7N7127 ' 

Amos is considered to be the foremost and earliest of the prophets of Israel. The open-
ing words of the book say that he lived at Teqoa, a village south of Bethlehem; and — if 
we accept the biblical chronology — it is possible to establish fairly accurately that he 
was active during the reigns of Uzziah in Judah (c.783-742 or 787-736 ac.) and 
Jeroboam II in Israel (c.786-746 or 787-747 ac.). Since the memorable occurrence of 
an earthquake is used in the prologue to the book to indicate the date of the prophecy, 
it must have been serious enough to suggest itself as an obvious and unquestionable 
term of reference, even though a number of years had passed. But exactly when did 
the earthquake occur, and what area did it affect? While Amos provides us with the 
broad chronological limits of c.787 and c.736 B.C., we can gain more accurate informa-
tion from the book of the prophet Zechariah. According to Rahmer (1870), Shalem 
(1948, p.28), Soggin (1970) and Ben-Menahem (1979), the whole of Zechariah 14.3-5 is 
related to an earthquake which occurred during the reign of king Uzziah. First of all, 
however, it has to be kept in mind that the passage in question, as it appears in the 
Hebrew text of the Bible, is very corrupt. If it is to be interpreted correctly, therefore, 
we must have recourse to emendations arrived at by comparing it with early Aramaic, 
Greek and Latin translations of the Scriptures. Using the textual emendations sug-
gested in the apparatus to the Biblia hebraica Stuttgartensia, we can establish the fol-
lowing reading: "The Lord will come out and fight against those peoples, as in the days 
of his prowess on the field of battle. On that day his feet will stand on the Mount of 
Olives, which is opposite Jerusalem to the east, and the mountain shall be cleft in two 
by an immense valley running east and west; half the mountain shall move 
northwards and half southwards. And the valley of Hinnom shall be blocked, for it 
shall reach as far as [the valley] which is close to it [the text being emended to read as 
follows: We-nistam ge'-Hinnom ki-yaggia` ge-Hinnom el eslo]. You shall flee as you fled 
from the earthquake in the time of Uzziah king of Judah. And the Lord my God will 
appear with his angels". 
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A literal translation of verse 5, however, following the unemended Hebrew text, gives 
a different topographical description of events: "You shall flee from the valley of the 
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hills, for the valley of the hills will reach as far as Asal; you shall flee as you fled from 
the earthquake in the time of Uzziah king of Judah". 
It should be noted that, even though the prophecy about Jerusalem is expressed in the 
future, the reference to the earthquake at the end of verse 5 and the accuracy with 
which the splitting of the Mount of Olives into two is described, suggest an underlying 
historical earthquake experience. 
The passage from Zechariah is to be related to what Josephus has to say (Al 9.223-7) 
about damage to the Temple in Jerusalem in an earthquake provoked by an impious 
act on the part of Uzziah king of Judah: "Thus, on the occasion of a notable day which 
was a public festival, he put on the priestly garment and entered the sacred precinct to 
offer sacrifice to God on the golden altar. And, when the high priest Azarias, with 
whom there were eighty priests, tried to prevent him — for they said it was not lawful 
for anyone to offer sacrifice, but to do so was allowed only to those of the line of Aaron 
— and they all clamoured for him to go out and not transgress against God, he became 
angry and threatened them with death if they did not hold their peace. But, while he 
spoke, a great tremor shook the earth, and, as the temple was riven, a brilliant shaft of 
sunlight gleamed through it and fell upon the king's face so that leprosy at once smote 
him, while before the city at a place called Eroge half of the western hill was broken off 
and rolled four stades till it stopped at the eastern hill and obstructed the roads and 
the royal gardens. When the priest saw the king's face smitten with leprosy, they 
explained to him the cause of his misfortune, and told him to go out of the city as an 
unclean person". 

'EvaTciorig 8' ii[tpag iTC106[101) xal Ita.VIST1110V Eoptilv ixatjaig, ivoirg iEpaTudiv aTokiiv 
Eia-0.0Ev 	TO Ti pxvog Om:5'6am iJa to xpvcratTi Parp.air tq3 O. toil 8' apxt,Epiwg 
'Atccpra, OVTCOV Gi/V a I:l-00) 'LE*)v OyoorjrcovTa, moktiovToc airTriv (oil yap iciv indhiery 
ELICOV, riOvorg 8' irpci,crOar TaTO JTOLEIN -Tot; ix Toil 'Aapriivog yivoug), xaTaPocrivicov 8' 
il£VCEL xal prl  napavopxiv Crg toil !hay, Opy ra0c14 iptErXioev airroig edvatov, ei 

1)0U)(LaV eL01)01,. 	1.1ETTIV) Si ocrapOg ixkOviac Tip/ rrjv piyag, xal tlLaataVTOg 

toil Vaal Or og iikrotr XapztpOv iVkap.we xal "Pi T013 PCLOLIECOg (*EL npoainEcrEv, thg 
tcu 11£1, E150cog kinpav EJtiSpailciv, npO Sg Trig nOkErog npOg rrj xakoup.ivii 'Epwyi Tab-
Opoug dIroppay livar TO iiLLIOU toil KaTa tip/ 81:1(31V xal Kl4.100EV TEOCrapag OTCCoLO'Ug inl 
to dvaTokricOv Opog otylvar, o`rg Trig tE itapOSaug ip4payijvar K Eel tong itapa8ei,aaug 
tong fiaorkixoljg. 	irtisr bi xaTErXimtiv 	Ti)v oviv 'raj 13aarkiwg imO trig kinpag 
Eibov of l£pEig, icirpcOv TE avtoi TT1V 0111(1)0paV xal EICEA.MOV EWVal, Trig nakiwg rirg 
Evayi. 

The same damage as that mentioned by Josephus is also mentioned in chapter 9 of 
Auot de-Rabbi Nathan, one of the so-called extra-canonical tractates of the Talmud: 
"In connection with Uzziah we find [written (2 Chron. 26.16-7)]: 'But when he gained 
power, his heart grew so proud that it caused his downfall. For he transgressed 
against the Lord his God and went into the sanctuary of the Lord to offer incense on 
the altar of perfumes. He was followed there by the priest Azaryahu with eighty cou-
rageous priests of the Lord. They stood before king Uzziyahu and said to him: 'It is 
not for you, Uzziyahu, to offer incense to the Lord, but for the priests who are sons of 
Aaron and who were consecrated to offer incense. Leave the sanctuary, for you have 
sinned and your reputation before the Lord God will not be improved by it'. Uzziyahu 
grew angry, as he held the censer in his hand, and at the moment of his irritation with 
the priests, leprosy appeared on his brow'. At the same moment the temple split open 
and the fissure extended for twelve miles in each direction. The priests made him 
leave, and he himself hurried to depart because the Lord had struck him. [King 
Uzziyahu] remained a leper until his death, and lived in a leper house, because he had 
been sent away from the house of the Lord. Meanwhile, his son Jotham supervised 
the royal palace and administered justice to the people of the country". 
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See also Midrash Tanhuma to Noah, chapter 5 and Jerome's commentary on Amos (PL, 
vol.25, co1.992). 
The Scriptures also contain another passage about Uzziah which is parallel to that in 
Chronicles. It is to be found in 2 Kings 15.1-7, where Uzziah is strangely called 
Azariah. There can be no doubt, however, that the same person is being referred to: 
"In the twenty-seventh year of Jeroboam king of Israel, Azariah son of Amaziah king 
of Judah became king. He was sixteen years old when he came to the throne, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem for fifty-two years; his mother was Jecoliah of Jerusalem. He 
did what was right in the eyes of the Lord, as Amaziah his father had done. But the 
hill-shrines were allowed to remain; the people still continued to slaughter and burn 
sacrifices there. The Lord struck the king with leprosy, which he had till the day of 
his death; he was relieved of all his duties and lived in his own house, while his son 
Jotham was comptroller of the household and regent. The other acts and events of 
Azariah's reign are recorded in the annals of the kings of Judah. So he rested with his 
forefathers and was buried with them in the city of David; and he was succeeded by 
his son Jotham". 

-r77] 71'77N-1=. 71"171) -17T2 7N71P1  -17M 7N-112Y 1 -1712 1:11 Z -r7 	J)MT1 L771211) T1.= 
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If we compare the various pieces of literary evidence mentioned above — that is to say, 
Amos, Zechariah, Kings, Chronicles, Josephus and the rabbinical tradition of exegesis 
— we find that historical fact and legendary elements are superimposed on one 
another. And we can summarise the available data by saying that the sources speak 
of an earthquake at Jerusalem and in the nearby Valley of Hinnom, in the Mount of 
Olives area. 
This earthquake, and more particularly the damage it caused to the temple in 
Jerusalem, is linked to the punishment which God inflicted on Uzziah king of Judah 
for his impious behaviour. Since we know that when king Uzziah was suffering from 
leprosy, Jotham became regent — around 756 (or 759) B.C. — we have a valuable piece 
of chronological evidence for dating the earthquake (Soggin 1970, p.120). In other 
words, we know that king Uzziah caught leprosy in the sixth decade of the eighth cen-
tury B.C. At the time of his illness there was an earthquake, and these two unusual 
events were interpreted as a punishment from God. King Uzziah's place was taken by 
Jotham, as regent, and in the memory of the Jewish people these individual episodes 
became superimposed upon one another in such a way as to constitute one of the many 
events in the continuing history of the relationship between the God of Israel and his 
people. According to Ben-Menahem (1979, p.262) we can be even more precise: in his 
opinion, the earthquake is very likely to have occurred "at Yom-Kippur, Monday, 10 
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Tishrei, 3003, which is Oct. 07, 759 ac., during day time". 
It is very important to note at this stage that the historical reality of the earthquake 
and its approximate date have been confirmed by recent archaeological discoveries. 
Excavations carried out by the Israeli archaeologist Y.Yadin in 1956 at the Hazor site 
revealed traces of an upheaval of the earth which caused serious damage and a sud-
den interruption to the building of the settlement. Stratigraphic evidence suggests 
that the earthquake is likely to have occurred around 760 B.c. Hazor was in northern 
Galilee, and is to be identified with present day Tell al-Qidah (or Tell Waqqas), 14 km 
north of Lake Tiberias. Traces of the earthquake were found in the sixth stratum of 
the upper city (8th century B.c.); see Yadin (1961, p.24, note 73). There is further evi-
dence of this from recent excavations at Gezer. Dever (1992) has in fact attributed to 
the earthquake of c.760 B.c. signs of sudden destruction found in a defensive wall (an 
Iron Age addition to the Late Bronze Age walls: 1990 season of excavations). 

( 002) c.550 B.c. • Sparta, OMt.Taygetus >landslide< 
sources 1 	Cic. De div. 1.112 

sources 2 	Strabo 8.5.7; Pb.n n.h. 2.191 

literature Cartledge (1979); Ducat (1984); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his De divinatione, Cicero mentions an earthquake which destroyed the city of 
Sparta and caused part of Mt.Taygetus to collapse. The occurrence can be linked to 
the presence of the philosopher Anaximander in Sparta in the mid-6th century B.c., 
when he is said to have warned the Spartans of the possibility of landslides from the 
upper slopes of Mt.Taygetus (Panessa 1991, pp.368-9): "Doctors, helmsmen and farm-
ers, too, have many presentiments, but I do not call any of these divinations, nor that 
warning given to the Spartans by the natural philosopher Anaximander to leave the 
city and their houses and to keep armed watch in the fields, because there would soon 
be an earthquake. Shortly afterwards, the whole city was reduced to ruins, and a 
piece of the summit of Mt.Taygetus, shaped like the stern of a ship, broke off". 

Multa medici, multa gubernatores, agricolae etiam multa praesentiunt, sed nullam 
eorum divinationem voco, ne illam quidem qua ab Anaximandro physico moniti 
Lacedaemonii sunt ut urbem et tecta linquerent armatique in agro excubarent, quod 
terrae motus instaret, turn cum et urbs tota corruit et e monte Taygeto extrema montis 
quasi puppis avolsa est. 

The same anecdote is repeated by Strabo and Pliny. Cartledge (1979, p.309), a histo-
rian of Sparta, confirms the dating to the mid-6th century on historical grounds, and 
attributes Sparta's abandonment of an aggressive policy to a fall in the population 
after the earthquake. Ducat (1984, p.76), on the other hand, tries to relate these 
pieces of evidence to the major earthquake which occurred around 464 (see entry 
( 008 )), pointing out that Plutarch (Cim. 16) also mentions the peak of Mt.Taygetus 
collapsing. But it is difficult to see why the mountain should not have been subject to 
more than one landslide; and there are no stylistic similarities between Plutarch and 
Cicero such as to suggest that we ought to eliminate this earthquake. 

( 003) c.550 B.c. the island of Syros 
sources 	Theopomp. FGrHist 115 F 71; Apollon. Hist. mir. 5.1; Cic. De div. 1.112; Plin. n.h. 2.191; 

Paradox. Vat. 30 

literature Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Guidoboni (1989) 



Numerous sources tell how Pherecydes predicted an earthquake after drinking water 
from a well. Theopompus of Chios and Apollonius say that the earthquake did indeed 
occur two days later, and that Pherecydes became famous as a result. 
Theopompus writes: "Pherecydes, son of Babys, was a native of Syros [...] Theopompus 
declares that he was the first to write about nature and the gods. Many wonderful 
things are told about him [...] and after drinking water drawn from a well he predicted 
that there would be an earthquake two days later; and indeed there was". 

(DepElcanic Bcipuog Evpcog 1...] Toii-r6v Opt, OgOnowtog npuitovEpi Ocrecog Kai O.6iv 

ypcivai. Jtokka Si Kai 0 CUT Cr la kiyetat nEpi airt01) ...] Kai dV111110 VTO K (1)*E-rog 

iiScriog 3TLOVTOC npocutEiv thg Eig Tpi,TTIV 1jµepav EGOLTO Ge toprig • Kai yiviaOcu. 

Apollonius writes: "Here are some of the tales told of Pherecydes. Once on the island of 
Syros, he felt thirsty and asked someone he knew for a drink of water; and after 
drinking, he said there would be an earthquake on the island two days later. Since it 
did indeed occur, he became very famous". 

Ta Si nepl, 	pEK1:, ST1V TOLCECitd TINCE ilITTOpEiTaL. 	eV Etiptp note Trj V1) 0(1) Sc1Uwvta 
1:386-U0V aityloai ita0 Two; Toiv yvovi,[tcov• Toy Si 7C OVTCC ELJTEIV GE LCF[1OV iG6 H.EVOV eV 
211-  VTi(30,) µEta TIAT11V 	 TIY6TOli Si crugidv-rog taydkriv 86ccv co:rov 

CutEvivoaa0aL. 

Other sources tell of Pherecydes' prediction without saying whether the earthquake 
actually occurred or not. In his De divinatione, Cicero writes: "Nor is Pherecydes, the 
teacher of Pythagoras, to be considered a diviner rather than a natural philosopher, 
for having said that there would soon be an earthquake, after looking at water drawn 
from a perennial well". 

Ne Pherecydes quidem, ille Pythagorae magister, potius divinus habebitur quam physi-
cus, quod cum vidisset haustam aquam de iugi puteo terrae motus dixit instare. 

Pliny tells us that Pherecydes made the prediction to his fellow citizens, which pre-
sumably means to the people of his native island of Syros: "Another prediction is at-
tributed to Pherecydes, the teacher of Pythagoras, but it was of a divinatory kind; for 
he had a premonition of an earthquake after drawing water from a well, and predicted 
it to his fellow citizens". 

Perhibetur et Pherecydi, Pythagorae doctori, alia coniectatio, sed et illa divina, haustu 
aquae e puteo praesensisse ac praedixisse civibus terrae motum. 

The Vatican Paradoxographer tells us that "Pherecydes of Syros, after drinking water 
from a spring on the island, became very expert at predicting the future, and he pre-
dicted some earthquakes and other occurrences". 

(Depeicarig O E'Upiog Ct6 TWO; ev Eiipcn Tra vtiou.) nflyrig iiScop ncty [taVTIK6TatOg 

y ey ovE Kai tivag npoe[ti1VUOT GE L 0101) g Kai, aka. 

Theopompus' reference to a well as an "observatory" for predicting earthquakes has 
precedents both in Thales' suggestion that earthquakes are caused by water, and in 
the ancients' awareness of the relationship between water levels in wells, the behav-
iour of springs, and earthquakes (Panessa 1991, pp.336-8). 

( 004) c.490 B.C. the island of Delos 
sources 	Hdt. 6.98.1-3 
literature Macan (1895); Momigliano (1930); Popp (1959); Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Capelle (1924); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

550-490 B.C. 
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There is a much debated "seismological tradition"  concerning the sacred island of 
Delos. Herodotus tells us that the only earthquake felt by the Delians occurred 
around 490 B.C.: "After he [Datis] had put out to sea, there was an earthquake at Delos 
— the first and last before my time, according to the Delians. This was surely sent by 
the god as an omen of the ills which were going to occur [...]. There was therefore 
nothing strange about the fact that it should now be struck by an earthquake for the 
first time. And there was also an oracle about Delos, which said: 'I will shake even 
Delos, though it has never been shaken before'  ". 

MET(3C Se Tarrov ivOci}tEv iccvaxoevta Arikog ix 	thg ikEyov of Arikioi, Kai npolita 
KCC1 votata [lexpt, E[tEii 0£1,00EiGa. 	Kal, toito REV KOU t6pag dv0painotat taliv 

kkOVTWV eoao0a1 iccoccov E6ccivE 6 0E6g [...] 01/TOO 01)15£1,  Tiv &wig KivnoilvaL Afikov to 
reply £0130CCV eCK INT1TOV. 	Kai, Ey xpiowo; riv yEypccm,&vov nepl CC6-rijg aiSe• KLVTiCTCO 
Aijkov dcivit6v nap eovoay. 

In those days, such a matter was not without importance, because Delos was re-
nowned for the pan-Hellenic cult of Apollo, and so held to be exempt from earth-
quakes, in accordance with an ancient belief recorded as early as the time of Pindar 
(fr. 52d Snell). But a number of authors, while aware of this ancient tradition, 
nevertheless maintain that the island was struck by earthquakes, which were inter-
preted as foretelling imminent catastrophes (see also entries (023) and (066 )). 
The sacred nature of Delos, and its particular geographical position, made it an ideal 
point of reference for 5th century B.c. Athenian imperialism, the temple acting as a 
sort of fulcrum for social equilibrium. (There is a tradition recorded by Macrobius, 
sat. 3.6.7, that a man called Epaphus, about whom we have no other information, 
investigated the matter). Of all the earthquakes felt at Delos, therefore (and they 
must have been frequent, given the seismicity of the Cyclades), the only ones to be 
recorded were those which could be linked by the Greeks to some particularly cata-
strophic event. 
Autino (1987, p.409), however, thinks that the comparative freedom of Delos from 
earthquakes can also be explained scientifically. 
The particular position of Delos explains why the Herodotean tradition concerning the 
"first"  earthquake was refuted by that other great historian of the 5th century, 
Thucydides. He contradicts Herodotus by maintaining that the first earthquake to be 
felt at Delos occurred in 431 B C , shortly before the beginning of the Peloponnesian 
War (see entry ( 011 )). According to Momigliano (1930), Thucydides had this very 
passage from Herodotus in mind, and was openly contradicting him in an attempt to 
correct the date for the earthquake. On the other hand, there is no reason to reject 
the view of Herodotus; for though he was still alive at the outbreak of the 
Peloponnesian War (the terminus ante quern for his life is 430 B.c.), the information 
about Delos must have been acquired before 431, and hence the earthquake of 490 
could, at that time, have been taken as the "first"  earthquake recorded at Delos (see 
Macan 1895, p.353). Herodotus'  history was written at Thurii in southern Italy; so it 
is by no means clear how he could have come to know about an earthquake at Delos in 
431 B.c., even though it was regarded as a prodigy in Delos temple circles. In our view, 
Momigliano's brilliant argument (1930) lacks supporting evidence and cannot stand 
on its own. As for Thucydides'  reticence on the matter, see the hypothesis set out in 
entry (011). 
There was another — equally debated — earthquake at Aegina, which should perhaps 
be considered in relation to this one, even though Herodotus himself does not appear 
to have done so (see entry ( 005 ). In both cases, the seismic activity involved was 
minor, and was recorded by Herodotus'  sources (which were not averse to accepting 
oral evidence) because of their significance as prodigies. Herodotus, on the other 
hand, was more interested in the earthquakes as natural phenomena than as por- 



tents. This may explain Thucydides' unwillingness to take the evidence about an 
earthquake at Delos into consideration: he may simply not have found reliable sup-
port for it. In any case, Thucydides, as a historian, was highly critical of Herodotus, 
and the latter's "mendacity" became a topos in Greek historiography. It was natural, 
therefore, that Thucydides should modify Herodotus' account. 

( 005) January-March 490 or 489/488 B.C. the island of Aegina 
sources 	Hdt. 5.85.1-2, 5.86.4 
literature Andrewes (1936-37); Hammond (1955); Jeffery (1962); Virgilio (1972); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Capelle (1924); Guidoboni (1989) 

Herodotus tells us that there was an earthquake on the island of Aegina during the 
war between it and Athens; and he gives the versions of both sides as to what hap- 
pened (5.85.1-2): "The Athenian version of events is that after they had received this 
request, they sent a trireme with some of their fellow citizens, and when they arrived 
at Aegina, since they had been sent on behalf of the state, they tried to remove the 
statues from their bases and carry them off, on the grounds that they were their prop-
erty, being made of Attic wood. But since this method did not work, they fastened 
ropes round the statues and tried to drag them away, only to find that as they did so 
there came a clap of thunder and an earthquake. The men from the trireme were so 
deranged by this that they began to kill one another as enemies, until there was only 
one survivor to return to Phalerum". 

A011VCCI,01 µev vvv kiy 0'001 IIETa 	dna LTTIOLV aTCOOTakTIVaL Tpuripii IAA tiiv auto. v 
[Totitoug] 	CutoaquI)06/-tcg (3to ton K OLV013 Kai d7CLK [LEVOL ig 	way to dydkuata 
tairra 	cr(PE-cpcov .1iXcov itivra ETCEipaivto EK Tciiv 136131)(017 EaVaCTJteiV, `1,Va o(1) ea 
&CM 0[16:310Vtat. on Stwakvovg Si Tonto? TO Tp6mo ccirrOiv Kportriciai, ItEplf3ak6Vtag 
OXOLVI,a 'EkKELV Ta 6764/CCM, Kai, 1:341 ikK01/01, Ppovrtiv TE Kai Ci [la Til Ppovuj crEicytiny 
inLyEN4aElcu; Tang Si Tpmpitag Toisig Oocov-rag intO Tao-my dkko(Opoviicrai, natkivrag Si 
Toirro KTEiVELV akkiikoug eiTE nokiploug, Es o EK 7DiVICOV rya kELOEVTa dVaKOA,OOTiVaL 
aliTOV eg (rodkr)pov. 

The Aeginetan version, on the other hand, was that the Athenians had decided to 
attack not with a single vessel but a whole fleet. Herodotus writes (5.86.4): "But the 
Aeginetans say that when they learned that the Athenians were about to mount an 
expedition against them, they made sure they would get help from the Argives. So 
when the Athenians disembarked on Aegina, the Argives came to their aid, crossing 
over secretly from Epidaurus to the island, taking the Athenians by surprise and cut-
ting them off from their ships. That was the moment when the thunder and earth-
quake occurred". 

'Aerivai,cmg t v Sr) tavta itotELV, oll)ccg Si-  Aiytvrjtai )4youaL, Trueokyong ink 
'Aar-Fab:3v; thg uikkotEv Eni 04)E ag GTpCCTEUE1:30aL, Etoiµovs 'ApyEioug 7COLeE00a1. toys 
TE Sr) 'AOTivaioug CutoPEPdvat ig trjv ALI/ tvcci,riv Kai napEiyai 13m1063y-rag octiot Tong 
'ApyEin-ug Kai ka0EiV TE 	 pOU SictOdArtag 	vrioov Kai on Itp0aKTIK0601, 

TO-COL AOTIVal,OLGL ETCULECTEiV imo-ra[tokvoug to duto Tay vadv, aµa TE iv TaUTO,) 
ilipovuriv TE yiA4crOcu, Kai TOv am3unv cut:YTS-Cm. 

Capelle (1924, co1.350) casts doubt on the earthquake; and there is also disagreement 
as to the date of the war in question. Some place it immediately before the battle of 
Marathon (Hammond 1955, pp.406-11; Jeffery 1962; Virgilio 1972, pp.457ff.), while 
others date it to 489/488 s c., shortly after the battle (Andrewes 1936-37). 

c:ltalo,E,;kle 490-488 S.C. 
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( 006) at sunrise on 29 September 480 s.c. Salamis (Greece) 
>seismic sea-wave?‹ 

sources 	Hdt. 8.64.1-2 
literature Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

According to Herodotus, an earthquake was felt at Salamis, both on land and at sea, 
on the day of the battle between Greeks and Persians: "At sunrise the next day there 
was an earthquake on land and at sea; and so the Greeks decided to pray to the gods, 
and to call on the sons of Aeacus for help. This they did: they prayed to all the gods, 
and called on Aias and Telamon to come to them from Salamis; and they sent a ship to 
Aegina for the statues of Aeacus and his sons". 

pri t£ Ey LVETO Kai ci[tCC 	 LOVT1 OE io[tOg iyiveto EV to Trj yrj Kai tij 
Oakdaan. 	eSO e Se acin £13 (2ECT0CCL toioC 0£61,01, KCCI, inixakiciaa0ai tons AicociSag 
oupiazouc. 	cu; Se oin £80E, Kai £7E0 E't /V talita' EliVC[IEVOL yap /tam Taiat, 0£01:01 
a trECiOEV [I,EV ex Eaka[tivog AiaVta TE KCCI, TEXCEticoVa E Jul< ccX ov-ro, eni SE ALCCKOV xai 
Toil; akkoug AicociSccg via euticrtikXov ig Aiyivay. 

On this occasion, earthquake and seismic sea-wave marked the beginning of the day's 
epic events. Such occurrences are not unknown at Salamis, but are on a strictly local 
scale. An event of this kind, however, was interpreted in the Greek world as a sign 
from the gods, and its significance was increased by the imminence of the naval battle 
against the Persians. There is no indication, however, as to whether in these circum-
stances the sign was favourable or unfavourable for the Greeks. The prayers and 
supplications after the earthquake seem to have been related to it and, in the light of 
similar Spartan experiences, it may have been seen as a sign of divine disapproval of 
the invading Persians (Panessa 1991, p.342). 

( 007) 479 s.c. Potidaea >seismic sea-wave?‹ 
sources 	Hdt. 8.129.1-2 
literature Smid (1970); Bousquet and Pechoux (1981); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Capelle (1924); Heck (1947); Galanopoulos (1960); Galanopoulos (1961); 

Ambraseys (1962 b); Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 
Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

According to Herodotus, a great tidal wave — which we can perhaps identify as a seis-
mic sea-wave — caused a Persian attack on Potidaea to fail: "Three months after 
Artabazus laid seige to Potidaea, there was a great ebb-tide in the sea, which lasted 
for a long time. When the foreigners saw that the sea had become a marsh, they 
made their way across it towards Pallene. But when they had crossed two fifths of it 
and three fifths remained before they could reach Pallene, a great flood-tide occurred 
— greater than any of the many preceding ones, according to the local people. Those 
who could not swim were drowned, and those who could were killed by the Potidaeans, 
who attacked them from boats". 

'Ap-ca(3aq) Si EJTE Len) TroXimpiciovti iyiyOvioav Tpiig trijvig, yivetal apawttg Trig 
OaXaaaTiC oxyakri Kai xpOvov eJti Jt0XXOV. i8ovtec Si of Ocippapoi tivccyog yivOgivov 
gap-ritual/ Flakkriviv. 	co; SE Tag Sr6o [tiv tioi,pag 81,08011tOpTiKEOCEV, in Si Toil; 
intOkoutoi Tag Siik0Ovtag xpijv 	ELVCCL 	£0(0 	iv 	Tr)" 	flakkTIVT], 	EnTjkOE 
JtXrifcupsig Oakciooig oxyciX.ri, 01:38apa KW, co; of enLxwpLOL kiyaoai, nokkcixtg 
y tiiv 6 	vi E UV 	al:ai5V 	Oi.)K 	intaTali,EVOL 	 Toil; 	Si 

LaTak Vatic 01, HOTELSCCIfjtal EJTLITX0laaVTEg 16.01,01„01, alt(a.ECYCCV. 



Capelle (1924, co1.348) thinks that the context suggests a legend; Bousquet and 
Pechoux (1981, p.4'7) think that the sea-wave was caused by an earthquake. 

( 008) 469-464 s.c. • Sparta >landslides, subsidence< 
sources 1 	Thuc. 1.101.1-2, 1.128.1, 2.27.2; Diod. 11.63.1-4, 15.66.4; Plut. Cim. 16.4-5, Lyc. 28.11-2; 

sources 2 Paus. 4.24.5-6; Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 1142, 1144; Ael. VII 6.7 

literature Ziehen (1933); Chrimes (1949); Papantoniou (1951); Hammond (1955); Sealey (1957); 

Hammond (1959); Cartledge (1976, 1979); Cozzoli (1979); Baladie (1980); Ducat (1984); 

Autino (1987); Panessa (1991); Armijo et al. (1991) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake is recorded in a number of different sources, and was considered to be 
of "epoch-making" importance, because it occurred at a time when the balance of 
power between Sparta and Athens was in a delicate state. It took Sparta by surprise, 
and immediately led to internal and external uprisings by its subject peoples. There 
followed the third war between Sparta and Messenia, known as the "earthquake war". 
The various references in Thucydides stress the role of the Helots of Laconia and 
Messenia in the uprising which followed the earthquake. He mentions (1.101.1-2) 
that the Thasians had sought the help of Sparta against the Athenians: "Since the 
Thasians had been defeated in battle and were now beseiged, they called on the 
Spartans to help them by invading Attica. They agreed to do this, without the 
Athenians finding out, and were about to keep their promise when they were pre-
vented from doing so by an earthquake, during which the Helots and the Perioeci of 
Thuria and Aethaea rose up in rebellion and went to Ithome". 

ecioLoi oe VLK T1OEVTE; 1.16)(TI iai 7t0XL0pK 017 IIEVOL ACM E 8(11.11.0V1,01Jg insicaXoliVTO iai 
EJta11.)VELV iK XE1JOV E013aXOVTag ES TTIV ATT LK TiV. 	of Se int6:5xovto [tiv 
'AOrivocicov 	 otaccoX.60floccv Ssi into iov y EVO[LEVOU GE IA:TH.01J', EV TO iai oi, 

Eikarrig airroig iai toiv gspiciilccov Oo upithai TE Kai AiOatrjs ES leCti[LTIV 67TE OTT1OOV. 

There is another reference to this major earthquake at 1.128.1: "The Athenians 
replied by demanding that the Spartans should drive out the curse of Taenarus. For 
on one occasion, the Spartans had caused some suppliant Helots to leave their refuge 
in the temple of Poseidon and had taken them away and killed them; and the Spartans 
believe that this was the cause of the great earthquake being sent against them at 
Sparta". 

AVTEK EkEUOV Se K 	A0TIVCCI:01 WU; AaK E8C0,110V1,01/g TO d30 Tatvdpou eiyog 
ikal7VELV' of yap ActicioctwOvtoL dvaattiactv-rig TCOTE EK T013 icpov iov Ilooeiocovog hdotO 
Tatvdpou1 toiv Eikuitcov i,K£Tag Cmccycrycivng SticpOitpav, 1St' O Si' iai 041,OLV OCC/TOic 

VO[1L1 (31J 01, Toy ileyav criics[tOv yivicrOcci iv Elcdp-m. 

(See also Thuc. 2.27.2, and the reference to the anger of Poseidon in Paus. 4.24.6 — a 
passage largely based on Thucydides). 
Diodorus (11.63.1-4) provides more detailed information: "These, then, were the events 
of this year. When Phaeon was archon in Athens, the consulship in Rome was taken 
over by Lucius Furius Mediolanus and Marcus Manilius Vaso. During the year, a 
great and extraordinary catastrophe struck the Spartans, for violent earthquakes 
occurred in their city, so that houses completely collapsed and more than twenty thou-
sand Spartans were killed. Since the city was shaken and many houses collapsed 
over a long period of time without respite, many people were caught and crushed by 
collapsing walls, and a great deal of household property was destroyed. They suffered 
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this disaster because, it seemed, some god was venting his anger on them, but they 
also had to face dangers of human origin, as is set out below. Although the Helots and 
Messenians were enemies of the Spartans, they had remained quiet up to now, be-
cause they were afraid of Sparta's overweening power; but when they saw that a ma-
jority of Spartans had perished in the earthquake, they felt contempt for the few survi-
vors. So they came to an agreement and waged a joint war against the Spartans". 

Taiita 1-Len 013V inpdx0i Kata TOirTOV toy EV1aUTOV. 	apxovtog 8' 'AEhivriot, (Daicovog 
iv To'..)1,tri 	ijnECTOV apxtiv otEoiCtVTO AE`61CLOg (13o4nog MEStokavOg Kai. Mapxog 
Mavi,ktog Onaowv. bit, Si tontwv licyCON:r) rig Kal ItapciSoog iyivito ougtopa toffs 
AaKiSataov1,014-  E11 yap -Fri Inciptti yivol.,tivcov oEtoRtiv [LeyaXwv 	JtECJETN tag 
&Lida; ix OE[LEXICOV xal T(0-1/ AOCKE8OLLII,OVIA0V nA,E1,01); TOV oiC11,utpi,cov 40apTIVUL. 	inl 
nOkiJV Si xpOvoy auvix6i; tag  7tOkecog Katcupipol,tivrig xal ruin oiKt6iv Jtuttouoilw Jtokka 
cit.,6!.tata toffs JTTei[taCYL ruin TOLXWV Ctoka[ipavOlkivcc 81,00cipi, conic 6i.iyov Si viiv Kara 
tag oixiag xpilAcitcov 6 octop,Og ikulnivato. 	xal tonto [tin KCEKOV ciionnp 
Sawoviou ttvOg VEllECTOCCVTOg C(1)TOic mason, along SE ict,vonvoug 	avepthacov 
antoig ouvil3r1 yEVEoOaL Sca toLantag cati,ag. 	gi.kOJTEg xal MEOCITiVLOL itp6g 
Aaxioawoviong akkotpicog ixovtic to [tilt gtp6 ton ila1J)(1,CCV E'LX0V, .0130'OREVOL TilV trig 
ETUiptlig 'UnEpoxiiv TE xal Sonva[tiv- insl of Sta. -ray oitop,Ov io:Tcov tong Itkeioug unto:iv 
CutokcoXOtac, Kati0Ovrioav tdiv altokikaRtivcov, Oki,ywv Ovnov. 	Sailtep npag 
akknikoug OUVO4LEVOL KoLvtj Tay JtOkt[tov E rjvEyxav -ray npag tang AaKiScullovioug. 

In another passage (15.66.4), Diodorus also says: "The last war between them [the 
Spartans and Messenians] broke out on the occasion of a great earthquake. 
Practically the whole of Sparta was destroyed and deprived of men, so the surviving 
Messenians joined with the Helots who had helped them in the revolt, and settled 
Ithome after Messenia had been desolate for a long time". 

`0 8' notatog iyivito Taikil„tog antoig, octol.ton 1.1,eytikon yivo[tivou xal tijg !Ail/ Dtaptrig 
Okrig oxi8Ov ouyzueiiorig, av8p6iv 8' iplipou 	 oi, Mcoorivi,cov 
aEpikial)eivtig OKicrav triv 10(61,1,riv p.ita tciiv CYOVCCITOCTTEXTOV EikUiTCOV, OCVOCOTOCTO'U 
yEysyriltivri; tag  Msoativrig Jtokkong xpOvoug. 

In his Life of Lycurgus (28.11-2), Plutarch repeats that Helots and Messenians joined 
forces after the great earthquake: "Those who say that in Sparta the freeman is more 
a freeman than anywhere else in the world, and the slave more a slave, are quite 
right. In my opinion, however, the Spartans began to practise these cruelties later on, 
particularly after the great earthquake, when they say the Helots and Messenians 
together attacked the Spartans, causing widespread damage in the area and putting 
their city in great danger". 

"Qott tong keyovtccg iv AaxeSaL[tovt, xal toy ikElieEpOV 110:ALOT' ikEliOspov ElVaL xal 
ton Sonkov pakiota oonikov, ov Apankcog tieewprpcvat 	otavopay. tag lAiV ovv 
totantag XakEnOTTITag iiCSTEpOV iyyEViCrOCCL toffg Dtapttictaig voigo), [taktzta <8i> [LET& 
ton 1.tiyav oiLowiv, o) ouvimOioeat tong Eaattag Rita Miocrivi.cov iotoponot,, xal 
Jtkii,ota Katca 	xttipav ipycioacrOaL, KasL [tiyio-rov rrj 3t6kEt Itiptorrioat, Kivtruvov. 

In the Life of Cimon (16.4-5) we read: "When Archidamus, son of Zeuxidamus, was in 
the fourth year of his reign at Sparta, a more violent earthquake than any previously 
experienced opened up a great many chasms in Spartan territory, and so shook 
Mt.Taygetus that a number of peaks were torn away, and the whole city was 
destroyed, with the exception of five houses. They say that shortly before the earth-
quake shocks began, some young men and youths were exercising together under a 
colonnade, when a hare suddenly appeared, and covered in oil as they were, the 



youths chased after it for fun; but the young men stayed behind, and the building col-
lapsed on top of them, killing them all. Even today their tomb is called Seismatias". 

'Apx1,861.tou TO15 ZstIL8ciitou titap-tov Etog iv nuip-ru 3CCOLXE1)0VT0g, lino OE IA:y.0i) 

vtiyiatou 	t(iiv lAviitoveuo[tivwv itp6Tipov 	TE X6pa TO5V AaKi8a1[tovimiv xcia[tacrtv 
evoiXia0i noXXoig, Kul to5v Taiiyitcov tivaxev-rcov Kopu(l)ai Twig anippiyiwav airrii 8' 

7c6Xig Okri cruvExtiOri TEXisiv oiici6 v thvtc, tag 	d).Xag iipeiViv o criicri,t6g. iv 8i ixicrij 
tij otog Tu[ivatoiliv(ov O[toi) twv i(Irripcov xal TOV V E CCV L OK WV kiyitat [tircpov apO Toi 
acia[Loii Xaydiv napa(1)aviivai, Kai, Tel); 	wavioicoug dionip Tjaav (AriXim.tivoi [Leta 
nctioidig EKSpaµCLV Kai, 81,05K ELV, Tel; 8' i(Inipoic i)noXEtcpeiioiv inLICE081.V TO 
yvitvdcnov Kal Toirtag 	TE XEUTTIOa . 	TOV 	TORPOV CtirtO)V ETL vvv Zeicri.tatiav 

IrpocrayoK6ov6i. 

This is the context in which Plutarch links the landslide on Mt.Taygetus and the 
earthquake of 550 B.C. He is probably using local traditions when he brings together 
these two events in this way, uniting them under the one which was better known, or 
better documented. 
As the sources make clear, the earthquake was a severe blow for Sparta: the destruc-
tion of property and the loss of twenty thousand citizens (it has been estimated that 
half the population of the city was killed: see Ducat 1984, p.79) was a very serious 
matter. While it is less certain that the earthquake led to a demographic decline (see 
the objections made by Cartledge 1979, p.222 and Ducat 1984, p.'79), there is no doubt 
that subsequent events led to a crisis. Furthermore, Spartan tradition relied on a 
fixed number of citizens — originally nine thousand. This conservative tendency was 
typical of Sparta and had its influence on demography. It is likely, however, that the 
figure of twenty thousand dead also included slaves (Cozzoli 1979, p.62). 
In our opinion, however, historians have not paid sufficient attention to the question 
of the degree of severity of the earthquake. The fact is that, by tradition, the 
Spartans lived not in a built-up city surrounded by walls, but "village-fashion, in the 
old Hellenic style" (Thuc. 1.10.2). It is unlikely that there were any high buildings, 
because severe laws prevented the Spartans from using tools other than axes for 
building roofs (Chrimes 1949, p.352). On the one hand, therefore, it is possible to 
accept Chrimes' view (1949, p.352) that the figure of twenty thousand victims is an 
anachronism; but on the other, it is always possible that the earthquake affected a 
very large area, and that the high figure given for the dead is more or less accurate. 
Another problem is the assessment of the sources. Ducat (1984, p.79) has pointed out 
that while Thucydides gives a succinct account of the event (in his usual way), it is the 
later sources, such as Plutarch, which add telling details (it seems unlikely, however, 
that the tradition concerning the 6th century earthquake, see entry ( 002 ), can be inte-
grated with this one, as Ducat 1984, p.76 suggests). 
One particularly tricky problem is the question of dating the earthquake, for the 
ancient sources are not in agreement on the matter. Thucydides gives 465/4 or 464/3, 
Diodorus 469/8, Plutarch 466/5, and Pausanias 464/3. 
The chronology of this period is much debated amongst scholars. For a discussion of 
the question, see Ducat (1984) and Autino (1987, especially p.368, note 22). The most 
recent studies, however, show a tendency to date the earthquake to 464 (see Panessa 
1991, p.369). It is always possible, nevertheless, that a first series of shocks occurred 
around 469/8 (Hammond 1955; Sealey 1957 expressed scepticism, and Hammond 
replied in 1959), as the evidence provided by Diodorus would seem to suggest. 
Recent research involving satellite images and fieldwork (Armijo et al. 1991) has iden-
tified a 20-km-long normal fault scarp a few kilometres east of the ancient city of 
Sparta. By combining their observations with an analysis of historical descriptions of 
the earthquake, these scholars have estimated that its magnitude was Ms = 7.2. 

e 4 9-46.1 H.C. 



(009) c.461 B.C. Rome? 

	

sources 	Liv. 3.10.6; Dionys. Hal. 10.2.3 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Schmidt (1881); Nissen (1883); Mercalli (1883); Galli (1906); Guidoboni (1989) 

This is the earliest datable earthquake in Italy. As in the case of other earthquakes in 
Rome and Italy for which there is evidence in archaic and mid-republican times (5th-
3rd century B.c.), no sources for this earthquake are anything like contemporary; but 
the Augustan writers who record it, namely Livy and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, are 
using reliable annals as their sources. The earthquake was at any rate a very early 
one; and while there are no doubts about its authenticity, we have to be rather more 
cautious as to its actual date. 
Livy tells us that during the consulship of Publius Volumnius and Servius Sulpicius 
"the earth was shaken by a severe tremor". 

terra ingenti concussa motu est. 

According to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, several earthquakes took place in close suc-
cession that year. He lists some portents sent by the gods, including "rumblings and 
the repeated shaking of the earth". 

Frig 'LE tucrii.ra-ca KCCI Tp6pror. 

This earthquake and other prodigies led to the consultation of the Sibylline Books: it 
was prophesied that foreign peoples would threaten Rome, and that the Romans 
would be involved in a new war. The earthquake must have occurred at Rome, be-
cause Livy mentions it in the context of prodigies there in that year. In any case, the 
date makes it impossible for him to have intended a reference to Italic or even Latin 
regions, since at that time the tradition of augury was limited to Rome and its imme-
diate hinterland. 

(010) c.436 B.C. • central Italy? 

	

sources 1 	Liv. 4.21.5; Oros. Hist. 2.13.8 

sources 2 Land. Sagax Hist. Rom. 1.20-1 
literature Lippold (1976) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); 

Galli (1906); Guidoboni (1989) 

This is another case of one or more seismic events recorded by much later writers; but 
their source was a very good one. According to Livy, frequent earthquake tremors, 
along with other prodigies, occurred during the consulship of Marcus Cornelius 
Maluginensis and Lucius Papirius Crassus in the countryside (near Rome?), and a 
number of buildings were destroyed: "in particular that frequent earthquakes were 
reported to have destroyed farm buildings". 

maxime quod crebris motibus terrae ruere in agris nuntiabantur tecta. 

Orosius records that news reached Rome of earthquakes having struck various Italian 
cities, and he specifies that the tremors were particularly severe and frequent, and 
that they lasted for almost a whole year: "In the one hundred and third and one hun-
dred and fifth Olympiads, earthquakes occurred in Italy for almost a whole year, and 
they were so frequent and severe that Rome was wearied by the constant reports of 
innumerable tremors, and of the destruction of villas and towns". 
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etiam graves in Italia terrae motus fuerunt, ut de innumeris quassationibus ac ruinis 
villarum oppidorumque adsiduis Roma nuntiis fatigaretur. 

All this was accompanied by a terrible plague, and caused the duumviri to order 
public expiatory prayers. Neither Livy nor Orosius specifically mentions Rome as 
having been struck by the earthquake. 
As regards the date, there is a discrepancy between Livy's mention of the 436 B.C. con-
suls and Orosius' reference to the 103rd and 105th Olympiads. The war which 
Orosius records in the same passage, shortly after mentioning the earthquakes, is the 
war of 426 B.C. against the people of Fidenae. His dating must therefore be wrong. He 
makes frequent use of Livy for the republican period and, though perhaps only for a 
few chapters, he is known to have used Livy's complete work, rather than the 
Periochae (summaries of Livy's books which were probably already being made from 
the first century B.C. onwards). 
Lippold (1976, 1, pp.xxxvi and 406) has suggested that amongst sources for Books i and 

of Orosius' Historiae is a lost work by a chronicler who probably used the Olympiads 
for dating purposes. Orosius' mistake may in fact be due to his bringing together 
different sources for events and places that were actually far apart in time and loca-
tion. 
The fact that the earthquakes continued for so long suggests that several different 
seismogenetic structures were involved, or that a very severe earthquake occurred in 
the Apennines behind Rome. 

( 011 ) shortly before 431 B.C. the island of Delos 
sources 	Thuc. 2.8.3 

literature Macan (1895); Momigliano (1930); Gomme (1956); Popp (1959); Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Capelle (1924); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

In contradiction to what Herodotus has to say on the matter (see entry ( 004) above), 
Thucydides maintains that the first earthquake to affect Delos occurred in 431 ac., 
shortly before the beginning of the Peloponnesian War: "Only a short time before, 
moreover, Delos had been shaken, though it had never previously suffered an earth-
quake within the memory of the Hellenes; but it was said and believed that this was 
an omen of future events". 

"En bE AriXog ExtvrjO>7 6Aiyov ape wimpy, npOnpov ovnw crEteedoa Calf ov "EXXivcc 
.tgµvfvtat• Wycto osE KCel, £8010EL Ett toffs [LEXXOUGL yevrioceOca 

For the much debated question of earthquakes at Delos, see entry ( 004) above. It is 
naturally not a question of when the "first" earthquake occurred on the island; and in 
any case, there are no sound reasons for rejecting the possibility that two earthquakes 
occurred there at an interval of sixty years. If we keep in mind that in 426/5 ac., the 
Athenians carried out a second "purification" of Delos by removing tombs (the first 
had been ordered in the 6th century ac.), then we cannot exclude the purely hypotheti-
cal possibility that the earthquake of 431 ac., interpreted as a prodigy, was one of the 
reasons for taking such a step; for in this way, the Athenians were reviving the reli-
gious authority of the island, and so consolidating their prestige amongst the Greeks 
at a particularly critical moment for the stability of their imperialism. 
Thucydides (3.104.1) does not tell us what reasons the Athenians had for purifying 
Delos. Gomme (1956, pp.414-5) suggests that the principal reason was a recurrence 
(recorded by Thucydides at 3.87) of the famous plague which struck Athens in 430. 
There is, however, no reason why an earthquake should not be an excellent justifica- 
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tion for carrying out purification; so there might be advantages in rejecting Herodotus' 
account of the 490 B.c. earthquake. If it could be shown that the purification was car-
ried out after the "first" earthquake, that would provide a much better justification. 
This may explain Thucydides' insistence on contradicting Herodotus on the matter, as 
well as his shrewdness in not openly explaining the reasons for the purification. 
Furthermore, it was Thucydides himself (1.23.3) who, in introducing his account of the 
Peloponnesian War, pointed out that "the stories of old, handed down by oral tradition, 
but very rarely confirmed by the facts, became credible: those concerning earthquakes, 
for example, which affected a large part of the earth and were also extremely violent". 
In saying this, his most obvious allusion is certainly to the earthquake of 426 (see 
entry ( 014 )), but the tone of the passage makes it clear that the Delos earthquake 
must also have been in his mind because of its rarity. 
What we have here, in our opinion, is confirmation that Thucydides' polemic against 
Herodotus over the Delos earthquake involved a subtle form of propaganda. 

( 12) the autumn and winter of 427-426 B.c. Athens, Orchomenus, 
Boeotia, Euboea 

sources 	Thuc. 3.87.4 

literature Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Galanopoulos (1961); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

A long series of seismic shocks began in central and eastern Greece in the autumn and 
winter of 427-6, but we have no information as to damage. Thucydides writes: "It was 
also at this time that the greatest number of earthquakes occurred at Athens, in 
Euboea and Boeotia, and especially at Orchomenus in Boeotia". 

'Eyivovro 	Kai oi TroXkol, 0£1,01A61 TOTE -clic yfig, Kai, Ev Boicotoig )(al [taLota iv 
'OpxolAiv6p tcii Boma-rig). 

The shocks continued into the spring and summer of the following year (see entry 
(014 ). 

( 13) perhaps late December of 427 B.C. Perinthus 
sources 	Hipp. Epid. 4.21 

literature Deichgraber (1933); Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Autino (1987); Panessa (1991); Yeomans (1991) 

catalogues Capelle (1924); Guidoboni (1989) 

Hippocrates' Epidemics mentions an earthquake at Perinthus shortly after the winter 
solstice, when a star appeared: "At the winter solstice, a star of some size appeared; 
and on the fifth and sixth days following, there was an earthquake". 

HXiau xiweptvicov tponicov dotpov ov crotxpOv ni[laryl 8' i.o-ripov xat £KTT1 octcr[tOg. 

There is a great deal of disagreement amongst scholars as to the date of this earth-
quake. Capelle (1924, co1.347) dates it to 427, whereas Deichgraber (1933) suggests a 
later period. He dates it to around 399-5, because it is placed in the context of the epi-
demic which struck Perinthus at that time. 
In this instance, the mention of what seems to be an astronomical phenomenon does 
not help us to narrow down the date of the earthquake. In a passage in his 
Meteorologica (1.6.343 b), Aristotle mentions not only the comet which was seen short-
ly before the disaster at Helice and Bura in 373 B.C., but also another which was ob-
served at Athens at the time of the archon Eucles, close to the winter solstice, during 
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the month of Gamelion (January-February). This may perhaps be the star mentioned 
in the Epidemics; but unfortunately, there were two archons of that name: one in 426 
and another in 402 B.C. (Panessa 1991, p.304 and note 2). 
However, the star mentioned in the Epidemics was not necessarily a comet; it may 
have been a nova or a supernova. But the catalogue of comets and novas observed by 
the Chinese (Ho Peng Yoke 1962, pp.142-3) does not report any astronomical occur-
rences for the period in question: just two comets are recorded: one in 433 and the 
other in 361 B.C. There may well be gaps in the Chinese observations for that period, 
however, or some may have been lost, for the comets described by Aristotle are not 
mentioned (Yeomans 1991, p.363). 

014) the summer of 426 B.C. 0 Aedepsus, •Alope, •Alponus, • Cynus, 
Daphnus, • Echinus, • Elatea, • Heraclea Trachinea, • Lamia, 
• Larissa, • Oeum, • Opus, •Oreus, •Orobiae, •Phalara, 
• Scarphe, • Tarphe, • Thronium, O• the island of Atalante, 
the Lichades islands, • the island of Peparethus, 
the Isthmus of Corinth, 0 the Pass of Thermopylae, 
the Promontory of Cenaeum, Othe river Boagrius, 
Othe river Sperchius >seismic sea-wave, diversion of rivers< 

sources 1 	Thuc. 3.89.1-5; Demetr. Call. FGrHist 85 F 6; Diod. 12.59.1-2 

sources 2 Eus. Hieron. Chron. 115f; Oros. Hist. 2.18.7; Georg. Sync. 489; Cedren. 255 

literature Skuphos (1894); Popp (1959); Smid (1970); Autino (1987); Stiros and Dakoronia (1989); 

Panessa (1991); Antonopoulos (1992) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Capelle (1924); Heck (1947); Galanopoulos (1960, 1961); Ambraseys (1962 b); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

This is one of the most disastrous earthquakes recorded in ancient sources. They tell 
of buildings collapsing, destruction caused by seismic sea-waves, and thousands of vic- 119 
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tims. Various authors describe the devastating effect of the earthquake on the ter-
rain, which was seriously affected by such a profound hydro-geological disturbance. 
Thucydides records that in the summer of 426 B.C., an earthquake struck the Isthmus 
of Corinth area and the city of Orobiae in north-west Euboea. The earthquake itself 
was accompanied by an extensive seismic sea-wave which affected Orobiae, the island 
of Atalante off the coast of Locris, and the Aegean island of Peparethus: "During the 
following summer, the Peloponnesians and their allies, led by Agis son of Archidamus, 
king of Sparta, advanced as far as the Isthmus, with the intention of invading Attica. 
But a great many earthquakes occurred, causing them to turn back again, and no 
invasion took place. It was at about the time of the earthquakes that the sea at 
Orobiae in Euboea receded from what was then the shore-line, only to rise up again in 
a great wave and engulf part of the city. Part of the water subsided and part contin-
ued to flood the land; so that what was once land is now sea. And those who did not 
manage to flee to high ground in time were killed. A similar flood occurred at the 
island of Atalante, off the coast of Opuntian Locris. It carried away part of the 
Athenian fort there, and wrecked one of two ships which had been drawn up on the 
shore. The sea also receded at Peparethus [off the north-east coast of Euboea], but 
there was no flood; and an earthquake knocked down part of the fort, the prytaneum 
and a few houses. In my opinion, the cause of the phenomenon was this: where the 
earthquake was most violent, the sea receded and was then pushed back with even 
greater violence, thus bringing about a flood. Such a thing would not have happened 
without an earthquake". 

Tat) SL' inimvoRevou Oepoug Ilekonovvriotot iccR, of uRRaxo1 Rexpt Rev toii arOpoi)-  
rikOov ohs ig tip/ 'At-nrciiv ea pakorivteg, "Ay LSog tori 'Apx1,84iRou rjyovpEvov 
naKEsailioviADv pacra.b...og, oeLoRuiv fie yevottivwv nokkthv eutETpOCILOVTO Jtciktv KCeL CrUK 
eye VETO 0 PO 	KCCI, ITEIA TO'UTOUg -Wog xpOvoug, tail/ oeLoptiiv Katexavtwv, trig 
Erifioi,cug iv 'Opol31,cag rl  OdXaooa enavekOoiioct CutO trig tote 015011g ylig KcLL 

KuRatwOcioa enfikOe trig mike()); Repo; TL, K al to Rev KaTild.IJOE, to 6' iinevOotrice, xal 
OdkaGOCC VON,  eotl npotepov ouoa yri• Kai. avepainovg St,40eLpev Ooot, ti  iSirvavto 
(1)011VaL JrpOg to Retecopa dva8pcquivteg. 	KCC1, nepi 'Atockcivtriv 	AoKpoig toig 
'Onouvti,ot; VT400V ItapaAkTIOLCE yiyvEtco, inirckvotg, xai TOi; TE 4)poupLou tiiv 'AOrivcd,cov 
nccpeilke Kai 8-60 veoiv dvei?ocuoRivoiv 	it4)ccv KaTCL,.;EV. 	iy'VETO Si KCeL iv 
flenapriew KtiRatog enavaxuiprvoig tt;, ou Rivtot, eneKkuoe ye.  Kai oetoROg toe teixoug 
tL KCLT430.X.E KOI T6 3TITUTUVEIOV Kal cikkag o.KLas Oki,yag. CLIITLOV 6' eywye VOLLLO) TO'U 
TO LO'UTOU , 7) i,oxeupOtatog o OELOL16g eyiveto, KaTa 2013TO 61LOOTekkELV 'GE 	06XXXOCKIV 
K 	 nciktv imononievriv (3LauitEpov T1)V EnIKXUGLV 1LOLEiV• &WU Se oeLop,ou 
OUK CLV [10 L SOK Ei to TO LOUTO 	 ye\4(30cu. 

According to Strabo, Demetrius of Callatis tells of natural disasters occurring along 
the north-west coast of Euboea: "In his account of all the earthquakes that have ever 
occurred in the whole of Greece, Demetrius of Callatis says that the greater part of the 
Lichades and of Cenaeum was engulfed, and that the hot springs at Aedepsus and 
Thermopylae stopped flowing for three days, while those of Aedepsus also gushed out 
at other sources. At Oreus the seaward wall collapsed, as well as about seven hun-
dred houses". 

Aripj-cpio; S' o KakkatiavOg wog Ka0' Okriv trjv 'Eaci8a yevoRe you; note GEL010'6g 
SiriyoriRevog tury TE ALXCL &UV VOCOV Kfti toe KTIVCCLOU to ITOkkeL Ka-mot-Nal, 4riot,, td TE 
OEIDLta T(3( '1,/ ALSTIVO) Keit, 0 e p Ronti koug eni tpeig Tj thpag i7LLOXEOVTCL JtaLV 151,11VaL, To 
8' iv Ai &IWO xal Ka0' itepag civappayrjvco„ mirk. 'Qom-0 Se to itpOg ()Gahm] TEIXO; 
xai TO3V oircuiTiv nEpi i :Trak 001,ag GU W1E0ECV. 

We also find from the same source that the earthquake struck on both sides of the 
Gulf of Malia: "A large part of Echinus and Phalara and Heraclea Trachinea was re- 



duced to ruins, but the settlement of Phalara was destroyed right to its foundations. 
Something similar also occurred at Lamia and Larissa. Scarphe, too, was razed to 
the ground, and no fewer than seventeen hundred people were buried in the ruins. 
There were more than half that number of victims at Thronium. A triple sea-wave 
rose up, one part of which was carried towards Tarphe and Thronium, a second to 
Thermopylae and a third into the plain as far as Daphnus in Phocis. River sources 
dried up for several days, and the Sperchius changed its course, making roads naviga-
ble. The Boagrius was carried down a different ravine, and many areas of Mope, 
Cynus and Opus were seriously damaged, while Oeum, the castle above Opus, was 
completely destroyed. Part of the walls collapsed at Elatea, and during the celebra-
tion of the Thesmophoria at Alponus, twenty-five girls ran up into one of the towers at 
the harbour to get a better view, and when it collapsed they too were thrown into the 
sea. It is also said that the central part of Atalante near Euboea was split open to the 
extent that ships could pass through, and some of the plains were flooded as far as 
twenty stades [c.4 km] inland, and a trireme was lifted out of the docks and deposited 
over the wall". 

'EXI,V01) TE KUL Ocauipcov Kast, `HpaKkELag Trig Toctxtvog, T6iv µeV noki, [tipog JTECYEiV, 
Cro aka p COV be xai E ibaci)oug dvaTpatinivat TO KTLOV,O, • napanarjaia Si cropPlivat x06, 
A(1111E1301 xai AapioaLoL;. KCC1, Itccifxpaccv 8' ix Oit.tikiwv dvappignivat, Kai xaTaSiivat 
clo4taTet X a.LCOV Kai EntaK001,COV 01K ea.cLTTW• Opovtoug 8' veep 'Otero TCY6TWV • K1.31.16 TE 
ictpOiv Totxrj, TO Ili,/ ;too; Tapciniv ivixOfivat xai OpOvtov tO Si ltpOg 0Eptumactg, 
Cikko Si Eig tO itiStov ittig toff cIDCOK MOO AmpvaiivTog. 	anycig TE ItOta 1,1,03V '11pccvOrivcci 
npOg illtipag Ttvag, TOv Si EnioxELOv ciatiat TO O p0V Kai 7E0 *Jai Jaartag Tag 
Oboe;-  toff Si Boaypiov K at Oikkig ivixOfivat (l)apayyog. K 	'AXOnrig Si mit KCvou 
xal 'Onofivtog 7t0?\16( KaTa(3kO,(3TiVaL [thpri, Olov Si to int Eptcdp,evov cl)paUptov nay 
dvatpcurtivat, 'EkaTEtag Si Toff t£ixovs xaTappaytivat ptipog, cpi Si "AkTcovov 
Ocop,o4opicov OVTCOV TLEVIE Kai £iKOOL napOivaug. 	dvaSocutaUoag Eig 3T1jpy ov Ttiiv 

K ath OE UV, JtECrOVTOg toff xi:oyal), TEE OEIN KCCI, aka; Eig Tip/ OdkaTTOLV. 
kiy01501 oi xai Trig 'ATetkavTig Trig apOg El:J(301,g Ta ftioct, frriy[tecTog yEVOIAEVOU, 
8167(X.01)V bE Cti:30CCI., µ£t4O xai TC5V 7CE8 LOW EV La, xai [tixot ELK 001 otabtwv 
EJLIKkOCIOliVaL, Kai Tottipi tiva ex Tctiv vEopicov icapE0ii:oav 	E prma siv Toff Tsixoug. 

Diodorus also records the earthquake and the geological upheaval it caused: "While 
the Athenians were busy with these matters, the Spartans took the Peloponnesians 
with them and pitched camp at the Isthmus, intending to invade Attica again; but 
when severe earthquakes occurred, they were filled with superstitious fear and re-
turned to their native lands. The shocks were in fact so severe in many parts of 
Greece that the sea actually swept away and destroyed some coastal towns, while in 
Locris, a strip of land forming a peninsula was torn apart and the island known as 
Atalante was formed". 

TO3V b' 'Aenvettuiv rtEpi taut' 60)(0kOlitiEVCOV ACM ESC( WOW 0 L Toi); IlEkortovviotoug 
napaka6OvTic K (ATE OTpCCTO7t E 8E1J OCCV n£pi TOV '10-81A0V, SLCCV001.71./EVOL 3TodEktV 	'ATTLxiiv 

oEL01.16.)V Si tay dkary y tvottivoiv SE 1016a1p0V-1) GaVTEg aye et[apav Eig Tag 
JtaTpiSag. 	TYIXLKO`OTOlig be Tat); 	L CY I,1,013 g (TUVE PT1 yEvicrOat Kat& nokAa pLepTi Ti; 
`Ekkethog, elioTE xai nOkEig Ttvag intOakatutoug iituOu'iactoav 	Od?.attav Steutkipat, 
Kai Kat& 	AoKpi,ba xEppolnicyou xa0Eattoci1g prj al Rev -rev 	noniocci be 
vioov 	Ovopt4ottev1v 'Atakcivtriv. 

The seismological aspects of the occurrence have recently been examined by 
Antonopoulos (1992), who has tried to establish exactly what happened and assess the 
degree of destructiveness of the earthquake. In his opinion, the evidence provided by 
the sources suggests that the earthquake shocks which occurred between 427 and 426 
(see entry ( 012 )) were frequent but not particularly intense. On the other hand, the 

catalogue 426 mc, 



shocks in the summer of 426 in the stretch of sea between Euboea and the mainland 
were of considerable magnitude. The social effects of the earthquake have been exa-
mined by Autino (1987, pp.416ff.). The large number of victims, the damage and the 
changes to the coastline had the effect of exacerbating the tense situation already 
created by the war. Thucydides' detailed account is particularly noteworthy, and it 
was unusual for him to dwell on the effects of earthquakes (see Panessa 1991, p.317). 
It may be of interest to note that on 20 and 27 April 1894 (8 and 15 April in the Julian 
calendar, which was still used in Greece at that time), the same area of Locris was 
struck by two very severe earthquakes, whose effects on the terrain were very similar 
to those of the 426 B.C. earthquake (Skuphos 1894): thus in the region of the Gulf of 
Atalandi a peninsula became an island, just as happened in the same area in 426 B.C. 

according to Diodorus' account (see especially the photographs in Stiros and 
Dakoronia 1989, p.428, fig.193, where the islands "created" by the two earthquakes 
can be seen). 

( 015) the winter of 426-425 B.C. • Catania, • Sicily 
>eruption of Etna< 

sources 1 	Thuc. 3.116.1-3; Arist. Mete. 2.8.366 a; Oros. Hist. 2.18.6 

sources 2 	Georg. Sync. 489 

literature Gomme (1956); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

The principal source for this earthquake is Paulus Orosius, who was writing about 
nine centuries after the event. Nevertheless, a comparison with other Greek authors 
confirms once again that he is reliable. Orosius records that a very violent earth-
quake struck Sicily in 426 B.C. and that, in addition, eruptions of Etna caused the 
destruction of fields and farms: "Later on in that same period, Sicily was struck by a 
very severe earthquake, and in addition it was devastated by fire and hot ashes which 
erupted from Mt.Etna, causing much damage to fields and farms". 

His deinde temporibus gravissimo motu terrae concussa Sicilia, insuper exaestuanti-
bus Aethnae montis ignibus favillisque calidis cum detrimento pluri'mo agrorum villa-
rumque vastata est. 

In his next paragraph, Orosius records a seismic sea-wave which overwhelmed 
Atalante in Greece in the same year (see entry (014 )). 
A better dating for the earthquake can be argued from the account of Thucydides, who 
also records the eruption of Etna which caused damage in the Catania area, even 
though he does not mention the earthquake: "At the very beginning of this spring, a 
torrent of fire burst forth from Mt.Etna, as it had done previously, and destroyed part 
of the lands of the people of Catania who live on the slopes of the mountain, the high-
est in Sicily [...[. These events occurred during that winter, when the sixth year of the 
war described by Thucydides was coming to an end". 

'EpOri bi TEO, auto TO iap ToiiTO O pua Toii JnipOg eK trig AllTvrig, iriionep Kea yfiv tLva 
(1)Ocipe tthv KaTavaicov, 	intO trj ALTVTI TO-  Opel, oi,Koiksiv, Onip lAiytoviv ioTiv Opog iv 

Trj 	 [...] TcciiTa µev KaTa toy 	 TaTOV iyiVETO, K Cel £1C1COV Etog TO-7? 
aokili4) iTekiirta gibe Ov Oovicv81,8rig 

This phenomenon is recorded xripi co:)TO TO iap TaiiTo, "about the spring of that year 
[426-425 ad", that is, as Gomme explains (1956, p.431), "just at the turn of winter and 
spring". Gomme's chronology seems to fix this event at about the beginning of 425, 
according to the Julian year (Gomme 1956, p.719: thence Panessa 1991); however, as 

12 2 	 Thucydides' chronology does not seem to suit a fixed year (see Gomme's Appendix on 



Thucydides' Summers and Winters': 1956, pp.699ff.), we have to take this account in a 
rather elastic way. 
Panessa (1991, p.395) thinks that Aristotle's reference to Sicily in Mete. 2.8.366a re-
lates to an earthquake on the "east coast of Sicily" before 360 B.C. (see also entry ( 025 )). 
It is possible, however, that Aristotle is simply making a general reference to an area 
well known for earthquakes. 

( 16) March 424 B.C. Athens? 
sources 	Thuc. 4.52.1 

literature Boll (1909); Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Bonito (1691);  von Hoff (1840);  Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Guidoboni (1989) 

Thucydides records an isolated earthquake tremor which probably struck Athens, 
though he does not provide a specific location: "At the very beginning of the next good 
season, there was a partial eclipse of the sun early in the month, and an earthquake 
tremor occurred in the first ten days of the same month". 

Toil inLytyvokyou 134,aug ei)Oiyg Toi./ TE >lXLov EKXink Tl £ y EVETO 'LEO, voii[tEvi,ccv 
Kai, Toil airraii [op* '1,0Ta £VOU EOELO£V. 

The eclipse of the sun is also mentioned by Aristophanes (Nu. 584). It occurred, in 
fact, on 21 March 424 B c (Boll 1909, co1.2355). 

( 17) the late summer of 420 B.C. Athens, Corinth 
sources 	Thuc. 5.45.4, 5.50.5 

literature Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974); Guidoboni (1989) 

There are two separate passages in Thucydides where he mentions earthquake trem-
ors felt at Athens and Corinth in the summer of 420 ac., but the little information he 
provides makes it impossible to judge whether these were separate tremors or a single 
earthquake, as the comparatively short distance between Athens and Corinth would 
suggest. 
Thucydides records (5.45.4) that while Alcibiades was inveighing against Sparta at an 
assembly in Athens, and urging the Athenians to declare themselves ready to call on 
the Argives to make an alliance with them, "the assembly was adjourned before any 
decision could be reached, because an earthquake occurred". 

EELG[A,013 Se yevo0vou npi,v LL btocupwOrjvai, 	 dveri.X.TiOn. 

The tremor was probably only a slight one, for the assembly which had been ad-
journed because of the earthquake was resumed the next day (Thuc. 5.46.1). 
At Corinth, too, the earthquake caused an assembly to be abandoned; but in this case 
it was never reconvened. Thucydides writes (5.50.5): "But after the Olympic games, 
the Argives and their allies came to Corinth, to ask them to join their league. 
Spartan envoys also happened to be present. Many proposals were made, but nothing 
was done; for an earthquake occurred and they all went home. And the summer 
ended". 

'ES be KoptvOov liEta to 'OXihunot. 	 TE K Gel 61 uµµaxo1 6411,KOVTO ISE T10011EVOL 
CCUTO-LiV napes c3.4cig £ X.0 EiV. xai ACCKE8CCLIAOVIDV Jtp63-13Eig ETUX0V napOyug, xai It0XXO5V 
X07 GOV y EVO[LE VCOV T£X0c 01:/t)EV btpdx01], o). 	ocLoi-toii yEVOIEV01.) otEkUOTIOCCV EKCCOTOL 

OLKou. Kai, TO tElpog itEXFUTa. 123 
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( 18) the spring of 414 B.C. Cleonae 
sources 	Thuc. 6.95.1 
literature Popp (1959); Autino (1987) 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Guidoboni (1989) 

Thucydides records that when the Spartans reached Cleonae, they broke off a military 
expedition against Argolis because of an earthquake, just as had happened at the 
Isthmus of Corinth in 426 B c : "During that same spring, the Spartans got as far as 
Cleonae on an expedition to Argolis, but when an earthquake occurred, they with-
drew". 

Toi)-  8' ea'yroii Tipog Kai 	"Apyog crtpautioaviEg AcocEoat.R6yLoi Rexpt Rev KXecovo-iv 
171k0ov, cretatioii Se yevo0vou etrrExo'vriciay. 

( 19) the winter of 413-412 B.C. Sparta 
sources 	Thuc. 8.6.5; Xenoph. hell. 3.3.2; Plut. Ages. 3.9; Alc. 23.7-9 
literature Hatzfeld (1933);  Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Thucydides says that in the winter of 413-412, when the Spartans were about to send 
a naval expedition to support Chios in its rebellion against Athens, an earthquake 
occurred: "But afterwards, when an earthquake occurred, [the Spartans] sent 
Chalcideus instead of Melanchridas". 

'ETEE LTC1 OE LO[1,013 yevo[thvou dvit tov MekEaypi,Sot) Xakici86a 

The earthquake was interpreted as a bad omen, so command of the fleet was trans-
ferred from Melanchridas to Chalcideus, and the expedition, now consisting of a 
smaller number of ships, was postponed until the next summer. 
Xenophon and Plutarch may also be referring to this earthquake when they tell how 
Alcibiades fled from the bed of his lover, Timaia, wife of king Agis, when frightened by 
an earthquake. When Timaia gave birth to Leotychidas some time later, the child 
was assumed to be Alcibiades' son. 
In his Hellenics, Xenophon puts the following words into the mouth of Agesilaus: "But 
Poseidon has already shown that you are lying, for he sent an earthquake which 
caused your real father [Alcibiades] to flee from the nuptial chamber. And time, 
which they say is never mistaken, is further evidence of this: for you were born in the 
tenth month after the time when he brought about your conception'. Such was their 
conversation". 

"'Akka. 6 ilooeL8thv cUc Rau GEV 101)8011£14.0 KaTE[iTiVIJOEV EK tov OakciRou eW.ciaag 
GELcip,o) EL; TO (OOVEpOV -Gov crOv 1m-cepa. 	ouveRaptUpricre be -raft' ainci): ical, 6 
6XTIO(.3-ratog kEy 6 Re vog xpOvog E IVCCL • 611:C 01) yap tot ELIYUCI£ <OE> KEA ELPfiNTI iv TO 

°aka !..119 , 8£10iTO) 1111/1 64 you". of Rev TOLCOre EkEy0V. 

Plutarch writes (Ages. 3.9): "Agesilaus declared that Poseidon had also shown 
Leotychidas to be a bastard, for he had caused Agis to flee from the bedchamber by 
means of an earthquake, and Leotychidas was born more than ten months later". 

`0 8' 'Ayrioi,kao 	TOV HOGE LoCtiVa KataRaptupeiv tov Aectyruxioov 	vo0Eixtv, 
EK PCCX6VTCC OE 10116i T013 Oakii [IOU TOV Ay IV • alt' EK EiVOU 8e akeov 	ohm Rivoiv 
8ta..06v-ccov yEN4o0at -rOv Acaruxi,Siv. 

As a comparison with Xenophon shows, Plutarch has clearly made a slip here, for it 
was not Agis who was frightened away by the earthquake, but the adulterous 



Alcibiades (see Hatzfeld 1933). Indeed, Plutarch himself says, in Alc. 23.7-9: "The 
fact is that [Alcibiades] seduced Timaia, the wife of king Agis, who was leading a mili-
tary expedition abroad at the time, and she did not hide the fact when she became 
pregnant. She gave birth to a son who was called Leotychidas away from home, but 
such was the extent of her amorous passion that the name whispered at home in front 
her friends and serving women was Alcibiades. But the latter sarcastically said that 
what he had done was not to spite the king nor out of amorous passion, but to ensure 
that his descendants would reign in Sparta. Many people reported these matters to 
Agis; but it was the time factor which convinced him above all, for when an earth-
quake had occurred, he had leapt from his wife's side in fear, and had not approached 
her again for ten months. Since Leotychidas was born after this period, he could not 
be the father". 

TwaLav yCcp 	"AyL8og yvvaiica Tub PCIAJIIECOg OTpaTE'UOOVOU xai altOST11,1,013VTOS 
oiitco 8te4:10eLpev, diate xai K1:tELV £ 'AXK 1431.6E80U Mil µil dtpvciaOcci, KOLI, tcxovorls 
Ital,81,0V CX piny ecul [Lev Asoyruxi,oriv KakeicrOcci, TO 8' ev-rOg cciCyroii viOupt461,tevov 
npog Tag (pactg Kai -thg tinct8crUg into trig writpag 'AXKL1:31C:CSTIV ELVaL• TO1013T0g Epog 
KaTEIXE t>1v CivOpomov. 	6 8' iv-twig:Kw eX.ey EV 01)X Pipet, TOfiTO npdocreLV 01:38£ 
KpaT01)1,1,Evog 1)(1)' ilbovrig, Oa' Oncog AUK ESCMLOVIADV PaCJI1E1:1000GIN 61, e 	CCUT013 
yeyovOteg. ovtw 8e npere-cO[teva TafiTCC 1tOkX.01, KaTly Opouv npOg 	iniateucre 8e 

xpOvop wikurecc, oTt oetoltatei yevo[ievcu (1)(313TiOel,g e eSpcq.tc TO13 006.61.10'U napes trig 
yuvccucog, e'ucct [tivdiv 01:1KET1 (3'UVilkOEV CE6Tfj, [tee' ovg y EVO[tEVOV toy AEGAUX1,8TIV 
thEitPTIOEV E Cti)T0ii µrj ycyol4vai. 

The earthquake seems to have been remembered principally because of its connection 
with historical events and stories. 

( 020) the winter of 412-411 ac. • the island of Cos 
sources 	Thuc. 8.41.2 
literature Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

In the winter of 412-411, according to Thucydides, the Spartan commander Astyochus 
sacked the island of Cos (an ally of Athens), taking advantage of the fact that it had 
been struck by a violent earthquake, which had forced the inhabitants to flee to the 
mountains: "On his way along the coast he [Astyochus] landed at Cos Meropis and 
sacked the town, for it had no walls and was now in ruins as a result of the most vio-
lent earthquake within living memory. The inhabitants had fled into the mountains, 
and he made raids into the country, seizing booty but letting the free population go". 

Kai ig Ku'iv trjv Mepord8a ev tw Jtapciakw daorkcg 	to gall/ CiTELXIGTOV ovoav KOLL 
inTO CIE10111013, Og akoic iTUXE lieyicyrk ye Sri by [AERVIi[tEOCE yevOttevog, '1)113TETETCOICIACCV 
E K 3T0p0Ei, 	TUIV 	eiv0paincov 	ig 	-r6 	Opri 	necpeuy6TWV, 	xai 	TT1V 	Xclipav 
Kata8po4Accig Xeiccv E7tOLEiTO, 	TOTiV kEu Oe pow • TOT)TOUg 8e ci411,ei. 

( 021) 403-401 or 400 B.C. Elis 
sources 1 	Xenoph. hell. 3.2.23-4 
sources 2 	Paus. 3.8.4 
literature Hatzfeld (1933); Popp (1959); Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 125 

414-400 B.C. 
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In the Hellenics, Xenophon tells how Agis (king of Sparta) withdrew his army from 
Elis after an earthquake, interpreting it as a warning from the gods: "Agis crossed 
Achaia at the head of the army in order to invade Elis at the river Larisus; but shortly 
after the army had entered enemy country and was sacking the countryside, an earth-
quake occurred. Agis took this to be a divine warning, so he left the area and dis-
missed the army". 

"Aywv Ss TO otpd-rnip.a "Aytg ivii3aks Sid trig 'Axotictg cig Tip/ 'HkeLay -Kate( Aciptoov. 
eion of tov cr-rocume[tatog &Tog iv trj Trokelii,oc xal xon-covivig trig x6pag, crito[tog 
Luyi,yvetat,• 6 6' "AyLg 0E1,01/ Tiyiaci[tivog ickCi(;)v nciXtv ix trig xaipag 6oadoixi to 

otpcitcvlAcc. 

Pausanias says much the same thing: "The army had advanced as far as Olympia and 
the Alpheus, when an earthquake caused it to retreat". 

TOTE flEv 	TOii 0E0f) OELOCCVTOg OnLOW -r6 cr-tpcitc-u[la detExclipriacv axpi 	 xccl 
TrpoiMiev-ucc. 

It is significant that when Pausanias notes the fact that the earthquake occurred at 
the moment when Elis was being invaded by the Spartans under the command of king 
Agis, he uses an expression with a religious connotation: Ocoe ociactv-rog (since the god 
shook the earth). From this point of view, an earthquake at the moment of invasion 
was to be interpreted as a sign of divine disapproval. And the causes of the conflict 
are presented in such a way as to put Sparta in an unfavourable light, for its behav-
iour towards the Elians is such as to justify this manifestation of divine wrath. Here 
we have a favourite narrative technique of Pausanias: to provide a theological expla-
nation for natural phenomena which were either disastrous or such as to instil fear. 
In reality, however, what Agis did was to take advantage of the earthquake in order to 
call off an enterprise which he did not find politically convincing. So he had no diffi-
culty in reacting exactly like Agesipolis thirteen years later (Panessa 1991, pp.353-4). 
There are doubts about the date of this earthquake, though it is traditionally sup-
posed to have occurred in 400 B.C., that being an Olympic year. Hatzfeld (1933), rejects 
that idea, on the grounds that if it had been true, it would have attracted the attention 
of historians, and he suggests instead the period between 403 and 401 B.C. 

022) 388 B.c. •Argos, Nemea, Argolis >landslide?‹ 
sources 	Xenoph. hell. 4.7.4-5; Paus. 3.5.8-9 

inscriptions Vollgraff (1956, 110) = SEG 17.146 

literature Popp (1959); Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Schmidt (1881); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

In the Hellenics, Xenophon tells us that while the Spartan army under Agesipolis was 
at Nemea, on its way from Phlius to Argos, there was an earthquake. Unlike Agis on 
a similar occasion, however, Agesipolis did not withdraw his army; on the contrary, he 
pursued his military campaign: "On his first evening in the land of the Argives, 
[Agesipolis] was at dinner when, after the libations which followed the dinner, the god 
sent an earthquake. Thereupon the Spartans, beginning with those who belonged to 
headquarters, chanted a paean to Poseidon; but the rest of the soldiers were expecting 
to retreat, because Agis had once withdrawn his troops from Elis after an earthquake. 
Agesipolis, however, said that if the earthquake had happened just before he began 
the invasion, he would have taken it that the god wanted to put a stop to the expedi-
tion; but since the invasion had already begun when it occurred, he assumed it was a 
sign of encouragement; and so the next day, after making a sacrifice to Poseidon, he 
resumed his advance into the country". 



ALEJTVOTEOL01..1EVOU 	eV ti] 'ApyEia trj Jtpoiti eonepa, xai 01t0V8651, TO.51, [LET& 
8£1,7EVOY 	mvoOvcov, EoELOEV o OEOg. 	Kai of Rev AccE8a406vtot, dcpcil.tivcov noy 
alto Satioatag itecv-tcg ihxyriaav TOv TEE pi, toy nous LE)67) naidva• oi, 8' tikkOl„ OtpatLatal„ 
00VTO dETELeVal, Ott Kai "Ayig 0£1,0µ0v nOTE yEVOOVOIJ eutriyayEv 	"Hki,Sog. 	0 Si 
'Ariairrokig cit6v Ott 	1.thAlovtog co tov i1,1,13akkEIN 0£1,0ELE, KOA.15ELY ccv airthv 

	

TEL Si igEpkiK6-r0g, inIKEk81:1ELI, 	Kal Oiin0 	1:KTTEpai,a, Oruacilievog tw 
IlooELSwvL iiyaro ov nOppco 	xoipccv. 

Pausanias adds that there were further tremors even when Agesipolis had already 
begun the seige of Argos: "Then the god shook the earth, but even so Agesipolis was 
not going to withdraw his forces, though of all the peoples in Greece, the Spartans, 
like the Athenians, were most terrified of divine warnings in nature. Even when 
Agesipolis was already encamped under the walls of Argos, the god continued to shake 
the earth, and soldiers in his army were struck down by thunderbolts, and some were 
driven mad by the thunder and lightning. So, still unwillingly, he marched his army 
out of Argolis, and then mounted an expedition against Olynthus". 

"EoELOe "LE 	0 0e6;, Kai 0 'Ayrial,:toktc 01)8' oi5tw Tip/ Sirvainv aitd,ELY EllEkkE, 
Kai:COL AaKE8a11.101401C [Laklata 	 - 6CraljtalC Si Kai 'AOT1VCCLOLg - SElµa ai, 
owarwelat ItapEiZOVTO. Kai, o t,tiv inth to TEixog KatEarpatOltE8E1:1ETO 071 TO 'ApyEiDV 
Kai 01:) napLEL aEicov 0 0e0; Kai TLycg Kai anCtikOVTO TON/ OtpaTUOTOW icEpavywOy-ug, 
Toi)g Si Kai, i-Opovag 	 Ppov-caL oiita) 	 tijg 'Apyoki,6og 614£1,YEV 
(TIKWV, eni Si 'Okuveinvg i7toid-ro a150ig CrtpatEiaY. 

There is a 4th century B.C. inscription (Vollgraff 1956, 110 = SEG 17.146), found at 
Argos, which tells of restoration work carried out on the temple of Apollo. It may be 
related to this earthquake: "God. When Aristeus Sphyredes and Philocrates 
Naupliades were promanteis, Aeschylus Arachnades and Tryges Aetonides, secretar-
ies, consecrated [this stele] to Apollo. In accordance with a divine oracle, they have 
had built and put in place the omphalos of the Earth, with balustrade and railings; 
they have also moved the altar further to the east, and have also had made a stone 
fountain with a cavity for collecting the water, as well as a locked container for of-
ferings, inside the oracular sanctuary. And they have restored the steps which lead to 
the sanctuary and to the upper terrace. They have had restored to their places the [---] 
and the statues, and have had the upper terrace levelled. They have had a stone sur-
rounding wall built at [---] and have reinforced the temple door. They have offered 
plates and a silver carafe, have bought a container for offerings, have raised the statue 
of Apollo Smintheus at the foot of the steps, have levelled the ground which had been 
damaged in an earthquake, and had planted laurel bushes and trees 

0E6g. Troolieiy-clEg aviesy / 'An6A.A.covi 'Apicsf-dgilg Dirurri/Sag, (DikoKpci-crig NaunAM/Sag, 
ypocf)fegl Aiaxaog 'Apaxyd//bag, Tpuyrig PtiOcovloag Kai Ka/TEGKEtiaGOOW Kai 
[ii1GCraVTO [eTiCCg] / iK may-niag Fag O[1,4akeN, Kai, -t-fal/v aepLataiv Kai TO (pcipy[la, Kai TOy 
/ 113coliOy Itoofay aylov not' a[F16)", Kai Jt/TpLVOY 1560Y Kai 113W at atipay / 
airt01-) Kai OTICC1JpOV ev Tw [laY/TTiO) KaTECIKEtiaGOaV -col; As? a/voig Kkax-cOv. Kai Tay 
680y rjoyaa/aavto Ci7taWfaV Kai 64)pl:/a1/ 7tES' `La/pOV Kai, Tay 'btLICOX.CiN/, Kai TOY; 1.A1.1vovg 
ivg VAIN nESayayoy Kai TfOyl/g KokociaOyg, Kai TaV inurokay, 6[1.16]24a1/, KCE1 TOI,X0V 
Excletpivoy nap TOfv1/--- x --- EO£v, Kai -rav[g] O[tipalyg -rob vcca0 / dctipway, 
kofni,]Sag Kai intrO/f-dav apyi_)*( i0EV, Kai OrlaUpCw iyor/Enpdav-ro, Kai -thy Iflulealoy 
04)0a imi/famay, cal T1O fxwpilov thf[A,IdA.Lav iyvOfil/ f8u40apiv xai 
864yvavig Kai Sevtipil/ 	 / 

The restoration work recorded in the inscription was preceded by consultation of the 
oracle, which gave an opinion concerning the reorganisation of parts of the sanctuary, 
including the fundamentally important matter of 'a water supply. The text of the 127 
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inscription never uses the word seismos, which, unlike those used to indicate famine 
has no synonyms in Greek. What happens instead is that the earthquake is conveyec 
by means of an archaic and prevalently poetic term, enosis, the equivalent of kinesis 
(movement), which would be readily understood because of its association with ennosi 
gaios and enosichthon ("earth shaker"), which had been well known as epithets o 
Poseidon since Homeric times (Panessa 1991, pp.356-8). 
The inscription refers to the fact that the restorers had levelled the ground, whici 
suggests that the damage to the temple may have been caused by a landslide rather 
than an earthquake. 

( 023) shortly before 373 s.c. the island of Delos 
sources 	Callist. FGrHist 124 F 20 
literature Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is a passage in the Naturales Quaestiones (6.26.2) where Seneca records a state. 
ment by Callisthenes (FGrHist 124 F 20) about an earthquake on the Aegean island oi 
Delos. The occurrence was considered to foreshadow the disaster which subsequently 
struck Achaia (see entry ( 024 )): "Callisthenes says that this happened at another 
time, too. 'Among the many prodigies', he says, 'by which the destruction of the two 
cities, Helice and Bura, was foretold, especially notable were both the immense 
columns of fire and the Delos earthquake'. He wishes Delos to be understood as sta-
ble because it is on the coast and has hollow cliffs and porous rocks to provide an 
outlet for the air caught in them. That is why islands have firm ground and why the 
closer cities lie to the sea, the safer they are". 

Callisthenes et alio tempore ait hoc accidisse: "Inter multa"- inquit - "prodigia, quibus 
denuntiata est duarum urbium Helices et Buris eversio, fuere maxime notabilia colum-
na ignis immensi et Delos agitata". Quam ideo stabilem videri vult, quia mari inposi-
ta sit habeatque concavas rupes et saxa pervia, quae dent deprehenso aeri reditum: ob 
hoc et insulas esse certioris soli urbesque eo tutiores, quo propius ad mare accesserint. 

This piece of information causes one to ponder on the question of the inviolability of 
Delos, which the sources claim included exemption from earthquakes. See entries 
( 004 ) and ( 011 ). 

( 024) a winter night in 373 B.C. • Bura, • Hence >seismic sea-wave< 
sources 1 Arist. Mete. 1.6.343 b, 2.8.368 a-b; Ephor. FGrHist 70 F 212; Callist. FGrHist 124 F 19; 

Heracleid. Pont. F 46 a Wehrli; Eratosth. apud Strabo 8.7.2.; Pol. 2.41.7; Strabo 8.7.5; 
Diod. 15.48.1-4; Paus. 7.24.6, 7.24.12, 7.25.8-9; Ael. NA 11.19 

sources 2 Ov. met. 15.293-5; Bian. apud Anth. Pal. 9.423; Philo De aet. mundi 26.140; Sen. NQ 6.25.4; 
n.h. 2.206; Amm. 17.7.13; Oros. Hist. 3.3.1; Chron. Pasch. 169; Georg. Sync. 310.16; 

Cedren. 255 
literature Homolle (1896); Meyer (1957); Marinatos (1960); Schwartz and Tziavos (1979); Baladie (1980); 

Bousquet and Pechoux (1981); Autino (1987); Helly (1989); Prandi (1989); Panessa (1991) 
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In 373 B C , a violent earthquake, accompanied by a seismic sea-wave, destroyed Helice 
and Bura, two cities situated on the coast of Achaia in the Gulf of Corinth. The event 



was much commented on by contemporary and later sources, because of the extent of 
the destruction caused at both cities; and it caused scholars of the time to ponder at 
length on the accompanying climatic and astronomical conditions. One climatic fac-
tor which ancient texts, in conformity with Aristotle's seismogenetic theories, assume 
to be a direct cause of earthquakes, was the wind. And then there was the nature of 
the coastline of Achaia. Like that of the Hellespont, Sicily and Euboea, it had hollows 
which, combined with the effect of wind and sea, were considered to be an extra causal 
factor. Because of their "sponge-like" geological form, these regions were considered 
by the ancients to be particularly subject to earthquakes, which were also thought to 
be made more likely by drought and heavy rain. 
In this particular case —Aristotle considered it typical—there was apparently an ini-
tial destructive earthquake followed by an equally devastating seismic sea-wave, both 
caused by the clash of contrary winds: one blowing across the sea from the south, and 
the other across the land from the north. This was followed by a period of calm, 
during which the wind was "channelled" into the earth, thus giving rise to the violent 
earthquake and seismic sea-wave. This scientific analysis by Aristotle was the most 
widely accepted explanation in ancient times, and it has no room for any supernatural 
element, unlike the accounts of Diodorus, Pausanias and Aelian, though their 
accounts of the disaster contain many important descriptive elements. 
Diodorus writes: "When Asteius was archon at Athens [373/372 B.c ], the Romans elect- 
ed six military tribunes with consular powers: Marcus Furius, Lucius Furius, Aulus 
Postumius, Lucius Lucretius, Marcus Fabius and Lucius Postumius. During their 
term of office, great earthquakes occurred in the Peloponnese, accompanied by tidal 
waves which engulfed the open country and cities in a manner past belief; for never in 
earlier periods had such disasters befallen Greek cities, nor had entire cities along 
with their inhabitants disappeared as a result of some divine force wreaking destruc-
tion and ruin upon mankind. The extent of the destruction was increased by the time 
of its occurrence; for the earthquake did not come in the daytime, when it would have 
been possible for the victims to help themselves, but at night, so that when houses 
crashed and crumbled under the force of the shock, the population, owing to the dark-
ness and to the surprise and bewilderment occasioned by the event, had no power to 
struggle for life. The majority were caught in the collapsing houses and killed, but as 
day returned some survivors dashed from the ruins and, when they thought they had 
escaped the danger, met with a greater and still more incredible disaster. For the sea 
rose to a vast height, and a wave towering even higher washed away and drowned all 
the inhabitants and their native lands as well. Two cities in Achaia bore the brunt of 
this disaster, namely Helice and Bura, the former of which, as it happened, held first 
place among the cities of Achaia before the earthquake. These disasters have been 
the subject of much discussion. Natural scientists try to attribute responsibility in 
such cases not to divine providence, but to certain natural circumstances determined 
by necessary causes; whereas those who are disposed to venerate the divine power 
find certain plausible reasons for the occurrence, alleging that the disaster was occa-
sioned by the anger of the gods at those who had committed sacrilege. This question I 
too shall endeavour to deal with in detail in a special chapter of my history". 

'En' apxovtos 8' 'Aerivriolv 'AOTE1.,0U `POJACCi01 Kati atfloav avti to3v imiTow 

xiluipxoug ey, Maptcov (too 6 pLov Kai AEliK LOV (1301:TLOV, En Si Ai pv HOGTOMOV xai 
AE LOV AOK plittOV xai MCipKOV (1)6131,0V xai AE11K LOV HOOTOIALOV. £7L1 Si TO1)-CCOV rata 
TTIV 116.07TOVV1100V iy 'VON,TO GE KT [1.01, Itcycikot Kai Kata1d.1)01.101, viva; -Kai nOkicov 

dint,0701: 01:38iJIOTE yap iv Toic iJtcivco xpOvotg iy EVOVTO 110(011 ToiafiTa otipt nOkitg 
`Ekkrivioac, aTE TIO-1/ 716?\.£101,  airiciv8pwv CutiaviollOg, OE 'Lag Two; iVipy Ei.ag Tip/ 

6,7E(tikELCCV xai 1:13100pOLV TOW dVOpCoJTGOV 1.111)CaVipakVfig. 	ETEETELVE Si TO pi),  i0og 

ouv(l)opag 6 icatpOg• pi) yap 	pug avvil3ri y evia0at TOv oiLop.Ov, iv 	ouvaTOv rlv 

4. .atalogue 373 s.c. 
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tong KLV&OVE1J'OVTag Paneeiv 	 vuKTOg TOfi Tocieoug crutipcivTog al !ley (AK Eat 
St a TO aiye0og Tab creuotto6 KaTappurcoi.41,£Val OUVEXOVTO, 01, oe div0pwiroL 8tci TE TO 
oicOTog Kai. to Trig aiptotaoicog doLpOOSOKTITOV Kai 7rapaboov a&uvciTo.); EIXOV 
avTikaa.13avio-Oat. Trig ocorripi,ag. of µev OZV TEX,Ei.oug ivccnokri.eivTeg Toig nTai[iaat tuiv 
obactiv ip:pccv1.60Tioav• ina.a1301.i0Tig 8' rjaipag Twig ienTibocov eK Tay OIK LCoV, Kai 
86avTig 	 Tbv Ki,vOuvov [LEI, 0111, Kai Jrapa800Tipoc cruti4opa 3TEptenEcrov• 
Trig yap Oakdooig aETicoptoOciarig iii 1TO1VO Kai Kl'laTOg inpTIX0'13 iatpoaivau 
icaTiKA,UcrOrlaav 6.7aVTEg Gin/ tag JtaTpi.GLV CupavioeivTig. iyiviTo oi Tato tO yrdOog 
trig 'Axalag nepl 815o 	'EXIKTIV TE Kai Boiipav, thy Thy '0,110M (Tel 
OUVOCELVE [thy cnov T61-1,  Kate( ThV 'AXataV TrOX,ECOV ExELV OcVcopta itp6 TOii GE 1011.1013. 
ICEpi oi Toliv 011,7TTO16TWV azyciXig a6orig fl-rtjaccog, of fleV 0:1YUGLKOi nitpcovTat tag 
cciti,ag Tou-v Toimitcov Jraeciiv cr6K cig tO 0Ei0V avaCpipELV, C(XX.' Eis (frucruccig ttvag xai 
KaTivayKacraivag TtE p LOTCCOE Lc , of 8' E1)0E1305g SLaKEiµEVOL 3TpOg tO Oilov meavag Ttvag 
aitLag dutobt8aboi tov Gual3civTog, thg  bia Oicov µrjviv yiyivivivrig Trig atui)opoig toil 

TO 0E1:0V aCJE Ph MEM' nipl €61,  Kai rlµEig axpii3o5g avaypawat nitpacrOt.tiOa 	Kate( 
aipog 

This earthquake is described by Pausanias in three different places in his narrative. 
At 7.24.6 he writes: "Even Homer has written about Helice and Heliconian Poseidon. 
But later on, when the Achaeans of this area pulled ritual suppliants out of the sanc-
tuary and murdered them, the vengeance of Poseidon was immediate. An earthquake 
struck the country, and destroyed every single building, until the very foundations of 
the city were lost for all time". 

"Eon oi Kai `Oaripu) RUM!. MIEVa ig `Eki,Kriv K Cti toy 'EX LK CtiVLOV ROUE LoCtiVa. xpOvw Si 
ijotipov 'Axamig Toig iv-rat-50a, iKk.ccg av8pag anoOtrjoaoiv iK TO13 iepov Kul 
CutOKTE i VCCOLV, 01) K Eli0a.rloE TO tthVLIAa EK Tov HOGE ibthvog, aka GE LOVOg ig trly 
xwpav 00,01V airT i Ka KaTa0K hipag TdiV TE O'LKOSOIATBACCTOJV ThV K aXaOK El/1)V Kai 611017) 
Ti KataOKE1)h Kai auto Ti]g gOXicug TO blioccpog a(pavig ig ToOg ElrEtta, i7C01,TIC3£. 

At 7.24.12 we read: "They say now that an earthquake of this kind uprooted Helice 
from its foundations, and that the same winter brought a further punishment: the sea 
flooded in far over the land and overwhelmed the city and its surroundings, and the 
swell of the sea so covered the sacred grove of Poseidon that nothing could be seen but 
the tops of the trees. A sudden tremor was sent by the god, and with the earthquake 
the sea ran back, dragging down Helice into the receding waters with every living per-
son". 

Ton 8i 'L&av 1.1sEV TaljtriV Eni ti `EXiK 1,) TO"O CJE 10104:3 Ti V fig] TO i8a(pog avatavofierav, 
ouv bE co:mi K ai akko rcijaa TotOvoi of inLyivio0ai (pacriv cope( 	 yap 
oOtcyLv Eni aokil Tijg xoipag YI Oci?,.aoua KCCi ti V MX1,KIIV TEE p I EXCEPEV EV K "UK XCI.) ltifiCiaV" 
Kai oi Kai tO aA.00g to Hoonociivog bit TOGO-OTOV It (3)(YIV 6 0.3:)8(„uv thg to Cbcpa Tull/ 
Oivopcov 06VO/tta E iVCO, [1.6V0V. 	oiloaviog bE ic6,4)vrig tOU Ozoii )(al 6aoi3 TO) 0E1,014 
trig Oaka0Gic aVaopalAOlkilg, KaOiLkKvoiv co3TavOpov TO lc-avec Ti '0,1x-qv. 

At 7.25.8-9, Pausanias describes the disaster which struck Bura: "When you come 
back to Cerynea and to the highway, and travel not far along it, you can turn off once 
more to get to Bura, which lies on a mountain to the right of the coast. They say it 
was named after a Bura who was the daughter of Ion and Helice. When the god ob-
literated Helice, there was a violent earthquake at Bura as well, so that not even the 
ancient statues survived in their sanctuaries, and men who happened to be away at 
the time in the army or for some other reason, were the only people of Bura left alive, 
and it was they who refounded the city". 

'Ex Kipuviiag Oi btaVEXO6VTL ig Trly kioxpOpov Kai OSEtiGaVTI 01')K 	SEliTE 
eOTLV ig Boiipav CoToTpaltio-OaL• Oakciourig 18i1 ig 45itav, Kai i Batipa iv Opel, Keitat. 



TEOTIVOCL Si (pact, Tij 7tOkEL TO OVOIACE euTO yuvamOg Bo'Upag, OuyaTipa 8' akilv "hovog 

TO`13 2:01:71301.1 Kal `Ekixic EiNaL. OTE Si `DAKTIV i301,10EV CiolkOV ig avepo'ruov 6 0E6g, 

TOTE -Kul t1jv Boiipav actottOg inikccfliv LoxupOg, thg prribe Ta apiktiaTa iv TOic iepoic 
intokEupeeivaL T& apxaia. 	63TOoou Si TivmaiiTa arrobripoiivrEg r j atpaTii.ag ìVEKCC 

iT1J)COV rj KCCTOL apO(Occatv, p,OVOL TE 01.1TOL BO'U*JV ikE1,100T)CraV xal CCOTOI, Trig Botipag 

iy iVOVTO OiK 

Because of its destructive force, and because of the vicinity of the great cultural cen-
tres of the Greek world, the earthquake at Helice proved to be an important event in 
the evolution of Greek scientific thought, since it encouraged a consideration of those 
large-scale natural phenomena which transform man's surroundings. We can gain 
some idea of the extent to which the interest of the ancients was aroused, from the full 
account provided by Strabo of an event which he also mentions in the Prolegomena. 
Strabo refers to the evidence provided by Heraclides of Pontus (F 46 a): "And 
Heraclides says that the submersion took place at night in his time and, although the 
city was twelve stadies from the sea, this whole district together with the city was hid-
den from sight; and two thousand men who had been sent by the Achaeans were una-
ble to recover the dead bodies; and they divided the territory of Helice amongst its 
neighbours. The submersion was the result of the anger of Poseidon, for the Ionians 
who had been driven out of Helice sent me to ask the inhabitants particularly for the 
statue of Poseidon, or, if not that, for the model of the temple; and when the inhab-
itants refused to give either, the Ionians reported this to the general council of the 
Achaeans; but although the assembly voted in favour, even then the inhabitants of 
Helice refused to obey; and the submersion resulted the following winter; but the 
Achaeans later gave the model of the temple to the Ionians". 

`Hpaxkii,STIc Si 43,110L 	 aliTOV yEvioGat TO Juielog VliKTC0p, SuiSEKa crEaSi,oug 

biExaPorig Tfig 3TOXEcog anO eat drErig Kal TOUTO1J TOO xcopLau nay-cog airy TIj Mika 
xakuOivrog, SLoxiki,ovg 88 napa tthv 'Azaithv JtE114)0i:vtag avEkio8a1 ILL V Tut); 

vexpak µ1j Stivao0ca, 'wig 8' OpOpoug 	 x6pay. o1.&NVCEL Si TO lcdOog Kat& 
1100-EL803V0g, TOilg yap ix Trig Tki,}Clig EKITEGOVTag "Iowa; aiTEiv 7t4tWaVTag nap& 

Twv Tkixicov RaLOTCC k "V TO PpiTag toil floact8(8-vog, Ei Si !Ali, T013 yE icpera tljv 
Oupi.opt) ow. 	01:1 SOVTCOV Si, It [ivat ItpOg TO xotvOv T(iiv 'Axaio5v, Tthv Si 

topinoapivwv, ot)8' dig intaK0130CCL. 	TO 8' e rjs xiatco-vi aupPrivat TO Ircieog, Toil; b' 

'Axaiaog iiaTipov bouvai T-nv d4 	toil "Icomv. 

In the same passage (8.7.2), Strabo records a kind of "archaeological" survey carried 
out by Eratosthenes in the disaster area: "And Eratosthenes says that he himself saw 
the place, and that the ferrymen say that there was a bronze Poseidon in the strait, 
standing erect, holding a hippocampus in his hand, which was dangerous for those 
who fished with nets". 

'EpccToo0ivig Si Kai CO'JTOg SElv 40101 TOV TOJTOV, Kai. TOO; 1t0p0[1,Eag 	thg iv TO 

nOpcp OpeOg -GT ,KE ITOCrELSO)V XlikKE0g, EXWV imtaxaturov iv Tij XE p 1,, lc iveyvvov 
(1)ipov-ra 	SLKTIJEii011/. 

As regards Bura, Strabo (8.7.5) simply records that it: "was swallowed up in an earth-
quake". 

fry imo GE101.1013 KOTCULOOTIVCC 0171011. 

In the work of the 2nd-3rd century A.D. writer Aelian, we find some interesting obser-
vations (which do not appear in any other source) concerning the strange behaviour of 
animals at Helice, for they left the city en masse five days before the earthquake, to 
the puzzled amazement of the local people: "When a house is about to collapse, the 
mice and martens in it become aware of what is going to happen and flee. This is 

373 B.C. 



exactly what they say happened at Helice [...] in fact, five days before Helice disap-
peared, all the mice and martens and snakes and centipedes and beetles and every 
other similar creature in the town left in a body by the road that leads to Cerynea. 
When the people of Helice saw this happening, they were amazed, but could not guess 
the reason for it. But after these creatures had departed, an earthquake occurred 
during the night. The town collapsed, and an immense wave poured over it, causing 
it to disappear; and ten Spartan ships which happened to be at anchor close by were 
destroyed along with the city". 

Miarytkrig Si oixi.ag Kato*pecrOar ctioeitricrlig ixouo LV 61; tE iV aUTT1 1.ttieg Kai 
iliVTOL Kai ai ycckal, Kai 40aVO`UOL rip/ xottarpopav Kai ioucitovrat. toirrO toi 
Kai ev `EkiK1 yiveol3crt. [...] nor') ltiVTE yCcp ill.tepriiv tov cirfravroEhjvcci rijv `Ekixiv, &rot 
1.1Ajig iv crircij ijoav Kai yaXcci Kal Orpirg Kai OK OkOJTEVo pa L xai 0.0Vo1ikaLKai to %out& 
ooct Tiv TOLafita, depoa 	TT)" O86) tij Es  KepUverav 	 of Se TkocrjoLoi 
Opo5vrig to TrparrOlkeva e0ai4r4ov !ley, oi)rc Eixov Se rijv 	 inei Se 
rivexrriorioe to apoerprwita (.1)(3C, V'UKTCOp y 1,VETaL o€ Lo[tOg, Kai GUVItaVEL rj natc, Kai 
biLicktiCFCCVTOg TrOkkaCi Kti[LaTOg Tj 'EXI,101 4avi,(30i, Kai Kat& TOXIN,  AaKE8a41,0V1,0JV 
ipop[toliocct oixa vile; ouvanaovto rrj apoirmivij. 

The ancients were most insistent that the ruins of Helice could be seen under water, 
and even included those of Bura — which is most unlikely. Since these claims have 
come down to us, underwater exploration was carried out in September 1951 over an 
area of about 19 square kilometres in the two bays of Helice and Bura. They were 
apparently successful. Later on, Marinatos (1960) argued on the basis of the evidence 
provided by Eratosthenes that Helice could be found at a depth of about ten metres, 
for he calculated that this was the maximum depth at which underwater objects could 
be made out. 
Baladie (1980, pp.145-52) recently returned to the problem and rejected the identifica-
tion of the underwater site, partly because the deltas of three mountain streams 
which produce large alluvial deposits are close together in that area. Not only have 
they significantly altered the coastline, but they also produce huge quantities of mud 
which can easily interfere with visibility, as investigations have shown. It is there-
fore quite possible that the city of Helice lies buried under the soil deposits brought 
down by the three mountain streams. 
Identifying Bura is a less difficult problem. Meyer (1957, pp.81-2) thought it was at 
Kastro in a mountain area above Diakopto, near the village of Kernitsa. From his 
investigation of the area, which showed that it had been inhabited from Archaic to 
Roman times, as well as from his observation of the landscape, Meyer concluded that 
only part of the mountain had collapsed, destroying the lower part of the city. 
An earthquake at Delphi was formerly dated to 373 B.C. by Homolle (1896), on the basis 
of inscription Syll.3  295, where there is a reference to the sanctuary at 11. 8-9: burn o 
yak KaTE[Ka]lAll. 	Its interpretation depends on how one completes the verb 
(Dittenberger reads lc atExcuai "it was destroyed by fire"; Homolle reads lc atExV01 "it 
collapsed"). Homolle's interpretation, that the inscription is referring to the famous 
disaster at Helice and Bura, has been accepted by Bousquet and Pechoux (1981, pp.47- 
50). Panessa (1991, pp.325-6) takes the more traditional view that it is referring to a 
fire in the temple, and he also rejects the archaeological evidence produced in the 
above studies. 

( 025) shortly before 360 B.c. the island of Vulcano 
>volcanic eruption, land uplift< 

sources 	Arist. Mete. 2.8.366 b-367 a 
132 	 catalogues von Hoff (1840); Capelle (1924); Guidoboni (1989) 



In support of his theory that earthquakes were caused by winds, Aristotle took an 
eruption which occurred on the island of Hiera (Hiera Hephaistou — modern Vulcano), 
in the Aeolian archipelago. The effects, he wrote, were still visible in his own day: "as 
evidence we may cite occurrences which have been observed in many places. For in 
some places there has been an earthquake which did not cease until the wind which 
was its motive force had broken out like a hurricane and risen into the upper region. 
This happened recently, for instance, in Heraclea in Pontus, and before that in Hiera, 
one of the Aeolian islands. For in this island part of the earth swelled up and rose 
with a noise in a crest-shaped lump; this finally exploded and a large quantity of wind 
broke out, blowing up cinders and ash which smothered the neighbouring city of 
Lipara, and even reached as far as some cities in Italy. The place where this eruption 
took place can still be seen". 

ETWEICE Si to-6-nov xai xrpOg trly illietipav al:GOT-low Itokkarrj yiyoviv• ijori yap (mak); 
iv TO:wig TUYLV yiyvOtievog at) npOtipov eXi c npiv ixprj ag rig TOv iutip trig yrig 
(pavipoTig c3onep iKvi4)i,ag ili-jkOiv o K Lyric:rag 61/41.0g, OIOV xai nepi`Hpciickeiccv iyiveto 
riiv iv To) 1-16v-up VECOOTI,, xai ItpOtipov ncpi Tip/ 	vijoov• co3ti 8' iotiv pia -cc& 
AiOkou Kakolip.ivcov vilowv• iv Tal7tri yap Ccv08ii TI, trig yrlg, xai 61/15 El o1,01/ ko4xlitrig 
OTKog µEta 1.4)64)01)• TEkOg Se ija.14v-rog iriketv JTVEI) p CC 7tOkl) Kal toy 4:IEWakOV xai rfiv 
ticppccv OCVliKSV xai trjv tc Ainapaicov nOX,Lv oOoccv oi) nOppco adoav KaTETE(1)pwoc xai 
ii,g ivi,ag Tuiv iv 'Itaki,a n6kiwv tkOEV • Kai Vi3V 07CO'll to dEVCCOOTOICE TO"620 E )4w-to, 
St ikOv iattv. 

Aristotle places this eruption (and the preceding earthquake) before the earthquake 
which had "recently" struck Heraclea in Pontus. It seems likely that the latter occur-
red during Aristotle's lifetime. Therefore, if we accept Capelle's (1924, co1.352) dating 
of the Heraclea earthquake to 360 13 c (see entry ( 026 )), we may assume that this 
earthquake and the accompanying eruption on the island of Vulcano occurred shortly 
before that. 

( 026) c.360 s.c. Heraclea Pontica, • Ophryneum, 
the Thracian Chersonese 

sources 	Demosth. Contra Apat. 33.20; Arist. Mete. 2.8.366 a-b 

literature Autino (1987); Cohen and Burke (1990); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Capelle (1924); Guidoboni (1989) 

Demosthenes records the collapse of the house of Parmenion at Ophryneum, a city 
opposite the Thracian Chersonese: "After these events, then, a terrible tragedy struck 
Parmenion, 0 judges. For while he was living at Ophryneum, having fled from his 
country, there was an earthquake in the Chersonese, so that his house collapsed and 
his wife and children were killed". 

MET& TCCUTCC TOLVUV td riCtpli£V0Vti ovVERrl cyup,(1)0kE oEINTi, c0 dv8pic 8ticaotaL. 
ohcoiiv-rog yap aircoti iv 'OOpuvii,u) SLa trio oixoOev (frurriv, otc 0 OE Datiog £}4vETo 0 nip'', 
XippOvioov, crup.aiooikric co'ro) Trig okciag Coutikovto rl Toy)) Kai of naThig. 

Since Demosthenes' speech is related to a trial which took place after 355 B.C., a possi-
ble rough date for the earthquake would be about 360 (Panessa 1991, pp.304-5). 
Aristotle, too, may well be referring to this earthquake in his general remark about 
earthquakes in the Hellespont (Mete. 2.8.366 b): "Furthermore, the most violent earth-
quakes take place where the sea is subject to currents and the land is of a porous and 
cavernous kind. That is why they also occur in the Hellespont. Examples of such 
events have occurred in our lifetime. Thus an earthquake which occurred in certain 
places only ceased when the clouds broke and the wind which had driven them moved 

catalogue  360 B.G. 
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away, as happened recently near Heraclea Pontica". 

oe nspl TOTcoug TOLairtOug oi, ioxypOtatot, yiyvov-rou tci3v 	LC/116V, OROU 
OdkatTa 1506811g rj 7) xuipa 001.07) Kai iinavtpog. 6LO Kai, TECO, 'DOA anOVTOV. Eliltda Si 
toticcov Kai npog Ti iv 	IlEti paV a1;00 riGIN 3-coX,X.av yiy OVEV • 011 yap oetzt.tog iv 
-carrot; teal y LyvOaevog oi) apOtepov 	npl,v ixpriag Ecs toy veep yfig cOnov 
(pavEp6ig dionip iicvE(13,1,ag ii.-003ev o taviloccg OiviRog, Otov xai nipl, clipciickEt,av iyivEto 
t i Ev to) 1145VTO,) VECOCra,, xai npOtipov ?TEO, t )1, 'Tway vijoov. aiirn 6c ioit, pia -irc5v 
AiOkou KaXoutievow vriocov. 

There remains some doubt, however, as to whether what Aristotle says about the 
Hellespont embraces what he says about Heraclea Pontica (see Panessa 1991, p.304): 
if the adverb VECOOTL "recently" refers to the years immediately preceding the publica-
tion of the Meteorologica, the question arises as to when it was published, and the 
answer seems to be around 337 ac., as far as the first three books are concerned (see 
Cohen and Burke 1990). We cannot assume, however, that the information recorded 
by Aristotle necessarily refers to a period very close to that date; for we know that he 
did not write his works uninterruptedly, but rather in a series of bursts and with the 
help of disciples. For example, when Aristotle refers in Mete. 3.371a to a fire in the 
temple of Artemis at Ephesus [356 BE.] he uses the adverb viiv ("now"), so that the date 
356 is the first identifiable terminus post quern for the work. And in addition, we 
have to keep in mind that for ancient writers the concepts 'recent' and 'new' relate to 
longer periods of time than they do now. Hence Aristotle's use of vuocrci, may simply 
be a rhetorical means of indicating that the event did not occur in the distant past. 

(027) c.347/346 ac. Delphi 
sources 1 	Diod. 16.56.8; Strabo 9.3.8 
sources 2 	Ael. 'VH 6.9; Eus. PE 8.14.33 
literature Homolle (1896); Bousquet and Pechoux (1981); Autino (1987); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Capelle (1924); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is some evidence relating to the time of the third sacred war (357-346) in the 
mid-4th century ac., to suggest that there was a certain amount of seismic activity 
affecting the Delphi sanctuary area, and that it interfered with attempts to rediscover 
buried treasure in the temple of Apollo. 
According to Diodorus, this happened when Phalaecus was general of the Phocians, 
towards the end of the third sacred war [347/6]: "But as the soldiers were preparing to 
dig around the tripod, great earthquakes occurred which terrified the Phocians, and 
since the gods were clearly giving advance warning that they would punish these 
desecrators, they stopped work". 

Tuiv 6a GtpaTLWT6V iyxcipanruov C/KCiaTE LV to ?TEO, toy tpino6a oil3[1,61 REydkot, 
yivO[tevot, Toig Ocoicaoi 4613ov iJTOTrIOCCV, (I)avEpolig Se toliv Oithcv ispouip,coNOv-row 
K ata TC6V iip001A,COV K Oka ow daiotrioccv -ray i'pywv. 

Strabo's account of the episode is very similar, but he attributes it to the time when 
Onomarchus was general [354-352]. There is also a reference to the episode in 
Aelian. 
In dating the earthquake, there is a tendency to prefer Diodorus' evidence to that of 
Strabo. The French archaeologist Homolle (1896) thought he could identify archaeo-
logical evidence of the earthquake in the hurried rebuilding of the west side of the new 
temple at Delphi. He argued that this must be evidence of a second earthquake in the 
history of the sanctuary, the first having occurred in 373 (see entry (024 0. • 



( 028 ) last quarter of the 4th century B.C. Apamea 
sources 
	Strabo 12.8.18 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Strabo says that Apamea in Phrygia was frequently struck by earthquakes, not only 
in the 1st century s.c., but also in the days of Alexander: "Amongst other cities, 
Apamea was often struck by earthquakes before the expedition of Mithridates 
[Eupator, 88 ad; and when he went there and saw the damage, he gave one hundred 
talents for rebuilding. And it is said that the same thing took place in the time of 
Alexander". 

Kai tdiv Ciacov 8e nOXicov 'AmiaiLa aiv xai npO Trig MutpiOatou otpatciag 
no? kaxLc, iccei ESwxry irce?■,06w o pacriXii)g ix aTOv Ta.avTa ris iaavOpecuotv, Opuiv 
avaTiTpamtivriv Tip/ Jtakilf. XEy Ural bt xai EA' 'AkE4allop01/ actpaakijoia crui.tPrivai. 

The reference to this earthquake leads on to a mention of the strong earthquake which 
struck Apamea at the time of the First Mithridatic War. See entry (057 ). 

( 029) before 322 B.C. the Phlegrean Plain 
sources 	Arist. Mete. 2.8.368b 
literature Oberhummer (1941); Louis (1982); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Capelle (1924); Guidoboni (1989) 

In listing various types of earthquake, Aristotle refers to tremors which come up from 
below: "whenever this type of earthquake does occur, large quantities of stones come to 
the surface, like the chaff in a winnowing sieve. This kind of earthquake it was that 
devastated the country round Sipylus: what is known as the Phlegrean Plain and the 
districts of Liguria". 

"Onou 6' div y iviTat TO101-5T0c 0E10110;, 	7tXfj0og ki3Ocov, cuonrp To5v iv toffs 
)tIKVOL; tivcci3aTToaiwov. Tairrov yap toy TpOnov yrvoµEVOV OE 10[1.01.3 to TE ILE pi 
Ei,:roXov dviTpdayi Kai, TO (I)XEypaiov akail aivov ItE81,01/ xai to Jtspi 	Aty-uoTudiv 
xuipay. 

The "Phlegrean Plain" has been identified both as the western end of the Chalcidian 
Peninsula in Greece (Louis 1982, p.99, note 2), called Phlegra and later on Pallene, 
and also as the volcanic region known as the Campi Flegrei (Phlegrean Fields) in 
Campania, Italy (Oberhummer 1941, co1.265). The latter identification seems more 
likely, because the text specifically mentions a plain — something quite different from 
the mountainous terrain of the Chalcidian Peninsula (Panessa 1991, p.23'7, note 4). 

( 030) before 322 B.C. Liguria 
sources 	Arist. Mete. 2.8.368b 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Mercalli (1897); Capelle (1924); Guidoboni (1989) 

In the passage quoted in entry ( 029 ), Aristotle also states that other earthquakes 
similar to those in the Phlegrean region had occurred in the Sipylus range of moun-
tains in Lydia and Ionia, and in the land of the Ligures: "whenever this type of earth-
quake does occur, large quantities of stones come to the surface, like the chaff in a win-
nowing sieve. This kind of earthquake it was that devastated the country round 
Sipylus what is known as the Phlegrean Plain and the districts of Liguria". 

"Onou 	Civ )4A/ital towircog osLoak, 	uToXciit, Ta.rjeoc ki3Ocov, Uionip Tav iv -wig 
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Xixvoig avaPartokvcov• Toiitav yap toy wormy yevoaivou aciatiati td "GE nEpl, 
ILITUA.01/ avetpann Kai TO 49%.Eypalov icakat5[1Evov neoiov Kai, to =pi, TTIV ALTUOTLKTIV 
x6pay.  

The Greek place-name Ligustike, i.e. "Liguria", must be taken to refer to an area lar-
ger than the present-day Italian region. In fact, ancient Liguria extended beyond 
Liguria proper to Marseilles and the Rhone: in some (though exceptional) cases, the 
coast of Catalonia is described by Greek authors as part of "Liguria" (Capelle 1924, 
co1.368). 
The date we have given is simply a terminus ante quem provided by the death of 
Aristotle, for the exact date of the Meteorologica is much debated. 

( 31) autumn-winter of 304-303 s.c. Ionia 
inscriptions Marmor Parium FGrHist 239 B 24 = IG 12.5.444 

literature Chatelain (1909); Robert (1978); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

The Marmor Parium is a local chronicle preserved in an inscription. Amongst histori-
cal events worthy of note it also records some natural phenomena, including a report 
of seismic activity for the year 304-303 B.c.: "Starting with the earthquakes which 
occurred in Ionia". 

['AAP -rciilv au[o]pliiv toiv fylEvoOvaw Ka0"Iawiay. 

The chronological position of the entry suggests earthquakes at the beginning of the 
year 304-303 B.c. Panessa (1991, p.284) points out that this is "the earliest historical 
evidence of earthquakes which can be confidently dated [for Asia Minor]". 
Unfortunately we have no supporting evidence from other sources. 

( 32) 287 B.C. • Lysimachia, the Hellespont, the Thracian Chersonese 
sources 1 	Pomp. Trog. apud Just. Epit. 17.1.1-3 

sources 2 	Oros. Hist. 3.23.57 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his Epitome of Trogus, Justinus records an earthquake which affected the Thracian 
Chersonese, the Hellespont and Lysimachia: "At about this time, there was an earth-
quake in the region of the Hellespont and the Chersonese, but it was the city of 
Lysimachia, founded by king Lysimachus twenty-two years earlier, which was worst 
affected, being reduced to ruins. This was a bad omen for Lysimachus and his house, 
for it not only caused havoc in the regions where it was felt, but was also a portent of 
his own fall from power". 

Per idem ferme tempus, Hellesponti et Chersonesi regionibus terrae motus fuit, maxime 
tamen Lysimachia urbs, ante duos et viginti annos a Lysimacho rege condita, eversa 
est. Quod portentum dira Lysimacho stirpique eius ac regni ruinam cum Glade vexata-
rum regionum portendebat. 

The earthquake is interpreted as a blow of fate, the city being destroyed only twenty-
two years after its foundation. For other earthquakes of uncertain date in the 
Hellespont area, see entry (026) above. 



( 033 ) autumn-winter of 279 B.C. Delphi >landslide< 
sources 	Pomp. Trog. apud Iust. Epit. 24.8.9; Paus. 10.23.1 
literature Pechoux (1977); Bousquet and Pechoux (1981); Bearzot (1989) 
catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Galanopoulos (1961); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989);  Guidoboni (1989) 

A landslide probably caused by an earthquake prevented Brennus and his Gauls from 
sacking the sanctuary at Delphi. In his Epitome of Trogus, Justinus writes: "They 
[the enemy], too, immediately felt the presence of the god, for part of a mountain 
broke off in an earthquake and fell on the Gaulish army, and a heavy rain of sharp 
stones descended, causing some casualties amongst them". 

Praesentiam dei et ipsi statim sensere, nam et terrae motu portio montis abrupta 
Gallorum stravit exercitum et confertissimi cunei non sine vulneribus ostium dissipati 
ruebant. 

Pausanias also mentions that an earthquake struck Brennus and his Gauls during an 
expedition against Delphi: "The Greeks who had mustered at Delphi drew up in order 
of battle against Brennus and his army, and the gods soon sent the barbarians disas-
ter warnings of the plainest kind. Thus the area occupied by the Gaulish army was 
heavily shaken for most of the day; and there was continual thunder and lightning". 

Btivvcp Si Kai ti otpcuria T651/ 'LE 'EXXimOV of ig AEX(1)01:3g depoto0v-rEg etVTET4CEVTO, 
Kai toil papf3cipoic  dv-reurj[ictive to h< TUC) Ocoii Taxi) to Kai, thy 'i,Ci[LEV 4avep05-ra-ra. 
rj TE yl3cp yrj 3thott, Ocniv inEixEv 	tthv FaXatuiv otpattd, PLEth0g, Kal enl 7EXEiGTOV 
eCIEI,ETO 	 Ppovtal, TE Kal KEpaliVOi CTUVEXEig ey ivovto. 

According to Bearzot (1989, pp.73-7), this passage from Pausanias is unreliable be-
cause it seems to be inspired by similar passages in Herodotus; but such an argument 
is itself not always satisfactory, because mimesis amongst ancient authors is a con-
stant of classical historiography. For the seismicity of Parnassus, see Pechoux (1977) 
and Bousquet and Pechoux (1981, p.51, with bibliography). 

( 034) 268 B.c. Picenum 
sources 	Frontin. Strat. 1.12.3;  Flor. 1.14.2; Oros. Hist. 4.4.5-7 
literature Lippold (1976); Traina (1994 a) 
catalogues Manetti [1457]; Filippo da Secinara (1652); Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); von Hoff (1840); 

Mallet (1853);  Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

An earthquake occurred during the decisive battle between the Roman army and that 
of the Piceni in 268 B.C.; and there is a certain analogy between the account of this 
earthquake and that of the 217 B.c. earthquake during the battle of Lake Trasimeno 
between the Romans and the Carthaginians (see entry ( 038 )). The former battle sea-
led the victory of the consul Sempronius Sophu.s over the Piceni, and gave the Romans 
control of Ascoli and the stretch of the Adriatic coast between the rivers Esino and 
Salino. 
The most detailed description of the earthquake is to be found in Paulus Orosius. 
Although he is the latest of all the sources (5th century A.D.), his own sources were 
excellent. After mentioning some prodigies for the year 478 ab Urbe condita in Rome 
and Cales, he goes on as follows: "The next year, the consul Sempronius led an army 
against the Piceni; and when the two sides were within spear range, the earth sud-
denly shook with a terrifying roar, with the result that both forces were struck with 
fear at such a prodigy, and stood dumbfounded. For a long time the troops on both 137 
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sides hesitated in amazement, feeling that this was a judgment on their undertaking; 
but finally they hurled themselves into action. So terrible was the conflict that it 
could rightly be said that the earth trembled with a terrifying moan, because it real-
ised that it was to receive so much human blood". 

Sequenti abhinc anno Sempronius consul adversum Picentes duxit exercitum. Et cum 
directae intra iactum teli utraque acies constitisset, repente ita cum horrendo fragore 
terra tremuit, ut stupore miraculi utrumque pavefactum agmen hebesceret. Diu atto-
niti utrimque populi haesitavere praeiudicata incepti coscientia; tandem procursu con-
cito iniere certamen. Triste adeo id bellum fuit, ut merito dicatur tantum humanum 
sanguinem susceptura etiam cum gemitu horrisono tunc terra tremuisse. 

The chronological scheme used in this passage is not that usually adopted by Paulus 
Orosius and based on a dating of the foundation of Rome to 752 B.c., following the Fasti 
Capitolini and Fabius Pictor. If that were the case, he would be dating the earth-
quake to 274 B.C., which would clash with other parallel accounts of the same event. 
The dating to 479 ab Urbe condita is not a mistake, in fact, for it has been pointed out 
that in this part of the Historiae adversus paganos Orosius adopts a different chrono-
logical scheme, dating the foundation of Rome to 747 ac., as he does in certain other 
passages as well (Lippold 1976, a, pp.467-8). There is thus no doubt that the date of 
the battle and the earthquake is 268 B.C. 
There may be echoes of an annalistic source in Orosius' account; and there are cer-
tainly such echoes in Florus' brief reference to the earthquake: "When the earth shook 
during the battle, he [Sempronius Sophus] placated the goddess Earth by promising 
her a temple". 

Qui tremente inter proelium campo Tellurem deam promissa aede placavit. 

The temple to Tellus was indeed built in Rome that year: at the foot of the Esquiline 
between the Fagutal and the Carinae. Consul Sempronius Sophus' triumph is record-
ed in other sources as having taken place that year, but none of them mentions the 
earthquake. 
It is likely that both Orosius and Florus drew on the same annalist, for a comparison 
between the two passages does not reveal any substantial divergences, in spite of their 
quite different nature. It is true that the earthquake is interpreted differently by the 
two writers; but that can be accounted for in terms of Orosius' selective use of material 
as a Christian. He omits the details of Sempronius' promise, but stresses the bloody 
nature of the battle, in which a great deal of pagan Roman blood was spilled. 
The tradition of Frontinus seems to be different. In his Strategemata, written during 
the reign of Domitian (81-96 A D ), he mentions that the earthquake struck terror into 
both armies. But it was apparently then that the consul urged his men to take advan-
tage of the panic aroused in the enemy by their superstitio, and attack. Thanks to this 
timely exhortation, Sempronius was apparently victorious all along the line: "When 
the consul T.Sempronius Gracchus was engaged in battle with the Piceni, a sudden 
earthquake threw both armies into a state of alarm". 

T.Sempronius Gracchus consul, acie adversus Picentes directa, cum subitus terrae 
motus utrasque partes con fudisset. 

This tradition is certainly anecdotal, and less careful than the others in historical 
terms. The text which has come down to us wrongly names the consul as T(itus) 
Sempronius Gracchus; but this is probably a simple scribal error, at least as regards 
the praenomen Titus, which was unusual for the Sempronii Gracchi. Furthermore, 
there is nothing here to establish a connection with T(iberius) Sempronius Gracchus, 
who was consul in 238. 



( 035) c.228-224 B.C. • Cytinium, • Doris, the northern coast of Boeotia 
>seismic sea-wave? <I 

sources 	Pol. 20.5.7 
inscriptions Bousquet (1988) 
literature Bousquet and Pechoux (1981); Robert (1978); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

There is an inscription, found at Xanthus in Lycia and datable to the 3rd century B.c., 
containing a letter from the Dorians of Cytinium — the chief city of Doris, a small 
region on the northern slopes of Mt.Parnassus, in central Greece — which mentions 
an earthquake and asks for financial assistance from their blood brothers at Xanthus: 
"The Dorians of the Metropolis who live at Cytinium send greetings to the Boule and 
people of Xanthus. We and the Aetolians have sent as ambassadors to you Lamprias 
son of Pancles, Aenetus son of Polytas and Phegeus son of Sotion to give you a person-
al report in accordance with their instructions. At the time when king Antigonus 
invaded Phocis, parts of the walls of all our cities had collapsed in earthquakes and 
our young men had rushed for help to the sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi. When the 
king reached Doris, he destroyed the walls of all the cities and burned the houses. We 
therefore beg you to be mindful of our relationship to you, and not to remain indiffer-
ent to the ruins of Cytinium, the chief city of our country, but to give us all the help 
you can to rebuild the city walls, and to demonstrate to the Greeks your goodwill 
towards our people and our city, by helping us to find resources in a manner worthy of 
our ancestors, of you yourselves, of Heracles and of his descendants. For our part, we 
shall render thanks to you as you may require. You should know that you are re-
garded with favour not only by us but also by the Aetolians and the other Dorians, and 
especially by king Ptolemy, because of our relationship through our kings". 

A(upiti(uv Tully (igto / Ma-rpoTrOkuog oL ITO XIV KUT£V10V OLKEOVTEg E."' aVOLCOV Tat, 13011/X,th 

xal. 2051 Ocilicut, xccipeiv./CureardXxc,tig no0' '61,a irpio/13itg xal avris K al 201 Ai-at/X.0i 

Aaltapi,aV [111aVK k£ 0 AilVETOV / HOX1320C, (1311'*( Xurricovog toilg 80"ccXEyriool.tivoug nips" 
cov / ix0VTL -rag iv-roX6g- 	 yeti) egtaiv, Ka0' Ov xat,p6v / 6 Pacrasi)g 'Av-ri,yovog 
iviPaki iv -rdcv cDcoxi,occ, -dov TE / TELX£COV [tipi ttva K ataltE3226K E IV 1:37t0 TOW GE LOWIJV 

Tra/odv -rey. noXLwv xal tong Aim-rip:rug E iOPOCCOOTiK E< L`V iv TO Epo(v) toy 'ATtOkXwvog 
toy iv Ackfl)oig• Trapayiv4tivog 8i 6 pccolXiiig iv Teo/ Acop1,8a td 'LE TEIXT1 avow 

K CETEOK °EVE ltaGoaV / Taal LOXICOV Kai Tag OLK 1.ag KaTEKa130E.  efiCi01.1£g 01:3V 141£ / 

Kvau9iv-rag tag ovyy EVE Lag Tag imapxotioag (Aviv / 1t00' 1:311e IA nrptiSEiv Tap, 
1E71,a-ray tav eV Tat, Matpot6Xti 7101XLV KUTVLOV EakEtel)0Eicyctv, (ilk& poccOorjoat, (Aviv 
iv [-reyv] / trtxLGvov -rdg grOX"og ica0' 6 xa Suva-ray 	4)CaVTIta E RI/ [LEV, Kai (131aVEpaV 

notfloat, tot; TAlcivot,g -refl.", nap' i)p,ciiv EiivoLa[v] / noTI. TE TO E0V0<g) 

[tUIV Kai Ta[t 320 XIV, ouvavtikafiol,tivoug a iwg / Kai iraiv JrpoyOvwv xaL 14115V CaiTOW 
Kai Tut)" EpaK XiOg Kai TO5V Cutoy a/v(0v atitov K Ca. G t g S'E xdpyrag Cuto8woill.tig Ka' 
O ica 7CapaK XT1TE • y LV(LOKETE Se 01) [LOVOV (Aviv Etixapicrrijg EOVTEg dIket xal / Frolic 
Ai-au/N.61;g Kai, toig eikXot,g Awpiimg JaiOL xal IllakiOta PaCTIkEi: / 1-120X,E[ta1011 tna TO 

017),EVT1 61105"V E [1E1/ K aTa tons 13ccolksig. 

The inscription shows that seismicity was not confined to the southern slopes of 
Mt.Parnassus, where we have noted it in relation to Delphi, but was also particularly 
strong and destructive on the other side, where Doris was situated. 
The fact that the inscription mentions the need to rebuild collapsed city walls suggests 
that this was an earthquake of some intensity. There were multiple shocks and 
nearby cities also lost part of their walls. All this happened when the troops of 
Antigonus Doson were invading Phocis. Bousquet (1988) relates this earthquake to 
those which struck Melitaea, on the north side of the Othrys mountains, in the seismic 139 
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area centred on Atalante and Thermopylae. Apparently the king of the Athamanes 
gave ten silver talents on this occasion, towards the rebuilding of the walls at 
Melitaea. Bousquet thinks it likely that the damage was caused between 228 and 224 
B.C. This is the period of the famous earthquake at Rhodes (see entry ( 036 )); but it 
seems unlikely that the two earthquakes are connected, given the distance between 
the two areas and the frequency of earthquakes in Doris (Panessa 1991, pp.327-8). 
There may be a connection between this earthquake and the receding of the sea in the 
gulf of Larymna, at the northern end of Boeotia, as recorded by Polybius: "Antigonus 
had become Philip's guardian after the death of Demetrius, and he was sailing on offi-
cial business to Larymna at the tip of Boeotia when, as a result of an extraordinary 
receding of the sea, his vessels found themselves on dry land". 

'AvTryovog !kith toy ArvnTplou OdvaToy iniTponilicyag 4) Lki,nnou, 7rXkov eni Trvag 
npc c Lg 7EpOg Tag icrxatiag trjs BoLoyticcg epos ACcputIVCCV, naporokorr yivottivrig 
rillau'rTiorg iKcieroav Eig TO 	ai VT1Eg CCU-Mu. 

( 036) c.227 B.C. • Camirus, •Rhodes, •the island of Telos, • Carla, 
• Lycia 

sources 1 	Pol. 5.88.1-4; Paus. 2.7.1 
sources 2 	Diod. Frag. 26.4.8; Strabo 14.2.5; Plin. n.h. 34.41; Orac. Sibyll. 4.101; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 134a; 

Oros. Hist. 4.13.13; Chron. Pasch. 175; Georg. Sync. 525; Cedren. 264 

inscriptions SGDI 3486; IG 12.1.708 = Syll.3  505 
literature Torr (1885); Hiller von Gaertringen (1931); Robert (1978); Adam and Blanc (1989); 

Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Manetti [14571; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Capelle (1924); Sieberg (1932 a); Galanopoulos (1960); Shebalin et al. (1974); 
Ben-Menahem (1979); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

This is the disastrous earthquake which caused the famous Colossus of Rhodes to col-
lapse, and also struck Lycia and Caria, and probably the island of Telos as well. 
Polybius (5.88.1-4) describes the earthquake in most detail, and he tells how the dis-
aster redounded to the benefit of the city, because the generous help given by their 
neighbours was one of the earliest significant examples of "international solidarity" 
known to us: "At about the time I have been speaking of, the Rhodians, availing them-
selves of the pretext of the earthquake which had occurred a short time previously, 
and which had caused the collapse of their great Colossus and most of the walls and 
arsenals, made such sound practical use of the incident that the disaster was a cause 
of improvement to them rather than of damage. 
So great is the difference both to individuals and states between caution and wisdom 
on the one hand, and folly with negligence on the other, that in the latter case good 
fortune actually inflicts damage, while in the former disaster is the cause of profit. 
The Rhodians at least so dealt with the matter, that by laying stress on the greatness 
of the calamity and its dreadful character, and by conducting themselves at public 
audiences and in private meetings with the greatest seriousness and dignity, they had 
such an effect on cities and especially on kings, that not only did they receive most 
lavish gifts, but the donors themselves felt that a favour was being conferred on 
them". 

`POSLoi Si KaTa Tor); Irpoetprittivoug xcupak inetkrwrivor Trig 643,optvrig trig Kat& TONI 
crirop.Ov toy yivOuevov nap' crOToig 13paxii )(pow!) npOTepov, iv oi cruveh TOv to 

K OkOCTOOV toy 1...riyCCV nsosiv xai to 7tkELCITCC T651/ 'LE LX6V Kai Toiv veuviADv. 	oiiTcog 

vouvExciig Kai npay[taTocojc TO yEyovOg 	 otopeoioaog be ttakkov, 



airtoig aZtiov yEvioeat, to crOparaol,ta. 	T000irrov ayvoia KaL Patau[Lia SiaOm, nap' 
avepoinotg inulikEi,ag Kai (Opovrjoewg nepi, TE Toi); Kat' iSiav 131,oug Kai Tag Koivag 
noXt,TEiag, dion Toig p,EV Kai tag i7ELTUXi.ag 13)6if3iv inapipm, tog Si Kai tag 
niptniTiiag inavope6oecog yivio0ai naparti,ag. 	of yoi3v POSLot TOTE nap& TON/ 
xsiptoROv tO !ley OtiqUETWIACC notoiivTig ttiya Kai Savoy, autol Si oil.tv6ig Kai 
npooTaTuccog Kat& tag npcopeiag xpc4iivot Taig ivTiiecri, Kai Taig KaTa kpog 
kukiaug, Eig Taft' ijyayov tag n6kiig, Kai RakiotaOg pacrikeig, U.ioTE 	I.LOvov 
xattpcivetv Swpiecg imepr3aXXoikvag, Cckka KaL xciptv np000$1,keiv a-6Toig tong SLS6vTag. 

Polybius (5.88.5-90.4) goes on to specify the lavish grants and gifts offered to Rhodes 
by other kings and tyrants, such as Hiero and Gelo of Syracuse, Ptolemy IV of Egypt 
and Antigonus of Macedonia. Diodorus also mentions assistance offered to the people 
of Rhodes by Hiero. 
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According to Pausanias, the earthquake struck not only Rhodes but the neighbouring 
regions of Caria and Lycia: "The same earthquake also damaged the cities of Lycia and 
Caria, and the shock was particularly felt in the island of Rhodes, so the Sibylline ora-
cle concerning Rhodes appeared to have been fulfilled". 

'EKdKcocrE Si Kai, nipi KapLav Kal AUK i.CCV tag nakitg 1CaL To&oLg icrti,o0r1 110.10.Ta 
vepog, dime Kai tO kayiov 	 Eiptikkr,i x6 ig Tip/ T6Sov 

What the Sibylline Oracles in fact had to say was: "Rhodes too will have its last but 
greatest disaster". 

"1-1E1, KaL POSLOig KaKOV ii0TCCTOV, aka p..1,1,ciTov. 

There is a certain amount of disagreement about the date of this earthquake. 
Polybius gives the latest date, placing it in a year shortly before 219/218 B.c. 
Diodorus, on the other hand, places it in 227/6 B.C., while Pliny claims that the 
Colossus collapsed in an earthquake sixty-six years after it had been erected. 
However, there is some uncertainty about Pliny's text at this point, and the somewhat 
debated critical reading gives fifty-six years later. Hence, if the Colossus was dedicat-
ed in 290, it collapsed either in 224/3 or in 234/3. 
Different datings can also be found amongst modern scholars, ranging from 222 B.C. 

(Capelle 1924, co1.354) to "about 227" (Torr 1885, p.15), and 227 or 226 B.C. (Hiller von 
Gaertringen 1931, co1.785). 
There is, an inscription (scm 3486) from Telos, dating to the 2nd century B.C., which 
records that it too was struck by the earthquake: "Decree of the Telians, as proposed 
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by the high priest. Since Aristomenes of Telos, son of Aristobulus, has in the past 
always behaved in an exemplary fashion towards the people of Telos, to their frequent 
and considerable advantage, and then, when chosen as high priest under the ministry 
of Aglocritus, administered with fairness and justice all income and contributions, and 
subsequently, when an earthquake occurred and houses, walls and towers collapsed, 
dedicated himself with zeal to the work of sound and useful reconstruction, not only 
granting without hesitation contributions previously given, but also providing un-
stinting assistance in everything [---]". 

rEoolE TTIX1,01.,g, iEpancikou yveipa. 	iJtiL81) 'Apiatottivig 'ApLotto/131aiiXau [TiOktog Ev 
tc VIA Jtpcitzpov xpOvwi aviv dya0Og tithv / LIETO■.E 1, TEE pl. toy oaRov Toy Tiki,cov noXXag 
Kal µeyaag [xpEL/a]g twi K[oilv(iiL napexcip,Evoc, aip8Oelg tic iEpanokog in' E p[Efig / 
'Ay ki(oK pitou Eltdaalg Tag Tro068o ug Kai T6( TEkiallaTO, O[pekiic / KUL] &Kaik); <d)> 
it K101401[1,1(3E, CIE 10[10i) tc ycvollivau KCCI, [o111( 	/ Klai tthv TELVOW KCet nov TrUpycov 
oLaacaTOiv-rwv irdaav Eanov/Salv Kai 4nkatialav btaricla-ro Eig to civoLK000ariEbia,Ev / 
[-cla natioc6aEva intaKEvag 'oak* Kai kyoutik6ig, ov 1[6vov to / yi]vciacva [dig Taiita 
nkicri.tata &boll); anp4aaiatcog, &XXI& / Karl Ka0' aiqtalv xpeiav iv JteCOLV EKTEVT1 
7CapEXOtiEVOg Karl 

There is also an inscription (rG 12.1.708 = Syll.3  505) found at Camirus in the island of 
Rhodes, on a hill pertaining to the necropolis, and possibly dating to the 3rd century 
B.C. With reference to Camirus, it states: "[Altar] of those who died in the earth-
quake". 

To5v Kath -thy aciavav tiketrtaadvnov. 

This last inscription in particular could perhaps be referring to the subsequent earth-
quake at Rhodes in 199-198. See the relevant entry for further information concern-
ing the dating of other inscriptions. 
Since the Colossus was one of the "seven wonders of the world", the earthquake which 
destroyed it is mentioned in a number of sources. The earliest references are in 
Strabo and Pliny. Strabo says: "The Colossus was broken off at knee height by the 
earthquake, and now lies flat on the ground". 

Ka Tat oE NrOV int0 OE 1(41013 ItE0611 nipiKA.ao0iig dna tiiv yovatow. 

The fame of the Colossus is confirmed by Pliny, who writes: "The Colossus of the Sun 
at Rhodes was wondered at by everyone. It was made by Chares Lindius, who was a 
pupil of Lysippus, mentioned above. The statue was seventy cubits high and was 
knocked down sixty-six years later by an earthquake; but it still remains an object of 
wonder". 

Ante omnes autem in admiratione fuit Solis colossus Rhodi, quem fecerat Chares 
Lindius, Lysippi supra dicti discipulus. Lxx cubitorum altitudinis fuit hoc simula-
crum, post Lxvi annus terrae motu prostratum, sed iacens quoque miraculo est. 

( 037) June 217 B.c. •Cisalpine Gaul, •Liguria 
>seismic sea-wave, landslides, diversion of rivers <1 

sources 	Coel. Antip. fr. 20 Peter, apud Cic. De div. 1.35.78 
catalogues Mercalli (1897); Guidoboni (1989) 

Of the numerous Latin and Greek sources which record an earthquake at the same 
time as the battle of Lake Trasimeno between Hannibal and the Romans (see entry 
( 038 ), only Coelius Antipater, a 2nd century B.C.historian of whose works only a few 
fragments survive (the one which concerns us is recorded by Cicero), mentions that 



there were also earthquakes in Liguria and Gaul: "Coelius has added the further nota-
ble fact that, at the very time this disastrous battle was going on, earthquakes of such 
violence occurred in Liguria, in Gaul, on several islands, and in every part of Italy, 
that a large number of towns were destroyed, landslips took place in many regions, the 
earth sank, rivers flowed upstream, and the sea invaded their channels". 

Magnum illud etiam quod addidit Coelius, eo tempore ipso, cum hoc calamitosum 
proelium fieret, tantos terrae motus in Liguribus, Gallia compluribusque insulis tota-
que in Italia factos esse, ut multa oppida conruerint, multis locis labes factae sint ter-
raeque desederint fluminaque in contrarias partes fluxerint atque in amnes mare 
influxerit. 

As far as Gaul is concerned, the fragment of Coelius Antipater may well refer only to 
Cisalpine Gaul: in other words, northern Italy. Since Liguria is a long way from Lake 
Trasimeno, it is very likely that we are dealing with two separate events. 

( 038) June 217 B.C. Lake Trasimeno, Etruria 
>landslides, diversion of rivers< 

sources 	Coel. Antip. fr. 20 Peter, apud Cic. De div. 1.35.78; Liv. 22.5.8; Plin. n.h. 2.200; Flor. 1.22.14; 

Plut. Fab. Max. 3.2; Dio Cass. 14 apud Zon. 8.25; Oros. Hist. 4.15.6 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Filippo da Secinara (1652); Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); von Hoff (1840); 

Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

A variety of different seismic events in widely scattered locations are recorded for 217 
B.C. There is evidence of a tremor being felt near Lake Trasimeno, and written sources 
say that it coincided with the battle between Romans and Carthaginians. They all 
agree that it was a very violent earthquake and that it affected many areas, causing 
substantial damage to the countryside. 
The earliest source is Coelius Antipater, a 2nd century B.C. historian of whose work 
only a few fragments survive. The one which concerns us is recorded by Cicero: 
"Coelius has added the further notable fact that, at the very time this disastrous battle 
was going on, earthquakes of such violence occurred in Liguria, in Gaul, on several 
islands, and in every part of Italy, that a large number of towns were destroyed, land-
slips took place in many regions, the earth sank, rivers flowed upstream, and the sea 
invaded their channels". 

Magnum illud etiam quod addidit Coelius, eo tempore ipso, cum hoc calamitosum 
proelium fieret, tantos terrae motus in Liguribus, Gallia compluribusque insulis tota-
que in Italia factos esse, ut multa oppida conruerint, multis locis labes factae sint ter-
raeque desederint fluminaque in contrarias partes fluxerint atque in amnes mare 
influxerit. 

In Livy's description of the battle, however, the soldiers are quite unaware of the 
earthquake: "The soldiers were so frenzied and so intent on the battle that none of 
them noticed the earthquake, though it destroyed large parts of many Italian cities, 
changed the course of swift-flowing streams, cause the sea to flow back into rivers, and 
produced great mountain landslides". 

Tantusque fuit ardor animorum, adeo intentus pugnae animus, ut eum motum terrae, 
qui multarum urbium Italiae magnas partes prostravit avertitque cursu rapidos 
amnes, mare fluminibus invexit, montes lapsu ingenti proruit, nemo pugnantium sen-
serit. 

Florus records: "for swarms of bees settling on our standards and the reluctance of the 
eagles to advance, and a violent earthquake which ensued upon the beginning of the 
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engagement — and perhaps it was the rush of horses and men and the unusually vi 
lent clash of arms which caused this trembling of the earth — had warned its ras. 
commander of the impending disaster". 

Inminentem temerario duci cladem praedixerant insidentia signis examina et aquilc 
prodire nolentes et commissam aciem secutus terrae tremor; nisi ilium horrorem so 
equitum virorumque discursus et mota vehementius arma fecerunt. 

According to Plutarch: "But as Flaminius himself sprang upon his horse, the anima 
was inexplicably seized with quivering fright, and he was thrown headlong to th 
ground. This did not cause him to abandon his plans in any way, however, for he ha 
set out at the beginning to confront Hannibal, and he now drew up his forces near th 
lake called Thrasymene, in Tuscany. 
When the soldiers of both armies had engaged, at the very crisis of the battle, a 
earthquake occurred, which destroyed cities, diverted rivers from their channels, an 
tore away fragments of cliffs. And yet, although the disaster was so violent, none ( 
the combatants noticed it at all". 

Airreg 45' Eni TOV 'bt7COV akciuivog, E oi)SEveg aiTLOU 7tpoSiiXou itapakOycog ivrpOucru to 
ri,rutou yivoOvau xai nrupv-rog, iETCEOE xai KCCTEVEXOEIg EJti, K E4)CCX1)V Oucog 
EWEWE trjS yv(.6itig, Ct?\.A; thg 	 droxiig anCEVTflOCAL t4 'Avvir3a, nEpi try 
Kakauitviiv Opaaavitiviav kiuviv Trjg Tuppiviag Trape-rdaTo. 	Teiv Si cc-ma-mini) 
au[ipakcivativ EIS xelpac, aim To) Kati*" Trig [taxi; CYUVbtEGE creicrimig, 	cr6 KC 
to? cLc aviTpamioav xai kl3 liata JCOTC41.05V E ESpac !UTE 0211 xai icpriitvdiv intuipac 
nepieppayricvay. 	'AX?N.Cc 'cuing) oiiToi yEVO[liVaU 131,Cti3OU <T013> irdeoug crUSEig t 
aaparcav ijo0ito Tdiv itazoithvwv. 

Dio Cassius (this part of his history is preserved, in a somewhat abridged form, in th 
work of the Byzantine historian Zonaras) records: "So great was the uproar and suc 
the confusion and alarm that seized them, that they were not even aware of the earth. 
quakes then occurring, although many buildings fell in ruins and many mountain 
were either split open or collapsed so that they blocked up the ravines, and rivers shu 
off from their ancient outlets turned elsewhere. Such were the earthquakes whic: 
overwhelmed Etruria, yet the combatants were not conscious of them". 

TO001.-jTO; 8' EyEvcto 136puilog Kai, TO LCCUTT1 Tapak.66Tig £ KTEXT1 Lc KCtTEGXEV al5T01.)g (1■3 
[1.18E T63V 	L (.3!A,C5V TO:JV TOTE yevo0vcov aioOEooai, Kainep nokka uiv &Ka:414m 
KaTippoiri, aala Si Kai TCtiV opcov TeC [IEV Si E GXE , TCt Si Kai 011VEILEGEV, the Kai, Tel 
4apayyag ip4pacti, Kai noTauoi Si Tijg apxcdag E OSov anoKkELGOevTig Ciari 
ETpdTCOVTO. 	T01,0'0'201 kV 0E10[10, Tile TUIDOTIVioa KCCTECTX0V, 015 VEVTOL KCeL C 
!AC:Q(611E1/01 EV Evvoia a4x6v i}4vovTo. 

Orosius elaborates on his sources in the following terms: "The battle at Lak 
Trasimeno was famous as a great disaster for the Romans, but also because it wa 
fought with such intensity and ferocity that the soldiers were totally unaware of a: 
earthquake which took place at the same time. Its violence was such that it is said t 
have destroyed cities, moved mountains, split rocks open and forced rivers to floN 
backwards". 

Famosum hoc apud Trasumennum lacum certamen fait tanta Blade Romano, maxim 
cum ita intentus pugnantum ardor extiterit, ut gravissimum terrae motum, qui tun 
forte tam vehemens factus est, ut urbes diruisse, montes transtulisse, discidisse rupes e 
flumina retrorsum coegisse referatur, pugnantes omnino non senserint. 

This severe earthquake was probably not an isolated event, for Pliny records that the 
earth shook as many as fifty-seven times that year, and that earthquakes were neve 
more frequent than at that time: "the greatest frequency was during the Punic War 



when reports reached Rome of fifty-seven in a single year; and it was in that very year 
that, as they fought at Lake Trasimeno, neither Carthaginians nor Romans noticed a 
severe earthquake". 

Creberrimus Punico Bello intra eundem annum septies ac quinquagies nuntiatus 
Romam, quo quidem anno ad Trasimenum lacum dimicantes maximum motum nec 
Poeni sensere nec Romani. 

The sources give no precise indication as to where the earthquakes were felt, though it 
is clear that many different places were affected over a wide area. The one locality 
mentioned in all the sources is Lake Trasimeno. Dio Cassius mentions "Etruria" but, 
as can be seen from Plutarch, the term indicated an area extending to Lake 
Trasimeno. 
The various sources record the effects of the earthquake on the land: rivers flowed 
backwards, large-scale landslides occurred and many towns were destroyed. Coelius 
Antipater and Livy add a descriptive detail which is lost in the later tradition: they 
tell us that the sea "went back" into the mouths of rivers. This clearly suggests a seis-
mic sea-wave, but unfortunately we cannot tell where it occurred. 
As is so often the case with evidence of this kind from ancient sources, geographical 
references are very broad and territorial limits cannot be precisely identified, with the 
result that it is impossible to establish where exactly these great earth disturbances 
recorded in the sources took place. All we can reasonably do, then, is to accept the evi-
dence that in the summer of 217 B.C.there were several very severe earthquakes, with 
frequent after-shocks, as Pliny tells us, and that, roughly speaking, they took place in 
the northern part of the Tyrrhenian coastal area. One of the tremors was apparently 
also felt in the inland area of the Apennines — near Lake Trasimeno, for example -
but it was not sufficiently powerful to distract the troops engaged in battle. 

( 039) 199-198 B.c. • Sidon, Phoenicia, Syria 
sources 	Posid. F 12 a Theiler 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is a fragment of Posidonius which records that a series of shocks was felt in the 
region of Sidon and, less strongly, in Syria: "As a result of an earthquake in Phoenicia, 
a city above Sidon was swallowed up, and almost two thirds of Sidon itself collapsed, 
but the number of victims was limited, because it did not happen in a single shock. 
The same disaster struck the whole of Syria, but with moderate intensity". 

'Ev Se trj CDOLVI,K11 	y evoliivou t3EL611013 KCETCUTOOTiVal 7E0k1V i8pukvriv intip EL803V0g, 

xai airnig Se EiSwvog OXE861/ tt to 6,o0 !..411 AEGET.V, cikk' 01')K depOcog, (iion µrl nokiyv 
4)06pov dvepctimov yEvoOcci. 	TO b' airrO itdeog Kai. £16, trlV apixtv ariv (51ETELVE, 
[Attpi,wg SE :nog. 

In view of the fragmentary nature of the source, there is nothing we can add. 
Posidonius was born about sixty years after the event, and as one of the greatest 
scholars of his time, his testimony is undoubtedly authoritative. 

( 040) 199-198 [260?] B.C. Chalcis, Euboea >eruption< 
sources 	Posid. F 12 a Theiler; Asclepiodot. apud Sen. NQ 6.17.2-3; Strabo 10.1.9 

literature Panessa (1991); Reinders (1992) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Guidoboni (1989) 

eaVtlo 'Lie 217-199 B.C. 
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After describing a series of shocks in the Sidon area, Posidonius records an earth-
quake which caused a temporary interruption in the flow of a spring at Calcis in the 
island of Euboea. The earthquake was followed by an eruption: "[The disaster] also 
struck some of the Cyclades islands and Euboea, with the result that the springs of 
Arethusa (in Calcis) were obstructed. Some days later the water appeared from a dif-
ferent orifice, while various parts of the island continued to feel shocks. And then a 
chasm opened up in the Lelantean plain and vomited forth a river of burning lava". 

StO3ri Si KCCI EJTI, Tivag vipoug Tag KuKXdoccg Kai TT1V E1VOLCCV, 60TE Trig 'Apiecnimic 
(sate 8' iv Xa),iciSi Kprivri) TI:3cg 3irryag eutor4kco0ijvcc1, cruxvaig 6' illtepaig iicrtipov 
dvapakyat Kat' iXXo Ot61110V, µrd novkaeau Si creio[ieviv Tip/ VTICCOV KOLta 

yfig dvoix0iv iv t4 AriXcivw 	 Sicanjpou no-caRav 

It may in fact be the same event as that recorded by Asclepiodotus, a disciple of 
Posidonius (see Guidoboni 1989, p.653, where the earthquake is simply described as 
occurring before the 1st century s.c.). Seneca refers to Asclepiodotus when mentioning 
an earthquake at Chalcis in central Euboea. He describes the event in very general 
terms, within the context of a consideration of the causes of earthquakes: "The same 
thing happens with air, for the stronger and more mobile it is, the more rapidly it 
bursts forth and the more violently it scatters anything that blocks its way. That is 
what causes the movement of the part of the earth under which the tension has built 
up. The truth of this can be shown as follows: often, when there is an earthquake, if 
only part of the earth is broken open, a wind blows out from there for many days, as 
we are told happened in the case of the earthquake which struck Chalcis. You will 
find this in Asclepiodotus, a pupil of Posidonius, where he too is dealing with the 
causes of natural phenomena. You will also find in other writers that the earth has 
split open in a single place and wind has blown out from there for a considerable time, 
so it must have made for itself a passage through which it could blow". 

Idem spiritu fit, qui, quo valentior agiliorque est, citius eripitur et vehementius saep-
turn omne disturbat: ex quo motus fit, scilicet eius partis sub qua pugnatum est. Quod 
dicitur verum esse et illo probatur: saepe, cum terrae motus fuit, si modo pars eius ali-
qua disrupta est, inde ventus per multos dies fluxit ut traditur factum eo motu quo 
Chalcis laboravit; quod apud Asclepiodotum invenies, auditorem Posidonii, in his ipsis 
quaestionum naturalium causis. Invenies et apud alios auctores hiasse uno loco ter-
ram et inde non exiguo tempore spirasse ventum, qui scilicet, illud iter ipse sibi fecerat 
per quod ferebatur. 

In spite of their naturalistic treatment of events, the sources do not enable us to put 
an exact date on the earthquake, but, with all due caution, it is worth referring to the 
recent hypothesis put forward by Reinders (1992). In an excavation on the site of 
ancient Halus, on the Gulf of Pagasai (and therefore not far from the northern tip of 
Euboea), he noticed that the area of the city which he was excavating had been sud-
denly abandoned around 260 B.C. (though the city was not wholly abandoned, since it 
still survived in the 2nd century ac.). Reinders has therefore put forward what we 
think is perhaps a slightly risky theory that this abandonment was caused by an 
earthquake. The theory is attractive but open to question, because the site has not 
yet been fully investigated. However, the suggested date around 260 B.C. does not 
clash with the literary evidence. 
This area was in any case much subject to earthquakes. Thus Strabo writes (10.1.9): 
"The whole of Euboea is much subject to earthquakes, but particularly the part near 
the strait, which is also subject to subterranean blasts, as are also Boeotia and other 
places I have mentioned already. It is also said that the city which had the same 
name as the island was swallowed up in a disturbance of this kind. The city is also 
mentioned by Aeschylus in his Glaucus Pontius". 
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"Ecm Ss Kai Cinacya Rev rl EiVoLa E'UcrEtatog, liciXtcrta 8' rl nspi, TON,  7topepziv, Kai 
Sixo[Livri nviukurow i)7toSopdg, KaOcinip xai, rl Boterria Kai ealot TOnoL, =pl. by 
8wyrja0mtiv Spa 	apatipov. i)Tre totoii8E mieaug Kai, ;I Owlivwtog trj wimp 
ItOAAg Katcutothivai kiy Etat, fig Rip.vritaL Keel, Alaxaog iv co) ilovticp rkaccp. 

( 041) 199-198 B.c. • Camirus, Didyma?, • Iasus, • Panamara, 
• Rhodes, the island of Calymna, the island of Hiera, 
the island of Samos >emergence of an island< 

sources 	Pomp.Trog. apud Just. Epit. 30.4.1-3 
inscriptions Cousin (1904) = IGSKl 21.4; Segre and Pugliese Carratelli (1949-51); Habicht (1957); 

IGSKl, Die Inschriften von Iasos 28.1, no.4; Inschr. Didyma 132.1-5; Syll.3  1116; SGDI 3609 
literature Holleaux (1904); Habicht (1960); Pugliese Carratelli (1967-68); Robert (1968, 1971, 1978); 

Panessa (1991); Forsyth (1992) 
catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Sieberg (1932 a); Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); 
Guidoboni (1989) 

According to Justinus, who gives Pompeus Trogus as his source, an island emerged 
from the sea between the two islands of Thera and Therasia on the same day that a 
violent earthquake struck Rhodes and other cities: "That same year there was an 
earthquake in the midst of the sea which separates the islands of Thera and Therasia, 
and to the amazement of sailors, an island suddenly appeared out of the waters, which 
were hot. In Asia, too, on that day, the same earthquake struck Rhodes and many 
other cities, causing great damage, and even swallowing some cities in their entirety". 

Eodem anno, inter insulas Theram et Therasiam, medio utriusque ripae maris spatio, 
terrae motus fuit, cum admiratione navigantium repente ex profundo cum calidis 
aquis insula emersit. In Asia quoque, eadem die, idem motus terrae Rhodum multas-
que alias civitates gravi ruinarum labe concussit, quasdam solidas absorbuit. 

There are various fragments of Posidonius (F 11, F 319, F 324 Theiler) which describe 
	 147 
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the spectacular volcanic eruptions leading to the emergence of the island of Hiera 
between Thera and Therasia. Pliny (n.h. 2.202, 4.70) and Plutarch (Mor. 399 C) also 
mention these phenomena, but neither of them refers to the earthquake at Rhodes. 
There is a substantial collection of inscriptions from Rhodes, Caria and the islands of 
Samos and Calymna, dating in general to the 2nd century B.C., which may refer to the 
earthquake mentioned by Justinus; but the fact that the inscriptions are difficult to 
date accurately creates problems as to which particular earthquakes are being re-
ferred to. It is not always easy to relate an inscription to this or that earthquake of 
thirty years or so earlier, as described by Polybius (see entry ( 036 )), or perhaps to 
other earthquakes which are not mentioned in literary sources. 
There are two inscriptions which make reference to the priest Theophanes and record 
earthquake effects on the island of Rhodes. In the one found at the city of Rhodes (on 
the right bank between the outskirts of the town and the village of Koskina (Syll.3 
1116), we read: "During the ministry of Theophanes, when Menecrates of Cibyra was 
president of the association, on the twenty-sixth day of the Hyacinthian month, he 
and other members of the association undertook to rebuild the wall and the funerary 
monuments of those who died in the earthquake". 

i,Epoag OctliNE-uc, cipxEpcxvicrta / MEVEKpaTEU; KLI3UpaTa, `YaK1V01,01) / ktai ig 

LK6t6og, [ToLo]c to-iv ipavia/tolv inavyci,Xa[vro] ELc Tay dvot/KoSo[tav -EGO toi,xou Kai T63V 

[kV& jiE aDV TOW TtEGOVTOW EV twL 0£101107)1.- 

In the inscription from Camirus (Segre and Pugliese Carratelli 1949-51, 110.9-12) we 
read: "Since the walls collapsed in an earthquake at the time of the ministry of 
Theophanes, and since the peripolium was not fortified, [Philocrates] undertook the 
rebuilding of the wall in order to complete it right to the end". 

IIETETCOKO/TCOV TE T6:1V TEiXECOV Sia toy ycyci[tEvov actoltev / 	LE*); Oeu(OcivEvg, Ka'L 

dvamilpau 6v-rog tov ac/piaokiou JrpoEvoixioc VA; TEixoaoiag Ono); Enl ni/pag 

ouv-tekcoOrj. 

There are two other inscriptions, referring to Iasus and Panamara, which show that 
the earthquake probably damaged the region of Caria as well. The inscription re-
ferring to Iasus (IGSK1, 28.1, no.4) dates to the 2nd century B.C. It records a decree of 
the city in favour of Antiochus III and also gives the text of a letter from queen 
Laodice III, which states: "Queen Laodice greets the Boule and the people of Iasus. 
Since I have often heard from my brother of the kindness of which you are capable 
towards his friends and allies, and in order to restore your city, which has encountered 
unforeseen disasters, you are granted your liberty". 

BacnXi.croa Aaooi,xi laOiCOV t1ji 13ovX1iL Kai tthi 	xoapciv. Coca6oucra nkcovcixtg 
TOO 68E40'13 ijV / tE aVTLX1114)1V TOW iCaYTOO (PAW Kai GUM-La)(COV / SLaTEkEi 7COL01:41EVOg 
Kai 	thg 	Tin/ 	i/j1E-Cpctv 	7t6/XLV 	GliV7tT161,1CLOLV 	71E purecroi3csav 	anpocrooicr/toug 

aVaK11106j1EVOg triV TE ?\.E1_10EpjaV 1.)1.11V CCITSWKEV. 

It has been supposed that the inscription is referring to earthquakes. It was first 
published by Pugliese Carratelli (1967-68), who related the context of the inscription 
to the earthquake of 227 B.C. (see entry ( 036 )), identifying the queen as Laodice II. 
The dating was subsequently corrected by Robert (1971), who identified Laodice as 
Laodice III and related the inscription to the earthquake of 199-198. 
The inscription from Panamara (Cousin 1904, no.3 = IGSK1 21.4) dates to the 2nd cen-
tury s.c., and records restoration work carried out by an official of king Philip V: "Since 
the walls had been shaken by an earthquake, he devoted himself unremittingly to the 
task of repairing them, and saw to it that the work was completed". 

EVVGELOCV1PCCOV T6TIV TELVWV i3JTO tov / OE Lajtali, 	 napexcov ctiqyziv, 

ilEaKEtiaoEv acivta. 



2nd century B.C. Greek inscription: reference 	of 199-198 B.c. Inscription collection of the 
is made to damage suffered by the city of lasus Missione Archeologica Italiana at Iasus, 
(Caria) — very probably in the earthquake 

	
Kiyikiglacik Koyii, Milas, Turkey. 

Another inscription (Habicht 1957, no.64, 18-22) records the generous work of a doctor 
when an earthquake struck the Aegean island of Samos: "[The doctor Diodorus] 
during earthquakes which occurred on our island, and since many had suffered inju-
ries of all kinds and rapid action was necessary because of the extraordinary nature of 
the event, worked unstintingly on behalf of all and sundry". 

'Ev -cc -wig Ey elv%thvotg ocialwic na/p' 	nokX1cOlv nEphinecrOvToiv blucTxpEcitv xai 
navroOlanaig ;an-1y aig &à TO Jtapcib[olov Toti 014.1.7tT61.1CCTO; 	[nploo&o[tivig o Eras 
Tfig t0Eplanzi,ag O[toi.cog JtaGIV [TITIV C6520'113 xpEiav 1.tEp1o3v i[PorilericrEv. 

The dating of this inscription varies between 201 and 197 ac., and it may perhaps be 
referring to an earthquake which occurred shortly before the one at Rhodes in 199-198 
(for the differing interpretations provided by scholars, see Robert 1978, pp.406-7). 
There is a fragmentary inscription (sGDI 3609), found near the temple of Apollo at 
Calymna and dating to the 2nd century B.C., which mentions earthquakes on the 
island: "In the Carnean month [August-September]. Earthquakes occurred contin-
ually in the island, placing us in danger [---] embassy [---]". 

MqvOg icapve Lau / Ey Ey EVTI piEV(.01/ CrliVEX(i5V GE Lo [165V Ei[V to Va GO?, 811 thy aµuiv 
K WoUVE1JOVATWV - - -1T pi EGP ElYraV OE [---1. 

The memory of earthquakes in Caria seems to account for votive offerings such as that 
referred to in an inscription from the sanctuary of Didyma near Miletus (Inschr. 
Didyma 132.1-5), which mentions the fear aroused in the populace when an earth-
quake struck nearby cities. The inscription dates to the last quarter of the 2nd cen-
tury B.C. (previously, in Guidoboni 1989, p.654, we went as far as to suggest that an 
earthquake had occurred at about that date; and our hypothesis still has some 149 
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weight), and contains the text of an oracle relating to the cult of Poseidon, found on an 
altar dedicated to him, and made by Andronicus, who was treasurer and supervisor of 
the building of the temple of Apollo at Didyma, not far from Miletus: "The god has 
spoken: petition Poseidon Asphalios with sacrifices in this sign, and pray to him to 
come propitiously and to preserve the appearance of your city, without tremors and 
without danger". 

(DEO; gxpricrEv-/ 'ACYOkEOV 01) GI OWL HOGE L ofiCOVa ikaaa008 	TO3LoE bet 011 LOA xal  
CeLTEiGer 1,kccov ixvEio0aL / 00:4£ IN 8' 1:711Ete prig x6crliov nokewg dcrOcketrrov / ex-rOg 

LvtyUvou. 

Since Poseidon is given the epithet Asphalios, the feared danger from which protec-
tion is sought must be an earthquake. As Robert (1968, p.577) points out, earth-
quakes aroused anxiety in areas close to the area of damage, probably because of a 
fear of further tremors. 

( 042) shortly after 15 March 193 B.C. Italy 
sources 	Liv. 34.55.1-4 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Filippo da Secinara (1652); Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1899); Galli (1906); Guidoboni (1989) 

According to Livy, there was a whole succession of earthquakes in 193 B.C.: "At the 
beginning of the year when L.Cornelius and Q.Minucius were consuls, earthquakes 
were reported with such frequency that people grew weary not only at the news itself 
but also at the religious ceremonies which were prescribed on that account; for senate 
meetings could not be held nor public administration carried on, because the consuls 
were busy with sacrifices and expiatory ceremonies. Finally the decemvirs were or-
dered to consult their books, and prayers were said for three days, as their response 
required. Men wearing garlands on their heads prayed at all the couches of the gods, 
and all members of a single family were ordered to pray together. Also, on the 
instructions of the senate, the consuls ordered that no-one should report an earth-
quake on a day when religious ceremonies were to take place in relation to another 
earthquake which had already been reported". 

Principio anni quo L.Cornelius Q.Minucius consules fuerunt, terrae motus ita crebri 
nuntiabantur ut non rei tantum ipsius sed feriarum quoque ob id indictarum homines 
taederet; nam neque senatus haberi neque res publica administrari poterat sacrifican-
do expiandoque occupatis consulibus. Postremo decemviris adire libros iussis, ex 
responso eorum supplicatio per triduum fuit. Coronati ad omnia pulvinaria supplica-
verunt, edictumque est ut omnes qui ex una familia essent supplicarent pariter. Item 
ex auctoritate senatus consules edixerunt ne quis, quo die terrae motu nuntiato feriae 
indictae essent, eo die alium terrae motum nuntiaret. 

Livy does not indicate where the earthquakes occurred, but simply records that 
reports of earthquakes were continually reaching Rome, and that the normal expia-
tory religious ceremonies were held there. So serious was the situation that it was 
impossible to follow normal practice for procuratio prodigiorum. From Livy's account 
itself, and from the calm reaction of the populace as recorded by him, it would seem 
that the earthquakes were not felt in Rome. At that period, Roman rule extended 
roughly from the river Po to Sicily (including the islands in the Tyrrhenian Sea); but 
we have no geographical references which might allow us to establish where this long 
series of earthquakes took place. 
From 222 to 153 ac., the consuls took office on 15 March, and from 153 B.C. onwards on 
1 January. 



(043) 192 B.C. Rome 

	

sources 	Liv. 35.40.7 

literature Coarelli (1988); Molin and Guidoboni (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Filippo da Secinara (1652); Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); 

Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1899); Galli (1906); Guidoboni (1989) 

In 192 B.C. earthquake tremors shook Rome for thirty-eight days; but apart from alarm, 
Livy records no other effects. As far as Rome was concerned, in fact, the earthquake 
was recorded by Livy as of less consequence than a fire which raged in the Forum 
Boarium: "Two very alarming events took place in Rome in the same period: one lasted 
longer but was less destructive: the earth shook for thirty-eight days. Hence that 
number of days was spent as a holiday in apprehension and fear; and the occurrence 
caused a three-day period of prayer to be held". 

Romae per idem temp us duo maximi fuerunt terrores, diutinus alter, sed segnior: terra 
dies duodequadraginta movit; per totidem dies feriae in sollicitudine ac metu fuere tri-
duum eius rei causa supplicatio habita est. 

Livy specifically describes the terrified reaction of the populace as "groundless alarm", 
but makes it clear that the fire in the Forum Boarium had terrible consequences for 
both people and buildings (see Coarelli 1988 for subsequent building activity). City 
life was brought to a halt throughout the period when the tremors were felt, so that 
the expiatory ceremonies ordered by the magistrates could be carried out — including, 
as Livy specifies, three days of communal prayer. 
It is interesting to compare what happened on this occasion with the preceding earth-
quakes of 193 B.C. (see entry ( 042 )). In the later case, the interruption to public ad- 
ministration did not arouse resentment in the populace, because they could feel the 
tremors. Since there is no mention of specific damage in Rome itself, it may be that 
the epicentre of the earthquake was either in the central Apennines (perhaps in the 
region of L'Aquila or Rieti) or else in the Alban Hills, since that area was known for 
periods of seismic activity which could be felt in Rome but were not of great intensity. 

( 044) September 179 B.c. Rome 

	

sources 1 	Liv. 40.59.7-8 

	

sources 2 	Obseq. 7 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Nissen (1883); Galli (1906); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Livy includes an earthquake amongst some prodigies which caused the Romans to 
revive the annual September ludi. The tremors caused movements of the heads of 
statues set out on couches for the lectisternium: "The earth shook; and in public tem-
ples where there was a lectisternium the heads of the gods on the couches turned 
away, and the covered dish which had been placed before Jupiter fell from the table". 

Terra movit; in fanis publicis, ubi lectisternium erat, deorum capita quae in lectis erant 
averterunt se, lanxque cum integumentis quae Iovi apposita fuit decidit de mensa. 

Obsequens' report derives from Livy: "during the lectisternium for Jupiter, an earth-
quake caused the heads of the gods to turn". 

In lectisternio Iovis terrae motu deorum capita se converterunt. 

As in the case of the 192 B.C. earthquake (see entry ( 043 )), it seems likely that the epi-
centre was a long way from Rome, but that tremors were felt there. 

ilalugue 193-179 B.C. 
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( 45) towards the end of 174 B.C. • Sabina 
sources 	Liv. 41.28.1-2 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883);Guidoboni (1989) 

According to Livy, news reached Rome towards the end of 174 B.C. that an earthquake 
had occurred in Sabine territory, causing many buildings to collapse. Consequently, a 
supplicatio was held for a whole day at the temple of Ceres, Liber and Libera on the 
Aventine: "At about the end of the year [...]. A second day of prayer to Ceres, Liber and 
Libera was also held, because it was reported from Sabine territory that a great earth-
quake had occurred and many buildings had collapsed". 

Exitu prope anni diem [...]. Et alterum diem supplicatio ad Cereris, Liberi Liberaeque 
fuit, quod ex Sabinis terrae motus ingens cum multis aedificiorum ruinis nuntiatus 
erat. 

( 46) the afternoon of 21 February 148 [or 130?] B.C. •Antioch 
sources 	Domn. apud Mal. 207-8 
literature F8rster (1902); Downey (1938 a, 1961) 
catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas tells us what the historian Domninus has to say about a serious earthquake 
at Antioch: "After Demetrianus, Antiochus, grandson of Grypus and son of Laodice, 
daughter of Ariarathes, emperor of the Cappadocians, reigned for eleven years. In 
the eighth year of his reign, in the time of the Macedonians, 152 years after the origi-
nal laying of the foundation of the walls by Seleucus Nicator, at the tenth hour of the 
day, on 21 Peritius / February, Antioch suffered from the wrath of God. It was com-
pletely rebuilt and improved, as Domninus the historian has written, having suffered 
122 years after the completion of the walls and the whole city". 

METO Se Sri pito LavOv eysvcto CEO LkEi)g 'Avti,(3x0c o EKyovoc tov fiyUnau, viol 
Aao81,K g, OuyaTpOg 'AptccpdOov, POOLk£Wg KaTtaao0KCOV, ETT1 0'. 	EltOOE TOTE ti)no 
0E(.4tivi,ag 'Av-rtaxE La 11 [tEy (ATI TO ay Sciu.) EtEi trig acr 'lc Lag avtov bit Taiv aircciiv 
Mak e8Ovifiv, p..ETa to e; apxyjg tc0>lvat 0cµeXtov Teixaug iurO EEXE'UKOU T01) NtKatopog 
!let& akka err) pv 13 '. 	pay ilitEOLVTIV 1', WW1 ITEOLTL 0) TO) Kai, 4)E13povapiA) Ka'. 	KEA 
OVEVECOOT1 70:a0a, Kaek Doµvoc o xpovoy pa(1)og (Tuve),  pawaTo-  [teTa Se to nkriptoefivat Ta 
TE 601 Kai TiTV JtOkIN 7COCOCCV [IETO plc 13' 	EJtalk • Mil PEXTLGOV £'14vE-ro. 

On this occasion, Malalas' chronology is confused (see Downey 1938 a, p.120). He 
may have got the date wrong through his tendency to "number" the principal earth-
quakes at Antioch (on this point, see Forster 1902; see also Downey 1938 a, p.110). 
Downey shows that the figure of 122 years contradicts the known historical facts in 
that it would give a date of 130 B.C. for the earthquake (Downey 1961, p.126, note 32). 
It is not easy to establish the date of the earthquake, and it is even theoretically possi-
ble that there were two separate ones. 

( 47) 133 B.C. Luna >subsidence< 
sources 	Obseq. 27 a 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

As in the case of other seismic events recorded in Italy for the 2nd and 1st century ac., 
and for which we lack evidence from Livy, the source is a late one (4th century A.D.?). 152 



However, there is no doubt about Julius Obsequens' reliability. 
Obsequens reports land subsidence at Luna (now Luni, in southern Liguria). There is 
nothing in his text to suggest that the phenomenon was or was not the result of an 
earthquake: "The land at Luni sank over an area of 4 iugeri (c.10,000 sq.m) and the 
cavity soon became a lake". 

Lunae terra quattuor iugerum spatio in profundum abiit et mox de caverna lacum red-
didit. 

( 048) 126 s.c. the Etna area, the Aeolian islands 
>emergence of an island, eruption of Etna< 

sources 1 	Plin. n.h. 2.203; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 146; Obseq. 29; Oros. Hist. 5.10.11 

sources 2 Land. Sagax Hist. Rom. 1.104 

literature Berti (1989) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mongitore (1743); von Hoff (1840); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

Only very late sources, such as Obsequens and Orosius, record this earthquake and 
the eruption of Etna which followed it. 
According to Obsequens, Etna was shaken by an earthquake tremor and there was a 
powerful eruption: "As a result of an earthquake, Mt.Etna spread flames far and wide 
from its peak. The sea boiled at the Lipari islands, where ships were burned and 
many sailors killed by the heat. A large quantity of dead fish were scattered around, 
which the people of Lipari eagerly took to eat, but they died of gastric poisoning, and 
so the islands were devastated by this strange pestilence". 

Aetna mons terrae motu ignes super verticem late di ffudit, et ad insulas Liparas mare 
efferbuit et quibusdam adustis navibus vapore plerosque navalis exanimavit, piscium 
vim magnam exanimem dispersit, quos Liparenses avidius epulis appetentes contami-
natione ventris consumpti, ita ut nova pestilentia vastarentur insulae. 

The same event is recorded by Orosius: 
"During the consulship of M.Aemilius and L.Orestes, Mt.Etna was shaken by a great 
tremor and balls of fire flowed out of it, and again, on another day, the island of Lipara 
and the sea nearby around it boiled so much that the heat burned and dissolved the 
rocks, scorched the planks of the ships after melting the binding wax, killed and boiled 
the fish as they swam near the surface, and also suffocated people, except for those 
who were able to flee some distance; but by constantly breathing hot air, they burned 
their inner organs". 

M.Aemilio L.Oreste consulibus Aetna vasto tremore concussa exundavit igneis globis, 
rursusque alio die Lipara insula et vicinum circa earn mare in tantum efferbuit, ut 
adustas quoque rupes dissolverit, tabulata navium liquefactis ceris extorruerit, exani-
matos pisces supernatantesque excoxerit, homines quoque, nisi qui longius potuere dif-
fugere, reciprocato anhelitu calidi aeris adustis introrsum vitalibus suffocarit. 

The historical background to this earthquake has been studied by Berti (1989, pp.96- 
7), who also mentions the subsequent eruption of 122 B.C. 

In the section on earthquakes in his Naturalis Historia, Pliny records for that year 
only the emergence of an island in the Sinus Tuscus (Tyrrhenian sea): "Before our time 
also among the Aeolian Islands near Italy, as well as near Crete, there emerged from 
the sea an island 2500 paces long, with hot springs, and another in the third year of 
the one hundred and sixty-third Olympiad, in the Tyrrhenian Sea, burning hot and 
with a violent blast of air; and tradition has it that a great quantity of fish were float-
ing round it, and that those who ate any died at once". 

rat:Ilogue 174-126 s.c. 
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Ante nos et iuxta Italiam inter Aeolias insulas, item iuxta Cretam emersit mmD passuum 
una cum calidis fontibus, altera Olympiadis CL2101 anno tertio in Tusco sinu, flagrans 
haec violento cum flatu: proditurque memoriae magna circa eam multitudine piscium 
fluitante confestim expirasse quibus ex his cibus fuisset. 

In the Chronicon of Eusebius, an island is recorded as having emerged in the Aeolian 
archipelago at the southern end of the Tyrrhenian Sea: "In the Aeolian islands flames 
came out of a great wind and an island appeared which is now called Hiera". 

Iuxta Aeoli insulas igne ex flatu suscitato apparuit insula, quae nunc Hiera vocatur. 

( 49) 118 B.c. Rome? 
sources 	Obseq. 35 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Galli (1906); Guidoboni (1989) 

As in the case of other seismic events recorded in Italy for the 2nd and 1st century ac., 
and for which we lack evidence from Livy, the source is a late one (4th century kn.?). 
However, there is no doubt about Julius Obsequens' reliability. 
In the year 118 ac., according to Obsequens, "The earth shook and gave a bellow". 

Terra cum mugitu tremuit. 

It is not possible to establish a location from the context, though it may well be that 
the earthquake occurred at Rome, where other series of prodigies are located by Livy 
and, after him, by Obsequens. 

( 50) 117 / 113 B.C. O Privernum, Apulia, 0 Lucania >subsidence< 
sources 	Cie. De div. 1.43.97; Obseq. 36, 38 

literature Willker (1903); Pease (1920-23); MacBain (1982) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Galli (1906); Guidoboni (1989) 

Cicero, who wrote a somewhat polemical treatise On divination, refers to some prod-
igies about which he probably learned from official senate documents. In one passage 
he records that severe earthquakes struck Apulia towards the end of the 2nd century 
s.c.: "Again, when a report was made to the senate of a landslide in the country near 
Privernum, in which the land collapsed to a great depth, and when Apulia was shaken 
by violent earthquakes: these were all portents to the Roman people of great wars and 
damaging revolts". 

Delata etiam ad senatum labe agri Privernatis, cum ad infinitam altitudinem terra 
desedisset Apuliaque maximis terrae motibus conquassata esset — quibus portentis 
magna populo Romano bella perniciosaeque seditiones denuntiabantur. 

The event may be linked to evidence from Obsequens — a later source, but one who 
also relies on Livy or other annalists. According to him (36): "At Privernum the earth 
subsided into a cavity covering an area of 7 iugeri (c.17,500 sq.m)". 

Priverni terra septem iugerum spatio in caverna desedit. 

In Roman times, the centre of Privernum was situated about 1 km to the north of pres-
ent-day Priverno (southern Latium). Obsequens work is confused at this point: 
perhaps as the result of an oversight on his part, the consuls mentioned at the begin-
ning of the paragraph are those who in fact held office in 119 B.C. In another passage 



(38), he records a similar natural phenomenon for the year 113 B.c.: "At Privernum and 
in Lucania a great cavity appeared in the earth". 

Terra in Lucanis et Privernati late hiavit. 

The distance between Privernum, Lucania and Apulia is such as to suggest that these 
are distinct phenomena (earthquakes and other geomorphological disturbances) which 
have been brought together by Cicero either for rhetorical purposes or in order to 
adhere to the usual conventions in lists of prodigies. 
Willker (1903, p.18) dates these earthquakes to 117 Re., and MacBain takes up this 
dating (1982, p.87). Pease (1920-23, p.153, note 1), uses the passage from Obsequens 
38 to give 113 }lc. as the probable date for the earthquakes mentioned in Cicero's text. 

( 051) 100 B.c. • Picenum 
sources 	Obseq. 45 

literature Traina (1985); Adam (1989 a); Traina (1994 a) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

As in the case of other seismic events recorded in Italy for the 2nd and 1st century B.c., 
and for which we lack evidence from Livy, the source is a late one (4th century AD.?). 
However, there is no doubt about Julius Obsequens' reliability. 
Obsequens records that in the year 100 B.C.: "an earthquake caused houses to collapse 
in ruins in Picenum, while in some cases the shaking of the foundations left them 
standing but leaning at an angle". 

In Piceno terrae motu domicilia ruinis prostrata, quaedam convulsa sede sua inclinata 
manserunt. 

The fact that domicilia are mentioned as having been destroyed in the earthquake 
suggests a rural or semi-rural setting, for there is no reference to public buildings or 
fortifications. It is worth pausing to pay some attention to what Obsequens reports, 
even though he does so in epitomic form. In this instance, the prodigious nature of 
the event lay not so much in the collapses as in the fact that some houses remained 
standing at an angle, even though their foundations had been undermined by the 
earth movements. There is nothing surprising about this, for the ancients saw earth-
quakes as an unavoidable aspect of life (Traina 1985), and hence not all seismic disas-
ters were necessarily regarded as prodigious. And we must not forget that whenever 
an occurrence was regarded as prodigious, an appropriate expiatory ceremony had to 
be carried out. The fact that an earthquake occurred — not an unusual event in Italy 
—was not sufficient in itself: it had to have qualities which rendered it "abnormal". 
How serious a portentum was reckoned to be depended largely on the intensity of the 
anxiety it aroused; and it certainly must have been stressful to see houses which had 
been so shaken to their foundations that they were leaning without actually having 
collapsed. To the ancient imagination, the sight of these houses somewhere between 
their normal position and a state of collapse must have seemed the realisation of the 
impossible, and therefore far more striking than a simple collapse. 
A house leaning at an angle was, so to speak, a realisation of the earthquake imagery 
of ancient art, where houses were shown at the moment of collapse. One example is 
the famous relief in the House of L.Caecilius Jucundus at Pompeii, where buildings 
are seen collapsing in the forum, and another — also from Pompeii — shows the castel-
lum aquae area (Adam 1989 a, pp.168-71). The buildings in these reliefs are shown 
leaning at an angle, not in order to provide a realistic representation or evocation of 
their collapse, but because it was no easy matter to convey in relief and without ambi-
guity the idea of collapses taking place. 

catal 
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However, while a phenomenon of this kind could not occur at Pompeii in 62 A.D. because 
of the solidity of the surface stratum of lava, it did happen sometimes in this area of 
Picenum; and the sight, in real life, of such a "symbolic form" was bound to acquire the 
special force of a prodigy. Given Obsequens' criteria of selection, therefore, it is not 
necessary to suppose that the earthquake did not occur in an urban area. It was very 
unusual for sources to mention earthquakes in country areas, unless they were accom-
panied by striking geological phenomena; for the only items of interest to an annalist 
were occurrences which could be effectively considered as prodigia. Consequently, 
even the death and damage caused by a destructive earthquake were of less moment 
than the stress caused by seeing houses leaning at an angle (Traina 1994 a). 

( 052) 99 B.c. • Nursia, Rome 
sources 	Gell. 4.6.1-2; Obseq. 46 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Galli (1906); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

The sources for this earthquake are post-2nd century AD., but they nevertheless de-
serve serious consideration, because they draw on reliable sources themselves, and 
perhaps even on archive documents. 
According to Aulus Gellius, who got his information from a decree of the senate, it was 
reported in 99 B.C. that the earth had shaken and that in Rome the spears of Mars in 
the Regia had moved: "Not only was it normal practice for earthquakes to be reported, 
and expiatory offerings to be made, but I also find it mentioned in early records, that 
report was made to the senate if the spears of Mars moved in the sanctuary in the 
Regia. On one such occasion, during the consulship of Marcus Antonius and Aulus 
Postumius, a decree of the senate was issued, of which this is a copy: 'Whereas Gaius 
Julius, son of Lucius, the pontifex, has reported that the spears of Mars have moved in 
the sanctuary in the Regia, the senate has therefore decreed that Marcus Antonius the 
consul shall arrange a sacrifice of fully-grown victims to Jupiter and Mars, and of 
unweaned victims to such of the other gods as he thinks fit. If he arranged these 
sacrifices, that, they thought, would be sufficient. If, however, there was a need for 
additional victims, they should have red fur' ". 

Ut "terra movisse" nuntiari solet eaque res procuratur, ita in veteribus memoriis scrip-
turn legimus nunziatum esse senatui in sacrario in regia "hastas Martias movisse". 
Eius rei causa senatusconsultum factum est M.Antonio A.Postumio consulibus, eiusque 
exemplum hoc est: "Quod C.Iulius, L.filius, pontifex, nuntiavit in sacrario in regia 
hastas Martias movisse, de ea re ita censuerunt, uti M.Antonius consul hostiis maiori-
bus Iovi et Marti procuraret et ceteris dis, quibus videretur, lactantibus. (Ibus ) uti 
procurasset satis habendum censuerunt. Si quid succidaneis opus esset, robiis succi-
deret". 

These shocks felt in Rome can be identified as deriving from an earthquake which 
occurred in Nursia (now Norcia, Umbria) in the same year and is recorded by 
Obsequens: "A sacred temple at Nursia was destroyed in an earthquake". 

Nursiae cedes sacra terrae motu disiecta. 

( 053) 97 B.C. Pisaurum 
sources 	Obseq. 48 

literature Traina (1994 a) 
156 	 catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Meicalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 



As in the case of other seismic events recorded in Italy for the 2nd and 1st century ac., 
and for which we lack evidence from Livy, the source is a late one (4th century kn.?). 
However, there is no doubt about Julius Obsequens' reliability 
In 97 B.c., according to Obsequens, "A rumbling of the earth was heard at Pisaurum, 
and in many places the top part of the walls collapsed without an earthquake, this 
being a portent of civil discord". 

Pisauri terrae fremitus auditus. Muri pinnae sine terrae motu passim deiectae civiles 
portendere discordias. 

Pisaurum is now Pesaro in the Marche. Here we have an example of how a minor 
seismic event could be considered a prodigy, even though it was not taken as a real 
earthquake. The term fremitus is perhaps used here to describe the sound produced 
by a local, low-intensity earth tremor; nevertheless, the original prodigy list which 
was the basis of the tradition preferred to imagine that the top of the walls had col-
lapsed "spontaneously", rather as happened in the case of the spears of Mars in the 
Regia. This is further evidence that, in classical antiquity, the prodigious quality of 
an earthquake lay not so much in its destructiveness as in certain particular effects 
which, however marginal in reality, were particularly spectacular and unforeseen. 
On the one hand, the ancients adopted a fatalistic attitude towards earthquakes and 
the destruction they caused, but they were also struck with sudden anxiety if a col-
lapse or earth movement seemed to be spontaneous, or if a building was left leaning at 
an angle. And such attitudes were naturally intensified at times of serious political 
and social unrest (Traina 1994 a). 

( 54) 92 B.C. Faesulae 
sources 	Obseq. 53 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

As in the case of other seismic events recorded in Italy for the 2nd and 1st century B.C., 

and for which we lack evidence from Livy, the source is a late one (4th century Ail?). 
However, there is no doubt about Julius Obsequens' reliability. 
Obsequens records that: "a rumbling of the earth was heard at Faesulae". 

Faesulis fremitus terrae auditus. 

The Etruscan city of Faesulae (now Fiesole, north of Florence) was deeply involved in 
the war between Rome and its allies. Many prodigia - such as this minor seismic 
event - were recorded for Faesulae in the 90s, and they reflect the attention paid by 
Rome to that city shortly before the war. 

( 55) shortly before 91 B.C. • Reggio Calabria? 
sources 	Strabo 6.1.6 

literature MacBain (1982); Costamagna (1987); Spadea (1987); Musti (1988) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840) 

At the end of a passage about Reggio Calabria, Strabo records that: "Shortly before 
the Marsian War [the Social War of 91-89 B c.] , much of the settlement was reduced to 
ruins by earthquakes". 

.tLKpOV be Iwo TCO-V Mapaitc6iv Kai. 0E10,101 K CC-nipuvotv 1tokil trig Katooci,ag. 
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If we take what Strabo says literally, and relate it to the context in which he places it, 
we must inevitably associate it with the evidence provided by Obsequens (54). But it 
is difficult to know whether the Reggio referred to by Obsequens at the year 91 (see 
entry ( 056 )) is Reggio Emilia or Reggio Calabria. Neither town was a Roman colony 
at the time, Reggio Calabria being a federate city and Reggio Emilia simply a forum, 
and hence neither was of any particular importance when it came to listing prodigies. 
The distribution of prodigies in federate areas (and, in some cases, extra-Italic areas) 
has been studied by MacBain (1982, pp.107ff.), who shows that they generally tended 
to be reported in areas under the direct control of the Romans. Thus there is only one 
prodigy attested in Calabria, and that without any indication of its provenance (ex 
Bruttis, 199 B.C., Liv. 32.1.11), whereas the Po valley provides examples from Bononia, 
Mantua and Mutina. It therefore seems sensible to relate this earthquake to the Po 
valley (see entry ( 056 )). 
Nor is the fact that Obsequens uses the term urbs sufficient to make us believe he is 
referring to Reggio Calabria; for however authoritative Strabo's evidence may be, we 
must keep in mind that his source may be the same as that of Obsequens, who simply 
refers to Regium (MacBain 1982, p.109, tentatively decides on Reggio Emilia). 
We still have to assess the import of Strabo's remarks, however. They occur in a con-
text which is undoubtedly Calabrian, but we also note that this is an isolated piece of 
information, produced when Strabo is gathering together a number of pieces of histor-
ical evidence in order to account for the gradual depopulation of cities. Though 
Strabo is famous for his geographical work, he also wrote a historical work, now lost, 
and must have made use of a number of different Greek and Latin authors (his pas-
sage about Reggio includes a consideration of a Latin etymology for the city's name -
from regium "royal", see Musti 1988, pp.66 and 263-4). We therefore cannot exclude 
the possibility that his attribution to Calabria of the information about Reggio is the 
result of a mistake on his part, resulting from his using a Latin source which, as was 
usual, simply listed prodigies on a year-by-year basis. 
Since Strabo describes Reggio Emilia as `Ny Loy AE:ribou, it is quite possible that he 
took the simple "Reggio" of his source to refer to Reggio Calabria. It is indeed the case 
that Livy (who was Obsequens' principal source) simply refers to Reggio Calabria as 
Regium, which must have been the usual practice; and Reggio Calabria was indeed a 
much more important place than Reggio Emilia. 
For that very reason, however, we must avoid the lectio facilior argument and settle 
for leaving the evidence as uncertain. Strabo may have taken his information from 
the same or a similar author to that used by Obsequens, who was consulting a prodigy 
list. Thus his clear attribution of the earthquake to Reggio Calabria may have result-
ed from the fact that his passage on that city comes out of a digression on earth-
quakes; and he thinks that the name "Reggio" derives from the verb prjyvutu, "I 
break", this being an allusion to the break which created the Strait. At the same 
time, what Pliny has to say about Modena (see entry (056 )) gives us both a chronologi-
cal and geographical basis for attributing seismic phenomena to the Modena and 
Reggio Emilia area, leaving the evidence provided by Strabo and Obsequens in isola-
tion. In any case, our knowledge of Reggio Calabria and its territory in Roman times 
(see the review in Costamagna 1987 and Spadea 1987) is still too poor to provide evi-
dence for or against Strabo's report. 

( 056) 91 B.C. Campi Macri? [perhaps Magreta], • the Modena area, 
• Reggio Emilia >eruption of mud volcanoes< 

sources 	Plin. n.h. 2.199; Obseq. 54 

inscriptions CIL 10.1401 = ILS 6043 
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literature Munzer (1897); Stoppani (1908); Pantanelli (1910); De Buoi (1937); Bodvarsson (1970); 

Koves-Zulauf (1971); Sabattini (1972); Tamrazyan (1972); Higgins and Saunders (1974); 

MacBain (1982); Snjukov et al. (1986); Valvo (1989); Sordi (1989 b); Martinelli (1989, 1993); 

Nikolaevskii (1993) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is a passage in the Naturalis Historia in which Pliny describes a very extensive 
earthquake which was witnessed by some Roman knights and their retinue as well as 
by some travellers, and which affected the whole area around the Via Emilia, probably 
causing damage to various towns and villages: "I find in the texts of Etruscan lore that 
there once occurred a great and portentous earthquake in the country near Mutina 
during the consulship of L.Marcius and Sextus Julius. For two mountains crashed 
together with a thunderous noise and then jumped backwards and forwards, and in 
broad daylight flames and smoke rose into the sky from between them, as witnessed 
from the Via Emilia by a great number of Roman knights and their retinues and some 
travellers. The shock crushed all farm buildings, and the many animals inside were 
killed. This was in the year before the Social War, which I consider to have been more 
damaging to Italy than the civil wars themselves". 

Factum est semel, quod equidem in Etruscae disciplinae voluminibus invenio, ingens 
terrarum portentum L.Marcio Sexto Julio toss. in agro Mutinensi. Namque montes 
duo inter se concurrerunt crepitu maximo adsultantes recedentesque, inter eos flamma 
fumoque in caelum exeunte interdiu, spectante e via Aemilia magna equitum 
Romanorum familiarumque et viatorum multitudine. Eo concursu villae omnes eli-
sae, animalia permulta quae intra fuerant, exanimata sunt, anno ante sociale bellum 
quod haud scio an funestius terrae ipsi Italiae fuerit quam bella civilia. 

Pliny's reference to villae — typical Roman farms — suggests that the effects of the 
earthquake were principally felt in the country One of the most widely accepted 
hypotheses (Miinzer 1897), suggests that Pliny's principal source, at least for prodigies 
(a category which includes earthquakes), was Varro, whose own sources were appar-
ently Coelius Antipater, Sisenna and Silla. And another source used by Varro — and 
later Pliny — was Q.Valerius Soranus. The latter was active in the ranks of the popu-
lar party during the first civil war, and Pompey therefore had him executed in Sicily. 
But he was alive at the time of this earthquake. Soranus is considered to be the first 
encyclopaedist in Roman literature (Koves-Zulauf 1971), and was therefore likely to be 
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interested in the dynamics of natural phenomena. His work, entitled Epoptides, is 
apparently esoteric in tendency and theosophic in structure, so that any analysis of his 
was likely to have even more pronounced mystical overtones than usual. 
Obsequens seems to be referring to the same 91 B.C. earthquake in his Liber prodigio-
rum. For that particular year he writes: "an earthquake near Reggio destroyed part 
of the city and its walls". 

Circa Regium terrae motu pars urbis murique diruta. 

Obsequens is almost certainly referring to the same earthquake as Pliny, and the city 
mentioned is Regium, i.e. Regium Lepidi [Reggio Emilia], which is not far from the 
Mutina [Modena] area, where Pliny locates the earthquake. The identification of 
Obsequens' Regium as Reggio Emilia is normally accepted by current scholarship (for 
a recent study, see Valvo 1989, p.119 and note 8). However, Strabo's report of an 
earthquake at Reggio Calabria (see entry ( 055 )) is quite puzzling. It must be said 
that the year 91 B.C. was a year of extreme instability for Rome, involved as it was in 
the Social War. Prodigia were frequent: the same entry in Obsequens also mentions a 
flash of fire "rising from the ground" at Aenaria, now the island of Ischia. Some edi-
tors correct the place-name to Aesernia, now Isernia in Samnium. This view is shared 
by Sordi (1989 b, pp.127-9), who considers the event to have been a "seismic flash". 
We prefer not to accept Obsequens' report (whether of an event at Aenaria or 
Aesernia), for we think it likely that the event referred to was a landslide. 
A comparison of the two accounts makes it clear, however, that although Pliny and 
Obsequens have in common their supernatural interpretation of events, they were 
using sources which looked at the earthquake from different viewpoints. Pliny tells 
us that he learned of this earthquake in the ager Mutinensis (the countryside around 
Modena) from Etruscan works on haruspicy, and then he seems to link it with the sub-
sequent beginning of the Social War. 
It has been suggested (MacBain 1982) that Pliny was alluding to ostentaria, which 
were lists of prodigies (including earthquakes) drawn up by the haruspices, who used 
them as reference books for their work. These "private" lists existed alongside official 
archive records, and so the existence of two different kinds of source may explain the 
discrepancies between the two versions which have come down to us. 
The earthquake may have been recorded not only in Rome but also, in its local aspects, 
in the archives of individual towns in Cisalpine Gaul; and one of these archives -
namely that of Regium [Lepidi]—may be the original source of Obsequens' account. 
Sabattini (1972) has suggested that this earthquake was an early — though not the 
principal — cause of the abandonment of what are known as the Campi Macri. This 
is a place between Parma and Reggio Emilia which can perhaps be identified as 
modern Magreta. A large country market of pre-Roman origin was held there, deal-
ing particularly in sheep. It was one of the places where the plain dwellers and the 
mountain people of the Apennines congregated, and at the time of its greatest prosper-
ity it gradually acquired permanent buildings. 
There is an early imperial inscription (cm 10.1401 = us 6043) — it can in fact be dated 
to 56 A.D. - which describes the Campi Macri as an already abandoned place with 
derelict buildings, where no-one wished to live any more: "In the Modena area there is 
a place called Campi Macri, where a market used to be held, but it has been aban-
doned for a number of years". 

In regione Muliniensi [sic], qui vocarentur Campi Macri, in quibus loci mercatus agi 
superioribus solitus esset temporibus, iam per aliquod annos desisset haberi. 

The principal reason for the complete abandonment of the Campi Macri certainly lies 
in a gradual shifting of the main commercial routes which had long given the area a 



Regnano (Reggio Emilia): mud volcanoes several metres high. There is historical 

evidence for their eruptions from the end of the 16th century onwards (photo G.Martinelli). 

privileged position in relation to other parts of Cisalpine Gaul (e.g. Cremona, which 
had an important market in early imperial times). 
As for scientific investigations of the phenomena described by Pliny, there have been a 
number of studies by earth science scholars, especially those interested in volcanic 
mud eruptions, which are generally related to deposits of hydrocarbons and salt water. 
Although these are cold eruptions, they take place because of the particular dynamics 
of the fluids inside the volcanoes. As recent studies have confirmed (Higgins and 
Saunders 1974; Snjukov et al. 1986), these fluids react to perturbations of the earth's 
crust which occur before, during and after seismic activity. There have also been 
studies (see Martinelli 1989, 1993) on their possible use as natural indicators of 
impending seismic events. 
In view of the above, it is obvious that Pliny's reference to an eruption in the Reggio-
Modena area is of particular interest because of the existence, even now, of many mud 
volcanoes, including, for example, the one at Nirano (near Modena), and especially the 
one at Regnano, near Reggio. 
One early twentieth-century scholar (Pantanelli 1910) approached the matter by 
discussing whether Pliny's description referred solely to an earthquake or also to a 
mud eruption. While Pantanelli doubted whether there really had been an eruption, 
De Buoi (1937), in the light of further observations, supported the view that Pliny was 
describing an eruption of mud volcanoes, and actually rejected the idea that there had 
been an earthquake at all. The question was whether to accept as realistic or not 
Pliny's reference to what a number of Roman knights were supposed to have seen from 
the Via Emilia ("two mountains crashed together with a thunderous noise and then 
jumped backwards and forwards, and in broad daylight flames and smoke rose into 
the sky from between them"). 
According to Pantanelli's rough estimate, the witnesses must have been at least 10 km 
from the foothills where the mud volcanoes are situated to this day. But in spite of 
Pantanelli's view, the distance involved is not in fact excessive, especially if one keep's 161 
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in mind that these mud eruptions can be very large and can be seen many miles awat 
Evidence to support this suggestion can be found in a description of what happened e 
Alat, on the western shore of the Caspian Sea, on the night of 11 June 185 
According to Stoppani (1908, p.497), the explosion and burning gas which accompE 
nied the eruption were seen more than 21 km away, at Baku. It is not impossible 
therefore, that what happened in 91 B.c. was not just an earthquake, but a mud erur 
tion as well; and indeed both occurrences fit the geological and seismological nature c 
the area. 
According to Tamrazyan (1972), the principal mud volcano eruptions observed in th 
Caspian Sea area between 1948 and 1970 corresponded to lunar phases (syzygies', 
This observation confirms that crustal deformations due to microgravitational than 
ges could be clearly revealed by natural strain gauges like mud volcanoes, because o 
their dynamic peculiarities as confined fluid occurrences (Bodvarsson 1970). Crusta 
deformations induced by astrophysical phenomena have an order of magnitude (ii 
terms of energy) smaller or equal to that generated by minor earthquakes. In tha 
case, deep fluids in particular conditions (Nikolaevskii 1993) could be sensitive to pre 
earthquake crustal deformations. These considerations strengthen the hypothesi 
that strong eruptive phenomena may be accompanied by a seismic event. 

( 057) before 88 B.C. 04)Apamea (Phrygia) 
sources 	Nic. Dam. FGrHist 90 F 74; Strabo 12.8.18 
Literature Robert (1962); McGing (1986) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Nicolaus Damascenus writes: "At the time of the war of Mithridates, after some earth 
quakes, there appeared near Apamea in Phrygia some lakes which did not previousb 
exist, as well as some rivers and some new springs, which came into being as a result 
of the movement of the earth, while many others disappeared; and in the area when 
they were, there came to the surface such a quantity of pale blue salt water that, it 
spite of the great distance from the sea, the surrounding area filled with shells an 
the other fish which live in the sea". 

flerSt 'Amiltetav -city (13iyuyicoci)v Kat& to MLOpLoct-roc& GEL01.16V yEvoRivew etvOciviaal 
nepi Tip/ X(..UpaV ailT6iV 	tc 	nwitspov 0'1)K ovoat Kai di) kaL ;my& ince VI( 
K tArri crE cog (ivoixOcicrat, 7tc)X.X.ct, oi Kai 1)(1)0,V i,00110aV • TO0013T6V TE (IX.)■.0 dVii3k1J0E1 

TOW Ev T Tj yr" nucp6v to Kai ykaincOv i, wp akeicrrov Ocrov cinExoticyrig twv TOICCOV trjc 
OakaGatig, diCSTE Ocrc*)v otkricsolivai -rOv nkricii,ov TOTEM/ CiltaVTa Kai, 'Lx0i5cov twv Ti 

akcov, OGCC -upb:pci 	060,..ccocYcc. 

For the identification of Apamea and the lake, see Robert (1962, pp.338ff.). 
Strabo's evidence provides a better dating: "Amongst other cities, Apamea was ofter 
struck by earthquakes before the expedition of Mithridates; and when he went there 
and saw the damage, he gave one hundred talents for rebuilding". 

Kai, -ray akcov bE JtOX.ecov 'AnallE La kV Kai npO Trig MtepLocitou ova-mixt; icsei.aOr 
ito? kOtKLg, Kai EbwKEv inckethv o ficcoike-bc iiccc-rOv vikavra Eig inavopecocnv, 
dVaTETpatA,OVTIV 	7COXIV. 

This passage does not refer to a series of earthquakes, but merely points to earlier 
seismic events in the history of Apamea. See entry ( 028) above. The entry of 
Mithridates into Apamea is one of the first episodes of his first war (89-5 B.c.). An ex. 
amination of the sources suggests a dating of 88 B.C. — the year in which he entered 
Phrygia and expelled the Roman garrison from Apamea (see McGing 1986, p.109). It 

1 6 2 	 is not possible to give an exact date for the earthquake, but it must have occurred in 



the years immediately preceding this. Historians of Mithridates were concerned to 
emphasise his commitment to rebuilding, and did so by pointing out that the city had 
been helped in similar circumstances by Alexander the Great (see entry ( 028 )), whom 
Mithridates was evidently emulating. (In this connection, see App. Mithr. 101; 
McGing 1986, p.101). 

( 58) 83 B.c. • Rome 
sources 	App. Bell. civ. 1.83 

literature Molin and Guidoboni (1989) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1892); Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake is recorded by Appian of Alexandria. Although he lived as late as 
the 2nd century A.D., he is an excellent source, and in his narrative of the civil wars in 
Rome proves to be using good 1st century B.C. sources. 
Appian records the 83 B.C. earthquake amongst prodigies connected with the civil war. 
He tells of phenomena considered to be supernatural, and records the earthquake as 
having been brought about by a god. He writes that the earthquake caused certain 
temples in Rome to collapse, but he does not identify the individual temples: "The god 
made the earth shake for a long time, and caused some temples to collapse in Rome". 

TO is Triv 6 6E6g £16 µ6,a 'CTELGE KCC1 urns TiVag EV 'PojITI KarriVEyKE. 

( 59) 76 B.c. •Reate 
sources 	Obseq. 59 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Galli (1906); Guidoboni (1989) 

As in the case of other seismic events recorded in Italy for the 2nd and 1st century sc., 
and for which we lack evidence from Livy, the source is a late one (4th century A.D.?). 

However, there is no doubt about Julius Obsequens' reliability. 
Obsequens records that a violent earthquake struck Reate (now Rieti) and the sur-
rounding area in 76 B.C.: "At Reate, town and country temples were shaken by an 
earthquake, the stone paving of the forum was broken up, bridges collapsed, the banks 
of the river collapsed into the water, rumblings were heard in the earth, and after a 
few days anything that had been shaken collapsed". 

Reate terrae motu aedes sacrae in oppido agrisque commotae, saxa, quibus forum stra-
tum erat, discussa, pontes interrupti, ripae (prae)labentis fluminis in aquam provolu-
tae, fremitus inferni exauditi et post paucos dies, quae concussa erant, corruerunt. 

The reference to bridges collapsing and to the effect on the paving of the forum and the 
banks of the river (probably what is now the Velino), suggests that the earthquake 
must have been particularly destructive. 

( 60) 72-70 B.c. • Rome 
sources 	Phleg. FGrHist 257 F 12, from Phot. Bib. 2.97 

literature Jacoby (1930); Molin and Guidoboni (1989) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake is known from a fragment of Phlegon of Tralles' historical work, as 
preserved by Photius (9th century A.D.): "there was an earthquake in Rome, and many 
houses collapsed there; and there were many other occurrences during that Olympiad 
[the one hundred and seventy-seventh]". 

71' t 1110gli 	88-70 R.C. 
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Phlegon was writing in the first half of the 2nd century A.D., and used good qualit 
sources for his chronographic work on the Olympiads. The dating in terms of th 
four-year cycle of Olympiads makes it possible to calculate the date as 72-69 B.c. Th 
more specific dating to 72-70 B.C. is in Jacoby (1930, pp.841 ff.). 

( 061) c.65 B.C. •Antioch, • Syria 
sources 1 Pomp. Trog. apud Just. Epit. 40.2.1; Mal. 211.16-9 

sources 2 	Dio Cass. 37.11.4; Oros. Hist. 6.5.1 

literature Mtinzer (1930); Downey (1938 a-b, 1961); Rizzo (1963); Alonso-Nithez (1992) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); Sieberg (1932 a); Ben-Menahem (1979) 

The historical evidence for this earthquake consists of four accounts by ancient histo 
rians from the 1st to the 6th century A.D. However, only two of them — Trogus anc 
Malalas — provide information of any value. The other two — Dio Cassius anc 
Orosius — offer very scanty data, which prove to be less than clear. In fact, the obscu. 
rity of the passages in Dio and Orosius — they do not even provide an indication of th( 
geographical area where the earthquake occurred — has given rise to a remarkablE 
misunderstanding, for what they wrote has been related to an earthquake at Kerch in 
the Crimea in 63 B.C. (see entry 062 )). We have tried to clarify the circumstances oi 
this event by analysing the historical context. 
Reliable evidence of an earthquake in Syria and at Antioch. In his Epitome of Trogus, 
Justinus refers to what Pompeus Trogus had to say about a destructive earthquake in 
Syria which caused thousands of deaths: "Although Syria was safe from enemy attack, 
it was devastated by an earthquake, which killed one hundred and seventy thousand 
people and destroyed many cities. The haruspices declared that this prodigy foretold 
a change in things". 

Sed sicut ab hostibus tuta Syria fuit, ita terrae motu vastata est, quo centum septua-
genta milia hominum et multae urbes perierunt. Quod prodigium mutationem rerum 
portendere aruspices responderunt. 

This very concise passage refers to the last period of the rule of Tigranes of Armenia, 
an ally of Mithridates, in Syria. This important king of Armenia (95-c.55 B.c.) is gen-
erally known as Tigranes the Great or Tigranes II (though it is not certain that a 
Tigranes I of Armenia ever existed). Tigranes was defeated by Lucullus in 69 B.c., and 
had to give up all regions previously under his control, except Armenia. This passage, 
however, suggests a dating of the earthquake to about 65 B.c., because Trogus twice 
specifies that Tigranes' rule lasted for eighteen years, whereas the Appian tradition 
(Syr. 69) suggests fourteen years, hence making the end of Tigranes' rule over Syria 
coincide with his defeat at the hands of Lucullus (see Rizzo 1963, pp.62ff.). 
The earthquake is definitely to be related to Malalas' remark that Pompey was gen-
erous to Antioch, "and rebuilt the bouleuterion, for it had fallen down". 

KTLOCtg to POlikElYTEpLOV. IrECTOVTa 111, ycip. 

Although Malalas lived about seven centuries after the event, his evidence is neverthe-
less important, for we know that he used valuable local sources. The context justifies 
dating this rebuilding work to immediately after Pompey's conquest of 65/4 B.C. 

Pompeus Trogus' account must be taken seriously. In fact, he pays special attention 
to the importance of earthquakes in history, and tends to associate natural phenome- 
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Moreover, he had available first-hand information about Pompey's war in Anatolia: an 
uncle of his commanded a troop of cavalry in support of Pompey (see Rizzo, 1963, p.61; 
Alonso-Ndriez 1992, p.16). 
Rizzo (1963, p.77) thought that knowledge of the earthquake had passed through the 
filter of Strabo's historical work (now lost). There is no way of knowing whether that 
it so, however, and in any case one may share Rizzo's own view that mentioning the 
earthquake is a kind of two-edged historiographical weapon, intended to underline the 
advantages to Syria of Tigranes' rule, which Trogus clearly regarded with favour (see 
Rizzo 1963, p.63). The effect of the earthquake was thus to change the political picture. 
Downey (1938 a, p.107ff., with bibliography; 1961, p.14Off.) has attempted to date the 
earthquake more accurately. On the basis of Malalas (225), he has pointed out that 
the Romans carried out public works at Antioch, under the supervision of Q.Marcius 
Rex; and since Marcius was proconsul in Cilicia in 67 ac., he suggests dating the 
earthquake to c.67-66 B.C. This friendly act by the Romans was undoubtedly a diplo-
matic move in preparation for the subsequent conquest, and Downey thinks that it 
was a question of rebuilding after the Trogus earthquake, which he dates to 69 ac., fol-
lowing the chronology in Appian, as historians usually do. This is reasonable, but it 
clashes with Trogus' chronology, which Downey does not take into consideration. The 
fact is — as Downey himself admits (1938 b, p.145) — that Malalas' account makes the 
earthquake datable to between 69 and 64, and Q.Marcius Rex (who reappeared in 
Italy in 63 B.C. to ask for a triumph) may have stayed in the East until at least 65 (evi-
dence in Miinzer 1930, cols.1584-5). So Marcius' mission may have taken place only 
shortly before Pompey's campaign (Pompey was his direct superior), and hence the 
date of the earthquake does not necessarily have to be moved much earlier than 65 B.C. 
Whatever the case may be, it is interesting to note that the Romans hastened to 
rebuild the most important building for public spectacles, and only later went on to 
rebuild that for political assemblies. 
The evidence of Dio Cassius and Orosius: the alleged earthquake at Kerch. An earth-
quake relating to this same period is recorded by Dio Cassius, but without any specific 
indication as to where it occurred: "Since the Roman forces were steadily increasing 
their hold and those of Mithridates were becoming steadily weaker, and also partly 
because one of the greatest earthquakes ever recorded came and destroyed many of 
their cities, [Mithridates'] allies departed and the army broke up, and there were 
those who kidnapped some of his sons, and took them to Pompey". 

Oi 45' dam of ouv6v-rEg aUto), cOg td. TE TC6V TO)11Cd(.01/ toxupOtspa xaL to 
tov Mieptocitou OCGOEVE00Epa 6E1, iy yvEto (Td TE yap dad Kai o aEtottog kytotog bij 

-Rim/ TC(iiItOTE OUVEVEXOELc CCUTOig Itokkag 	7tOkEcov (1)0Etpcv), ilkkOLCVOVTO, xal. Td TE 

ova-mu-nth ilCiVEitO, KaL Itaibag ttvag ctirro'0 auvapacioccv-rk TINEg npOg toy flottIttitov 
iicatuaay. 

The same earthquake seems to be mentioned in a passage in Paulus Orosius, where 
he records an earthquake in the cities controlled by Mithridates shortly before his 
death (63 ac.): "When Mithridates was in. the Bosphorus to celebrate the feast of 
Ceres, there came a sudden earthquake so violent that it is said to have had disas-
trous effects in town and country alike". 

In Bosphoro Mithridate Cerealia sacra celebrante terrae motus adeo gravis repente 
exortus est, ut magna clades ex eo urbium atque agrorum secuta narretur. 

As we have pointed out in entry ( 062 ), a great deal of the literature locates this event 
in the Crimea. In fact, however, there is insufficient evidence to establish that the 
earthquake occurred there. Paulus Orosius seems to have been relying on Livy 
(whose coverage of this period is unfortunately missing), and must have been summa-
rising a much more substantial narrative, for he simply reports, in succinct terms, 
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that the earthquake occurred "while Mithridates was celebrating the feast of Ceres in 
the Bosphorus". But this is not reliable evidence in itself: for there is no inevitable 
logical link between the seismic event and the location in the Cimmerian Bosphorus. 
In other words, the fact that Orosius juxtaposes the one and the other does not imply 
that he wishes to establish some relationship between them. Nor is there any other 
evidence to account for such a relationship. 
There remain some historical details to be added. On the basis of slender historio-
graphical evidence, historians have claimed that the closing years of the reign of 
Mithridates were completely confined to the Bosphorus, where he had been obliged to 
take refuge because of Pompey's military campaigns between 67/66 and 65/64 B.C. 

Hence the view that the references by Dio Cassius and Paulus Orosius to an earth-
quake which had struck "the cities of Mithridates" could no longer be taken as re-
ferring to Pontus. 
There are, however, two objections to this view: one of a pragmatic kind, and the 
second based on historiographical analysis. 
a) Most important of all, in recording a revolt organised by Mithridates' own son 
Pharnaces, Appian (Mithr. 108) describes the cities of the Bosphorus and the Crimea 
which had abandoned Mithridates as being in an excellent state of preparation for 
war. 	These could not, then, have been the cities struck by the earthquake. 
Mithridates himself easily resisted the revolt at Panticapaeum, and the city was only 
taken as a result of a conspiracy and trickery (Appian, Mithr. 110). Furthermore, 
Appian makes no mention of any earthquake in the Crimea. 
b) Both Dio Cassius and Paulus Orosius depend, at least in part, on a tradition 
hostile to Pompey, which may have come, through Livy, from an author such as 
Timagenes of Alexandria. While Livy (Orosius' source) was pro-Pompey, he was also 
a serious historian who knew his sources, and as such he could not ignore an event of 
importance like this earthquake. But he placed his reconstruction of events within a 
context of his own design, where Mithridates appears as a man whose course is run, 
who is being hunted down by the Romans and his other enemies, and who is finally 
forced to take refuge in the stronghold of Panticapaeum, since Pontus was in the 
hands of the Romans. This was a schematic but effective historical interpretation, 
which at least in its general lines agreed with the account of Appian, but (in ac-
cordance with Livy's interest in prodigies) it included the detail of the earthquake. 
As Appian suggests, however, Mithridates had in fact good reasons for hoping that he 
might make a comeback up to the last moment. There is no doubt that he was obliged 
to retreat into the Crimea for strategic reasons, and he must have done so in about 66 
B C He must have felt safe in the territory of his former kingdom, especially at a time 
when circumstances had obliged Pompey to move part of his army, in 66 B.C., for the 
conquest of Syria and the neutralisation of king Tigranes II of Armenia. 
This is the point at which the earthquake is likely to have occurred: with Mithridates 
in the Cimmerian Bosphorus, it will have eliminated any possibility of his going back, 
deprived him of any chance of breaking the Roman naval blockade, and fomented 
rebellion even in the Greek cities of the Bosphorus and the Crimea which, as we have 
seen, were not affected by the earthquake. 
There was thus no deliberate falsification, but there is very little that we can add to 
the available information. However, the comparison with Appian, together with 
archaeological evidence, confirms that there is no reason to believe that the earth-
quake occurred in the Cimmerian Bosphorus. We therefore reject the Crimea, and 
return to our previous hypothesis (Guidoboni 1989, p.655) that the earthquake occur-
red in an unidentified part of Pontus Euxinus. 
On the basis of what we have set out above, therefore, it seems likely that the earth-
quake occurred in Pontus after 66 and before 64 ac., that is to say after Mithridates' 
flight from Pontus and before the conference of Amisus, when Pompey finally settled 



the pacification of Asia Minor. Mithridates could at least hope that the Greek cities of 
Pontus — which effectively enjoyed as much autonomy under Mithridates as under 
the Romans — would continue to be his principal economic asset, and he was confident 
of returning to Pontus, where he had left many of his supporters, at a more suitable 
moment. 
It is certainly no coincidence that the Paulus Orosius tradition associated the earth-
quake with the time when Mithridates was celebrating the rites of "Ceres", the Roman 
equivalent of Demeter, the goddess of fertility and crops — a sign that the gods were 
depriving Mithridates of their support by removing his sources of supply. The Livy 
tradition had no interest at all in drawing attention to this fact, for it did not wish to 
diminish the extent of Pompey's achievement, and what happened was certainly to his 
advantage. Paulus Orosius describes himself as an anti-pagan (and therefore anti-
Roman) writer, but his narrative owes much to Livy, whom he used for his references 
to earthquakes and other disasters, interpreting them as a divine punishment on the 
pagans. In this particular instance, he may have taken the earthquake as a punish-
ment inflicted on the pagan Mithridates at the moment when he was celebrating the 
rites of "Ceres". 
This tradition in fact confines itself to interpreting the earthquake as one of the 
causes of Mithridates' downfall. It is very likely that Livy himself (and he was Paulus 
Orosius' source, in our opinion) also made use of contemporary writers who were par-
tisans of Mithridates, such as Timagenes of Alexandria, taking due note of the infor-
mation they provided, and selecting as he thought fit. 
However, the theory that the earthquake took place in Pontus has the serious draw- 
back that it is not supported by any sources at all. Indeed, there seems to be no rea- 
son why one should not put forward a quite different hypothesis: that the earthquake 
recorded by Dio Cassius and Paulus Orosius is the one referred to by Trogus/Justinus 
in Syria. Let us return to what Dio Cassius wrote: "partly because [...] earthquakes 
[...] destroyed many of their cities, [Mithridates'] allies departed and the army broke 
up". The "allies" referred to may have been supporters of his such as Tigranes II of 
Armenia, who governed Syria before his defeat at the hands of Lucullus. The earth-
quake would therefore have helped to intensify the crisis amongst the enemies of 
Rome, and finally destroy the alliance between Mithridates and Tigranes. It is also 
reasonable to suggest that the earthquake in Syria not only created foreign policy 
problems for Mithridates, but also discouraged the cities from further resisting Rome. 
Final observations based on a comparison of the sources. Now let us take up once 
more what Trogus/Justinus have to say about Syria. The time factor seems to be dif-
ferent in their account from those in Dio Cassius and Paulus Orosius, for, unlike 
Trogus/Justinus, they mention the earthquake in Syria as occurring after Pompey's 
arrival there. What Pompeus Trogus has to say is of importance, anyway, because, as 
we have mentioned above, he had oral sources available for Pompey's campaign in 
Syria. On the other hand, it seems that Appian prefers to deny that Tigranes inter-
fered in the affairs of Syria at all. As Rizzo has pointed out (1963, pp.64ff.), Appian is 
nearer the mark in dating the end of Tigranes' dominion over Syria to 69 B.C.; but that 
does not necessarily mean that the date 65 which we can deduce from Trogus/Justinus 
is the result of a mistake on their part, because the situation in Syria continued to be 
very complicated until Pompey arrived. He may in fact have taken advantage of the 
earthquake — which would explain the passage in Appian (Syr. 60) where we are told 
that Pompey took control of Syria "without fighting". 
Trogus' stance is quite different from that of the Livy tradition (Rizzo 1963, p.70), 
which almost certainly underlies the work of Dio Cassius and Paulus Orosius. Livy 
probably got his information about the earthquake from official Roman sources (see 
Rizzo 1963, p.74); these documents included prodigy lists, and Livy must have 
thought it quite natural to place the earthquake close to the time of Mithridates' 
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death. Trogus, on the other hand, whether he was using Strabo or oral sources, had 
more reliable information; and it is not unlikely that Livy (or Dio Cassius and Paulus 
Orosius after him) somehow inserted the report of the earthquake (for which, moreo-
ver, he gives no date or accurate location) into his account of the downfall of 
Mithridates. Without more accurate information, we think it inappropriate to inte-
grate the two traditions, especially since they not only differ about the earthquake, 
but also disagree on nearly all the historical background (see Rizzo 1963 for a general 
consideration of this), thereby revealing the attempts by the various historiographical 
trends to make the available data fit their own ideological requirements. 

proved not to have 062 63 B.C. Panticapaeum, Crimea 
taken place sources 	Dio Cass. 37.11.4; Oros. Hist. 6.5.1 [negative Strabo 7.4.5; App. Syr. 60, 69, Mithr. 108, 110] 

literature Blavatsky (1964, 1977); Arakeljan (1983); SGA — Report (1991); Traina (1994 b) 

catalogues Smirnov (1931); Popov (1969); Ananyn (1977); Guidoboni (1989) 

It is commonly held, in some historical, archaeological and seismological studies that 
what Paulus Orosius writes at 6.5.1 is evidence of a destructive earthquake in the 
Crimea in 63 B.c.; but what he in fact records is an earthquake in the cities controlled 
by Mithridates shortly before his death (63 ac.): "When Mithridates was in the 
Bosphorus to celebrate the feast of Ceres, there came a sudden earthquake so violent 
that it is said to have had disastrous effects in town and country alike". 

In Bosphoro Mithridate Cerealia sacra celebrante terrae motus adeo gravis repente 
exortus est, ut magna clades ex eo urbium atque agrorum secuta narretur. 

The same event had already been mentioned by Dio Cassius (37.11.4); but he does not 
refer to the Crimea (see entry ( 061)). Orosius is referring to the same earthquake as 
Dio Cassius, and it must have occurred close to the year 63 ac., for that was the year in 
which Mithridates died. Both writers situate the event within the climate of the 
rapid dissolution of his reign; but there is no reliable evidence to confirm that the 
earthquake occurred in the Bosphorus (where Mithridates was indeed at the time of 
its occurrence). 
The earthquake is also thought to have particularly affected the city of Panticapaeum 
(present-day Kerch). This was, in fact, the last place of residence of Mithridates be- 
fore his death, and the context provided by both historians seems to provide an effecti-
ve link between these events in terms of their sequence. Furthermore, the great 
archaeologist Blavatsky (1977; see also 1964) took the numerous collapses and resto-
rations which he found at Kerch (in the north-east of the Crimea) to be archaeological 
confirmation that the earthquake had indeed occurred there. (For the possibility that 
the earthquake occurred in Pontus rather than the Crimea, see entry (061 )). 
In our view, neither the nature of the evidence nor the historical context supports this 
assumption; and as further proof of this, we also note that authors such as Strabo, and 
especially Appian, do not mention the earthquake at all, though they deal with 
Crimean affairs during the Mithridatic war (see the detailed discussion in entry (061 )). 
Moreover, Blavatsky's argument is based principally on an archaeological examina-
tion of collapses, but it is quite impossible to accept that as convincing evidence of an 
earthquake, for the region concerned had long been subjected to almost continuous 
military destruction, partly caused by sieges and raids, and partly by landslips result-
ing from the exposure of city walls to intense pressure from soldiers and their siege 
machines. In any case, the restoration work discovered by Blavatsky dates to at least 
twenty-five years after the death of Mithridates, which means the damage was not so 
serious as to require urgent reconstruction (see Arakeljan 1983). 



( 063) 63 B.C. • Spoletium 
sources 	Cic. Cat. 3.8.18; Plut. Cic. 14.3; Dio Cass. 37.25.1-2; Obseq. 61 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

There were frequent earthquakes in the year 63 B.C., when Cicero was consul. The 
sources list them amongst prodigies, which were particularly numerous that year and 
coincided with dramatic political events. In his third Catilinarian oration, Cicero sug-
gests a specific connection between the portents which had been heard or seen, and 
the famous conspiracy: "For quite apart from certain prodigies, such as the glow which 
lit up the sky at night in the west; quite apart from the thunderbolts which came 
down, and the earthquakes, and quite apart from all the other prodigies which occur-
red in such great numbers while I was consul that the gods seem to have predicted 
present events". 

Nam ut illa omittam, visas nocturno tempore ab occidente faces ardoremque caeli, ut 
fulminum iactus, ut terrae motus relinquam, ut omittam cetera quae tam multa nobis 
consulibus facta sunt ut haec quae nunc fiunt canere di immortales viderentur. 

Everything listed in Cicero's speech is interpreted as a prediction of the disturbing 
events of that particular time. The speech was made at the period of the events them-
selves, and the rapid mention of the earthquake is for rhetorical effect. 
A similar brief comment appears in Plutarch: "Moreover, even the heavenly powers 
seemed, by earthquakes and thunderbolts and apparitions, to foreshadow what was 
going to happen". 

'ESOKEL be Kal, to oat[toVLOV JWOOTRICCINEIN to TcpaooO[tiva oiLop,oic Kct KEpavvoi; KUL 

4>aolAacriv. 

Dio Cassius writes in the same tone: "Many thunderbolts fell from a clear sky, the 
earth was violently shaken, and human apparitions were seen in many places". 

Ka. dXXa TE CrotOic 0111.taCt 01)K CtiCrta (TUVTIVEX011* ICEpal/VOL TE yap iv aiOpkt nokko. 

EJTEGOV, 	 ioxupo3g 

The location of this earthquake, or at least of one of those which occurred in that year, 
is to be found in Obsequens, who records its effect on Spoletium (now Spoleto): "The 
whole of Spoletium was shaken by an earthquake, and some buildings collapsed". 

Terrae motu Spoletum totum concussum, et quaedam corruerunt. 

( 064) 58 B.C. Dyrrachium >seismic sea-wave?‹ 
sources 	Plut. Cic. 32.4 

catalogues Capelle (1924); Ambraseys (1962 b); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his Life of Cicero, Plutarch mentions an earthquake which was felt at Dyrrachium: 
"They say that when he [Cicero] made the crossing to Dyrrachium [to go into exile], 
and was about to land, there was an earthquake and a sea-wave. The soothsayers 
concluded from this that his exile would not last for long, for such phenomena are 
signs of change". 

AiyETat Si KEEL KCETECTkEljaCtVTO; E'Lg AlippCiX1,01/ CCUT0113 Kast [tEkkOVTOg dtJTO(3C(IVELV, 
GELGROV TE trig ylig Kai onaop,Ov Oip,a yivio0ai trjs Oakcicsorig. 	a4)' thy cruvi6akov 

oi, Ravnicol, 	p,Oviltov 	ti iv quyilv goio0ar Riraliokrig yap ii,vai tafita 
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This is an apparently isolated piece of evidence, used by Plutarch simply to throw 
light on the order of events in Cicero's life. 

( 065) end of April-beginning of May 56 B.c. Potentia 
sources 	Cic. Har. resp. 28.62-3; Dio Cass. 39.20.1-2 

literature Rawson (1985); Polverini (1987); Traina (1994 a) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Cicero probably delivered his oration De haruspicum responsis between 6 and 14 May 
56 B.C. It closes as follows: "Think about the nature of the noise which the people of 
Latium reported. Remember, too, a prodigy that has not yet been officially recorded: 
it is reported that a tremendous earthquake took place at Potentia in Picenum [3 km S 
of Porto Recanati, Province of Macerata], and that there were other accompanying 
prodigies and alarming events at almost the same time. You will certainly feel a thrill 
of fear at the impending ills which I foresee. In fact it is the voice of the immortal 
gods. You are bound to recognise that it is they who are speaking to us when the 
world itself and all its lands and seas are shaken by a strange earthquake, and with 
an amazing thunderous noise we are forewarned of some future event. In this situa-
tion we must arrange those propitiatory and expiatory ceremonies which are required 
of us". 

Cogitate genus sonitus eius, quem Latinienses nuntiarunt, recordamini illud etiam, 
quod nondum est relatum, quod eodem fere tempore factus in agro Piceno Potentiae 
nuntiatur terrae motus horribilis cum quibusdam multis metuendisque rebus. Haec 
eadem profecto quae prospicimus impendentia pertimescetis. Etenim haec deorum 
immortalium vox, haec paene oratio iudicanda est, cum ipse mundus cum maria atque 
terrae motu quodam novo contremiscunt et inusitato aliquid sono incredibilique prae-
dicunt. In quo constituendae nobis quidem sunt procurationes et obsecratio, quem ad 
modum monemur.  . 

Bearing in mind that such items of news would be fairly slow to circulate, we may con-
clude that the earthquake occurred a few weeks before the speech was delivered in the 
senate. 
If Cicero delivered his speech soon after the actual occurrence of the Potentia earth-
quake, it is unlikely that he could have obtained his information from archival 
sources; and he himself says of it: quod nondum est relatum. This suggests the possi-
bility that information was acquired direct from a local observer; and so there comes to 
mind a figure such as the scholar L.Tarutius Firmanus, who wrote a treatise On the 
stars and was apparently directly responsible for the Varronian calculation of the 
foundation of Rome (Rawson 1985, pp.307-8). It is true that Firmanus might be a 
cognomen and not an adjective of origin, but recent evidence collected by Polverini 
(1987, pp.36-'7, 59) would seem to support the suggestion that Tarutius came from 
Fermo. In any case, whether the person in question was Tarutius or some other 
friend of Cicero from Picenum, an oral source would explain the particular reference to 
Potentia (Traina 1994 a). 
Dio Cassius also records the prodigies of 56 BE., in a passage which has come down to 
us by direct tradition: "in the Alban Hills a small temple to Juno, set on a kind of 
platform facing east, was turned towards the north; a blaze of light darted from the 
south across to the north; a wolf entered the city; an earthquake occurred; some citi-
zens were killed by thunderbolts; in Latin territory a subterranean tumult was heard; 
and the soothsayers, being anxious to find a remedy, said that some temples or conse-
crated sites were being used as places of residence". 



"Ev TE yap t(1 'A.X.6av(: vEcbg "1-Ipag ppaxi)g int tpcutirig twos npag avatokcov topuuivog 
lye; tip,  dpictov TE OTpd (1)T1I, Kai, AAA [Ma; ciTEO trig tticoluppiag OwnOeiact npog popiav 

kliKO; TE i; Tin/ TEOXIV 	 critatteg iy &VETO, TOW TE nokyruiv tivEg 
Kepauvoig ectlecipriaav, xal Ocipuliog iv TO Accti,v4) inta yfig 	 ociita oi 
RcivtiL; axiom:y0m i0EA.TOCCVTE; 	 o4 ofocup,Ovoiv TL 6; Kai `LEpciiv ttvwv 

X(DpiCOV oUx odi,cov inoucauttivwv 

( 066 ) about the mid-1st century B.C. the island of Delos 
sources 	Varro apud Plin. n.h. 4.66 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake is mentioned briefly by Pliny, who refers back to Varro as his author-
ity. It brings up once again the delicate matter of the inviolability of the island of 
Delos, which was sacred to Apollo and, according to contemporary opinion, only 
subject to earthquakes in exceptional circumstances (see also entries ( 004 ), ( 011) and 
(023 )): "Delos is in the middle of the Cyclades, and is by far the most famous and most 
frequented of them, both for the temple of Apollo and the market. We are told that for 
a long time the island was tossed about, and was the only one not to be struck by an 
earthquake until the time of M.Varro. Mucianus says that it was twice shaken by 
earthquakes". 

Longe clarissima et Cycladum media ac templo Apollinis et mercatu celebrata Delos, 
quae diu fluctuata, ut proditur, sola motum terrae non sensit ad M.Varronis aetatem. 
Mucianus prodidit bis concussam. 

(067) 49 s.c. Rome? 
sources 	Dio Cass. 41.14.3 
literature Millar (1964) 
catalogues Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1892); Guidoboni (1989) 

Frequent earthquakes appear amongst the prodigies recorded by Dio Cassius for early 
49 B.C. — the first year of the civil war between Caesar and Pompey: "and continual 
earthquakes with bellowing noises took place, fire darted across from the west to the 
east, and another fire consumed the temple of Quirinus as well as other buildings". 

Kai GE 101,l6L GUVEXEi; VETO( LI UK TIO[1651, E.14vovto, nvp TE auto Suottoliv npo; civcctokag 
ourjE, xa1 `itEpov akka TE xal toy Ta KLIAVOU VCCOV KCLTLOX.EEV. 

The context suggests that the earthquake was also felt in Rome, since the passage 
from Dio Cassius seems to refer only to prodigies in that city. In spite of being a late 
source, Dio Cassius is important for events of this kind, being particularly interested 
in prodigies (see Millar 1964, p.77). 

(068) 47 s.c. Rome? 
sources 	Dio Cass. 42.26.3 
catalogues Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1892); Guidoboni (1989) 

Dio Cassius records an earthquake in 47 B c : "The following year a violent earthquake 
occurred, an owl was seen, thunderbolts descended upon the Capitol and upon the 
temple of Public Fortune, as it was called, and into the gardens of Caesar". 

Tw TE EXOREVO) GE LopAig TE i.o-kupO; iy6/ETO xal Oa; 6401, KEpaUV01, TE ig to TO 
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Kamtatov Kai Es  Toy trig Mxic iris orpooiag icaXouRivig vaOv Es -re  Toin 
Tov Kaiaapog 	icatcricriVay. 

This information appears in a list of prodigies, nearly all of which occurred in Rome. 
In fact places and buildings in Rome are specifically mentioned. Although we are not 
told where the earthquake took place but only when, the context supports the view 
that it was felt in Rome. 

( 069) 44 B.C. the Alps? 
sources 	Verg. Georg. 1.469-80; Plin. n.h. 2.194; Obseq. 68 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Guidoboni (1989) 

It is possible to identify this earthquake only in the vaguest terms. It seems to be 
recorded by the sources more because it coincided with an important moment in 
Roman history than for its intrinsic effect. According to Virgil, earth tremors in the 
Alps were among the prodigies which followed the assassination of Julius Caesar: 
"Indeed it was at that time that the earth, too, and the waters of the sea, as well as 
dogs of ill omen and sinister birds, told of what was to come. How many times have 
we seen Mount Etna deluge the land of the Cyclops with balls of fire and molten rocks 
from her cracked furnaces! Germany heard a clash of arms across the whole heavens; 
and the Alps shuddered with strange tremors. A voice, too, disturbed the whole si- 
lence of the sacred woods — a loud voice. And as the darkness of night approached, 
strangely pale ghosts appeared and, oh terrible omen, animals spoke. Rivers stop 
flowing, the earth opens up, and in temples ivories mournfully weep and bronzes 
sweat". 

Tempore quamquam illo tellus quoque et aequora ponti, I obscenaeque canes importu-
naeque volucres / signa dabant. quotiens Cyclopum effervere in agros I vidimus 
undantem ruptis fornacibus Aetnam, I flammarumque globos liquefactaque volvere 
saxa! I armorum sonitum toto Germania caelo I audiit, insolitis tremuerunt motibus 
Alpes. I vox quoque per lucos volgo exaudita silentis / ingens, et simulacra modis pal-
lentia miris / visa sub obscurum noctis, pecudesque locutae, I infandum! sistunt 
am nes terraeque dehiscunt, I et maestum inlacrimat templis ebur aeraque sudant. 

All the phenomena mentioned, whether natural or supernatural, are seen as foreshad-
owing the civil war which resulted from the terrible crime of the assassination of 
Caesar. The events described are momentous and ill-omened, but they are not as 
catastrophic as the war itself, which is seen as a divine punishment for the terrible 
crime. It is possible that Virgil's imagination and his search for symbolic images were 
stimulated by real events. 	Pliny's suggestion (n.h. 2.194) that the Alps and 
Apennines were areas of seismic activity is equally vague: "I have ascertained that 
tremors have frequently occurred in the Alps and Apennines". 

Exploratum mihi est Alpes Appenninumque saepius tremuisse. 

Obsequens also records the earthquake at that year, perhaps deriving his information 
from some historical source: "there were frequent earthquakes". 

Terrae motus crebri fiterunt. 

( 070) 43 B.C. Rome? 
sources 	Dio Cass. 45.17.4 

literature 	Nissen (1883) 

catalogues Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 



Like most other earthquakes which struck Rome in imperial times, this one is record-
ed by Dio Cassius, a late but well-informed writer (3rd century An) who was evidently 
interested in the prodigy tradition. 
For 43 B.C. he records: "Another thing that frightened the rest of the population, was a 
great earthquake". 

Tovs Si alai); EKSlva TE itapattE Kai oca:YaOg Oyag yEvaptvog. 

This earthquake appears in a list of prodigies, and it is not possible to deduce from the 
text where it occurred. Nissen (1883, p.285) thought it must have occurred in Rome 
precisely because no place is mentioned; but that is not always a safe criterion on 
which to base a judgment. 

( 071) the early spring of 31 B.c. • Diospolis, • Judea 
sources 1 	Joseph. BI 1.369, AI 15.121-4 

sources 2 Mal. 229 

literature 	Firpo (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Sieberg (1932 a); Amiran (1950-51); Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

In two similar passages in his works, Josephus mentions an earthquake in Judea in 
the spring of 31 B C 

In the Jewish War (1.369) he writes: "[Herod] subsequently took revenge on the Arabs 
by continually raiding their territory, so that they often had occasion to regret their 
one victory. While he was punishing his enemies, however, another disaster struck in 
the seventh year of his reign, when the war of Actium was at its height. For in the 
early spring, an earthquake shock killed an infinite number of cattle and thirty thou-
sand people; but the army was unharmed, because it was camped in the open". 

'ET11-1.00pTjaaTO µevtot TO'Ug 'ApaPag crUOLg dEi t6V x6pccv Katcurpxcov, thg 
ecvaxakbycayOcct 	aixtv airroic 	7tOkkaK LC. 	[1:UVO pilkp Si toiig ixOpoilg 
E tL tTE1 CTU 1,140 pa 8a141.61710g 	, K at' eTos aiv 	trjs Pcnksi,ag iP8oaov, 
CuKafgov-rog Si taij JtE ''AKTLOV 	 Ctpxoavou yap 	yrj GE 100E1 Oa 
13 0 OK 11 1.tat€01, µev an E ipov nk 0 og civepo'rauv bi tpeig Si4OELpEv aupidSag, TO Si 
OTpaTLCOTLKOV [LE INCA/ 13ka g • iincaepov ydp 

In the Jewish Antiquities (15.121-4), he records: "Meanwhile the battle of Actium took 
place between Caesar and Antony, in the seventh year of Herod's reign, and there was 
an earthquake in Judea, such as had not occurred before, which killed many cattle 
throughout the country. And about thirty thousand persons also perished in the ruins 
of their houses, but the army, which lived in the open, was not at all harmed by this 
calamity. 
When the Arabs learned of it — what had happened had been reported in a form that 
went beyond the truth by some persons who tried to please their hearers in their 
hatred (of the Jews) — they became over-confident in the belief that the enemy's land 
was in ruins and his men destroyed, for now, they thought, there was no longer 
anything to stand against them. And they seized and killed the envoys of the Jews, 
who had come to make peace with them as a result of these events, and with great 
eagerness they marched against their camp. 

'Ev toirtop Kul trig ia"Aictio? acing ouvEotakvic Kcaoapi npog 'Avntiviov, if3Sciacu 8' 
&Tog `1-1p6orl Trjs paoikEiag itoug, c:rtio0Eloa i  yrj Tail/ 	 thg cn'c (lame 

•tiogue 44-31 B.C. 
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ESOKEL, tWV EV trj Xthpq KTTIVO3V 3t0V3V 4106p0V Enoiriciev. 	i(podpicrav Si Kai, Tcav 
dvopctincov vno Tea; TGETtECOK1Aalg aLKIADELg ncpl, TpLatrupioug• to givroL crrpanco-rucOv iv 
inrcuepo,) otaLT6REVOV 01:78EV 11/7t0 TOti ndeoug 	 Taiita 3TUVOCEVOREVOLg stoic 
"Apcoptv, Kal .tdXXov ij K at Xrjeciav ictrysAlovuov aUtoig oaoL tong '15 Trip -ruiv 
yeyovOtcov X6youg tqi VICTE I to5V OCKOUGOILLEVON EXapi4ov-ro,!AEI, ov £WAGE cppoviiv, thg Trig 
to xctipag dvatctpatutivrig toil noketAOLg Kal ottOoperraw utiv dv0puinaw 	iv, 1218' 
Eig al:tabg alraJtakOV IcarakEkET4Occi, 80K V. 	Ka. t6v TE 	aU8 ai.wv Toi)s 
npioliEt,g enicov yew Enl toffs y E.)/ Evrolivotg 	 TGOLTIOOREVOL) crukkai3Ovng 
&LEVU LVaV, Kai ui-ni mimic npoOvviag ixo.ipouv Enl to OTPUTLCOTLKOV 

Some archaeologists think this earthquake was the cause of the abandonment of 
Qumran, which is supposed to have remained unoccupied until 4 RC. The earthquake 
can only have been one of the causes of the abandonment, however, because there was 
also a good deal of military activity going on at the time. For a survey of the problem 
and a bibliography, see Firpo (1989, pp.187-90). 
It is very likely that this is the same earthquake as one recorded by Malalas: "During 
the reign of the revered Augustus Caesar, a city in Palestine named Salamine [present 
day Lod] suffered from the wrath of God. Augustus rebuilt the city and called it 
Diospolis". 

'Eni, Si trj; 13CCGLX.€ iocg tov airroii Ailyoticrrov Kaioapog as(3ao-rat3, i3mOsv intO 
OE 0 liTiVi,ag naLg trjS IlaXaLatiVilg OA/4,CM aka RINT1. TiVTLVa nOkiv eysi,pag o airrOg 
Aiiyouutog in£K6XECTE ALOg Jtaig. 

(072) c.27 B.C. Laodicea (Phrygia), •Thiatyra, •Tralles, 
the island of Chios, •the island of Cos? 

sources 1 Strabo 12.8.18; Res Gestae 6.33-4; Suet. Aug. 47, Tib. 8; Christodorus, Chronicle of the city 

of Tralles, apud Agath. 2.17 

sources 2 	Orac. Sibyll. 3.459-62, 5.289-91; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 164d; 168d 

inscriptions IGSKl 36.1.35; Inschr. Olympia 53; IGR 4.1237 = TAM 5.974 

literature Biicheler (1882); Broughton (1935); Robert (1978); Clementoni (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); 
Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

When writing about rebuilding at Magnesia and Sardis after the 17 A.D. earthquake, 
Strabo also mentions earlier rebuilding work at Tralles and Laodicea: "But the emper-
or [Tiberius] contributed money for their restoration, just as his father had done in 
earlier times, when the people of Tralles suffered a similar disaster, involving the col-
lapse of the gymnasium and other parts of the city; and he also helped the people of 
Laodicea". 

'Egiv(Opecous 8' o ilyip,6v, xprittata iit11501:1g, K aoaJTEp Kal 7TPOT£P0V EItt 	ysvo[igvrig 
cruwpopag TpaXXiavoig 	TO mivdatov KCX1, diX.Xa µEprl CrUVEJTEOEV) o natiw airoi3 
Ka6 taatOlg Kal Aa081KE130 LV. 

At 27 B.C., Eusebius records that: "Tralles was reduced to ruins in an earthquake". 

Trallis terraemotu considerunt. 

There are two relevant passages in the Sibylline Oracles, expressed in the usual 
"prophetic" form. At 3.459-62 we read: "Tralles, the neighbour of Ephesus — an 
earthquake shall destroy the well-built walls and the wealth of a troubled people; the 
earth shall spout up water boiling hot, the groaning earth shall swallow them down 
with a smell of brimstone". 



Tpaltg 6' I) yEinov 'Etpicrou (map) KaTaktiCIEL / TELXEci 	EintOLT)T' etv6p6iv TE kEWV 

papu1314tcov• / Otipprjoit 6i TE yak( ii&op 	NOTi 6' ctirrrig / yak( parYVVOOVTI 

ItiETCCL •  6(30) 6i TE 06601). 

And at 5.289-91 we read: "Woe unto you, oh delightful Tralles, and woe unto you, oh 
beautiful city of Laodicea, for you shall be destroyed and reduced to dust in an earth-
quake". 

Alai; nokuripccrE Tpaktc, ALOLi, Aao6ixEict, 	(;); anokii,o0e oEtcrl.toig 	 TE 

Eig KOviv dkkaxOcioat. 

There is also an anecdote attached to a report of this earthquake in the work of the 
Byzantine historian Agathias, when he writes, in relation to this period: "The city of 
Tralles [...1 was completely devastated by an earthquake during the reign of the 
Emperor Augustus". 

Ai yoiiv Tpci?aetc 	JtOkig; intO 6i toys Airyaio-rou Kai,aapog xpOvoug eCIEI.,CTO11 TE 

6inaCYCE Kal etVETOTC71, xaL 01:)SiV airtfig o TI. iCIECROOTO. 

He goes on to tell how a humble peasant called Chaeremon saw the destruction and 
made the long journey to Cantabria to petition Augustus, who was involved in a mili-
tary campaign there (for which there is historical evidence in 27-24 B.c.). As a result of 
this petition, Augustus is supposed to have sent a commission to arrange for the city 
to be rebuilt, and the inhabitants are supposed to have put up a statue in honour of 
Chaeremon, the author of the epigram recorded in the passage by Agathias. It is 
thought that Agathias' remarks were taken up by Christodorus of Coptus (Biicheler 
1882). 
There is plenty of documentary evidence for the rebuilding work carried out by 
Augustus. An inscription (BCH, 10, 1886, p.516, no.5) dedicated to Augustus by the 
local senate, describes him as "founder" of the city. And in the Res Gestae we read 
that "Vast sums of money were spent on theatrical events, gladiatorial games, athlet-
ics, hunting and mock sea battles, not to mention that given to colonies in Italy, to 
towns in the provinces which had been destroyed by earthquakes or fire, and to indi-
vidual friends and senators whose census he had completed". 

Impensa praestita in spectacula scaenica et munera gladiatorum atque athletas et 
venationes et naumachiam, et donata petunia colonis in Italia, oppidis in provincis 
terrae motu incendioque consumptis aut viritim amicis senatoribusque, quorum census 
explevit, innumerabilis. 

There is also a brief reference in Suetonius (Aug. 47) to assistance given by Augustus 
to unidentified cities: "He rebuilt [other cities] which had been destroyed by earth-
quakes". 

Aut terrae motu subversas denuo condidit. 

This earthquake (or series of earthquakes) must have affected a large area, for 
Agathias ends his comments on Tralles by saying that "Many other cities in Asia, in 
fact, both those settled by Ionians and those settled by Aeolians [i.e. a large part of the 
Aegean coast of Asia Minor], suffered a similar fate at that time". 

Trokkag oi Kat' EICEiVO toy K cupofi Kc eckkag nOkiig iv tri 	'Imuck TE KGCL 

Ainktoctg, rcapankricna Traeiiv 

Suetonius says that the young Tiberius "reported to the senate that requests for help 
had been received from the people of Laodicea, Thiatyra and Chios, which had been 
struck by an earthquake". 

catalo EUe 2 7 B.C. 



Pro Laodicenis Thiatirenis Chiis terrae motu afflictis opemque implorantibus senatum 
[Tiberius] deprecatus est. 

The date of the request is reckoned to be about 25/24 B.c. (see Clementoni 1989, p.169). 
There is an inscription from Thiatyra (iGR 4.1237 = TAM 5.974) which in effect records 
an earthquake: "[Tiberius Claudius Am]phimachus, that outstanding stephanophoros, 
was honoured by the Areni and Nagdemi with the erection of a statue, because he had 
defended and renewed the villages' rights; later on, when the statue and its base were 
broken in an earthquake, Julia Severina Stratonice, a descendant of his, had the base 
rebuilt and the statue restored at her own expense, and was responsible for its dedica-
tion". 

[Ti. KA,a65101, 	4:11,[taxov, Kpd/TLOTOV aTEOV140p0V, / TELRT1OEVTa TTj tov av/opicivTog 
avaaTaaEr irno5 / 'Aprivciry Kai. NaySlittaw / 	i[Kl&Kliaal, Kai, atoKa/taatijaal, 
to tcuv KO*1.6V, / Kal 1.1.8ta TafitCC `Una GE Latiab / auv-rpti3v-cog Tarr-  00.20v 
Kal avopicivTog, / 	 Icurwiva XTpccTo/vEiKi, 'yyovog airTafi 
/ KaTaGKEUaCraaa TOV "LE / 1310[16V Kai ilLIONC'Uaaaaa / TON/ avoptavTa EK t(iiV / 'LoitOV, 

avcOl)KEV. 

The editors of the inscription, however, prefer to place it around the first imperial 
period, without relating it to any particular earthquake among the many which affect-
ed these areas. 
A decree of the city of Cos in honour of Augustus was found near the sanctuary of 
Olympia (Inschr. Olympia 53). At lines 7-11 it reads: "At the time of the disaster of 
the earthquakes [---] as saviour and god [the emperor Caesar [Augustus] brought] 
rebirth to those who had been ruined [...] not to leave it in need [---] it being very just 
[---] of Roman dominion, not to let the city lie in ruins [---] with benefits [---]". 

Trig bi Tuiv (3E10[1,61V JLEpLOTaGIECOg 	/ 	-1 [1,013 REta Tip/ KaTCC[OE101JaialV [--- th]g au 

owTripa Kal 113£10V rdalXivyrelvarrav toffs Curokleaciai 	/ OXIbOaviog Kai Trpog 
iAlOorkralv 	KaTaiX.ra(e)iv (61€14aokviv, naTpio,'Aav [tiv Trig oixi,ag 	 / 
--- 80(mo-dal-toy O[v] 	'daft tin[a]p---a Trig f'Por[taauvl 	 tirsi nielpttio(e)liv 
(KErh..61vriv 	e8c4oug 	/ 	erielpycai,aig. 

Since the inscription describes Augustus as victor over the Cantabri (1.13), its termi-
nus post quern must be put at about 24 B.c., and that fits other evidence. 24 B.c. is 
surely the most likely date for Roman assistance aimed at encouraging restoration 
work. As for the date of the earthquake itself, we can keep to Eusebius' 27 B.C., though 
with the usual caution where he is concerned. Eusebius himself (Hieron. Chron. 
168d) could be creating a doublet when he writes for 5 B.C.: "On the island of Cos, many 
houses collapsed in an earthquake". 
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In insula Coo terraemotu plurima conciderunt. 

Some manuscripts give Choo (reflecting confusion with Chio?). However, there is no 
reason why an earthquake should not have struck both Chios and Cos at the same 
time. 
The earthquake seems, therefore, to have affected an area comprising Lydia, Phrygia 
and the Aegean (perhaps with its epicentre in the Maeander valley?). As regards 
Phrygia, it is worth mentioning two passages in Strabo, who died in 19 A.D. At 
12.8.16-18 he tells how, in the city of Carura, a whole brothel, with the girls and the 
brothel keeper, was swallowed up by a gaping hole in the ground (see Guidoboni 1989, 
p.659); and at 13.4.10 he mentions the frequency with which Philadelphia suffered 
earthquake damage. Unfortunately, it is not possible to date the first occurrence, and 
in any case its anecdotal nature casts doubt on it; but since the second passage deals 
with events in a naturalistic way, Strabo may have been relying on an earlier source. 



However, he does not suggest a connection between events in Phrygia and those in 
Asia Minor in 17 (see entry (079 )), which occurred during his lifetime and of which he 
was well aware, so it is not possible to date the former with any accuracy. 

( 073) 17 B.C. the Apennines [central Italy?] 

	

sources 	Obseq. 71 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

Obsequens is a late but reliable source, and as in the case of other earthquakes report-
ed by him, it is difficult to establish any background to this one, beyond its date and 
place. Furthermore, the location of this particular earthquake is especially problem-
atical in that Obsequens refers not to a city or territory, but to a villa belonging to 
Augustus' wife Livia. 
Obsequens tells us that in 17 B.c.: "there was a great earthquake at the foot of the 
Apennines, at the country house of Livia, wife of Caesar [Augustus]". 

Sub Appennino in villa Liviae, uxoris Caesaris, ingenti motu terra intremuit. 

We do not know the exact location of Livia's country house in the Apennines, though it 
may have been the Prima Porta villa on the Via Flaminia, at a spot known as ad 
Gallinas albas. 
It is interesting to note that while the prodigy tradition was usually limited to Rome 
and towns linked to Rome such as colonies or municipia, in Augustan times it was 
extended to include places which were in some way related to the imperial power. 
This is a sign that profound religious changes had taken place. 

( 074) 17 B.c. • Paphos, • Cyprus 

	

sources 1 	Dio Cass. 54.23.7; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 166c 

	

sources 2 	Georg. Sync. 593 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

Dio Cassius mentions rebuilding work carried out at Paphos on the island of Cyprus in 
15 B.C. at the behest of Augustus: "[Augustus] also set aside money for the inhabitants 
of Paphos, who had suffered in an earthquake, and issued a decree that the city should 
be named Augusta". 

to 0E10[1,0 JTOV/i0a01 Ka‘l xpri[tata iXapi.00CTO xai TT1V ItakiV Avyouaiav Kakeiv 

Kat& Soya EJTEITJEWE 

Dio Cassius is a late (3rd century A.D.) but well-informed writer who relies on good 
sources; and in this case he has thought it worthwhile to record the prompt assistance 
given by Augustus towards the reconstruction of cities struck by earthquakes. These 
are by no means disinterested details; for it is well known that in his idealisation of 
the emperor Augustus, Dio Cassius was trying to describe the contemporary situation 
and, by implication, draw attention to the problem of public buildings. He wanted to 
persuade the emperors of his day not to devote too much attention to grandiose public 
works, leaving municipalities with the all too frequent burden of work such as the 
rebuilding of a city struck by an earthquake. For a general reference to rebuilding 
work carried out by Augustus, see the passage from Suetonius (Aug. 47) quoted in 
entry ( 072 ). 
That the earthquake was also felt throughout Cyprus, is clear from a reference in the 
Chronicon of Eusebius for the third year of the 190th Olympiad [17 B.c.]: "Large parts 

duologue 27-17 B.C. 



of towns in Cyprus were destroyed in an earthquake". 

In Cypro plurimae civitatum partes terrae motu conciderunt. 

Syncellus reports the earthquake in the same terms as Eusebius. 

( 075) shortly before 2 B.C. • Naples 
sources 	Dio Cass. 55.10.9 

literature De Caro and Greco (1993) 

catalogues Schmidt (1881); Guidoboni (1989) 

This is another earthquake recorded thanks to the interest of Dio Cassius, a late writ-
er (3rd century A.D.) who is nevertheless careful and reliable. 
In the same year that a temple to Mars Ultor was consecrated in the Forum of 
Augustus in Rome, the Neapolitans dedicated a sacred athletic contest to the emperor. 
The official reason for this homage to Augustus was that he had had the city rebuilt 
after its destruction by earthquake and fire — the latter being perhaps an eruption of 
Vesuvius. 
Dio Cassius reports: "There were celebrations in honour of Mars. A sacred contest 
was dedicated to Augustus himself in Neapolis, the Campanian city, ostensibly be-
cause he had restored it when it was destroyed by earthquake and fire, but in reality 
because its inhabitants, alone of the Campanians, were trying to imitate the customs 
of the Greeks as best they could". 

T6k 1/ 0 13v "Ap£L Val:A 	EVE-CO, airnii Si Sr) TO 'Noy oino,) siy(t)V TE LEpog iv NECK 

7tOket T1l Kavotavi6g, XOyu.) Ov on KaxwOsioccv CO:YrIVV Kai into GE 1,0.10'0 Kai into =wig 

dviXcc(Ev, TO 8' OXTIO; iast6o) to 1151/ 'EXXOCOV 1.4.0VOL Td51/ xrpoox6pary TpOnov twct 

El; Xovv. 

There may be a link between this event and the rebuilding of the city walls by the 
emperor (De Caro and Greco 1993, p.20). 

( 076) 5 A.D. Rome 
sources 	Dio Cass. 55.22.3 

literature Boll (1909); Oppolzer (1962) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Schmidt (1881); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is a brief reference to this earthquake in Dio Cassius, a late source (3rd century 
A D ), but nevertheless an important one for Roman history. As we have already ob-
served (see entry (067 )), he still showed a certain interest in prodigies, thereby restor-
ing a certain value to that aspect of paganism. 
Dio Cassius records a whole series of extraordinary natural events for the year 5 AD.: 

"At this time, during the consulship of Cornelius and Valerius Messalla, violent earth-
quakes occurred, and the Tiber carried away the bridge and made the city navigable 
for seven days. There was also a partial eclipse of the sun, and famine set in". 

TOTE 8' 0 0v it I T£ T013 KO0VT1X1.01) xai Era 0i)caspi,ou Msocidkau 'OnciTcov GEL0.101. TE 

£ 1:11 0101 OUVEPTIOCCV, Kai o TI,PE pig TTiV "LE yicfrupav Katiavpi T013 TE ilX1,01Y Ti. eidArcig 
iyivito, Kai, X LIAO; olivrivx0 
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We do not know where the earthquake epicentre was situated, and it is likely that 



Rome was simply one of a number of places where tremors were felt. The eclipse of 
the sun recorded by Dio Cassius occurred on 28 March of that year (Boll 1909, 
co1.2360; Oppolzer 1962, chart 58). 
This passage from Dio Cassius is similar to what he writes about the 15 A.D. earth-
quake (see entry ( 077 )), so one might suspect a doublet; but it is probably no more 
than a question of a stereotyped expression taken from an annal source or directly 
from an archive document. 

( 077) 15 *Rome 
sources 	Dio Cass. 57.14.7 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); 

Baratta (1892, 1899, 1901); Galli (1906); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

Our knowledge of this earthquake derives solely from a brief reference in Dio Cassius, 
a late source (3rd century A.D.), but nevertheless an important one for Roman history. 
According to Dio Cassius, an earthquake had damaged the walls of Rome: "The river 
Tiber now flooded a large part of the city, so that people went about in boats, and most 
people regarded this, too, as an omen, like the violent earthquakes which caused part 
of the city walls to collapse, and like the frequent thunderbolts which caused wine to 
leak even from vessels that were sound". 

Toil 'LE 7t0Ta[1013 toe TrOproog itokkex trig 3rOkecog KatocolOvtog dote jEkEV0071Vat, of [tiV 
6,?■101 iv o-rfrccrog 2,..6)4) xal TO1320, tiiCTICEp nal, TO TE 1.tyeeog TOW cretcylluiv vet.' by xal  
kpog Tt tor) tEixovg inEOE. 

The walls in question were the Servian walls, built in 378 B.C. (according to Livy) after 
the Gaulish occupation of 390 B.c. They were repaired on several occasions, the last 
time before this earthquake being in 87 B.C. 
Between the end of republican Rome and the time when Aurelian had walls built (270-
275 AD.), Rome was effectively without a proper surrounding wall, and what walls ex-
isted must have been in a state of neglect. 

( 078) c.17 *the Reggio Calabria area, • Sicily 
sources 	Phleg. FGrHist 257 F 36 (xlv) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Capocci (1861); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake is mentioned by Phlegon of Tralles (2nd century AD ), a freedman of 
the emperor Hadrian. As we have already pointed out (see entry ( 060 )), he has good 
sources and is reliable. 
A passage in Phlegon of Tralles records that an earthquake struck Sicily and Calabria: 
"The earthquake also caused damage to many cities in Sicily and to the area around 
Reggio". 

"EnaGov 	Kal, trig E1KEXLag into T013 CSELOI.LOD ODK Okiyat TrOXErg xai to 70,.,ncriov 
Priyino. 	 oUrc OXrycc Kal 205V iV IIOVTO) e0vhv. 

Phlegon's statement seems to derive from an unidentified "Apollonius grammaticus" 
who was principally referring to the 17 AD. earthquake in Asia Minor (see entry (079 )). 179 

catalogue 	B C.-17 A.D. 
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( 079) a night in the year 17 • Aegae, •Apollonidea, • Cyme, 
• Ephesus?, • Hierocaesarea, •Hyrcania, •Magnesia, •Mostene, 
• Myrina, • Philadelphia, • Sardis, • Temnus, •Tmolus 
>surface faulting< 

sources i 	Strabo 12.8.18, 13.3.5, 13.4.8, 13.4.10; Bian. apud Anthol. Pal. 9.423; Vell. 2.126; Sen. NQ 6.1.13, 
ad Luc. 14.91.9; Plin. n.h. 2.200; Apoll. Gramm. apud Phleg. FGrHist 257 F 36 (xiii); 

Tac. Ann. 2.47.1-4; Suet. Tib. 48; Dio Cass. 57.17.7 
sources 2 Orac. Sibyll. 5.289; Eus. Hieron.Chron. 172a; Ioh. Lyd. De ost. 53; Sol. 40.5; Georg. Sync. 603; 

Niceph. Call. 1.17; Chron. A 84; Chron. B 86-7; Matt. Palm. Lib. de temp. 9 

inscriptions CIL 3.7096; 10.1624 = ILS 156 add.; SEG 28.928; IGR 4.1514; Foucart (1887) 

coins 	BMC K90535 D-36 D 

literature Weismantel (1891); Spinazzola (1902); Ambraseys (1971); Robert (1978); Mitchell (1987); 
Catalogo epigrafi (1989); Clementoni (1989); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

On an unidentified night in 17 AD., a very violent earthquake struck the Province of 
Asia. Its effects were disastrous, particularly in Lydia (now part of western Turkey, 
opposite the Aegean Sea). The most detailed description of what happened and of the 
measures taken to help the victims, is to be found in the Roman historian Tacitus. He 
tells us that the city of Sardis suffered the worst damage, followed by Magnesia on 
Mt.Sipylus, the number of victims being the greater because of outbreaks of fire in the 
ruins, and because, since the disaster happened at night, those who tried to flee to 
open ground fell into fissures opened up by the earthquake. 
Tacitus writes: "In the same year, twelve important cities in Asia collapsed in an 
earthquake. It happened at night, with the result that the havoc was the less fore-
seen and the more devastating. Even the usual resource in these catastrophes of 
rushing out into the open was unavailing, as the fugitives were swallowed up in yawn-
ing chasms. Accounts are given of huge mountains sinking, of former plains seen 
heaved aloft, and of fires flashing out amid the ruins. As the disaster fell heaviest on 
the Sardians, it brought them the largest measure of sympathy, the emperor prom-
ising ten million sesterces, and exempting them from payments to the national and 
imperial exchequers for five years. The Magnesians of Sipylus were ranked second as 
to the extent of their losses and their indemnity. In the case of the Temnians, 
Philadelphians, Aegeates, Apollonideans, the so-called Mostenians and Hyrcanian 
Macedonians, and the cities of Hierocaesarea, Myrina, Cyme, and Tmolus, it was de-
cided to exempt them from tribute for the same period and to send a senatorial com- 
missioner to assess the situation on the spot and administer relief. M.Ateius, a form-
er praetor, was chosen for this purpose, because Asia was governed by a former consul, 
and this avoided problems arising from rivalry between equals". 

Eodem anno duodecim celebres Asiae urbes conlapsae nocturno motu terrae, quo 
improvisior graviorque pestis fuit. Neque solitum in tali casu effugium subveniebat in 
aperta prorumpendi, quia diductis terris hauriebantur. Sedisse immensos montis, 
visa in arduo quae plana fuerint, effulsisse inter ruinam ignis memorant. Asperrima 
in Sardianos lues plurimum in eosdem misericordiae traxit: nam centies sestertium 
pollicitus Caesar, et quantum aerario aut fisco pendebant, in quinquennium remisit. 
Magnetes a Sipylo proximi damno ac remedio habiti. Temnios, Philadelphenos, 
Aegeatas, Apollonidenses, quique Mosteni aut Macedones Hyrcani vocantur, et 
Hierocaesariam, Myrinam, Cymen, Tmolum levari idem in tempus tributis mittique ex 
senatu placuit, qui praesentia spectaret refoveretque. Delectus est M.Ateius e praeto-
riis; ne consulari obtinente Asiam aemulatio inter pares et ex eo impedimentum orere-
tur. 



Magnesia 
Mostene 

Many other Greek and Latin writers record the earthquake, though their descriptions 
are much briefer than that of Tacitus. Nearest in time to the earthquake was Strabo, 
and he was also well aware of the seismicity of the region. There are three passages 
in his work where the earthquake is mentioned. At 12.8.18 he writes: "for even today 
earthquakes have destroyed Magnesia at the foot of this mountain, when they also 
destroyed Sardis and the most famous cities in many other areas; but the emperor 
[Tiberius] had them rebuilt, after granting them tax exemptions". 

Kai pip vvv trly Mayvicii,av riiv 	KaTO CC X01/ Elapai, rlvLKc Kai Ecip8Eig Kai 
T63v CikXwv Tag 	14aVE °Tata; Kata nOkAa. [ii pri 8LEXU !Ail V aVt0 iallV(UpOWCIE 8' O 
ilyEttoiv, xprittata bn,8cRig. 

(13.3.5) "It [Magnesia] too was reduced to ruins in the recent earthquakes". 

xai tatiCTIV 8' iicCocwoctv of VECOGit yev011Evoi cnia[toi. 

(13.4.8) "The city [of Sardis...] recently lost many houses in earthquakes; but the pres-
ent emperor, Tiberius, generously contributed to the restoration of this and many 
other cities which had shared the same fate in the same circumstances". 

[...] vcoxy-cl, il1TO (38101103V Cat PaXE 	 K at° LK Lag. 	rl 8e to TLPEpi,ov 
Imovoia, toff KO' illuig irepuivog, xai Tai)TTIV xai VI) V a Alen/ 01.3)(W3Cg (iN4ka(3E Talc 

Ocrai IrEpi Toy airthv Kccipov iKOLVOiV710CCV 	al:7TM-) Jta0aUg. 

In the Palatine Anthology, there is an epigram by the Bithynian poet Bianor which 
recalls the tragic fate of Sardis: "Alas, wretched Sardis [...], you were totally overtaken 
by a single catastrophe when you plunged into a chasm created by an immense split in 
the earth. Helice and Bura were swamped by the sea; but although you were on dry 
land, you suffered the same fate as they did in the deep waters". 

Edpoi,Eg [...] vvv 81) iikau 86;:nrivot ig iv K aK eV cipao0eicrau ig pueOv E dxavoiig 
xdoptatog iwircErE. 	Bapa ica0' '6 0' 'EXiicri KEickuo0vott• a 'I 8' ivi 	pow Ecipen,Eg 
ip,f31101,ccig Eig iv licco0e 

The power of the arthquake is made clear in Pliny's Naturalis historia: "The greatest 
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Detail of the marble base forming part of a 

monument dedicated to Tiberius in 30 or 31 AD., 

to thank him for bringing aid to towns in Asia 

Minor which had been struck by earthquakes 
in 17 and 23 AD The cities are represented 

as human figures. The monument may have 

been repaired because of damage suffered 

in the earthquake of 62 A.D. The base was 

discovered at Pozzuoli in 1693 

(Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples, 

photo Soprintendenze Archeologiche 

delle Province di Napoli e Caserta). 
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earthquake in human memory occurred when Tiberius Caesar was emperor, for twelve 
Asian cities were destroyed in a single night". 

Maximus terrae memoria mortalium exstitit motus Tiberii Caesaris principatu, xnurbi-
bus Asiae una nocte prostratis. 

Seneca also mentions it, not only in his Naturales Quaestiones: "Asia Minor lost twelve 
cities at the same time" (Asia duodecim urbes simul perdidit), but also, in passing, in 
a letter to Lucilius: "How many cities in Asia Minor, [...] were reduced to ruins in a sin-
gle earthquake?" (Quotiens Asiae, [...] urbes uno tremore ceciderunt). 
Suetonius mentions the help given by the emperor Tiberius. He writes: "Tiberius was 
not liberal with aid even to the provinces, except in the case of Asia Minor, since the 
cities there had been destroyed in an earthquake". 

Ne provincias quidem liberalitate ulla sublevavit, excepta Asia, disiectis terrae motu 
civitatibus. 

Dio Cassius records also tax exemptions which were granted by the emperor to the 
damaged cities: "A man of consular rank with five lictors was put in charge of the 
cities of Asia Minor which had been damaged in an earthquake, and in addition many 
tax exemptions were granted by Tiberius, as well as generous sums of money". 

Tait tiE ev TT4 'AMC!. no? £01, laic .1)7C6 tiov (ELC,Tp.01) KOLKO)0£1,0CUC dviip ova-um/)(k Gin,  

JI£VTE (1)(1001:1ZOR; TWOCTET6011, Kai xprincurct Jta.) c t.i£V £K TWV 4:16pCOV 61/£1.011 31r0a& Si 

Kai :Tap(X. iov TO3Epiou sbo hi. 

Another anecdote about the earthquake —dating to not long after it occurred — is con-
tained in a fragment from Apollonius Grammaticus (1st century AD ) preserved in 
Phlegon of Tralles (2nd century AD.): "Apollonius Grammaticus tells us that there was 
an earthquake during the reign of Tiberius Nero, and that many famous cities in Asia 
were almost totally destroyed. Later on Tiberius rebuilt them at his own expense. 
Consequently, they built and dedicated to him a colossal statue next to the Temple of 
Venus in the Roman Forum, and each of the cities subsequently put up statues". 



A coin issued in honour of the emperor Tiberius 

for his contribution to the rebuilding of towns 

in Asia Minor damaged in the earthquakes 

of 17 and 23 A.D. 

(British Museum, London, K 90535 D-36 D). 

'Anoac6viog 	ypamiatircog icrtopEi EJti 'FL PSpi,01) N4)(ovog CIELGOV y Ey Evrio-Oat Kai 
aoackg Kai Ovo!lecatdcg mii■xig -uric 'Acri,ag &Orly (igravicferivat, d; iiatEpov o TLkpiog 
°IKE 6c ocurcivri ncikry dv6pOwocv. 	dye' 	KOkOCTOOV TE 	K ata0K &Mk:WEI/TEC 
aVEOECraV TrapCt TO trig 'AcOpobirrig i£p0, o kFTLV sv Tii 'POial,OJV dy op(c, Kai tthlf 

JtOkELOV EKdorrig 	dvopuivtag ac)6:3trioccv. 

The generosity shown by Tiberius towards the cities which had suffered in the earth-
quake was also commemorated in a series of sesterces bearing the image of the em-
peror himself. 
Since the cities damaged in the earthquake were assisted by Tiberius, they erected a 
monument to him. It was rectangular in shape, and the base was discovered at 
Pozzuoli in 1693. It bears the following inscription (cm 10.1624 = Hs 156 add.), which 
can be dated to 30 A.D. on the basis of the titles attributed to the emperor: "To Tiberius 
Caesar Augustus, son of the emperor Augustus, nephew of the emperor Julius, ponti-
fex maximus, consul for the fourth time, emperor for the eighth time, granted tribuni-
cian power for the thirty-second time, the Augustales. The city authority restored [...] 
Sardis [...], [Magneslia, Philadelphia, Tmolus, Cyme, Temnus, Cibyra, Myrina, 
Ephesus, Apollonidea, Hyrca[nia], Mostene, [Aeg]ae and [Hieroc]aesarea". 
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Ti(berio) Caesari divi / Augusti f(ilio) divi / Iu n(epoti) Augusto / pontif(ici) maximo 
co(n)s(uli) irrl / imp(eratori) viii trib(unicia) potestat(e) 	z / Augustales res publica 	I 
restituit. I [---]ihenia Sa[rdels Moron, [Magnes ]ia I Philadelphea, Tmolus, Cyme I 
Temnos, Cibyra, Myrina, Ephesos, Apollonidea, Hyrca[nia] I Mostene, Meg-kw, 
[Hieroc]aesarea. 

On the four sides of the base are representations of the cities which were struck by the 
earthquake: Sardis, Magnesia, Philadelphia, Tmolus, Cyme, Temnus, Cibyra, Myrina, 
Ephesus, Apollonidea, Hyrcania, Mostene, Aegae and Hierocaesarea. 
This raises a problem, because Ephesus and Cibyra have to be added to Tacitus' list, 
giving not twelve but fourteen cities. The problem of Cibyra could be solved in terms 
of Tacitus' evidence that it was destroyed shortly before 23 AD. (see entry (080 )); and so 
the base from Pozzuoli could include the thanks of the cities struck by the earthquakes 
of 23 AD as well as 17 AD. There remains the problem of Ephesus, however, for it does 
not figure in Tacitus' list of twelve cities. Archaeologists do not yet seem to have 
found clear traces of an earthquake at Ephesus at this period; and any such evidence 
would inevitably be limited, because we lack a comprehensive epigraphic and archaeo-
logical study of the reconstruction of buildings in the region, such as might lead to a 
future regional study of the seismicity of western Asia Minor. 
Given the above considerations, we can formulate at least three possible solutions to 
the problem: 
a) Ephesus as well as Cibyra may have been struck by the earthquake of 23 AD. (see 
entry (080 )). This may seem the most reasonable solution to the problem, but certain 
doubts remain; for if there had indeed been an earthquake at Ephesus at that date, 
why did a careful source like Tacitus fail to mention such an important city? This did 
not escape the notice of Th.Mommsen in his edition of the inscription in cu 10.1624 
(published in 1883). In his opinion, the Ephesus earthquake must have occurred 
shortly before the Pozzuoli inscription was made: roughly between 28 AD. and 30 An. 
But the only earthquake we know of dating to about that time is one in Pontus and 
Bithynia (see entry ( 082 )); and in any case, Mommsen does not support his opinion 
with convincing evidence. 
b) Both Cibyra and Ephesus may have been only partly damaged in 17 AU., and may 
have been struck shortly before 23 AD. by another tremor, which reduced them to such 
a serious state that tax exemption became necessary. 
c) Both Cibyra and Ephesus may have been struck only by the earthquake of 17 AD., 

without the damage they suffered being so serious as to cause Tiberius to grant them 
tax exemption. The two cities may have made a later request to Rome for tax exemp-
tion, and this may have been granted in 23 AD. 

A further difficulty lies in the decipherment of the two names which immediately pre- 
cede and follow Sardis. 	Spinazzola (1902, p.119ff.) suggests [Tydrenia Sa[rde]s 
Peloponnesos, referring to the legend according to which Tyrrhenus and Pelops were 
born at Sardis. He also suggests identifying the boy on the left of the representation 
of the city as Tyrrhenus, and the variously interpreted object in his left hand as the 
child Pelops. This difference in the way the name of the city is expressed suggests 
that the base of the monument was altered, perhaps after the earthquake which 
accompanied the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD., or that of 62. The Pozzuoli monument 
was in fact a slightly different and smaller copy of a colossal statue of Tiberius which 
stood in the Forum of Caesar in Rome, but of which no trace has so far been discovered. 
There exists a very interesting dedicatory inscription to Tiberius (31-37 AD.), which 
describes him as conditor of the twelve cities destroyed in the earthquake (cll, 3.7096): 
"[Tiberius Caesar Augustus, son of the emperor Augustus, nephew of the emperor 
Julius, pontifex] maximus, granted [...] tribunician power, [c]onsul for the fifth time, 
founder at one and the same ti[me of the twelve] cities s[truck] by the [e]arthquake". 



[Ti(berius) Caesar divi Augusti f(ilius) divi Iu n(epos) Aug(ustus), p(ontifex)] m(axi- 
mus), tr(ibunicia) p(otestate) 	clo(n)s(u1) v, conditor uno tem[pore xu civitatium 
t]errae motu ve[xatarum]. 

The inscription appears on four fragments of the architrave of a building, whose posi-
tion has not been identified, in the Turkish town of Nemrud Kalesi (ancient Aegae). 
A very similar inscription in Greek (see Foucard 1887, pp.89-90), dating to 34-35 AD., 

came to light amongst the ruins of the city of Mostene, which was also damaged in the 
earthquake. The inscription records that Tiberius rebuilt the twelve Asian cities 
struck by the earthquake of 17 AD , and describes the emperor as Ktiotic evi KaL/pw 
Siiocka TRi/kcwv (founder at one and the same time of twelve cities) — the same cities 
as those mentioned by Tacitus. 
Another inscription (sEG 28.928) records the restoration of a temple at Sardis which 
had been damaged in an earthquake: "Socrates, son of Polemeus Pardalas, built the 
temple and dedicated it to Hera. [---] His niece Julia Lydia restored it after the earth-
quake". 

.Ewicpatqc.  nokg[taint,  / flapoakag -E6v vaov KaTE/UKE1',C(OFV KOCL 	Hpav (AVE /0 riK EV 
[ - - -] 101.1)\.1,Ct AlioLa 	1./(0Vil 	!..tETa. Toy (Jetol.tov / i7LeoxelJaoev. 

And finally, there is an incomplete inscription (IGR 4.1514), which records that repre-
sentatives of the twelve cities struck by the earthquake met at Sardis to discuss ways 
of expressing their gratitude to Tiberius. 

( 080) shortly before 23 • Cibyra 
sources 1 	Tac. Ann. 4.13.1 

sources 2 	Niceph. Call. 1.17 

inscriptions CIL 10.1624 = Ics 156 add.; IGR 4.1514 

literature Ruge (1921); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Schmidt (1881); Guidoboni (1989) 

Tiberius took action in relation not only to the famous earthquake of 17 AD. (see entry 
( 079 )), but also to another which struck the city of Cibyra in the province of Asia a few 
years later. Tacitus records the following measures taken by Tiberius in the year 
23 AD.: "He got the senate to issue decrees exempting the city of Cibyra in Asia and 
Aegium in Achaia from taxes for three years, because they had suffered severe earth-
quake damage". 

Factaque auctore eo senatus consulta ut civitati Cibyraticae apud Asiam, Aegiensi 
apud Achaiam, motu terrae labefactis, subveniretur remissione tributi in triennium. 

For Aegium, see entry ( 081). On the Pozzuoli statue base (cm 10.1624 = /Ls 156 add.), 
already mentioned in entry ( 079 ), the name Cibyra appears along with those of other 
cities in Asia which were damaged in the 17 AD. earthquake. See also inscription IGR 

4.1514, from Sardis, where a representative of Cibyra is mentioned amongst those of 
cities in Asia which can be identified as the ones struck by the 17 AD. earthquake. The 
city must have been rebuilt within the space of two years, because we know from coins 
that the era of Cibyra began in 25 AD. (Ruge 1921, co1.376). 
In view of Tacitus' accuracy and the fact that he had access to official documents, there 
is no reason to doubt that the city of Cibyra was so badly damaged by another earth-
quake that the emperor felt justified in granting tax exemption. As we have already 
seen, however, that does not explain why the city of Cibyra is included in the list on 
the base from Pozzuoli in honour of Tiberius. For suggested solutions to this problem, 
see entry ( 079) above. 185 
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( 81) 23 *Aegium, Patras 

	

sources 	Sen. NQ 6.25.4; Tac. Ann. 4.13.1 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Tacitus refers to tax exemption granted by Tiberius for the year 23 AD., after Aegium 
had been struck by an earthquake: "He got the senate to issue decrees exempting the 
city of Cibyra in Asia and Aegium in Achaia from taxes for three years, because they 
had suffered severe earthquake damage". 

Factaque auctore eo senatus consulta ut civitati Cibyraticae apud Asiarn, Aegiensi 
apud Achaiam, motu terrae labefactis, subveniretur remissione tributi in triennium. 

Aegium was a Peloponnese port at the mouth of the river Selinus. 
It is very likely that this is the same earthquake mentioned by Seneca, who draws 
attention to the fact that when the tremor struck Aegium, it was not felt in nearby 
Patras: "How strange [...] that when Aegium was struck, the nearby city of Patras only 
knew of it by report". 

Quid dicam [...] cum laboravit Aegium, tam propinquas illi Patras de motu audisse? 

( 82) 24 November 29 • Nicea, •Bithynia, Pontus 

sources 1 Apollon. Gramm. apud Phleg. FGrHist 257 F 36 x11,- ); Phleg. FGrHist 257 F 16 a 

	

sources 2 	Eus. Hieron. Chron. 174d; Oros. Hist. 7.4.13; Mal. 241; Chron. Pasch. 219-222, 412, 417; 

Georg. Sync. 614 

	

literature 	Boll (1909) 

eata[,,,me, Manetti [1457]; Ligorio 11574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989): Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake in 29 AD. is recorded in a fragment by Phlegon: "In accordance with 
the prophecies which had been made about Him, Jesus Christ came to the Passion in 
the eighteenth year of the reign of Tiberius, at which time we also find in the memo-
rials of other peoples these very words: 'There was an eclipse of the sun, Bithynia was 
shaken by an earthquake, and many buildings collapsed in the city of Nicea'; and all 

these things correspond to what happened during the Passion of the Saviour". 
Phlegon also writes about these things [...] as follows: 'In the fourth year of the two 
hundred and second Olympiad [32/33 AD.] there was a great eclipse of the sun which 
exceeded all previous eclipses; at the sixth hour [3 p.m.] day turned into such dark 
night that the stars could be seen in the sky, and an earthquake in Bithynia destroyed 
many buildings in the city of Nicea' ". 

lesus Christus secundum prophetius quae de eo fuerant praelocutae ad passionem venit 
anno Tiberii decimo octavo, quo tempore etiam in aliis ethnicorum commentariis haec 
ad verbum scripta repperimus "solis facta defectio. Bithynia terrae motu concussa, et in 
urbe Nicaea aedes plurimae corruerunt", quae omnia his congruunt quae in passione 
Salvatoris acciderant. Scribit vero super his et Flego, qui 1...] ita dicens: "quarto autem 
anno ducentesima secundae magna et excellens inter omnes quae ante earn acciderant 
defectio solis facta; dies hora sexta eta in tenebrosam noctem versus ut stellae in caelo 
visae sint terraeque motus in Bithynia Nicae[n]ae urbis multas aedes subverterit". 

Boll (1909) was able to provide the correct date for this earthquake as 29 A.D., by relat-
ing it to the solar eclipse mentioned in the sources. 
Apollonius Grammaticus, who was Phlegon's source, records an earthquake in Pontus 
at the time of Tiberius. In a fragment quoted by Phlegon we read: "serious earth- 



quake damage also occurred amongst the peoples who lived in Pontus". 

EacioOi Se crimc 6?\.i.ya xai tcuv Ev Ilbvto,) 

The Phlegon fragment mentions the discovery of enormous skeletons, from which a 
tooth was sent to Tiberius. He gave it for examination to a certain Pulchrus, who was 
probably a naturalist. It seems likely that this is the same earthquake that struck 
Bithynia. 
The Bithynia earthquake is also referred to in Eusebius, while Orosius relates it to the 
one which Christian tradition associates with the death of Christ (Matth. 27.50-4, 
28.1-2). Thanks partly to the popularity of Eusebius' Chronicon, the earthquake is 
frequently mentioned in Byzantine chronicles. Malalas, for example, refers to it as a 
tremor which shook the whole world. 

( 083) a few days before 16 March 37 • Capri 
sources 	Suet. Tib. 74.2 

literature De Caro and Greco (1993) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Our knowledge of this earthquake comes from Suetonius, a 2nd century AD. writer who 
is acknowledged to be a careful recorder of small details for use in his biographies of 
the Caesars. 
This earthquake caused the collapse of the Capri lighthouse, and is included in a list 
of prodigies which Suetonius links to the death of Tiberius on 16 March 37 AD.: "A few 
days before he died, the tower of the Capri lighthouse collapsed in an earthquake. 
And at Misenum, ashes and embers which had been brought in to heat his dining-
room and were long since extinguished and cold, suddenly flared up again in the early 
evening and continued to glow uninterruptedly for much of the night". 

Et ante paucos quam obiret dies, turris Phari terrae motu Capreis concidit. Ac Miseni 
cinis e favilla et carbonibus ad calficiendum triclinium inlatis, extinctus iam et diu fri-
gidus, exarsit repente prima vespera atque in multam noctem pertinaciter luxit. 

(084) the morning of 23 March 37 •Antioch, •Daphne 
sources 	Mal. 243 

literature Schenk von Stauffenberg (1931) 

catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Amiran (1950-51); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records an earthquake at Antioch: "During the first year of his reign [that of 
Caligula], Antioch the Great suffered the effects of divine wrath for the second time 
since the arrival of the Macedonians. It happened on 23 Dystrus, that is to say 
March, in the eighty-fifth year of the era of Antioch, early in the morning. The 
Daphne area was also damaged, and Gaius [Caligula] gave a great deal of money to 
the city and its surviving inhabitants". 

'Ev 6sE toff Tri.M.6TO) 	Tit; 1.3a0CAELM w rov iTraOsv MI6 Ocoarivi,cc 'Av-nOxacc r) uryaxr) 
SCo-rpo) 20) xai liapTat) K^/ 	cci/yoc to bsutepov akTIC Tai.00c taliTO to !JET& 

tone MaKE80Vag, £tcrug xpriacctiCovtoc 3TE Kata Toil; 'Avnoxcic. 	'Trc;c0c SE xai pipog 
Italy xpljaa-ca TrapoxEv o paoiXeCg FdLog trj airni 3to? st xai toig 

rjaaat TCO.A.LtaK. 187 
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( 085 ) c.47 *Antioch 
sources 1 	Philostr: V Apo 6.38; Mal. 246 

sources 2 	Georg. Sync. 632 

literature Downey (1961) 

catalogues Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his Life of Apollonius, Philostratus mentions an earthquake at Antioch: "The ruler 
of Syria had plunged Antioch into a feud, by disseminating among the citizens suspi-
cions such that when they met in assembly they all quarrelled with one another. But 
when a violent earthquake occurred, they all cowered in fear and, as is usual in the 
case of heavenly portents, prayed to one another". 

ItlaGLOVTO; S>iTin/ AVTL6ZEL61/ T011/ tijg Evpiac Cipxovfog xat icaetivfog sic aifoil; 
inv BLELOTrjxEOav hock-I-icy 	 GE LOVOil 8£ y Evvaiau 

JtpOOJTC0-6VTO, EICT11C6/ xai. 6.3tcp sV oLoo-mii.aLg c4o0cv, incip akkrikcov TAavTo. 

The Life of Apollonius of Tyana by Philostratus is a work which can present problems 
of interpretation when used as a historical source. In this case, however, the informa-
tion he provides can be accepted with greater confidence, because there is another 
source in Malalas who, although a late writer (6th century AD.), is of fundamental 
importance; and where events in Antioch and Syria are concerned, he was using pri-
mary sources — probably the Antioch city chronicles. 
Malalas records an earthquake at Antioch during the reign of Claudius for a date that 
can be established as about 47 AD.: "The great city of Antioch was also shaken by an 
earthquake at that time. Cracks appeared in the temples of Artemis, Ares and 
Heracles, and famous palaces collapsed as well. The emperor Claudius himself waiv-
ed the tax which was normally paid by his Antiochene subjects, for the reconstruction 
of the arcades which had been built in the time of Tiberius Caesar". 
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(086) c.47 *Ephesus, • Hierapolis (Phrygia), • Laodicea (Phrygia), 
• Miletus, • Smyrna, • the island of Chios, the island of Delos, 
• the island of Samos, Ionia 

sources 1 	Mucian. aped Plin. n.h. 4.66; Philostr. V Apo 4.6: Georg. Sync. 632 

sources 2 	Mal. 246 

inscriptions Schede (1912) = ax 1912, 216; Freis (1985); Inschr. Didvma 149 

literature Schenk von Stauffenberg (1931); Habicht (1960); Robert (1978); Ritti (1985); Traina (1987) 

catalogues Shebalin et al. (1974); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is epigraphic evidence for an earthquake in the Aegean region about 47 A.D. 

That the earthquake struck Samos is also confirmed by two inscriptions, one in Latin 
and one in Greek, but identical in content. The first of these was found on the island 
of Samos (Schede 1912, pp.217-8) and records the rebuilding of the temple of Liberus 
by the Emperor Claudius (AE 1912, 216): "Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus 
Germanicus, pontifex maximus, granted tribunician power for the seventh time, em-
peror for the fifteenth time, consul for the fourth time, father of the nation, censor, 
[rebuilt] the temple of Liber Pater, [which had collapsed] through age and because of 
an earthquake". 



Ti(berius) Claudius Caesar Aug(ustus) I Germanicus, pontifex I maximus, tribuniciae 
potestatis vu, imp(erator) xv, co(n)s(ul) Hu, I pater patriae, censor, aedem Liberi Patris 
vetustate et terrae motu [conlapsam restituit]. 

The second inscription is in Greek (Freis 1985): "Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus 
Germanicus, pontifex maximus, in the seventh year of his tribunician power, in the fif-
teenth year of his imperial power, in his fourth year as consul, father of the nation, 
censor, rebuilt the temple of Dionysus, which had been reduced to ruins through age 
and because of an earthquake". 

Tikptog KaavStog / Kaioccp apcto-Teg  / rEpactvucOg  dcpxicpEi)g  / kyLatog  tomtapxuajd / 
iovoictIg to 436o[tovi/ airroxp[dnop]/ to Tevichcatbbccurov1/ ijaccrog  [To "CkapTOV]/ Jtathp 
[Trarpi,Sog] / rEquitqc,-, toy vcxOvI/ tov ALo[vimou] / [cipxcthrin 	/ ro-Eiottcji yevokvopl / 
[icate(103app.b/ov] / [dToica-thotiod. 

Habicht (1960) has identified some indirect evidence of damage at Miletus from the 47 
AD. earthquake (the literary sources have nothing to say on the matter) in the inscrip-
tion in honour of Gnaeus Vergilius Capito, epitropos of Claudius, found in the sanc-
tuary of Apollo Didymaeus (Inschr. Didyma 149) and dated to 52-54 Au. 

Miletus can apparently be identified as one of the unnamed cities mentioned by 
Malalas in addition to Ephesus and Smyrna; and since it is near both these cities as 
well as Samos, the damage at Miletus may well have been on such a scale that the 
rebuilding work organised by Capito led the city to proclaim him evergetes ("great 
benefactor"). 
Further information as to the location of the earthquake can be obtained from literary 
texts. Pliny (n.h. 4.66) mentions evidence from Licinius Mucianus, to the effect that 
Delos was struck by earthquakes at least twice, although it was supposed to be 
exempt from them because of its "purity". 	Mucianus prodidit bis concussam. 
Whereas the first earthquake could have been the one mentioned by Thucydides (or 
Herodotus?) See the discussion in entries ( 004) and ( 011 ) above) the second earth-
quake may have been experienced by Mucianus personally, since he was in the prov-
ince of Asia during the reign of Claudius (Traina 1987). 
We can also relate this earthquake to the one mentioned by Philostratus in his Life of 
Apollonius. Philostratus refers to Apollonius' own prophecy about future earth-
quakes in Ionia. specifically mentioning the cities of Smyrna and Miletus, and the 
islands of Chios and Samos: "[Apollonius said:] '0 ye gods, who are patrons of the 
Ionians, grant that this fair colony may enjoy safety at sea, and that no disaster from 
the sea may fall on their land, and that Aegeon, the author of earthquakes, may never 
shake their cities to destruction'. These words he uttered under divine impulse, 
because he foresaw, as I believe, the disasters which afterwards overtook Smyrna and 
Miletus and Chios and Samos and many places in Ionia". 

"(;) OEOL" ELTEV "IttiVCOV ivE ti6vEg, 60iT1TE T11  KCei."11  aTEOLKLa  -Unity!  ciOilia-A.Ei xprjoeaL Kai 
AT1 OEV trj yrj iccocOv s5 ct-6-ni; ApOOKCO Lia0a1, [ITO' ALycti,cova oacrx0ovu. -rtvciaL no-r tag 
7TOXELC." TOUTOTa LTE0EalZE apoopcov, o4tai, to xpovoLc ijonpov Tapi, to E tilipVaV TrEpi, TE 
MiXTITOV 71E iA TE Xiov Kai Ea LLOV Kai 	T(61! 	51.113(iVTa. 

The event was recorded by Byzantine chroniclers, who focus attention on the damage 
it caused in the cities of Asia Minor. Malalas tells of Claudius' rebuilding of "Ephesus, 
Smyrna and many other cities in Asia Minor", while Syncellus adds two cities in 
Phrygia as well as other cities in Asia and an "Antioch": "Laodicea and Hierapolis in 
Asia Minor as well, in addition to Antioch and other cities, were badly shaken by the 
earthquake". 

TOTE Kai AaO&KELCC Kai lEpa7LOXLC  TT1 c;  'AOatc  Kai aXXat 1TOXeLg, 'AVTIOZELa is 
Katecyea0floay. 189 
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It is difficult to evaluate the last text. Syncellus in fact mentions an earthquake at 
Hierapolis, Laodicea and Colossae for AD. 53 (see Ritti 1985, p.27). The other event is 
perhaps to be linked to the earthquake of c.60 AD. (see entry (092 )). We thus have two 
distinct earthquakes: the first, in the context of Syncellus' work, can be dated to about 
50 AD. (see Ritti 1985, p. 27). Yet we know that the Antioch earthquake happened 
about 47 (see entry ( 085 )). Now Syncellus is a very late author, but we know that he 
used the original edition of Eusebius' Chronicon, though we must treat his dating of 
the earthquake with caution. Nevertheless, it is always possible that both Laodicea 
and Hierapolis were struck by an earthquake on two different occasions. 

( 87) c.mid-lst century Philippi 
sources 	TN Acta 16.26 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Acts of the Apostles mention an earthquake at Philippi, where Paul and Silas 
were in prison: "suddenly there was such a violent earthquake that the foundations of 
the jail were shaken; all the doors burst open". 

"Mvco os 0E1(4* syeveTo [1E),  ag, 6)0TE OakEl/OfiVaL to 0eu,ea.cta TO13 6£0[A,COTTIpL01). 

i)vEtc'yzOrioctv Si Japaxpijucc ai 0.4ut mioat, Ka‘t :rciviwv to oEcrnil dA4011. 

The episode has to be treated with great caution, of course, but is included in this cata-
logue because of its important position in the Christian tradition: see, for example, 
Raphael's tapestry cartoon in the Vatican Galleries. 

( 88) c.mid-lst century the Hellespont 
sources 	Philostr. V. Apo 6.41 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Schmidt (1881); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Like the other earthquakes mentioned in Philostratus' Life of Apollonius of 7yana, 
this one also deserves consideration, though the nature of the source prevents us from 
reaching firm conclusions about it — not so much because he is a late source (3rd cen-
tury AD ), for many ancient earthquakes are recorded by sources which are accurate 
and reliable in spite of being much later than Philostratus, but rather because his nar-
rative lies half way between history and pagan hagiography. 
Philostratus mentions a series of financial frauds carried out at the expense of earth-
quake victims along the northern shore of the Hellespont: "At one time the cities on 
the north side of the Hellespont were struck by earthquakes, and . Egyptians and 
Chaldeans went begging about through them to collect money, pretending that they 
needed ten talents to offer sacrifices to Earth and Poseidon. And the cities began to 
contribute under the stress of fear, partly out of their common funds and partly from 
private sources. But the impostors refused to offer the sacrifices on behalf of their 
dupes unless the money was deposited in the banks. Now the sage determined not to 
allow the peoples of the Hellespont to be imposed upon; so he visited their cities, and 
drove out the fraudsters who were making money from the misfortunes of others, and 
then he identified the causes of the supernatural wrath, and by making such offerings 
as suited each case he averted the visitation at small cost, and the land was at rest". 

EELGIAcov bs KataaxavTow ltOTe Tdtg ''\/ TO) dpicrtsp0 `Ekkrionciv-rcu TC6k£ Lc, ALTUATLOL 1.1£V 

Kai Xakbaiot itepi aura; tiy E port° 1:17CE p rukkoy 	xpri[ici-raw, 	oEKataXciVTO'Ug 



evolag 	xca flocia865vi 01/00VTEg, i_yv4Epov 8' cti, 	TCL. 1.1.ev dutO To-O Korvoii, Ta 

Ss CutO Toiv 66COTV 1.11LOKEI4LEVOL Tw (popq.), of be, El, µr1 Eni Tpcuti65v £KTEOELT1 TO 
cipyiviov, oi)x ail '4aoctv 15;4 cci)T6)v (iiicrai• SOK Ei Sr) T65 civ8p1, 	aiptioilv Toil); 
`EkknonovTiaug.  Kai napik065v ig TCcgOkit; Toil;[thv Ccankaacv 65g OnoavpOv 
nmoinOvcrog Ta iTipcov xccci, Tag 8i cc]Ti,ccg T6iv RiviaciTory '1.)10■.a.1365v xai 65g ixciorn 
IpOoVopov Otioccc, dItel_7CCTO Tip/ npoopoknv 8cuTdvn op.txpeii, xai i y' eotri. 

089) 51 *Rome 
sources 	Tac. Ann. 12.43.1; Dio Cass. 61.33.2 c apud Zon. 11.10 

inscriptions Panciera (1980); AE 1980, 5 

literature Panciera (1980); Catalogo epigrafi (1989); Molin and Guidoboni (1989) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

This is the first earthquake in Rome for which we have epigraphic as well as literary 
evidence. At the year 51 Tacitus records: "There were many prodigies in that year. 
Birds of ill omen settled on the Capitol, houses collapsed as a result of frequent earth-
quakes, and as fear spread, the weak were trampled underfoot by the crowds in 
panic". 

Multa eo anno prodigia evenere. Insessum diris avibus Capitolium, crebris terrae 
motibus prorutae domus, ac dum latius metuitur trepidatione vulgi invalidus quisque 
obtriti. 

Dio Cassius relates this same event to the ceremony of Nero's putting on the toga viri- 
lis. This ceremony indicated that the emperor had reached adulthood and was enti- 
tled to take part in public life; and since the senate was opposed to him, it considered 
the occasion a misfortune. Of the occasion, Dio Cassius wrote: "the Divine Power 
shook the earth for a long time on the very day of the ceremony and by night struck 
terror into the hearts of all alike". 

KCMG( rnv nt.tipocv iv n' cvEypa(jn To octwbviov TTIV TE yrjv EJLi not li EC:HIM Kai (.1) 13 o v 
vincTOg nacnv 

This is another case where Dio Cassius' source (perhaps the Acta senatus, that is to 
say the senate archives which Tacitus and Suetonius also consulted) stresses the na-
ture of the earthquake as a prodigy. 
The versions of the two historians agree that fairly serious damage was caused, and 
that the general panic resulted in a number of victims as well. 
There may well be a reference to this earthquake in an inscription (unfortunately 
defective) which was made on the occasion of the restoration of a shrine which had 
been set up only a few years earlier (Panciera 1980): 
a. "[To Tiberius Claudius] Caesar Augustus Germanicus, son of Drusus, pontifex 
maximus, [and to the Lares] of the emperor. [The magistri of the collegium] for that 
year donated, at their own expense, to the decuria and the Collegium Augustianum 
Maius the marble shrine as it is: [---] slave of Augustus called Julianus, attendant, 
Marcus Livius Tanais, freedman of a freedman of the empress, [--- At]talus?, Tiberius 
Claudius Soterichus, freedman of the emperor, Tiberius Julius Olympicus, quaestor 
(elected by the decurions, or elected when he was already a decurion), [Tiberius Julius 
Daphnus, decur]ion. Consecration took place on the Calends of August during the 
consulship of Cnaeus Hosidius Geta and Titus Flavius Sabinus". 

[Ti(berio) Claudio] Drusi f(ilio) Caisari Augusto Germanico, pontif(ici) maxim(o), I [et 
Larib]us Domnicis decuriae et collegio Augustiano Maiori, I [mag(istri) coll(egi)] huius 	 191 
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anni d(e) s(ua) p(ecunia) d(ono) d(ederunt) aediculam marmoratam ita uti est: I [--q 
Aug(usti) (scil. servus) Iulianus pediseq(uus), M(arcus) Livius Augustae liberti libertus 
Tanais, / [--- At?]talus, Ti(berius) Claudius Aug(usti) l(ibertus) Soterichus, Ti(berius) 
Julius Olympicus, q(uaestor) prim(us) factus ex decurion(---), / [Ti(berius) Julius 
Daphnus decu]rao); dedicatum k(alendis) Aug(ustis) Cn(aeus) Hosidius Geta T(ito) 
Flavio Sabino co(n)s(ulibus). 

b. "[To Tiberius Claudius Caesar August]us Germanicus, pontifex maximus, [and to 
the Lares of the emperor. The magistri of the collegium for this year] donated, at 
their own expense, [to the decuria and the C]ollegium Augustianum Maius Castrense 
the marble shrine as it is: [--- slave of Augustus called Julianus, attendant, T]iberius 
Claudius Soterichus, imperial freedman, [Marcus Livius Tanais, freedman of a freed-
man of the empress T]iberius Julius Olympicus, quaestor (elected by the decurions, or 
elected when he was already a decurion), [--- Attalus?, Tiberius J]ulius Daphnus, 
decurion. Consecration took place on the Calends of August during the consulship of 
Cnaeus Hosidius Geta and Titus Flavius Sabinus. [--- and Ju]lia Saturnina, daughter 
of Olympicus, arranged the [rebuilding] of the shrine [which was destroyed by the 
force of an earthquake] and dedicated it [on the Calends of August during the consul-
ship of Faustus Cornelius Sulla Felix and Q.Ma]rcius Barea Soranus". 

[Ti(berio) Claudio Caisari Augu]sto German(ico), pontif(ici) maxim(o), l [Larib(us) 
Domnic(is) decur(iae) et c[ollegio Augustiano Maiori cast(rensi) I [mag(istri) coll(egi) 
huius annij d(e) s(ua) p(ecunia) d(ono) d(ederunt) aediculam marm(oratam) ita ut est: 
I 1--- Aug(usti) 	servus) Iulianus pediseq(uus), TJi(berius) Claudius Aug(usti) 
l(ibertus) Soterichus, I [M(arcus) Livius Augustae liberti lib(ertus) Tanais, Tli(berius) 
Julius Olympicus q(uaestor) primus fact(us) ex decurion(---), / 1--- Attalus?, Ti(berius) 
IJulius Daphnus d(ecurio); dedic(atum) kal(endis) Aug(ustis) Hosid(io) Geta, Flavio 
Sabino co(n)s(ulibus). I [--- 	Olympici f(ilia) Saturnina aedicul(am) I [vi terrae 
motus dilapsam, reficiulnd(am) de s(ua) p(ecunia) curaverunt isdem dedicarunt I 
/kal(endis) Aug(ustis) Sulla Felice Makcio Barea Soran[o co(n)s(ulibus)]. 

Panciera (1980) suggests solving the problem at the end of line 5 in a. and b. with ex 
decztrion( ibus) or ex decurion(e). 
Another fragment, preserved in the stacks of the Palazzo delle Esposizioni (box 180), 
has been published by Panciera (1980, pp.207-9, no.11), and makes it possible to fill in 
gaps in the second of the two texts (b). The two were discovered in 1940 during work 
on the underground railway at Viale Aventino, near the Circus Maximus, and record-
ed the building and dedication of a marble shrine by the magistri of the Collegium 
Augustianum Maius Castrense. 
The discovery of the new fragment has shown that (a) is the older of the two texts and 
relates to the original building of the shrine. Text (b) is of later date, and thus not 
only repeats text (a) (though with a different arrangement of lines), but also records 
the rebuilding of the aedes either eight or five years after it was first erected, that is to 
say in 52 AD. In view of the very brief time gap involved, and the fact that Tacitus and 
Dio Cassius record an earthquake in Rome in 51 AD., it must have been that earth-
quake which caused the collapse of the shrine and led to its being rebuilt. This justi-
fies the restored wording at line 8 of text (b). (For the relevant bibliography, see 
Catalogo epigrafi 1989, pp.140-1, notes 1-2). 

( 090) 53 •Apamea (Phrygia) 
sources 	Toe. Ann. 12.58.2 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Schmidt (1881); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); 

Guidoboni (1989) 



Tacitus mentions that Apamea, in Phrygia, was granted tax exemption after an earth-
quake there: "A five year tax exemption was granted to the people of Apamea, because 
they had suffered severely in an earthquake". 

Tributumque Apamensibus terrae motu convulsis in quinquennium remissum. 

( 091) 53/62/66 oCnossus, Leben, • Crete 
>emergence of an island, seismic sea-wave< 

sources i Philostr. V Apo 4.34; Dictys FGrHist 49 T 4.3; Mal. 250 

sources 2 Suidas under Diktes; Zon. Lexicon under Diktes 

literature Schenk von Stauffenberg (1931); Di Vita (1979-80 [but 19861); Henry (1982); Panessa (1991) 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Galanopoulos (1960); Galanopoulos (1961); 
Ambraseys (1962 b); Hermann (1962); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

In a passage in his Life of Apollonius, the date of which is much debated, Flavius 
Philostratus writes that while Apollonius was at Leben, an earthquake struck the 
island of Crete and the sea receded from the coast. A few days later, news arrived 
that at the very time of the earthquake, an island had emerged from the sea between 
Crete and Thera: "They say that the temple is called that of Leben because a promon-
tory juts out from it in the shape of a lion, for it often happens that a group of rocks 
suggests an animal form, and they say of this promontory that it was once one of the 
lions yoked to the chariot of Rhea. Here Apollonius was once, about midday, address-
ing a large number of people who were worshipping at the shrine, when an earth-
quake shook the whole of Crete, and a roar of thunder was heard to issue not from the 
clouds but from the earth, and the sea receded about seven stades. Most of the people 
were afraid that by receding in this way the sea would drag the temple after it, and so 
carry them away as well, but Apollonius said: 'Take courage, for the sea has given 
birth to land'. Some thought that he was referring to the harmony of the elements, 
and suggesting that the sea would not harm the land, but a few days later some trav-
ellers arrived from Cydoniatis and announced that on the very day on which this por-
tent occurred and just at the same hour of midday, an island rose out of the sea in the 
firth between Thera and Crete". 

AE[3cvaiov Ss to i.EpOv uivowioecu (PCIOLV, LTE Lbr) mcpw-tripiov E al)T0111 KaTaTELVEL 

kEOVTL eixaOLEvov, oia JTOkka ai UVTUZLCIL 'ray aETpow cinc4clivouot, 	to 

OcKpeo-ripiu) OiS01JOIN, (;)c ?\.COV 	ot)tog -}rvoito -ray "OJTOZtryl,COV :TOTE Till' `Pkx. 

bictX.Eyokvau :LOT'S TOi! 'Alrok"koivi,ou 	 8LEX,ycto ösc nokko(c civbpdtoLv, 

-64)' (iiv T6 LEpOv EoepaneusTo, actatioc depOcog Tij Kraiirri apooePakE, Ppovrn o's ouK EK 

VE1)10-V. 	EK tic y r1S  ii7E/iXTIOEV, 	edkaTTa SE irEv6(5-rroc cyrdbia '11c.Toig.  E:ITTCX. Kai OL 

!LCEV 7E0X,k01, Eoeioctv, [6) To xE7,,ayoc -OTEOXO)pliOCCV EALCMCAOTITOLL TO 'LE pox,  K 

dasvcx06iotv, o Ss 'Arrokkcovioc "OccpcmitE", 	yap ecikarra ply £TEKE". Kai of 

kV 00VTO • TTIV ouOVOLav tow OTO CAE LCOV kb( E LV, Kai Ott. itri8‘Ev av fl  OCikarra 

VEO)TEPOV Ec TTIV yfiv 6.)ycioauto. 	Leta 	 6?\ryac (kcillic6p.evoi., ttvrc EK trjc 
Ku6covicitiooc 	Eikav, Ott KaTet Tip/ Tjkpav to Kai 1.1E0Yilt(3pLaV, fp/ E?EVETO 

61.00111.11,a, VTIO0g. EK trjc eak(iTtlic (3CVE6OOT) TrEp‘L Toy Trope!iov toy biap*vra OTiPCCV to 

Kai Kpirni. 

This earthquake has traditionally been dated to 46 A.D. (see, for example, the earlier 
bibliography in Di Vita (1979-80, but [1986], p.436, note 3). That dating was also 
accepted in Guidoboni (1989, pp.661-2) and is still supported by Panessa (1991, p.346). 
But the most recent historical, archaeological and seismological studies tend to date it 
to 62 or 66 A.D. Internal chronological evidence in Philostratus' work makes it unlikely 193 



that Apollonius was in Crete in 46 An In fact, Philostratus explicitly states that 
Apollonius was in the Isthmus of Corinth about 60-61, that is to say "seven years" 
before Nero began work on rebuilding the canal at the beginning of 67 An In 61, 
Apollonius went to Olympia to see the games, and he spent the following winter in 
Sparta. He probably left for Crete in early 62, and the earthquake may have occurred 
in that year. Unfortunately, Philostratus does not tell us how long Apollonius stayed 
in Crete before leaving for Rome; but he was certainly in Rome in 66, since mention is 
made of C.Cocceius Telesinus, who was consul in that year. 
There are probably two other references to the earthquake described by Philostratus, 
but unfortunately they, too, present considerable problems of chronology. 
According to L.Septimius, who translated Dictys Cretensis into Latin, there was an 
earthquake in the thirteenth year of Nero's reign (i.e. 66) which struck Cnossus and 
broke open many tombs: "Later on, in the thirteenth year of the reign of Nero, there 
were earthquakes at the city of Cnossus which opened many tombs, including that of 
Dictys, with the result that passers-by saw a casket". 

'Verum secutis temporibus, tertio decimo anno Neronis imperii, in Gnosso civitate terrae 
motus facti cum multa, turn etiam sepulchrum Dictys ita patefecerunt, ut a transeunti-
bus arcula viseretur. 

Malalas, too, records an earthquake in Crete, and dates it to the thirteenth year of the 
reign of Claudius (i.e. 53) : "In the thirteenth year of the reign of Claudius Caesar, the 
entire island of Crete suffered from the wrath of God [...] Claudius died, having given 
generously to Crete for rebuilding'. 

To.), be ty' ' TEL trjs (3ao1,nsiac TOli 0.1./TOij KXCW81011  Kai oapog £71CC0EV 1/76 OCOV,TIViag 

KpriTri vricyoc rtdoct [...1 Kai EtEkE UTCC ci lam:1610g nokXit av -61 Kplitil xapioci[avog E'Lg 

L-t(xv6p0cooiv. 

The lexicons (whose source is probably Malalas, anyway) confirm a dating to the time 
of Claudius. 
That Septimius-Dictys and Malalas may be referring to the same event is suggested 
by the fact that they both date the earthquake by reference to a "thirteenth year". 
Confusion may have arisen over the name of the emperor, for Claudius was Tiberius 
Claudius Nero Germanicus, while Nero was widely known as Nero Claudius. The 
nature of the available evidence makes it very difficult to solve this problem. A dating 
to the time of Nero goes some way towards fitting the report given by Philostratus 
(this is the solution preferred by Di Vita), but it has to be said that Malalas seems 
more reliable, for he gives the impression of reporting "official" news of the earthquake 
and rebuilding work, whereas the information provided by Septimius-Dictys is more 
in the nature of a literary anecdote. These unsolved chronological problems oblige us 
to offer three possible dates: 53, 62 or 66. 

( 092) 60 *Colossae, • Hierapolis (Phrygia), • Laodicea (Phrygia) 
sources i 	Tac. Ann. 14.27.1; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 183h 

sources 2 	Orac. Sibyll. 4.107; Georg. Sync. 636 

literature 	Ritti (1985); Mitchell (1987) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff 1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Guidoboni (1989) 

In the Annals, Tacitus mentions an earthquake at Laodicea in 60 rup and comments on 
the inhabitants' praiseworthy success in arranging to rebuild the city with their own 

194 	 financial resources: "In the same year, Laodicea, a flourishing town in Asia, was 



destroyed in an earthquake and rebuilt from its own resources, without any help from 
Rome". 

Eodem anno, ex inlustribus Asiae urbibus Laodicea tremore terrae prolapsa, nullo a 
nobis remedio, propriis opibus revaluit. 

Eusebius also mentions this earthquake, though he dates it to 64 AD. and adds 
Hierapolis and Colossae to the list of cities that were destroyed: "Three cities in Asia 
were destroyed in an earthquake: Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae". 

In Asia tres urbes terraemotu conciderunt: Laodicea, Hierapolis, Colossae. 

Syncellus provides the same information, except that he dates the earthquake to 
53 AD.. It seems sensible to prefer the evidence provided by Tacitus (see also Ritti 
1985, p.27). 

(093) 61 • Achaia 
sources 	Sen. NQ 6.1.13, 7.28.3, ad Luc. 14.91.9 

literature Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Yeomans (1991) 

catalogues Manetti [14571; von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Guidoboni (1989) 

In two passages in his Naturales Quaestiones, Seneca records two earthquakes: one in 
Achaia and another in Macedonia (6.1.13): "Last year, the same disastrous force, 
whatever it is, which has now affected Campania, struck Achaia and Macedonia". 

Anno priore Achaiam et Macedoniam, quaecumque est ista vis mali quae incurrit nunc 
Campaniam, laesit. 

At 7.28.3, he writes: "This comet appeared during the consulship of Paterculus and 
Vopiscus, and its effects were as predicted by Aristotle and Theophrastus; for there 
were very strong and continuous storms everywhere; but earthquakes caused the col-
lapse of cities in Achaia and Macedonia". 

Fecit hic cometes, qui Paterculo et Vopisco consulibus apparuit, quae ab Aristotele 
Theophrastoque sunt praedicta; fuerunt enim maximae et continuae tempestates ubi-
que, at in Achaia Macedoniaque urbes terrarum motibus prorutae sunt. 

There may be a passing reference to this earthquake in Achaia in one of Seneca's let-
ters to Lucilius: "How many times have cities in Achaia collapsed as a result of a sin-
gle earthquake tremor?". 

Quotiens Achaiae urbes uno tremore ceciderunt? 

If we accept the dating of the Campania earthquake to 62 AD., then those in Achaia 
and Macedonia must have occurred in 61. 
For the complex problems concerning the dating of the Campania earthquake, see 
entry (095 ). 

( 094) 61 • Macedonia 
sources 	Sen. NQ 6.1.13, 7.28.3 

literature Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Yeomans (1991) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Guidoboni (1989) 

See entry ( 093 ). 
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Plan of the city of Pompeii (survey by H.Eschebach and drawing by J.-P.Adam). 
The numbers refer to houses and other buildings mentioned in the catalogue. Damage 

resulting from the 62 A.D. earthquake affected much of the urban area (from Adam 1989 c). 

( 095) 5 February 62 • Herculaneum, • Naples, •Nocera Inferiore, 
• Pompeii, • Campania 

sources 	Sen. NQ 6.1.1-3, 6.1.10, 6.25.3, 6.30.4-5, 6.31.1, 6.31.3; Tae. Ann. 15.22.1 
inscriptions CIL 10.846 = ILS 6367; CIL 10.1406 = ILS 250; AE 1979, 170 
literature Jonas (1870); Mau (1876); de Rossi M.S. (1879 a); Chabert (1903); Thedenat (1905); 

Maiuri (1929); Baratta (1936); Maiuri (1942); Lecocq (1949); Onorato (1949); 

Schefold (1952, 1953-54, 1962); Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Andreau (1973); Guadagno (1978); 

Andreau (1979); Schefold (1980); de Vos and de Vos (1982); Henry (1982); De Caro (1983); 

Burnand (1984); Hine (1984); Strocka (1984): Barbet (1985); Adam (1986); Jacobelli (1987, 1988); 
Adam (1989 a, b, c); Catalogo epigrafi (1989); Koloski-Ostrow (1990); Pappalardo (1990); 
Varone (1991) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Capocci (1861); Baratta (1901); 

Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

The earliest information we have about an earthquake which seriously damaged 
Pompeii during the reign of Nero comes from Seneca and Tacitus rather than from 
archaeological discoveries, which have simply served to confirm their reports. Seneca 
tells of the disaster in Book vi of the Naturales Quaestiones, using appropriately stir-
ring language for such a dramatic event. Tacitus is much more succinct, simply re-
cording that most of the famous city of Pompeii was destroyed in an earthquake. It is 
interesting to note that, although their accounts are very different, both authors agree 
in describing Pompeii as a "famous" city — a quality which they do not attribute to 
Nocera or Herculaneum. This suggests that a certain number of rich families who 
were influential in Rome either lived or owned property at Pompeii. 
Seneca's text (6.1.1-3) reads as follows: "My dear Lucilius, I hear that Pompeii, a 
famous town in Campania, between the coast of Surrentum and Stabiae on the one 
side and that of Herculaneum on the other, and set back from the sea in a pleasant 196 
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bay, has been reduced to ruins by an earthquake, and that the neighbouring area has 
been affected too. And it happened in winter, which our ancestors claimed was a time 
free from such dangers. The earthquake occurred on 5 February [during the consul-
ship of Regulus and Verginius] and devastated Campania, which is never safe from 
such dangers, but has not suffered badly in the past, getting off with a fright on many 
occasions. Part of Herculaneum is also in ruins, and what is left is in danger of col-
lapse; and although the colony of Nocera escaped destruction, it is not without its 
problems. Naples also suffered slight damage: many private houses were lost, but not 
public buildings. Some villas did collapse, but in many places the tremors caused no 
damage. Furthermore, a flock of hundreds of sheep was killed, statues were split 
open, and some people were so deranged by what happened that they wandered aim-
lessly around". 

Pompeios, celebrem Campaniae urbem, in quam ab altera parte Surrentinum 
Stabianumque litus, ab altera Herculanense conveniunt et mare ex aperto reductum 
amoeno sinu cingunt, consedisse terrae motu, vexatis quaecumque adiacebant regioni-
bus, Lucili, virorum optime, audivimus, et quidem hibernis diebus, quos vacare a tali 
periculo maiores nostri solebant promittere. Nonis Februariis hic fuit motus fRegulo 
et Verginio consulibus], qui Campaniam, numquam securam huius mali, indemnem 
tamen et totiens defunctam metu, magna strage vastavit. Nam et Herculanensis oppi-
di pars ruit dubieque stant etiam quae relicta sunt, et Nucerinorum colonia, ut sine 
Glade, ita non sine querela est. Neapolis quoque privatim multa, publice nihil amisit 
leviter ingenti malo perstricta; villae vero prorutae, passim sine iniuria tremuere. 
Adiciuntur his illa: sexcentarum ovium gregem exanimatum et divisas statuas, motae 
post hoc men,tis aliquos atque impotentes sui errasse. 

Tacitus reports what happened with all the brevity of an annalist: "Pompeii, a famous 
town in Campania, was seriously damaged in an earthquake". 

Et motu terrae celebre Campaniae oppidum Pompei magna ex parte proruit. 

Seneca's text, which may originally have been conceived as a letter to Lucilius, pro-
vides other interesting information about damage caused by this earthquake. In 
Book vi (30.4-5) he writes: "A great deal has been said about the extraordinary effects 
of these earth tremors, and the amazing sights they produce. Why, then, should any-
one be surprised if a single bronze statue, which is not solid but hollow and thin, 
should split, when there may have been some air inside seeking a way out? Surely 
that is easy to understand? We have seen the corners of buildings split open and then 197 
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move back into place. There are some buildings, in fact, which are poorly set in their 
foundations and were made by negligent and slovenly builders, and yet have become 
firmer by being repeatedly shaken in an earthquake. 
So if an earthquake cracks whole walls and houses, and splits the sides of great 
towers, however solid they may be, and breaks up piles on which structures are sup-
ported, what is so special about a statue being split from top to bottom into two equal 
halves?". 

Quantas res hi terrarum tremores quamque mira spectacula ediderint, satis dictum 
est; cur ergo aliquis ad hoc stupet quod aes unius statuae, ne solidum quidem sed con-
cavum ac tenue, disruptum est, cum fortasse in illud se spiritus quaerens fugam inclu-
serit? Illud vero quis nescit? Diductis aedificia angulis vidimus moveri iterumque 
componi. Quaedam vero parum aptata positu suo et a fabris neglegentius solutiusque 
composita terrae motus saepius agitata compegit. 
Quod si totos parietes et totas findit domos et latera magnarum turrium, quamvis soli-
da sint, scindit et pilas operibus subditas dissipat, quid est quare quisquam dignum 
adnotari putet sectam esse aequaliter ab imo ad caput in partes duas statuam? 

Seneca also records the comments of an eyewitness to the earthquake (6.31.3): "I also 
think it worth recording what I learned from a very wise and respected man (he hap-
pened to be taking a bath when it happened): he said that while in the bath he saw the 
floor tiles separate from one another and come back together again, and that when the 
floor opened up, water was sucked into the joins, only to bubble and squirt out again 
when it closed back. And I heard the same person say that he saw earthen walls 
vibrating more sinuously and rhythmically than the nature of a hard substance per-
mits". 

Hoc quoque dignum memoria iudico ab eruditissimo et gravissimo viro cognitum. 
Forte enim, cum hoc evenit, lavabatur. Vidisse se affirmat in balneo tessellas quibus 
solum erat stratum alteram ab altera separari internque committi et aquam modo reci-
pi in commissuras pavimento recedente, modo compresso bullire et elidi. Eundem 
audivi narrantem vidisse se macerias mollius crebriusque tremere quam natura duri 
sinit. 

Elsewhere in the Naturales Quaestiones Seneca writes that there were also destruc-
tive after-shocks, but that damage was limited to Campania: (6.31.1) "Why, then, did 
this earthquake last for several days? For Campania was subject to continuing trem-
ors which, although less violent, caused substantial damage, because buildings that 
had already been shaken were shaken again, and in their crippled state, shaking 
rather than a heavy impact was sufficient to cause their collapse". 

Quare tamen per plures dies motus fuit? Non desiit enim assidue tremere Campania, 
clementius quidem, sed cum ingenti damno, quia quassa quatiebat, quibus ad caden-
dum male stantibus opus non erat impelli sed agitari. 

(6.25.3) "That recent earthquake, which is the talk of the whole world, was not felt 
beyond Campania". 

Ecce hic, qui implevit fabulis orbem, non trascendit Campaniam. 

The social and economic consequences of the earthquake were sufficiently serious to 
cause some of the local inhabitants to emigrate. Thus Seneca writes (6.1.10): 
"Let us therefore face with courage a disaster which cannot be avoided or foreseen, 
and stop listening to those who turned their backs on Campania and emigrated after 
the earthquake, declaring that they would never set foot there again. For who can 
promise them that they will be on more solid foundations in one place rather than 
another?". 



Proinde magnum sumamus animum adversus istam cladem quae nec evitari nec provi-
deri potest, desinamusque audire istos qui Campaniae reuntiaverunt quique post hunc 
casum emigraverunt negantque ipsos umquam in illam regionem accessuros. Quis 
enim illis promittit melioribus fundamentis hoc aut illud solum stare? 

There have been lengthy discussions about the date of the earthquake, since the two 
literary sources which report it disagree on that point. Tacitus dates it to 62. The 
phrase isdem consulibus which he uses in Ann. 15.22 in fact refers to the passage in 
14.48 where the consuls P.Marius Celsus and L.Asinius Gallus, who were in office in 
62, are mentioned. Seneca's expression Nonis Februariis 	Regulo et Verginio con- 
sulibus seems to date the earthquake to 5 February 63, for it was in 63 that 
C.Memmius Regulus and L.Verginius Rufus were in office. Scholars have long been 
divided over this discrepancy of dates. There has been a whole series of studies on the 
matter, from the dissertation by Jonas (1870, pp.53-4) to studies by Chabert (1903), 
and Lecocq (1949). But largely thanks to the detailed reconstruction of the case by 
Onorato (1949), it is being increasingly accepted that the phrase Regulo et Verginio 
consulibus is a later interpolation, probably occurring at the time of Tacitus, who may 
have had this very passage from Seneca in mind. Recently, however, Henry (1982, 
pp.174-9) has attempted to reconcile the different dates provided by Tacitus and 
Seneca, by suggesting that there were two separate earthquakes: one towards the end 
of 62 AD as recorded by Tacitus, and the other, as referred to by Seneca, on 5 February 
63 A.D. Hine (1984) acknowledges that Henry's argument has a certain plausibility, 
but rejects her conclusions, and confirms the sound reasons for accepting the interpo-
lation theory and thus for dating the earthquake to 5 February 62 AD. 

If we date the Pompeii earthquake to 62, moreover, we solve what would be internal 
problems in the Naturales Quaestiones text with a dating to 63. In Book vu (28.3), 
Seneca describes the appearance of a comet, which remained visible for six months in 
the second half of the year 60. Tacitus also refers to this comet (Ann. 14.22.1), and it 
was observed, in addition, by Chinese astronomers (Ho Peng Yoke 1962, p.149). In 
the same passage, Seneca refers to the effects which he claims were the results of the 
comet's passage: widespread atmospheric disturbances and earthquakes in Achaia 
and Macedonia. Seneca contradicts Aristotle in claiming that these phenomena 
lasted for a whole year — which means that they can be dated to 60-61 (see entries 
( 093) and ( 094 )). In another passage (6.1.13), he had recorded the Achaia and 
Macedonia earthquake as having occurred "the year before" (anno priore) the one at 
Pompeii. Thus the only way to avoid making the text of the Naturales Quaestiones 
self-contradictory is to date the earthquake in Campania to 62. 
There are also three inscriptions which refer to this earthquake: 
1) concerns the Temple of Isis at Pompeii; 
2) concerns the Temple of the Mater Deum at Herculaneum, which was restored by 
the emperor Vespasian; 
3) concerns repairs to an unidentified building in the municipium of Herculaneum. 

1) Pompeii. The inscription was found in the ruins of the Temple of Isis, and is now 
in the Museo Nazionale in Naples. It can be dated to between 64 and 68 AD. (GIL 

10.846 = /Ls 6367; Baratta 1936, p.12; de Vos and de Vos 1982, p.'73; Burnand 1984, 
p.174, no.1; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, p.141): "Numerius Popidius Celsinus, son of 
Numerius, at his own expense completely rebuilt the Temple of Isis, which had col-
lapsed in an earthquake. Although he was only six years old, the decurions elected 
him a member of their order without payment, because of his generosity". 

N(umerius) Popidius N(umerii) f(ilius) Celsinus / aedem Isidis terrae motu conlapsam 
/ a fundamento p(ecunia) s(ua) restituit; hunc decuriones ob liberalitatem, I cum esset 
annorum sexs, ordini suo gratis adlegerunt. 199 
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This inscription bears witness to the complete rebuilding of the temple, which had col-
lapsed in an earthquake. The work was carried out by the freedman Numerius 
Popidius Ampliatus, father of Numerius Popidius Celsinus, viiho is also well-known as 
a minister of Fortuna Augusta. It is not possible to work out exactly when the temple 
was rebuilt, but it is likely to have been soon after the earthquake — in other words, 
at the end of the reign of Nero. 
2) Herculaneum. The inscription dates to 76 AD., and is now in the Museo Nazionale 
in Naples (cm 10.1406 = Hs 250; Baratta 1936, p.11; Guadagno 1978, pp.135-6; de Vos 
and de Vos 1982, p.283; Burnand 1984, p.174, no.2; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, pp.140-1): 
"The emperor Caesar Vespasianus Augustus, pontifex maximus, on whom has been 
conferred a seventh power as tribune, emperor for the seventeenth time, father of the 
nation, consul for the seventh time, designated for the eighth time, restored the 
Temple of the Mother of the Gods, which had collapsed in an earthquake". 

Imp(erator) Caesar Vespasianus Aug(ustus) pontif(ex) max(imus), I trib(unicia) 
pot(estate) vrr, imp(erator) xvu, p(ater) p(atriae), co(n)s(ul) vii design(atus) viii, / tern-
plum Matris Deum terrae motu conlapsum restituit. 

The inscription records the rebuilding of the Temple of the Mater Deum by Vespasian 
in the first half of 76 AD.  

3) Herculaneum. A monumental inscription on adjacent panels. It can be dated to 
75-76 AD., but is unfortunately very defective (Guadagno 1978, pp.134-6, no.2; AE 1979, 
170; Burnand 1984, p.174, no.2 bis; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, p.140): "The emperor 
C[aesar V]espa[sianus] Augustus, pontifex maximus, on whom has been conferred a 
seventh power as tribune, e[mperor for the seventeenth time, father] of the nation, 
c[onsul for the seventh time, designated for the eighth time, censor], [restored ---] of 
the municipium of Herculaneum [destroyed? by an earthquake]". 

Imp(erator) Claesar WespaLsianuls Aug(ustus) pont(ifex) max(imus), trib(unicia) 
pot(estate) 1/7/, imp(erator) xvii, p(ater)J p(atriae), clo(n)s(ul) vii, des(ignatus) vin, censor] 
I 	 municipi Herculane[i terrae motu collapsum? restituitJ. 

The text is that established by Guadagno (1978, pp.134-6, no.2), on the basis of cm 
10.1406 = ILs 250; see inscription (2), and Catalogo epigrafi (1989, p.140). Guadagno 
rightly sees a connection between the two inscriptions, which "are to be related to 
steps taken by the emperor to repair damage caused by the earthquake of 62". The 
surviving text suggests a dating to the second half of 75 or the first half of 76. The 
latter is in fact preferable. 
There is also a unique piece of archaeological evidence available to us in the form of 
two low reliefs which both show buildings in Pompeii at the very moment when they 
were being destroyed in the earthquake. 
The first of these was found in 1875, set into one side of the lararium at the house of 
L.Caecilius Jucundus (Mau 1876; de Rossi M.S. 1879 a), as a decoration for the upper 
part of the podium of the shrine: one can see on the left the Capitolium, or Temple of 
Jupiter, in the Forum, which was built in the second half of the second century ac., as 
well as the triumphal arch which stood on its western side. Both are shown with a 
pronounced lean, as a way of conveying the movement of the ground on which they 
stood. There is something naïf about the way the sculptor has tried to intensify the 
dynamic effect of what was happening by representing two horsemen, one on each side 
of the temple, as they abandon their statuesque rigidity and desperately seek to 
regain their balance by raising one leg. On the right-hand side of the panel is an altar 
with an ox being led to the sacrifice. This represents an offering being made to the 
gods by those people of Pompeii who survived the earthquake. 
The second low relief (it was unfortunately stolen in 1977), after being kept in the 
Antiquarium, was set into the wall below the lararium of Caecilius Jucundus in 1902, 



Pompeii. A marble relief set into the lararium at the 
House of L.Caecilius Jucundus. It represents the 
destruction of the temple of Jupiter and a triumphal 
arch in the earthquake of 62. On the right is an 
expiatory sacrifice being carried out after the disaster. 
A A marble relief (stolen in the summer of 1977) 
representing some of the effects of the earthquake 
of 62. The castellum aquae, is still intact, but the 
Vesuvius Gate is leaning at an angle and two mules 
are fleeing in terror (photo Fototeca Unione, Rome). 

because of its relationship to the other one (Thedenat 1905). In the relief could be 
seen the castellum aquae still standing at the end of the aqueduct, while the gate in 
the walls beside it, known as the "Vesuvius Gate", has been knocked down by the 
earthquake, and two mules harnessed to a cart are fleeing in terror (Adam 1989 a, 
pp.168-71). 
There are three travertine cippi — one found outside the Nocera Gate, one outside the 
Herculanean Gate, and the third outside the Vesuvius Gate, and all in the respective 
necropolis areas (de Vos and de Vos 1982, pp.13, 154-6, 178, 231) which provide evi-
dence of imperial intervention which may have been related to the effects of the earth-
quake: "On the authority of the emperor Caesar Vespasianus Augustus, the tribune 
Titus Suedius Clemens, after an enquiry and the checking of measurements, restored 
to the local authority of Pompeii public land occupied by private persons". 

Ex auctoritate imp(eratoris) Caesaris Vespasiani Aug(usti) loca publica a privatis pos- 
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sessa T.Suedius Clemens tribunus causis cognitis et mensuris factis rei publicae 
Pompeianorum restituit. 

Andreau (1979, pp.41-2) has pointed out, however, that Titus Suedius Clemens's 
action may have no direct link with the effects of the earthquake and the rebuilding of 
the city; for other inscriptions dating to the time of Vespasian have been found in Italy 
and certain Roman provinces, which tell of public land being claimed back from pri-
vate persons in areas where there is no evidence of seismic activity. 
As Adam (1989 c) points out, no conclusion as to the nature of the tremors can be 
drawn from the description contained in Seneca's account alone, for all its great his-
torical value. If, therefore, we wish to assess the importance of the earthquake, its 
effect on reconstruction architecture, on the setting up of new building projects, and 
on the adoption of new building techniques, we have to turn to archaeological data, 
which are particularly rich because of the fact that the city was buried in lava 17 
years later. It is now impossible to compile a list of the houses at Pompeii which were 
actually inhabited in 79 An, and in spite of the recovery of so many bronze or marble 
statues and ornaments which decorated the Forum, it is still difficult to gain a clear 
idea of the state of the Forum at that time. 
In view of the extent of the disaster, we may well wonder whether political action was 
taken to assist the stricken city, rather in the way that Titus aided the cities which 
were destroyed by the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD. (Suet. Titus 8; Dio Cass. 66.23). 
It seems, however, that Nero was completely unperturbed on this occasion. On the 
other hand, when there was a massive fire in Rome two years later, he was deeply con-
cerned about both the rebuilding of the city and the construction of the Domus aurea. 
Like all the other Campanians who suffered in the earthquake of 62 AD., therefore, the 
people of Pompeii had to organise the rebuilding of the city and its life on their own. 
The first act of imperial assistance for which we have written evidence was the resto-
ration of the Temple of the Mater Deum at Herculaneum (ca, 10.1406, see inscription 2 
above), and it has been argued from this act of pious generosity that similar aid was 
likely to have been extended to Pompeii. 
It is possible to establish the nature of the damage at Pompeii in some detail by ex-
amining those buildings which were restored to a greater or lesser extent, and by 
observing which buildings were abandoned. 
The commonest kind of damage is cracks caused by movement in the masonry; and 
these cracks may be accompanied by an adjacent wall leaning away from the vertical. 
The fact that a large number of wall ends and corners were rebuilt shows that such 
masonry structures were very vulnerable, not only because when a wall leans it 
ceases to support partitions and corners, but also because, depending on the direction 
in which it moves, one of the two walls meeting at a corner may strike violently a-
gainst the one adjacent to it. The collapse of wall ends on either side of a door, on the 
other hand, occurs when the architrave falls, thereby depriving the doorway of longi-
tudinal support. 
At Pompeii, cracks were filled with material salvaged from the ruins, including many 
fragments of tiles and bricks, which make it easy to identify the repairs. The fact that 
so much salvaged material was systematically reused is related to the nature of the 
masonry. This consisted of opus incertum or opus reticulatum facing, made of pieces 
of stone held together with mortar having a high earth and low lime content. 
Masonry of this type was very vulnerable to earthquake tremors, and as walls col-
lapsed they were reduced to heaps of debris including fragments of roof-tiles, which 
were subsequently salvaged and used again. 
Without going into details as to the various sources of materials used, we can say that 
the stone fragments used in opus incertum were preferred to other materials, and that 
they gave strikingly beautiful colour variations to the facings. The imaginative 



Pompeii. A corner of the House of Orpheus 

(see city plan VI,14,20), rebuilt after the 

earthquake using some of the original limestone 

blocks with layers of tiles and bricks. 

Pompeii. A corner of the House of the Labyrinth 

(see city plan VI,11,10), rebuilt after the 

earthquake in brick and opus reticulatum 

(photos J.-P.Adam). 

results were achieved more from necessity than intention, and were enhanced by the 
inclusion of a variety of pottery fragments — usually mixed up with the salvaged 
material rather than used on their own — and by the reuse of a variety of different 
materials: pottery fragments, pebbles and fragments of mosaic. 
When walls came apart, it did not necessarily mean that the masonry collapsed, pro-
vided that a wall did not lean so much that the armature came away. There are many 
examples of people abandoning the worst damaged parts of their houses and keeping 
what were sometimes substantial areas of wall, in spite of the fact that they were 
distorted. Any new walls were obviously put up perfectly vertical, and the greater the 
distortion in damaged walls, the easier it is to see where they meet new masonry. 
As Adam's investigations (1989 c) have shown, the whole of the facade and a large 
part of the west wall of the house known as the House of Achilles were rebuilt in opus 
incertum with layers of bricks, whereas the rear of the house was undamaged. The 
case of the house of C.Cuspius Pansa or that of P.Paquius Proculus in Via del-
l'Abbondanza, on the other hand, is quite different. The old Samnite-style façade 
with its door framed with cubic capitals survived, whereas the west corner and the 
adjacent wall were rebuilt. In both cases, this restoration work had only just been 
completed by 79 AD , and had still not been covered with the layer of plaster which 
would have disguised the structural differences and partly covered up the projection 
where the two walls met. 
In some cases obvious movement or weakening of the masonry could be remedied 203 



Pompeii. South-west corner of the Building 

of Eumachia, showing the join between the 
facade, which was destroyed in the earthquake 

and rebuilt in brick, and the earlier masonry. 

Pompeii. Internal walls of an atrium 

(see city plan IX.1) with new brick 

buttresses. 

Pompeii. Masonry built after the 62 A.D. earthquake, using opus incertum stones 

recovered from the ruins, along with regular areas of brickwork. 

Photographs by J.-P.Adam 



Pompeii. The facade of the House of Marcus 

Lucretius (see city plan X,3,5) was badly damaged 

in the earthquake. It was rebuilt in brick, and 

any decoration which may have survived on the 
plasterwork was sacrificed to the solidity provided 

by two strong buttresses. 

Pompeii. A large fissure in an opus incertum 

wall, which was filled in after the 62 A.D. 

earthquake using terracotta materials 

(tiles and bricks) and rectangular stones. 

The building can be found in the plan of the city 

at VI,7,5. 

without demolition, by putting in supports in the form of brick buttresses; and these 
could also support the beams of the upper floor or supporting walls which did not 
project very much but were adjacent to a larger surface area. Doors were weak 
points, because they tended to give way below architraves when the latter moved or 
slipped down, and because movement in walls was greatest at the top. Hence the 
safest way to preserve the building was to completely wall up these openings, as was 
done at the Stabian Baths and in many houses and shops, where such walling up was 
carried out both for repair purposes and in connection with many subsequent changes 
of ownership and use. 
Collapses and cracks are not always accompanied by a lean in the walls that remain. 
Hence repair work is easily identifiable if a wall has not been given, or has lost, the 
covering layer intended to smooth over unevenness. A particularly interesting case 
in this connection is the Building of Eumachia, whose facade giving on to the Forum 
was rebuilt in brick, for particular care was taken to restore the original appearance 
of the original stone facing. White stucco was then used to hide any traces of the 
building's having been modified. 
Adam's researches (1989 c) show that there are examples of joins along an approxi-
mately vertical line which indicate the complete collapse of a section of wall; while 
other repairs carried out on a slant or horizontally show that perhaps only the upper 
part of a wall was destroyed. There is a bakery, for example, where the original opus 
Africanum masonry was extended upwards from 1.5 m above ground level, using ran-
domly mixed materials. It is clear that poorer quality masonry held together with 
mortar having a high earth content was badly damaged by the earthquake tremors; 
but good quality masonry was also damaged, as can be seen from the complete 
destruction of the Vesuvius Gate (it did, however, consist basically of a single arch) 
and from many houses whose walls were partly destroyed even though they were 
made of stone blocks. 
It must be pointed out, however, that for the most part the city walls survived because 
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they were supported by a substantial earth rampart in the form of an agger on the.  
inside. Some other masonry structures also survived. The fourth century B.c. fagade 
of the famous House of the Surgeon, which was made of large limestone blocks, sur-
vived intact although it did not have the benefit of an earth support; and the tufa wall 
of the House of the Little Fountain also survived. 
Wall corners were generally speaking very vulnerable, and were repaired in a variety 
of different ways, depending on people's resources. In most cases repairs were carried 
out using ordinary salvaged materials; but there are cases where greater care was 
taken, using strong courses of bricks arranged in order and attached to the adjacent 
walls. 
Some buildings with vaulted ceilings were too badly damaged to be repaired quickly. 
Such were the men's tepidarium and calidarium in the Stabian Baths, which com-
pletely collapsed and had still not been repaired in 79 A.D. Those buildings in the 
baths complex which did not collapse — the vestibulum, the apodyterium and the 
vaulted galleries of the amphitheatre, for example — were consolidated with substan-
tial arched buttresses in brick. That part of the Stabian Baths designed for public 
spectacles was like a single bastion in construction, with walls built against earth 
ramparts. The earthquake can have had only the slightest effect on this part of the 
baths complex and, indeed, there are no visible signs of collapses or cracks. 
Columns — which were, of course, a standard form of vertical support in Roman archi-
tecture — not only suffered serious damage themselves, but their movement or col-
lapse also caused the collapse of countless peristyle and colonnade roofs. The Forum 
is a good example of this, for as we see it today it is certainly no better preserved, or 
rather, no better restored, than it was in 79 A.D. While a monumental public building 
like this needed limestone columns to complete the old tufa colonnades, private build-
ings, which were less fortunate but built closer together, replaced their tufa columns 
with masonry columns in which one finds a variety of materials: an example is the 
opus incertum made with lava, as used by building workers to rebuild part of the peri-
style of a house near the Forum. 
The many traces throughout Pompeii of building sites in operation provide a wealth of 
information, not so much about the end products as about the particular techniques 
and materials used in rebuilding work; for the archaeologist has been able to catch the 
builder at work inside unfinished buildings. 
Their lime was always rich, being made from fairly pure limestone, and after slaking 
it was carried and kept in amphoras whose necks were broken to provide a larger 
mouth. The lime was deposited, sometimes simply in a heap, near where it was to be 
used, as in the case of the house known as the "House of Lime", as well as in those of 
the House of the Moralist and the Villa of Mysteries. In the House of the Sacellum 
Iliacum we find one of the most striking instances of work on a Pompeii building site 
having been interrupted: a bucket of rich lime has been emptied out on the ground, 
and the workman has begun making a pile of sand for the mixture. The plaster in the 
making was abandoned on the morning of 24 August 79 AD., and had been intended for 
a wall covering which had only been partly carried out. In the room where the lime 
was found, only the bottom of the walls had not been covered (the work had been 
started at the top); but in a nearby room only the top third of the walls had been plas-
tered. What is particularly interesting is that we have here excellent evidence of how 
fresco painting on plaster was carried out: the artist painted on a fairly small area of 
plaster so that the pigment could combine with the lime in the plaster before the lat-
ter dried out and hardened. 
As we have seen, the people of Pompeii repaired the damage to their houses with sal-
vaged materials for the most part. Some were more fortunate in being able to use 
new materials (usually bricks) for repairing or rebuilding all or parts of their houses, 
exactly as happened in the case of public buildings. Houses repaired in this way can 



be identified on the outside by the considerable modification to the facade, where 
bricks now play a greater part, and where one notices the disappearance of the usual 
tufa or plastered masonry pilasters which framed the door in the Samnite tradition. 
They have been replaced with plain, bare pedestals which were probably intended to 
be decorated, or else by columns supporting a triangular pediment. 
Sometimes the Samnite-style tufa fagade has stood up to stress better than the inter-
nal structure of the house, which has therefore been subject to most modification. A 
good example of this type of restoration is the House of the Chase, for its façade on Via 
della Fortuna is practically the only element of its original form that has been pre-
served. It is much less common for houses to have been completely demolished and 
rebuilt. The most important of these is the house of Caius Vibius, where most of the 
work had been completed, but plastering had only just begun. The façade is entirely 
without decoration, and has been rebuilt in well-cemented opus incertum, with 
courses of bricks at the corners, and in opus mixtum. In the atrium, the facings are of 
brick at ground floor level, whereas there is opus incertum at first floor level. The 
only relic of the old house is a limestone pedestal at one corner of a wing. 
The pleasure of the visitor to Pompeii is enhanced by the fact that, unlike Rome and, 
even more, Ostia, Pompeii did not have systematic planning involving the almost total 
substitution of brick for stone. None of its public or private buildings has adopted 
that kind of restoration in an exclusive way. At the Central Baths, for example, cer-
tain panels of the facade looking on to the palaestra have been faced in polychrome 
opus reticulatum. The room walls — which were to have been plastered — are largely 
made of opus incertum, and the shops which give on to the Via di Stabia have opus 
mixtum facades. 
Another public building which had been substantially restored was the macellum 
(meat and fish market). One's attention is attracted by an unusual aspect of its struc-
ture, which must be related to restoration work, and which involves an inexplicable 
lack of continuity. The south side of the market is closed off by a high wall in which 
there is a door giving on to an alley. As far as the door, the wall has splendid reticu-
late facing, which is framed by courses of bricks at the corners, and enhanced by the 
use of colour variations in horizontal lines, using a selection of three local tufas in 
grey, green and pink. To the left of the door this facing continues exactly as before 
over the whole height of the wall until, five metres from the door-post, it is suddenly 
interrupted by an almost vertical line, and the rest of the wall continues in opus incer-
tum. One assumes that there were two stages of reconstruction, since the carefully 
arranged tufa blocks of opus reticulatum are a late Pompeian technique, and the opus 
incertum as it appears here also displays all the characteristics of post-62 AD repair 
work, at any rate in the upper half of the wall, where a good deal of cementing has 
been done with a yellow mortar such as one finds in many other cases of rebuilding. 
However, an examination of the join makes it possible to establish a relative chronol-
ogy for the two parts of the wall. The skirting of the opus incertum part of the wall 
extends under the opus reticulatum facing over a length of about 1.5 m. Such a sub-
stantial overlap means that the opus reticulatum cannot have been put up first. It is 
also noticeable that the bottom of the opus incertum wall is very different from the 
upper part. There are two possible explanations for this. One is that the wall com-
pletely collapsed and was rebuilt in two stages — presumably at different times. The 
second stage of the work involved the opus reticulatum and was carried out when 
more resources were available and hence greater care could be taken. This hypothe-
sis does not exclude the possibility that the lower part of the wall was part of the origi-
nal building. The second explanation is that the whole opus incertum predates 62 Ail, 
and only the opus reticulatum is rebuilding work. 
It is also interesting to note something which accords with the view that the city water 
system had only been partially and provisionally renewed. In 1942, Maiuri discov- 207 
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Pompeii. Atrium of the House of Caius Vibius 
(see city plan V11,2,18), rebuilt after the 
earthquake of 62, in brick and opus incertum 
(photo J.-P.Adam). 

ered a trench 0.65 m deep in the northern part of the Via di Stabia. It was full of lava 
fragments — indicating that it was open at the time of the eruption — and was found 
to contain two sections of large diameter lead piping which were deliberately detached 
from the rest of the piping. On the one hand this shows that reconstruction of a per-
manent water system was still going on, and that the work now being undertaken 
came after the laying of a temporary system; and it also shows the normal depth at 
which pipes were laid, to protect them from surface erosion and provide them with 
heat insulation. 
The most striking economic and social changes to take place at Pompeii in the after-
math of the earthquake are reflected in the transformation of certain dwelling houses 
into shops and craft workshops. There is no doubt that many inhabitants of Pompeii 
were obliged to abandon houses that had been seriously damaged, and that they 
allowed shopkeepers to use them, or let them, or allowed other people to have control 
of them. There must also have been families whose members were missing and 
whose houses were put to use in one way or another; and there may also have been 
cases of house owners who themselves became shopkeepers or artisans. However 
that may be, it was clearly not a time of prosperity, but rather one in which events 
brought about many changes of fortune. New artisan businesses can be identified by 
the use they make of building space. In particular, they take over rooms which had 
previously been residential, and change their appearance by altering internal ar-
rangements. Changes to facades, however, do not necessarily indicate a change of 
use. Thus the largest bakery in Pompeii, namely that of Terentius Proculus, cannot 
be identified as such in any way from the outside, although it was set up in a house 
which had been completely destroyed; and the same is true of the Via di Nola bakery, 
where the oven and grinding equipment were installed in an old atrium. 
Modifications to the distribution and internal arrangement of rooms within a house 
were not necessarily the result of their being taken over for artisan activities: it could 
also be a question of property changing hands as people's fortunes rose and fell. And 
another factor one has to take into account is that these readaptations and restora-
tions were carried out as a matter of necessity, when in other circumstances the owner 
might have thought them unnecessary or beyond his means. Early looting and the 
unsys:ematic nature of the first archaeological excavations have unfortunately affect-
ed the physical state of houses and deprived us of a great deal of evidence, thereby 
often reducing to the status of a hypothesis our understanding of the reasons for an 
important change of use in a house, or its internal rearrangement. 
This brief examination of the damage suffered in the earthquake, and of the architec- 



Pompeii. The domus (see city plan V,3,8) 
	

Pompeii. Plan of the large House of Sallust. 

became a bakery after the earthquake, 	 After the earthquake of 62 

with its oven in the corner of the atrium 
	

it became an inn 

(photo J.-P.Adam). 	 (drawing by J.-P.Adam). 

tural solutions adopted during the last years of Pompeii, leads us to draw certain con-
clusions of a technical, economic and social nature. The restoration work was carried 
out by the inhabitants themselves, or else by modest artisans assisted by fairly un-
skilled labourers who turned their hand to building work for the occasion. It also 
seems likely that professional or occasional builders were drawn to Pompeii and the 
other cities which suffered in the earthquake by the strong demand; and that they 
were followed by painters and plasterers, who must have arrived after the builders 
and carpenters had finished their work. 
With the exception of the amphitheatre, which was in any case only slightly damaged, 
public buildings did not receive the same priority treatment. Apparently only three 
municipal buildings in the Forum were close to completion and, of the seven known 
temples, only the Temple of Isis had been completely restored, and that was thanks to 
the generosity of a private citizen. There were, however, some quite important new 
projects, such as the Central Baths, which were already well advanced in 79 AD. And 
the fact that the water system was also being repaired shows that the local authority 
was in a position to arrange for the repair of what was considered priority work, to be 
set in motion fairly early. It is difficult to judge how far this justifies our drawing con-
clusions about the relative importance attributed by first century AD. Romans to the 
different parts of their urban environment, whether considered from the point of view 
of need, convenience or pleasure. One thing that is certain, at least, is that they were 
not strongly attached to traditional religion, for the abandonment of the temples 
makes that very clear. The Temple of Isis stands alone as evidence of public religious 
feeling; and that might lead us to dwell on the attractions of the eastern doctrines of 
redemption and resurrection. However, the many domestic lararia are evidence of a 
reliance on the values of the family, which accepts and chooses its own divinities for its 
own purposes. 
The policy of the local authority was not to increase trade, for both the macellum and 
the Forum were unfinished, but rather to strengthen local government, as the three 
Curia buildings show, and to improve leisure facilities in the form of baths and build-
ings for public shows. The former were found to be in the process of reconstruction, 
and the latter were either completely operational (the Odeon and the amphitheatre) 209 
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or in an advanced state of restoration (the theatre). And then there were damaged 
parts of the city walls and gates which had not been repaired at all. 
Thus, while private citizens — with how much aid we cannot tell — rebuilt or repaired 
their own homes, the aediles made sure their own position was safe by rebuilding the 
Curia, and they restored to the populace what they judged to be important: water and 
leisure facilities. The only imperial contribution seems to have been a temple ded-
icated to Vespasian which had a good position in the Forum and was nearly finished. 
New life has recently been given to the theory that between the earthquake of 62 AD. 

and the eruption of Vesuvius in 79, there was another earthquake which, though of 
smaller proportions, was sufficient to leave visible traces. This theory was first put 
forward by Schefold (1952, 1953-54, 1962 and 1980), who had noticed traces of resto-
ration on paintings datable to the closing years of Pompeii, and it has recently been 
taken up by Pappalardo (1990). In its original form, the theory of a further earth-
quake between 62 and 79 was rejected by Strocka (1984) and Barbet (1985). Fresh 
support from local archaeologists is based in particular on evidence of different resto-
ration stages either in buildings constructed ex novo after 62 or in buildings which 
had already been restored. An example of the first kind of evidence is the east wall of 
the calidarium in the Central Baths (Pappalardo 1990) and the group of buildings to 
the north of the suburban baths (Jacobelli 1987, 1988). Examples of the second kind 
— restoration work on buildings or decoration which had already been restored — are 
the house to the north of that of Fabius Rufus in the insula occidentalis (De Caro 
1983, Pappalardo 1990), the house to the north of Building IX,12,6 (on the plan of 
Pompeii), which is currently being excavated (Varone 1991), the Sarno complex 
(Koloski-Ostrow 1990), and the House of the Little Fountain. 
In support of the theory of a second earthquake, it is pointed out that when the erup-
tion of Vesuvius occurred in 79, Pompeii was like a large and active building site, and 
that this can only be explained in terms of a second destructive event. But it has to 
be said that we still know very little about how long reconstruction work took in 
ancient cities, especially at a time when imperial munificence could be absorbed by 
other reconstruction work (a great fire occurred in Rome in 64, and Nero devoted con-
siderable economic resources to subsequent restoration there). Written sources have 
nothing to say on the matter (except for a brief reference to the earthquake of 64 in 
Naples: see entry ( 096 )), and in our opinion, archaeological data are not yet quite suf-
ficient to prove that there was another earthquake, though that is not unlikely, given 
the seismicity of the area. 

( 096) 64 •Naples 
sources 	Suet. Nero 20.2; Tac. Ann. 15.34.1 

inscriptions cu. 4.3822 

literature Sogliano (1888); Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980); De Caro and Greco (1993); Arthur (1989); 

Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); Schmidt (1881); Guidoboni (1989) 

According to Tacitus, the theatre collapsed at the end of Nero's first public perfor-
mance in Naples, but no-one was injured: "Something happened in Naples which most 
people thought to be an evil omen, but which he considered rather as evidence of di-
vine providence; for after the audience had left, the empty theatre collapsed without 
injuring anyone". 

Illic, plerique ut arbitrabantur, triste, ut ipse, providum potius et secundis numinibus 
evenit: nam egresso qui adfuerat populo vacuum et sine ullius noxa theatrum conla-
psum est. 



Suetonius simply records that the theatre was struck by an earthquake on that occa-
sion: "And [Nero] made his debut at Naples, and although the theatre was struck by a 
sudden earthquake, he did not stop singing until he had finished the piece. He sang 
there on a number of other occasions and for several days". 

Et prodit Neapoli primum ac ne concusso quidem repente motu terrae theatro ante can-
tare destitit, quam inchoatum absolveret nomon. Ibidem saepius et per complures can-
tavit dies. 

Suetonius makes no mention of any earthquake damage, and in fact his account seems 
to contradict that of Tacitus, who probably exaggerated the seriousness of the occur-
rence through using a senate source which was hostile to Nero. 
Sogliano (1888, p.517) has also linked a wall inscription at Pompeii to this earthquake: 
"For the safety of Ner[o] during the earthquake?]". 

Pro salute Ner[onisl / in terr[ae motu?]. 

Doubts have been cast on Sogliano's suggested reading, however, by Sabbatini 
Tumolesi (1980, pp.45-6 and 50), in whose opinion the first line simply records a very 
commonplace kind of causa muneris: pro salute imperatoris, which could be the open-
ing words of an edictum muneris. 
In actual fact, the second line may have no connection with the first: it may be a sepa-
rate (and illegible) inscription. The inscription may therefore date to any time in 
Nero's reign (54-68 AD.); and even that dating is only valid for the first line, in which 
the emperor is specifically mentioned. (There is a bibliography in Catalogo epigrafi 
1989, p.150). Little survives of the theatre in Naples. The identifiable remains may 
in fact be part of the restoration work carried out after the first century AD. earth-
quakes, but we do not know when (Arthur 1989, p.502 and fig.273; De Caro and Greco 
1993, pp.23-5). 

( 097) 68 • Myra, •Patara, Lycia >seismic sea-wave< 
sources 1 	Dio Cass. 63.26.5 

sources 2 	Orac. Sibyll. 4.109-123, 5.126 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Dio Cassius mentions a sea-wave on the coast of Lycia in a list of prodigies, some of 
which occurred in the Rome area: "And it did not worry him that both sets of doors, 
those of the mausoleum of Augustus and those of his own bedroom, opened of their 
own accord one night, or that in the Alban territory it rained so much blood that rivers 
of it flowed over the land, or that the sea retreated a long way from Egypt and covered 
a great part of Lycia". 

TolauTa 11,EV Kai TOTE e.7taiZsv, 01)8 EuEXEV al./20) (3T1 at 013paL a.0OOTE 	CCi TE 

[INTIK Lou TOii Airy 01JOTE101) Kai at TO11 icouraivog IOU EKE11/011, a:62611aTaL EV Tij 

V1/KTI. CiVE4X0YjaaV, 01'S' OTI. EV TO 'AX,PaV61 T00013TO) 	TLVL C4taTI 1)0EV 60TE Kai 
7ro-rapni,c Punvca, pOo' Ott. EK TTIC A171)ATOLl intavaxcopriCiaCia szti 1rok0 rj Odkacioa 

kpoc µsya Trjs Avidag icatkot13ev. 

The sea-wave is also mentioned, in relation to Patara, in the Sibylline Oracles (4.109), 
within the usual "prophetic" formula and accompanied by poetic images: "Fair Myra of 
Lycia, the earth shall shake and not remain firm; thou shalt fall headlong to the 
ground and pray to find another land of refuge, as an emigrant, when with thun-
derings and earthquakes the dark waters of the sea spread sand over Patara, for its 
godlessness". 211 



This happened in Rome on 9 June. Two days later, Galba, who had been elected 
emperor by the army immediately after Nero's death, received some ill omens for his 
future reign as he approached Rome. One of these was a violent earth tremor (Suet. 
Galba 18.1): "And when he made his entry into the city and then into the palace, the 
earth shook and there was noise like the bellowing of cattle". 

Urbem quoque et deinde Palatium ingressum excepit terrae tremor et assimilis quidam 
mugitui sonus. 

It is likely that all the above references are to the same seismic event, but there is no 
sound basis for linking the landslide near Chieti to the earthquake felt in Rome. 

( 99) 69 *Nicomedia 
sources 	Mal. 259; Chron. Pasch. 246 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas mentions this earthquake at Nicomedia in Bithynia in connection with a sub-
stantial donation towards reconstruction made by the emperor: "In his reign [that of 
Vitellius], the great city of Nicomedia, capital of Bithynia, suffered from the wrath of 
God. The emperor gave generously to the survivors and the city for reconstruction, 
for it had suffered from the wrath of God shortly before, and was in ruins. He resto-
red it". 

'ETU o'c trig PacnXEi,a; evOEcuc staOev vno Ocourivi,a; NiKopioEta, Trokt,c ucyCa.i, 

13t0uviict !_ti1Tp67TOXL. Kai JTOA.X.O. OCI:‘TOL To( JTEOLOCOOEiOLV ixapi,o-ato Kai irj 7-PAU E'Lg 

(TVCCVECOOLV o clir6 pc(o(kEi)c,- rev yew Kai .7-cpo'yriv nctOolioa vno 0£01.11114,a; Kai 

6:3-cpccu.kvi.  Kai av/iyapev 

The Chronicon Paschale simply says: "At the time of the same consuls, that great capi-
tal city of Bithynia, Nicomedia, suffered from the wrath of God". 

cni To7)V au-WV 'OJTCiTOW E7Ca0EV OJEO 0Eourriag NIKOtITOELO 	 lAsyciXTI trj; 

( 100) the night of 20 June 69-79 • Corinth 
sources 	Suet. Vesp. 17; Mal. 261 
inscriptions /Cr 4.203 
literature Curtius (1851-52); Schenk von Stauffenberg (1931); Panessa (1991) 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Corinth was damaged by an earthquake at some time between 69 and 79 A.D. There 
seems to be a reference to the earthquake in an inscription found on the Isthmus of 
Corinth (iG 4.203): "[Publius Licinius Priscus Iuventianus] carried out the rebuilding 
of the temple of Eueteria [Good Harvest], Core and Pluto, including the steps and 
retaining walls, which had been reduced to ruins by earthquakes and the passage of 
time". 

Kat tovc VaOljg 	fig EOETT1OOJC Kat Trig KOpic KOA, TO IIXOU/T6VELOV Kai TeLc 

(jVCCPCiCTEL; KUL is (30/C1XlipiliaTa O1t0 OELO[16./V Kai nakCCLOTTITOg oLO/XEX.141,EVa EJTE01(£170t0EV. 

Curtius (1851-52, pp.544-5) dates this rebuilding to the time of a visit by Pausanias 
towards the middle of the 2nd century A.D. 

Suetonius states that Vespasian rebuilt and improved many cities which had been 213 
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152 AUK 1 rig Mtipa xccA.a, as 8' oij7COTE 13pacrcrolievi xecov / OTTIPLEI," apriviig 8e icCurco 
nintcucr' 	 / Eig itEpriv ev ri apocfruyEiv x06va, OLCC 1LETOLKOg / ilV1Ka 
Hatcipwv Ouabov note oucycrEOLimv / 13portaig xal cieLcrtwicrtv &keg nevicret [tekav 

( 098) June 68 0 the Chieti area, Rome >landslide< 
sources 1 	Plin. n.h. 2.199, 17.245; Suet. Nero 48.2, Galba 18.1; Dio Cass. 63.28.1 

sources 2 Alb. Miliol. Cron. Imper. 590 
catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Capocci (1861); Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1892, 1899, 1901); Galli (1906); 
Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

Pliny records that in the last year of the reign of Nero (68 AD.), an event occurred in the 
territory of the Marrucini (the area around what is now Chieti), which was considered 
a portent and can be identified as a large landslide (2.199): "Our times have also expe-
rienced an equally extraordinary event, which occurred in the last year of Nero's reign. 
As we have recorded in our history of his reign, what happened was that meadows and 
olive groves separated by a public road crossed over to opposite sides. This happened 
in Marrucinian territory, on the land of Vettius Marcellus, a Roman knight who man-
aged Nero's estates". 

Non minus mirum ostentum et nostra cognovit aetas anno Neronis principis supremo, 
sicut in rebus eius exposuimus, pratis oleisque intercedente publica via in contrarias 
sedis transgressis in agro Marrucino, praediis Vetti Marcelli equitis Romani res 
Neronis procurantis. 

In describing this occurrence as "an equally extraordinary event", Pliny is comparing 
it to the 91 s c. earthquake (see entry ( 056 )). In another book of his Natural History 
(17.245), Pliny refers to this landslide again: "Of all the prodigies that have been 
heard of in our times, the greatest must surely be what happened in the territory of 
the Marrucini at the time of the fall of the emperor Nero, when a whole olive grove 
belonging to Vettius Marcellus, a leading member of the equestrian order, crossed the 
public road, and some farmland on the other side crossed over and took the olive 
grove's place". 

Super omnia quae umquam audita sunt erit prodigium in nostro aevo Neronis princi-
pis ruing factum in agro Marrucino, Vettii Marcelli e primis equestris ordinis oliveto 
universo viam publicam transgresso arvisque inde e contrario in locum oliveti 
pro fectis. 

What happened preceded the civil strife of 69 A.D. and was in the same year as the 
death of Nero. Other sources refer to earthquakes in that year. Suetonius (Nero 
48.2) tells how, when he was in flight in the outskirts of Rome, shortly before commit-
ting suicide, "he was immediately struck with fear by an earth tremor and a flash of 
lightning right in front of him". 

Statimque tremore terrae et fulgure adverso pavefactus. 

According to Dio Cassius: "While he was on the way a terrible earthquake occurred, so 
that one might have thought the whole world was bursting asunder and all the spirits 
of those murdered by him were leaping up to assail him". 
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Pliny the Younger describing the eruption 
of Vesuvius in 79 A.D. (painting by Angelica 

Kauffmann, engraved by Thomas Burke, 

London 1794). 

The subject was a popular one in its day: 

E.Bulwer-Lytton's The Last Days of Pompeii 

(1834) enjoyed remarkable success, and was 
the basis for the libretto of Petrella's opera 

Jone (1858). The subject has been used in the 

cinema and on television up to our own time. 
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leave an accurate account of it for posterity; I know that immortal fame awaits him if 
his death is recorded by you. It is true that he perished in a catastrophe which 
destroyed the loveliest regions of the earth, a fate shared by whole cities and their peo-
ple, and one so memorable that it is likely to make his name live for ever: and he him-
self wrote a number of books of lasting value: but you write for all time and can still do 
much to perpetuate his memory. The fortunate man, in my opinion, is he to whom the 
gods have granted the power either to do something which is worth recording or to 
write what is worth reading, and most fortunate of all is the man who can do both. 
Such a man was my uncle, as his own books and yours will prove. So you set me a 
task I would choose for myself, and I am more than willing to start on it. 
My uncle was stationed at Misenum, in active command of the fleet. On 24 August, 
in the early afternoon, my mother drew his attention to a cloud of unusual size and 
appearance. He had been out in the sun, had taken a cold bath, and lunched while 
lying down, and was then working at his books. He called for his shoes and climbed 
up to a place which would give him the best view of the phenomenon. It was not clear 215 
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damaged in earthquakes or by fire. 
Malalas gives a fuller account, reporting that Corinth was destroyed by the earth-
quake and subsequently rebuilt by Vespasian: "In his reign [that of Vespasian, 69-79 
AD.], during the night of 20 June/Daesius, Corinth, the metropolis of Hellas, suffered 
from the wrath of God. He gave generously to the survivors and the city". 
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( 101 ) 77 *Cyprus 
sources 1 	Eus. Hieron. Chron. 188; Oros. Hist. 7.9.11 

sources 2 	Orac. Sibyll. 4.128; Georg. Sync. 647 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Ben-Menahem (1979); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake is recorded in late but reliable sources. The Chronicon of Eusebius 
records that an earthquake struck Cyprus: "Three towns in Cyprus were reduced to 
ruins by an earthquake". 

Tres civitates Cypri terrae motu conruerunt. 

Paulus Orosius writes: "In the ninth year of the reign [of Vespasian], three towns in 
Cyprus were reduced to ruins in an earthquake, and there was a great plague in 
Rome". 

Nono autem imperii eius anno tres civitates Cypri terrae motu corruerunt et Romae 
magna pestilentia fuit. 

( 102 ) 24-26 August 79 *Herculaneum, •Miseno, • Naples, 
• Nocera Inferiore, •Nola, •Pompeii, • Salerno, • Sorrento, 
• Stabia >eruption of Vesuvius, seismic sea-wave< 

sources 	Plin. min. ep. 6.16, 6.20; Suet. Tit. 8.3-4; Dio Cass. 66.21.1-24.1 

inscriptions CIL 10.1481 = to 14.729 = IGR 1.435; AE 1902, 40; Simonelli (1972); Johannowsky (1986); 

AE 1951, 200, reinterpreted by Paci (1991) 

literature Mommsen (1869); Ruggiero (1879); de Rossi M.S. (1879 b); Sogliano (1901); Baratta (1936); 

de Vos and de Vos (1982); Burnand (1984); Widemann (1986); Eco (1987); 

Catalogo epigrafi (1989); Luisi (1989); Pappalardo (1990); Schonberger (1990); Cioni et al. (1992); 

Kenna (1992) 

catalogues Manetti [14571; Ligorio [1574-71; Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); von Hoff (1840); Capocci (1861); 

Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Caputo and Faita (1984); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

The famous eruption of Vesuvius on 24 August 79 A.D. destroyed a number of towns in 
Campania, and was accompanied by appreciable earth tremors. We have therefore 
examined the sources, but without going beyond what is useful for the purposes of 
estimating the seismic effects. 
Two letters written to Tacitus by Pliny the Younger and published about 106 or 107 AD. 

(Mommsen 1869, pp.107-8), describe the circumstances surrounding the death of his 
scholarly uncle Pliny the Elder, who was killed at Stabiae by the eruption, and they 
also tell of the effects of the earthquake (textual bibliography in Schonberger 1990). 
In the first letter (6.16), Pliny the Younger writes: "To Cornelius Tacitus. 
Thank you for asking me to send you a description of my uncle's death so that you can 



and denser than any night that ever was, which they relieved by lighting torches and 
various kinds of lamp. My uncle decided to go down to the shore and investigate on 
the spot the possibility of any escape by sea, but he found the waves still wild and dan-
gerous. A sheet was spread on the ground for him to lie down, and he repeatedly 
asked for cold water to drink. Then the flames and smell of sulphur which gave warn-
ing of the approaching fire drove the others to take flight and roused him to stand up. 
He stood leaning on two slaves and then suddenly collapsed, I imagine because the 
dense fumes choked his breathing by blocking his windpipe which was constitutional-
ly weak and narrow and often inflamed. When daylight returned on the 26th — two 
days after the last day he had seen — his body was found intact and uninjured, still 
fully clothed and looking more like that of a man asleep than dead. 
Meanwhile my mother and I were at Misenum, but this is not of any historic interest, 
and you only wanted to hear about my uncle's death. I will say no more, except to add 
that I have described in detail every incident which I either witnessed myself or heard 
about immediately after the event, when reports were most likely to be accurate. It is 
for you to select what best suits your purpose, for there is a great difference between a 
letter to a friend and history written for all to read". 

C.Plinius Tacito Suo S. 
Petis ut tibi avunculi mei exitum scribarn, quo verius tradere posteris possis. Gratias 
ago; nam video morti eius si celebretur a to immortalem gloriam esse propositam. 
Quamvis enim pulcherrimarum Glade terrarum, ut populi ut urbes memorabili casu, 
quasi semper victurus occiderit, quamvis ipse plurima opera et mansura condiderit, 
multum tamen perpetuitati eius scriptorum tuorum aeternitas addet. Equisdem bea-
tos puto, quibus deorum munere datum est aut facere scribenda aut scribere legenda, 
beatissimos vero quibus utrumque. Horum in numero avunculus meus et suis libris et 
tuis erit. Quo libentius suscipio, deposco etiam quod iniungis. 
Erat Miseni classemque imperio praesens regebat. Nonum kal. Septembres hora fere 
septima mater mea indicat ei adparere nubem inusitata et magnitudine et specie. 
Usus ille sole, mox frigida, gustaverat iacens studebatque; poscit soleas, ascendit locum 
ex quo maxime miraculum illud conspici poterat. Nubes - incertum procul intuentibus 
ex quo monte (Vesuvium fuisse postea cognitum est) - oriebatur, cuius similitudinem et 
formam non alia magis arbor quam pin us expresserit. Nam longissimo velut trunco 
elata in altum quibusdam ramis diffundebatur, credo quia recenti spiritu evecta, dein 
senescente eo destituta aut etiam pondere suo victa in latitudinem vanescebat, candida 
interdum, interdum sordida et maculosa prout terram cineremve sustulerat. Magnum 
propiusque noscendum ut eruditissimo viro visum. lubet liburnicam aptari; mihi si 
venire una vellem facit copiam; respondi studere me malle, et forte ipse quod scriberem 
dederat. Egrediebatur domo; accipit codicillos Rectinae Tasci imminenti periculo 
exterritae (nam villa eius subiacebat, nee ulla nisi navibus fuga): ut se tanto discrimini 
eriperet orabat. Vertit ille consilium et quod studioso animo incohaverat obit maximo. 
Deducit quadriremes, ascendit ipse non Rectinae modo sed multis (erat enim frequens 
amoenitas orae) laturus auxilium. Properat illuc unde alii fugiunt, rectumque cursum 
recta gubernacula in periculum tenet adeo solutus metu, ut omnes illius mali motus 
omnes figuras ut deprenderat oculis dictaret enotaretque. 
lam navibus cinis incidebat, quo propius accederent, calidior et densior; iam pumices 
etiam nigrique et ambusti et fracti igne lapides; iam vadum subitum ruinaque montis 
litora obstantia. Cunctatus paulum an retro flecteret, mox gubernatori ut ita faceret 
monenti "Fortes" inquit "fortuna iuvat: Pomponianum pete". Stabiis erat diremptus 
sinu medio (nam sensim circumactis curvatisque litoribus mare infunditur); ibi quam-
quam nondum periculo adpropinquante, conspicuo tamen et cum cresceret proximo, 
sarcinas contulerat in naves, certus fugae si contrarius ventus resedisset. Quo tune 
avunculus meus secundissimo invectus, complectitur trepidantem consolatur hortatur, 217 
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at that distance from which mountain the cloud was rising (it was afterwards found to 
be Vesuvius); its general appearance can best be expressed as being like a pine rather 
than any other tree, for it rose to a great height on a sort of trunk and then split off 
into branches, I imagine because it was thrust upwards by the first blast and then left 
unsupported as the pressure subsided, or else it was borne down by its own weight so 
that it spread out and gradually dispersed. Sometimes it looked white, sometimes 
blotched and dirty, according to the amount of soil and ashes it carried with it. My 
uncle's scholarly acumen saw at once that it was important enough for a closer inspec-
tion, and he ordered a fast boat to be made ready, telling me I could come with him if I 
wished. I replied that I preferred to go on with my studies, and as it happened he had 
himself given me some writing to do. 
As he was leaving the house he was handed a message from Rectina, wife of Tascius, 
whose house was at the foot of the mountain, so that escape was impossible except by 
boat. She was terrified by the danger threatening her and implored him to rescue her 
from her fate. He changed his plans, and what he had begun in a spirit of inquiry he 
completed as a hero. He gave orders for the warships to be launched and went on 
board himself with the intention of bringing help to many more people besides 
Rectina, for this lovely stretch of coast was thickly populated. He hurried to the place 
which everyone else was hastily leaving, steering his course straight for the danger 
zone. He was entirely fearless, describing each new movement and phase of the por-
tent to be noted down exactly as he observed them. Ashes were already falling, hotter 
and thicker as the ships drew near, followed by bits of pumice and blackened stones, 
charred and cracked by the flames: then suddenly they were in shallow water, and the 
shore was blocked by the debris from the mountain. For a moment my uncle wonder-
ed whether to turn back, but when the helmsman advised this he refused, telling him 
that Fortune stood by the courageous and they must make for Pomponianus at 
Stabiae. He was cut off there by the breadth of the bay (for the shore gradually 
curves round a basin filled by the sea) so that he was not as yet in danger, though it 
was clear that this would come nearer as it spread. Pomponianus had therefore 
already put his belongings on board ship, intending to escape if the contrary wind fell. 
This wind was of course full in my uncle's favour, and he was able to bring his ship in. 
He embraced his terrified friend, cheered and encouraged him, and thinking he could 
calm his fears by showing his own composure, gave orders that he was to be carried to 
the bathroom. After his bath he lay down and dined; he was quite cheerful, or at any 
rate pretended to be, which was no less courageous. 
Meanwhile on Mount Vesuvius broad sheets of fire and leaping flames blazed at sever-
al points, their bright glare emphasized by the darkness of night. My uncle tried to 
allay the fears of his companions by repeatedly declaring that these were nothing but 
bonfires left by the peasants in their terror, or else empty houses on fire in the 
districts they had abandoned. Then he went to rest and certainly slept, for as he was 
a stout man his breathing was rather loud and heavy and could be heard by people 
coming and going outside his door. By this time the courtyard giving access to his 
room was full of ashes mixed with pumice-stones, so that its level had risen, and if he 
had stayed in the room any longer he would never have got out. He was wakened, 
came out and joined Pomponianus and the rest of the household who had sat up all 
night. They debated whether to stay indoors or take their chance in the open, for the 
buildings were now shaking with violent shocks, and seemed to be swaying to and fro 
as if they were torn from their foundations. Outside, on the other hand, there was the 
danger of falling pumice-stones, even though these were light and porous; however, 
after comparing the risks they chose the latter. In my uncle's case one reason out-
weighed the other, but for the others it was a choice of fears. As a protection against 
falling objects they put pillows on their heads tied down with cloths. 
Elsewhere there was daylight by this time, but they were still in darkness, blacker 



still asleep. We sat down in the forecourt of the house, between the buildings and the 
sea close by. I don't know whether I should call this courage or folly on my part (I was 
only seventeen at the time) but I called for a volume of Livy and went on reading as if I 
had nothing else to do. I even went on with the extracts I had been making. Up came 
a friend of my uncle's who had just come from Spain to join him. When he saw us sit-
ting there and me actually reading, he scolded us both — me for my foolhardiness and 
my mother for allowing it. Nevertheless, I remained absorbed in my book. 
By now it was dawn, but the light was still dim and faint. The buildings round us 
were already tottering, and the open space we were in was too small for us not to be in 
real and imminent danger if the house collapsed. This finally decided us to leave the 
town. We were followed by a panic-stricken mob of people wanting to act on someone 
else's decision in preference to their own (an element in fear which is like prudence), 
who hurried us on our way by pressing hard behind in a dense crowd. Once beyond 
the buildings we stopped, and there we had some extraordinary experiences which 
thoroughly alarmed us. The carriages we had ordered to be brought out began to run 
in different directions though the ground was quite level, and would not remain sta-
tionary even when wedged with stones. We also saw the sea sucked away and appar-
ently forced back by the earthquake: at any rate it receded from the shore so that 
quantities of sea creatures were left stranded on dry sand. On the landward side a 
fearful black cloud was rent by forked and quivering bursts of flame, and parted to 
reveal great tongues of fire, like flashes of lightning magnified in size. 
At this point my uncle's friend from Spain spoke up still more urgently: 'If your 
brother, if your uncle is still alive, he will want you both to be saved; if he is dead, he 
would want you to survive him — so why put off your escape?' We replied that we 
would not think of considering our own safety as long as we were uncertain of his. 
Without waiting any longer, our friend rushed off and hurried out of danger as fast as 
he could. 
Soon afterwards the cloud sank down to earth and covered the sea; it had already blot-
ted out Capri and hidden the promontory of Misenum from sight. Then my mother 
implored, entreated, and commanded me to escape as best I could — a young man 
might escape, whereas she was old and slow and could die in peace as long as she had 
not been the cause of my death too. I told her I refused to save myself without her, 
and grasping her hand forced her to quicken her pace. She gave in reluctantly, blam-
ing herself for delaying me. Ashes were already falling, not as yet very thickly. I 
looked round: a dense black cloud was coming up behind us, spreading over the earth 
like a flood. 'Let us leave the road while we can still see', I said, 'or we shall be 
knocked down and trampled underfoot in the dark by the crowd behind'. We had 
scarcely sat down to rest when darkness fell, not the dark of a moonless or cloudy 
night, but as if the lamp had been put out in a closed room. You could hear the 
shrieks of women, the wailing of infants, and the shouting of men; some were calling 
their parents, others their children or their wives, trying to recognize them by their 
voices. People bewailed their own fate or that of their relatives, and there were some 
who prayed for death in their terror of dying. Many besought the aid of the gods, but 
still more imagined there were no gods left and that the universe was plunged into 
eternal darkness for evermore. There were people, too, who added to the real perils 
by inventing fictitious dangers: some reported that part of Misenum had collapsed or 
another part was on fire, and though their tales were false they found others to believe 
them. A gleam of light returned, but we took this to be a warning of the approaching 
flames rather than daylight. However, the flames remained some distance off; then 
darkness came on once more and ashes began to fall again, this time in heavy 
showers. We rose from time to time and shook them off, otherwise we should have 
been buried and crushed beneath their weight. I could boast that not a groan or cry of 
fear escaped me in these perils, had I not derived some poor consolation in my mortal 219 
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lot from the belief that the whole world was dying with me and I with it. 
At last the darkness thinned and dispersed into smoke or cloud; then there was genu-
ine daylight, and the sun actually shone out, but yellowish as it is during an eclipse. 
We were terrified to see everything changed, buried deep in ashes like snowdrifts. We 
returned to Misenum, where we attended to our physical needs as best we could, and 
then spent an anxious night alternating between hope and fear. Fear predominated, 
for the earthquakes went on, and several hysterical individuals made their own and 
other people's calamities seem ludicrous in comparison with their frightful predic-
tions. But even then, in spite of the dangers we had been through and were still 
expecting, my mother and I had still no intention of leaving until we had news of my 
uncle. 
Of course these details are not important enough for history, and you will read them 
without any idea of recording them; if they seem scarcely worth even putting in a let-
ter, you have only yourself to blame for asking for them". 

C.Plinius Tacito Suo S. 
Ais to adductum litteris quas exigenti tibi de morte avunculi mei scripsi, cupere cogno-
scere, quos ego Miseni relictus (id enim ingressus abruperam) non solum metus verum 
etiam casus pertulerim. "Quamquam animus meminisse horret,... incipiam". 
Profecto avunculo ipse reliquum tempus studiis (ideo enim remanseram) impendi; mox 
balineum cena somnus inquietus et brevis. Praecesserat per multos dies tremor terrae, 
minus formidolosus quia Campaniae solitus; illa vero nocte ita invaluit, ut non moveri 
omnia sed verti crederentur. Inrupit cubiculum meum mater; surgebam invicem, si 
quiesceret excitaturus. Resedimus in area domus, quae mare a tectis modico spatio 
dividebat. Dubito, constantiam vocare an imprudentiam debeam (agebam enim duo-
devicensimum annum): posco librum Titi Livi, et quasi per otium lego atque etiam ut 
coeperam excerpo. Ecce amicus avunculi qui nuper ad eum ex Hispania venerat, ut me 
et matrem sedentes, me vero etiam legentem videt, illius patientiam securitatem meam 
corripit. Nihilo segnius ego intentus in librum. 
Iam hora diei prima, et adhuc dubius et quasi languidus dies. lam quassatis circum-
iacentibus tectis, quamquam in aperto loco, angusto tamen, magnus et certus ruinae 
metus. Turn demurn excedere oppido visum; sequitur vulgus attonitum, quodque in 
pavore simile prudentiae, alienum consilium suo praefert, ingentique agmine abeuntes 
premit et impellit. Egressi tecta consistimus. Multa ibi miranda, multas formidines 
patimur. Nam vehicula quae produci iusseramus, quamquam in planissimo campo, 
in contrarias partes agebantur, ac ne lapidibus quidem fitlta in eodem vestigio quiesce-
bant. Praeterea mare in se resorberi et tremore terrae q.Lasi repelli videbamus. Certe 
processerat litus, multaque animalia maxis siccis haren is detinebat. Ab altero latere 
nubes atra et horrenda, ignei spiritus tortis vibratisque discursibus rupta, in longas 
flammarum figuras dehiscebat; fulguribus illae et similes et maiores erant. Turn vero 
idem ille ex Hispania amicus acrius et instantius "Si frater" inquit "tuus, tuus avuncu-
lus vivit, vult esse vos salvos; si periit, superstites voluit. Proinde quid cessatis evade-
re?" Respondimus non commissuros nos ut de salute illius incerti nostrae consulere-
mus. Non moratus ultra proripit se effusoque cursu periculo aufertur. Nec multo post 
illa nubes descendere in terras, operire maria; cinxerat Capreas et absconderat, Miseni 
quod procurrit abstulerat. Turn mater orare hortari iubere, quoquo modo fugerem; 
posse enim iuvenem, se et annis et corpore gravem bene morituram, si mihi causa mor-
tis non fuisset. Ego contra salvum me nisi una non futurum; dein manum eius 
amplexus addere gradum cogo. Paret aegre incusatque se, quod me moretur. 
lam cinis, adhuc tamen rarus. Respicio:• densa caligo tergis imminebat, quae nos tor-
rentis modo infusa terrae sequebatur. "Deflectamus" inquam "dum videmus, ne in via 
strati comitantium turba in tenebris obteramur". Vx consideramus, et nox non quails 

inlunis aut nubila, sed qualis in locis clausis lumine exstincto. Audires ululatus femi- 



narum, infantum quiritatus, clamores virorum; alii parentes alii liberos alii coniuges 
vocibus requirebant, vocibus noscitabant; hi suum casum, illi suorum miserabantur; 
erant qui metu mortis mortem precarentur; multi ad deos manus tollere, plures 
nusquam iam deos ullos aeternamque illam et novissimam noctem mundo interpreta- 
bantur. 	Nec defuerunt qui fictis mentitisque terroribus vera pericula augerent. 
Aderant qui Miseni illud ruisse illud ardere falso sed credentibus nuntiabant. 
Paulum reluxit, quod non dies nobis, sed adventantis ignis indicium videbatur. Et 
ignis quidem longius substitit; tenebrae rursus cinis rursus, multus et gravis. Hunc 
identidem adsurgentes excutiebamus; operti alioqui atque etiam oblisi pondere esse-
mus. Possem gloriari non gemitum mihi, non vocem parum fortem in tantis periculis 
excidisse, nisi me cum omnibus, omnia mecum perire misero, magno tamen mortalita-
tis solacio credidissem. 
Tandem illa caligo tenuata quasi in fumum nebulamve discessit; mox dies verus; sol 
etiam effulsit, luridus tamen qualis esse cum deficit solet. Occursabant trepidantibus 
adhuc oculis mutata omnia altoque cinere tamquam nive obducta. Regressi Misenum 
curatis utcumque corporibus suspensam dubiamque noctem spe ac metu exegimus. 
Metus praevalebat; nam et tremor terrae perseverabat, et plerique lymphati terrificis 
vaticinationibus et sua et aliena mala ludificabantur. Nobis tamen ne tunc quidem, 
quamquam et expertis periculum et exspectantibus, abeundi consilium, donec de auun-
culo nuntius. 
Haec nequaquam historia digna non scripturus leges et tibi scilicet qui requisisti impu-
tabis, si digna ne epistula quidem videbuntur. Vale. 

In his rhetorical conclusion, Pliny makes the point that local events like these could 
have no place in a historical work unless they were reduced to the succinct form appro-
priate to annals. 
Dio Cassius also mentions the earthquakes which occurred during the eruption, tell-
ing of thunderous subterranean rumblings and other noises, nearer the surface, that 
resembled the bellowing of animals: "In Campania remarkable and frightful occur-
rences took place; for a great fire suddenly flared up at the very end of the summer. It 
happened like this. Mt.Vesuvius stands over against Neapolis near the sea and it has 
inexhaustible fountains of fire. Once it was equally high at all points and the fire rose 
from the centre; for here only have fires broken out, whereas all the outer parts of the 
mountain remain even now untouched by fire. Consequently, as the outside is never 
burned, while the central part is constantly growing brittle and being reduced to 
ashes, the peaks surrounding the centre retain their original height to this day, but 
the whole section that is on fire, having been consumed, has in the course of time set-
tled and therefore become concave; thus the entire mountain resembles an amphithea-
tre — if we may compare great things to small. Its outlying heights support both trees 
and vines in abundance, but the crater is given over to the fire and sends up smoke by 
day and flames by night; in fact, it gives the impression that quantities of incense of 
all kinds are being burned in it. This, now, goes on all the time, sometimes to a great-
er, sometimes to a less extent; but often the mountain throws up ashes, whenever 
there is an extensive settling in the interior, and discharges stones whenever it is rent 
by a violent blast of air. It also rumbles and roars because its vents are not all group-
ed together but are narrow and concealed. 
Such is Vesuvius. and these phenomena usually occur there every year. But all the 
other occurrences that had taken place there in the course of time, however notable 
they may have seemed to those who on each occasion observed them, on account of 
their rarity, would nevertheless be regarded as trivial in comparison with what now 
happened, even if all had been combined into one. This is what happened. Numbers 
of huge men quite surpassing any human stature — such creatures, in fact, as the 
Giants are pictured to have been — appeared, now on the mountain, now in the sur- 2 2 1 
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rounding country, and again in the cities, wandering over the earth day and night and 
also flitting through the air. After this, fearful droughts and sudden and violent 
earthquakes occurred, so that the whole plain round about seethed and the summits 
leaped into the air. There were frequent rumblings, some of them subterranean, that 
resembled thunder, and some on the surface, that sounded like bellowings; the sea 
also joined in the roar and the sky re-echoed it. Then suddenly a portentous crash 
was heard, as if the mountains were tumbling in ruins; and first huge stones were 
hurled aloft, rising as high as the very summits, then came a great quantity of fire and 
endless smoke, so that the whole atmosphere was obscured and the sun was entirely 
hidden, as if eclipsed. Thus day was turned into night and light into darkness. Some 
thought that the Giants were rising again in revolt (for at this time too, many of their 
forms could be discerned in the smoke, and a sound as of trumpets was also heard), 
while others believed that the whole universe was being resolved into chaos or fire. 
Therefore they fled, some from the houses into the streets, others from outside into the 
houses, now from the sea to the land and now from the land to the sea; for in their 
excitement they regarded any place where they were not as safer than where they 
were. While this was going on, an inconceivable quantity of ashes was blown out, 
which covered both sea and land and filled all the air. It wrought much injury of 
various kinds, as chance befell, to men and farms and cattle, and in particular it 
destroyed all fish and birds. Furthermore, it buried two entire cities, Herculaneum 
and Pompeii, the latter place while its populace was seated in the theatre. Indeed, 
the amount of dust, taken all together, was so great that some of it reached Africa and 
Syria and Egypt, and it also reached Rome, filling the air overhead and darkening the 
sun. There, too, no little fear was occasioned, and it lasted for several days, since the 
people did not know and could not imagine what had happened, but, like those close at 
hand, believed that the whole world was being turned upside down, that the sun was 
disappearing into the earth and that the earth was being lifted to the sky. These 
ashes, now, did the Romans no great harm at the time, though later they brought a 
terrible pestilence upon them. However, a second conflagration, above ground, in the 
following year spread over very large sections of Rome, while Titus was absent in 
Campania attending to the catastrophe which had befallen that region". 
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Dio Cassius says that the emperor Titus (79-81 Ai)) was away from Rome during the 
fire of 80 AD., because he was visiting the region which had suffered from the eruption 
of Vesuvius. This is important evidence of the emperor's personal presence at the 
scene of the disaster: something which the literary sources rarely point out. He 
entrusted to some men of consular rank the task of taking action in Campania, and 
arranged for the assets of those who had died in the disaster to be used for reconstruc-
tion purposes in the towns around Vesuvius. 
Suetonius records: "During his reign [that of Titus] a number of unexpected disasters 
occurred, such as the eruption of Mt.Vesuvius in Campania, a fire in Rome which 
lasted for three days and nights, and an unusually serious plague. Faced with so 
many serious adversities, he showed not only the solicitude of an emperor, but also a 
striking fatherly compassion, for he issued edicts to bring aid, and helped out as much 
as he could from his own resources. He drew lots amongst those of consular rank to 
decide who should be in charge of relief work in Campania, and arranged for the 
assets of those victims of Vesuvius who had no surviving heirs to be used for the resto-
ration of the afflicted towns". 

Quaedam sub eo fortuita ac tristia acciderunt, ut conflagratio Vesuvii montis in 
Campania, et incendium Romae per triduum totidemque noctes, item pestilentia quan-
ta non temere alias. In its tot adversis ac talibus non modo principis sollicitudinem 
sed et parentis affectum unicum praestitit, nunc consolando per edicta, nunc opitulan-
do quatenus suppeteret facultas. Curatores restituendae Campaniae e consularium 
numero sorte duxit; bona oppressorum in Vesuvio, quorum heredes non extabant, resti-
tutioni afflictarum civitatium attribuit. 223 



On the basis of Pliny the Younger's detailed letters, it has been possible to reconstruct 
a chronological sequence of events for the eruption and accompanying earthquake 
tremors (Luisi 1989, p.229): 

24 August 79 12 noon Explosion 	 25 August 
	

dawn Misenum: earthquake. 

1 p.m. Dark cloud visible from Misenum 
	

Pliny the Younger leaves the town 

afternoon Pliny the Elder sets off by boat 
	 morning Misenum: earthquake 

from Misenum towards Herculaneum 
	 afternoon Misenum: ash starts falling 

Pompeii is buried in ash and pumice 
	 night Misenum: thick and heavy 

Ash and pumice rain on to the sea 	 rain of ash 

evening Part of Mt.Vesuvius collapses in a landslide 	26 August morning Pliny the Younger returns 

Herculaneum is buried in a pyroclastic flow 
	

to Misenum 

Pliny changes course and heads for Stabiae 
	

Pliny the Elder dies at Stabiae 

A strong wind blows onshore from the sea 

afternoon Slight earthquake 

night Fire on Mt.Vesuvius 	 night Last earthquake tremors 

Stabiae: ash, pumice and earthquake tremors 

On the basis of some archaeological finds, Pappalardo (1990, pp.209-11) has recently 
cast doubt on the traditional date of 24 August, and has gone back to 23 November -
the date suggested in the nineteenth century (Ruggiero 1879). The finds seem to sug-
gest that the eruption may have occurred in the late autumn. Thus there are, for 
example, the remains of grapes from prepared must, found in the country house of 
L.Crassus Tertius at Oplontis (de Vos and de Vos 1982, p.274); and pomegranates put 
to ripen between layers of matting were recently found at the same place by A.De 
Caro; and in addition, casts of dead bodies show clear traces of heavy clothing having 
been worn. In a balanced discussion of chronological problems connected with the 
dating of the eruption of Vesuvius, Renna (1992, pp.107-12; 118-21) recently showed 
that the more reliable codices of Pliny the Younger's letters give the date of the erup-
tion as 24 August, whereas the month of November only appears in some of the first 
printed editions, at the end of the 15th and the beginning of the 16th century. 
It is still difficult, therefore, to solve the problem of the conflict between what we 
might call the "textual" dating to 24 August and the "archaeological" dating, which 
suggests that the eruption occurred in the late autumn: October or November. 
There are five inscriptions which provide evidence of repairs to damage caused by the 
earthquake tremors accompanying the eruption: 
1) records building work carried out at Naples on the instructions of Titus in 80 and 
81 A.D.; 

2) comes from Piazza Tasso in Sorrento, and concerns the rebuilding of a clock, again 
on the instructions of Titus; 
3) concerns the restoration of a small tetrastyle temple at Nola, carried out on the 
instructions of Titus; 
4) has recently been carefully examined and interpreted by Paci (1991): it refers to 
restoration work ordered by Titus on an unidentified building at Salerno; 
5) concerns restoration work carried out by Domitian on the theatre at Nocera 
Inferiore. 

1) Naples. 	Inscription dating to 80-81 A.D. (cm 10.1481 = /G 14.729 = IGR 1.435; 
Baratta 1936, p.12; Burnand 1984, pp.174-5, no.3; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, pp.141-2). 
"[The emperor Titus Caesar] Vespasianus Augustus, son [of the divus Vespasia]nus, 

224 	 [pontifex maximus, on whom a tenth power as tribune has been conferred, emperor for 



This inscription was found and is preserved at Sorrento. It records the 

repairs carried out by the emperor Titus to a public clock which was damaged 

in the earthquake of 79 A.D. and may also have been damaged in that of 62 A.D. 

(Sorrento, Museo Correale, photo Istituto Archeologico Germanico). 

the fifteenth? time], consul for the eighth time, censor, father of the nation, restored 
[---] destroyed [by earthqualkes". 

amp(erator) T(itus) Caesar divi Vespasia]ni f(ilius) Vespasianus Aug(ustus), 
[pont(ifex) max(imus), trib(unicia) potes(tate) x, imp(erator) xv?1, co(n)s(u1) viii, censor, 
plater) p(atriae), / [---- terrae mo]tibus conlapsa restituit. 

The inscription was discovered in 1538, and is engraved on a block of stone which is 
damaged on the right-hand side. It is now in the Museo Nazionale in Naples. The 
text is in two languages (Greek and Latin) and records the restoration of more than 
one building (as one can deduce from the neuter accusative plural conlapsa in the 
third line) which can no longer be identified. The work was carried out on the instruc-
tions of Titus between 1 July 80 and 30 June 81 AD. - a time when the emperor held a 
tenth tribunicia potestas. As Burnand points out (1984, pp.174-5, no.3), it is not possi-
ble to establish whether the plural terrae motibus is a reference to the various tremors 
which accompanied the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD., or to two or more separate 
earthquakes. In the latter case, it might refer not only to the earthquake of 79 but 
also to earlier ones, such as that which struck Naples in 64 AD. (see entry ( 096 )), and 
the one at Pompeii in 62 AD.. As Renna points out (1992, pp.93-4, note 199), however, 
it seems that this latter hypothesis must be rejected, because Seneca (NQ 6.1.2, see 
entry (095 )) says that the earthquake of 62 did not damage public buildings in Naples. 
2) Sorrento (Naples). Inscription dating to 80 AD. (Sogliano 1901, pp.363-4; AE 1902, 
40; Baratta 1936, p.12; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, p.142). 
"The emperor Titus Caesar Vespasia[nus] Augustus son of the [divus] Vespasia[nus], 225 
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pontifex maximus, on whom a ninth power as tribune has been conferred, [emperor for 
the fifteenth? time], consul for the eighth time, censor, father of the nation, [restored, 
together with all] its ornaments, the cloc[k destroyed] by earthquakes". 

Imp(erator) Titus Caesar [divi] / Vespasiani f(ilius) Vespasia[nus] / Aug(ustus) 
pont(ifex) max(imus), tr(ibunicia) pot(estate)11X, imp(erator) xv?], / co(n)s(ul) HA censor, 
p(ater) p(atriae) horologi[um cum suis] ornamentis terrae motikus conlapsum, 
rest(ituit)]. 

This inscription again bears witness to steps taken by Titus to assist Campanian 
towns which had been damaged by the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD. 

3) Nola. The inscription can be dated to the first half of the year 80 AD. (Simonelli 
1972, pp.386-7). 
"The emperor Titus Caesar [Vespasianus Augustus son] of the divus Vesp[asianus], 
pontifex maximus, on whom a tenth power as tribune has been conferred, emperor for 
the seventeenth time, consul for the eighth time, censor, father of the nation, [restor-
ed] the tetrastyle temple of the Genius of the colony [for it had been destroyed by] 
ear[thquakes]". 

Imp(erator) Titus Caesar divi Vesp[asiani f(ilius) Vespasianus Aug(ustus)J, l pont(ifex) 
max(imus), trib(unicia) potest(ate) 	imp(erator) xvzr, c[o(n)s(ul) viii, censor, p(ater) 
p(atriae)], l tetrastylum Geni coloniae ter[rae motibus conlapsum restituit]. 

The inscription is engraved on the remains of the entablature of a small tetrastyle 
temple, and is now in the entrance hall of the town hall at Nola. There is evidence in 
other inscriptions from Nola (cm 10.1235, 1236) of the cult of the protective Genius 
referred to in this inscription. 
4) Salerno. The inscription can be dated to between 1 July 79 and 30 June 80 AD. (AE 

1951, 200; reinterpreted by Paci 1991). 
"[The emperor Titus Cae]sar, [son of the divus Vespasianus, Vesp]asianus [Augustus, 
pontifex maximus (holding the)] power of tribune for the vi[ni] time, [(acclaimed) em-
peror for the fifteenth time, elected consul for the seventh time, consul designate for 
the eighth (?) time], censor, father of the nation, restored [the ---] destroyed [by earth-
quakes?]". 

[Imp(erator) Titus Caesar, [divi] I [Vespasiani f(ilius), Vesp]asianus [Aug(ustus)] 
[pontif(ex) maxim(us), tribu]nic(ia) potest(ate) vtiff.] [imp(erator) xv, co(n)s(ul) 
des(ignatus) 11711 (?),J censor, p(ater) p(atriae) / 1--- terrae mot. co]nlaps. restitu[it]. 

Earlier readings of the inscription (see Paci 1991, pp.692-8) interpreted line 5 differ-
ently. Paci has accepted Degrassi's earlier conjectures (see AE 1966, 72), and has con-
tributed to the dating of the inscription on the basis of Titus' ninth power as tribune, 
which lasted from 1 July 79 to 30 June 80 AD. This establishes the link between resto-
ration work carried out by Titus and the earthquakes which accompanied the eruption 
of Vesuvius. 
5) Nuceria Alfaterna (Nocera Inferiore, in the Province of Salerno). The inscription 
dates to 82 AD. (Johannowsky 1986, pp.91-3, plate uv; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, pp.142-3). 
"[The emperor Cae]sa[r] Domitianus Augustus, so[n] of the divus Vespasianus, ponti-
fex maximus, on whom has been conferred a [second] power as tribune, [emperor for 
the second time, father of the nation, consul for eighth time], consul designate for the 
ninth time, [rest]ored the [--- t]heatr[e and --- which had collapsed] as a result of 
earthquakes". 

[Imp(erator) Ca]esa[r] Divi Vespasiani fliffius) I [[Domitianus]] Aug(ustus), pont(ifex) 
max(imus), trib(unicia) potest(ate) / 	imp(erator) zr, p(ater) p(atriae), co(n)s(ul) 
designat(us) vrzrz, [--- th]eatr[---] / 	terrae m[ot]ibu[s ---] / [restit]uit. 



In line 4, collapsa or concussa may be supplied; in line 5 [restitluit might be [restau-
ra]vit. This engraved marble slab was found in the theatre at Nuceria Alfaterna. It 
records restoration work carried out by Domitian, and certainly refers to the theatre 
as well as to other unidentified buildings (Johannowsky suggests reading: [duo 
th]eatr[a portic]us) which were damaged in the earthquake tremors accompanying 
the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD. It may be that the expression terrae motibus refers, 
as in the case of the other inscriptions, to the earthquake of 62 as well as that of 79 An 

( 103) 97 *Anazarbus, •Nicopolis (Cilicia) 
sources 	Mal. 267; Suidas, under Ancizarbos 

literature Zgusta (1981) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas mentions an earthquake at Diocaesarea and Nicopolis in Cilicia: 
"Diocaesarea, a city in Cilicia, suffered for a third time from the wrath of God, as did 
Nicopolis and its territory. The emperor [Nerva] therefore sent out a Roman senator 
named Zarbos to rebuild it, providing him with eight centenaria. When the senator 
Zarbos reached Cilicia and saw the destruction, he applied himself with great energy 
to the rebuilding of the city, making many improvements to it. And so the citizens 
expressed their gratitude by naming the city after him. He had previously called it 
Nerva, after the emperor Nerva". 

EJLi ■!!I 	 Patit'AE lac; ena0sv i)J16 Hsouiviac to rptrov trkrig.  JtOaiog 
AiatccaacipEta, JtOXL[ tr15 KLAAKI,Ctg, Koji NLKOOTLOXLC Kai ii  xuipa okijc. 	Kai E-6(iwg 

:Icttilie ZINC( EKEL o autos pocoaxi)g (Ivy IckriTtx 6v Pcoactiov 6v6acurt ZcipPov E'tg to 

KTI.00IL 	accpaoviw aimi) al<TW K£VT111/Cipla. 	Kai K aTCCX.afithV Tip/ KtkiKLOCV 0 

autos ZcipPog o Guy fa:11'11(6c, Kai ewpaxcic to ITE:CTOJKOTOt, 7TOkkilV cntoubilv OS ttgvog 
civsvcoctc 	itoXtv, 13EXTLCO OCtirrnV :1011i0Ctg. 	OOsv KOCL sic TO autou ovoua ha:rj 011 Tel 
TrOiug, T63v lioXITcov eirxapt0T06/Tcov C:)T0). 	o yap Guy KkrycLicog sic OVO!.la tov 
13a0aiCOg NEN-36 exaXsosv 	 NEpikiv. 

Malalas goes on to say that the emperor died before rebuilding was completed. The 
city was subsequently called Anazarbus. It had originally been called Cyinda, but 
changed its name to Ciscus in republican times. At the time of Julius Caesar was 
renamed Diocaesarea. It took the name Anazarbus in the time of Nerva, after the 
earthquake described above. 
The earthquake is also recorded in Suidas, according to whom it was a man named 
Anazarbus who was sent by Nerva. In our opinion the sources are in fact referring to 
the town of Anazarba or Anazarbus in Cilicia, near present day Ay§ehoca in Turkey, 
which was also called "Caesarea by Anazarbus" from the time of Augustus onwards. 
The story of Zarbus (or Anazarbus) is in any case fiction. The general opinion is that 
the place name is related to similar Iranic place names (see Zgusta 1981, p.72). 

( 104) end of the 1st century •Pescolardo 
inscriptions CIL 9.1466 

literature Burnand (1984); Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

An inscription found at Pescolardo, near Circello, c.25 km north of Benevento, records 
the rebuilding of public baths which had collapsed as a result of an earthquake: "[The 
senate and] the people of the Baebian[i] [Ligu]rians set up [a statue?] to commemorate 227 
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the munificence of [...] under whose patronage and at whose expense the public baths 
which [co]llapsed as a result of an earthqua[kel were rebuilt". 

[--- statuam? 	patrono, qui [con]l lapsum terr[a]e mo[tu] I balineum 	I cura- 
vit ac sua [pe] I cunia fecit, ob mu I nificentiam eius I ordo et populus l [ligu]rum 
Baebian[o] /[r]um posuerunt. 

The inscription records the rebuilding of the baths in a town of the Baebiani Ligurians 
by a patronus (whose name is not preserved) after an earthquake. The senate and 
people rewarded the generosity of the patronus by dedicating a statue to him. All that 
survives is the base, with this inscription (see the bibliography in Catalogo epigrafi 
1989, pp.143-4). 
The inscription cannot be dated more precisely than to the end of the first century A.D. 
Burnand (1984, p.175, no.4) thinks it at least possible that the earthquake was one of 
those which occurred at the time of the 79 AD eruption of Vesuvius. In our view, how-
ever, such a link is impossible, because of the distance between this town and the area 
affected by the eruption and tremors of 79 AD. 

( 105) perhaps 2nd century •Aunobaris 
inscriptions CIL 8.15562 
literature Merlin (1944); Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 

There is an inscription from Aunobaris (Henchir Kern el-Kebsch, c.10 km south of 
Teboursouk, Tunisia) in Africa Proconsularis which mentions the privately financed 
reconstruction of a building which had collapsed in an earthquake: "Sacred to [---1. [---
and Ser]vatus, sons (of Hilarus) [restored] at their own [expense] and dedicated [---], 
which was destroyed in an [ear]thquake, and which [H]ilarus [had built] from its foun-
dations [and decorated] at his expense". 

sacr(um). I [--- Hlilarus sua pecunia a solo afecerat et exornaverat, per te]rrae 
motum dilabsum [--- et Ser]vatus fill eiusdem sua I [pecunia restituerunt eid]emq(ue) 
dedicaverunt. 

The small dimensions of the plaque (55 x 105 x 25 cm) suggest that the building con-
cerned was some kind of small shrine or temple. The lack both of photographs and of 
archaeological data concerning the place where the inscription was found (it is not 
even mentioned by Merlin 1944 in Inscriptions latines de la Tunisie), makes it impossi-
ble to establish a more specific chronological context for the inscription, and hence for 
the earthquake mentioned in it. 

( 106) 2nd century • Interpromium 
inscriptions CIL 9.3046 = ILS 5609 
literature Burnand (1984); Catalogo epigrafi (1989); Varrasso (1989) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

There is a second century AD inscription, now in the Abbey of San Clemente at 
Casauria, which records an earthquake and the subsequent complete reconstruction of 
the ponderarium (the building where the pubic weights were kept) in the village of 
Interpromium, near present-day San Valentino in Abruzzo Citeriore (Province of 
Pescara): "[Caius] Sulmonius Primus and [Caius] Sulmonius Fortunatus restored at 
their [o]wn expense the Public Weights Office belonging to the pagus of Interpromium, 
which had been destroyed by the [violence] of an earthquake". 
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A 2nd century A.D. inscription referring to 

earthquake damage repairs at Interpromium. 

The inscription is now in the abbey church of 

San Clemente a Casauria (photo A.A.Varrasso). 

[C(aii)] Sulmonii Primus et Fortunatus [p]onderarium pagi Interpromini, / [vi] ter-
rae motus dilapsum, a solo / [sJua petunia restituerunt. 

Compared with the text published in ciL, the inscription is now even more defective 
(Catalogo epigrafi 1989, p.145). There is no other evidence for the earthquake men-
tioned in the inscription, and the text itself permits only a rough dating to the second 
century A.D. See Burnand (1984, p.175, no.5) and Varrasso (1989, pp.402-3). 

( 107) 105 *Cyme, • Elaea, •Myrina, • Pitane 
sources 1 	Eus. Hieron. Chron. 194d 

sources 2 	[Aur. Vict.] Epit. 13.12; Oros. Hist. 7.12.5; Georg. Sync. 655 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Our only evidence for this earthquake is a brief note in the Chronicle of Eusebius, 
which was written in the early 4th century but is nevertheless reliable. 
Eusebius has brought together two separate earthquakes which occurred in the same 
period: the first struck the cities of Cyme, Elaea, Myrina and Pitane in Asia Minor; 229 
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whereas the second struck Opus and Oreus in Greece. Eusebius writes: "Four cities 
in Asia were destroyed in an earthquake: Elaea, Myrina, Pitane and Cyme, as well as 
Opus and Oreus in Greece". 

Terrae motu quattuor urbes Asiae subversae, Elaea Myrina Pitane Cyme, et Graeciae 
duae Opuntiorum et Oritorum. 

Hermann (1962, co1.1105) dates the earthquake to 106 AD., on the basis of Schiine's edi-
tion of Eusebius. 

( 108) 105 •Opus, • Oreus 
sources 1 	Eus. Hieron. Chron. 194d 

sources 2 	[Aur. Victi Epit. 13.12; Oros. Hist. 7.12.5; Georg. Sync. 655 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-71; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Guidoboni (1989) 

See entry (107 ). 

( 109) 110 •Galatia 
sources 1 	Eus. Hieron. Chron. 195 b 

sources 2 	Oros. Hist. 7.12.5; Georg. Sync. 656 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Guidoboni (1989) 

Our only evidence for this earthquake is a brief note in the Chronicle of Eusebius, 
which was written in the early 4th century but is nevertheless reliable. 
Eusebius writes: "Three cities of Galatia were destroyed in an earthquake". 

Tres Galatiae civitates terraemotu erutae. 

Paulus Orosius and Georgius Syncellus say exactly the same thing; but they combine 
two events by putting this earthquake together with that of 105 AD. (see entries ( 107 

2 3 0 	 and (108 )). 



( 110 ) 

sources 1 
sources 2 
inscriptions 
literature 

catalogues 

the morning of 13 December 115 *Antioch, 0 Mt.Casius 
>landslide?‹ 
Dio Cass. 68.24, 25.6 = Zon. 11.22.18; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 196c; Mal. 275 
Oros. Hist. 7.12.5; Evagr. 2.12; Georg. Sync. 657 
cm 14.4542 
Schenk von Stauffenberg (1931); Downey (1961); Barbieri (1970); Burnand (1984); 
Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 
Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 
Sieberg (1932 a); Hermann (1962); Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

Antioch was struck by a violent earthquake during a visit by Trajan, and some of his 
retinue were killed. Dio Cassius provides a detailed and dramatic description of its 
effects: "While he [Trajan] was visiting Antioch, there was an unusually powerful 
earthquake. Many cities were badly damaged, but Antioch suffered the worst 
destruction [...]. First of all there came a sudden bellowing roar, which was followed by 
a tremendous quaking, and the whole earth heaved up, so that even buildings were 
thrown into the air. Some came crashing back down in pieces, while others were toss-
ed about as if by the surge of the sea, and their wreckage was scattered over large 
areas of open country. There was a fearful din of splitting and breaking timbers and 
tiles, and such vast quantities of dust arose that it was impossible to see or say or hear 
anything at all. Many people were hurt, even though some were outside their houses: 
they were snatched up, tossed violently about, and then dashed to the ground as 
though they had fallen from a cliff. Some were injured and others killed. Even trees, 
with all their roots, were thrown into the air. It was impossible to calculate the num-
bers of those who were trapped in their houses and killed [...] Even Mt.Casius was so 
badly shaken that its peaks seemed to lean over and break off, and to be falling right 
on the city". 

AtaTpi,i3ov-rog Se ccOToii iv 'AvTioxei.a aeioitOg E cantos yi,VETCCL• Kai ItWaal [1EV EKa11,0V 
ICOA.8 Lc, 1taklata Si i  'AvTiOxeicc iSuarOxiwev [...] npeoTov aiv yap to.:)KrRia 
1.161a ippuxqoaTo, eJ.TEL-CCE fipaawig in' atiTiii 13 La LotatOg EJLEy EVETO, Kai aVO/ IAEA,  
naaa avelkikkeTo, awl) Si Kai to o 'LK oSo tlata aVEnTioa, Kai Ta 1.1E1/ 
aveKa0ev inaipOiteva a'UlibaJLTE Kai KccTipprjyviro, Ta Si Kai &IVO Kai EKE  EKELGE 
KkOVOI'lliEVa (1)0JtEp Iv OaX19 JtEplEtpEJTETO, Kai Eni Troki.) 	 Onotilipoo 
Itp0aKatEkalli3aVEV. o TE KTOnog Opauoivcov Kai Karayvvkvaw .1.)X(1.)v (5110'0 KEpcip.cov 
)decoy 	2LK Tata; iy INETO, Kai i KOvic JaE1OTT1 Pori qyeipeTo, diaTE 	18£1.1/ 
tiva 1.11"12£ EL:LEIN 	aK0130al TI, 81)Vaa0a1. 	reify 	avep(Lnory nokkoi 11,6/ Kai 
iKTOg TO„iv OLKLWV OvTic inOvioctv• dvaPakkOitevoi, 'CC yap Kai avapputtutiliEvot PLai.wg, 
£10' 	alTe K 	(pepOitevoi npouipacroovro, Kai 01. µev inipavTo of Se 
IOvioicov. 	Kau tiva Kai oiv8pa airraig 1E) I. (Dcig aviOope. 	T6iv Si iv -mi.; °LK i,aLg 
KataA.T140VTGOV liVEEI'VETOg dpi0aOg eutthkeTo [...] it-nix:re/ Se Kai aljta TO Kcicriov 
ovtws GIOTE to aKpa al)T013 Kai EIRKXLVEaOai Kai anoppqyvuo0ai Kai akin/ tip/ JTOA.LV 
e ani,ItTE IN SOK EIV. 

Eusebius dates the earthquake to 113 A.D. Malalas writes: "During the reign of the 
most sacred Trajan, Antioch the Great, near Daphne, suffered its third disaster, on 
Sunday 13 Apellaius/December, just after cockcrow in the year 164 according to the 
era of Antioch, two years after the arrival of the most sacred emperor Trajan in 
Anatolia. Those survivors who remained in the city built a temple at Daphne with 
this inscription: 'Those who were saved erected this to Zeus the Saviour' ". 

'Eni Si Trig Paatkeiag Tab avtov OcioTciTou Tpaiavoii enaeiv 'AvTiOxeia ii aiyakri 
apO; Aci(Oviv TO TpiTov airtfig ndeog aqvi dneXkai,op TO Kai SeKeappi,(9 	illiepa a', 
[LET& akEKTpuOva, iTaug xpriaaTi.ovTog p15' Kat& toys airrolig 	 au& Si 13' 231 
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it'll Trig napovoicig T0'13 0E10V:ital.) Octallecog Toctlavoii trig ini TT1V AVOLTOXTIV. ou, Eti 
'AvtiOXEig of drcoliEivavtig 	1,iciav-reg TOTE LEON,  iic-cicrav iv Mow], ey 
(13; iniypavav- of crweivtic etvicrtioav- LLl ournipt. 

There may be a reference to this earthquake at Antioch in the very incomplete 
Fragment xxxv in the Fasti Ostienses:"[---] Vestal virgin [---] there was an [earthqu]ake 
[---1, of Quintus Asinius Mar[cellus ---]". 

[---]rinu[---J / 	v(irgo) V(estalis) 	[terrae m]otus fuit [---1 	Q(uinti) 
Asini Mar[celli ---] / [---11-[---?] 	 

Barbieri (1970, pp.263-5, 272-3, 276) has studied this much debated fragment and the 
substantial earlier bibliography in extreme detail, and suggests completing its five 
lines as set out below. He thinks the first line refers to a consul from the third and 
last pair for the year 115, namely Pompeius Macrinus — who is probably also referred 
to in the Fasti Potentini (from Potenza Picena, near Porto Recanati), though it, too, is 
a very fragmentary document: "[On the Calends of September] M. Pomp[eius 
Mac]rinu[s, ---1". [k. Sept.] M. Pomp[eius Mac]rinu[s, ---]. 
The second line seems to refer to the death or sentencing of an unidentified Vestal vir-
gin. Barbieri has suggested the Lepida in cm 6.5477, but there are other possibilities, 
since the form of the first letter of the name suggests either an I or an N. 
The earthquake referred to in the third line seems to be the one which struck Antioch 
in that same year 115, and it is probably recorded in the inscription because it caused 
the death of a number of people in the retinue of the emperor Trajan. It is unlikely, 
therefore, to be the hypothetical earthquake in the Ostia area — which is in any case 
not attested in any other sources — as previously suggested by Burnand (1984, 
pp.176-7, no.10) and in Catalogo epigrafi (1989, p.144). 
The fourth and fifth lines are taken to record the death of the praefectus urbi, 
Q.Asinius Marcellus, and his replacement by Q.Baebius Macer: "Q.Baebius Macer was 
appointed to replace Q.Asinius Marcellus as praefectus urbi". 
in locu]m Q. Asini Mar[celli praef urb. f(actus) Q. Bae/bins Mace]r. 
Barbieri has read the last letter of the fifth line as an R, whereas it had previously 
been interpreted as an A (cm 14.4542) or an X. 

( 111 ) 117-138 Italy 
sources 1 SHA, Had. 21.5-7 

sources 2 Land. Sagax, Hist. Rom. 1.228 

catalogues Guidobuni (1989) 

The Life of Hadrian in the Historia Augusta records in very general terms that 
various disasters occurred during the reign of Hadrian (117-138 A.D.): "During his 
reign, there were famines, plagues and earthquakes. He did what he could to relieve 
the distress caused by all these disasters, and brought help to the many communities 
which had been devastated by them. He gave Latin citizenship to many communities, 
and exempted many from taxes". 

Fuerunt eius temporibus fames pestilentia terrae motus, quae omnia, quantum potuit, 
procuravit multisque civitatibus vastatis per ista subvenit. fuit etiam Tiberis inunda-
tio. Latium multis civitatibus dedit, tributa multis remisit. 

In view of the generic nature of the passage from the Historia Augusta and the lack of 
other information, the only reasonable conclusion we can draw is that at some uniden-
tified date during the reign of Hadrian, there may have been some earthquakes in 
Italy. Since the system of registering prodigies, which had resulted in the recording of 



many seismic events in Italy, including minor ones, had now been abandoned, and 
since we also lack local chronicles or inscriptions of known date, we are unable to 
check the effective nature of these earthquakes. With few exceptions, the sources are 
silent on these matters in imperial times, and the situation is very similar in the 
sources relating to the western provinces of the Roman Empire, such as Gaul and 
Spain. We have to take due note of the striking difference between this situation and 
the rich documentation available for the eastern Mediterranean, and new strategies 
need to be worked out to enable us to draw a more accurate map of seismic events, 
using reliable archaeological data and taking into consideration the various stages of 
building and rebuilding. 

( 112) 120/128 •Aoria, • Cyzicus, • Nicea, • Nicomedia 
>seismic sea-wave? <I 

sources 1 Eus. Hieron. Chron. 198e; Mal. 279; Chron. Pasch. 254, 475; Orac. Sibyll. 3.436ff., 4.99-101; 

Paus. 2.7.1 

sources 2 Georg. Sync. 659; Cedren. 438 

inscriptions CIG 3293, 3352; Reinach (1890) 

literature Bate (1918); Ruge (1936); Robert (1978); Musti and Torelli (1986) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Hermann (1962); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

That this earthquake struck Nicomedia appears from an inscription dating to imperial 
times (now in the Louvre), which was found on a stele (GIG 3293, 3352) erected by a cer-
tain Thraso in memory of his two young children and the man in charge of them, who 
were killed in the earthquake. 
It reads as follows: "Thraso, son of Diogenes, erected this stele for his two sons, 
Dexiphanes aged five and Thraso aged four, and for Hermes, aged twenty-five, who 
was bringing them up. In the ruins caused by the earthquake he was embracing them 
like this". 

epdowv ALOy £V01./g "CliVoE (AVE 07110EV Clt14/4-1:8CCV 1./11,6V 13', 644fivouc ezwv £ 
epdowvo; / ito3v 6', `Epliii Op4av-rog ccirrciiv Ks'. 	iv zrj (TLYV7rta)GEL / T01/ GE 101,t01-/ 
01:7 /T(1); al.)/Ta ruptEt/ 

The young man is represented beside the two children in a square recess, and there is 
an eagle in the pediment. The city of Nicomedia was rebuilt and given the title 
Hadriane to commemorate Hadrian's having been there; and some coins were also 
minted in which Hadrian is described as Restitutor Nicomediae (Robert 1978). 
Eusebius also refers to collapses in Nicea: "There was an earthquake, Nicomedia col-
lapsed in ruins, and many parts of the city of Nicea were destroyed. For their restora-
tion, Hadrian gave generously from the public purse". 

Terraemotu facto Nicomedia ruit, et Nicaenae urbis plurima eversa sunt: ad quarum 
instaurationem Hadrianus de publico est largitus impensas. 

An inscription from Cyzicus in honour of Hadrian — which may be the result of seis-
mic destruction — describes him as soter kai ktistes, that is to say, saviour and found-
er (Reinach 1890). 
There is a reference in Malalas to an earthquake striking the city of Cyzicus: "During 
the reign of the most sacred Hadrian (117-138 AD.), Cyzicus, which is the great capital 
city of the province of Hellespont, suffered an earthquake from the wrath of God on 
the night of 10 November. He gave generously to the city and restored it. He 
bestowed money and ranks on the surviving citizens". 233 
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SE trig 13acraxiag Tub' avtov OELGOTaTOU 'MpLava0 inCEOEV into Ocot.tivi.ag  Gnaw& 
KiiiKog, 'tin; sari 11-rpentoktg 1.A.Eyakri 	'Dawn&Tau inaoxi.ag, 	voem,Ppio? L' 

vurrOg. 	Kai, nokka trj a&nj nOkEL ixapi.crato Kai, &Timm airniv. 	Kai, Tot; 
imokEu0Oetoi noki,taig exapicrato xpritiata Kai, eti,ag. 

The Chronicon Paschale dates the earthquake to 128 A.D. — the year in which 
Torquatus and Libo were consuls, and locates it at Nicomedia and Aoria in Bithynia: 
"During the consulship of these men [Torquatus and Libo], most of Nicomedia and 
Aoria in Bithynia collapsed in an earthquake". 

tukaw Taw intatCOV GE1011013 yevol.thvou Nuavrphiag Kai, 'Aopiag trig Biativi.ag to 
no?, ka KatEotpcilyn. 

Ruge (1936) dates the earthquake to 120 AD. Hermann (1962, co1.1105) moves it to 
122 AD. 
As regards Cyzicus, it seems likely that the Sibylline Oracles tradition, which men-
tions a seismic sea-wave and an earthquake there, is referring to this same event. 
At Book Hi, 436, within a context of warnings of catastrophe for certain cities in Asia 
Minor, we find: "Cyzicus, from thee the sea shall break off the weight of thy wealth". 
KU LKE, Kai am nOvrog anopprict papi)v 3k6ov; and a little further on, at 442ff., flood-
ing of the river Rhyndacus is "prophesied": "Cyzicus, dweller on the vine-clad 
Propontis, Rhyndacus shall dash his stream about thee in a swelling wave". 

oiKritEipa Hoonovtioog oivonOkoco, `FL6voaKog doi, OE Kiipa KOIYUGOOJAEVOY 
ol.tapayliGEL. 

In Book iv (99-100) an earthquake is mentioned: "And thou, Baris, shalt fall, and 
Cyzicus, when the earth is violently shaken, and cities collapse". 

Kai 0i), Bapig, ne OEM Kai Kgmog, rjviKa 	6pa000Rivrig OELOpOiOLV OkLa6aivcmai. 
nokiEg. 

The identification of the place where the earthquake occurred as Baris (a small town 
between Parium and Cyzicus) is no more than conjecture: the mss. in fact have 
EiMapic ("Sybaris") rather than 	Bcipic ("And thou, Baris"). 

( 113 ) c.127-130 •Caesarea (Palestine), •Nicopolis (Palestine) 
sources 1 	Eus. Hieron. Chron. 200a 

sources 2 	Elias Nisib. Syr. uersio 85; Chron. 724 122 

literature 	Russell (1985) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Amiran (1950-51); 

Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

The only report of this earthquake is a brief note in Eusebius' Chronicle which, though 
written in the early 4th century, is nevertheless reliable: "Nicopolis and Caesarea were 
destroyed in an earthquake". 

Nicopolis et Caesarea terraemotu conciderunt. 

Elias of Nisibis, whose source is Eusebius, records: "Year 438 [of the Greeks; i.e. 126-
127 An.] Canon of the years of Andronicus. In that year there was an earthquake and 
Nicopolis and Caesarea collapsed". 

vocr, c'n.= ecua_L-scri 	 cC..aCk..Lo . 

•:•ca-i.ca.saa caAa-Scus...1 
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( 114 ) 142/144 *Lindus, •Myra, •Pinara, • Stratonicea, 
• the island of Cos, •the island of Rhodes, •Caria, •Lycia 

sources 	Paus. 8.43.4; SHA AP 9.1 

inscriptions IGR 3.739; IGR 4.1121; CIG 2721, 2.1108); Lindos 2.449 
literature Bate (1918); Bowersock (1968); Robert (1978); Mitchell (1987) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Galanopoulos (1961); 

Hermann (1962); Ambraseys (1962 b); Shebalin et al. (1974); Ben-Menahem (1979); 

Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Pausanias writes: "The cities of Lycia and Caria and Cos and Rhodes were struck by a 
violent earthquake. The emperor Antoninus [Pius] came to their aid with massive 
sums of money and vigorous support for their restoration". 

A UK a01/ Se K Cet Kapciliv TCtg no7,,Ets 1(0)V tE Kai '1368ov dvstpr E kv Kato; ic airtag 

Katacsicrivag oetop,6g• 1311011£1.); Si 'Avuovivog Kai -niuTatg dvrowoato &CT aVTI ttaTGOV TE 

imipOokij Kai E g -rev dvouctal.tov npoOup,i,cc. 

The Historia Augusta mentions Rhodes and vaguely refers to "cities in Asia". 
There are also two inscriptions which refer to this earthquake. One comes from 
Stratonicea (GIG 2721), and commemorates the fact that Leo, an elder of the city, had 
gone to Rome when he was over seventy to seek the help of Antoninus Pius, who sub-
sequently gave 250,000 denarii. The other inscription is dedicated to Antoninus Pius 
and the fatherland by some citizens of Stratonicea who had escaped unharmed from a 
series of violent earthquakes (GIG 2.1108). There is also a series of decrees (IGR 3.739) 
which record the aid offered by the famous benefactor Opramoas to the cities which 
had suffered in the earthquake. Amongst the cities mentioned as receiving aid are 
Myra and Pinara in Lycia. 
It is likely, but not absolutely certain, that two inscriptions from Rhodes and Lindus 
also refer to this earthquake. 
The first (IGR 4.1121.9-11) concerns Rhodes: "According to the prayer which they made 
to the gods after the earthquake". 

Ka0' av i[vE81/av-ro [1E-ria -awl/ GE 10110V [Ei/XaV, 

The second inscription (Lindos 2.449.13-6) concerns Lindus: "[Tiberius Claudius 
Antipater], together with his son Claudius Dioclida, rebuilt the sanctuary of 
Asclepius, which had been destroyed in an earthquake, at his own expense". 235 



KCCTEGKEUCLOaVita EK to5V Loi,cov to i,EpOv too 'AoKA.cuttoii iv td noxi[t] / Rita Tao viol) 
airrcro lactusi,ou ALoKkii.sa Katipikyoeiv iv to) amyl*. 

Ambraseys (1962, p.899) and Bowersock (1968) date this earthquake to the year 142. 
Hermann (1962) dates it to 144 AD., and Robert (1978, p.402) to 139 AD., identifying it 
as a cosmic earthquake (see also the recent work of Mitchell 1987). It is likely that 
other earthquakes in the same area, which have been dated to about the middle of the 
second century AD., actually occurred in this short period of years (see entry (117 )). 

( 115 ) a morning in October 160 Dura Europos 
inscriptions AE 1931, 114 
literature Baur and Rostovtzeff (1931) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989). 

There is an inscription recording an earthquake at the city of Dura Europos: "In the 
year 472 [of the Seleucid Era] in the month of Dius [October 160 AD.], at about the 
fourth hour of the morning, an earthquake struck the area, and so the city built an 
altar to the great Zeus". 

'ETOlig 130 privog Siov n£ pi 8' dipiccvl ilitiptviiv 	10.1.013 Kata 	xuipav yevogivau 
nakig Tay ficop,ov avriyetpiv Wyk:mu ALL. 

The inscription was published by Baur and Rostovtzeff (1931, p.86), who think they 
can complete the date on the stone to read "the ninth day of the month of Dius", which 
would be 25/6 October. The "fourth hour" would be 10 a.m. 

( 116) c.mid-2nd century (160/161?) • Cyzicus, •Ephesus, 
• Mytilene, • Nicomedia, • Smyrna, • Bithynia, 
• the Hellespont 

sources 	Aristid. 49.38 ff. Keil; Letter of Marcus Aurelius (PG 115, 1211); Dio Cass. 70.4 = Zon. 12.1; 
[Aur. Via.] Epit. de Caes. 16.13 

inscriptions IGR 4.90 
literature Behr (1968); Bowersock (1968); Robert (1968); Ward-Perkins (1984); Mitchell (1987) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

In the third of his Sacred Discourses, Aelius Aristides writes: "when Albus was gover-
nor of Asia, there were many frequent earthquakes. Mytilene was almost razed to the 
ground, and in many other cities there were many shocks, and some villages were 
completely destroyed. The people of Ephesus and Smyrna ran out to one another in 
great agitation. The series of earthquakes and terrors was extraordinary". 

oi 7c0XX01, Kai IL L1KVOi 6£16µ0L yi,yvovtat Lit ”Ak(3ou Cipxov-rog trig  'Acriccg, Kat, Tau-to Rev 
81) MUTIXTiV11 KaTTIVEXOTI plicpat3 TniCra., TOL:iTO Si iv nokkaig -a8v Ci.X.X,cov nakicov no ).a 
EKLVTiOT), K6iLtal 8i aporiv an62.ovro,'E4imoi oi Kai I !Aupvcciot nap' akklikaug ahoy 
@Opt/ Pal) [LEV° L, rl be auvixita Omipaatil Kai T(.3V GE 10[1.6V Kai TO3V 4:1013COV. 

Further on (49.42), Aristides says that the earthquake caught up with him as he was 
sacrificing at the temple of Zeus Olympius on the hill of Atys: "And these things had 
just finished, when the earthquake came and so ravaged all the other land in between 
that not an inn was left standing, except for some small ruins". 

Kai Tacria 'EC cipti.cog inEtekeoto Kai, o aitap,Pg i7tek0Wv trig [Lev 6)0N:r1g Trig iv 1.tiaqi 
anaaig x6pag ovtwg iivato (6(TTE 1.1318EV TO:iV K Wary COV LaW kL7LEiV, E'L 	7E01) ilticpov 
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The events described by Aristides (who was then at Smyrna: see 49.39) have been 
dated to 149 A.D. (see Behr 1968). The governorship of Albus cannot be dated with 
absolute certainty, but various pieces of evidence suggest that it was about 160/1 (see 
Bowersock 1968 and Robert 1968, no.171). 
An inscription from Mytilene (EGR 4.90) expresses the gratitude of the city to Antoninus 
Pius as "benefactor and founder of the city". 
The earthquake seems to have destroyed Mytilene, but the damage at Smyrna 
appears to have been fairly limited — unlike that caused by the earthquake of 178 (see 
entry ( 117 )). Although he did not write about it until about twenty years after the 
event, Aristides was in fact an eye witness of the earthquake: "it did not proceed up 
the Atys, nor to our Laneion estate at the south of the Atys, as far as could be seen, 
and ravaged nothing beyond". 

dvw 6S "Atuog ov rrpoi)(311 oi)oe Toi) apOg tacrip,(3piccv "Atuog h[te-repou xeoplou Aaveiou, 
Jailv 000v ai,(30EcrOut, JtSpa 	cr0x ijvato ci3Ocv(ig. 

This earthquake may be the same as that mentioned by Dio Cassius as having occur-
red at the time of Antoninus Pius [138-161 AD.]: "It is also said that in the days of 
Antoninus a terrible earthquake occurred in the region of Bithynia and the 
Hellespont. Various cities were severely damaged or totally destroyed, Cyzicus in 
particular, and the temple there, which was the greatest and most beautiful of all tem-
ples, was destroyed. Its columns were four orguiai thick [c.7 nil and fifty cubits high 
[c.21.5 m], each consisting of a single block of stone, and in general the details of the 
building were more to be wondered at than praised". 

'Ent T013 'AVTCOV 1,1/01J Aky Etat xat 4)c)Pepdyratog Wept -r& 	trig 13101/V1,a; Kai, T013 

07tOVTOU OE 10.10c ysvcrOcti, KCCI, Cikkccg to ICOXELg kausiv i.oxypoac xat ItEGEIV 

okooxepoig, xat Eaip -ccog 	Kv1txov, xat toy EV CcOtlj vaov µey1otov TE xat  
KlikkLOTOV V aciiV 6,7C6VTWV K CCM pp I (Or-IVO( I, 0) Tstpciopym WEN/ ncixo; of kiovcg Tic:Jay, &wog 
8e JTEVTliKOVta IrriXE COV, EKCCGTOg Jr&cpc,Eg !wig, xat Td?OuSt to Ev Cii/Tth: £KaCTTOV 

Oaukccrat TrXiov 11 incuvcrat. 

Aurelius Victor records: "Ephesus in Asia, Nicomedia in Bithynia were destroyed by 
an earthquake". 

Asiaeque Ephesus, ac Bithyniae Nicomedia constratae terrae motu. 

Evidence of rebuilding appears in a letter of about 163/4 AD. from Marcus Aurelius to 
Euxenianus Publius (proconsul of Asia?). In it the emperor praises Euxenianus for 
his behaviour at Smyrna, where he distinguished himself "in alleviating the suffering 
that befell the people of Smyrna as a result of the earthquake there". 

inixousioac Ellupvccioic riiv ix Tali kkOvcru trig yrjS iniysvc)uvriv a0Toic crulmt)opciv. 

( 117 ) c.178 Poemanenum, 0• Smyrna >surface faulting< 
sources 1 	Philostr. V. Soph. 2.9.2; Dio Cass. 72.32.3 = Zon. 12.3; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 209c; 

sources 2 	Orac. Sibyll. 5.122ff., 386ff.; Chron. Pasch. 262; Georg. Sync. 667 

inscriptions Hasluck (1906) 
literature Cadoux (1939); Hiittl (1933-36); Bowersock (1968); Mitchell (1987) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

We know from a number of texts that Smyrna suffered an earthquake at the time of 
Marcus Aurelius; and he is also known to have granted tax concessions after the 
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earthquake. (For the previous interest shown by Marcus Aurelius in the seismicity of 
Smyrna, see his letter in entry (116 )). 
Dio Cassius writes: "[Marcus Aurelius] gave gifts of money to many cities, including 
Smyrna, which had suffered terrible destruction in an earthquake. And he assigned 
the task of rebuilding the city to a senator of praetorian rank". 

Xprillatd to Jtalai; 7t6kEOLV eSwxev, £1/ Mg xai, TTj X[Mpvri Sew* into aeLagoil 
4)130CpE 	xai, CCUTipi xai, 1301.)katii CrTpCETTly T1KOTL dV0 LKOSO [ACM L itpocre-r4sy. 

Philostratus records that fissures (xdcr[tata) opened up in the ground at Smyrna; and 
he also describes Aristides' skill in persuading Marcus Aurelius to help the city. 
A date for this earthquake is provided by later sources. Eusebius dates the earth-
quake to 179 AD.: "The city of Smyrna in Asia was destroyed by an earthquake. In 
order to assist reconstruction, a ten-year exemption from taxes was granted". 

Smyrna urbs Asiae terrae motu ruit. Ad cuius instaurationem decennalis tributorum 
immunitas data est. 

The Chronicon Paschale records the earthquake as having occurred in 178 Al). 
Hermann (1962, co1.1105) accepts this dating. 
A possible addition to the above evidence is an inscription found at Poemanenum in 
Mysia which seems to refer to an earthquake there: a certain Claudianus had built an 
altar to Poseidon, thereby establishing a cult and becoming the first priest to erect an 
image of the god at his own expense. The inscription was published by Hasluck 
(1906). While it is not possible to date the earthquake accurately, it seems likely that 
if there was an earthquake, it occurred at the same time as the one at Smyrna, which 
is not far away. 

( 118 ) dawn on 3 May 181? Moudoupolis, • Nicomedia 
sources 	Mal. 289 

literature Schenk von Stauffenberg (1931); Grosso (1964) 

catalogues Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is evidence for this earthquake in a brief note in Malalas, who simply gives the 
day and month it occurred in an unspecified year in the reign of Commodus (180-192). 
Since the Greek text of Malalas has not survived in its entirety, it seems clear that 
some information which was probably in the original and may have given the exact 
date of the earthquake, is now missing; for his work seems to adhere to a chronicle 
style (hence the reference to the "third catastrophe"): "During the reign of Commodus, 
Nicomedia, the capital of Bithynia, suffered from the wrath of God. This was the 
city's third catastrophe, and it extended to Moudoupolis and the river Sangarius and 
surrounding areas, on 3 May / Artemisius at daybreak. The emperor gave generously 
to the city and restored it". 

oe trig tov airrof, KoniO6ov pouyikELag  imaecv into ocopiviag NLKOILTOE La, 

itnip6nokig trig Bithyviag, to tpLtov al:1T fig TECcOog rico; trig MotthounakEwg Kai, TM) 

TrOTC([101i toil lay pEcog to rcepi 	[wig) t i Kai, ciptcliicricp y' eig TO cc6yog. 	Kai 
'nokk6. exapioato 6 pacrikElic tij airrij 76kEi, Kan aviiyEipEv 

Since Malalas refers to an event which can be dated to 181 in the paragraph following 
the description of this earthquake, it may be that the Nicomedia earthquake occurred 
before that; but we cannot be sure. 



( 119 ) 191/192 Rome >escape of gas?‹ 
sources 	Herodian. 1.14.1-3 

literature Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Mazzarino (1988) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1892, 1899, 1901); Galli (1906); 
Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

Herodianus records a series of prodigies which occurred at the end of the reign of 
Commodus. They include certain astronomical phenomena and an earth tremor: 
"There were certain portents which coincided with these events; some stars shone con-
tinuously by day, others became elongated and seemed to hang in the middle of the 
sky. [...] Without any warning of a rainstorm or clouds gathering, there was a small 
preliminary earth tremor; then either a flash of lightning occurred in the night, or a 
fire broke out somewhere as a result of the earthquake. Whatever the cause, the en-
tire Temple of Peace, the largest and most beautiful of all the buildings in the city, was 
burned to the ground". 

iyivovro 8 Twig Kati' EKELVO Kcupoli xai oworip.cicct. 	aatipcg yap illtiptut auvexeig 
i13Xeitov.to, `gtepoi 'LE ES wilco; xixaXaapivot thg iv pimp aepL xpip.aa0a1 8oxsiv- [...] 
013TE yap 64pau npuundpav-rog ovtE vulxov depou3Oivapv, aciap.ai3 8i OXLyou 
npoyivottivau '(Ti;, EITE alC117CT013 vincaop KatEVExOEVTOc, ElITE Kai =wig noOEv ix T013 

UE1011013 81appuiv-cog, nay to ti; Eiprivig tEp,ivog xatil)Xixeri, 	LGTOV Kai 
xd?ata-rov yivcip.ivwv Tthv EV Ili nOXEL 4,ywv. 

The fire damage to the temple was repaired by Septimius Severus. In another pas-
sage (1.1.4), Herodianus records, in very general terms, that in the period from 
Augustus to Marcus Aurelius, there had been countless disasters, changes of climate 
and earthquakes, such as had not been seen in the two previous centuries (see 
Mazzarino 1988). 
The astronomical phenomena mentioned by Herodianus may include a comet which 
was observed by Chinese astronomers in October-November 191 AD. (Ho Peng Yoke 
1962, pp.153-4). 

( 120 ) c. 3rd century • Hierapolis, • Laodicea, Phrygia 
sources 	Orac. Sibyll. 12.279-81 
literature 	Ritti (1985) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Since the only evidence for this earthquake is to be found in a text which is difficult to 
interpret, it remains subject to doubt. Book xi' of the Sibylline Oracles, which can be 
dated to the 3rd century A.D., records an earthquake as follows, adopting the usual for-
mula for an a posteriori prophecy: "Phrygia, too, with its rich flocks, shall lament as a 
result of earthquakes. Alas! Laodicea, and alas! wretched Hierapolis, you were the 
first to be swallowed up by the yawning earth". 

Kai Om Li CIELOWY1:01. noXulAriXii cr-rovavicret. / cdai AaoSixcia, alai IcpcbtoXi tkriliov• 
/ iipag yap npoitag not' ioiccro yaia xavatioa. 

As Ritti points out (1985, p.26), this text is to be taken as evidence of an earthquake in 
the 3rd century An 

( 121 ) 217 Rome? 
sources 	Dio Cass. 79.25.1 
catalogues Schmidt (1881); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 239 
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Amongst a number of prodigies which foretold the death of the emperor Macrinus 
(who was killed in June 218), Dio Cassius mentions an earthquake which occurred the 
year before: "a great earthquake occurred". 

Kai auatieg ioxopeg iyivEto. 

Since the city of Rome is mentioned in this context, and since certain buildings in 
Rome are mentioned in relation to the other prodigies, it seems likely that the earth-
quake took place in Rome as well. 

( 122 ) 9 and 17 September and 19 October 223 Rome 
sources 	SHA Al. Sev. 44.8; Chron. Pasch. 5.214 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); 

Baratta (1892, 1901); Galli (1906); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

Our information about this earthquake comes from a late (6th century) but nonethe-
less reliable text. According to the Chronicon Paschale, an earthquake struck Rome 
on three separate days in the year 223: "On the third day of the fourteenth indiction, 
during the consulship of Maximus and Aelianus, vigils were kept in Rome for three 
days, during which there were violent earthquakes: on 9 September, 17 September 
and 19 October". 

'Ivo. Lo'. y'. 177t. MccIum.) Kai AiXLavoi.i. 	Acuvvicripiumg iwepolv tpLciiv iv 'Nip] 
yiyoviv, Kai criio[loi o(Poopoi, iv aimi iyivovto np6 	crenti[xl3pil.ov Kai npo Le' 
KakavSeTiv OK-rwl3pi.cov Kai npo LS' Kakavociiv voc[113pLoov. 

According to the Historia Augusta, the emperor Alexander Severus (222-235 A.D.) took 
steps to rebuild those (unidentified) towns which had been struck by the earthquake: 
"He contributed money from taxes towards the cost of restoring public and private 
buildings in many towns which were left disfigured by the earthquake". 

Multis civitatibus, quae post terrae motus deformes erant, sumptus ad instaurationem 
operum et publicorum et privatorum [pecuniam] ex vectigalibus dedit. 

( 123 ) 235-236 *Amasia, • Cappadocia, • Pontus 
>surface faultings< 

sources 	Cypr. ep. 75.10.1 
inscriptions Cumont (1910) 
literature Robert (1978) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is an epitaph (Cumont 1910, III. 1, no.139), dating to 235-236 A.D., which records 
the death of a seven year old boy in this earthquake at Amasia in Pontus: "In the year 
238 [of the era of Amasia = 235-236 A.D.] Agricola [dedicated] to his beloved son Dio. 
When he was seven years old, an earthquake and Moira deprived him of the sweet 
light of day". 

"Etoug 	'AypiLKOXag LALkovi. tai ykuicirccito,) vita. 'En-dale-my Si GELcqieg Kai Moipa 
y?■.incepoii (1)cioug ECIT£pECIEV<E>. 

The inscription is in Robert (1978, p.398); see also Hermann (1962, co1.1105). 
This piece of evidence clearly tallies with what we find in Cyprian's Epistole, where an 



earthquake is mentioned as having occurred in Cappadocia and Pontus about 237 AD.: 

"About twenty-two years after the time of the emperor Alexander, the whole world, 
and the Christians in particular, were subjected to a host of troubles and afflictions. 
There were many earthquakes at frequent intervals, with the result that many build-
ings in both Cappadocia and Pontus were destroyed, and indeed whole towns were 
swallowed up by gaping chasms in the ground". 

Ante viginti enim et duos fere annos temporibus post Alexandrum imperatorem multae 
conflictationes et pressurae acciderunt vel in commune omnibus hominibus vel priva-
tim Christian is: terrae etiam motus plurimi et frequentes extiterunt, ut et per 
Cappadociam et per Pontum multa subruerent, quaedam etiam civitates in profundum 
receptae dirupti soli hiatu devorarentur. 

124) 241 *Aphrodisias? 
sources 	SHA Gord. 26.1 

inscriptions AE 1984, 875 

literature Reynolds (1982) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Guidoboni (1989) 

The life of the emperor Gordian III (238-244) in the Historia Augusta records a disas-
ter of immense proportions: "There was a severe earthquake in Gordian's reign — so 
severe that whole cities with all their inhabitants were swallowed up by the earth. 
Vast sacrifices were offered throughout the entire city and the whole world because of 
this. And Cordus says that the Sibylline Books were consulted, and everything that 
seemed to be required by them was done; whereupon this worldwide scourge was 
assuaged. The earthquake was assuaged during the consulship of Praetextatus and 
Atticus". 

Fuit terrae motus eo usque gravis imperante Gordiano, ut civitates etiam terrae hiatu 
cum populis deperirent. Ob quae sacrificia per totam urbem totumque orbem terrarum 
ingentia celebrata sunt. Et Cordus quidem dicit inspectis libris Sibyllinis celebrati-
sque omnibus, quae illic iussa videbantur, mundanum malum esse sedatum. Sedato 
terrae motu Praetextato et Attico consulibus. 

The text does not give an exact location for the earthquake. It has been suggested 
that one of the cities struck by the earthquake was Aphrodisias, on the basis of 
remarks made by Reynolds (1982). He refers to some inscriptions which tell of the 
collapse and restoration of buildings in Aphrodisias. 
There is another reference to the earthquake in Gordian III's letter of reply, in 243 AD., 

to a protest from the people of Aphrodisias about decisions made by the Koinon of the 
province, which required them to come to the aid of earthquake victims (AE 1984, 875). 
The emperor pointed out that the aid which had been requested of them could only be 
voluntary (Reynolds 1982). 
The fact that the source refers to a "worldwide scourge" suggests an occurrence of vast 
proportions. The phrase mundanum malum is not so different from the per totum 
orbem facto, which Jerome used to describe a mid-4th century earthquake, and seems 
to be characteristic of the late antique mental attitude to particularly disastrous natu-
ral phenomena. Once again an earthquake is taken to foretell war; and indeed, as 
soon as it died down, Gordian III set off with a large army to attack the Persians. 
Hermann (1962, co1.1105) arbitrarily assumed that the earthquake occurred at Rome, 
but he only took into consideration the evidence provided by the Historia Augusta. 

2 .2 ;)-- 2 -4 	1. gib_ 
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proved not to have ( 125 ) second half of the 3rd century Palmyra 
taken place sources 	Yebamoth (17a) 

literature Obermeyer (1929); Winnett and Reed (1970); Oppenheimer (1983) 

In the tractate of the Babylonian Talmud called Yebamoth (17a), we read: "R.Joseph 
sat behind R.Kahana while R.Kahana sat before Rab Judah, and while sitting he 
made the following statement: 'Israel will make a festival when Tarmod will have been 
destroyed'. But, surely, it was destroyed! — That was Tammod. 
R.Ashi said: Tarmod and Tammod are identical, but the city was rebuilt; when it was 
destroyed on one side it was settled on the other side, and when the other side was 
destroyed it was settled on the first side". 

772N121 m,rpi 71717' M.77 7117:7 Nri= =7 =-1-1,1 N:71: =TT 7117117N Cr =7 
ITN =7 'Nlm 717:n N771M.711N71 711-171 	N=1.: NM' '7=1)7 7N111,' rrni) 

71771 1,7"71 	1:"71 172.1 
According to the German scholar Obermeyer (1929, pp.198-9), the city of Tammod 
referred to by the Talmudic teachers is to be related to the Arab tribe Thamud, men-
tioned in the Koran (7.76): "So the earthquake seized them, and morning found them 
in their habitation fallen prostrate". This hypothesis, which is accepted in the com-
mentary to the English translation of the Talmud edited by I.Epstein (London and 
New York, 1935-52) suggests that the text of Yebamoth 17a is referring to the same 
event as that mentioned in the Koran, and therefore confirms that Tammod was 
destroyed in an earthquake. It has to be pointed out in this connection, however, that 
this is the only instance of the place name Tammod occurring in the Talmud, and that 
it is probably a corruption of Tarmod, which is itself a variant of the normal form 
Tadmor, the Semitic name for Palmyra in Syria (see also: Oppenheimer 1983, p.443). 
This possibility is also supported by the similar way in which Tammod and Tarmod 
are written (the former having written consonants TMWD and the latter nm), as well 
by Rabbi Ashi's specific statement that the two names refer to one place. 
We can therefore reject Obermeyer's hypothesis and conclude that the Koran (7.76) 
and Yebamoth (17a) in the Talmud are referring to two different events. It seems very 
likely that the Koran is recording an earthquake which did indeed occur in northern 
Arabia at an unknown date but certainly before the early 7th century A.D. (it is to be 
related to the preaching of the pre-Islamic prophet Salih: see Winnett and Reed 1970, 
where the earthquake seems to be placed in the region around Tayma). The passage 
in the Babylonian Talmud, on the other hand, refers to a double destruction of 
Palmyra (first one part and then the other), and does not provide either a date or a 
cause; so the cause was not necessarily an earthquake. It is very likely, in fact, that 
these are events connected with the siege and capture of the city by Aurelianus in 273 A.D. 

( 126 ) 262 0 Asia Minor >seismic sea-wave? <I 

sources 	SHA Gall. 5.2-6 
literature Foss (1979); Karwiese (1985) 
catalogues Ligorio [1574-7];  Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Ambraseys (1962 b); 

Hermann (1962);  Caputo and Faita (1984); Maamoun et al. (1984); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Historia Augusta records that during the consulship of Gallienus and 
Faustinianus, there were a number of serious disasters in various parts of the 
Mediterranean, namely at Rome, and in Libya and Asia Minor. The narrator seems to 
draw together the disasters of that year into a single picture, perhaps for dramatic 
effect; but they were probably separate occurrences in separate places. Earthquakes, 
sea-waves, chasms in the ground, and plagues are mentioned: "During the consulship 



of Gallienus and Faustinianus, amid so many calamities of war, there was also a terri-
ble earthquake and darkness for many days. The sound of thunder was also heard, 
but it was more as though the earth was roaring than like Jupiter thundering. And 
many buildings were swallowed up with their inhabitants, and many people died of 
fright. The disaster was worst in the cities of Asia; but Rome, too, was shaken, and 
Libya as well. In many places the earth gaped open and salt water appeared in the 
fissures. Many cities were also engulfed by the sea. Consequently, the favour of the 
gods was sought by consulting the Sibylline Books and, as they commanded, sacrifices 
were made to Jupiter Salutaris. For so great a plague, too, had struck both in Rome 
and the cities of Achaia, that five thousand people died of the same disease in a single 
day. While Fortune thus raged, the Roman world was devastated by earthquakes in 
one place, clefts in the ground in another, and plague in many places". 

Gallieno et Fausti[ni]ano consulibus inter tot bellicas clades etiam terrae motus gravis-
simus fuit et tenebrae per multos [dies] auditum praeterea tonitruum terra mugiente, 
non love tonante, quo motu ipsae multae fabricae devoratae sunt cum habitatoribus, 
multi terrore emortui; quod quidem malum tristius in Asiae urbibus fui. Mota est et 
Roma, mota Libia. Hiatus terrae plurimis in locis fuerunt, cum aqua salsa in fossis 
appareret. Maria etiam multas urbes occuparunt, pax igitur deum quaesita inspectis 
Sibyllae libris factumque Iovi Salutari, ut praeceptum fuerat, sacrificium. Nam et 
pestilentia tanta extiterat vel Romae vel in Achaicis urbibus, ut uno die quinque milia 
hominum pari morbo perirent. Saeviente fortuna, cum hint terrae motus, hinde hia-
tus soli, ex diversis partibus pestilentia orbem Romanum vastaret. 

The wording of the passage does not allow us to establish the area covered by these 
events with any certainty. As for Asia Minor, it is not possible to deduce from the text 
exactly where the events described took place. 
Since the earthquake occurred during the reign of Gallienus, and since we know for 
certain that Gallienus had Faustinianus as his colleague in the year 262, that is our 
first piece of solid information towards dating the earthquake. And amongst the belli-
cae clades (military defeats) which the source mentions and which beset the empire in 
262, there was an invasion by the Goths. 
With the possible exception of the period between the death of Commodus and that of 
Claudius II (192-270 An ), when the first Severi were on the imperial throne, one finds 
frequent reports of earthquakes, especially in the eastern Roman empire. The regu-
larity of their occurrence makes them somewhat suspect, however, particularly since 
earthquakes are only one element in this dramatic picture of multiple disasters (sea-
waves, famine, epidemics etc.). 
This is particularly evident in the earthquake passage in the life of Gallienus: those 
which struck Asia and Libya were followed by other disasters (sea-waves, cities swal-
lowed up by the earth and epidemics). Sacrifices were made to Jupiter Salutaris as 
prescribed by the Sibylline Books. During the reign of Gallienus, the general deca-
dence of the age was felt more keenly than usual, and destructive natural phenomena 
were interpreted almost as though they reflected the actions of Rome's enemies. A 
few years earlier, Persia had moved on to the offensive under the leadership of Shapur 
the Great, and it was precisely the cities of Rome's eastern provinces which had suf-
fered a great deal from the war. 
Karwiese (1985) has analysed the parallel passages in the historians (Zosimus, 
Jordanes and Syncellus) which record other disasters occurring in the same period -
in particular a total eclipse of the sun, which we can date to 4 June 262. He also 
claims to have found archaeological evidence of the earthquake at Ephesus, Aenus and 
Pergamum. 
For a critique of the arbitrary assumption that evidence of rebuilding is evidence of 
ancient earthquakes, see Foss (1979, pp.188-91). 243 
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( 127 ) 262 Rome 
sources 1 SHA Gall. 5.2 
sources 2 Ioh. De Deo Chron. 307 
catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Filippo da Secinara (1652); Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Capocci (1861); Mercalli (1883); Galli (1906); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Caputo and Faita (1984); 
Guidoboni (1989) 

According to the Life of Gallienus in the Historia Augusta, a number of great disasters 
occurred in various parts of the Mediterranean, including Rome, Libya and Asia 
Minor (see entry ( 126 )) during the consulship of Gallienus and Faustinianus [262 An]. 
The only remark specifically concerning Rome is: "Rome, too, was shaken". 

Mota est et Roma. 

( 128) 262 ()Libya >seismic sea-wave?‹ 
sources 	SHA Gall. 5.2-6 
literature Foss (1979); Karwiese (1985) 
catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Hermann (1962); Caputo and Faita (1984); Maamoun et al. (1984); Guidoboni (1989) 

According to the Life of Gallienus in the Historia Augusta, a number of great disasters 
occurred in various parts of the Mediterranean, including Rome, Libya and Asia 
Minor (see entry ( 126 )) during the consulship of Gallienus and Faustinianus [262 An]. 
The only remark specifically concerning Libya is: "but Rome, too, was shaken, and 
Libya as well. In many places the earth gaped open and salt water appeared in the 
fissures. Many cities were also engulfed by the sea". 

Mota est et Roma, mota Libia. Hiatus terrae plurimis in locis fuerunt, cum aqua salsa 
in fossis appareret. Maria etiam multas urbes occuparunt. 

The wording of the passage does not allow us to establish the area covered by these 
events with any certainty. In the 3rd century AD., the term "Libya" was usually used 
to indicate the area between Cyrenaica and Egypt, but many Greek writers continued 
to call the whole of Africa Libye until late times. 

( 129 ) a night in the year 267 • Ad Maiores 
inscriptions CIL 8.2480. 2481 
literature Lepelley (1984 a); Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 
catalogues Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Two inscriptions with similar texts from Ad Maiores (Besseriani, a few km south of 
Negrine, Algeria) record the rebuilding in 286 or 287 AD. of a monumental arch which 
had been destroyed in 267 AD. by an earthquake which occurred during the night, 
when people in the city were asleep. 
Here is the text of cm 8.2480: "For the safety of our two lords [---1, Flavius Paulinianus 
and [Clodius Victor], sons (of Flavius Flavianus), built, in this [place of our 
muni]cipium, [the arc]h, for the sum of [--- thousand sesterces, which] Pomponius 
Macia[nus and Clodius Victor had promised after the earthquake] which, during the 
consulship of Pat[ernus and] Arciselaus, [struck the fatherlalnd at [that hour of the] 
ni[ght when the citizens were asleep. The ded]i[cation] was arranged by Flav[i]us 
Flavian[us], a man of exalted rank, [our governor (or patronus?)]. The work was 
supervised by [C]occei[us Donatianus, a Roman knight, who is in charge of the ad-
ministration of the city]". 



Pro salute D(ominorum) N(ostrorum duorum) [---, arc]u[m ex HS --- m(illibus)] 
n(ummum) hoc [loco munikipio n(ostro), [quem] l Pomponius Macia[nus Clodius 
Victor promiserant post terrae motum], quod [patria]e, Pat[erno et]/ Arcesilao 
co(n)s(ulibus), hora noc[tis (ilia), somno fessis, contigit dedica]n[te] v(iro) p(erfectissi-
mo) Flav[i]o Flavian[o p(raeside vel patrono) n(ostro)] I Flavius Paulinianus f(ilius), 
[Clodius Victor f(ilius)] fecerunt curante [C]occei[o Dona]! [tiano e(quite) R(omano) 
c(uratore) reip(ublicae)].  

Here is the text of cm 8.2481: "For the safety of our two lords [---], Clodius Victor [and 
Flavius Paulinianus, sons (of Flavius Flavianus), built], in th[i]s [place of our munici-
pium, the arch, for the sum of [--- thousand sesterces], which [for the honour of the 
duumvi]rate, Clodius Victor and [Pomponius Macianus] had promise[d after the 
eart]hquake which, [during the consulship of] Paternus a[nd Arciselaus], struck the 
fatherland [at that hour of the night when the citizens were a]sleep. The dedi[c]ation 
was arranged by Flavius Fla[vi]anus, a man of exalted rank, our governor (or patro-
nus?). [The work was supervised by Co]cceius Donatianus, a Roman [knight], who is 
in charge of the administration of the city". 

Pro salute D(ominorum) N(ostrorum duorum) 1---, ark[um ex HS --- mallibusil 
n(ummum) h[o]c [loco municipio n(ostro)], I quern Clodius Victor [Pomponius 
Macianus ob honorem Hvi]ratus promiser[ant post terra]e mot / urn, quod patriae, 
Paterno e[t Arcesilao co(n)s(ulibus), hora noctis (illa), somno flessis, contigit, 
dedi[clante v(iro) p(erfectissimo) Flavio Fla[vi] I ano p(raeside vel patrono) n(ostro) 
Clodius Victor f(ilius) [Flavius Paulinianus f(ilius), fecerunt curante Co]cceio 
Donatiano [e(quite)] R(omano) c(uratore) reip(ublicae). 

For a discussion of the inscriptions, see also Lepelley (1984 a, p.487 and note 85). 
This earthquake also appears to have caused damage at Lambaese (see the commen-
tary in cll., 8.2571). 

( 130 ) 268-270 •Nicomedia 
sources 	Mal. 298-9 
literature Ruge (1936) 
catalogues Hermann (1962); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

The only record of this earthquake is in Malalas: "During his reign [that of Claudius, 
268-270 A.D.], Nicomedia, a city in Bithynia, suffered the wrath of God for the fourth 
time, as far as the rivers and Dacibyza. The emperor gave money for the survivors 
and the city". 

'Eni Ss trig PCCOLX£ Lag CtiE013 EJta0e NIKOltlioELCC, Irryrixinoktg Tijg BtOuvi,ag, TO TETapTOV 
Jtheog CutO Ocopivi,ag `cog It0T141,07/1/ xai ACEK1131.rig. 	xai E(1)iXottµrjoato 'Wig 
JtOkket xai Tij 7COX.E I . 

( 131 ) 275-276 Rome? 
sources 	SHA Tac. 17.4-5 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

A reference in the Historia Augusta to an earthquake during the brief reign of the 
emperor Tacitus (275-276 Am) is to be treated with great caution, partly because it is in 
a list of prodigies, but especially because the source mentions the event purely as the 245 
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probable cause of some statues falling down in the chapel of the Lares: "These were 
the omens of his death: the doors of his father's tomb suddenly burst open. The shade 
of his mother, as though alive, appeared by day to both Tacitus and Florianus, for they 
were supposed to be the sons of different fathers. All the gods in the lararium fell 
down, either because of an earthquake or for some other reason. The statue of Apollo, 
which they both worshipped, was found removed from the top of its pedestal and laid 
on a couch, without the agency of human hand". 

Mortis omina haec fuerunt: patris sepulchrum disruptis ianuis se aperuit. Matris 
umbra se per diem et Tacito et Floriano velut viventis obtulit, nam diversis patribus 
nati ferebantur. In larario di omnes seu terrae motu seu cam aliquo conciderunt. 
imago Apollinis, quae ab his colebatur, ex summo fastigio in lectulo posita sine hominis 
cuiuspiammanu deprehensa est. 

Rome was the only place where the earthquake was felt — if it occurred at all. 

( 132) 293-306 •Salamis (Cyprus) >seismic sea-wave< 
sources 	Mal. 313 

literature Oberhummer (1903); Soren and Lane (1981) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas dates this earthquake to the reign of Constantius Chlorus 1293-306]: "In his 
reign the city of Salamis in Cyprus suffered from the wrath of God, and the greater 
part of it was plunged into the sea by an earthquake. The remainder was levelled to 
the ground. Constantius restored it. He gave many extremely generous gifts, under-
took rebuilding, and exempted the surviving citizens from taxes for four years. As he 
promised a variety of buildings for what was previously known as Salamis, it had its 
name changed from that time to Constantia". 

'Ev Se trj al:)201) (3actiXeict bta0ev 1:77t0 0eoµ>1v ag EaXaµtag Tro?N.tg trig Kintpot), into 

cletattn0 Katcutovrt00etua rig trio Baal:30CW to nal') avtrjg 1.tipog• to 	koinov 'hog 

iSci(aug eneaev. 	rjvttva aveyeipag 0 a0-rOg Kowarcivrtog Kat ItOkka navy 

41X0211,0104LEVOg Kai KT1,0ag Kat, 20k, ..1;10a0 Jt0-41,TaLg cruyx(opiicrag cruvteXetag eni, etri 

.t6croapct, Kai Kti (Jag ota46potg KTI,O[ta01, Tip/ 7tpoitly t v keyotternv ZukatuciScc, 

bcctvou Se 1.1E-raKki0Eicrav Kuovo-cavriay. 

Because of the context in which Malalas made this comment, we concluded, in 
Guidoboni (1989, p.674), that the earthquake occurred in the time of Constans II [337-
361], and in doing so we were taking up the argument of Soren and Lane (1981), 
whose source was a remark by Oberhummer (1903, p.440ff.). The confusion was caus-
ed by a comparison with Theophanes, who records two similar earthquakes for 332 
and 342 (see entries ( 136 ) and ( 140 )). 

( 133 ) 4th century •Corycus 
inscriptions Gottwald (1939) 

literature Robert (1939) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Gottwald (1939) published an epitaph from Corycus in which father and son, both call-
ed Asclepiades and both killed in an earthquake, express the hope that any ill-inten-
tioned persons who desecrate their tomb will suffer a similar fate: "As a result of 
earthquakes, Apollonides in memory of his father Asclepiades and his brother 
Asclepiades [---]". 



GELOH,Oig. 	'ATTOkX.COVi,(6)11c 'AC116.111Rdoll Tci taT(3:1 xai 'AGKX113160ST] Tw doEk4:10) [IVELac; 
XdP1V [—] • 

Any desecrators of tombs are threatened with a singular variant on the usual formula 
for curses: "may they suffer the same agony (which they suffered) in earthquakes". 

TC( CtLIT6( AdOOLTOV d EICIVV)1, Ev tOic CSELOTtOig. 

For the interpretation of this last sentence, see Robert (1939). 

134) 303/304 *Sidon, •Tyre, Syria 
sources 	Eus. Mart. Pal. 4.15; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 228a; Oros. Hist. 7.25.14 

literature 	Russell (1985) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); 
Amiran (1950-51); Hermann (1962); Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his Chronicon, Eusebius records an earthquake in 304 AD: "A terrible earthquake 
caused many buildings to collapse at Tyre and Sidon, and a large number of people 
were killed". 

Terrae motu horribili apud Tyrum et Sidonem multa opera conciderunt, et populus 
innumerabilis oppressus. 

In another work of his (The Martyrs of Palestine), Eusebius mentions the same earth-
quake, connecting it to the martyrdom of Affianus, which probably occurred on 2 April 303. 
Orosius dates the earthquake to 303 AD.: "An earthquake followed in Syria, as a result 
of which buildings collapsed everywhere, and many thousands of people were crushed 
in Tyre and Sidon". 

Sequitur terrae motus in Syria, ex quo apud Tyrum et Sidonem passim labentibus tec-
tis multa hominum milia prostrata sunt. 

Hermann (1962) quotes Orosius and is inclined to date the earthquake to 303 D. See 
Russell (1985, p.42) for the archaeological literature on excavations at various places 
in Palestine in which collapses are identified and attributed to this earthquake. 

( 135 ) 320 *Alexandria 

	

sources 	Theoph. 17 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Ben-Menahem (1979); Maamoun et al. (1984); Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes records a destructive earthquake at Alexandria: "There was a terrible 
earthquake at Alexandria, such that many buildings collapsed and a large part of the 
population was killed". 

'Eyivcto 6‘r KCCL GELCTOC EV 'AXEc_=avopei,q. 2,-IppoTCLT0c, 6;0TE 7TEOE(V 06(1 CtC: 7(0;`,'2itZ K(1.1 
'Accov JLO2wv 6^/4.0UL. 

Theophanes dates the earthquake to the year of the world 5812 [320 A.D.]. 

( 136) 332 *Salamis (Cyprus) 

	

sources 1 	Theoph. 29 

	

sources 2 	Cedren. 519 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Schmidt (1881); Grumel (1958); Ben-Menahem (1979) 
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Grumel (1958) and Hermann (1962) date the earthquake to 341 AD. Grumel suggests 
a connection between Eusebius' vague reference to an earthquake "in the East" and[ 
the earthquake at Antioch in 341 AD. recorded by Theophanes. 

1 3 9 341 •Maximianopolis 
sources 1 	Eus. Hieron. Chron. 235 c; Consul. Const. a. 341; Mal. 323; Jac. Edess. 292 

sources 2 	Oros. Hist. 7.29.5 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records: "During the reign of Constantine, Maximianopolis in Osroene suffer-
ed the wrath of God: its second calamity after its capture by the Persians. The empe-
ror Constantine reconstructed the city and its walls, for they had fallen down. He 
gave generously to the survivors. He renamed the city Constantina after himself". 

-Eactes Ss erzi tit; 13(1.0 ILkE liaC tov aliTaii KCOVOTaVTLVOU 1)7E0 OfaialVial; Mc4aiavoi)Trokig 
Trig Oubponvii.; To oEl)Typoy akfic- Juleoc T6 iiETCt T6 XrvIAITIvai )2t0 t6iv flspoo.)-v. Kai 
avrjye 	aliTTIV o autoc paciikEi ;  KCOVaTa1aVOC Kai Ta TELZT1 all,t fig-  Kai Taft, 
rtEptocoOstot aok-A.ix 6(c)cptoc.tio -  Kai liETEKakEaEV ctirtilv E'tg To niotov Ovouct 

Kcovotavtivo.v. 

This earthquake is probably the one referred to in Jerome and the Consularia 
Constantinopolitana. Jerome writes: "Many eastern cities were reduced to ruins by a 
terrible earthquake". 

Multae Orientis urbes terrae motu horribili consederunt. 

Orosius reports the same thing. In the Consularia Constantinopolitana (its informa-
tion, however, seems to come largely from Antioch sources) the earthquake is reported 
as occurring in 341: "in that same year there was an earthquake in the East for the 
whole year, but not at Antioch". 

Eo ipso anno terraemotus fuit ad Orientem per totem annum praeter Antiochiam. 

Hence the date would appear to be 341, and indeed James of Edessa places the earth-
quake after the victory of Constans over the Franks [341/2]. However, this does not 
allow us to assume that this is the earthquake also referred to by Malalas, for his pas-
sage comes after the death of Constantine the Great [307-337]. This would lead us to 
think that he meant Constantine II [337-3401; but it is probable that Malalas himself 
— or, more likely, the scribes who copied the manuscript of his chronicle — confused 
Constans and the more famous Constantine. Hence it may be Constans rather than 
Constantine II who is referred to. 

( 140) 342 *Salamis, Cyprus 
sources 1 	Theoph. 37 

sources 2 	Ioh. Eph. apud Mich. Syr. 1.170; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 2.169; Marian. Scot. 3.355 

literature Oberhummer (1903); Soren (1981); Soren and Lane (1981) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes (who brings together the two earthquakes of 332 AD. and 342 AD in a sin-
gle entry) describes an earthquake in Cyprus and at Salamis in the year of the world 
5834 [342 AD.]: "A violent earthquake struck Cyprus, and much of the city of Salamis 
was destroyed". 249 
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The only evidence for this earthquake is to be found in the Chronography of 
Theophanes (8th century). In spite of its late date, it is a source which deserves con-
sideration. Theophanes writes: "In that same year [year of the world 5824, i.e. 332] 
there was a strong earthquake in Cyprus. Salamis was destroyed and lost a large 
proportion of its inhabitants". 

TO 6' airra) szst, GELCS[A01j XetiipartiTOU ysvo!.tvou Ev Kimpo), Eca.ap,i,va aOktg KCCTEaent 

Kai LKaVT1V nempilYv oL40ELpEv. 

(137 334-335 *the island of Cos 
sources 1 	Elia Nisib. Svr. versio 99 

sources 2 	[Dion. Tellmahr.] 169 

Elias of Nisibis writes: "The year 646 [of the Greeks; i.e. 334-335 A.D 1. The chrono-
graphical canon of Andronicus and the Ecclesiastical History of Socrates. There was 
an earthquake on the island of Cos and many places collapsed". 

nvnev-A 	con_a.._10-k7_1« 	ce-ic-u_c3 at-t 	-lir< r<ct73ett 

. 	 t.. •\ o 	 a.m.= ce.__1c1 \ ccit-r) cry 

This earthquake is unknown to the seismological tradition. 

( 138 ) 341 *Antioch 
sources t 	Socr. 2.10; Theoph. 36 

,ources 2 	Chron. Marco. 130: Chron. 724 104; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 169: Cedren. 522; Niceph. Call. 146.6; 

Mich. Svr. 1.170 

literature 	Downey (1961); Henry (1985) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (185:3); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Amiran (195(-51); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962): Ben-Menahern (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

The historian Socrates records a series of earthquakes in the eastern Mediterranean, 
and in particular at Antioch, entering them under the year 341 Ali: "At the same time 
it also happened that public affairs were disturbed [..] as well as by most violent 
earthquakes in the East, but especially at Antioch, which continued to suffer shocks 
for a whole year". 

Ev TaUTO) be. Kai OF1.01iDt p. 'E",'LGTOL £17 	 i',7EVOVTO. Liu.; \AOTC_I. 6‘E. 1-1" 'AVTL6XEta Ent 
Vt.( arroV (3-/■.0V EaeiCEO. 

Michael the Syrian, whose source is Socrates, attributes to the earthquake the report-
ed collapse of the Arian church at Antioch (Socr. HE 2.8). 
Theophanes gives the date as the year of the world 5833 [341 A.D.]: "In that year 
Antioch was shaken by violent earthquakes, and was in danger for three days". 

TO 6' CULITCO ETEL 'AVTL6XE La 1)7E6 GELO!,10JV !AV,' (30\AAV £.711, Tpiutv 	pats iKtvoilvciiocv. 

According to the Maronite Chronicle (second half of the 7th century) — which does not 
date the earthquake, but places it after the death of Constantine [337] — the shocks 
lasted for thirteen days; but this may be a scribal error. 
The Miscellaneous Chronicle of 724 records the earthquake without giving a date, but 
places it after the Neocaesarea earthquake of 343 (see entry (141)). 
Cedrenus says that the earthquake at Antioch lasted for three days in the fourth and 
fifth years of the reign of Constantius II. Since he reigned from 337 to 361 An, the 
year in question must he 341/342. 



Constantius II], because of a great earthquake, Neocaesarea was engulfed by the sea, 
and only the bishop's palace and the church survived". 

To 	L GELOp.a0 LIE7Ciat.011 yEVO[tEVOU NEOKCILaCipEla novtio0ciocc KaTEATC613T1 :LXTIV 

iJLcxonrjs Kati tic EKKX1101aC• 

( 142 ) 344 •the island of Rhodes 
sources 1 	Theoph. 37 

sources 2 	Cedren. 522 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); 

Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974), Ben-Menahem (1979); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes records that an earthquake destroyed the island of Rhodes in the year of 
the world 5836 [344 A.D.]: "A violent earthquake occurred in that year, and the island of 
Rhodes was destroyed". 

Toirtcp tci £.TEL ciEtoiwil Evoii6vou 	 Pciooc rl vt-ii5oc KCLT£11EOEV. 

Cedrenus says the same thing: "In the eighth year [of the reign of Constantius II] the 
island of Rhodes was destroyed in a great earthquake". 

To 	£TEL GELLMOU LLE7(6.01` 7EVOLt£V01_/' Poo0c n VTiO0C KIET£ITELLE. 

( 143) 346 •Dyrrachium >seismic sea-wave?‹ 
sources l 	Exp. tot. mund. 53; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 236f; Descr. orb. terr. 53 

sources 2 	Theoph. 37; Marian. Scot. 3.361; Cedren. 522-3 

literature 	Mazzarino (1984) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet ( 1853 ); Schmidt (1881); Morelli (1942); 

Grumel (1958); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his Chronicon, Jerome records an earthquake at Dyrrachium in Dalmatia, along 
with others in Italy: "Dyrrachium was reduced to ruins in an earthquake, and for 
three days and nights Rome swayed and many towns in Campania were shaken". 

Dyrrachium terrae motu conruit et tribus diebus ac noctibus Roma nutauit plurimae-
que Campaniae urbes vexatae. 

The Expositio totius mundi et gentium, which was drawn up around 350-360 A.D. says 
that the city was destroyed as a divine punishment, perhaps by a seismic sea-wave: 
"Dyrrachium was destroyed by God because of the evil ways of its people, or rather, so 
it is said, it was swallowed up and did not reappear". 

Dyrrachium propter habitantium malitiam a deo destructa, magis vero, lit dicunt, 
descendit et non apparuit. 

The reading destructa does not appear in the manuscripts of the Expositio, but derives 
from the Descriptio orbis terrarum, which reads: "it was destroyed, and because of the 
wrath of God it was swallowed up by the deep and did not reappear". 

Destructa est et in profundum deo irascente submersa non comparuit. 

Other editors have preferred maxi mersa to submersa. 
	 2 5 1 
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Taking Jerome as his source, Theophanes dates the earthquake to the year of the 
world 5837 [345 AD.]. Cedrenus places it in the ninth year of the reign of Constantius 
II. Since he became emperor on 9 September 337, that means 345 or 346. Grumel 
(1958) is inclined to accept 345. Mazzarino (1984, p.701) dates it to 346 on the basis of 
Jerome, and reminds us of the religious significance attributed to it. 

( 144) 346 •Allifae, •Isernia, Rome, •Saepinum, •Telesia 
sources I 	Firm. Mat. Err. 3.5; E us. Hieron. Chron. 215 

sources 2 	Theoph. 56; Georg. Mon. 402; Cedren. 522; Ann.Mellic. 489; Ann. S .Rudberti-Salisb. 764 

inscriptions (IL 9.2338 = ILS 5691; c.u. 9.2638 = /Ls 5588; AE 1972, 150; Buonocore (1992) 

literature 	Cantarelli (1903); Philippson (1905); Camodeca (1971); Russi (1971); 

Burnand (1984); Mazzarino (1984); Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [14571; Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); Perrey (1848); Mallet (1853); Capocci (1861); 

Schmidt (1881 Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1899, 1901); Galli (1906); Grumel (1958); 

Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

Jerome writes in his Chronicon of an earthquake in Campania which was also felt in 
Rome: "For three days and nights Rome felt tremors, and many towns in Campania 
were shaken". 

Tribus diebus ac noctibus Roma nutavit plurimaeque Cctmpaniae urbes vexatae. 

A useful piece of evidence for dating this earthquake is held to be a reference to fre-
quent earthquakes made by Firmicus Maternus in his De errore profanarum religio-
num: "The whole earth is washed by the waters of the sea and enclosed around by the 
ocean; the heavens, too, cover it with their lofty vault; winds sweep over it, rain beats 
down upon it, and it betrays its fear by its frequent tremors". 

Terrain omnem circumfluunt mania, et rursus inclusa Oceani ambientis circulo stringi-
tur, caeli etiam rotunda sublimitate operitur, perf7atur ventis, aspergitur pluviis, et 
timorem suum assidui motus tremoribus confitetur. 

Firmicus Maternus' work was probably written in 346 A.D., and it is therefore justifia-
ble to take the view that, in writing it, he was referring to something which had 
aroused his interest. (For other references to earthquakes in the polemics between 
Christians and pagans, see Orig. Math. 39; Cypr. Ep.75.10; Tertull. Apol. 40). 
There are three inscriptions which tell of building work carried out by Fabius 
Maximus and Autonius Justinianus, two governors of Samnium, at Allifae, Telesia 
and Isernia to repair earthquake damage. We can also add a fourth, fragmentary 
inscription, which its editor, Buonocore (1992), links to the city of Saepinum (now 
Altilia, near the modern town of Sepino). 

1) An inscription from Allifae, dating to 352-357 AD., now in the Museo Alifano at 
Piedimonte Matese ((in 9.2338 = ILS 5691; Camodeca 1971; Russi 1971, pp.322-'7; 
Burnand 1984, pp.175-6, no.6; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, p.145): "Fabius Maximus, an 
eminent senator and governor of the province, completely restored the Baths of 
Hercules, which had been. destroyed by the violence of an earthquake". 

Fabius Maximus, v(it-) c(larissimus), rector) prov(inciae) thermas Herculis, vi terrae 
mo I tus eversas, restituit a fundamentis. 

Fabius Maximus was responsible for rebuilding and restoration work carried out in 
Samnium after the earthquake of 346 AD. Camodeca (1971) dates his work to 352-357 
or 356-357 _vb. Russi (1971, pp.322-7) dates it to between 352 and 354 or to 356-357. 
Further bibliographical information will be found in Catalogo epigrafi (1989, p.145). 
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2) An inscription from Telesia (near the modern town of Telese), dating to 352-357 AD, 
now in the Raccolta Pacelli at San Salvatore Telesino (Camodeca 1971; AE 1972, 150; 
Burnand 1984, p.176 no.7; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, pp.145-6): "Fab[ius Maximus, 
distinguished senator], golvernor of the province, restored from its foundatio]n[s the] 
Sabine baths which hacrteen destroyed by the violence of the earthqulake". 

Fab[ius Maximus v(ir) c(larissimus)_l, / rect(or) [prov(inciae), thermas] / Sabilnianas, 
vi terrae mol I tus e[versas, a fundamen_11 t[is restituit!. 

The inscriptions declares that the baths at Telesia were rebuilt by Fabius Maximus, 
governor of the Province, and that, as in the case of the previous inscription, they had 
been destroyed in an earthquake. (There is a bibliography in Catalogo epigrafi 1989, 
pp.145-6). 

3) An inscription from Isernia, dating to about 350-364 AD. ( C/L 9.2638 = /Ls.  5588; 
Burnand 1984, p.176, no.8; Catalogo epigrafi 1989, p.146): "At the request of 
A[ultonius Justinianus, governor of the Province, Castricius, a man of elevated rank, 
together with his son Silverius, arranged, at their own expense, the rebuilding of the 
market, which had collapsed in an earthquake, and they were supplied with columns 
and tiles by the local authority". 

Macellum terrae motibus lapsum AluItonio Iustiniano, rectore prouinciae, dispo-
nen(tei, Castricius, vir primarius, / surnptu proprio / fieri curavit cum Silverio filio, 
I acceptis columnis et tegulis a re publica. 

The inscription can be dated to about 350-364, because of the mention of Autonius 
Justinianus, who was governor of Samnium after Fabius Maximus. It records the 
rebuilding of a market destroyed in an earthquake, by a certain Castricius and his 
son. Since the inscription refers to more than one earthquake — macellum terrae 
motibus lapsum —Burnand (1984, p.176, no.8) thinks the collapse may have been the 
result of damage caused by the earthquakes of 346 and 365 AD This view has to be 
rejected, however, because the epicentre of the 365 earthquake was in the Aegean 
area. The fact that the inscriptions refer to earthquakes in the plural may be because 
there was a prolonged period of seismic activity in 346. 

4) Buonocore (1992, p.486 and fig.1) recently published a new and very fragmentary 
Latin inscription found at Tomoliccio, just outside the commune of San Giuliano (in 
the Province of Campobasso). The inscription is now preserved by the owners of the 253 



Taverna Falasca, which is situated on that part of the Sepino provincial road leading 
to the Monteverde crossroads. The inscription refers to the restoration of the macel-
lum of Saepinum by Autonius Justinianus, governor of Samnium; and on the basis of a 
comparison with other inscriptions (e.g. ILS 5588), Buonocore has suggested the fol-
lowing reading: "Auton[ius Justinianus] governor of the p[rovince] [restored the] 
marke[t which had colla]p[sed in an earthquake] / ---?". 

Auton[ius Iustinianus] I rector p[rovinciae] / macellu[m terrae rnotum] [la]p[sum 
restituit 	---? 

Other inscriptions referring to rebuilding work also carried out by Fabius Maximus at 
Aesernia, Allifae, Juvanum (near present-day Torricella Peligna), Saepinum and 
Histonium (Vasto), have been linked to this earthquake. Since, however, none of them 
specifically mentions an earthquake as the cause of the damage (see Camodeca 1971, 
and Catalogo epigrafi 1989, pp.156-7), it seems sensible simply to indicate their exist-
ence. As Mazzarino (1984, p.701) points out, on the basis of Jerome, the date of the 
earthquake is 346. However, Cantarelli (1903, p.174) gives 345, while Philippson 
(1905) unsatisfactorily maintains the mistaken dating of 315. 

145) 348/349 •Berytus 
sources t 	Theoph. 39 

sources 2 	Cedren. 523 

cat.ak i,,,,, Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); 

Hermann (1962); Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake in Lebanon is only recorded by two late Byzantine writers, namely 
Theophanes and Cedrenus. The former dates it to the vear of the world 5840 [348/9 
A_D]: "In that year, a powerful earthquake struck Berytus in Phoenicia, and much of 
the city was destroyed". 

Totup Ti ETEL OE 1.(1.1,01.' EVOLli: VO 	p,r,' anOU £1.! Bliptrno tn.; (PoLvii<11-,:, TO 7(A.£1,0TOV Trig 
:TLIT(»I(Ev. 

Cedrenus places the earthquake in the twelfth year of the reign of Constantius II, i.e. 
betwee, 7 9 September 348 and 9 September 349 Ai): "In the twelfth year [of the reign of 
Consta:i rius II] an earthquake destroyed most of the city of Berytus". 

'FO) LI3' UTE L GELOI.t6C utyac E7EVETO Ev BE plIT(0 T11.; (DOLVLKT1c. w; TO .70,,ciiev Tic 
.7a3E 

Grumel 1958) dates the earthquake to 348. 

( 146) second half of the 4th century •Hierapolis (Phrygia) 
literature D'Andria (1994, unpublished report on the 1993 excavations) 

In the last few years, systematic archaeological investigations have been carried out in 
the northern part of Hierapolis in Phrygia (present-day Pamukkale, near Denizli in 
Turkey), under the direction of F.D'Andria of the University of Lecce and under the 
auspices of the Italian Archaeological Mission in Turkey. During the 1993 excavation 
campaign. important new information concerning an earthquake in late Roman times 
was found along the south side of the agora. It was discovered, in fact, that there 
were collapses in the Ionic marble stoa, with stone blocks from the architrave and cor- 
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nice lying in line. This earthquake must have been responsible for the abandonment 
of the very large agora (about 3 hectares) and the subsequent reuse of its 
travertine blocks in the fortified walls dating to the time of Theodosius (388-395), 
which were built on top of the stylobate in the ruins of the stoa. 
Since the Theodosian fortifications were built at the end of the 4th century, the earth-
quake must have occurred before then. Although we still lack firm evidence for 
dating the earthquake, it is likely to have occurred in the second half of the 4th cen-
tury A.D., when the city was beginning to show signs of the crisis which prevented the 
rebuilding or partial restoration of the vast agora complex. 

Locations of the impressive earthquake sequence which struck the south-east Mediterranean around 

the second half of the 4th century. In particular, the rapid succession of strong earthquakes 

from 358 to 365 A.D. probably fostered the impression of an immense disaster which one finds in the 

literary sources regarding the event of 21 July 365. 

( 147 ) at about dawn of 24 August 358 *Nicomedia, Bithynia, 
• Macedonia, •Pontus >escape of gas? < 

sources 1 	Ephr. Nisib. uers. Arm. PO, 35.1-2; Amm. 17.7.1-8; Liban. Or. 61; Hydat. descr. cons. a. 358; 

Chron. Pasch. 293; Theoph. 45 

sources 2 	Eus. Hieron. Chron. 241a; Philostorg. 4.11; Socr. 2.39; Sozom. HE 4.15-6; Theodor. HE 2.26; 

Cons. Constant. a. 358; Chron. Edess. a. 670; 'Dion. Tellmahr. I 170; Marian. Scot. 3.373 

Chron. 1234 153 
literature Ruge (1936); Renoux (1975); Jacques and Bousquet (1984) 
catalogues Manetti [1457J; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Morelli (1942); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 255 



Many authors (historians, rhetoricians and other men of letters) mention this earth-
quake, which almost completely destroyed the city of Nicomedia. The correct date 
seems to be 358. Some texts give the month as August, while the day suggested 
varies between 22 and 28. The time of day comes from Ephraim of Nisibis. 
Ammianus' account is the fullest. He records not only the destruction of Nicomedia 
but also casualties in Macedonia, Asia and Pontus, and he paints a quite dramatic pic-
ture of the post-earthquake scene: 
"At the same time fearful earthquakes shattered numerous cities and mountains 
throughout Asia, Macedonia, and Pontus with repeated shocks. Now pre-eminent 
among the instances of manifold disaster was the collapse of Nicomedia, the metropo-
lis of Bithynia; and I shall give a true and concise account of the misfortune of its 
destruction. On the twenty-fourth of August, at the first break of day, thick masses of 
dark clouds overcast the face of the sky, which had just before been brilliant; the sun's 
splendour was dimmed, and not even objects near at hand or close by could be discern-
ed, so restricted was the range of vision, as a foul, dense mist rolled up and settled 
over the ground. Then, as if the supreme deity were hurling his fateful bolts and rais-
ing the winds from all quarters, a mighty tempest of raging gales burst forth; and at 
its onslaught were heard the groans of the smitten mountains and the crash of the 
wave-lashed shore. These were followed by whirlwinds and waterspouts, which, 
together with a terrific earthquake, utterly destroyed the city and its suburbs. And 
since most of the houses were carried down the slopes of the hills, they fell one upon 
another, while everything resounded with the vast roar of their destruction. 
Meanwhile the hilltops re-echoed with all manner of outcries, of those seeking their 
wives, their children, and any near relatives. Finally, after the second hour, but well 
before the third, the air, which was now bright and clear, revealed the fatal ravages 
that lay concealed. For some who had been crushed by the huge bulk of the debris 
falling upon them perished under its very weight; some were buried up to their necks 
in the heaps of rubble, and might have survived had anyone helped them, but died for 
want of assistance; others hung impaled upon the sharp points of projecting timbers. 
Most were killed instantly, and where there had been human beings shortly before, 
were now seen confused piles of corpses. Some were imprisoned unhurt within fallen 
house roofs, only to die in agony from starvation. Among these was Aristaenetus, 
vice-governor of the recently created diocese which Constant]us, in honour of his wife, 
Eusebia, had named Pietas; but now he died in agony as a result of the disaster. 
Others, who were overtaken by the suddenness of the disaster, still lay hidden under 
the ruins; some with fractured skulls or severed arms or legs hovered between life and 
death, imploring the aid of others in the same situation; but they were abandoned, 
despite their strong entreaties. And, the greater part of the temples and private 
houses might have been saved, and of the population as well, had not a sudden onrush 
of flames, sweeping over them for five days and nights. burned up whatever could be 
consumed". 

Isdem diebus terrae motus horrendi. per Macedoniam Asiamque et Pontum, assiduis 
pulsibus oppida multa concusserunt et montes. Inter monumenta tamen multifor-
mium aerumnarum, erninuere Nicomediae (lades, Bithyniae urbium matris, cuius rui-
narum eventum vere breuiterque absolvam. Primo lucis exortu, diem nonum Kalendas 
Septembrium, concreti nubium globi nigrantium, laetam paid() ante caeli speciem con-
fuderunt et emendato solis splendore. nee contigua vel apposita cernebantur; ita oculo-
rum optutu praestricto, humo involutus crassae caliginis squalor insedit. Dein velut 
numine summo fatales contorquente manubias ventosque ab ipsis excitante cardinibus, 
magnitudo furentium incubuit procellarum, cuius impetu pulsorum auditus est mon-
tium gemitus et elisi litoris fragor, haecque secuti typhones atque presteres cum horrifi- 

2 5 6 	 co tremore terrarum civitatem et suburbana funditus everterunt. Et quoniam acelivi 



tate collium aedes pleraeque vehebantur, aliae super alias concidebant reclangentibus 
cunctis sonitu ruinarum immenso. Inter quae clamoribus variis celsa culmina resul-
tabant, quaeritantium coniugium liberosque et siquid necessitudines artae constrin-
gunt. Post horam denique secundam mutt() ante tertiam aer iam sudus et liquidus 
latentes retexit funereas strages. Nonnulli enim superruentium ruderum vi nimia con-
stipati sub ipsis interiere ponderibus; quidam collo tenus aggeribus obruti, cum supe-
resse possent si qui iuvissent, auxiliorum inopia necabantur; alii lignorum exstantium 
acuminibus fixi pendebant. Uno ictu caesi complures, paulo ante homines tunc promi-
scae strages cadaverum cernebantur. Quosdam domorum inclinata fastigia intrinse-
cus serabant intactos angore et inedia consumendos. Inter quos Aristaenetus affecta-
tam recens dioecesin curans vicaria potestate, quam Constantius ad honorem uxoris 
Eusebiae Pietatis cognominarat, animam hoc casu cruciatam diutius exhalavit. Alii 
subita magnitudine ruinae oppressi, isdem adhuc molibus conteguntur. Collisis qui- 
dam capitibus, vel umeris praesectis aut cruribus inter vitae mortisque confinia alio-
rum adiumenta paria perferentium implorantes cum obtestatione magna deserebantur. 
Et superesse potuit aedium sacrarum et privatarum, hominumque pars maior, ni 
palantes abrupti flammarum ardores per quinque dies et noctes, quicquid consumi 
poterat, exussissent. 

Ammianus effectively provides the date as 358, since the earthquake is included 
amongst events occurring during the consulship of Datianus and Cerealis (see Amm. 
17.5.1). In Guidoboni (1989, p.676) we made a mistake in stating that Ammianus 
dated the earthquake to 362: in fact, at 17.6.3, just before the account of the earth-
quake, Ammianus speaks of a battle against the Juthungi during which the comman-
der, Nevitta, behaved valiantly. Nevitta is reported by Ammianus as having been con-
sul later on, i.e. in 362; but this incidental account has little to do with the chronologi-
cal context. Ammianus gives a very thorough and detailed description of the earth-
quake here, and takes advantage of it to provide a lengthy excursus on ancient seismo-
logical theories. 
The evidence provided by Ephraim of Nisibis is of a quite different kind. In his verse 
sermons (memre) he provides a contemporary account of how news of the earthquake 
reached the Christian community at Nisibis. This is an indirect but detailed account, 
which seems to derive from evidence (oral or written) provided by the Mesopotamian 
bishop Vologases. He had been sent to Nicomedia by Ephraim to take part in a coun-
cil planned for that year, but had been stopped by messengers sent to warn the bishops 
(see Renoux 1975, p.xxxiii; see also in this connection the ecclesiastical histories of 
Socrates, Sozornen and Philostorgius). 
The memre which Ephraim wrote on the Nicomedia disaster were in Syriac, and have 
come down to us in a 5th century Armenian translation (only a few fragments of the 
original survive). The text deals at length with the significance of the earthquake as 
a divine punishment, but also contains some interesting details about its effects. In 
mcmra 7.110-2, we are told that the earthquake occurred at the third hour (which 
would be about dawn in modern terms: see the passage from Ammianus above): 
"When the third hour came / at the time when the light is soft / the sun set over the 
city / which was deprived of light". 

6wIrri.httibi hplig d-wifrirg. / h dwJnL  qh PwrLgfuutnJu, / Writ rn wphquil0 pwrimpfOr, 
/ to q_plAbgtur h [(Run j. 

Memra 8.219-24 provides some details of the destruction of Nicomedia: "Doors and 
their frames collapsed / and their sculptures were destroyed. / Fountains were blocked 
/ and those going in and out were killed. / The city collapsed, the earth shook, / its 
inhabitants found that it was reduced to rubble". 257 
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9.prialp pots* hLp1iWUg, / wtquiliwbbgw1i 9.puit?ntw6p ritpLwIig, / uhridtgw1i 
hpriGt q_wripbpu, 6winuili muit_q_p GL GLuit 9_p. 

Further on (297 ff.) he writes: "A cloud of dust gathered over the ruins of the city. / The 
dust and smoke spread, / both creating darkness. / The air was oppressive and gloomy 
over the city, so that she herself and her daughter cities all around / were suddenly 
suffocated. / There was light over neighbouring cities / but only darkness over these. / 
At the time when the sun shines / a cloud of dust gathered. / Above them created 
things received light, / but at the time of daylight the light became darkness". 

[sic: but read LJ]cI_[ ifini ?in J dathun h 	 / ghgw1 41n2h 
/ &lion GpjlhSup glum. wr]: / 9.(1-11.1,111biguii [uhf : pun pGwrl 

qd-q_abhgwi] Gi tniupbgan un.q. h Opwi (Swirl pwqwpwg: / qh hSapi Gt quirthpp np 
21-pp_ g5antf wL , / WOLLIqp Gr<G5r Jwilliwp8m141: / h ilLptu j FIALriwg 5Jngua Ln ju, / [-] ilLpw 

ifbui,j11 futinuip: / d-unint qniwpfamilattwli wpht nt_, / tfuThwt_ wYng tiL2 ifn2ni: / 
1_,nt_uwgwYt Luptupw&p h  Opw jlingw, liw_uipheug !Nu h  dwif [nLitni: 

Libanius' Oration no.61, known as the Monody for Nicoinedic, is to be related to this 
earthquake. Apart from using the normal rhetorical topoi, which in this case derive 
from the oration of Aelius Aristides for the Smyrna earthquake of c.178, his oration 
provides some factual details about the public buildings which collapsed: "There was a 
great upheaval, and what had been visible was hidden [...] W?iere are the side streets 
now? Where are the porticoes, the streets, the fountains, the squares, the schools, the 
temples, and the happiness of old? Where are the young people? And the elderly? 
Where are the baths of the Graces and Nymphs, whose noble dimensions were in pro-
portion to those of the whole city? The boule, the demos, the women and children, the 
basilica and the hippodrome, which was as solid as the walls of Babylon, where are 
they now?". 

-T(IpCiTTETO. 	(iVE(1)(111VETO 1_1E V To KOUTTOLLEVOV, To 011/611EVOV SE 
(XJTEK p6JTE -ro L.] :roe vev o-ruvueroi :Toe cyrocci Troe opcinoL aOU K 	:LOU 

:um uot,(TELO. :Too TE!Atvii Troli 	 KE VO‘z 7100 VEOTT1C :TOO ^lrjpac :10175 
/ou-rpa Xapi TWV Ku' 	1.1,(Po)V ( TOiV, (6V TO LlE OTOV o ttl6V1 LlOV 	t: TOO E' ICTTOVOCCVTL 
716 WC 	X11; 	J01' VUV 13011k1) T(01 oli itoz AO 	y uv cc t:K 	:LOU actioc:%=, 
f3ccc5Cixt,a■c Jae bE .u-c-rbbpot_to:; 13(xl3tl.t„wvitov Tax(i-iv 'ioxypb-rupoz. 

Hydatius records that in addition to the destruction of Nicomedia "150 other cities 
were partly damaged". 

Aliae vero cLcivitates partibus ve::atae sunt. 

Theophanes dates the earthquake to the year of the world 5850 [358 'u]: "; In that 
year] a violent earthquake struck Nicomedia at about the third hour of the night [c.1 
a.m., but see Grumel (1958, p.164) for divergences amongst chroniclers in counting the 
hours of the night]. The city was damaged and many people died, among them even 
Cecropius, bishop of the city". 

Tal.",T(9 Tui 'TEL (5Et 01,1011 	tyy(i'Anu yevo!,tvou iv Ntico!.tribE LCC TrEp‘t ciipav tpitiv 
vuicruptvr'iv Trjv 116^ALV K CtT 13(t't,1:: KU.L LTkrithi ItdiCAGC:  blE'Cp0ELpEN" ouvamayTo bs KCti, 
LEL OICOICOC Trjc JTOAECIK KE pOM OC,. 

The Chronicon Paschale records that the earthquake took place on the 22nd day of the 
second indiction, during the consulship of Eusebius and Hypatius, i.e. in the year 359: 
"In the time of these consuls in the month Hyperberetaeus [October] there was a great 
and violent earthquake in Nicomedia at about the third hour of the night. And the 
city collapsed and was destroyed, and among others the bishop of the same city, named 
Cecropius, also perished". 



'Diu Toil-taw Tcov inrcitcov 	intepPepetato) tteyag yiyovE xai (34o6pOg oiLop.eg iv 
NIX Op* L17. Jupl c6pav y viix-rEpuvriv. Kai. 	It(i-kL KCCTJTECTE xai SLE(1)0CipT), 8v OLc Kai, 
GlYVCCTE6kETO 6 -clic ca)tijc nokcitig snioxonoc KEKpOltiog wovoita. 

The details provided here show that this is the same earthquake, so the date provided 
by the Chronicon Paschale must be wrong. 
Libanius, Philostorgius, Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret and the Consularia Constan- 
tinopolitana all report the earthquake, providing information principally of an anecdo-• 
tal kind, which is of use primarily for the study of mental attitudes. Sozomen records 
the scene of destruction as reported by the converted Persian Arsacius, who met his 
death in the flames at Nicomedia, saying that the information came from oral sources. 
He also reports that "the earthquake occurred at the second hour of the day, when 
there was no assembly in the church". In addition to the death of bishop Cecropius. 
he also records that of an unidentified bishop from the Bosphorus. Theodoret simply 
says that, because of the earthquake, a previously arranged council was held at.  
Seleucia in Isauria instead, but he speaks of Nicea, not Nicomedia. The confusion 
may arise from the fact that at the Council of Seleucia (359), the bishops declared in 
favour of the Nicene Creed. 
Grumel (1958, p.477) dates the earthquake to 24 August 358, and distinguishes it 
from another at Nicomedia in October 359, on the basis of the date in the Chronicon 
Paschale, which he also relates to the evidence of Theophanes; but that refers to 358. 
Hermann (1962, co1.1106) dates the earthquake to 358. 

( 148) 361 - June 363 *Libya 
sources 	Liban. Or. 18.292-3 

literature 	Ghislanzoni (1916); Stucchi (1965); Goodchild (1966-67); Lepelley (1984 a); 

Jacques and Bousquet (1984); Henry (1985) 

In the Epitaph which he composed for the emperor Julian the Apostate (Or. 18.292-3), 
the Greek rhetorician Libanius, who was alive at the time of the events referred to, 
mentions Lybia within a very general context in which other Mediterranean countries 
are also referred to: "Earth, at least, was duly aware of her loss and has honoured our 
hero with fitting mourning. Like a horse tossing its riders, she has destroyed a great 
number of cities — many in Palestine, and all those in Libya. The greatest cities of 
Sicily lie in ruins, as does every city in Greece except one: Nicea the lovely is laid low, 
and our loveliest of cities [Nicomedial is shaken and can have no confidence in the 
future. Such is the honour paid him by Earth or, if you would have it so, by Poseidon: 
but from the Seasons have come famine and plague, affecting man and beast alike, as 
though it is not right that creatures upon earth should flourish once he has departed". 

`H ttev ye Iii KCCX.LOC 	(THETO TOL! .7VIL. 001Jc KU'L ApOLLILKLYaGY1 KOVILLT T611 (ivopa ET4i-nosv 
durooEimplivi, KaHci.JE p L7Lno5 (ILVCCPUTTIV, 716-AE Lc lc:LOC:Cc xai Ta (Jac, 'Ey FICtkaiGTiV11 
no-i.;\.CLg, 	Ac13uwv anaoaz. 	KELVTCLL IAEA/ ai ky OTCL L ELICE?\,iCic„, KELVTUL o‘E `EVA,InVOLV 

LAACic CLL naoac. KE iTUtt o's rj K GOA) I\L LK a La, oELETac 6E 	KdXXEL uEy L'OTT1 Kai 
eappELV ILE p‘t. TOi+ ,Lta"A.OVTOC 011, K EZELL. 	Tall Ta 	TQL Ircip6c Tlic Frig n, EL 1301:CA,EL ye, TOILI 

FlOOEL6C6VOCI„ Tapc 	au -NAV "0 pCOV -A,LLL6L xai X0141.01 (ILHELpOVTEI,; ouoiwc UN/06(6.76u; TE 
KCti POMO-ILK/Tit, cog ouK ()V HEucc EKEIVOU LEHeoT11KOTOs ELAEVELIV Ta ILE pi TV. 

Unfortunately, we cannot date with absolute accuracy either the Epitaph or the events 
mentioned in it. The editors of the text of Libanius (P.Petit and A.F.Norman) have 
suggested that he was referring to the earthquake of 21 July 365, but a careful analy-
sis of his text has led to exclusion of this possibility (Henry 1985). 
The emperor Julian died on 26 June 363 AD., thereby dashing the hopes of many pagan 259 
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intellectuals (including Libanius), and initiating a difficult period for the empire. For 
his own rhetorical purposes, Libanius treats natural calamities as omens (this is typi-
cal of the culture of the later empire), and is therefore unconcer:aed about the chrono-
logy of events. Some of the cities and regions referred to in the Epitaph had been 
struck by earthquakes at different times: Nicea and Nicomedia on 2 December 362 
and Palestine in May 363 (see entries ( 151) and (153 ); both occurred, then, before 
Julian's death. 
On the basis of the wide-ranging text analysis carried out by Henry (1985), it seems 
that the other localities mentioned by Libanius were also struck by separate earth-
quakes during the reign of the emperor Julian. The events in question cannot there-
fore be linked to the earthquake of 21 July 365, because Libanius finished writing the 
Epitaph not later than the early months of that year: the last specific event referred to 
— the Alemannic raid on the Rhine — occurred in early January 365. Jacques and 
Bousquet (1984, pp.427ff.) also think that Libanius' evidence about this earthquake 
certainly predates 21 July 365. 
To the suggestion that, using the term Libya, Libanius meant to refer to the whole of 
north Africa, it might be pointed out in objection that his text is the only source for an 
earthquake in Africa before 21 July 365, when there was a seismic sea-wave with 
effects felt in Egypt. This point of view led Lepelley (1984 a, pp.470ff.) to conclude 
from his analysis of evidence from St.Augustine and Optatus of Milevi that an earth-
quake could not have occurred in the province of Numidia (and the same could be said 
of Mauritania); while damage found by archaeologists in Tripolitania could have been 
caused by the nomad barbarian raids mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus (28.6.1-
30). However, this does not exclude the possibility that Libanius used the term Libya 
in a more restricted sense, and that a destructive earthquake cLid indeed strike towns 
of Libya Pentapolis (Cyrenaica). 
Archaeological excavations carried out at Cyrene and Balagra e seem to provide evi-
dence of destruction which could have occurred at this time ( Ghislanzoni 1916; Stucchi 
1965; Goodchild 1966-67). 

( 149) 361- June 363 • Sicily 
sources 	Liban. Or. 18.292 

hterature Di Vita (1972-73; 1982); Carandini et al. (1982); Jacques and Bousquet (1984); Henry (1985) 

catalogues Ligorio 11574-71; Mongitore (1743); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); 

Caputo and Faita (1984); Guidoboni (1989) 

Libanius brings together the earthquakes which occurred during the reign of Julian 
(see entry above), mentioning amongst them a destructive event in Sicily: "Earth, at 
least, was duly aware of her loss and has honoured our hero with fitting mourning. 
Like a horse tossing its riders, she has destroyed a great number of cities — many in 
Palestine, and all those in Libya. The greatest cities of Sicily lie in ruins [...1". 

`H 	y E. Fri Ka-k(OC: "LE 1100ETO iou Jaieotic KCil pOGYIK01;011 Koopct Toy dy6pct 

6.3tooeLoakvn, Kne(i:tcp `LICTOg 61/a136TYIV. AokELC ToGaC, KUL r6 ac. sv ROCACCLOTLVTI 

Tfir. AipOwy nIt(iOn.C. KE(VTO.L µav ai kyLOTal ILKCALCVS, [...1. 

An edict issued by the emperor Honorius (395-423) to promote the construction of 
public buildings in Sicily (Codex Theodosianus 1.32) could be linked to this earth-
quake. Moreover, there is archaeological evidence for damage at about this time at 
the great late antique villa at Piazza Armerina in central Sicily — damage which was 
previously attributed to the effects of the earthquake of 21 July 365 (Di Vita 1972-73, 
pp.251-61 and Carandini et al. 1982, pp.52 and 54). 



150 361-June 363 •Corinth, •Delphi?, •Naupactus?, •Nauplia, 
• Greece 

sources 1 	Liban. Or. 18.292; Philostorg. Comm. Art. 35 

sources 2 	Zos. 4.18.1-2; Georg. Mon. 560; Cedren. 532, 592 

inscriptions IG 4.674; Meritt 1931, no.113) 

literature Broneer 1935); Hermann (1962); Williams and Fisher (1976); BCH (1976, 1978); JHS (1980) 
Jacques and Bousquet (1984); Henry (1985) 

Libanius brings together the earthquakes which occurred during the reign of Julian 
(see entries ( 148 ) and ( 149 )), mentioning amongst them a destructive earthquake in 
Greece: "Earth, at least, was duly aware of her loss and has honoured our hero with 
fitting mourning. Like a horse tossing its riders, she has destroyed a great number of 
cities — many in Palestine, and all those in Libya. The greatest cities of Sicily lie in 
ruins, as does every city in Greece except one [.. .i". 

`H [,CEN y 	K(t iC TV TiGHETO TM) TEd001)::, K(X‘L 71100TiK0170Y1 tcoup(Z Toy 6V8p(1. 
61[0(JELG(ll,LEVT1, Kae(i.TTE p 'i,Juroc dvapchriv, 	T60(1C; Kal to(311c, ev FlakatOTLVT.1 
TEOX:A.Cic, "r(tC At131LOV (Xitd(3(1. 	KSiVTCCL liE1' (11 11.£"( OtOtt. 	E kLaZ, K 	̀E? 2.i 
.76.711,  [Mk, (11, .TrucTai 

There is similar evidence in Zosimus. In commenting on the situation created by the 
death of Valentinian I in 375, Zosimus writes: "After his death, a thunderbolt struck 
Sirmium and burned down both the royal palace and the forum [...] and other earth-
quakes occurred in some places: Crete, the Peloponnese, and the rest of Greece were 
severely shaken and many cities were destroyed. Athens and Attica, however, were 
spared". 

Tokoc TE-L(ci-11(3(tvToz i-aTrEcyciw TO) Ito Jim) OK /171Toc Ta fiCIOLkE 	Ka-6;(1);\.E.-,E KC.(1, Tip; 
C/ opdv Li K(11 oEU3uol eE Ev TI 	0.1_11111147,011(3(.(V niaoLc. EaEi,001i 6E K(11 KoriTrl  
(.3(1)0(5poTEpOV. K(L1 tj FIC/MA(1VVI)(TOC: tIETC‘t 	 `Et:i.d6OC, 111(STE K(11 T(:1:7, 

app1111VUL T(OV .7(1/..e(ov, :TXITV TIiC 'A011v /L0) V :ITO -r.EWC Kaa Ti], 'ATT I K I] 

This seems to suggest that an earthquake occurred in the Peloponnese and Crete area 
in 375: but the date of the earthquake is very uncertain. What Zosimus has to say 
(see also Zos. 5.6.2) in fact recalls the words by Libanius ("every city in Greece except 
one"), the only addition being the reference to Crete. 
Hermann (1962, co1.1107) dates this earthquake to 366 and takes it to be the earth-
quake of 21 July 365. In their desire to undermine as much as possible the evidence 
of a "universal earthquake" in 365, Jacques and Bousquet (1984, p.436) take the view 
that the date given by Zosimus is correct, and that we have to suppose that there was 
regular seismic activity in Crete; and, furthermore, the suggestion that it occurred 
after the death of Valentinian, i.e. in 375. But in our opinion Henry (1985, p.48) is 
surely nearer the mark in suggesting that Zosimus moved the date of the earthquake. 
His chronology is. in fact, rather problematic: for he too mentions the fire at the royal 
palace in Sirmium as occurring after the death of Valentinian I, whereas Ammianus 
Marcellinus (30.5.16) — a much more reliable source — dates the fire to before the 
death of the emperor. 
Since Zosimus does not bother to mention the earthquake of 365, it would seem that 
he has brought together two events in order to place greater emphasis on the emper-
or's death, because in his opinion it was an epoch-making event in the history of the 
empire. It is therefore, reasonable to think, as does Henry (1985), that the earth-
quake in Greece mentioned by Libanius and Zosimus must date to before June 363. 
The reference by Zosimus to Crete can probably be linked to the earthquake of 21 July 
365 (see entry 154 )). 
Much the same can be said of a passage in the llth-12th century writer Cedrenus, 261 
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who writes: "During the reign of Gratian [375-382], an earthquake occurred at 
Alexandria of such violence that the sea receded and ships were left stranded. But 
when a large crowd of people came to see this unusual sight, the sea rushed back with 
great force and drowned five thousand people. At the same time, large parts of Crete, 
Achaia, Boeotia, Epirus and Sicily were also destroyed by the sea-wave, and some 
ships were hurled a hundred stades [c.18.5 km] from the sea into the mountains". 
Cedrenus may have been using here a procedure familiar to earlier Byzantine chroni-
clers (see the remarks about Zosimus above), in inserting into his chapter on Gratian 
events which actually happened some years earlier (see also Georg. Mon. 560). 
There may be evidence of an earthquake in Greece during the reign of Julian in the 
response of the Delphic oracle to Oribasius, who was sent by the emperor to obtain 
advice before the military expedition against the Persians. The text of the oracle as 
reported by Philostorgius is, in fact: "Tell the emperor that the beautiful palace is 
destroyed. It is no longer true that Apollo has a house and a laurel plant for his ora-
cles, and a talking spring: the talking water, too, has drained away". 

E'LlaTE tcu POL6C2Ei:Lt(11 near 6. o.i,oaXoc (xi-A& 011,1( £T1 (1301,P0c SZE KCCA.03aV, 
01:1 liA)LVT0(1. od(1)VilV, 01) ACV(UV Xii%),E'.0110(tV, Cia£0(3£TO Ka') i.d)).0V l)60)1). 

There seems to be an implied suggestion here that the temple of Apollo at Delphi had 
been seriously damaged (see also Cedren. 532). This interpretation is shared by 
Henry (1985). 
Moreover, there are two inscriptions which might be linked to this earthquake. One, 
from Nauplia (IG 4.674) dates to the time of Valentinian and Valens [375-378], and 
includes the words: "the city raised its head again because, out of goodwill and gener-
osity, he provided the basilica and other buildings with protection against earth-
quakes and marine disasters" (the text is defective and cannot be entirely translated). 

Eu Kaiocipwv Ae-roxpaT6puiv KTi,aeoicov (sic: but read (VA.(iiii ow) Banevtwv [---1 
0^,(0-Ct(ITLK6C,. aka Wig (1)CA,T(20 LC COO LTYITCtiC (OTOt K (M.( 0.101t, )111C KCt 	00(karrilug 
KaTCCKX.1.)01101..: ONEUCCOCiltEVOc TT1V i3(106),LK 	K (Li to {----J OV EuvoiUZ 'VEK CI KCC1 
K OC)01i6.7 	CE; 	:T6%).LC", CiVOTTICTE. 

The other inscription, from Corinth, was published by Meritt (1931, no.113), and men-
tions restoration work carried out by "Flavius Valentinianus'. It has been linked to 
the earthquake of 21 July 365 by Broneer (1935, p.65), but in our opinion it relates to 
the one which occurred before June 363, keeping in mind the hypothesis put forward 
by Henry (1985, pp.52-3) that the latter particularly affected the towns around the 
Gulf of Corinth. This hypothesis is supported by some archaeological excavations at 
Corinth (Williams and Fisher 1976; BCH 1976) and Naupactus (JHS 1980; BCH 
1978), the data from which may deserve further analysis in the light of the more gen-
eral description outlined here. 

( 151) the evening of 2 December 362 •Nicea, •Nicomedia 
sources 	Liban. Or. 18.292; Amm. 22,13.5; 

Ioh. Nik. 78.8-10 (p.183 [2031/310 [43011 Zotenberg . p.70 f. Charles) 

literature Downey (1961); Jacques and Bousquet (1984); Henry (1985); 

catalogues Manetti [14571; Ligorio [1574-71; Bonito (1691); von Hoff11840); 	(1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Ammianus records an earthquake at Nicea and Nicc media: "Then, on 2 December, just 
before evening, the rest of Nicomedia was completely destroyed in an earthquake, as 
well as a considerable part of Nicea". 



Quantum nonas decembris, vergente in vesperam diem, reliqua Nicomedia conlapsa est 
terrae motu, itidemque Nicaeae portio non inediocris. 

As has been seen Libanius (Or. 18.292), brings together various earthquakes which 
occurred in the Mediterranean area between 361 and June 363 (see entries ( 148 ), 
( 149) and ( 150 )), and after talking of Greece, writes: "Nicea the lovely is laid low, 
and our loveliest of cities is shaken and can have no confidence in the future". 

6E. Ti  xakri Nixatcc, oeirrai 	 1w/ion] xac OCCPpEiV TLEIA T0i) LIAXOVIOg 011/1( 

£XEL. 

The second reference by Libanius ("our loveliest of cities") is very probably to 
Nicomedia (Henry 1985, p.45). 
The earthquake mentioned by Ammianus is probably also referred to in a passage in 
John of Nikiu (quoted here in the Ethiopic translation) though it is dated only in the 
broadest terms: "And in his days [of Constans, 337-61], moreover, the city of Nicea, the 
chief of cities of our three hundred and eighteen Fathers, was overthrown by a great 
earthquake. And this fell out through the will of God in order that the Arians should 
not assemble therein to corrupt the holy orthodox faith established by our holy 
Fathers, the three hundred and eighteen bishops, who assembled formerly in the days 
of Constantine — a festival of happy memory. And it was for this reason that the 
wrath of God prevented them. [91 And afterwards there appeared in heaven a sign, 
that is, the holy cross standing at midday over the holy place where our Saviour Jesus 
Christ was crucified, at the same time as the arrival of Cyril, patriarch of Jerusalem, 
and the other bishops who were with him. [101 And Cyril thereupon and the bishops 
who were with him wrote a letter and sent it to the emperor Constans regarding the 
great wonder and the great sign which had appeared". 

athoo9'O/1.0-:°7&:(n1-1-:074: 5.+Y:C71(1:ht1'I-G-1-:(1h119;5:rg:11.4\l'A:1': Oft, 
g.:1-1117:(11-71u11-1:71`'11-1,h4lAbC:hoo:h—e.1- .-941?r:hC4'llm-Y3:(Thert:F:Ah°7hti:.°9tit: 

au9'6A:+,ilinNnA'n:115/1:111ic:tpc.e., : cD117131'11:h6\hou-:0051-:7,°itti11,h,C:: aqou 
11:?Itri- C)14:1- 219°C1- :(n-nt:A°7.e.:1-1(D-711h:onn‘1'A:+&.h:1'9t9°:nao3k4, :a0 0,At:orl 
AOLVt:00::P.g,h:111:tril'il:flt:01)Z—Vt,5:h.VA-n:ViCh-fri:719°400:9°A'ht:AtC 
isch:}bkh:44n:1-1}-1.44.11/0° :03:0-1A:011. :NA:rnAli- cD719°11:R(1-14,:tChon:onicr 
(11 	ou AN11 	4° h 	 w 6.. 	1 (I 	 ti 	 1171)4: t 
cro'311C:011.e.:(D1.719°Ct:011e, :t1hA1'Chf 

( 152) February 363 Constantinople 
sources 	Lib. Or. 18.177; Amm. 23.1.7 
literature Jacques and Bousquet (1984); Henry (1985 ■; Montero (1991) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Ammianus follows the classical historiographical tradition in recording prodigies and 
astronomical events which were supposed to foretell the end of Julian's reign. He also 
refers to an earthquake at Constantinople, which he says occurred shortly before the 
Persian campaign: "word came that Constantinople had been shaken by an earth-. 
quake". 

Nuntiatum est Constantinopolim terrae puisu vibratam. 

According to Libanius, Constantinople was affected by a series of shocks: "When.  

Poseidon caused earthquakes in the capital of Thrace, messengers came repeatedly 
with the news that if the god were not appeased, the ruin of the city would be complete". 263 



EaELE iA,£V o n00£18611 Tip/ In)/ akTIV EV OpaK 7TO?\AN, dyy0dat Si i(poilrow 6); EL µr1 TL; 

oiaXXC4EL TOv 0c6v rtEpioTat 	7r6A.Ecog TO Kccciv. 

This non-destructive earthquake can be dated to February 3,53 (Henry 1985, p.49). 

( 153) the night of 18-19 May 363 •'Aina d-Gader, •Antipatris, 
• Areopolis, •Ascalon, •Azotus, •Baishan, •Beit Gubrin, 
• Caesarea, •Gophna, •Haifa?, •Japho, •Jerusalem, 
• Lydda [Diospolis], •Nieopolis, •Paneas, •Petra, 
• Samaria [Sebastia], •Sepphoris, •Tiberias >escape of gas?‹ 

sources 1 	Greg. Naz. contr. Iul. 2, PG 35, 668-9; [Cyrill. Hieros.] in Brock (1977); Liban. Or. 1.134, 18.292; 
Hieron. Comm. Is. PL 24, 15, c.168; Socr. 3.20; Sozom. 5.22; Theodor. HE 3.20 

sources 2 Ephr. Nisib. Hymns against Julian 4.18-23; Hist. Church Alex. 1.42; Chron. Maron. 133; 

Citron. 724 133; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 180; Chron. 846, 199; Mich. Syr. 4.146 

Literature Warburton (1750); Brock (1977); Russell (1980); Jacques and Bousquet (1984); Russell (1985); 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a);  

Amiran (1950-51); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Ben-Menahern (1979) 

In the antipagan polemics which the church fathers unleashed against Julian the 
Apostate, some emphasis is placed on the prodigies which occurred in Jerusalem after 
the emperor's decision to rebuild the Jewish temple. What happened plays an impor-
tant part in the writings of the church fathers and in ecclesiastical histories. Indeed, 

the Christians of the time took literally the prophecy in St.Matthew's Gospel (24.1ff.), 
according to which Jesus would prevent the rebuilding of the temple. Gregory of 
Nazianzus seems to be a contemporary source, and in his Second Invective against 
Julian, he writes: "Immediately fleeing before both the furious storm and the earth- 
quake, at the nearby temples 	J and everyone tells or claims that while the injured 
were fighting with one another to reach the exit, fire broke out in the temple, burning 
them and casting them out [...] But the most striking and miraculous thing of all was a 
light which rose up in the sky in the form of a cross 1...]". 

52c or 	erypi.ccc .A.cci:i.ccaog Kul Ppaol_Lot,  inc  c'jpvw ouvu:A.cdirvTsg, ET TL TOiV 71X1101,0V 

LEO(6V, [.. .] O 6i-, (i:TccvTE,-, tioli Kai 't,t;y ()um Kai :TLOW6OLItTiV, ()TA i3LaC011EVOU:: CarTalig Kai 

OXOVELKO6VTaZ 7rEpi 	ci0000v, 	 CiaaVT- TiOall EK TOU iEpou, Kai TOUC ti£V 

KaT4)\-E:.E Kai aV4COGEV [.. 	6 or: ETL TOIIT01,  ItitOt(60:1,6TEOOV Kai TrEptcpccvoTEpov, 

(poi; EV TW oupavoi TON/ 0Tal/pOV 7rEpi7pcpov 1...]. 

This kind of account makes it seem likely that many details were passed on orally (see 
Brock 1977, p.267). 
In his Ecclesiastical History, Socrates describes what happened as follows: "and on a 
night following, a mighty earthquake tore up the stones of the old foundations of the 
temple, and dispersed them all together with the adjacent ediiices. This circumstance 
exceedingly terrified the Jews; and the report of it brought many to the spot who re-
sided at a great distance. When, therefore, a vast multitude was assembled, another 
prodigy took place. Fire came down from heaven and consumed all the builders' 
tools". 

Kat 6' al' TI1C IrUKTOC 	 eArtEVOIAEVOC," civilipuocTE TOUC ideom Toiv IrciXat 

eti,tvidoiv To-ti Va01i, Kai TECiVra.:: 61£07ELVE (T6V TOL:. Trupcoccu 	 itaaL. 	Aiog 

Or EK TO-6 yevo0.vol) 'Ioilocdouc KuTO\A-ifiE -  Kat 7t:1, TOV 	:rov 	E Kai TOUC aOppoi 

oiciyov-raz. 	FIapOvtow ouv (54)66po. rzon.nuiv, (itspov ispcioTiov E LLyLVETai. 	:rtup 76tp 

oOpavoO KaTtcoicilipctv .7TaVTa Ta TtiV 0O(066lAWV Epyaa.Eta 6L6pOupsv. 
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The accounts of Sozomen, Theodoret and Philostorgius are on similar lines. 
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The most interesting account, however, is to be found in a letter which has come down 
to us in a 6th century Syriac translation, and which may have been written by Cyril, 
who was bishop of Jerusalem at the time (some place names which are difficult to 
identify have been transliterated using small capital letters): "3. At the digging of the 
foundations of Jerusalem, which had been ruined because of the killing of the Lord, 
the land shook considerably, and there were great tremors in the towns round about. 
[...] 5. We have not written to you at length, beyond the earthquake that took place at 
God's (behest). For many Christians living in these regions, as well as the majority of 
the Jews, also perished in that scourge — and not just in the earthquake, but also as a 
result of fire and in the heavy rain they had. 6. At the outset, when they wanted to 
lay the foundations of the Temple on the Sunday previous to the earthquake, there 
were strong winds and storms, with the result that they were unable to lay the 
Temple's foundations that day. It was on that very night that the great earthquake 
occurred, and we were all in the church of the Confessors. [...] 11. Now we should like 
to write down for you the names of the towns which were destroyed: more than half of 
Beit Gubrin; part of Baishan, the whole of Sebastia and its territory, the whole of 
Nicopolis and its territory; more than half of Lydda and its territory; about half of 
Ascalon, the whole of Antipatr is and its territory; part of Caesarea, more than half of 
Samaria; part of NSL', a third of Paneas, half of Azotus, part of Gophna, more than half 
of Petra (NINA); more than half of Hada, a suburb of the city (Jerusalem); more than 
half of Jerusalem. And fire came forth and consumed the teachers of the Jews. Part 
of Tiberias too, and its territory, more than half of Areopolis (RDQLY'), the whole of 
Sepphoris (swpRyx) and its territory, 'Aina d-Gader; Haifa (au) flowed with blood for 
three days; the whole of Japho (vwp-v) perished, (and) part of 'D'NWS. 12. This event took 
place on Monday at the third hour, and partly at the ninth hour of the night. There 
was great loss of life here. (It was) on 19 Iyyar of the year 674 [May 363] of the king-
dom of Alexander the Greek [...1". 
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It is also worth recording the evidence provided by Jerome in his Commentary on 
Isaiah. He refers to the seismic sea-wave of 21 July 365 (see entry ( 154 )) and relates 
it to an earthquake at Areopolis, on the border between Arabia and Palestine: "I heard 
from an inhabitant of Areopolis — but the whole city witnessed the event — that a 
great earthquake occurred when I was a child, and the sea swept in over the shores of 
the whole world, and the city walls collapsed that same night". 

Audivi quemdam Aerapolitem, sed et omnis civitas testis est, motu terrae magno in 
mea infantia, quando totius orbis litus transgressa sunt maria, eadem nocte muros 
urbis istius corruisse. 

As Jacques and Bousquet (1984, p.446ff.) have pointed out, Jerome is bringing 
together two occurrences, one in 363 and the other in 365, but the nature of Jerome's 
evidence does not oblige us to date the Areopolis earthquake to 365, for it occurred in 
an area close to Palestine (east of the Dead Sea), but was perhaps too far from the area 
of the patriarchate of Jerusalem for Cyril to mention it in his letter. In our view, there 
are palaeographic reasons for suggesting that the debated 'RDQLY in Cyril's letter may 
be a reference to Areopolis rather than Archelais. Jacques and Bousquet (1984, 
p.447) rightly conclude that Jerome had something to gain by bringing the two events 
together, for Isaiah had prophesied (15.1) that Areopolis (Moab) would be destroyed in 
an earthquake, and by relating that event to the great "universal" earthquake of 365, 
Jerome enhanced the evidence he provided. 
In his Epitaph in memory of the emperor Julian (Or. 18.292), Libanius records that 
"many cities in Palestine" were destroyed (see entry ( 148 )). A brief reference to this 
earthquake is also to be found in his Autobiography (Or. 1.134). 
There are no Hebrew sources for this earthquake, but some Syriac ones record that it 
was indeed a disastrous earthquake. The Syriac Chronicle of 724 (which has the date 
27 Iyyar, i.e. May) and the Maronite Chronicle tell of the destruction of 21 cities; and 
another Syriac writer, Agapius of Mabbug, (Po 7.4, 581), records the destruction of 22. 
Of the Greek and Latin sources, Ammianus, Ambrose and John Chrysostom think 
that building work on the Temple in Jerusalem was interrupted by a sudden fire 
rather than an earthquake. 
There is also a Coptic source, the History of the Church in Alexandria — an anony-
mous and fragmentary work which was probably not originally written in Coptic but 
translated, not earlier than the 5th century, from a similar Greek work, now lost — 



where mention of the Temple episode contains an implicit reference to an earthquake: 
"So they began to build. They built from morning to night. When they returned in 
the morning they found that what they had built [the previous day] had been 
destroyed, but not by the hand of man". 

ATapxet Ae NKWT. 09ATKCOT AIN ZTOOYE o)e, pOTee NCE FICOe EeTOOYE, NCE6N NKWT 

NTATKOTOY eli99po9Wp eN OTdIA NNOME AN.  

Russell (1980, p.52) refers to possible obscure allusions in the Talmud. In Amiran's 
catalogue (1950-51, p.225), it was wrongly taken to be the 365 earthquake (see entry 
(154 )). The collapse of some buildings, for which there is archaeological evidence, has 
been attributed to this earthquake. See the bibliography in Russell (1980, pp.55-7). 
Grumel (1958, p.477) does not give an exact date for the earthquake, simply placing it 
during the reign of Julian. The exact date is in fact May 363, very probably on the 
19th (see Brock 1977, p.268). 
An odd book was written on this earthquake by the Anglican bishop William 
Warburton (1750). In it, he thoroughly examined all the Greek and Latin historical 
evidence in order to explain the earthquake as caused by Divine Providence. 

( 1 5 4 ) the morning of 21 July 365 •Alexandria, Epidaurus, •Gortyna, 
Methone, OPanephysis, •Crete, Sicily >seismic sea-wave< 

sources 1 	Amm. 26.10.15-19; Athan. Ind. Syr. Epist. fest. 37; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 244c; 
Hieron. Comm. Is. PL 24, 15, 168; Hieron. V. Hil. 29.1; Consul. Constant. 240; 
Cassian. con/. 11.3; Socr. HE 4.3; Sozom. 6.2; Fasti Vindob. 295 

sources 2 	Oros. Hist. 7.32; Zos. 4.18.1-2; Epiph. HE 7.15; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 135, 180; 

Jac. Edess. Chron. 220-21; Chron. Pasch. 557; Paul. Diac. Hist. Rom. 152; Theoph. 56, 87; 

Lives of Athanasius, PG 25, ccx; ccxii; cclxv; Georg. Mon. 560; Chron. Nestor. 260; 
Land. Sagax, Hist. Rom. 1.311; Elia Nisib. 103-4; Erimannus Aug. Chron. 79; Mar. Scot. 481; 
Cedren. 592, 609; Glyc. 480; Mich. Syr. 1.292; Chron. 1234 169; Ann. Mell. 489; 
Ricoh. Ferran Compilatio chron. 217; Albert. Miliol. Chron. imp. 606 

inscriptions Putorti (1912); Comparetti (1914); Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 
literature Ghislanzoni (1916); Pace (1949); Gismondi (1951); Di Vita (1964); Manganaro (1972-73); 

Camerata-Scovazzo (1975); Tamburello (1977); Di Vita (1979-80 [but 19861, 1980); 
Rebuffat (1980); Dagron (1981); Jacques and Bousquet (1984); Lepelley (1984 a, b); 

Blanchard-Lemee (1984); Henry (1985); Kenrick (1986); Brakmann (1987); 

Soren and Leonard (1989); Traina (1989 d); Guidoboni et al. (1989); Di Vita (1990); 

Mazza (1990 [but 19941); Lepelley (1990 [but 1994]); Pirazzoli et al. (1992); Baudy (1992) 
catalogues Manetti [14571; Ligorio [1574-71; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Sieberg (1932 a); Heck (1947); Amiran (1950-51); Grumel (1958); Galanopoulos (1960, 1961) 

Ambraseys (1962 b); Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Ben-Menahem (1979); 
Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Caputo and Faita (1984); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

This is the most frequently mentioned and debated earthquake of late antique times, 
to the extent that it has become a particular object of study for ancient historians and 
archaeologists. In our opinion, our knowledge is now such that we are close to under-
standing what really happened, and so we set out below in their entirety the reports 
which are chronologically closest to the event, from works by Ammianus Marcellinus, 
Athanasius and Jerome; and we have also made a selection of other texts of particular 
interest. 
Ammianus, who was then in Antioch and probably collected eye-witness reports, 
writes: "During the lifetime of that usurper [Procopius], whose many deeds and death 267 
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we have recounted, on the twelfth day before the Calends of August [21 July] during 
the first consulship of Valentinian and his brother [365], terrible disasters took place 
all of a sudden throughout the world, such as we find neither in legends nor in true 
historical accounts. For shortly after first light, preceded by heavy and repeated 
thunder and lightning, the whole stability of the earth was shaken. The sea was driv-
en back and its waters flowed away to such an extent that the deep sea bed was laid 
bare, and many kinds of sea creatures could be seen embedded in the mud; and great 
ranges of mountains and valleys, which primaeval Nature had banished beneath the 
immense waters of the deep, could now for the first time (or so we may think) gaze 
upon the rays of the sun. Many ships were therefore stranded as if on dry land, and 
many people wandered freely through the little water that was left, gathering fish and 
similar creatures; but the growling waters, as though unwilling to be pushed away, 
rose up in their turn and, bursting through the seething shallows, over islands and 
stretches of land, flattened many buildings in the towns or wherever they were 
encountered. Thus was the face of the earth changed by the furious discord of the ele- 
ments, and it offered strange sights. For the huge masses of water flowed back when 
least expected, and now overwhelmed and killed many thousands of people; and when 
the fury of the waters subsided, some ships were seen to have been destroyed by the 
rapid whirlpools created by the retreating waters, and the dead bodies of the ship-
wrecked floated face up or down. Some great ships were hurled by the fury of the 
waves on to roof tops (as happened at Alexandria), and others were thrown up to two 
miles from the shore. We ourselves on our travels saw a Spartan ship disintegrating 
after long decay near the town of Mothone". 

Hoc novatore adhuc superstite, cuius actus multiplices docuimus et interitum, diem 
duodecimum Kalendas Augustas, consule Valentiniano primum cum fratre, horrendi 
terrores per omnem orb is ambitum grassati sunt subito, quales nec fabulae nec veridi- 
cae nobis antiquitates exponunt. Paulo enim post lucis exortum, densitate praevia ful-
gorum acrius vibratorum tremefacta concutitur omnis terreni stabilitas ponderis mare- 
que dispulsum retro fluctibus evolutis abcessit, ut retecta voragine profundorum spe-
cies natantium multiformes limo cernebantur haerentes, valliumque vastitates et mon-
tium tune (ut opinari dabatur suspicerent radios solis, quos primigenia rerum sub 
immensis gurgitibus amendavit. Multis igitur navibus velut arida humo conexis, et 
licenter per exiguas undarum reliquias palantibus plurimis, ut pisces manibus collige-
rent et similia, marini fremitus velut gravati repulsam, versa vice consurgunt, perque 
vada ferventia insulis et continentis terrae porrectis spatiis violenter illisi innumera 
quaedam in civitatibus, et ubi reperta sunt aedificia, complanarunt; proinde ut ele-
mentorum furente discorcha, involuta facies mundi, miraculorum species ostendebat. 
Ela,9sa enim aequorum magnitudo cum minime speraretur, milia multa necavit homi-
num et submersit, recurrentiumque aestuum incitata vertigine quaedam naves, post-
quam umentis substantiae consenuit tumor, pessumdatae visae sunt, exanimataque 
naufragiis corpora supina iacebant aut prona. Ingentes aliae naves, extrusae rabidis 
flatibus culminibus insedere tectorum, ut Alexandriae contigit et ad secundum lapi-
dem fere procul a litore contortae sunt aliquae, ut Laconicam prope Mothonen oppidum 
nos transeundo conspeximus, diuturna carie fatiscentem. 

Ammianus' personal experience concerning Methone perhaps derives from his journey 
from Antioch to Rome after the death of Valens, which occurred in 378 (see Henry 
1985, p.39). 
Another contemporary writer is Jerome, who mentions the earthquake in three texts: 
the Chronicon, the Commentary on Isaiah and the Life of St.Hilarion. In his contin-
uation of the Chronicon of Eusebius, written about 380 AD., Jerome records: "There 
was an earthquake throughout the world, and the sea flowed over the shore, causing 
suffering to countless peoples in Sicily and many other islands". 
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Synthesis of the effects of the earthquake and seismic sea-wave of 21 July 365 at the present state 
of knowledge, according to the written sources, the archaelogical data and to the geological indications. 

Terrae motu per totum orbem, mare litus egreditur, et Siciliae multarumque insularum 
innumerabiles populos opprimit. 

Jerome also mentions the seismic sea-wave of 21 July 365 in his Commentary on 
Isaiah, where he links it to an earthquake at Areopolis, on the border between Arabia 
and Palestine, which actually occurred in May 363 (see entry (153) above). 
Then, in the Life of St.Hilarion, Jerome speaks of the effects of the seismic sea-wave 
in the locality of Epidaurus (present day Cavtat) in Dalmatia: "Then there was a uni-
versal earthquake after the death of Julian, which caused the seas to overflow and, as 
though God were threatening a new Flood or everything were returning to primitive 
chaos, ships were hurled on to the rugged mountains and remained suspended there. 
When the people of Epidaurus saw this, they were struck with fear that the huge bil-
lows and breakers and waves as high as mountains would crash down on the shores -
as was already .happening, as far as they could see — and completely destroy their 
town. So they went in to the old man, and took him to the shore, as though they were 
going to war. He drew the sign of the cross three times in the sand and held out his 
hands towards the sea and, amazingly, the sea swelled up to an enormous height, and 
then stopped in front of him, and after roaring for a long time as though expressing its 
rage at a barrier, it gradually flowed back to its own bed". 

Ea tempestate terrae motu totius orbis, qui post Iuliani mortem accidit, maria egressa 
cunt terminos stios, et quasi rursum Deus diluvium minaretur vel in antiquum chaos 
redirent omnia, naves ad praerupta delatae montium pependerunt. Quod cum vide-
rent Epidauretani, frementes scilicet fluctus et undarum moles et montes gurgitum 
littoribus inferri, verentes quod iam evenisse cernebant, ne oppidum funditus subverte-
retur, ingressi stint ad senem, et quasi ad proelium proficiscentes posuerunt eum in 
littore. Qui cum tria crucis signa pinxisset in stabula manusque contra tenderet, 
incredibile dictu est, in quantam altitudinem intumescens mare ante eum steterit, ac 
diu Tremens et quasi ad obicem indignans paulatim in semetipsum relapsum est. 269 
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In the Syriac index to the Festal Letters (no.37) of Athanasius we read: "[the year 365] 
When an earthquake occurred on 27 Epeiph [21 July], the sea flowed back from the 
East and killed many people. A great deal of property was also destroyed". 

: 	Ca 	 \.9cn 	 t...-in,‘ 	cIN 	 7a,c) 

The earthquake is also mentioned in other texts dating to the end of the 4th century. 
The Consularia Constantinopolitana briefly report: "In 365 during the consulship of 
Valentinian and Valens, the sea burst its bounds on the twelfth day before the Calends 
of August [21 July]". 

365. Valentiniano et Valente Augg. His conss. mare ultra terminos suos egressum est 
die xi1 Kal. Aug. 

The late Fasti Vi ndobonenses contain a very similar wording, which may perhaps de-
rive from 4th century documents. 
John Cassian, who was bishop in Egypt between 419 and 426, probably visited the 
region of the Nile delta around 399. He describes the effects of the seismic sea-wave 
and the permanent alterations of the landscape for which it was probably responsible 
in the south-eastern area of the present El Manzala lagoon: "He set off with his stick 
and knapsack, in accordance with monastic custom in those lands, and he himself led 
us to his home town of Panephysis. Its lands have been covered by the sea, as has 
most of surrounding area, which was formerly so fertile that it alone, we are told, sup-
plied the king's table. The sea was disturbed by a sudden earthquake and burst its 
bonds, destroying almost every village and covering what were formerly fertile lands 
with salt marshes, so that you might think that what the psalm sings with a spiritual 
meaning was a literal prophecy of what happened to that region. 'He turns rivers into 
desert and springs of water into thirsty ground; he turns fruitful land into salt waste, 
because of the men dwell there are so wicked'. In these districts, then, the many 
towns perched on the higher hills were abandoned by their inhabitants and the hills 
were turned into islands by the flood, thus providing the desired solitude for holy men 
seeking seclusion". 

Sumpto itaque baculo et pera, ut illic cunctis viam ingredientibus monachis moris est, 
ad civitatem nos suam, id est Panephysin itineris dux ipse perduxit: cuius terras, immo 
etiam contiguae regionis plurimam partem quondam opulentissimam (si quidem ex ea 
cuncta, ut fama est, in regios cibos subministrabantur) repentino terrae motu excus-
sum mare trangressis limitibus occupavit atque ita conlapsis fere omnibus vicis opi-
mas olim terras salsis paludibus supertexit, ut illud quod in psalmo spiritaliter decan-
tatur: posuit (lumina in desertum: et exitus aquarum in sitim. Terram fructiferam in 
salsuginem, a malitia habitantium in ea, secundum litteram de illa putent regione 
praedictum. In his igitur locis multa in hunt modum oppida eminentioribus tumulis 
collata fugatis habitatoribus suis eluvies illa velut insulas fecit, quae desideratam sece-
dentibus sanctis solitudinem praebent. 

The historian Socrates, writing before 440, reports: "Just when the tumult of civil war 
was expected, an earthquake occurred, destroying many towns. [...] This happened 
during the first consulship of the two Augusti [i.e. Valentinian and Valens]". 
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It is striking that none of the sources which are chronologically close to the event 
names a locality directly damaged by the earthquake and, with the exception of 
Socrates, who does mention earthquake damage, they all concentrate on the fright-
ening effects of the very exceptional seismic sea-wave which struck many localities in 



the Mediterranean basin. It might be suggested that this extensive sea-wave was 
caused by an earthquake having its epicentre near the island of Crete, and indeed 
some sources, although late, seem to support such hypothesis. Among them are 
Zosimus, Georgius Monachus, Cedrenus (see entry ( 150 )), and the anonymous Life of 
Athanasius (PG 25, ccx) which states that in 365 more than one hundred cities were 
destroyed in Crete by an earthquake. 
This earthquake was given great emphasis in later sources, and later historians -
particularly if they were Christian — tried to incorporate it in their own moral inter-
pretation of events. Sozomen was the first author to link the description of the earth-
quake of 21 July 365 with the one of the earthquakes which had previously occurred 
during the Julian's reign (see entries (148 ), (149 ), (150 ), (151) and ( 153 )), and he was 
responsible for initiating the enduring tradition which extended the effects of the 
earthquake of 365 to a large part of the Mediterranean basin. (A recent historical-
philological analysis of Sozomen's text can be found in Mazza 1990 [but 1994]). 
In his Ecclesiastical History (composed between 439 and 450), Sozomen writes: 
"Throughout the period of his reign [i.e. that of Julian], God certainly made clear his 
displeasure and caused many calamities to fall on a number of Roman provinces. He 
shook the earth with such fearful earthquakes that houses collapsed, abysses kept 
opening up everywhere, and there was no more safety in the open air than indoors. 
From what I have heard, I conjecture that it was during the reign of this emperor, or, 
at least, when he occupied the second place in the government [355-361], that a great 
calamity occurred near Alexandria, when the sea first receded and then overflowed 
with such sudden force that it flooded the mainland to a great distance, and even 
boats were found on rooftops". 
Sozomen continues remembering that in his time the anniversary of the earthquake 
had still been celebrated every year in Alexandria. This information is confirmed by 
a Coptic text of the late 6th century which remembers the Alexandrine feast of 27 
Epeiph (21 July) "the day of fear" (see Brakmann 1987 and Mazza 1990 [but 19941). 
The information provided by the sources suggests that this was a seismic event of vast 
proportions. The particular historical and political circumstances of the time (the 
death of the emperor Julian in 363 AD putting an end to any attempt to establish the 
hegemony of pagan culture) probably encouraged ancient Christian historians to 
interpret it as a focal point in relation to subsequent events. Its great magnitude was 
probably made ail the more impressive by the effect of the enormous associated sea-
wave and so caused it to be seen as an epoch-making event, as also happened in the 
case of other earthquakes in Byzantium (see Dagron 1981). The frequency with 
which it is mentioned in late antique and medieval writers led to a lively debate 
amongst writers of modern times. From the 6th century onwards, chroniclers were 
already looking far and wide for traces of this "universal earthquake", for they failed 
to appreciate that in using that phrase, St.Jerome really only intended to indicate 
that the enormous damage it caused qualified it as a "cosmic" disaster, which is to say 
one whose consequences were widespread rather than limited to the area of a single 
municipality. 
The debate over the year 365 is of more than marginal interest, because it obliges us 
to deal with complex questions of methodology in the interpretation of sources. In our 
opinion, it is this aspect of the matter which has made the problem emblematic. The 
lively debate between archaeologists and historians has at least had the effect of es-
tablishing a dialogue which is worth pursuing, in spite of all its difficulties. The two 
ways of analysing ancient sources appear to clash, but in fact they have points of simi-
larity. Jacques and Bousquet (1984) would surely have been more convincing if their 
examination of the sources had been slightly less positivistic, and if they had accepted 
that archaeological data also form part of the "conjectures" used by historians. In 
spite of these limited reservations of ours, however, we have to remember that the 271 
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In the second half of the 4th century, the south wall 
collapsed: the ruins have been found in situ 
(U.S. 639). The collapse has been attributed 
to the earthquake of 21 july 365 (unpublished data). 

Gortyna (Crete). General plan of the Praetorium complex. 
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contribution made by Jacques and Bousquet (1984) is of fundamental importance to 
discussion of source criticism. They considered the cultural reasons which led 4th 
and 5th century historians to nurture the myth of the "universal" earthquake. The 
fact that we know "why" the earthquake was so famous, does not in any way reduce its 
impact as a physical phenomenon. Our awareness of this is now accompanied by 
scientific information which allows us to make more positive suggestions as to its 
physical nature than was possible in the past. We have in mind, in particular, the 
data established by Pirazzoli et al. (1992) concerning the uplift at the Phalasarna 
headland on the west coast of Crete. 
The hypothesis that the earthquake epicentre was to the south of Crete was put 
forward by Jacques and Bousquet (1984), and criticised by Guidoboni et al. (1989): but 
these were no more than conjectures. Now, however, it is possible to advance a new 
and more reliable hypothesis also based on biological indicators (remains of marine 
microfauna) found by Pirazzoli et al. (1992). They discovered an 8 m uplift in the 
western area of Crete, and provided information which limits the epicentral area to at 
least the central part of Crete. The fact that the uplift occurred in a single movement 
seems to bear witness of an extensive seismic sea-wave, which we can identify as the 
one that followed the earthquake of 365 and left such an impression at the time. 
Further investigations in situ are needed in order to establish the dimensions of the 
structure subjected to uplift, for the Phalasarna headland is only part of it. We would 
need far more geophysical and geological data in order to construct a mathematical 
model of the earthquake and to simulate the effects of the seismic sea-wave on 
Mediterranean coastal areas. Seismic events of similar dimensions and involving 
uplift of a similar kind are, of course, known to seismology, and they are generally 
reckoned to have had very high magnitudes (from 7 to 8). What we are beginning to 
see clearly, then, is that while the earthquake was no doubt destructive in Crete, it 
could scarcely have been destructive in other Mediterranean areas (we can therefore 
exclude collapses in Cyprus, north-west Africa and Sicily). Recent excavations at 
Gortyna, in the south-central part of Crete are beginning to point to collapses of 
important structures datable to about 365 AD. (see figures on p.272; see also Di Vita 
1979-80 [but 1986]). 
Lepelley (1984 a, b; 1990 [but 1994]) makes an important point about north-west 
Africa which deserves our consideration. He points out that we have an exceptionally 
rich corpus of literary and epigraphic information for the 4th century, which should 
allow us to identify direct or indirect references to any damage caused by the earth-
quake of 365 A.D There are two particular literary sources which Lepelley uses to 
show, ex silentio, that north-west Africa did not suffer any damage from this earth-
quake: a work written in 366-367 AD. by Optatus, bishop of Milevi (present-day Mila in 
Algeria), against the Donatist schismatics and the Confessions of St.Augustine, who 
was living at Thagaste (present-day Souk-Ahras in Algeria) at the time. This latter 
provides a very accurate diary of events. Lepelley also examines 76 inscriptions, rela-
ting to the whole of North Africa, which mention construction or restoration work 
between 364 and 383 AD. His critical examination leads him firmly to exclude the pos-
sibility that these inscriptions can be used as evidence of damage resulting from the 
365 A.D. earthquake, for he thinks that the construction work referred to in them is to 
be explained in other ways (see also Catalogo epigrafi 1989, pp.161-5, nos.9-34). 
It is well known that many archaeologists have explained collapses that they have archaeological 

discovered as caused by this earthquake; and this game of "hunt the earthquake" has literature 

become particularly popular in recent years. 	It is therefore worth tracing the 
archaeological history of the earthquake, now that the querelle has been settled. 
If we look at the bibliography of research into the archaeological aspects of the earth-
quake of 21 July 365, we notice certain salient characteristics. In particular, there is 
a radical turning point in research in the year 1964, when A.Di Vita expressed the 273 
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cautious opinion that the damage to Mausoleum B at Sabratha had been caused not so 
much by Austoriani raids (as had been thought until then) as by the 365 earthquake. 
Until that time, most of the very few theories which had placed any emphasis on the 
365 earthquake had been of a historical kind (Putorti 1912; Pace 1949), and lacked 
any archaeological support at all. Where there was archeological evidence, before 
1964, of destruction caused by earthquakes, a generic dating to the second half of the 
4th century AD. was inevitably suggested (Comparetti 1914; Ghislanzoni 1916; 
Gismondi 1951). 
After Di Vita had made his initial suggestion, he himself tracked down evidence of the 
earthquake in other cities, and he was followed by many other scholars who, on the 
one hand provided chronological evidence of a quite satisfactory kind, and on the 
other, claimed to find earthquake damage where in fact there was no evidence of 
destruction by natural catastrophe at all. A typical case in point is Manganaro's sug-
gestion (1972-73) about the Sophiana statio, (in central Sicily) and there may be 
another example relating to Palermo (Camerata-Scovazzo 1975; Tamburello 1977), all 
of which can probably be explained as "conditioning" or "scientific suggestion". 
It is to Di Vita's credit that he used this case to make possible the initiation of a wide-
ranging discussion among archaeologists and historians, for he was the first to indi-
cate the extraordinary importance of archaeological data as sources for historical seis-
mology. When making a general consideration of archaeological aspects of the matter, 
the following points must be kept in mind: 
1) the chronological data provided by archaeological research do not permit a dating 
ad annum; even though archaeologists' time-scales are based on the year; they can 
determine post or ante quem limits and therefore chronological spans; 
2) even though chronological data may be sound in themselves, they may be condi-
tioned by the interpretation of the archaeologist or the person who publishes the exca-
vation (as happened in the case of Kenrick 1986, who altered the interpretation of 
those who carried out the excavation); 
3) a substantial change in archaeological excavation methodology took place in the 
1960s. 
The ever increasing use of stratigraphic excavations over large areas has led to a sub-
stantial improvement in establishing time scales at the various sites, and in some 
cases has brought about a clear modification to datings which had previously been 
taken as correct (as in the case of the Kourion earthquake — see Soren and Leonard 
1989). The problem lies, of course, in excavations carried out by other methods and 
with other aims (mostly earth excavations). Unfortunately, the data they provide are 
generally speaking quite useless when it comes to establishing a chronological se-
quence. 

( 155) 11 October 368 •Nicea, Bithynia >seismic sea-waved 
sources t 	Greg. Naz. Serm. 7.15, ep. 1.20; Eus. Hieron. Chron. 245f; Socr. 4.10-1; Mal. 342-3; 

Chron. Pasch. 301; Ioh. Nik. 82.19 (p.97 [217]/325 [445] Zotenberg = p.84 Charles) 

sources 2 	Cons. Constant. a. 368; Sozom. 6.10.2; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 181; Niceph. Call. 11.4; Elia Nisib. 102; 

Mich. Syr. 1.295 

literature Henry (1985) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Grumel (1958); 

Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

About the year 368, Nicea was completely destroyed by an earthquake. The disaster 
is often recorded even in very late chronicles, because of the fame acquired by the city 
through the ecumenical council held there in 325. 
In his Historia Ecclesiastica, Socrates records the earthquake as follows: "In the next 



year, when Valentinian and Valens were consuls for the second time [368], an earth-
quake occurred in Bithynia on 11 October and destroyed the city of Nicea. This was 
about twelve years after Nicomedia had been visited by a similar catastrophe". 
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The fact that the two earthquakes are mentioned together is due to the rivalry 
between Nicea and Nicomedia. Elias of Nisibis, whose source is Socrates, wrongly 
states that the earthquake at Nicomedia occurred on 28 Ab 669 [i.e. August 368]. 
The Chronicon Paschale records the earthquake as having occurred on 11 October 368 
AD., the fourth year of the 287th Olympiad: "In the time of these consuls an earthquake 
occurred in the city of Nicea and razed it to the ground. It happened in the month of 
Gorpiaeus, on the fifth day before the Ides of October [11 October]". 
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Malalas gives a different sequence of events: "During his reign [that of Valens] the city 
of Nicea in Bithynia suffered from the wrath of God in the month of September of the 
11th indiction [367 AD.]". 
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John of Nikiu (quoted here in the Ethiopic translation) also records a seismic sea-
wave: "And in the days of this abominable [Valens] there was an earthquake in the 
city of Nicea where the holy council had been held. For the sea rose against it and 
overwhelmed it". 
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Since Malalas (who only speaks of "the wrath of God") is John of Nikiu's source, it is 
not impossible that the seismic sea-wave mentioned by the latter occurred in 
September 367, and is therefore quite separate from the earthquake of 11 October 368. 
Gregory of Nazianzus refers to this earthquake in a letter to his brother Caesarius, 
who was at Nicea when the earthquake occurred. Caesarius died shortly afterwards. 
In an encomium written in memory of his brother, Gregory recalls his deeds of bravery 
and compassion during the earthquake. 

( 156 ) 368/369 •Germe 
sources 1 	Socr. 4.11 

sources 2 	Niceph. Call. 11.4; Georg. Mon. 560 

literature Jacques and Bousquet (1984) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989) 

In the same chapter of the Historia Ecclesiastica in which he records the Nicea earth-
quake of 368, Socrates tells of another earthquake, in the Hellespont. He specifies 
that these disasters were interpreted as signs of upheaval in the Church, troubled as 
it was by internal strife and persecution: "Soon afterwards most of Germe in the 
Hellespont was reduced to ruins by another earthquake". 

'Oki,yov Se [A,E-ra Toy& toy GEL0161/ xat FiNnic Trig rE2ario.3tOvTov to :road( Opri into 

TOU Etepov octo[toii KatilvExeri. 275 



Kourion (Cyprus). Skeletons found during excavation 
of the large house between 1984 and 1987. The three 
members of the family are united in one last desperate 
embrace, and were probably victims of the earthquake 
which struck several towns in Cyprus in about 370 
including Paphos, which is about 50 km from Kourion 
(© Martha Cooper). 



Georgius Monachus confuses this earthquake with that of 365 (see entry ( 154 )), and 
also repeats a chronicler's mistake (Malalas?) by placing it during the reign of 
Gratian. Grume [ (1958, p.4'7'7) dates the earthquake to 368 or 369. 

( 157 ) c.370 •Paphos, •Cyprus 
sources 	Liban. Or. 2.52; Greg. Nyss. PG 45.108; Hieron. V. Hilar. 30.2 

literature Soren (1981, 1985); Jensen (1985); Michaelidou-Nicolau (1985); Soren et al. (1986); 
Soren and Leonard (1989) 

catalogues Schmidt (1881); Guidoboni (1989) 

Libanius, writing around 380/1, refers to an earthquake in Cyprus which had aroused 
the compassion of the people of Antioch: "We are not Cypriots, and we have not yet 
seen our city laid low by earthquakes — heaven forbid — but nevertheless you can 
hear many people moaning and lamenting 'Alas, poor cities! Where on earth are you 
now?' and no one has reproved us for thinking that we shared in the disaster, though 
separated from the island by such a stretch of sea". 

oi)K bcrl.tv KiiapLoi ours, ovv 'Aopaarda Ss sipricrEtat,_ To) csaal.t(ii KaTEvcx0fioav 

TiF 	 6!_tcog 	 KOti 661114t01,, Kai 	7t6X,ELg, Jtali JtOTE ap' sots; 
Floi\JAv lw dtICOELV kEybv-rcov, Ktit ovSEiS iTtakTic- EV E't TOUCtlitli tijg VTi001/ SIELpy(54£1/01 

ti 00tkCiC101:1 (IETEXEIV 	crup4opc7c; 

Jerome mentions that earthquakes were frequent at Paphos and that it was in ruins 
in his day, though not when Hilarion visited it: "So he entered Paphos, that city in 
Cyprus which has been made famous by the poets. It has frequently been destroyed 
by earthquakes, and now has only ruins to show what it once was". 

Ingressus ergo Paphum urbem Cypri nobilem carminibus poetarum quae frequenter 
terrae motu lapsa, nunc ruinarum tantum vestigiis quid olim fuerit, ostendit. 

Bearing in mind that, according to Jerome, Hilarion had been in Epidaurus in the 
years immeditely before this (see entry ( 154 )), we may date this earthquake to 370, 
whereas Libanius' oration can be dated to about 380/1. The frequent earthquakes 
referred to probably include the one which occurred in 17 B.C.(see entry ( 074 )), and 
almost certainly that of 77 AD. (see entry ( 101 )), since Paphos may well be one of the 
"three cities of Cyprus (tres civitates Cypri) mentioned by Eusebius. 
The evidence provided by Gregory of Nyssa is rather vague. In fact, he refers very 
vaguely to earthquakes as having occurred on Mt.Sangarius, in Bithynia, Paphla-
gonia, Cyprus, Pisidia and Greece. Ever since the time of Clinton's Fasti Romani 
(1.408), Gregory's evidence has been taken to refer to occurrences in those years, espe-
cially the Neocaesarea earthquake (see entry (141)) and the Rhodes earthquake of 344 
(see entry ( 142 )). But Gregory of Nyssa was writing around 380 — i.e. long 
afterwards — and his evidence is therefore not entirely trustworthy. And in any case, 
these are allusions to various earthquakes; for in Bithynia, both Nicomedia and Nicea 
were frequently struck by earthquakes in the 4th century. As for Pisidia and 
Paphlagonia, we have no evidence of earthquakes close to the time concerned, and so 
it is not possible to provide confirmation of Gregory of Nyssa's vague allusion. 
The problem of earthquakes in Cyprus has been studied by the archaeologist D.Soren 
on a number of occasions. In excavating Kourion, he found traces of major collapses 
during the 4th century (see the discussion of the sources for the earthquakes at 
Salamis in Cyprus in 332 and 342 in entries ( 136) and ( 140 )). Soren and his col-
leagues first thought that the collapses were related to an earthquake which had 
occurred between 364 and 370, the terminus post quem being provided by some coin 
finds, and the terminus ante quem by the evidence of Jerome: see Soren (1981, 1985). 277 
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Later on, Soren was influenced by archaeological studies on the earthquake of 365 (see 
entry ( 154 )), and especially by the research of N.N.Ambraseys, and so suggested a 
more precise dating, thereby siding with those scholars who "support" this as evidence 
of the famous earthquake of 365. Soren (1981) has reassessed the evidence provided 
by Jerome, whose Life of St.Hilarion was written fairly late (c.391). Jensen (1985) 
has pointed out that there was a seismic sea-wave in 365 (see entry ( 154 )), and that 
there is therefore no reason to reject the date 365; and, finally, Soren et al. (1986) felt 
they could confirm this date on the basis of archaeological data (mostly evidence from 
the Kourion excavations: see Soren and Leonard 1989). But this is no more than spec-
ulation, based on coin finds, which at best can only provide a terminus post quem (cf. 
what Michaelidou-Nicolau 1985 has written on the subject. On the basis of coin finds, 
she has suggested that another earthquake occurred at Paphos roughly at the time of 
Hadrian (117-138), though it is not mentioned in any of the sources). 

( 158) before 374 •Reggio Calabria 
inscriptions Putorti (1912); AE 1913, 227 

literature Baratta (1936); Jacques and Bousquet (1984); Henry (1985); De Stefano (1987); Spadea (1987); 

Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

An inscription found at Reggio Calabria in 1912 records the rebuilding of the baths 
and nearby basilica in 374 AD. by the imperial family of Valentinian I, Valens and 
Gratian (Putorti 1912, pp.791-802; AE 1913, 227; Baratta 1936, p.13; Catalogo epigrafi 
1989, pp.146-7): "The Emperor Caesar Flavius Valentinianus Pius Felix victor and in 
triumph always Augustus and Flavius Valens Pius Felix victor and in triumph always 
Augustus and Flavius Gratianus Pius Felix victor and in triumph always Augustus 
rebuilt for their people of Reggio the [b]aths which had been destroyed in an earth-
quake and by the passing of the years, renewing them with better auspices, in form 
and decoration, and they restored the basilica with splendid marble decoration such as 
it had [n]ever had before, and added a new portico, under the supervision of Pontius 
Atticus, an eminent senator, governor of Lucania and the Abruzzi. They were dedi-
cated on the fourth day before the Calends of July (27 June), during the consulship of 
our lord Gratianus Augustus, for the third time, and the senator Flavius Equitius". 

Imperator Caesar Flavius Valentinianus Pius Felix victor / ac triumfator (sic) semper 
Augustus et Flavius Valens Pius Felix / victor ac friumfator (sic) semper Augustus et 
Flavius Gratianus / Pius Felix victor ac triumfator (sic) semper Augustus Reginis suis 
I Whermas vetustate et terrae motu conlabsas in m 'iorem / cultum formamque auspi-
ciis felicioribus reddiderunt / reddita basilica mar forum quae [nlumquam habuerat 
/ pulcritudine (sic) decorata, nova etiam porticu adiecta, curante / Pontio Attico, v(iro) 
c(larissimo), correctore Lucaniae et Bruttioru,71, dedecatas (sic) I quartum 
Kalendarum Iuliarum die, domino nostro Gratiano Augusto tertio et Flavio Equitio 
v(iro) c(larissimo) consulibus. 

The new buildings were inaugurated in 374, when Gratianus and Equitius were con-
suls. The earthquake mentioned in the inscription has been identified by Putorti 
(1912, pp.799-802) as that of 365 A.D.; in our opinion. however, there is no convincing 
evidence to justify this suggestion, and so we assume the collapse to have been the 
result of local seismic activity (see also recent archaeological evidence in Spadea 1987, 
pp.468-71). 
Jacques and Bousquet (1984, p.424, note 7) have sugg,,:sted — though very tentatively 
— that the earthquake should be dated to 362-364 AD. It is not impossible that this is 
the earthquake which struck Sicily during the reign of Julian, mentioned by Libanius 



(see entry 149 )) . If that is so, there may have been one or more related earthquakes 
in eastern Sicily. 

A marble plaque from Reggio Calabria. The text records the restoration, in 374 A.D., 

of baths which had been reduced to ruins "by the years and an earthquake" 

(Museo Nazionale, Reggio Calabria, photo Soprintendenza Archeologica della Calabria). 

( 159) shortly before 375 •Benevento 
sources 	Symm. Ep. 1.4 

literature Serva (1985); Molin and Serva (1985) 

catalogues Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

In one of his letters, Symmachus records that after an earthquake the people of 
Benevento tried hard to restore the city to its former beauty: "Embellishing the city 
with their own resources is a hard task. For after the earthquake they were left with 
practically nothing". 

Privatam pecuniam pro civitatis ornatu certatim fatigant. Nam postquam terra 
movit, nihil paene illis reliqui factum est. 

Earthquakes in the Benevento area tend to be destructive. Amongst better known 
modern cases are the earthquakes of 5 June 1688 (Serva 1985, pp.44-7), 14 March 
1702 (Molin and Serva 1985, pp.54-5) and 17 September 1885 (Baratta 1901, p.502). 279 
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( 160 ) September-November 394 the Constantinople area? 
sources 	Marcell. Corn. 64.6-7 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Grumel (1958); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Marcellinus mentions an earthquake in Europe in very general terms: "From 
September to November, many regions of Europe were repeatedly shaken by an earth-
quake". 

Terrae motu a mense Septembrio in Novembrium continuo imminente aliquantae 
Europa regione quassatae sunt. 

He may perhaps be referring to Constantinople's Balkan hinterland. 

( 161 ) 396 Constantinople? 
sources 1 	Oros. Hist. 3.3.1-2; Chron. Gall. a. 452; Marcell. Corn. 64.32-3 

sources 2 	Glyc. 478-9 

literature Hubaux (1954); Cameron (1987); Grattarola (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

After mentioning the disaster at Helice and Bura in 373 B.C. (see entry ( 024 )), Orosius 
reports an earthquake which occurred in his own day: "I, on the other hand, could now 
tell of similar things happening in our own day at Constantinople, a city equal in 
greatness to Rome; for they were predicted and actually occurred, but without the 
disastrous consequences that might have been expected. For after a dire warning and 
revelation of disaster to come, the earth shook to its foundations, and flames filled the 
sky and hung over the city; but then God heard the prayers of the emperor Arcadius 
and the Christian people, and averted the imminent disaster". 

At ego nunc e contrario poteram similia in diebus nostris apud Constantinopolim, 
aeque modo principem gentium, praedicta et facta sed non perfecta narrare, cum post 
terribilem denuntiationem conscientiamque mali sua praesciam subter commota fun-
ditus terra tremeret et desuper fusa caelitus flamma penderet, donee orationibus 
Arcadii principis et populi Christian i praesentem perditionem Deus exoratus averteret. 

It is not clear whether Orosius is referring to the earthquake of 396 or of 402 (see 
entry ( 163 )), or even that of 407 (see entry ( 165 )). 
Marcellinus records that in the fourth year of the reign of Arcadius and the third of 
Honorius: "There was an earthquake for a number of days, and the sky seemed to be 
on fire". 

Terrae rnotus per dies plurimos fuit caelumque ardere visum est. 

The Gallic Chronicle of 452 also refers to a column of fire in the sky, but relates it to 
the year 395: "Constantinople repented whole-heartedly of its sins, and so escaped the 
wrath of God in the form of fire which rose up above the clouds with terrifying bright-
ness". 

Constantinopolis eminentem dei iram ignem super nube( m) terribiliter fulgente(m) toto 
ad penitentiam animo conversa subterfugit. 

According to Cameron (1987), these sources are referring to an earthquake in 396; and 
without supporting his hypothesis with any scientific argument, he suggests that the 
fire seen in the sky was volcanic. In his view, the tremors may also be related to a vol-
canic eruption. 



Earthquakes in this period seem to have struck the sensitivity of many writers, with 
some consequent misunderstandings. For example, Gregory of Nyssa, in his Funeral 
Oration for Pulcheria (daughter of Theodosius I; she died in 385/6), refers three times 
to an earthquake tremor which apparently occurred at the time of her death (Greg. 
Nyss. Pulcher. 461.8; 462.24; 463.1; Placill. 481). He claims that a similar tremor 
occurred when her mother, Flaccilla, died shortly afterwards. Cameron (1987, p.352) 
rejects this evidence as being no more than a literary topos. 

Necropolis of Cyrene (Libya). Tomb of Demeter: 

Painted Christian Greek inscription recording 

the death of a mother and her son in an 

earthquake in the late 4th century 

(photo L.Bacchielli). 

( 162) end of the 4th century •Cyrene, •Hydrax 
sources 	Synes. 42.71.1, 61.11.16 

inscriptions Comparetti (1914) 

Literature Rogues (1987); Henry (1985) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

There is a painted Greek Christian inscription, found in the necropolis at Cyrene, 
which reads: "Demetra, daughter of the landowner Gaius. She lies here with (?) this 
tomb, [buried?] after her son Theodulus. They died in the fields at Myropola, as the 
result of an earthquake Li". 

AiuttpLa ()Ilya-trip / TaLou TO1-1 CoVTIOCILLEV01) / to µV1111,01/ rt3TO £VOCME KITE 	[Arta 

tot) 1/1,0171 Ctilt rig OEco/oolikuu. 	uo-rot "C'EX,ElitliCTOCV 	ETU dy 1)011 MuponcoXdi at 	/ 

yEvoitvou 

The inscription has subsequently been slightly altered, with additions in the left-hand 
margin, in a way which is not altogether clear. It was published by Comparetti 
(1914), who suggested a dating to 394, but in fact there seems to be insufficient evi-
dence to make dating possible. We know of two epistolae by Synesius of Cyrene writ-
ten in early 412, in which he says that earthquake damage could still be seen in 
Cyrenaica, though the date of the earthquakes is unclear. In Epistola 42, which in-
cludes the decree of excommunication of the magistrate Andronicus, he says that the 
latter is as great a scourge as those which had already struck the Pentapolis: an earth-
quake, locusts, famine and war. In Epistola 61, on the other hand, he says that the 
fortress of Hydrax had been "destroyed by an earthquake sent by the divine will, 
which reduced it to ruins". 

KatamioavTog 	0Eati y yovEv iKkcikEukvov 63e lmov. 

Rogues (1987, pp.45-52) reviews the sources and tries to relate all their evidence to the 
earthquake of 365, but without producing really convincing evidence to that effect. 281 



( 163 ) 402 Constantinople 
sources 	Synes. ep. 61; Ioh. Chrys. horn. 7, PG 60.66; hom. 41, PG 60.291; Claudian. in Eutr. 2.24-45; 

Philostorg. HE 11.7; Marcell. Corn. 67.13-4 
literature Seeck (1894, 1913); Henry (1985); Barnes (1986); Cameron (1987); Rogues (1989) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

According to Marcellinus, the earthquake occurred in 402: "There was a great earth-
quake at Constantinople". 

Constantinopolim [sic] ingens terrae motus fuit. 

This may be the same earthquake as the one mentioned in Epistola 61 by Synesius of 
Cyrene. At the end of his embassy to Constantinople in 402, he wrote: "God often 
caused tremors to occur by day, and most men, with bowed heads, devoted themselves 
to prayer; the earth's surface did indeed shake". 

EGELEV o OcOg Trig ill4ag aoXXdoctg, Kai apoc iKErripag 	ot. avepautoi Trnrivag 
of nkEinvg To yap ibaci)og expaoctiyc-ro. 

Grumel (1958, p.47'7) dates the earthquake to June 402. There has recently been a 
debate about the dating, and other sources have been taken into consideration, but 
they are more difficult to date. One interesting piece of evidence, in spite of its vague-
ness, is in Homilies 7 and 41 On the Acts of the Apostles by John Chrysostom, where he 
invites the faithful to remember the earthquake which had struck them. In Homily 
41 he also seems to suggest that an earthquake had occurred the year before, by 
asking the rhetorical question: "Did not God last year shake our whole city?". 

ov .Tapuoty ETivaEV o Ococ 	acikof ITCXG(XV. 

The matter was brought up as part of the explanation of how the people had relapsed 
into their "normal" way of life only three days after temporarily abandoning their sin-
ful ways. In his Ecclesiastical History, Philostorgius also makes a vague reference to 
earthquakes occurring along with other prodigies in Europe, Asia and Africa. 
The poet Claudian, too, speaks of a "tremor" striking Chalcedon and disturbing the 
sea at the Bosphorus; but this must surely be a literary topos, and must also be dated 
to January 399, since the disasters concerned were supposed to have happened during 
the consulship of Eutropius, who is the butt of Claudian's invective: "Ere yet he had 
donned the consul's robe there came a rumbling from the bowels of the earth; a hidden 
madness shook the subterranean caverns and buildings crashed one on another. 
Chalcedon, shaken to its foundations, tottered like a drunken man, and Bosphorus, 
straying from his course, flooded the cities on his either bank". 

Induerat necdum trabeas: mugitus ab axe / redditus inferno, rabies arcana cavernas / 
vibrat et alterno confligunt culmine lapsu. I bacchatus per operta tremor Calchedona 
movit / pronus et in gematus nutavit Bosphorus urbes. 

Seeck (1894) —from whom Downey (1955, p.597) and Hermann (1962, co1.1107) derive 
their information — relates the evidence provided by John Chrysostom to the earth-
quake of 402 recorded by Marcellinus; and in a later study (1913, pp.305 and 563), 
Seeck expresses the opinion that Claudian and Philostorgius were alluding to a differ-
ent earthquake, which occurred at Constantinople in 398. 
Barnes (1986) has shown that, given the context of the remarks of Synesius (he men-
tions the consulship of Aurelianus), the earthquake of 402 might be datable to 400; 
and Cameron (1987) took up this argument. In his view, the allusions to an earth-
quake in John Chrysostom's Homilies 7 and 41 can also be dated to 400, his argument 

2 8 2 	 being based on a series of clues deriving solely from literary sources. Cameron also 



takes into consideration the tradition surrounding the earthquake of 396 (see entry 
( 161 )), and concludes that there were in fact two earthquakes: one in 396 and the 
other in 400. According to Cameron, the earthquake of 398, suggested by Seeck, and 
that of 402, are to be rejected. 
However, Cameron's ingenious reconstruction is less than perfect. If we wished to 
associate Claudian's evidence with the year 400, we would have to reject that of 
Synesius, who put to sea after the earthquake, since the sea was safer than the land. 
Since Claudian mentions a seismic sea-wave, the two passages may not be referring to 
the same occurrence. But even if we assume that Claudian's lines are no more than a 
literary topos, there is no chronological way in which we could account for his having 
shifted the earthquake to a different year. 
Rogues (1989, p.19, note 26) points out that the passages from John Chrysostom used 
by Cameron involve too many dating problems to permit firm conclusions to be drawn: 
Homily 41 could itself be dated to 402. 
It is difficult to date the earthquake mentioned by Orosius. We have attributed it to 
396 (see entry (161)), but it could equally well be this or even a later one. 
We feel that historians and textual scholars should proceed with greater caution. The 
period concerned presents too many problems of interpretation for satisfactory conclu-
sions to be reached. The language of the times was such that earthquake tremors 
described as "terrible" or "terrifying" were not necessarily destructive, and it was 
fairly easy for a historian or writer of apologetics to conflate or confuse his sources. 
There are various other allusions to earthquakes in the writings of John Chrysostom 
(see Henry 1985 and Cameron 1987), but unfortunately they cannot all be dated. For 
example, it is difficult to date what is known as the Homily after the Earthquake (PG 
50.713-6), or Homily vi on Lazarus (PG 48.1027-44), and in any case they do not provide 
what can be taken as observational data on occurrences, nor do they seem to refer to 
recent destructive earthquakes. 

164) a night in 403 Constantinople 
sources I 	Theodor. HE 5.34 

sources 2 Synax. Arm. PO 6.218 and 234 

literature Demougeot (1951); Stiernon (1965); Rogues (1989) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989) 

Theodoret records an earthquake at Constantinople which probably only caused 
alarm: "At night a great earthquake took place, and the empress was extremely fright- 
ened. 	At the earliest break of day messengers were sent to where [St.John 
Chrysostom I was in exile, entreating him to return to the city as rapidly as possible, 
and save it from impending danger". 

µsyiGtov vi,x-rwp yri£V111thVOU Kai bEiltaTOg T1'1V paGa.1,8CC KOCTECTX11K620(:, 

Irpolisuc 	 Jpec toy 	 durEotafloav, dtv-r(13oXofiv-rsc we vixarra to 60T1.) 

KaTUXCE4E111/ Kae CrtijOCCL Tr) 3T6XEL toy KIN8INOV. 

The hagiographical tradition also records earthquakes and hail for this period, and 
interprets them as signs of God's disapproval of the exiling of John Chrysostom by the 
empress Eudoxia: see Demougeot's chronology (1951, p.322) and Stiernon (1965, p.681). 
The association between John Chrysostom and earthquakes must have appealed to 
the popular imagination. The Armenian Synaxarium also records that Eudoxia's 
tomb in Constantinople shook for 33 years [from 405 to 438], until the remains of 
St.John Chrysostom, who had died in Armenia Minor, were brought back to the city. 
Rogues (1989) thinks this is the earthquake of 402 (see entry ( 163 )), but he does not 
support his hypothesis with any argument. 283 
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165) the night of 1 April 407 *Constantinople >seismic sea-waved 

	

sources 	Nyl. Ancyr. epist. 2.265; Chron. Pasch. 570 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

A destructive earthquake at Constantinople is recorded in the Chronicon Paschale: 
"And in this year [407] there was great rain with thunder and earthquake in the 
month of Xanthicus, on the Calends of April [1 April] in the first watch of the night. 
As a result the bronze tiles of the Forum of Theodosius were swept away to 
Cainoupolis, and Christ's emblem and a considerable number of corpses were cast 
ashore at the Hebdomon". 

Kai ai,T(t) TO 'ETU eyevEto 	 (An ovv ripov-tai; Kat cuierpanotic Ka‘i crEicrwii t vi 
5a•VT11(6) KakaVoaig Cutp)ki,ay.:. Jtpcuovavi.u.), 6)62v. (iyauxEvocuOrivai tag KEpaµovs Tag 
)(a)■.,K (IC TOO cpcipou 0E0600.1,0U £7:Tel, Kan/067E0'4W Kai T6 0.1.7V6ZpLUTOV Tal3 KaJTETWA,1,0 
MEGCLV K 	Itak"ka. ICAO I:C1 MAE 1:V Ka. h:pyinivai oicriv(4icx-roc oi'/K (:)klya sv TO) r EP() [1,0). 

Cainoupolis means the area by the Sea of Marmara to the south east of the Forum of 
Theodosius and to the east of the port of Theodosius. There may be a reference to this 
earthquake in an epistola by Nilus of Ancyra, who was replying to a letter from the 
emperor Arcadius, in which a religious opinion on the earthquake was sought. This 
may be the same earthquake as that mentioned by Orosius which we have dated to 
396 (see entry (161)). In fact it is not attributable to any date with certainty. 

166) 408 Rome 

	

sources l 	Marcell. Corn. 69.22-3 

	

sources 2 	Theoph. 124; Exc. Sangall. 19 

inseriptiens cm, 6.1676 

	

literature 	Lanciani (1897); Marchetti Longhi (1922); Guarducci (1969-70); Coarelli (1981); 

Manacorda (1982); Panciera (1982); Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 

catalogues Manetti 114571; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Baratta (1892); 

Galli (1906); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

The Chronicle of Marcellinus states: "In the Forum Pacis in Rome, the earth rumbled 
for seven days". 

Romae in foro Pacis per dies septenz terra mugitum dedit. 

The phrase mugitus terrae (a rumbling of the earth) is often used to describe the noise 
made by an earthquake, but sources sometimes record a mugitus without specifying a 
seismic origin. This hypothetical earthquake has been linked by some scholars to the 
rebuilding of a schola, which already existed in the third century A.D. The new build-
ing was to be near the porticus Minucia Frumentaria (Guarducci 1969-70, p.228; 
Coarelli 1981, pp.25, 48). We are now, however, in an area of very vague hypotheses. 
We cannot even completely exclude the possibility that the noise had a purely sym-
bolic value, in view of the fact that it was heard in the Forum Pacis in the very year 
when Alaric's Visigoths invaded Italy for the second time. 
An inscription from Rome, dating to 421-423 but now no longer in existence (cm 

6.1676), has been linked to this earthquake (Catalogo epigrafi (1989, pp.150-1): 
"[Given the safety of] Our Lords and eternal Princes Honori[us and Theodosius (our 
two) Aug(usti)], Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus, an illustrious senator and praefectus 
ur[bi, restored] to its original form and use the [---] which was destroyed as a result of 
an event brought about by fate". 
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395] rather than Theodosius II [408-450], suggesting that it was the one recorded by 
Cedre:nus (550-1) as having occurred during the reign of Gratian [375-383]. 
According to Di Vita (1979-80 [but 1986], p.439), the damage to the baths at Gortyna 
was caused by the 365 AD. earthquake (see entry ( 154 )). He relies largely on coin 
finds, and hence on establishing a terminus post quem, and plays down the evidence 
provided by Malalas, pointing out that he often makes mistakes, and implicitly sug-
gesting that the baths were restored by Theodosius I and not by Theodosius II. But 
Malalas specifically asserts that the earthquake occurred "under Theodosius". 
Therefore, if the record of Malalas is accepted, the damage to the baths of Gortyna will 
be dated to after 365. (For the damage to the Praetorium, see p.272). 

( 168) 5 July 409 Constantinople 
sources 	Chron. Pasch. 570 

literature Whitby and Whitby (1989) 

The only source to mention this earthquake is the Chronicon Paschale: "And in the 
same year [408] there was great rain with thunder and lightning and an earthquake 
in the month of Panemus, on the third day before the Nones of July [5 July], a Monday, 
at the first hour". 

KC.O. CELYTO tW ETE L E'EVETO 13p0)(E1 LtEy 	al/ V 13p0VECA; ICCO, CiOTpCOLOig K al OE LOLLO IATT\i'L 

Trav4tco Trp6 y voivtov 'tcyuktcov ill,t4x beim:pa iiipq a'. 

Whitby and Whitby (1989, p.61) have pointed out that, chronologically speaking, the 
date 5 July would be correct for 409. The fact that the earthquake is not mentioned 
by other writers suggests that it was a minor one, and that the Chronicon Paschale 
mentions it only because of its value as a prodigy. 

( 169) 417 *Cibyra 
sources 	Marcell. Corn. 73.14-6 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Marcellinus writes: "It became dark in the daytime. Cibyra, a city in Asia, and some 
farmland were swallowed up by an earthquake". 

Tenebrae in die factae sunt. Cibyra Asiae ciuitas aliquantaque praedia terrae motu 
demersa. 

( 170) the evening of 20 April 417 Constantinople? 
sources 	Chron. Pasch. 572 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

The Chronicon Paschale records this earthquake with a wealth of chronological detail: 
"Indiction 15, year 9, the 11th consulship of Honorius and the 2nd of Constantius. In 
the time of these consuls there occurred a great earthquake in the evening, on a 
Friday in the month of Xanthicus, on the twelfth day before the Calends of May [20 
April'. It was on the same day as the Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ". 

Iv& LE '. 	'0 	WOOL O'U To 	 KWVOTOLVTLOU TO 1.3'. 	E TO, TOEYTCOV T(iLV ii7L6TCOV 

creLop,6g iyeVETO tEyac £0.7t£ pag ii[thpcc napccoicanj 	ccv-ru<6.) ap6 113" Kca.avouTiv 

[AA:dm. rjv Ss Kai  CEUTT1V 	Tri kpav TO 1uleog -um).  KU pi, Otl TiLL6V 'IT1001L XpLOT013. 



Catalogues also place the earthquake at Constantinople, on the grounds that it was 
normal for Byzantine chroniclers not to mention where an earthquake occurred if it 
was at Constantinople. However, Malalas (363) says that the first earthquake at 
Constantinople in the reign of Theodosius II was that of 26 January 447. But Malalas 
writes of "divine wrath" rather than ocio[tog, and hence may well not have bothered to 
mention minor earthquakes (see entry ( 174 )). The fact remains, nevertheless, that 
the Chronicon Paschale describes this earthquake as "great". 
For lack of other evidence, we may conclude that there may have been a strong but not 
destructive earthquake at Constantinople, and it may have nothing to do with the 
more serious earthquake which struck Cibyra. The Chronicon Paschale probably 
pays some attention to the earthquake because it occurred on Good Friday. 

( 171) 419 Jerusalem, •Palestine 
sources 	Aug. Serra. 19.6; Cons. Constant. a. 419; Hydat. Chron. 66 (= 71a Tranoy);Marcell. Corn. 74.8-9 

literature 	Russell (1985) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Amiran (1950-51); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his Sermons, Augustine mentions various earthquakes in Palestine as a result of 
which thousands of people were baptised: "Great earthquakes are reported from the 
East. Some great cities suddenly collapsed in ruins. Jews, pagans and catechumens 
in Jerusalem were terrified, and all were baptised. It is said that perhaps as many as 
seven thousand people were baptised. The sign of Christ appeared on the clothes of 
baptised Jews. These things were told in a thoroughly reliable report by our brothers 
in the faith". 

Terrae motus magni de orientalibus nuntiantur. Nonnullae magnae repentinis con-
lapsae sunt civitates. Territi apud Hierosolvmam qui inerant iudaei, pagani, catechu-
mini, omnes sunt baptizati. Dicuntur fortasse baptizati septem millia hominum. 
Signum Christi in vestibus iudaeorum baptizatorum apparuit. Relatu fratrum fide-
lium constantissimo ista nuntiantur. 

According to Marcellinus: "Many towns and villages in Palestine were reduced to 
ruins in an earthquake". 

Multae Palaestinae civitates villaeque terrae motu conlapsae. 

Hydatius reports: "During the episcopacy mentioned above, the Holy Places of 
Jerusalem and other areas were shaken by a very severe earthquake". 

Durante episcopo quo supra, gravissimo terrae motu sancta in Hierosolymis loca quas-
santur et cetera. 

The manuscripts place Hydatius' entry under the year 418, but as A.Tranoy, the editor 
of the text, has shown, the scribe seems to have confused a mention of bishop John of 
Jerusalem (who was already dead by this time) with one of bishop Eulalius of Rome, 
who is referred to in paragraph 66 of the Chronicle. Tranoy dates the earthquake to 
419 on the basis of evidence from Marcellinus and the Consularia Constantino-
politana. For archaeologists' identification of sites where the earthquake struck, see 
Russell (1985, pp.42-3). 

( 172 ) 419 Sitifis 
sources 	Aug. Serm. 19.6 

literature Lepelley (1984 a) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 287 
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In his Sermons, Augustine mentions an earthquake on the north African coast: "The 
city of Sitifis was also shaken by an earthquake so violent that everyone stayed out in 
the open fields for five days, and it is said that about two thousand people were bap-
tised there". 

Sitifensis etiam civitas gravissimo terrae motu concussa est, ut omnes forte quinque 
diebus in agris manerent, et ibi baptizata dicuntur fere duo milia hominum. 

( 173) 422 Constantinople? 
sources 1 	Chron. Pasch. 313 

catalogues Mallet (1853); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

According to the Chronicon Paschale, during the thirteenth consulship of Orosius and 
the tenth of Theodosius, in the fifth indiction, "an earthquake occurred". 

Kai al)TOJ TO) £TEL EyEVEio GELCYLloc. 

Grumel (1958, p.477) does not give a location for the earthquake. Hermann (1962, 
co1.1108) places it at Constantinople. This is very likely, even though Malalas (363) 
claims that the first earthquake at Constantinople during the reign of Theodosius II 
occurred on 26 January [447]. This is not in fact a contradiction, for Malalas is only 
interested in recording large destructive earthquakes (see entry ( 174 )). 	The 
Chronicon Paschale, on the other hand, also records some smaller seismic events, at 
least when they are of some importance for the religious life of Constantinople. 

( 174) the afternoon of 7 April 423 Constantinople? 
sources 1 	Marcell. Corn. 76.4; Chron. Pasch. 313 

sources 2 	Mich. Syr. 2.22 

catalogues Manetti 114571; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Marcellinus records: "There was an earthquake in many places, followed by a dearth 
of crops". 

Terrae motus multis in locis fuit et frugurn inedia subsecuta. 

The Chronicon Paschale records many earthquake tremors on 7 April in the sixth 
indiction during the consulship of Asclepiodotus and Marinianus [423]: "[...] and there 
were many earthquakes on Monday during the tenth hour in the month of Xanthicus, 
on the seventh day before the Ides of April [7 April]". 

Kai TLO-A-A-61 0E1001 EyEVOVtio 1ja6,t oEirrpa ci;ptcy osKci-ryiv 	 ApO 	'io6iv 
durp(Aiwv. 

Grumel (1958, p.477) does not give a location for the earthquake. Downey (1955, 
p.597) and Hermann (1962, co11.1108) suggest that it was probably at Constantinople. 
See also Capelle (1924, co1.347). The suggested location clashes with Malalas' claim 
(363) that the first earthquake at Constantinople during the reign of Theodosius II 
occurred on 26 January [447]. However, there seems to be no doubt that an earth-
quake did indeed occur on 25 September 437; and yet Malalas does not record it. A 
solution to this problem may perhaps be found in the suggestion that the phrase used 
by Malalas ("the city was struck by the wrath of God") wars intended as a reference to 
destructive rather than minor earthquakes. Thus Marcellinus does not dwell on the 
earthquake, or even bother to date it, while the Chronicon Paschale seems to be re-
cording a series of small tremors. 
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This small drawing 
from a fragment of the Annales 
Ravennates shows a dragon 
attached to a human form, and 
appears twice: alongside the 
report of the earthquake of 429 
and that of 443 (see p.291). 
According to Bischoff and 
Koehler (1939) the dragon 
may represent a chthonian deity 
from the Anatolia-Phrygia 
region, as redrawn by a 9th 
century copyist who probably 
did not understand the 
meaning of the drawing 
(Archiv and Bibliothek 
des Domstifts, Merseburg). 

( 175) 25 August 429 Ravenna 

	

sources 1 	Ann. Ray. 128 

	

sources 2 	Exc. Sangall. 20 
literature Bischoff and Koehler (1939, 1952); Guidoboni (1989 a) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

The Annales Ravennates (Bischoff and Koehler 1939, p.128) mention an earthquake at 
Ravenna and give it a precise date: "There was an earthquake on the eighth day before 
the Calends of September [25 August 4291, the day of the sun, when Florentius and 
Dionysius were consuls". 

Florentio et Dionisio His consulibus terre motus factus est via kal. Sep. die Solis. 

The manuscript text is accompanied by a small illustration showing an animal and a 
man to represent the earthquake (see the remarks in Bischoff and Koehler 1939, and 
Guidoboni, 1989 a, p.335). 
The earthquake is also mentioned in the Excerpta Sangallensia, but the date is given 
as 1 September. 

( 176) 25 September 437 Constantinople 
sources 1 	Theoph. 93 
sources 2 Narr. de reb. Arm. 18; Ps. Codin. Patr. Constant. 1.72; Synax. Eccl. Const., 25 September; 

Niceph. 14.4.5 

	

literature 	Dolger (1956) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Although various religious works refer to this earthquake, the only source to supply a 
date and location is the Chronography of Theophanes (8th century). Although a late 
work, it is an important and reliable source, especially for events in Constantinople. 
Theophanes writes: "When that Proclus who is numbered amongst the saints was 289 



patriarch, there were such great earthquakes at Constantinople for four months that 
the I3yzantines fled from the city". 

i7ti, zovtov toii iv Cryioig flpOlckoli acioioi yiyOvacii ixiyOtkoi iv Kovotavtivoliaokii exi 
Ticyoapag 	 (pol3i0iv-rig of BUVCIPTLOL (1:Yuyov i5w Tub ItOkiwg. 

Ecclesiastical literature paid particular attention to this earthquake, because it in-
volved the story of the hymn called Trisagion. For, as Theophanes and many other 
writers record, the earthquake apparently ceased after the words "Holy God, Almighty 
God, Immortal God, have mercy on us" were pronounced. These words had apparent-
ly been revealed to St.Proclus, who was then patriarch of Constantinople, by a boy 
who came down from heaven. After the mid-fifth century, this hymn acquired great 
importance in the eastern liturgy. The Synaxarium of Constantinople simply calls 
this seismic event a "great earthquake" (itiyakog ocioitOg), and dates it to 25 

September of the thirtieth year of the reign of Theodosius and the year of the world 

5930 [September 437 -August 438]. 

( 177 ) 17 April 442 Constantinople? 
sources 	Theoph. 96 

catalogues Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

The only evidence for this earthquake is to be found in the Chronography of 
Theophanes (8th century). Although a late work, it is an important and reliable 
source, especially for events in Constantinople. Theophanes dates this earthquake to 
the year of the world 5934 [442], but does not give an exact location: "In this year the 
earth was shaken and made to tremble fifteen days before the Calends of May [17 
April]" 

To1,T0) t6,1 ETEL iocio011 11 yrj KELL ip.vicriOri :too LE K akaVolalV LULL 01V. 

According to Downey (1955, p.597) the earthquake can be presumed to have occurred 
at Constantinople. 

( 178) 443 •Rome 
sources 1 	Fasti Vind. Post. 301 

sources 2 	Exc. Sangall. 20; Paul. Diac. Hist. Rom. 13.16; Land. Sagax Hist. Rom. 1.367 

inscriptions (IL 6.1763 = 6.32089 = as 5633; cil, 6.32085-32087, to which Chastagnol made additions (1966); 

tcuR2  4783 

literature Lanciani (1918); Lugli (1952-60); Bischoff and Koehler (1939); Krautheimer et al. (1980); 

Catalogo epigrafi (1989); Molin and Guidoboni (1989) 

catalogues Filippo da Secinara (1652); Bonito (1691); Perrey (1848); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); 

Baratta (1892, 1899, 1901); Galli (1906); Grumel (1958); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989); 

Alexandre (1990) 

At the year 443 in the Fasti Vindobonenses Posteriores, we read: "During the consul-
ship of Maximus and Paterius, Rome was struck by an earthquake, and statues and 
the new porticoes collapsed". 

Maximo et Paterio his consulibus terrae motus factus est Romae et ceciderunt statuae et 
portica nova. 

It is impossible to identify the "new porticoes" which are mentioned as having been 
damaged. Lanciani (1918) thought they were the two parts of the portico at the 

290 	 Theatre of Pompey which Diocletian and Maximianus had restored, and which from 



then onwards were called lovia e Herculia in honour of those gods. 
Paul the Deacon also refers to this earthquake in his Historia Romana: "At about this 
time, Rome was so shaken by a violent earthquake that the most important houses 
and other buildings collapsed". 

Sub his fere diebus tam terribili Roma terremotu concussa est, ut primae eius aedes 
aedificiaque corruerint. 

The earthquake in Rome mentioned by Paul the Deacon is dated to after 442 by Lugli 
(1952-60, v, p.128). 
The Annales Ravennates (Bischoff and Koehler 1939, 1952) mention an earthquake at 

	

Ravenna in 443, but make no reference to Rome. 	It is likely that the Fasti 
Vindobonenses are relying on an unknown source which was also used by Paul the 
Deacon. It is always conceivable that an earthquake in the central Apennines caused 
damage in Rome and was also felt in Ravenna. For lack of more convincing evidence 
to connect the two, the Rome and Ravenna earthquakes have been treated separately. 
There is probably a connection between this earthquake and restoration work in the 
Colosseum referred to in cm 6.1763 = 32089 = ms 5633, and cm 6.32085-32087, as 
added to by Chastagnol (1966, pp.64-5, nos.1-28). For text and bibliographical ref-
erences, see Catalogo epigrafi (1989, pp.152-4). 
Some scholars have blamed this earthquake for the collapse of part of the church of 
San Paolo fuori le mura as recorded in ICUR 2 4783, which dates to the pontificate of Leo 
I (440-461). Krautheimer et al. (1980, pp.161 and 166), however, think that the col-
lapse of the church roof was caused by lightning, as stated in the Liber Pontificalis (i, 
p.239; see Catalogo epigrafi 1989, p.154). 

I.` 	417-It7 ■ I LIT9t  • 
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A fragment of the 

Annales Ravennates (see p.289). 

( 179) the night of 15 April 443, c.1 a.m. Ravenna 
sources 1 Ann. Ray. 129 

literature Bischoff and Koehler (1939, 1952); Guidoboni (1989 a) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 291 
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The Annales Ravennates are very precise as to date and time in recording an earth-
quake tremor at Ravenna: "During the consulship of Maximus II and Paterius, there 
was an earthquake at Ravenna on the seventeenth day before the Calends of May [15 
April 443], a Thursday, at the eighth hour of the night [c.1 a.m.]". 

Maximo II et Paterio His consulibus terrae motus factus est xvuli kal. Mai. die Iovis 
Ravennae hora noctis 

The date of the earthquake has been corrected from xv kal. Mai. [17 April] to xvii kal. 
Mai. [15 April] because 17 April was not a Thursday but a Saturday (Bischoff and 
Koehler 1939, 1952). Beside this piece of text is an identical figure to the one beside 
the earthquake of 429. See entry (175) and Guidoboni (1989 a, p.336). 

( 180 ) the night of 26 January 447 •Constantinople, •Nicomedia, 
• Bithynia, •the Hellespont, •Phrygia 
>seismic sea-wave, subsidence< 

sources 1 	Marcell. Corn. 82.9-19, 24-7; Mal. 363-4; Evagr. 1.17; Chron. Pasch. 586, 589; 

Theoph. 93 

sources 2 Fragm. Tuscul. 3.17-8; Cedren. 599-600; Glyc. 260; Niceph. Call. 14.46 

literature Unger (1878); Follieri (1966); Dagron (1974); Croke (1981); Dagron (1984); Palumbo (1989 b); 

Zecchini (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [14571; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Ambraseys (1962 b); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake also had substantial seismic sea-wave effects, and is given various 
dates and locations in the sources. 
Marcellinus (82.9-19) records that there was a massive earthquake during the consul-
ship of Ardabur and Calypius [447], and he lists damage to various buildings in 
Constantinople: "A great earthquake struck various places, and many recently rebuilt 
walls of the great city collapsed, together with fifty-seven towers. In addition, some 
huge blocks of stone placed high up in a building in the Forum Tauri, and a number of 
statues, collapsed, though they were not in any way defective, and indeed many cities 
were reduced to ruins. Starvation and a noxious smell in the air killed many thou-
sands of people and cattle". 

Ingenti terrae motu per loca varia inminente plurimi urbis augustae muri recenti 
adhuc reaedificatione constructi cum quinquaginta septem turribus corruerunt. saxa 
quoque ingentia in foro Tauri dudum super sese in aedificio posita statuaeque pluri-
mae sine ullius videlicet laesione conlapsae sunt, plurimis nihilominus civitatibus con-
lapsis: fames et aerum pestifer odor multa milia hominum iumentorumque delevit. 

Marcellinus adds (82.24-7): "In that same year [447], when he was praetorian prefect, 
Constantinus was responsible for seeing that the walls of that great city 
[Constantinople], which had collapsed some time earlier in an earthquake, were 
rebuilt in three months". 

Eodem anno urbis augustae muri olim terrae motu conlapsi intra tres menses 
Constantino praefecto praetorio operam dante reaedificati sunt. 

Evagrius agrees as to the severity of the earthquake, and describes certain other 
effects, extending the area of damage to Bithynia, the Hellespont and Phrygia: "It was 
also in the reign of Theodosius that an extraordinary earthquake occurred, which 
threw all former ones into the shade, and extended, so to speak, to the whole world. 
Such was its violence, that many of the towers in different parts of the imperial city 



were knocked down, and the long wall, as it is called, of the Chersonese, was reduced 
to ruins; the earth opened and swallowed up many villages; and innumerable other 
calamities happened both by land and sea. Several fountains became dry, and, on the 
other hand, large areas of water formed on the surface, where none had existed before: 
entire trees were torn up by the roots and hurled into the air, and mountains were 
suddenly formed by the accumulation of masses thrown up. The sea also cast up dead 
fish; many islands were submerged; and, again, ships were seen stranded by the 
retreat of the waters. At the same time Bithynia, the Hellespont, and both Phrygias 
suffered severely. This calamity lasted for a considerable time, though its original 
violence did not persist, but abated by degrees until it entirely ceased". 

Toii avrov Toi.vuv 0e08ociiot) -16c GXliaTpa SLi:tov-rog, [LE? Lazo; Kai E aiaiog Kai T01); 
apokapaviag anCLVICIc dCJLOK punt6!..tevog yeyovE OE icniOg ava 7taGaV, or)g, Ein£LV, r6v 

01AEVT1V • GiOTE Kal 1t0)\1011); TthV ir/pywv to5v ava 	pccotki,Sa, nprivei; 
OUVAEOE IV TE Kai to XEppOVTO011 K akOlj 1.1EVOV [Lai( pOV TEiX0;, bLaxrjval Si TT1V yliv, Kai 
to? Xag KO: 41,a; iv akii Katabiivai.  aokka TE au Kai dvapi3Opyra yivio0ai nal3i ava TE 
y fly Kai K aTa Oakacroay.  Kai Eviag iLtiv Tctiv ariyo3v flpag avaSiixerjvat• itipcoOL 
65a-Ecov aktrog dvabothivat, 	apcitipov OW oivSpa TE avtonpcp.va 01)V toic (30,0L 
15icat; avaPpao0Tivai-  Kai X61.1ata JtkEIOTCC E; Opri oxiStacythivar tilv SE Oakaccoav, 

viKpoilg Cutocy4)ivbovrioauecci, Kai no? kag -rciiv iv autrl vipcov imAckuoefivai• 
aka-fa TE au Oakarna Eal, trig rip(a; 0(1)011Vai, to-jV uSatwv ig TOUniOW VOOTTt7aVTWV" 
7Ca0EiV TE Kai aokka BLOvvLag TE K 	̀E?\.?0'101TOVT01), loplry Lag TE 	 O brj ad,00g 
al Eni XIJOVON' tic y 	tEKpatr)oEV, 01')X 6iCSITEp 	°imp acpoopoig 

oiap.i.vov• aka KaTa LLKpov kriyov, 	of/ KaOthra i7CiAallOTO. 

It is interesting that Evagrius should stress the "universality" of the earthquake, 
introducing its "ecumenical" nature with the phrase cog ilaziv ("so to speak"), thereby 
clearly showing that his words were chosen for rhetorical effect (see the discussion of 
the so-called "universal" earthquake of 365 in entry ( 154 )). Moreover, Evagrius con-
siders the earthquake to have been one of the major disasters of the reign of 
Theodosius II, hence mentioning it in the same paragraph as the ascent of Attila to 
the throne of the Huns. 
Malalas specifies that the earthquake occurred at Nicomedia and Constantinople 
during the reign of Theodosius II [408-450]: "During his reign, Nicomedia, the metrop-
olis of Bithynia, suffered its fifth calamity from the wrath of God. It happened late in 
the evening, and the city was razed to the ground and flooded by the sea. Theodosius 
built many buildings there, including the public baths, the colonnades, the harbour, 
the public arenas, the martyrium of St.Anthimus, and all the city's churches [...] 
During his reign Constantinople suffered from the wrath of God for the first time. 
The earthquake occurred on the night of 26th January, extending from what are 
known as the Troad porticoes to the bronze Tetrapylon. The emperor went barefoot in 
a procession of prayer with the senate, the people and the clergy for many days". 

'En Si trig allIT01) PaCTLXEI,aC Elta0EV 1:17TO HEOILITIVI,a; NIKOVTOE la, 1,triTpcSaoki; trig 
BLOvviag, TO TEE [UTTOV CC1:)Til; Tra0og icuripac PaOsia.g, Kai aMilkETO Eic yilv Kai Eig 
OaXaCYGaV K aTaJTOVTLOOE Caa. 	Kai JtOaa EKTLOEV EKEL Kai to 611[160 la Kai toiic 
41436km); Kai TONI 	p,EVa Kai Ta Oictipta Kai, to [tapt-UpLov tov ayiou 'AVOL A03 Kai 
aaciag tag ircKkrioi,ag al)T* [.. 	Si Trig 	 TLCCOEV into OE (401 V a;" 
npo'roig KCOVOTaVTLVOI'MOkig 1.1:71CO GEL61,LO1J [trivi IaVOU ap 1,41 KC' EV VUKTI, wto twv 
kE7 0 k VOYV Tp(90/101,COV 61(30kWV 	T01.3 )(Cax 0'6 TETpCUrt) X.01). 	Oang PaCia.E1); 
E kiTdVEli GE !AETCL tic avyK cfltOU Kai tOti OXX01/ Kai. toU K)Apau 6171.116611tOg ins illiipccg 
aokXac. 

The Chronicon Paschale also tells of an earthquake at Constantinople in 447: "And in 
the same year there occurred great earthquakes, so that the walls collapsed. They 293 
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persisted for some time, so that no-one dared to remain at home, but all fled outside 
the city, chanting litanies day and night; for there was great peril, such as there had 
not been from the beginning of time. And some said that fire too had been seen in the 
heavens. Hence also the commemoration of the litany is celebrated annually up to the 
present day in the Triconch, because of the forbearance of the beneficent God, on the 
eighth day before the Ides of November [6 Nov.]. For amidst such great peril he did 
not kill anyone". 

Kai al:Mt) tth ETU Eyevovto OEIJp.01, lAzycikoi, WOTE ta 'LE LXT1 ItE0EiV• EK parr Gal/ y 
xpOvov, 60-CE 	TOki,LaV TLVa EV oiliccu 	aXX' iquyov ico trig JnikEwg nciv-rig 
A,LTaVelLOVTeg rj[tipag K Get vuictOg-  yiyove yCcp 	1,tcycikri, ova ov yiyoviv Ct' drovjg• 
TiVeg ói ikE7OV KCC1 Triip iv to) oiTavoi tiOeCcoOcci. 	Oeiv KCCI 	dvcilivicrig Kat' Etog 
eTELTEkeiTal µexpo vvv Tr)S X.LTaVE ag 151TE p tug Tov (inkav0p6nou 0 EaU 
[taxpoeu[docc iv to) TpLKOyxu) TEO 1' i,Saiv voiliPpi,cov. iv yap tij toocni-n1 Cutiatil oinc 
iOccvcitwoiv Ttvag. 

The suggestion that no-one was killed in the earthquake seems to run counter to what 
Marcellinus has to say; but, as we have seen, the latter explains that the deaths were 
not caused by collapsing masonry but by insanitary conditions; so there is no real 
inconsistency between the two texts. 
The Chronicon Paschale reports an earthquake in 450 in similar terms, but it seems to 
be a doublet of this one: "In this year [450] in the month of Audynaeus [January] 
during the night of the 26th, Constantinople suffered an earthquake extending from 
what are called the Troad porticoes to the bronze Tetrapylon. It lasted for some time, 
so that no-one dared to remain at home but all fled outside the city, chanting litanies 
together with the senate and the multitude and the clergy, going barefoot for many 
days. For there was great peril, such as there had not been from the beginning of 
time, and some said that fire too had been seen in the heavens. Hence also the 
remembrance of the litany is celebrated annually even to the present day in the 
Campus, because of the forbearance of the beneficent God. For amidst such great 
wrath no-one was killed". 

TCTUTQ) Tai ETU, iaaei Kwvotavnvoiutokic ciao GE L(.7110.tii p.1111 aubuvaL0 	Kai K' vvicteg 
cirrO Tail/ kiy6v-ccov Tow abioixov 'El_ti3OXwv 'icog tov XakKOli TETpain:CAOU Ejti xpcivov, 
WOTE 	TOk[laV eV 61:K (9 twa !ie VE IV, CckX: 'icpuyov 	TTiC .7tOkecog AaVTE; 
.A.ItaVEl'IOVTEg ii[tipag xai vuicrOg. Kai (".) pct(Lkiiic ikurcivivoi 	(Try KX:001) xai 
Toil OZ)\.01) Kai "ICA; 0.1) pot,  OtvimbbiToc rj[tipotc Trokkdg. yiyovi yap dAELXT) pt£7 6(411, 61a 
0E1 yeyovEV an cipzijc-  itvi; Si ekE7 OV Kai n-C- p iv TO oilpavo) tieleacieca. 00EV Kai 
1.1VTi pi] K 	etog ET( Ite ELTa6 Tic XLtavELag [tizpi Kai ViiV eV TO) Kcip:u9 intip trig 
Toii 4)a.av0p6J-rov Osoii [laKpoOuplag. 	Ev ydcp TOOMIITTI Opyrj oi38E1,g 
iectvci-rweri. 

In recording "earthquakes at Constantinople", Cedrenus dwells on the religious 
aspects of what happened, and describes the miraculous in almost the same terms as 
Theophanes. 
Nicephorus Callistus — a very late source — dates the earthquake to the time of 
Theodosius II. He adds that it lasted for six months, and includes Alexandria and 
Antioch amongst the cities affected. Earlier sources do not mention them. He also 
lists damage at Constantinople as well as in Bithynia, the Hellespont, Phrygia maior 
et minor, and most of the East. 
The date 26 January comes from Malalas, the Synaxarium (which also gives the time 
as 2 p.m.) and hymn writing, where there is reference to the earthquake which occur-
red during the reign of Theodosius II: see Follieri (1966, p.301) and the Typicon of the 
Great Church, ed. Mateos (I, 1962, p.212 1-2). 
The Chronicon Paschale gives the date as 6 November but, as Zecchini (1989) has 



shown, this date clashes with that given by Marcellinus, for he talks of early 447. 
According to Zecchini, what the Chronicon Paschale describes is a doublet of another 
earthquake recorded by the Chronicon Paschale in 450, but which did not in fact occur 
in that year. 
In a similar way, Grumel (1958) located the earthquake at Constantinople, and gave 
the date as 26 January 450. So did Downey (1955, p.597) and Hermann (1962, 
co1.1108); and in this corpus of sources they distinguish two separate earthquakes: one 
in 437 and the other in 447. Croke (1981) also identifies two earthquakes, but he 
dates the first to 438 and the second to January 447. He also suggests that there is a 
doublet of the latter earthquake in a later one dated to 26 January 450 and recorded 
in the Chronicon Paschale, but in fact non-existent, his view being based on the nu-
merous similarities to the passage on the earthquake of 447 (which, as we have seen, 
however, is dated to 6 November). The problem lies in the evidence provided by 
Malalas, according to whom this earthquake was the first manifestation of the wrath 
of God during the reign of Theodosius II. But as we have seen in connection with the 
earthquakes referred to in entries ( 170 ), ( 173 ), ( 174 ) and ( 177 ), Malalas meant that 
it was the first destructive earthquake suffered by Constantinople during the reign of 
Theodosius II. Malalas in fact mentions a whole series of disasters, invasions and 
prodigies as occurring around the year 450 (it was, after all, the year in which 
Theodosius II died), which generally fit the narrative in the Chronicon Paschale, and 
may explain the confusion arising in the above source. Furthermore, it is not impossi-
ble that a minor tremor occurred on 6 November in 447 or even in 450; and indeed the 
twin passages in the Chronicon Paschale both refer to earthquakes with little destruc-
tive effect. In any case, this was a difficult time for Byzantium, and it is not surpris-
ing that the evidence provided by the chroniclers should be so confused. The earth-
quake of 447 became famous in historical writing, to the extent that it was wrongly 
located as far away as Italy. In that connection, see Palumbo (1989 b, pp.181-5). 

( 181) September 450-457 *Tripolis (Syria) 
sources 1 	Mal. 367 

sources 2 	[Dion. Tellmahr.] 766; Mich. Syr. 2.122-3 

catalogues Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records an earthquake at Tripolis in Syria: "During his [Martian's, 450-457] 
reign the city known as Tripolis in Phoenice Maritima suffered from the wrath of God, 
at night, in the month of Gorpiaeus. He restored the summer bath known as the 
Icarus, which had collapsed. There were two bronze statues in it, which are also a 
wonderful sight, of Icarus and Daedalus and of Bellerophon and the horse Pegasus. 
He also reconstructed the Phacidion and several other buildings in the city, as well as 
the aqueduct". 

Ti;j 00:/T013 PaUlkELCI; E./TU86V into 	 X.Eyokvi TpLaokt,c Tijg (Dotvi,Kr)c 

aapdXou 	yopluccilq)v vvKii. 	xai dvijyapc TO 6TwOutov TO CiEptvOv TEECJOVTa io 
XE^(011EVOV o IKapog. 	rev yCcp sv ccUT6) xakKoupyritiaTa otio, cirtva xai CCOTCI EIOL T6iV 

OEctlAciTcov, O licapoc xai /AUL bakOg Kai o BEX.X6p001)V Kai O ariyaooc, 'LJUTOg. 	xai TO 

(Da16,6101, 8e aVEV£(.006 xai Ciaa COUVEpa triC TrOXECOc avirjs 01JV zcii dywyg). 

On the basis of evidence provided by Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre, it is perhaps pos-
sible to narrow down the dating to 454-455. 

( 182 ) April 451 Galicia 
sources 	Hydat. Chron. 149 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853) 295 
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Within our corpus of evidence, this is a rare case of an earthquake recorded for the 
western Mediterranean. Hydatius may have been writing from personal experience, 
or at least drawing on a reliable source, when he records in his Chronicle: "There were 
frequent earthquakes in Galicia, and many signs were shown in the sky. Thus, after 
sunset on the day before the Nones of April, that being the third holiday, the sky be-
came as red as fire or blood in the north, and the fiery red was streaked with bright 
lines in the shape of flashing spears. The prodigy lasted from the close of day until 
almost the third hour of the night, and its meaning was soon to become apparent in 
the momentous events that followed". 

In Gallaecia terrae motus assidui, signa in caelo plurima ostenduntur. Nam, pridie 
non. Aprilis tertia feria, post solis occasum, ab aquilonis plaga, caelum rubens sicut 
ignis aut sanguis efficitur intermixtis per igneum ruborem lineis clarioribus in speciem 
hastarum rutilantium deformatis. A die clauso usque in horam noctis fere tertiam 
signi durat ostensio, quae mox ingenti exitu perdocetur. 

( 183 ), the night of 13-14 September 458 •Antioch 
sources 1 	Severus of Antioch horn 31 119-26, 128-30; Mal. 369; Evagr. 2.12; Theoph. 110 

sources 2 	Gennad. uir. ill. 66; Ioh. Nikiu 88.1 (p.124 [2441/354 [474] Zotenberg = p.109 Charles); 

Chron. Maron. 140; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 227; Chron. 724 139-40; Cedren. 608 

literature Honigmann (1944-45); Downey (1961); Jeffreys et al. (1986) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Severus of Antioch has left us an emotional description of the earthquake which 
struck his city in September 458: "For you remember all of you old men how was the 
terrible and miserable sight which was placed before everybody's eyes, when one could 
see old men as well as youths and children before their time dying suddenly together; 
women were buried alive, as their children were still moving at the breast, desiring to 
suck milk, and did not perceive death suspended above their heads; men who were out 
when their house was thrown down to the ground, thought they had escaped from 
danger, but, like runners who do not look in front of themselves, they reached another 
collapse and unwillingly walked to the death they were fleeing from. 
Others had remained under a roof which was about to collapse and were not able to 
flee because of their old age or some other infirmity, or they received death like a di-
vine decision, and said like the prophet: 'Where shall I go away from your spirit and 
away from your face where shall I flee?' They were saved admirably: they were closed 
in a pit and placed as in a cave; people tried to convince them to show themselves and 
to come out; only by their cries could one know they were not dead. 
As others remained standing and uninjured, the walls collapsed here and there [...] 
Then appeared a man who had his shoulder or his leg broken, another whose hand 
had been cut or who had been beaten and wounded in the face by a big stone which 
had damaged and destro:ed his face; who was he, nobody knew it, and he was lying 
half dead; although he could have been healed, there was nobody to rescue him: he 
was like somebody whose soul has vanished. Another, almost sound, beside a col-
lapse, had the extremities of his members trapped, like a snared bird. Others had 
been knocked down by the houses together with their inhabitants, and those who sur-
vived could not even cry. 
But as the houses had been shaken, their walls destroyed and their roofs caved in, 
those people were threatened by death; so those who were inside were crying out for 
air, wailing and mourning. And so, as they were bewailed by themselves, not with 
funereal tears but with tears preceding the burial, they got hit on their head by the 



hanging stones and were buried under tiles, joists and beams. 
Then the city was deserted by its inhabitants, for everybody ran towards the mountain 
tops and towards the distant places of the country, especially the uninhabited ones. 
For there was no place, wall or roof, where you could be sure of being secure, because 
everything had been tossed and terribly shaken 
When the earthquake ceased, every one of those who had fled regained his confidence, 
setting his feet firmly on the ground to go to the city. But everybody was struck with 
fear and full of terror like people who have crossed spacious seas and have left the 
boat, still trembling and fearing. As they were going round the houses, they mourned 
and could not find consolation, unable to endure what they were seeing: the father of 
one and the brother of another had gone, another bewailed a son and another a friend; 
for there was no bond of friendship that had not been broken by death. 
Somewhere a mother, loving her children, had lost suddenly all her descendants 
together and had been saved herself contrary to all hope; when she realized her suffer-
ing, she was burned by her love. When she reached the collapsed house after a long 
run, loosing her hair and scratching her cheeks, she cried mournfully, prostrated her-
self on the heap of rubble and fixed ardently her maternal gaze like a sword through 
the holes between the stones: she saw no one of her beloved children as she had hoped; 
so she moved to rescue them by making herself heard: leaning her ear, she tried to call 
each of her children by his name with a powerful shout, in case her sweet voice would 
be heard by them. For suffering had made her lose her senses and, as she could find 
no consolation, she laid breathless, imploring to leave this world together with her 
children. 
Others, who knew how to endure philosophically those chastisements sent by God, 
kept burying the dead corpses: they carried them on waggons and, having brought 
them to this holy temple, they celebrated for them a decent funeral [...]. 
How did some of them run to Daphne, as I have heard, and passed the night without 
sleeping? How others, without faith and intelligence, went to Seleucia, so that, when 
the earthquake occurred, as they were going on board of the ships, they believed that 
they could find their safety in the oars 
For many were burned by lightening flashes, many were swallowed up by chasms of 
the ground, others were engulfed by the waters of the sea or of the clouds". 
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Evagrius provides an extraordinary wealth of detail in describing the effects of the 
earthquake on buildings in Antioch. The source he refers to is "John the Rhetorician", 
which in all probability means the original version of Malalas, though the text seems 
to have been revised in style and details. See Jeffreys et al. (1986): "In the second 
year of the reign of Leo [458] there was a dreadful trembling and shaking of the earth 
in the city of Antioch. On various previous occasions the people of the city had be-
haved with a mad frenzy and a savagery beyond that of any wild animal, and this 
served, one might say, as a prelude to the coming great disaster. The earthquake 
reached a fierce climax in the year 506 of the era of the city [457-458], at about the 
fourth hour of the night, on the 14th of the month of Gorpiaeus, which the Romans call 



September, early on Sunday, in the eleventh indiction. This was the sixth recorded 
earthquake, 347 years having passed since the one which occurred during the reign of 
Trajan. The latter occurred in the 159th year of the autonomy of the city [110/111], 
while that in the reign of Leo occurred in the 506th, as has been shown by those who 
have thoroughly investigated the matter. This earthquake destroyed nearly all the 
buildings in the new city, which was densely populated and had no vacant or complete-
ly undeveloped areas, but had been built up with great elegance through the generos-
ity of the emperors, who vied with one another in their benefactions. The first and 
second buildings in the palace collapsed, but the others remained standing, as did the 
neighbouring baths, which had previously been unused, but now provided the city 
with essential washing facilities, since the disaster had destroyed the other baths. 
The earthquake also brought down the porticoes in front of the palace and the nearby 
Tetrapylon, as well as the towers at the gate of the hippodrome and some of the adjoin- 
ing porticoes. In the old city, the porticoes and houses were completely untouched, 
but the baths of Trajan, Severus and Hadrian were slightly shaken and damaged. 
Some buildings collapsed in the Ostracine district; and what was called the 
Nymphaeum also collapsed, along with its porticoes. Details of all these occurrences 
have been carefully recorded by John the Rhetorician. He says that the city was 
exempted from 1000 talents of gold in tax, and the citizens were exempted from tax on 
buildings destroyed in the earthquake. The emperor also took responsibility for 
reconstructing public buildings". 

'Ava SE to SE6TEpov 'iTog AEOVTOg Tfig pacrikEi,ccg, KkOVO[ Tic yTj[ E'4aioLog K 
ppao [4. g elva. Triv AvTiOxou 	INETCCL, TLVCOV IC,EV accpCc TOti K aT CartirV ISTiLLO'u 

apoyEyEvrip.vcov, npOg Trabav bcf3cticxEu0v-ccov 	 adorig TE OTWILO801Jg EJLE- K ELVa 

yEvokvcov yv6p.rig, (iionEp SE apooLinov -cc*.  TOL017TOLC KaKOLg aapaaxop,Evcov. 

yiNETaL yofiv xakmu:uccTog kTov xai LEVTaKOOLOCTTOV ETog xpr1licaLa6orig Tric Jt6XEwg, 

nspi TETapTT1V Wpav Trjg V1JKTOL:,, TETapTTIV Kai SEKOETT1V CiyovToc 	TO15-  yOpALCO,01) 

ov outT4ti3ptov 	 rEpoaccyopEtiovol, Kupiac EALKata2 a1301:10TW ii[kEpac, aVa 

Tip/ EVoEKaTTIV E:TIVELlY1OLV TOC, K1:11(A.01/. 	EKTog tuyxcivE UV '10T0p01.1LLEVOg EIETa K 

TECTGapOLKOVTa Kai TpicocoaLcov oucux,rpc6Tcov EVLavTOJV, i'46tov 6 Kata TpaLavov yyovEv. 

Exavog !AEA/ yew EVVaTOV Kai JLEVTT1KOOTOV Kai EKLITOOTOV ayol7or1g Trig :t6kEcog ETog Trig 

cu tovouiag y Ey OVEY• o SE yE eal, A ovTog, EKTOV Kai JTEVTaK 001 00TOV, Ci)c TOLZ 

(1)LkOTEOV1iOCCOLV EKILOETaL. 	aOTOJ; TOLV1,1V 6 GELOLIOC: TTig. KaLVTIC TOCC oiKiac OC1LCCOac 

OXE6OV KaTCCP£PkTiKE, JTOXUCCV0pCJEO1J Ta6Trig yEysyrutEvrig, Kai 01/ 6EV Exol'oric 
rj 6A,cog iRtEXriiievov, ciXka Kai kLaV L5110K11L,LeVlig Trj (i) 2\, o 	Tctiv (3aaa,Ecov npeg 

d'AX)fAcrug CtALX,Xo.4,ivffiv. 	ViiV TS PaCTLkELCOV O ApoiToc Kai twOTEpOG OLKOc 

KaTEPX,TiOEOCLV, TOOV Oikkcov cr6v 1w mapaxELIIEVO,) PaXaVELCO LELV6CVTWV, Tui yE Kai 
kat) GaVTL TT1V 3T6XLv nap(Z tlV 0141(1)0paV EK Trig np6Tepov dxprior[ag, civciyKr1 Tctiv Toi; 

dkkor; PakavEioLg oulAPE13111(6Twv. 	KaTEpputpE SE Kai Tag oTo6tg tag Trpo Tay 
i3(101k£1, OJ V , Ka‘l, TO £.1' 	TETpCtukov, xai tot' L7t7robpb !Jou 8E Toiic :accpCt Tag 0-6pccg 
Trapyauc, Kai TLVaZ TOOV En' avTOVg OTOLOV. 	KCCTO. SE Tin,  actkoci6tv, Taiv uEv oro6iv 
oi.icrwciTcov .1TTCOOLC OXCOC 01:IK Eli/CATE. 	VOA/ SE Tpcnavati KCO, 	 Kai 'MpLavoii 

PaXavEi,wv, p,ucpCc KaTaCJELOac, aVETpEVE" Kai TT); yE '06TpaKi.vrig al;TLO K &wt., LIEVTic 

yELtOViac, TLVa avyKocTOctkE (5`61/ TALC oToaig, Kai, TO Kak0141,EVOV N1414310LCOV 16iApag. 

It is interesting to note that the sources seem to be aware that severe earthquakes 
struck the city of Antioch at regular intervals. The evidence provided by Evagrius 
suggests that a destructive earthquake occurred roughly every fifty-seven to sixty 
years. 
Malalas gives the date as 13 September: "In the reign of Leo, Antioch the Great suf-
fered its fourth calamity from the wrath of God, at dawn, on Sunday 13th September, 
in the year 506 according to the era of Antioch [458], during the consulship of 
Patricius". 299 
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'Ev be trj OccoLkeicc Aov-rog EILCCOEV 1)7E0 OECNITIVLag 'AvTLoXEIa 	[tEy CiXT1 to tetap-rov 
otiyrng adeog 	GEATE[ippi,q) Ly oLcupacrUcnic KupLaxijg Etovc KCCT& Tint airCT1V 

'AVTLOXE LCCV xpilAct-rit;ov-rog (1K 	EJel, Trig 1:77CaTELccg 11CMOLKI,Otl• xal Exapi.oato toffs 
'Avriox8fidi Kal trj nOXeL X6yov icrLdlicituyv o 4:v0-roc PaGLA.E'og toXXd. 

The Chronicle of 724 records an earthquake at Antioch which destroyed "two parts" of 
the city and caused many deaths: "In the year 767 of the era of Alexandria and in the 
year 506 of the era of Antioch, at midnight, there was an alarming earthquake on 14 
Elul [September 456 AD.] as Saturday gave way to Sunday. Buildings were suddenly 
thrown against one another and demolished, and fell on top of their inhabitants. 
There was great and profound terror; and both parts of the great and famous city of 
Antioch were demolished. It collapsed because of the wrath of God, and its destruc-
tion caused the death of countless people, freemen and slaves alike, men and women, 
children and youths". 
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(• c5, \ 	 ftel-\-1370 Ct-1 	cacr) 	\ \-1 cn--Ns\-a-= 
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. ~~em,eez c' ~cr 	 .~s~c~ ..—vel-f2oec ft.-C1...-1ift ft al Cr1-73. 0 ft al= 
CT1. C)17‘ 	 ftL.LUCI ft 	"--Zi -a 	 ,_11= 

Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre dates the earthquake to somewhere between 456 and 
459. Theophanes dates the Antioch earthquake to the year of the world 5950 
[457/458]: "In that same year [the year of the world 5950] a terrible earthquake occur-
red at Antioch, and nearly all the city was reduced to ruins". 

To) ' airo) ET£6 GE L(311015 (policpou y EVOkV01/ Ev 'AvttoxEia. CJXE 66V ItaCTCC 	JT6XLC 

KCITEJTECTEV. 

Cedrenus places the earthquake in the first year of the reign of Leo I, who succeeded 
Martian in February 457. 

184) 460 *Cnidus, •Cyzicus, •the island of Cos, 
the Cyclades islands, the Hellespont, Ionia, Thrace 

sources 1 	Marcell. Corn. 87.26-8; Evagr. 2.14 

sources 2 	Mich. Syr. 2.142 

literature Bidez and Parmentier (1898) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); vor. Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Grumel (1958); 

Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Marcellinus writes that in the year 460: "The city of Cyzicus was shaken by an earth-
quake, and part of the city walls collapsed, so that for a long time it bewailed its own 
fate and that of its people". 

Cyzicus civitas terrae motu concussa murorumque suorum ambitu interrupto sese suo-
sque diu deplanxit. 

This seems to be the same earthquake as one recorded by Evagrius: "About the same 
time [459], when the Scythians [i.e. the Goths] were preparing to make war on the 
Eastern Romans, an earthquake struck Thrace, the Hellespont, Ionia, and the 
Cyclades islands. It was so severe that Cnidus and, among the islands, Cos were com-
pletely destroyed" 



tYJTO tolg airraig xpOvoig, Tov EKUOLK0171 TEOk£ [WU OUVICrtatIEVOU ape; Toil; („tjoug 
`Pcovcci,oug, rj TE OpaKi,a ?ft xal 6 `Ekkijonovrog 	 K 	'1 CO V I, CC Kal ai, Kaka61.1,Eval 

Ki.16.645Eg VT-100t, thc Kvi,ocu Kal, Trig K6 TOW yi:Roy Ta noXA.a. KaTEVEXEMVCEL. 

The text of Evagrius (in the vulgata) is uncertain at this point. His editors, J.Bidez 
and L.Parmentier (1898), give -nig Kforraiiv Inicrou ("the island of the Cretans") instead 
of -nig K65 -ray vrjocov. That would give us a location at Crete instead of Cos, but Crete 
seems less likely for geographical reasons. 

( 185) 467 Ravenna 
sources 	Marcell. Corn. 89.15-6 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); Perrey (1848); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); 

Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

The Chronicon of Marcellinus states: "An earthquake terrified the city of Ravenna". 

Ravennam civitatem terrae motus deterruit. 

This may have been an earthquake with its epicentre in the Apennines near Forli or in 
southern Romagna — areas which were seismically active in early times. 

( 186) 472 •Asia Minor 
sources 	Marcell. Corn. 90.24 

literature 	Dagron (1974) 

catalogues Manetti [14571; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Grumel (1958); 

Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Marcellinus records an eruption of Vesuvius and an earthquake in Asia Minor in the 
year 472: "Some cities or fortified towns in Asia Minor were destroyed by an earth-
quake". 

In Asia aliquantae civitates vel oppida terrae motu conlapsa sunt. 

There is no other source for this earthquake. 

( 187) 474-478 •Rhodes 
sources 	The Great Chronogr. 1 

literature Whitby and Whitby (1989) 

catalogues Papazachos and Papazachos (1989) 

The medieval excerpta of the Great Chronographer (which seem to derive from an 
important 6th century chronicle) record: "In the reign of Zeno, an earthquake occurred 
in Rhodes and destroyed the gymnasia and all the beauty of the city. And not long 
afterwards, in autumn, a great earthquake occurred in Byzantium". 

oTt sal TT) (3acilkei,ac Trivwvog ciacip,Oc sv `POSu) yEyovusx -ra TE '1141,116 0 la ail tri K CICL 

Eitt KakkO[ £1/ Tij ItokEl Ka-LE:Cr-WE EV. 	K 	[LET' oti JtOkiSTV X p6vov sv (1)0Lvaa6pod 

yi:yovcv E Lc to BurCav-nov onatiog 1.1,yag 

The date can be deduced from the mention of an earthquake at Constantinople — very 
probably the one which occurred in 477/80 (see entry ( 189 )). There is a bibliography 
in Whitby and Whitby (1989, p.194 note 1). 301 



( 188) dawn on a day in September 475 *Gabala 
sources 1 	Mal. 378 

sources 2 	Ioh. Nikiu 88.35 (p.127 [2471/358 [478] Zotenberg = p.112 Charles); [Dion. Tellmahr.] 229; 

Mich. Syr. 2.143 

catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records: "During the reign of Basiliscus and his son Marcus [January 475-
August 476], a city in First Syria named Gabala suffered from the wrath of God in the 
month of Gorpiaeus at dawn. The emperor Basiliscus bestowed 50 litrai of gold on the 
city for its reconstruction". 

ETLL 8£ TT CO)T Of) 13ao1XEiag Ba CT L 2\i, OK 01-1 xai M f/K 01) TOtii viov C)T01i sIta0EV int0 

0Eop.riviocc TtOkic 	 avOliati Fai3aX.ct 	yopmcciA.0 Eig TO aiyoc. Kai 

6capiciato trj avtrj 30kE 6 paciaz6g  BacodoKog  Eic citvavoxnv xpuoiou ki.Tpag v'. 

Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre dates the earthquake to 478/9. 

( 189) 24/25/26 September 477/480 •Abydus, •Constantinople, 
• Gallipoli, •Helenopolis, •Lampsacus, •Nicomedia, •Sestos, 
• the island of Tenedos >seismic sea-wave< 

sources 1 	Marcell. Corn. 92.6-10; The Great Chronogr. 1-2; Mal. 385; Chron. Pasch 327-8; 

Theoph. 125-6 

sources 2 Anon. Eccl. Hist. 112; Leo Gram. 116; Cedren. 618; Mich. Syr. 2.149 

literature Stein (1949); Jeffreys et. al. (1986); Whitby and Whitby (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Marcellinus describes an earthquake with struck Constantinople: "For forty days in 
succession, the capital city was shaken by an incessant earthquake, and so greatly 
bewailed its affliction. Both the Troad porticoes collapsed. Some churches either 
split open or collapsed. The statue of Theodosius the Great on the spiral column in 
the Forum Tauri collapsed, as did two of its arches. The Byzantines commemorate 
that terrible day on the eighth day before the Calends of October [24 September]". 

Urbs regia per quadraginta continuos dies adsiduo terrae motu quassata magnopere 
sese adflicta deplanxit. ambae Troadenses porticus conruerunt: aliquantae ecclesiae 
vel scissae sunt vel conlapsae: statua Theodosii magni in foro Tauri super cochlidem 
columnam posita conruit duobus fornicibus eiusdem conlapsis. hunt formidolosum 
diem Bysantii celebrant VIII kal. octobris. 

Malalas records: "During the reign of Zeno, Constantinople suffered its second ca-
lamity from the wrath of God: an earthquake over a small area as far as the Forum 
Tauri. Nicomedia, the metropolis of Bithynia, also suffered then, its sixth calamity, 
and so did Helenopolis in the same province. Zeno provided them with much assis-
tance". 

Et't 8E Tic 130,011E1,Gt[ Z1iV(I)V0g EITC/OEV UTCO 0E01.1,TIVilC OE L0101/ to Seirtspov CO:Yrrig ltde0g 

KCOVOTUVTLVOO7E0k1C E7LL oi\iyov 8icf.3T111-1A1., Ewg Toti Tcajpou. 	'7ECCOE 8E TOTE K 

NiKOliriaELCL, 1..tritp67rokig Trjz BLOUVLag, TO EKTOV avtrjc ITC(00c, 4.61.oic 8E Kai 

EAEV0117TOX Ti1C air-trig s7tapxiag xai ItOkbi JTap OXEV airroig 6 autos Zrivo)v. 

The Slav translation of Malalas (see Jeffreys et al. 1986) also provides the date: "25 
September in the first indiction". 302 
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In addition to Malalas, what are known as the excerpta by the Great Chronographer 
are also an important source for this earthquake. They report its effects over a vast 
area and also mention a seismic sea-wave at Constantinople: "And not long afterwards 
[i.e. after the earthquake in Rhodes: see entry ( 187 )], in autumn, a great earthquake 
struck Byzantium, causing the collapse of many houses, churches, and porticoes and 
burying great numbers of people. The orb of the statue in the Forum also fell down, 
as did the monument to Theodosius the Great bearing his statue on a column in the 
Forum Tauri. The sea became very wild, rushed right in, engulfed a part of what had 
formerly been land, and destroyed several houses. The earthquake continued for 30 
days, with the result that a considerable part of the walls also collapsed. All the 
towers and many other buildings were destroyed, and the city stank from the corpses; 
and the areas outside the city and the Golden Gate were all demolished. Also in the 
reign of Zeno, a strong earthquake occurred, causing substantial damage. For in the 
Hellespont area it damaged most of the cities of Abydus and Lampsacus, and in 
Thrace it reduced Callipolis and Sestus to ruins, as well as most of Tenedos; and 50 
towers of the Long Walls were also demolished, and all those who had fled there were 
buried in them. In the area around Sestus a sort of mud welled up from the earth and 
immediately became stiff and solid". 

KLLL KT' CO :COklw XPOVOV EV OHLVOICOL" IN_L) yE7OVEV EL: To BurccivTLov onop.6c tEyac O'LC 
7roX,X6i/g oi,"Kauc xai hcKXTIGLCCc xai 61136kaug KaTCtEOEiV. 	KOLTEX600/1 tiE Kai JrkiViog 
avOpwtwv dvapi3Opyrov. 	snEaM o'E Kai fl  oilyzipa TOO av6pLav-rog TOO (136p01/ KCCi fl 
OTlikfl TOO Lir/ OCkOlL 0E0600101) 	Eis -r6v Ki6va TOO TOLOpali 	TE OaCCO0a aypttoOsioa 
7coppwtaTw E E",,opaiE Kai Tijg :rtparOag yric JEKA.ctflotiocc tapoc OiK01X ouK 6X,i,youg 
Ka-rapciXku. cio-rOec TE KaTilTEGOV EJO, Ocikacioccv, mpai,pai; 7r-up6c OLLOLOL, KaL OEN,t6v 
airrijc, To ii6cop :COL 110aV. 	oLOOKTIGE 6‘E o TOLOOTOC ciELop.Og Elti k pag cruvExcig Kai 
t(V TELZOJV !,1,0og OOK 6X1,yov KOCTOLTEELSEIIV Kai TrOpyolic aaav-rag Kai Jtai.,Xa. OLKYi[LaTa 
avatpaarivaL Kai TTIV 1T6X,LV iOTO tow VEK pLiiV E1CO`cE00al. TOL 	 1t6kEOL; Kai -rcov 
Xpuooliv Flukciiv tavta Ka-revExOrivai. 	6-n, irrl, trjc fiaciikEtag TOO CLOTOO ZiVOJVO[ 
K LA/1)0E0K [yap] '1,aziupac ywovivic pXcipriv ou Tilp -ruxofioav 6,w/duct-to. Kata 7(3tp TOv 
`DariciTrOvrau nop01,tov 'APOoOlL TE Kai ACCLOPaKaU TWV 7t0A.ECOV 01/V63XE Ta JtkELGO KCCI, 303 
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aEpi to OpcoatiovLau Ka7,,XL3TOX1g Kai IT1OTO; Kathuoov 	TE JtOkEwg TEVE801,1 

ON.ERYTOV Katinioe. 	Kativixanoccv &Kai, TOTiv µaxpwv TELZOW Aljpyoi v', sic oiic 
ouvix6a0floav acivtic oi, iKCCOE 4)1,76v-rig. 	sic Se nspi Irto-r6v TO7tov poppopci)8eg ix 
yfic 	dviKkucriv, 6 nayiv svOv nicraa yiyovs. 

It is not clear whether the "Long Walls" referred to were at Constantinople or 
Gallipoli: see the bibliography in Whitby and Whitby (1989, p.194, note 2). 
The Chronicon Paschale records an earthquake at Constantinople: "Indiction 10, year 
13, sole consulship of Boethius [487]. In this year Constantinople suffered its second 
affliction from divine wrath in the form of an earthquake which struck the city over 
the short distance as far as the Taurus, in the month of Gorpiaeus, on 26 September". 

TM:1'CW tui ETEL E7ta0EV da0 9£ot1vias OM: 4101.1 KCOVOTaVTLVOljnOkLg to ISEUTEPOV aljtfig 
7t6(00; 	yopmothp GEATE0p1,19 KC Ea' OX.1,yov 81,Cco-rrw,cc 'ecog tov Tatipotl. 

The Anonymous Ecclesiastical History gives the date as 25 September. 
Theophanes gives the date as 25 September 477 [year of the world 5970], and adds: 
"Many churches, houses and porticoes collapsed to the ground and countless numbers 
of people were buried. The globe of the statue in the Forum also fell, as did the statue 
of Theodosius the Great on the column in the Forum Tauri, and also the inner walls 
for a considerable distance. The earthquake lasted a long time, so that the city began 
to stink". 

T00-10, To aTEL eyevcto cicio!t6; (po3Epoc sv KCOVOTCLVTLV0137t6kEL 1111Vi EMTE[11.3pLit) KS',  
'1,VoLKT16,1VL a Kai EITEGOV EKKk110i 	7[0.A.Xai oixiaL TE Kai E[1.(30X01 E0.1[ £Swots, 
Kccrszoioen bE 3Tkiier1 dcvapi3O!illta aVep6TICOV E5LEGE oi Kai 1) o-Ootipa Tot, dtv6pLciv-rog 
toO (I)Opou Kai 1  OT0,11 tou [ix,/ cikou eiobooibu, 7l sic toy KLOVa TOO TC(1_7(301!, Kai to 

£0-(0 TELXY1 E Ti 81aGT7)p,a iKaVGV" Kai EKpaTTNEV O ociolioc xpOvov ;TOX1:71/, WOtE Tip/ 

Ito-AA.V 

Cedrenus takes up all these pieces of information: "In that year [the fourth of the reign 
of Zeno, i.e. 477], there was a terrible earthquake at Constantinople on 25 September, 
and many churches, houses and porticoes were razed to the ground, burying a very 
large number of people. The orb on the statue in the forum also fell down, as did the 
statue of Theodosius the Great on the column in the Forum Tauri, and a considerable 
part of the inner wall. The earthquake lasted for a long time, with the result that the 
city was full of noxious exhalations". 

To) -6' ETELE (̂'£ VETO ocioa6g cpoiiipoc iv Kwvotav-uvointOkii, 	ourriappiAo KS', Kai 

,:;TE,(30V EKK -MICI (AL TIO.A.XCii Kai GIKLal, Kai iat3okot, `ecog ioCpoug, KatEz6o0ri 
dvepcOawv ckvuoiiiantov. 	EnEOS Si Kai i  ocimipa Tov dVoplCiVTOZ 	OOpou, xai rj 
CITY1-411 toff ME/a;1,011 0E06001.0U 11 EL:, TOV K OVa Tov TccUpov, Kai to ECM) tELX11 Jtepi, 

oiciutri !Act iKaVOV. Kai EK paTEL 6 oELoaog xpOvov .70kt:1V, (;_10TE TTIV ;t6XLV EltdcEGal.. 

The sources give different locations and dates for this earthquake. Marcellinus places 
it at Constantinople on 24 September 480, Malalas at Nicomedia and Helenopolis 
during the reign of Zeno [474-475; 477-491]; the Chronicon Paschale records an earth-
quake at Constantinople during the consulship of Boethius, in the tenth indiction 
[487], on 26 September; Theophanes dates it to 25 September 477, as does Cedrenus; 
Leo Grammaticus, while writing about Constantinople and Nicomedia, simply dates it 
to the reign of Zeno. 
Stein (1949, p.787) does not take the Great Chronographer into consideration, and 
suggests the year 478; Hermann (1962, co1.1109) identifies two earthquakes, dating 
one to 477/478 and the other to 488. In actual fact, however, we do not have sufficient 
evidence to establish a clear date for the earthquake. Since Theophanes considers 
this earthquake to be the second great disaster to have struck Constantinople (using 



an expression which clearly derives from Malalas), we are bound to suppose that the 
first was the earthquake of 447, but the context suggests a mistake in dating; so the 
earthquake must have occurred round about 478. For the chronological discrepancies 
between the various sources, see Stein (1949, p.787). 

An inscription by Decius Marius Venantius Basilius 

referring to work carried out at the Flavian Amphitheatre 

in Rome to repair damage caused by an earthquake 

in the 5th-6th century A.D. (Anfiteatro Flavio, Rome, 

photo Soprintendenza Archeologica di Roma). 

( 190 ) a few years before 484 or 508 *Rome 
l4j  inscriptions CIL 6.1716(a) = 32094(a) = ILS 5635; the same text, with a slightly different layout can anbe found in 

cll. 6.1716(b) = 32094(b) and 1716(c) = 32094(c) 

literature Burnand (1984); Priuli (1986); Catalogo epigrafi (1989); Molin and Guidoboni (1989); Rea (1993) 

catalogues Mallet (1853); Baratta (1899, 1901); Galli (1906); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is an inscription (cH, 6.1716b = 32094b = ILS 5635) preserved inside the Flavian 
Amphitheatre — also known as the Colosseum – which records restoration work on 
the arena and podium there, following a "terrible earthquake". It reads: "(Statue) of 
Venantius, eminent senator and consul. Decius Marius Venantius Basilius, prefect of 
the city, patrician and ordinary consul, at his own expense restored the arena and 
podium which the disaster of a terrible earthquake had destroyed". 

(Signum) Venanti / v(iro) c(larissimo) I co(n)s(uli). / Decius Marius Ve I nantius  
Basilius, I Or) c(larissimus) et inl(ustris) praefectus / urbi, patricius, cons(u1) l ordi-
narius, arenam I et podium quae abomi / nandi  terrae motus ruina rostra / vit 
sumptu proprio restituit. 

Underlining in inscription is a convention to indicate lost text. 305 
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The same text appears in various inscriptions, but unfortunately the most complete of 
these (cll. 6.1716(a) = 32094(a) = ms 5635 — see above) has been lost. Various 
hypotheses were put forward by the first scholars who examined the text as to the 
earthquake and the identity of Decius Marius Venantius Basilius. Current scholar-
ship tends to identify Decius Marius Venantius Basilius as the consul for 484 A.D.  

rather than 508. Recently, however, Priuli (1986, p.144) has returned to the sugges-
tion that the consul in the inscription is the one for 508. 
There is no other source about this earthquake, which probably damaged Rome se-
verely. It occurred a few years before 484 or, in accordance with the other hypothesis, 
a few years before 508 A.D. 

( 191) the night of 26 May 492 Ravenna? 
sources 1 Fasti Vind. Prio. 318 

sources 2 Exc. Sangall. 20; Agnellus Lib. Pont. Eccl. Rau. 303 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Perrey (1848); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

According to the Fasti Vindobonenses Priores: "During the consulship of Anastasius, 
emperor for life, and Rufus there was an earthquake during the night before cockcrow 
on the seventh day before the Calends of June [26 May 492]". 

Anastasio p(er)p(etuo) Aug. et Rufo. his cons. terrae motus factus est noctu ante pullo-
rum cantus vll hal. Iun. 

Andreas Agnellus also mentions the earthquake in the Liber Pontificalis Ecclesiae 
Ravennatis. This suggests that the earthquake may have been felt at Ravenna, 
though he does not specifically mention the city, and dates the tremor to 26 December 
of the previous year (vii kal. Ianuarii). O.Holder-Egger —the editor of Agnellus' work 
for the Monumenta Germaniae Historica — thinks that Ianuarii should read Iunii. 

( 192) 494 •Agathicum, •Hierapolis (Phrygia), •Laodicea (Phrygia), 
• Tripolis (Phrygia) 

sources 	Marcell. Com. 94.22-3 

literature 	Robert (1962); Gatier (1984) 

cat,ilogues Manetti 114571; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); 

Plassard (1968); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his Chronicon, Marcellinus records that during the consulship of Asterius and 
Praesidius, in the second indiction [494], a very serious earthquake affected some 
cities of Phrygia: "Laodicea, Hierapolis, Tripolis, and Agathicum were all reduced to 
ruins at the same time by an earthquake". 

Laudicia, Hierapolis et Tripolis atque Agathicum uno tempore unoque terrae motu con-
lapsae sunt. 

Gatier (1984, pp.87 and 91, notes 3-5) has pointed out that the cities mentioned by 
Marcellinus are those in Phrygia, rather than the ones of the same name in Syria, as 
recorded, for example, in the catalogues of Sieberg (1932 a), Grumel (1958) and 
Hermann (1962). 
The location of Agathicum is still uncertain. It may perhaps be identified as Agathe 
Koine, which, according to Robert (1962, p.233, note 1) is not near Alacin but in the 
plain of Saraykoy (Gatier 1984, pp.87 and 91, note 4). 



( 193) a night in September 499 *Arsamosata, •Neocaesarea, 
*Nicopolis (Armenia) 

sources 1 	[Ios. Styli Syr. versio 27-30; Marcell. Corn. 95; Chron. Edes. 8; Theoph. 144 

sources 2 [Dion. Tellmahr.] 259-62, 275; Chron. 819 7; Chron. 846 218-9; Cedren. 628; Mich. Syr. 2.160; 

Chron. 1234 190; Sam. An. 72; Anon. Eccl. Hist. 109 

literature Cumont (1905); Gatier (1984); Russell (1985) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Abich (1882); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Amiran (1950-51); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989); Zeyt'unyan (1991) 

The text of Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite contains a detailed description of the effects of 
an earthquake on the city of Nicopolis with particular attention to the behaviour of the 
inhabitants. In chapter 33, the chronicle had dealt with the dis-asters which occurred 
in the year 810 [498/499], including a plague of locusts which was held to foreshadow 
"great earthquakes in the land". In chapter 34 he records: "The year 810 [of the 
Greeks; i.e. 499 An.]... In the month of Elul [September] there was a violent earth- 
quake, and a great sound was heard from heaven over the land, so that the earth 
trembled from its foundations at the sound; and all the villages and towns heard that 
sound and felt the earthquake. Alarming rumours and evil reports came to us from 
all quarters; and, as some said, a marvellous sign was seen in the river Euphrates and 
at the hotspring of Abarne... [there follows a commentary on Psalm xviii.7ff.]. There 
came too in the course of this month a letter, which was read in church before the 
whole congregation, stating that Nicopolis had fallen to the ground of a sudden at mid-
night and overwhelmed all its inhabitants. Some strangers too who were there, and 
certain brethren from our schools who were travelling thither and happened to be on 
the spot, were buried [in the ruins]. Their companions who came [back from thence] 
told us [this]. The whole wall of the city all round, and everything that was within it, 
was overturned in that night, and not one person of them remained alive, save the 
bishop of the town and two other men, who were sleeping behind the apse of the altar 
of the church. When the ceiling of the room in which they were sleeping fell, one end 
of its beams was propped up by the wall of the altar, and so it did not bury them. A 
certain brother, whose veracity can be depended upon, has told me as follows. 'At 
eventide of the night when Nicopolis fell, we were lying down inside the town, I and a 
companion of mine. He was very restless, and said to me, 'Get up, and let us go and 
pass the night outside of the town in yonder cave, as is our custom, for I cannot get 
rest here, because the air is so sultry and sleep will not come to me'. So we got up, I 
and he... [they go and sleep in a cave outside the town and come back in the morning] 
We came into the town and found all its houses overturned, and the people and the 
cattle, the oxen and the camels, buried therein; and the sound of their groaning was 
coming up from under the ground [...]. Again, in the north there was a church called 
that of Arsamosata, which was very strongly built and beautifully decorated [...]. 
When there was a great crowd collected of men and women and children, of every age 
and class, there were terrible flashes of lightning and violent peals of thunder and 
frightful noises; and all the people fled to the church, to seek refuge with the bones of 
the saints. And whilst they were in great fear, and were engaged in prayer and serv-
ice at midnight, the church fell in and crushed beneath it the greater part of the people 
who were in it. This happened on the same day on which Nicopolis fell' ". 
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The Chronicon Edessenum provides a briefer account: "Year 810 [of the Greeks; 
i.e. 498-499 And... And there was a great tremor. The hot spring of Abarne dried up 
for three days. And the city of Nicopolis collapsed, and buried all its inhabitants in 
the ruins; except the temple, the bishop and two of his attendants". 
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According to Gatier (1984, pp.87-8), the Nicopolis mentioned by Pseudo-Joshua the 
Stylite is not the one in Palestine or that in Syria, but the one in Armenia, not far from 
Neocaesarea in Pontus. Marcellinus Comes does indeed record an earthquake affect-
ing Pontus in 499: "In that year a great earthquake struck the province of Pontus". 

Hoc anno ingens terrae motus Ponticam concussit provinciam. 

It is therefore likely that the earthquake at Neocaesarea referred to by Theophanes for 
the year of the world 5995 [502/5031 should be related to the one at Nicopolis in 499 
(Gatier 1984, pp.87 and 91-2, note 11): "When an earthquake was about to occur at 
Neocaesarea, a soldier who was walking along saw two other soldiers near the city and 
a person who shouted from behind: 'Protect the house which contains the tomb of 
Gregory'. When the earthquake struck, most of the city collapsed, except for the 
church of St. Gregory.". 
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The Syriac Chronicle of 819 records the same earthquake, but gives the incorrect date 
of 781 [470 A.D.]. It is also reported by Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre, who records 
earthquakes in Mesopotamia in that year (814 = 503), as well as by Samuel of Ani (for 
the year 510) and Michael the Syrian. 



An inscription recording the collapse of a statue 

in Faenza as a result of an earthquake during 

the reign of Theodoric the Great 
(Museo Arcivescovile, Ravenna, photo SGA). 

194) about the first quarter of the 6th century Faenza 
sources 	Anon. Val. 14.84 

inscriptions CIL 11.268 

literature Spreti (1793); Cipolla (1892); Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Catalogo epigrafi (1989) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

The second fragment of the work known as the Chronica Theodericiana, by the 
Anonymus Valesianus, concerns the period 474-526 and includes mention of a comet, 
linked to a vague report of earthquakes, but its date is by no means certain: "A star 
with a fiery tail, of the kind known as a comet, appeared and shone for fifteen days, 
and there were frequent earthquakes". 

Stella cum facula adparuit, quae dicitur come[te]s, [s]p[llendens per dies xv et terrae 
mota frequenter fuerunt. 

There is an inscription from Faenza in the Museo Arcivescovile at Ravenna, dating to 
the time of Theodoric the Great (493-526), which commemorates the replacement of a 
statue knocked down in an earthquake at the city of Faenza during the reign of 
Theodoric: "[In view of the safety of that ---] very clement [---] and distinguished man, 
Gudila, a comes [--- in charge of the administraltion of the city, this statue] which col-
lapsed in an [earthqu]ake [---n]ewly on its base [---] for the embellishment of [---] of 
the city of Faenza [---]". 

[Salvo ---i]ssimo et clementissim[o] / 	vir subl(imis) Gudila, com(es) 	cura]tor 
r(ei) p(u)b(licae), hanc sta I [tuam terrae mJoto (sic) conlapsam / [--- n]oviter super I [---] 
vase (sic) ad ornatum / [---] Faventinae I 	civitati[s?]. 

The Gudila mentioned in the inscription was a vir sublimis and maior Domus Regiae 
in 502 (PLRE ii, p.521). The inscription is unfortunately seriously defective and has not 
been studied sufficiently. 	Various interpretations have been put forward (see 
Bormann, G.B.de Rossi and Mommsen in cll. 11, p.51; Spreti 1793, i, p.201, no.22 and 
ii, pp.12-3). 
There are certain difficulties in establishing the text of the Anonymus Valesianus 
(comes or cometes, pendens or splendens; see Cipolla 1892, pp.39 and 43), and its 
vagueness makes it difficult to reach a better understanding of when and where the 
earthquake it refers to occurred. Since, however, the work pays particular attention 
to the events of the reign of Theodoric, it may well be that these tremors involved the 
territory of Ravenna. 	It is also difficult to establish whether the Anonymus 
Valesianus and the Faenza inscription are referring to the same earthquake. 309 
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Chapter 84, which contains the report of the comet and the earthquake, comes imme-
diately before the account of the execution of Boethius and Symmachus in 524 and 
525. Cipolla (1892, p.93), however, maintains that this chapter is completely uncon-
nected to those which immediately precede and follow it, in which case it is even more 
difficult to establish a date for the phenomena referred to. 
At least, however, mention of the sighting of a comet enables us to compare with 
entries in the catalogue of comets and novae recorded by Chinese sources (Ho Peng 
Yoke 1962, p.164). Five astronomical phenomena are reported for the period 474-526: 
what may have been a nova in November-December 483, and four comets: in 
December 498, February or April 501, August 507 and October 520. It is interesting 
to note that the description of the 520 comet in oriental sources as being "as bright as 
a flame" is strangely similar to that provided by the Anonymus Valesianus. 

( 195 ) 9 October 501 c.6/7a.m. Ravenna? 
sources 1 Fasti Vind. Post. 330 

sources 2 Exc. Sangall. 20 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

The Fasti Vindobonenses Posteriores (and the Excerpta Sangallensia) record an earth-
quake in the year 501: "There was an earthquake at the first hour [between 6 and 7 in 
the morning] on Tuesday, the seventh day before the Ides of October [9 October 501], 
during the consulship of Avienus and Pompeius". 

Avieno et Pompeio Terrae motus fuit vii id. Octb. die Martis hora prima. 

Since the source known as the Fasti Vindobonenses consists of annals written at 
Ravenna, we have sound reasons for arguing that this earthquake occurred, or was at 
least felt there (see also entry (196 )). 

( 196 ) 14 April 502 Ravenna? 
sources 1 Victor Tonn. Chron. 193; Fasti Vind. Post. 330 

sources 2 	Exc. Sangall. 20 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

Victor, bishop of Tunnuna (6th century) reports that: "during the consulship of Avienus 
Junior, a great earthquake occurred, with great flashes of light and thunder, and with 
hail and a great disturbance of earth and sky". 

Avieno Iuniore Cons. Ingens terrae motus cum coruscationibus et tonitruis magnis 
atque grandine et totius caeli ac terrae commotione factus est. 

The Fasti Vindobonenses Posteriores mention an earthquake on Easter Day 502: "On 
Easter Day, the eighteenth day before the Calends of May [14 April], during the con-
sulship of Avienus Junior and Probus, there was an earthquake". 

Abieno iun. et  Probo Terrae motus fuit in pascha xvm kl. Maias. 

It is impossible to be sure that both references are to the same earthquake. 
The Fasti Vindobonenses (and the Excerpta Sangallensia, which describe the earth-
quake in the same terms) provide more chronological information than the chronicle of 
Victor, bishop of Tunnuna. The argument set out in entry ( 195) also applies to the 
question of where this earthquake took place. 
It may be, however, that Victor of Tunnuna is referring to the great earthquake of 22 
August in the same year (see entry (197 )). 
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( 197) the night of 22 August 502 •Berytus, *Ptolemais, •Sidon, 
*Tyre >escape of gas?‹ 

sources 1 	[IOS. Styl.] Syr. versio 43-4 

sources 2 	[Dion. Tellinahr.] 4 

literature 	Gatier (1984); Russell (1985) 
catalogues Amiran (1950-51); Grumel (1958); Ben-Menahem (1979) 

Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite's Chronicle includes the following amongst disasters occur-
ring in 501-502: "Now then listen to the calamities that happened in this year [813 of 
the Greeks; i.e. 501-502 AD.], and to the sign that appeared on the day when they hap-
pened, for this too thou hast required at my hands. On 22 Ab [August] in this year, on 
the night preceding Friday, a great fire appeared to us blazing in the northern quarter 
the whole night, and we thought that the whole earth was going to be destroyed that 
night by a deluge of fire; but the mercy of our Lord preserved us without harm. We re-
ceived, however, a letter from some acquaintances of ours, who were travelling to 
Jerusalem, in which it was stated that, on the same night in which that great blazing 
fire appeared, the city of Ptolemais or Akko was overturned, and nothing in it left 
standing. Again, a few days after, there came unto us some Tyrians and Sidonians, 
and told us that, on the very same day on which the fire appeared and Ptolemais was 
overturned, the half of their cities fell, namely of Tyre and Sidon. In Berytus only the 
synagogue of the Jews fell down on the day when Akko was overturned". 
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The Chronicle of Edessa simply mentions the fire from heaven, which Russell (1985, 
p.43) thinks should be interpreted as aurora borealis; but that seems rather unlikely 
at the latitude of the countries concerned. It seems more satisfactory to suggest that 
the phenomenon is to be related to pre-earthquake phenomena and the effect of 
ionisation of the air. 3 1 1 
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Although this earthquake seems to have principally struck the coast of southern 
Lebanon, Russell (1985, pp.43-4) points out that places in Palestine were also affected. 
Hence he also relates it to a small hoard of coins struck during the reign of Anastasius I 
(491-518) found at Gush Halay. 

( 198) a night about the year 515 •the island of Rhodes 
sources 1 	Mal. 406; Evagr. 3.43 

sources 2 	[Dion. Tellmahr.] 815; Mich. Syr. 2.160 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); 

Galanopoulos (1961); Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); 
Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records this earthquake as having occurred during the reign of Anastasius 
[491-518]: "During his reign the island of Rhodes suffered its third calamity from the 
wrath of God, at night. The emperor gave generously both to the survivors and to the 
city for building purposes". 

CU:YUJI) fRIOLX,E 1,ag sJ.Ect(iev i)3-cO 0 Ec4triv 	POoog vilooc TO TpiTov cckijg 

mieoc voKTbc. xai, TEOXIC3( CCi/TOC,g tOf TrEp Ci.E(1/0 E (CY LV £XCCp L Gat° Kai -trj tbXec AA! w 

Knowircov. 

Evagrius mentions the earthquake after the defeat of Vitalianus in 514 and after the 
incursion of the Huns, which can be dated to c.515: "About the same time Rhodes suf-
fered a violent earthquake at the dead of night. This was in fact its third earth-
quake". 

1MEOV OE 8E i/TE6 c cio.tCtiV 	Cl)V CiVa Toilg co:,Toiyc xpcivouc, K 	̀Pciooc, tipiiov 

bceivo nO0og, thopa T6iv vox -my. 

In actual fact, earthquakes in Rhodes were much more frequent than he suggests. 
Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre wrongly dates the earthquake to 503/504. 
Grumel (1958, p.4'78) dates the earthquake to about 515, and Hermann (1962, 
co1.1109) dates it to 516. 

( 199) 518 OSarnontus, •Scupus, 0•Dardania 
>landslides, surface faulting? eruption?‹ 

sources 	Marcell. Corn. 100.7-18 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Morelli (1942); 

Grumel (1958); Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Marcellinus writes of an earthquake in the province of Dardania, in southern Illyria, 
in the year 518 which destroyed twenty-four villages, and he provides a rough but 
interesting scale of its effects, as well as a vivid picture of the upheaval of the terrain. 
Unfortunately, there is insufficient evidence to identify the villages, which he refers to 
only in general terms: "As a result of a prolonged earthquake in the province of 
Dardania, twenty-four villages were destroyed at the same time. Two of these were 
lost with all their inhabitants, four lost half their buildings and many inhabitants, 
eleven lost a third of their houses and as many people in the disaster, seven lost a 
quarter of their buildings and all their inhabitants, and nearby places were avoided 
for fear of collapsing buildings. The town of Scupus, in fact, was razed to the ground, 
though its citizens survived by fleeing the danger. Many mountains throughout the 
province were rent by the earthquake, rocks were torn from their place, and trees were 



uprooted. A deep chasm stretching for thirty miles [c.43.5 km] and measuring twelve 
feet [c.3.6 m] across opened up and engulfed some villagers and masonry, or else it 
forced those who were in flight from their enemy to take particular action. At a vil-
lage called Sarnontus in the Gavisa region, the veins of the earth burst open and, 
glowing like a fiery furnace, it emitted a continuous and seething rain of fire". 

In provincia Dardania adsiduo terrae motu viginti quattuor castella uno momento con-
lapsa sunt: quorum duo suis cum habitatoribus demersa, quattuor dimidia aedificio-
rum suorum hominumque amissa parte destructa, undecim tertia domorum totidem-
que populi Glade deiecta, septem quanta tectorum suorum totaque plebis parte depressa, 
vicina vero metu ruinarum despecta sunt. Scupus namque metropolis, licet sine 
civium suorum hostern fugientium Glade, funditus tamen corruit. plurimi totius pro-
vinciae montes hoc terrae motu scissi sunt saxaque suis evulsa conpagibus devolutaque 
arborum crepido. per triginta passuum milia patens et in duodecim pedum latitudi-
nem dehiscens profundam aliquantis voraginem civibus castellorum saxorumque rui-
nas vel adhuc hostium incursiones fugientibus iussa paravit. uno in castello region is 
Gavisae, quod Sarnonto dicitur, ruptis tune terra venis et ad instar torridae fornacis 
exaestuans diutinum altrinsecus ferventemque imbrem evomuit. 

(200) 521/522 *Dyrrachium 
sources 1 	Mal. 417-8 

sources 2 	Evagr. 4.8; [Dion. Tellmahr. 52]; Theoph. 168.8-11; Cedren. 638 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-71; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Morelli (1942); 

Grumel (1958); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas writes: "In that year [521/522] it happened that the place known as 
Dyrrachium, a city in the province of Nova Epirus, the birthplace of the emperor 
Anastasius, suffered from the wrath of God. Anastasius had built many buildings 
there and had supplied it with a hippodrome. For his part, the emperor Justin had 
even provided the city of Dyrrachium with much money for reconstruction; it had 
formerly been called Epidamnos. He also gave generously to the survivors". 

'Ey se to) airto) xpowp avv0311 TraHciv iT6 OvoAlivi.ac, T6 Xty6p.Evov AoWcxtov, A6Xtv 
Trjc 	HTEE Lpou 	 fig -Unripxsv AvacitdoLog o f3ccoiXe-6g-  60tic Kai TroXICt 

6CTICTEV EKEL JrapEoxypaUg CCI'YtOlig Kai, io i.JUTO8p0[11.,OV r0 Se Pautls-Ug lothyrivog Troia& 

TrapoxEv eig dVa.V£COGIN 	 Aoppaxivaiv TrOka, ijn; Jtpo:yriv µeV Oci:y ETO 

'Elti.oailVO(' [101,COg se Kai tot; 1rEptlE0Eicav (174?\.o-ri[ajoato. 

Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre wrongly gives the date as 528/529. The context shows 
that this earthquake took place before the Corinth earthquake (see entry (201 )). 

( 201) 521/522 *Corinth 
sources 1 	Mal. 418 
sources 2 Evagr. 4.8; Jac. Edess. 318; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 52; Theoph. 168; Leo Gramm. 319-20; Cedren. 638; 

Niceph. Call. 111-2 
literature Meyer (1979); Finley and Pleket (1980) 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Grumel (1958); 

Galanopoulos (1961); Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas reports: "In that year Corinth in Hellas also suffered; and the emperor gra-
ciously gave much there too". 313 
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iv se tcli avTgiX pcivq) xai i  KOpivOog 	EXkdoog incE0i• xai noX? K aK E-1; Exap oat° 
o cikog 

In his account, Malalas conflates the Corinth and Dyrrachium (see entry ( 200 )) earth-
quakes, both of which occurred in the same year during the reign of Justin (518-527). 
The two places are so far apart that there must in fact have been two separate earth-
quakes, though the sources record them together, and provide a single description of 
both of them. 
Theophanes records the same information, and places the earthquake in the year of 
the world 6014 [521/522]. Cedrenus dates the earthquake to the fourth year of the 
reign of Justin, i.e. 521/522. Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre wrongly gives the date as 
529/530. James of Edessa seems to make reference to this earthquake, though the 
context is unclear (see entry ( 226 ) below), and he dates it to before the fifth year of 

Justin's reign. 
Meyer (1979, under the entry "Olympia") attributes the destruction of the temple of 
Zeus at Olympia to this earthquake. 

(202) 523-525 *Anazarbus 
sources I 	Mal. 418; Procop. anecd. 18.41-2; Evagr. 4.8 

sources 2 	[Dion. Tellmahr.] 53; Theoph. 171; Cedren. 639; Zon. 2.60 
iiter“iore Evangelatou-Notara (1987-88) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Capelle (1924); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records: "In the next year [522/523] Anazarbus, a city in Cilicia, suffered its 
fourth calamity from the wrath of God. The emperor restored it". 

'EV oE Tql L1ETC4LL ZPOVL9 EaCCOEV 11/7th 0E0tATIVLa 'AVaD(1)130c, lEasALC Tric KIILK i,ag TO 

TEtaptov otkiic aci0og• avrjycCpe oi al./TT1V o auto; (3aoi Eve. 

For a discussion of the Procopius' evidence, see the entry below. 
Evagrius adds that the city was renamed Justinopolis. 
Theophanes records the earthquake as follows: "In this year [6017, i.e. 524/525] 
Anazarbus, in lower Cilicia, was subjected to a very violent earthquake when it was 
governed by Calliopius, son of Irenaeus, and the whole city was reduced to ruins. 
Justin rebuilt it and called it Justinopolis". 

TOLiTOL Tci TEL 'Avdt,ccol3og, itritpayroXlc; trig biutipag KLA.LK 	ETra0EV inLO 0E10[1.013 

(1)013EpaitaTOU, Tly ELLOVE1)0VTO; airtTj; KaXkLOILLOLL, 1A01) EL priVaLall, Kai ETET6011 nacra 

rj AbXig. tairriv o‘e. lova-ufvo aVTi7 E 	K Ca. 101LOTLV0177tOkLV EKakEOEV. 

Cedrenus dates the earthquake to the seventh year of the reign of Justin, i.e. 525. 
Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre wrongly dates it to 530/531. 

( 203 ) mid-day on 20/29 May 526 •Antioch, •Seleucia Pieria 
sources i 	Mal. 419-20; Procop. bell. 2.14.6; anecd. 18.41-2; Marcell. Corn. 102.19-24; Chron. Edess. 11-2; 

Ioh. Eph. 299-301; Evagr. 4.5; Zach. Mityl. 8.2; 8.4; 8.7; The Great Chronogr. 4; 

Ioh. Nik. 90.24 (p.151 [2711/3S4 [504] Zotenberg = p.135 Charles); 

[Dion. Tellmahr.I 49-52; Theoph. 172-3 

sources 2 Chron. 819 9; Georg. Mon. 628; Elias Nisib. 119; Leo Gramm. 123; Cedren. 640-1; 
Mich. Syr. 272-3; Glyc. 266; Chron. 1234 191, 194 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 



This is one of the most important earthquakes in the history of Byzantium. 
Historians have recorded only some of the evidence (see Downey 1955, p.59'7; Grumel 
1958, p.478; Hermann 1062, co1.1110), and seem to have underestimated the value of 
non-Greek authors, especially the Syriac ones. We have here indicated all available 
sources. 
Many sources record a disastrous earthquake at Antioch, which was followed by a 
great fire and caused thousands of deaths. 
Malalas is a contemporary source, and dates the earthquake to the month of May in 
the seventh year of the reign of Justin: the year when Olybrius was consul. This 
dating is self-contradictory, however, because the seventh year of the reign of Justin 
was 525, whereas Olybrius was consul in 526. This is confirmed by Marcellinus, as 
we shall see. Malalas writes: "In the seventh year of his [Justin's] reign, in the month 
of May, Antioch the Great suffered its fifth calamity from the wrath of God, during the 
consulship of Olybrius. Great was the fear of God that occurred then, in that those 
caught in the earth beneath buildings were incinerated and sparks of fire appeared 
out of the air and burned anyone they struck like lightning. The surface of the earth 
boiled and foundations of buildings were struck by thunderbolts thrown up by the 
earthquakes and were burned to ashes by fire, so that even those who fled were met by 
flames. It was a tremendous and incredible marvel, with fire belching out rain, rain 
falling from tremendous furnaces, flame dissolving into showers, and showers kin-
dling like flames consumed even those in the earth who were crying out. As a result 
Antioch became desolate, for nothing remained apart from some buildings beside the 
mountain. No holy chapel or monastery or other holy place remained which had not 
been torn apart. Everything had been utterly destroyed. The great church at 
Antioch, which had been built by the emperor Constantine the Great, stood for seven 
days after this tremendous threat from God, when everything else had collapsed 
during the wrath of God. Then it too was overcome by fire and razed to the ground. 
Similarly, other houses which had not collapsed through the divine calamity were 
destroyed to their foundations by fire. In this terror up to 250,000 people perished. 
For this was the great festival of the Ascension of Christ our God and a great throng of 
visitors had come to town. During the wrath of God it became clear what a great 
number of citizens there was. Many of those who had been buried in the earth sur-
vived to be brought up alive, but then died". 

To) Si ii3obp9 ELEL trig cx.-koi) 13aocXiiclg iaufliv 67th OioiA riv;Axg 'AvitOxim rj 	To 

JI£[,11TTOV ocTrjg :Tcieog iv 	I,taLco, intaTE ag 'Okuppi,ov• Aok6g pAp rjv o 11:113og 
o toil Ocofi yiv6p.evog Kat' 	E t;VOV toil Kacp6v, 60TE tong ciu7\100ivtaz -ono T6iv 
oiKrillciTcov iv ti yri xai ?CU p LK aljCIT011g ycveo0ac, xai ETC to dipo; Se cr:tivOrlpag 7rupOc 
(ticti,vcoOccr -  xai £ K a L OV 6.)g d7r6 doTpanfig toy iiipcolcOp.evov, Kai iicOxkat,i TO ioclitlog Trig 
yrig, xai EK EpaliV0171VTO OL 041,E "AWL, K 0114A µcvoc lifjto T6iV GE 10 [4,61/ Kai 11376 
toil Jrupog 201)01hIEVO , mots xai tog (I)cvyovocv ilutliVta to Jtii p. Kai 	OM) [La 

	

Pi pOv xai ActpciSoov, snip ipiuyOlAivov 	OlAppog Ka[ti,vow (popipciiv, (Oko'4 Eig 
i)ET01/ 	kiJ 0 1/TI, 	Kai 	Uctog 	(Pki::) 	EaTETO[kEVOg 	Kai 	toil; 	13061/TaC, 	Ev 

KataV111X1OKE. 	KCCi El( TO'UTOV 'AvTLOxim CixprloTog iyiviTo-  01:)K 11ELVE ycip, 
to npOg Opog !.A,Ovov napocxov [A,EVa 	[A,CCta. 	CYUK eµccvs Si OYrE ayto; olKog 

Ei)KTY1 p 1, 01.1 rj 110VCCOTT1 p1,01) rj d? ?.oil OtyLOIJ TOTLOU at:mil:4)11K TOg • to yap 	),.)\.a 
crovitiXioOriciav ii; TO JtaVTEA.£ g • 	Si 	 ' AvTioxii,ag 	K TI„ GOO: Ga into 
KOWCYCaVTI,VOU toil µcyaa.ov PaCS LX£ COg • Tit; 	 yivop.ivrig Kai ITaVICOV 

AE7E-COW OTCOV 'EL; TO iSco:Pog 	Tel 75111£ pa; f.3' [eta TO yEViCSOCCL TT1V toil OEOi/-  
4oI3EpiAv CoTELXriv-  xai co:yril mtO JrupOg 1,,100Eioct KaTrivixOTI icog iSci(povg. xai iTipoi Si 
0 'LK 0 L 	7tEATCOK6t£; 1:17TO toil 7ta001); 'Mi.,' OE 1K Oii 1:17t0 tol) TrupOg SiikaOrioccv icog 
041.6.1,(ov. Kai Cut6kovTo iv aim)) TO 46134) axpi xckLdScov oicocooicov ILEVETiKOVta. rev 
y6p u 1,teydkri 	XpioToi) toil Ocoii 	try; Ccvakippicog-  Kdi noki) 1Tkijeog 	Tcliv 315 
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Evwv inibriurjoav-  EJLL Se tilg airtfig 0Eopriag ibsixeli Kul to TOW 7COki,TCOV nkijeog OTaiaov 

no? Xost, .YE td5v xot301/TWV •ijaCCVTEg [LETC( TO avEvx0rjvai alltOilg c.iiAruccg 

6.7theavov. 

The Slav translation of Malalas gives the date as 29 May, as does Evagrius. The lat-
ter in fact dates the earthquake to 29 May in the seventh year of the reign of Justin: 
"For, a short time after [numerous and dreadful fires in Antioch], in the tenth month 
of the seventh year of Justin's reign, that being Artemisius or May, on the twenty-
ninth of the month, precisely at noon, on the sixth day of the week, the city was struck 
by an earthquake, which very nearly destroyed the whole of it. This was followed by a 
fire". 

METa pAp ppaxiiv trva KaLpOv, Lv TW OSO[tu) EtEL Trig airmii ficnkeLotc, [owl, bEicatcp, 

civci toy dp-re[ti,crwv Olva ijtoi 	iVCitla Kai EiKOOTli artoii 	Kat' aOTO 

lAwrolipLac TO crta0Ep6-ratov trig f l(trIc rjkpag rijc KakaukyrK 08°111180g, ppacspA3g 

-JTE---VTEg 	JtO-ti I luxpov' aciaav dvatOwavteg Kartiyayov. Kai OE L 	 nri 

Evagrius quotes "John the Rhetorician", i.e. Malalas, and adds that the earthquake 
occurred at mid-day. This clashes with the time given by the Great Chronographer, 
who states that it occurred "at about the second hour of the day". 
Marcellinus specifies that the earthquake occurred in 526, during the consulship of 
Olybrius, and describes it as follows: "526: At lunchtime, a sudden earthquake struck 
the whole city of Antioch in Syria. Furthermore, much of the western part of the city 
was buffeted from all directions by harmful winds which at a certain point caused 

kitchen fires to blaze up into the falling buildings, this bringing about an extra disas-
ter from the conflagration. And as it burned the tomb, it killed Euphrasius, bishop of 
the city, cutting off his head; and the circus obelisk was knocked down and buried in 
the ground". 

Totam quidem Antiochiam Syriae civitatem repens inter prandendum terrae motus 
invasit: alioquin occiduam urbis magnamque eius partem sinistris mox ventis undique 
flantibus fZammasque coquinarum pro tempore aestuantes ruentia in aedificia miscen-
tibus duplex torridumque exitium inportavit. Eufrasium quoque totius urbis episco-
pum adempto eius capite combusto simul obruit sepulchro: obelisco circi inverso et 
humi defosso. 

The Chronicle of Zachariah of Mitylene (8.4) gives a different version of the death of 
Euphrasius: "And in the next year, in the fourth indiction, much of Antioch collapsed 
in unusual circumstances, and vast numbers of people were killed. For it was sum-
mer time, and while they were eating and their food was in their mouths, their houses 
collapsed on top of them". 

	

. 	 . 	\A"—,  (c)1..1_x,c 

t-e11::)1-2.73 	u0 	. 	 cocn 	c‹.-1.=N 	. t'aNcs_x_ttC71 	 aNct=i 	Crl.= 

Procopius mentions this earthquake in two works. In the Wars (2.14.6) he writes: 
"Accordingly, a little later [a violent wind had struck the suburb of Daphne], when 
Justin was ruling over the Romans, the place was struck by an exceedingly violent 
earthquake, which reduced the whole city to ruins and immediately razed to the 
ground most buildings, including the finest in the city, and it is said that at that time 
three hundred thousand of the population of Antioch perished". 

'0X,Lyo,) t v O'OV ii0TEO0V, in4Ka lovotivog `Paicdcov 1:jpxg, oEtopUg v.; imyEvcitievog 

TTiV TE 1LO?■.11,  KaTECIELOE Jta0aV Kai VIA/ 0i,K060[A,T1[1aTCOV to TE ItkEi0Ta Kai 

Ka)\,X1Crta ig TO ESCLOOC Ei,011) 1)VEyKE, Kai kEy0A/Tal TOTE TOLdKOVTa utiptdOEc 'Avnoxcov 

duro?■,0■.ivai. 



In the Anecdota (18.41-2) he makes the general comment: "And earthquakes destroyed 
Antioch, the first city of the East, and Seleucia which is close to it, as well as the most 
notable city in Cilicia, Anazarbus. Countless people died in the destruction of these 
cities. And one might add to the list Ibora and also Amasia, which happened to be the 
first city in Pontus, also Polybotus in Phrygia, and the city which the Pisidians call 
Philomede, and Lychnidus in Epirus, and Corinth, all of which have from ancient 
times been very populous. For all these cities were destroyed by earthquakes during 
this period, and almost all the inhabitants were destroyed with them. 	And 
afterwards came the plague". 

/Etal_to'i Se 'AVTIOXE idV TE KC:C(3E110V tiiv Tijg iO3CC; 71136TTiV Kai IEXE1J1c EldV, fITLE p cukiig 
£1( yELTOVWV O'LK did L , Kai trty EV KI,XLiv 1.ci,(1)avccy-rd-rriv 'Avciizappov. 	(xi< -rciiv 
,..twarrok(oXO-uov dvepo'rtcov to 1.E-rpov Tic dv oiapielastueai ouvatOg ein; npocreeiri be dv 
Tic id -LE "113COOd K 	'ApdOE LOW, Ti Itp(UTTI EV nOVTC9 ETU? XONEV ntkra, no? 1:430TOV 'LE Tip/ 

EV (pindd KCO, 1i1/ 11101,8aL (13 	 K dX0i501, A'6XVLooV TE Tip/ iv 'FLTELp(t)TCCL; Kai 
KOOLVOOV, di, en) JTOXLMCV0p0M6TTITCC1 EK JtakdidO 1)0dV. 

Procopius is here referring to Seleucia Pieria, which was the port for Antioch. As 
regards the reference to Anazarbus in Cilicia, Procopius is probably conflating this 
occurrence with the 523-525 earthquake recorded by Malalas and Theophanes (see 
entry ( 202 )). The other earthquakes occurred around the period between 527 and 
543. The Amasia earthquake occurred in 529 (see entry (207 )), and may be related to 
that at Ibora, and perhaps to those at Polybotus and Philomede in Phrygia. The 
earthquake at Lychnidus in Epirus may be related to the one occurred in 527 at 
Pompeiopolis in Moesia (see entry ( 205 )). The earthquake at Corinth occurred in 543 
(see entry (212 )). 
John of Nikiu records: "... there came an earthquake from God and fire fell from heav-
en on the city of Antioch, extending from the church of St.Stephen to the house of the 
chief of the army, in breadth and length, and as far as the bath called Taynadonhus 
and the bath of the Syrian nation". 

...g'1\4'1\+:115:h9°M/HiildbC:cpa)4R.:Nilt:h9"119.G:09-rit:U14:h3Rhj:h9nftt:11 
Cntri:+A.r1:hnin.ttiti:11+:01(1:che,:flaig'69:03 5.r.5 :whtih:111-.:41/11:1-Itnao 

Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre dates the earthquake to 525 and gives John of Antioch 
(6th century) as his source, but there is nothing about this earthquake in any of his 
fragments. The former also records (p.50) that "on the third day of the collapse, which 
was a Sunday, a cross of light appeared in the western quarter of the sky". 
In connection with Seleucia, he writes: "Seleucia in Syria and the coast above Antioch 
over an area twenty thousand paces square were shaken and destroyed, and those 
that saw them were struck not so much by the fire as by the tremor itself'. 
He also records the sorrow felt by Justinian over the earthquake, and the measures he 
took towards reconstruction and to bring out the bodies from the ruins. 
Theophanes mentions the earthquake at two different points in his narrative. At 172, 
he dates it to 20 May in the year of the world 6018 [526], specifying the particular day 
as 20 May, unlike contemporary sources, which only mention the month: "On 20 May 
in this fourth indiction, at the seventh hour [c.1 p.m.], Antioch the Great in Syria was 
subjected to the wrath of God, when Olybrius was consul in Rome. So great was the 
wrath which God brought to bear on the city that it was almost entirely destroyed and 
became a tomb for its inhabitants. Some were still alive as they lay buried in the 
ruins, but were burned by fire which came out of the earth. More fire came down as 
flames from the heavens and burned anything it encountered, like lightning. The 
earth was shaken by tremors for a whole year". 3 1 7 
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Toi Se [tai(.9 tinvi„ K' 	airtng 8' iv8uctici.ivog, (iipa 	IjAaTEL:)0VTOg EV' PC61.11:) 'OkUPpl.01.) 
EACCOEV veto Ocolinviag 'AvtiOxsict 	tiEyaki trig /upiag adOog et vEiyi-rov. Tocroiitov 
yap n apyn Tot) °sot) iank0Ev EA' aiiTTiV, cote JrtwOilvat, oxE86v nacrav -Env nOkiv Kai 
Ta(1)0V TO5V O'LKTITOIM.OV yEv6::Jeau. Tivag Se KataxwoOvtag 	 '67E6 -rnv ynv 
nip EK trig yngE c1.k)6v Kat6:13,A.Esv. 	Kai Etcpov 	EK tov 66-Jog, thg anivenpsg, 
Kati] pXETO Kai KaTEKaLEV, WWtEp do-tpaan, -thv ciipioKO[isvov• Kai icrEieto 	yrj EAL 
EVLCCUTOV Eva. 

At 172, Theophanes again mentions the Antioch earthquake, but now he dates it to 
the following year: "In that year [the year of the world 6019, i.e. 527], the earthquake 
raged, and Euphrasius, bishop of Antioch, was caught in the tremors and died. All 
the houses and churches collapsed and the splendour of the city disappeared. No 
similar disaster had ever been known in other cities and in earlier centuries" 

Tok(i) toy ETEL T01.3 OE Lal Lai) EALK pato-by-tog Eippacriog, 6 7'LLCYKOJTOC 'Avtioxsi,ag, , 	, 
Kats-,(660n into TO15 OELOLA,01) KaL CUTEeaVEV• Kai nag oucog Kai £K0.1101,a KaTEAEO0V, KaL 
TO KaXkOg Trig ItOkE(Jog Til)CCVLOOT1. 	Kat 015 yEyovc TOL aUTT1 OEOLLYIVLa iv (XXXI] TO2.cL EV 

Jpsioaic ta(g yEvcaig. 

The reference to the death of bishop Euphrasius, which was brought about by the 
earthquake and is recorded in contemporary sources (Marcellinus and Zachariah of 
Mitylene) in their description of the May 526 earthquake, suggests that Theophanes 
has made two earthquakes out of one. 
The Syriac Chronicon Edessenum records this earthquake as follows: "At the seventh 
hour on Friday 29 Iyyar in the year 837 [526J, there was an extensive and violent 
earthquake and most of Antioch collapsed, buried its sons and suffocated its inhabit-
ants" 

o 73(1...= 	 ala 	esn 	 at-_i...=a 
cm 	. 	cC_=-k ce_.-‘aN cCacn 	 <  

\v  ‘c<-1  

Elias of Nisibis speaks of 50,000 bodies found in the ruins, but this may be a misread 
figure, since Malalas — and the Syriac Chronicle of 819 and Michael the Syrian after 
him — speaks of 250,000. 
Cedrenus dates the Antioch earthquake to 4 October, and at the same time mentions a 
serious earthquake which damaged Constantinople during the ninth year of the reign 
of Justin [526/5271, as well as a third earthquake at Pompeiopolis in Moesia (see entry 
205) below) in the same year: "And there was a terrible earthquake which damaged 

various parts of Constantinople and was the precursor of an unspeakable disaster at 
Antioch. In fact, on 4 October the wrath of God began to be felt in that city in the form 
of an earthquake and a fire. It struck the centre of the city and lasted for six days, 
burning many houses and killing many people. No-one could discover where the fire 
had begun, and the wrath of God struck the city with such force that nearly all of it 
collapsed and became a tomb for the inhabitants. Fire issued from the earth, and 
burned some who had been buried alive. More fire came down from the heavens like a 
shower of sparks and burned those whom it encountered, as though they had been 
struck by lightning. And the earth shook for a year. And in the ninth year the earth-
quake prevailed and Euphrasius, bishop of Antioch, was swallowed up and killed by it, 
and the whole house and the temple collapsed and the beauty of the city disappeared, 
and never in any generation had such divine wrath struck other cities. Many thou-
sands of men, women and children were piled into great heaps and buried in the ruins 
[...1 And this was the fate of a very noble and beautiful city which had stood for eight 
hundred years since being founded by Seleucus and called Antioch after his father. 
The emperor was deeply grieved at the news of this disaster. He threw aside his 



crown and imperial robes, and, dressed in dirty rags, he wept for many days, and even 
on feast days he entered the temple in wretched garments, for he could not bear to 
wear any symbols of power. And all those who were in the city gathered in their rags 
from all parts in the countryside about 7 miles [c.10 km] outside the city, and for seven 
days they fasted and prayed. The emperor sent 50 gold centenaria and skilled men for 
clearing up and rebuilding work, for he was anxious to rebuild the ruined city of 
Antioch. During his reign it was also decreed that we should celebrate the feast of 
Hypapanta, which had not previously been celebrated. But the city of Pompeiopolis 
in Mysia was also destroyed, and the centre was swallowed up with its inhabitants, 
and men who were buried under the earth begged for mercy". 

Feyove Si Kai oetop,Og (poPepaiTaTog, 	 [tiv Koovo-TavTivota6Xei iv SicupOpoig 

	

'AvTtoxekt aupAimpa Otveicouriyitog :WOE IITIVLA 	 yCy TETapT11 Tali 

OK TWP p 	 Trpoo1411a 	 0E01) opyrjc £Jtiik0EV CC'OTT:i 	el,taprwi6iv Kal 
0£10,1,6V, 6g itAaprioltog µ£ Gov iris no? ewg iyiveTo, Kal EK paTTIGE E1ti 	C'. 	Kal 

iKcifloav oixot TroX?\,61, Kal CutiOavov kaoi aokX61,, Kai ouSEig iyvw a60ev TO In3p 
civc'utTeTai.  T000i,Tov ydtp 	6pyrj toy 0E6'0 en iXiv et' autrj CUOTE aTcoarivat oxeS6v 
Jauctv 	7TOXLV Kai Ta4ov tow OLKTITOpwv yevio0at. TivCcr; Si KccTaxwoOivTag Kai EV., 

tLiiiVtag into Tip/ yrjv nip es?%.06v EK Trjg yrjc KaT£0\.C4E. Kal 'eTepov TrOp EK Tat) depog 
thg wrivOlipec KaTE pXETO Kal KaTEKaLEV 6i0JTEp ORITpaJtil tons EiYILLOK01.1EVOILc. 	EGELETO 

bi 	'(TiETC EVLaiLTOV Eva. 	TO 0' ETEL TOLL OE Lat.tali E r K paTOLLVTOg Eil(l)pciotog 
6 i71.0KOTtOc 	 Om) Toii GE LOH,01; KaTEZO')0013 Kai alTE WIVE , Kai, tag oi.Kog Kai 

EK K XL1OL a KaTEJTEOE, Kai TO dXXog Titc TroXaog licpavi,o0ri • 66 y Cm.) yiy OVE TO ialiTTI 

OEOLLTIV La EV CaXT1 JTOXEL EV taoatc talc yEVEaLC. lEaaag lAEV 013V civopiiv Kai yuvccocoliv 
[tupvioecz, 	noXXot' 	Si 	Ira a5COV 	Kai 	VE ay V6jV 	£1, 	kb(1)0'U 	TaZEL 	TWV 

K aTEVE X0 E VTOLV 0 K 060 Mill,taTCOV 1,/ )01 Ka.X.1/7tT0110-a [ 	Kai TEX.0c TO15TO 	013TWg 

OVOWIOTOTaTTIV Kai El.;Xap IV E.?\.111.3E JAIN, ijwcep EJTi OKTaK OOL al/ g Eviavtoiic GvotaGav 

EL,- 0-UAW 	YrIV EET,EuKoc 6 Jp6iToc EKTIGEV, 	 Tcpoarropi,q Tot) TraTpoc avtov 
'AvTi6xitav iKdkeuev. 	Ocyye2.0evTo Si TOLL :rci0ovc, 6 !Aiv fiaoiXeiic pxyciX.wc ijXyrioe 

vuxriv, Kal Oi,ipac TO oiclorpa Kai TYIV ITO p(1)1:113aV EJIEvOEL EV OCOCKLIL Kal 07t066.1 

1.th pa< JTOXXag, Kai EV 	iopTij SE kuniic eicifiX0iv EL; TT)V £106.110L (XV, LLIII 

K aTa.oecaa tIEVOc (pope 	OlifiaVVOV CLOLX.LK OV TO 610V013V. akka Kai 7TaVTEc 01. EV Try 

TroX,EL OLOUV OTOkT)V EV61,10641EVOL Itavtirwei EL c.  to ?To Tit; JtOXEO.K tESLOV Etta 

Oil ttE 01c aJLEZOV Eti £,ITa 	1.11; paLg EXLTaVEVOV V T1OTEliOVTE C. 	6 Si pciat.Xelic 
alt£OTELXEV ELg eiczoto0v Kal dvaKcnvtouov trig JTOXECOc xp-uoi,ou KevTivdota 
TEEVT11KOVTa xal OiNopag [LliZaVLK01:/c, Kai 11V aliTO 0.701L oil TOIL 271V AEGOLiOaV JTOkLV 

AVTLOZELOCV aVaK a INEOUL 	£.7ti aliT01:1 Si iTtuntiOn eopTcisiv 	Kai TiTV iopTiiv Trig 
ACCTRIVTlic Trjc [tixp I. TOTE 01 EOptat01.1,EVIlc". 	da.,Xa. Kai 71 110[1,TET11,01:17TOXIc 	MAJOL OtC,-  

o Lap pay E100. ILIELTOV Ka:TEMA/ [A,ETa, T6iV oiKTITopwv, Kal EK paZOV unto TT1V 	OvTic oL 
dvOpwtoi To EX,E,TiOaTE. 

Glycas is probably following Cedrenus when he records that there was an earthquake 
at Constantinople, Antioch in Syria and Pompeiopolis during the reign of Justin: 
"After Anastasius, Justin the Thracian reigned for nine years. During his reign a star 
appeared in the heavens above the golden gate of the palace for twenty-six days, and 
there was a very violent earthquake, and buildings collapsed in many parts of the city 
of Constantinople, and the great city of Antioch was almost completely swallowed up 
and became a tomb for its inhabitants. Fire from within the earth burned those who 
were still alive. Pompeiopolis, too, was half destroyed. Half of the city was swal-
lowed up with its inhabitants. And the earth shook for a whole year". 

MEta Si 'Avaoiciotov lovonvoc o Op(c,; ETY1 Cr. 	017) a0Tilp ELI)CLVT1 EV TO) oUpavqi 
LTaVCO Trjs xcaucric :tang ToU TrakCCT 1.0 , 	r)µ£ pas KC 	Kai yiyovE oELGµog 

(0013E p6TaT0g. Kai 1'1 [LEV KLOVOTaVTIV0173T0k1; EV &COLO pOlg TOTrOlg O`U I_LICT(LiC1 E Lc 111,1TE tIELVEV, 319 
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IxEyari 'AvtiOxau. Tram( oxcoov fccurEmilay) xa. victiog iuiv oixquipwv iyivEto. 
Tovc 	Si 	ETL 	ctiv-rag. 	Jtiip 	KcitweEv 	6VEpXOLLEVOV 	K at E (1/X,E7 EV. 
flowty)LolinoXic 11Eoov eppciTri, xal TO Ti tIAYU CEUTTic KaTE5t0011 LLET6( TaV oilorropcov. 
iociEto 	vtctirrOv okov. 

Both Glycas and Cedrenus relate this earthquake to the disaster at Pompeiopolis in 
Moesia (see entry (205 )), but the latter seems to have occurred in 536, and in any case, 
Pompeiopolis was a long way away. The mistake probably resulted from a misunder-
standing of Malalas 456 (see entry (209 )), where a strong but not destructive tremor is 
recorded at Antioch. 
The Syriac Chronicle of 1234 dates the earthquake to "the seventh year of the reign of 
Justin II [Justinian = 532]", but considers it to have been the fifth earthquake in that 
city. Since this text records another earthquake at Antioch two years later, it is clear 
that sources referring to an earthquake in 532 are basing their reports on a mistaken 
chronology, and that the earthquake they are referring to is on fact the one which 
occurred in 526. 
According to John of Ephesus: "In the seventh year of the reign of Justinian [i.e. 
Justin 	namely the year 837 [of the Greeks; i.e. 525-526 A.D.], the great city of 
Antioch collapsed for the fifth time. At the seventh hour of the day there was a col- 
lapse so tremendous and violent that nobody could tell. For the anger of heaven was 
so severe and violent that those who escaped from the terrible violence of the wrath of 
the earthquake and of the collapse were kindled by the fire and burned; and sparks 
flew and burned everything on which they landed. The earth itself was churned up 
under the dust; and it grew hot and burned everything it encountered. And so the 
foundations of buildings, with all the storeys above them, were thrown up: they were 
lifted and collapsed back down again; they cracked, were cast down, fell to the ground 
and were consumed by the fire. And those who survived and tried to flee, the fire 
caught them, ignited them and burned them like pieces of wood. And the tongues of 
flame burned terribly and cruelly because of God's intense anger. And indeed the fire 
came down from the sky like rain. So the whole city was burning like a fiery furnace, 
and then it was demolished, collapsed in ruins and was consumed by the fire, except 
only for a few houses which survived at the foot of the mountain above the city, but 
they too split open and were in danger of collapse. Every day houses collapsed and 
burned those who had remained in them. Every house or church or building of any 
kind cracked, split open and collapsed in ruins, even to garden fences; and the rest 
burned to smouldering ashes and was scattered in the wind. Moist dust bubbled up 
from the depths of the earth, and the sea gave off a great stench; and the dust could be 
seen bubbling up in the water as it threw up sea shells. 
The great church built by the emperor Constantine the Victorious — said to be greater 
than any other in the Roman Empire —had remained standing although cracked. But 
suddenly, on the seventh day, the fire caught it too from top to bottom, and it collapsed 
and lay smouldering on the ground. And the same thing happened to all the other 
churches which somehow or other escaped collapse in the tremor; in the end they were 
burned by the sudden fire of heavenly anger and collapsed to the ground. As John of 
Antioch wrote, the souls perished and were destroyed in the city of Antioch which was 
like a winepress of anger for all its inhabitants. As if those who survived could count 
those who had died, those who had fled and those who were in the city, they were 
assessed at 1250, for it was a feast day and therefore the city was crowded with people. 
On the third day of the collapse — which was a Sunday — a cross of light was seen in 
the western part of the sky; and all those who had survived saw it and were amazed; 
they cried out 'Kyrie eleison', beholding it for about an hour. Then it was hidden by 
the clouds and everyone was amazed. Afterwards, the mercy and grace of God was 
made manifest as follows: thirty or forty days later, men, women, youths and children 



were found alive in the conflagration, so that everybody was astonished and confessed 
that the mercy of God was munificent, for he did not deny his grace to his creatures. 
The earthquake continued every day and night for a year and a half without ceasing". 
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( 204) 526-527 Constantinople 
,ources 	Cedren. 640-1;  Zon. 2.58;  Glyc. 266 
catalogues Downey (1955); Grumel (1958);  Hermann (1962);  Guidoboni (1989) 

proved not to have 
taken place 

 

For a discussion of this much debated earthquake, recorded by Cedrenus and Glycas, 
see the previous entry. A preliminary analysis suggests that since the sources con-
cerned are late ones (Cedrenus lived in the 11th and 12th centuries, and Glycas died 
in 1204), a series of earthquakes which occurred at different times have been brought 
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together into a single year. Thus Cedrenus'  narrative mentions the episode of the 

death of bishop Euphrasius, and our earlier argument suggests that he died in the 

earthquake of 526. 

As regards Constantinople, it seems reasonable to suggest that if it had suffered a 

destructive earthquake, contemporary sources would have noted the fact. Their si-

lence on the matter leads us to believe, therefore, that the late chroniclers have con-

fused this earthquake with another one: perhaps the November 533 earthquake re-

ported by Malalas and the Chronicon Paschale, or the 543 earthquake, if they misin-

terpreted Theophanes. As regards Pompeiopolis in Moesia, it seems likely that the 

late sources got their information from Malalas (436.17ff.) and Theophanes (216.17), 

both of whom record an earthquake at Pompeiopolis somewhere between 527 and 536. 

Hermann (1962, co1.1110) dates the earthquake to 525, and adds another one in 527 at 

Seleucia, basing himself on Cedrenus (640.10-641.20). Grumel (1958, p.478) uses 

Cedrenus to show that an earthquake on 4 October 525 caused damage at Antioch, 

Seleucia in Syria, and Constantinople. In actual fact, the Antioch and Seleucia earth-

quake occurred in 526 (see entry (203 ) above). 

Downey (1955, p.597) also locates the earthquake at Constantinople and Antioch. On 

the authority of Cedrenus and the Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae 116.45-

117.3, he dates the earthquake to somewhere between 4 and 7 October 525, the year 

being provided by Cedrenus. On the basis of Zonaras and Glycas, Downey places a 

second earthquake at Constantinople, Nicomedia and Nicea in 526, and a third at 

Antioch in May 526. We do not think there are sound reasons for accepting these 

hypotheses. 

( 205) 527 •Lychnidus?, •Pompeiopolis >subsidence< 
sources L 	Mal. 436-7; Procop. anecd. 18.41-2; lob. Eph. 299-301; Theoph. 216 

sources 2 The Great Chronogr. 5; [Dion. Tellmahr.1 71; Georg. Mon. 626; Leo Gramm. 123; Cedren. 640-1; 

Zon. 14.5.41; Mich. Syr. 278, 308; Glyc. 266 

Literature Honigmann (1952); Whitby and Whitby (1989) 

catalogues Ligorio 11574-71; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Capelle (1924); Grumel (1958); 

Shebalin et al. (1974); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas writes as follows: "In that year [528/529] Pompeiopolis in Mysia suffered from 

the wrath of God. When the earthquake occurred, the ground suddenly split open and 

half the city with its inhabitants was swallowed up. They were beneath the ground 

and the sound of their voices was carried to the survivors. The emperor made many 

benefactions for excavations to rescue those beneath the ground, and equally to those 

left alive and to the city for its reconstruction". 

'Ev avitu SE To) zpovo) EnaOev lino HE0[111Val £ V TT) MUCYLOt 	 yCtp 

KLviloucoc yEvo!Avrig 	 i:xaoAri do 11"   t WO Tlic 7LaXECOC [ITTa T6iv 

OLK017VTWV, Kal ipiav ifJTo TYVV viv, Kai to rjx,oc at:IT6iv c4)ipE.To Toig 7cEpLoweEt:oi. 	Ka'L 

7T6A:MX Ecin'AnTturjo•aTo o cukoc, 130(01XE111C, cic TT1V EKXOUJLv 	TrEpLowerjvat Toir; ovtac 
Tri‘  v yrjv, (6c5at',Tuic o'rKar TOIC, c,00.01 Kat Tfi rto?ri. ELL"," civave' woiv. 

Theophanes records: "In this year [6028, i.e. 536]: Pompeiopolis, a city in Mysia, was 

subjected to the wrath of God. The earth was split open by the tremor, and half the 

city was swallowed up with its inhabitants. They were left buried, and one could hear 

the voices of those who cried out for help. The emperor gave large sums to rescue and 

succour them, and he rewarded the survivors". 

Toira9 Tui Eta Elta0EV ii7t0 0£01.A,EVLag FIOLIffiLatimoXig Trlc Mucli.ctc. 	Eiix,icoOrl y(4) rj Trj 
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u7to 1012 CCELaitOti, Kai £)Calall To iipiL01) TrjcJTO'A.ECOg 1AETa To-iv oiicrit6pwv. 	Ka( 'nom 



	

into Tip/ yrjv, xai ai 4(1)vcii avt6iv ipcm)ov-to Pouiv-ruiv ikEnOrivoct. 	xast Trokka 
iSoipijoato o PccoikEisig epos to ixxoTiOriyai Kai poriOnOlivai ocircaiig, xai toys 'rjcsav-rag 
icoikotuirjoato. 

The city of Pompeiopolis was situated about 35.5 km north of Nish in former 
Jugoslavia. The city was formerly thought to be in Mysia, a province of Asia Minor 
(Whitby and Whitby 1989, p.195 note 6, take this view); but in fact Byzantine sources 
use that term to indicate the province of Moesia in the Balkans. The sources are 
discussed in Honigmann (1952). 
Theophanes gives us a date for the earthquake, using Malalas as his source. The lat-
ter, however, does not give an exact date: he simply states that the earthquake occur-
red during the reign of Justinian [527-565], taking as a point of reference the year 529, 
in which the Corpus Iuris was published. A reasoned analysis of the relevant pas-
sages in Malalas, however, which are always in chronological order, shows that the 
earthquake occurred earlier than this, perhaps in the year of the death of Justin I 
[527]. Justin I is in fact mentioned by the later chroniclers, from Georgius Monachus 
to Cedrenus and Glycas. Furthermore, John of Ephesus and Pseudo-Dionysius of 
Tellmahre give the date as 538/539, but the latter's chronology is unreliable. Indeed, 
he records this earthquake shortly before mentioning the one at Antioch in 528 (see 
entry ( 206 )), which he wrongly dates to 539-540. And Michael the Syrian gives the 
earthquake a doublet and provides two separate dates. 
We think it likely that this is the same earthquake as that recorded by Procopius in 
relation to "Lychnidus in Epirus" (see entry 203 ) above). 
According to John of Ephesus (Anecd. Syr., II, p.299-301): "In the year 850 [of the 
Greeks; i.e. 538-539 AR], the city of Pompeiopolis was suddenly struck. 	This 
Pompeiopolis collapsed in the severe earthquake which took place, not like the other 
cities, but there was a terrible sign: when the earth suddenly split open, it was rent 
from one end of the city to the other, and so one part of the city went down into that 
terrible and dreadful chasm and was swallowed up with its inhabitants; it disap- 
peared alive into the Sheol, as it is written. And when the people went down into that 
terrible and dreadful chasm and were swallowed up by the depths of the earth, the bit-
ter and horrible sound of all their cries rose up from the earth for many days to those 
who had survived, as their souls were tormented by the sound of their cries from the 
depths of the Sheol, but there was nothing they could do to help them". 
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( 206) 29 November 528 •Antioch, •Laodicea (Syria) 
sources 1 	Mal. 442-3; Ioh. Ephes. 301-2; Evagr. 4.6; The Great Chronogr. 4; Theoph. 177-8 

sources 2 

	

	[Dion. Tellmahr. 72-51; Georg. Mon. 643; Cedren. 646; Mich. Syr. 278-80, 308; Glyc. 269; 

Chron. 1234 194 

literature Downey (1961); Whitby and Whitby (1989) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7); Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Capelle (1924); 

Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 323 



Scarcely more than two years after the disastrous earthquake of May 526, Antioch 
was struck by another, which destroyed both the new buildings put up after the pre-
vious one, and those old buildings which had survived it. 
Malalas describes what happened as follows: "It was at that time [528/529] that 
Antioch suffered its sixth calamity from the wrath of God. The earthquake that now 
occurred lasted for one hour and was accompanied by a terrible roaring sound, so the 
buildings that had been reconstructed after the former shocks collapsed; as did the 
walls and some of the churches. When the other cities heard what had happened, 
they all held processions of prayer in mourning. Parts of the area around the city also 
suffered. Up to 5,000 lives were lost in this earthquake. The surviving citizens fled 
to the other cities, but a number of them went to live in the mountains. The patriarch 
Euphraimius reported all these events to the emperor, and when the people at 
Byzantium heard what had happened, they held processions of prayer for a considera-
ble number of days". 

Evvs 3r) Ss Evco:)To) 	icco,p0 into 06o]trivicc; actheiv 'AvTLOze tow to EKTOV GOTTTic ruci0oc. 

'0 Se ye7ovcOg GeLop.Oc KaTioxiv EJT1, play dipav, xai [Leta TOL/TOO (3pvytA.6c (1)oPepag, 

60TE to civavicoOivTa KTi,crp.aTa int6 tthv stpojiv yivo0vcov (1)6(30)V KOTOJTEGEiV Kai TO 

TELXT1 Kai TWO; EKKA.1101,Oc. 	TCt aE cruu3civTa. iiico-boOri Kai iv VII; Ok)\-0.14 

A6X.E01, Kai AOCIOL 7TEVO0ii00.1, Ekurcivsuov. 'Eacces Si Kai µ6n) Toiv Ttipi5 Tijc. 710kEalc' 

TEX.Elit(601 Si iv Of.111T(9 To) CrEtq1.0) OX01 11TUX0:1V JTEVTGCLOXIIO,OV. 	Oi oi JTEpLOWHEVTE 
1T0?\,iTaL Eic tas cikXac t6Xcic, cpcivepol, Si iv Toic iipeotv OiKauv. 	6 Si aaTpicipxrK 
E(1)0CC4110C TRiVTO to yivOiva clivrj707i, To) PccoLkii- Kai C(0170OVTE; 01 EV TO) Bu C,O.VT1,19 

td 01.1(3OVTCt EXITOVE110V EJTi ljp,4)ctg ixavdc.. 

Malalas also describes the effects of the earthquake at Laodicea in Syria: "In that year 
Laodicea suffered its first earthquake disaster. Half the city was brought down by the 
shock, including the Jewish synagogues, and 7,500 people perished: a large number of 
Jews and a few Christians. The city churches remained intact, being preserved by 
God. The emperor bestowed two centenaries upon the people of Laodicea to excavate 
their city". 

'Ev St tw auto) xpovo) 	nct0e(V 07c6 0i0.4101) Auvoixitav to rrpo)rov avtii LT000C' 

KarTIVEXOTI SE O:TO TOU 4)61301_, TO fif,t101.1 Trig autric rr6Xio)c Kai ai otwaywyal Tdiv 
cimokovTo oi iv ca)to) To) (06(30) xoucibEcz enta TipACTLY, 'EtipaO0V to JTA.neog 

K-c0, xpLuTtavoiv 02■,i,yor ai oi EKKX,Y1Oial Trig a6Tric n0kcoig 

nipLoweii0aL into HEOV. 0 oi ct0T6c 	 ixapi .00TO Toic ACIOoLKELiGIV Eic EKXOLOLV 

trig COUT(iiiV ITO"A.ECK KEVTTIVOpla 8-60. 

Even though the surviving text of Malalas does not specifically mention an earth-
quake at Seleucia, immediately after reporting what happened at Antioch and 
Laodicea, he writes: "This too was reported to the emperor Justinian, and in his mu-
nificence he allowed the people of Antioch, Laodicea and Seleucia exemption from 
taxes for three years". 

xai dvivixen TauTa To) ctico) Pa0Lkii 101.1(3TLVLOVO. K(11 iocopiwaTo 0Ei.OV 4)1.2\.0TO.111.OV 

toil 'AVTLOXE'lial, KO!, ACCOoLKEliO1 KCO IEXELIKEOLV, (DOTE K01410011VOL Tip/ COrT6iV 

OliVTEXELOLV LTL ET/ 

Justinian also granted these towns two hundred librae, and raised the status of the 
inhabitants. 
John of Ephesus seems to use the original text of Malalas as his source, but dates the 
Antioch earthquake to 29 November 539. 
There is a similar account in Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre, who dates the earth-
quake to 539/540 as a result of general chronological confusion (see entry (205 )). 

324 	 Michael the Syrian's account is substantially the same. 



Theophanes refers to an earthquake at Antioch in Syria on 29 November in the year of 
the world 6021 [528]: "On 29 November in that same year, at the third hour of the 
fourth day [Wednesday] in the seventh indiction, Antioch the Great was again sub-
jected to the wrath of God, two years after its first disaster: there occurred a violent 
earthquake which lasted for a whole hour, and a frightening roar came from the heav-
ens. All the city's buildings and walls collapsed in ruins, including the old buildings 
which had survived the previous earthquake. All the magnificence with which the 
city had been invested through acts of generosity by the emperor and through the buil-
dings erected by the citizens at their own expense was all destroyed. When they 
heard of the disaster, the outlying cities reacted with prayers and lamentations. Four 
thousand eight hundred and seventy people died in this disaster. Survivors fled to 
nearby cities or into the mountains, where they lived in hovels. Then there came a 
terrible, very severe winter. All those who had remained in the city prayed in their 
bare feet, weeping and throwing themselves down in the snow and crying: 'Have 
mercy, 0 Lord'. Then He appeared to a pious man, who told all the surviviors to write 
at the top of their doors: 'Christ is with us. Stop'. When this was done, the wrath of 
God abated. Once again, the emperor and his consort gave great riches for the resto-
ration and rebuilding of the city of Antioch, which changed its name to Theopolis". 

To 8' auto) iTE L [1.Y11i voipt3pap KO', (iipa y 	Ile pa. 8' iv8uKticovog 	inaOiv into 
0 E0 !ITIV ag TUX 	AVT L6XE La I) utiya?\.11 pita 61)0 ETT1 tot Jtp(1)TO`U aircrig rcaeolig. 	Kai 

V Et0 GE 6.51.1.6C, kyaz E7"t1 wpav 	Kai iyivito Ppuyitiic Ex Tov oupavov 4)o(3EpOg.  
Kai '7600V It 6VT6 Ta KTLGOEVTa '10; iod)oug Kai to 	Kau ix Taiv put) 7ti66v-twv 
Trakaiitiv Knoitarwv iv TO Jtpciftw as1OU.W KarrivixOnaav 16/V • Kai 76106 	£1)7E1) E 
yivopivil iv Tyj TrO?,EL EK tE TOi V Tod PaoiXiwg (Inko-n4tiaiv Kai thy E5 1.81.wv of aoki:Tai 
Wx000prioav, g VTa K CET J.L£ GOV. 	TaiiT6 116001)0CCL ai akT)CJICit,61.10Ct 3T6XE Lg !ACT& 
JCV001.1g 8XLtdvEUOV. 	dTrEOavov (SE Kai EV Tab-crl 	aTO)(3E xi? id 	tiooapig K 
6K TISK 60101, '0i.'101.1 1=1K OVTa. 	owOiv-rig icimiyov Eig Tag 620■.0.g 1t6X.E LC, Kai E '1,C T6. Owl 
iv xakiVaig WKOUV. 	yiyovi b'E K61, ZE 1.1.(1.V piyac Kai 	plaiTaTOg • Kai ?■.1.T.:11/£130V of 
C:t7t01,1E iNaVTEC; JUiVTE:, avunobrlToi, KX.C.tiOVTE; Kai 01,ATOVTEg atro-6 g Trpriviig iirg -rag 
xiavag, xpaCov-rig To "K-Upii "A.T.1(301/." 4:11111 osE iv Opapa-ri tLV, 0£00£13E1, 
avepo:ntcp, Won, eiaiiv Tram, -coic imokial)Hifoiv, "i,va imypaywoi ELg to imipOupa avtciiv 
"XpiatOc !1ST' 003V • CTT11TE ." Kai TO1'n011 y EVOU,V01.) EOTrj 	opyii Tofi 	 aakiv 

Kai rj al.:1)101..3ta 7t6;0,6 Eowpri aavto xpliitata ELg avaviwoiv Kai 0'1(06001V 

Tfic 'AVTLOXEWV noA.cwc Kai !IETWV6I.W.OEV 	0E61..i7T0?\,t,V. 

The Great Chronographer records: "In the time of Justinian, Antioch the Great again 
suffered an earthquake from divine wrath, two years after the occurrence of the first 
earthquake. The earthquake lasted for one hour with the result that the walls of the 
city and great houses fell to their foundations, and 4,000 people died as well. And a 
fearful roaring from the heavens occurred, as well as a terrible and most severe win-
ter". 

10110TLVL6V60 . 7ta0E JulkiN in-tO 	 pcyciIri 'AvtiOxiia luta 
r ETTI tol-3 aXXoril yiyovOtog GE LOp.01i. 	Kai eK p6CTTIOEV O ocioitOg irri thpav itiav thoTE 
:7TE0EiV EWC Ebci(1:1017 to TE 6(1 trjs aOkiwg Kai oiidag piycikag, anoeaviiv 8i Kai avop6v 
x.kid8c.: 8'. 	yiyoviv 8E Kai ppuyit6g ix toii oi)pavoili 013ipOg Kai xiip,Wv 8iivOg Kai 
papirrectog. 

The number of victims given is probably a round figure produced by the scribe, since 
both Theophanes and Cedrenus specify 4870. Another element which these sources 
have in common is the mention of winter (see Whitby and Whitby 1989, p.195, note 5). 
Evagrius simply says that Antioch was struck by an earthquake thirty months after 
Ephraim was made bishop of the city [527]. Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre gives the 
date 540/541 for Laodicea. 325 
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( 207) July 529 *the Amasia area, •Ibora, •Philomede?, •Polybotus? 
sources 	Mal. 448; Procop. anecd. 18.41-2 

catalogues Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records an earthquake at Amasia: "At that time [529, possibly July] it hap-
pened that Amasia in Pontus suffered from the wrath of God, as did parts of the sur-
rounding area. The emperor [Justinian] gave generously to the city". 

E UV E pi 8e K CET EK ELVO Katpov ItccOeiv into 0E(4tivi,ag AllaCSELCXV £1/ ti HOVTLKii Kai 
airrfig trig JtEpixoipou 	o Se autos paCTLXEiJg try autrj rOXEL .7tOkXel 6capi,6ccro. 

What Procopius has to say (Anecdota 18.41-2) is more open to question (see entry 
(203 ) above), but it may also be possible to attribute to this earthquake the collapse of 
buildings in nearby Ibora, which he mentions along with Amasia, and perhaps 
Polybotus and Philomede (Philomelion) in Phrygia were involved as well. In fact 
what Procopius does is to list a series of earthquakes datable to between 523-525 and 
543 (see entries (202 ), (203 ), (205 ) and (212 )). 
Hermann (1962, co1.1110) dates the earthquake to 528. 

( 208) 530 *Myra 
sources 	Mal. 448 
catalogues Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records this earthquake as follows: "In that year, Myra, the metropolis of 
Lycia, suffered from the wrath of God, and the emperor gave generously to the survi-
vors and the city for building purposes". 

'Ev 8E ttu auto) xfocivo,) ACtOEV int6 	 [tY1-cpO7tokig trig AUK L' ac to M-6 pa' Kai 

7roX,X6 ExapLQato TO LC 11)7E0 \.£1(1)0 CIO K 	7E0 k£ I El, Cr KTI3LICCTOt (3 ait6c.-, (3aat), E-bc. 

There is no other sources for this earthquake. 
Hermann (1962, co1.1110) dates the earthquake to 532 and locates it at Antioch in 
Syria, the confusion arising because Malalas had been speaking of Antioch in the pre-
vious paragraph (see entry (209 ) below). 

(209) 532 Antioch 
sources 	Mal. 456, 478 

literature Downey (1961) 

catalogues Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Downey (1955); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas writes in general terms: "In that year there were widespread earthquakes 
and much time was spent in prayer in each city". 

'Ev cuko) Se to) xpOvw Eyevovto QEU11..toi K CCT(3( TOTtov, Kai 	thX0)\-6C,OV Ev EK CiCYT I] 

It 6 XE L. 

And later on records an earthquake at Antioch which caused no damage: "Not long 
after [Justinian's edict for the orthodox faith, 532] a tremendous earthquake occurred 
at Antioch the Great but it caused no damage". 

Kai [LET' ot.) Tr(DA.il astaao; Eyevcto (popcpec Ev 'Av-rtozEiq trj Azyci-Ari 613kakg. 

There is no other sources for this earthquake. 
Downey (1961, p.533) dates the earthquake to between 531 and 534. 



( 210) a late evening in November 533 Constantinople 
sources 	Mal. 478; Chron. Pasch. 341 
catalogues Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas records an earthquake which struck Constantinople without mentioning any 
specific damage: "In that year [532?] an earthquake occurred in Byzantium late in the 
evening, so that the whole city gathered in the place known as the Forum of 
Constantine, for prayers, petitions and vigils". 

'Ev cnrcq Se tw xpovo) yiyove ueLcILLOg iv BlictvLiAL.L imtipag 13a0eLag, ciiare Jtdoccv 
OXLV CEUVCCXOTiVa I Ev TO key o [Levu.) 46p(9 Kcov(reccv-dvoy, iv krectig xai (Ay pturvLaLg 

ouvay6lievoL. 

Further on he writes: "In that year [533/534] the statue of Julian the Apostate, which 
had been placed in the middle of the Julian harbour, fell down. They set up a cross in 
its place'; but he does not state that this was caused by an earthquake. 
The Chronicon Paschale dates the earthquake to the 328th Olympiad, in the fourth 
year of the sole consulship of Justinianus, in November of the twelfth indiction (i.e. 
533), and reports that no damage was caused: "In this year, in the month of Dius, 
November according to the Romans, in the 12th indiction [533], there was a severe 
earthquake in Constantinople, late in the evening, but it caused no damage, so the 
entire city gathered in the Forum of Constantine in a procession of prayer and said, 
`God is holy, holy and strong, holy and immortal, He who was crucified for us, have 
mercy on us'. They spent the whole night in vigil and prayer". 

TOirtql tw E 	!..1.711/1 o IAA) xatet TcoLtaLoug voeLLOLLL), Tit; 113' 'Lvotictuiivog, yiyove 
(JELL3Ltec 	613kaf3cig iv KCOVOTELVTLVOIMOX.EL, ECSIE pa; 1.3a0eLccg, vote TECMCCV T1V 
TrOkLV CitIVaXOTiVCCI, Ei[ Toy (pbpov KCOVCITCCVTI,V01.1 K CC1, kltaVE6 ELV xai Xi)/ ELV " "AyLog 
6e6g, (iyLOg Loxiipog, dyLog dedva-to; o ara-upweestg 	 ikirrov TIOC". xai 
4tE LV(XV 7t60(1V 	V vi)Kta dyiyunvolivreg xai El'XO [IEVO I . 

( 211) 16 August 542 •Constantinople 
sources 1 Theoph. 222; Anon. Eccl. Hist. 113 
sources 2 	Cedren. 656 
literature Dagron (1974); Whitby and Whitby (1989) 
catalogues Mallet (1853);  Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

As information passes from one source to another, problems of chronology are created, 
and so it becomes impossible to say whether we are dealing with one earthquake or 
two, or with a simple dating error. 
Theophanes records an earthquake on 16 August in the year of the world 6034 [542]. 
In the same passage, he refers to a "divine catastrophe" which again occurred at 
Constantinople, in the month of October in the same fifth indiction. 	What 
Theophanes wrote was: "In the month of October in that year [541], in the fifth indic-
tion, there was a terrible disaster at Byzantium. In that same year, the feast of the 
Presentation of Christ in the Temple was first celebrated, on 2 February. On 16 
August in the same fifth indiction [542], there was a powerful earthquake at 
Constantinople. Churches, houses and city walls all collapsed, especially near the 
Golden Gate. The spear held by the statue in the Forum of Constantine also fell 
down, as did the right hand of the statue at the Xerolophus. Many people died, and 
there was a great deal of alarm". 327 
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T01.7TL9 rw £ TE L 	OKTCONLW, LVISLKTLOW0g 	yiyOVEV iv 131 1:3EVTL(1) TO [Ilya 

OavorrucOv. Kai, to) aiyucii xpOvw rj int(xnavtil tov Kupi,au 01/4.a(3iv apx:nv lattikcia0m, iv 
tui Bliavticp trj (3' TO1) (I)E ppm) ap 	anvOg- -Kai, tw ainiaOatcu !AMA LC tng a&neig c' 
II/Sumo-Wog iyeVETO OE icriAk [Ilya; iv KCOVOTCCVTLVOiNTOXEL, Kai, £JTECSOV £KKkTIOLCEL 

01, OL Kai, to TEixog, [16XicrTa TO Kate( TT] V Xpuafiv nOptay. EJ.TEIJE SE Kai i  kbyxii, 
itcpcitii o dvSpiag o eotw; 	-thy (pcipov TOL7/ dyiou Kwvatavtivau, Kai, rj bet,a xElp 
Tat) Co/Sway-cog tov EipokO(pau• Kai, anleavov nokkoi, Kat iylveto 46i3o; 

The reference to a "divine catastrophe" may have led astray both Cedrenus and 
Glycas, when they locate a destructive earthquake at Constantinople on 4 October 526 
(see the entry concerned). The report of this earthquake by Theophanes is not at all 
convincing, because the description of damage near the Golden Gate and of a spear 
falling from the hand of a statue in the Forum of Constantine is also found in relation 
to the later earthquake of 15 August 554; and the latter is confirmed by Malalas — a 
contemporary source. 
For the 541/2 earthquake, Theophanes is probably using the same source as the 
Historia ecclesiastica anonima (edited by Cramer), and for the 554 earthquake he is 
probably using Malalas. Downey (1955, p.598) dates the earthquake to 542. 

( 212) 543 •Corinth 
sources 	Procop. anecd. 18.41-2; aed. 4.2.24; Elias Nisib. Arab. uersio 120 

literature Avramea and Kirkou (1988) 

catalogues Grumel (1958); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

A destructive earthquake occurred at Corinth, immediately after a serious outbreak of 
plague. Elias of Nisibis writes: "The year 854 [in the chronology of Andronicus; i.e. 
543]. In that year there was an earthquake in the city of Corinth, which razed most of 
its walls to the ground". 

_72-5.- I  L-3i 	 4.-Le.-"7' :Li )3 •-11. 

It may be worth adding that Procopius mentions Corinth as one of the cities struck by 
earthquakes during the reign of Justinian, and the context suggests a period between 
525 and 541/542, the year of the great plague which apparently followed these disas-
ters (see entry (203) above). 
The only earthquake at Corinth at around this time for which we have evidence is the 
one that occurred in 521/522, during the reign of Justin. In the passage in question, 
Procopius also lists an earthquake at Anazarbus, which must also have occurred 
during the reign of Justin, though only shortly before Justinian ascended the throne, 
that is to say in 523-525 (see entry ( 202 )). Since Procopius seems to have listed the 
earthquakes in chronological order (if our attributions are correct: see entries ( 207 ) 
and ( 205 )), and since Corinth is the last to be listed before the plague, a comparison 
with the evidence provided by Elias of Nisibis suggests that the Procopius' chronology 
(as frequently happens) needs to be adjusted. 
We should also mention the passage in Procopius' De aedificiis, in which there is men-
tion of fortifications in Greece being rebuilt under Justinian: "For they had fallen into 
ruin long before, in the case of Corinth because of terrible earthquakes which had vis-
ited the city" 

KaTipripIniaav ycip 7LOA,X0-) npaTipov, iv KopIvec9 .iv OE LOLAALiV £7L17 EVOLt£VOIV E atoiwv. 

Archaeologists have attributed the collapse of certain buildings to this earthquake, 
but without providing substantial proof of the relationship. See the bibliography in 
Avramea and Kirkou (1988). 



( 213 ) 

sourcesl 

sources 2 

catalogues 

6 September 543 *Cyzicus >seismic sea-wave?< 
Mal. 482; Ioh. Ephes. 303; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 78-9 and 87; Theoph. 224 

The Great Chronogr. 9; Chron.724 143; Cedren. 656; Zon. 2.63; Mich. Syr. 2.303 

Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); 

Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

A destructive earthquake struck the city of Cyzicus. The chroniclers provide a variety 
of dates. Malalas, the only contemporary source, places it in the month of September 
[543], in the seventh indiction. Theophanes dates it to 6 September, in the seventh 
indiction, in the year of the world 6036 [543], on a Sunday. Cedrenus gives 6 
September in the sixteenth year of the reign of Justinian, which would take us to 543. 
Since there is no certainty as to the exact date of the earthquake, we have followed the 

source which was closest to the event. 
Malalas writes: "In the month of September of the 7th indiction an earthquake occur-
red in Cyzicus, and half of the city collapsed". 

am-rElipp10,) 'Lvouctuijvog 	iyivi-ro creLa[tog iv KvlLKw, KCC'L to iituou trig ai'yrrig 

aciXecog £7TE0E. 

John of Ephesus adds to Malalas' account: "In the year 854 [of the Greeks; i.e. 542-
543], there was an earthquake, and the city of Cyzicus collapsed. Most of the city was 
destroyed, and most of its wall was demolished, brought down and shattered, while 
the part which had not fallen was left tottering and leaning as if it were about to fall". 

CrLS.e.con 	 coatuNcloa 	 coc-n 

L'1 	cn= . 	ce.-z.-i_x.o 	an el 	9■" CI .1-5..ko .9...vexcort 	 cnce.___\u2oo 

-a .1,,,c ._73o 

This earthquake may be the one recorded in the Chronicle of 724, as having occurred 
in 544 AD.. No location is given, but we are told that there was a seismic sea-wave, 
and that the earthquake occurred one year after the plague. 
Theophanes dates this earthquake to 6 September in the year of the world 6036: "In 
this year, on the first day [Sunday] of the 7th indiction, a great earthquake occurred 
throughout the world, and half of Cyzicus collapsed. In the same year, the great 
bronze column near what is known as the imperial palace was completed, and the 
equestrian statue of the emperor Justinian was erected". 

Toirap T6,) 'TEL !111Vi um-ril.113picu 	 iNbuctickivo; 	yiyovi 06101tOg 	yag ELC, 

O2,0V toy 1(6010V, dot€ ntaaliVaL TO ii[1,LOU Trig Klli;LKOIJ. K(X1 	at'yro) 'g TEL i:TX-rip6011 
o xaXicolig Kicov 6 !Aiyag, 6 TEXT1OLOV t0171 naXati.m.), 6 Xiy6Iiivoc AuyovaTeug. Kai 
avivixOri 	crniXri -col) 13CCOIXO.K lovottviavoii c[)t7t:tog. 

( 214) 544/545 Aphrodisium, Dionysopolis, Odessus, Thrace 
>seismic sea-wave< 

,ounces 1 	Mal. 481; Theoph. 224 
sources 2 	Georg. Mon. 628; Cedren. 657; Glyc. 269 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Ambraseys (1962 b); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas makes no more than a brief mention of a destructive seismic sea-wave. 
Theophanes takes up this information, probably using the original text of Malalas: "In 
this year [544/545] the sea advanced on Thrace by four miles [c.6 km] and covered it in 
the territories of Odessus and Dionysopolis and also Aphrodisium. Many were 
drowned in the waters. By God's command the sea then retreated to its own place". 329 
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TO13T03 t4 ETEL ETECLVEOTT1 11 0 aka0Cra trj epaKT:1 EJTI. t kW( 8' KCel, EK CikUlil EV CCIITTIV eJeL Ta 
11.£011 '0151IOCIOU Kal AL OVU 003TO ka0g Kai. TO 'AC000051.0LOV• xai. TCOU.0l inviviciav iv To C; 
i38CCOLV. 	Kai. JtaX.LV TCU T013 0E013 a pocrointat 	EK aTi OTT' 1) MITT) Ocikaocra 	"UGLY;  

i81,crug TOJTO'Ug. 

Cedrenus provides the same information: "In the eighteenth year [of the reign of 
Justinian, i.e. 544/545], the sea flooded Thrace to a depth of four miles [c.6 km], reach-
ing the area of Odessus, Dionysopolis and Aphrodisium, and many people drowned. 
Then at God's command the water returned to its proper place". 

Tcu 111 £TEL EJtav 	0d?.aoaa trj Opciicri 	.ti)cia 8', Kai. E K akUIP EV CCOTTIV East, TOC 

kpli 	6110013 Kai, AL OW 0 10133TOkLV KCCI. TO 'Aill)0081,010V, Kai 3TOk2al invirloccv iv tOig 

lI8CLOL K CIL ItaktV TO T013 &oil' npootciypa-ci anOKCCTEOTTI rl OdXaooa 	Tut); Loi,ouc 
TOnoug. 

It is likely that the flood in Thrace recorded by Glycas for the year 557 should in fact 
be related to the earthquake of 544/545: "Then the sea, too, burst from its confines, 
flood-ing Thrace for 3 miles [c.4.5 km], and overwhelming and destroying much land 
and many people". 

Tote K 	Oaka00 a E E k001kTa T6V Opi,cov airrijg xai. pi:A.Lcc TpLa ItpOg Tel 1.1.6:3r1 tilz 

Opcixic, Kai. yroXkag x6pag Kai, avOpoSaaug Cto:Tvi,ccocc OJticrupivi. 

(215) c.8 April 546 *Constantinople 
sources 	Theoph. 225 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes records an earthquake in the year of the world 6038 [546]: "And a great 
earthquake caused destruction at Byzantium about Easter time". 

Kai E^/ E V ET° ()Ralik I.tiyag iv BliCaVTLCO. Kai oLoto-rpOil nip'L 101 dcyLou ndoxa. 

In 546, Easter fell on 8 April, so the earthquake presumably occurred at about that 
date. 

( 216) February 548 Constantinople 
sources 1 	Mal. 483; Procop. bell. 7.29.4-5; Theoph. 226 

sources 2 	Cedren. 658 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (140); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

The sources record a number of non-destructive shocks which struck Constantinople 
in 548. Malalas makes a general reference to earthquakes, without specifying where 
they occurred: "In that year continual earthquakes occurred". 

Kai TO air6j xpOvq) EyEvovto GE CI ClaL (=TUVE XEI:C. 

Procopius records: "At that time too, earthquakes of extraordinary severity occurred 
many times during the winter season, both in Byzantium and in other places, always at 
night. And the inhabitants of those cities, supposing that they would be overwhelmed, 
became very alarmed; but no harm befell them as a result of the earthquake". 

T6TE bE Kai aiLapni, aoi.kcixig xmicovoc Uipq crickepoi, TE ki.aV Kai intEOUEL:'," EV TE 
BlIZaVT CO) Kal xcofAotc 	iyivovto, 1/13K TC00 (5C7CaVTEg. 	KCe1 01 [LEV TCC1)T1I 0:31“11LEVOL 
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Kataxcoathj6cc5Oat 1:17tOTOItTiOCCVTEg EV oEEL .1.cyakcp iyVOVTO, 01:/oEV f.tiVT01 iVOEVo£ 
0.ai3pov airtoig 'tyvrivx011 naOsiv. 

According to Theophanes, there was a particularly violent tremor in February 548: "In 
that year [of the world 6040, i.e. 548] continual earthquakes occurred. There was 
heavy rain as well as a great earthquake in the month of February, when every-one 
despaired and became very frightened, and held processions of supplication and 
begged God to be saved from the impending dangers". 

To'Ow TO EtEL E7 £VOVTO GED:41,0i auvExci.g Kai ppoxai pxyakai, alloang Kai, TOi 
ioppo yap i,q) 1,1,TIVI, GE 1010 g t as, 60TE navrag dutoyLV6OKEIV xai EV Or* H.Ey ciko? 

LVE0 eat xai kLIC(VE'6E IV K Gel &Weal, TO13 Ocoii 15uathivai 'TOW EJTIKE1+1,EVOJV fiTEE 116V. 

Cedrenus dates the earthquake to the twenty-first year of the reign of Justinian, i.e. 
547/548. 

( 217) 551 *Chaeronea, •Coronea, •Echinus, •Naupactus, 
• Patras [Patrae], •Scarphe, Achaia, Boeotia, the Crisaean Gulf 
>seismic sea-wave, surface faulting< 

sources 	Procop. bell. 8.25.16-23 
literature Meyer (1979) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); 

Galanopoulos (1961); Ambraseys (1962 b); Shebalin et al. (1974); 
Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Procopius describes a great earthquake which struck central Greece, causing serious 
damage, substantial changes to the terrain and a seismic sea-wave: "It was at this 
time that extraordinary earthquakes occurred throughout Greece, both Boeotia and 
Achaia and the country on the Crisaean Gulf being badly shaken. Countless towns 
and eight cities were levelled to the ground, among them Chaeronea and Coronea and 
Patrae and all of Naupactus, where there was also great loss of life. The earth was 
split open in many places and chasms formed. Now some of these openings came 
together again so that the earth presented the same form and appearance as before, 
but in other places they remained open, with the consequence that the people in such 
places are not able to intermingle with each other except by making many detours. 
But in the gulf between Thessaly and Boeotia there was a sudden influx of the sea at 
the city called Echinus and at Scarphe in Boeotia. Advancing far over the land it 
deluged the towns there and levelled them immediately. And for a long time the 331 
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mainland was flooded in this way, so that for a very considerable period it was possible 
for people to walk to the islands in the gulf, since the waters of the sea, obviously, had 
abandoned their proper place, and spread over the land in this strange way, as far as 
the mountains which rise there. But when the sea returned to its proper place, fish 
were left on the ground [...]. But in the locality where the so-called Cleft is located 
there was a tremendous earthquake which caused more loss of life than in all the rest 
of Greece, particularly on account of a certain festival which they happened to be cele-
brating there and for which many had gathered from all Greece". 

'Ev TO'OTLL) 8E TO xpOvcn GE1cµot KCLTLX 	̀EXX66CC EITLJLEGOVTEg  E 06,0101 TTiV TE BOLOITLCCV 

K(11 'AXCLLCCV KO:1 Ta 7LEpl KO2.aOv TOV KpLOCCLOV KaT£OELOCCV. xai xwpia ptEv Ouvapietia, 

JtOXEtc 8E ox-roa ES Eoa(I)og xaOEi2ov, Ev Talc XaLpuivEla TE xai KOpCt:LVE La TiV xai HciTpaL 

xat Nati7TOCK TO g  oT11, EvOa 8E KCO, (pOvog yeyovev 6v0pthltcov nokk. KOCL xclog OE Trig yrig 
TroXkcricij throoxioectoric yeyEviTca. Ta 8E. OtatpEOEyTa E Via [OXTI LICL] LIEV CVO OLC E g  TotirTO 

To :TpOTEpov Tij y i •;:rx,rjtici TE xai Etoog CilLEOLOK EV, EOTL 8E 011 Kai oLEOTTIKOTCL 

U4LEvr) KEV• LL1LTTE ou8e eck?\..0..oy; Elunityvvoecty of TribE (iv0p(o3Toi ELOL OTIVCIT01, OTL 

TrEptobotg 7tokXctz ZOO'L L.LEVOL. 	Ev 8E y E Tw TropeittM, OVITE p LtETCC-i) 0E0OCLA,LaZ 

TE 	Mit 	BOLCOTiag 	"1,41130.1,VEL 	EIVCCL, 	y Ey ovE 	TIg 	£1( 	TOIL 	atilmo(oll 	Ti; 
eaktioong Enippori aµli TE Jr6XLV Tip/ 'EXLVaL (UV Kak0111EVTIV Kot. Triv Ev Botorrotz 
Et(dp(pEtotv. 	7ropp(o 'LE Tic  1)7LE L IDOIL CLVCCI3CiOOL xai KaTOCK-A1:101/011 Ta EKEiv11 xmpt."ct EC 
Etatcpos. 	 xpOvog TE 	OCIX,600.11 	 E1LZOLOLOil:01.(101(1  Tij TIJTELOOL  
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EvToo()Ev TOLL itopOttoti Toirrou tuyx(ivouoiv oi,o(xt, Toil) Tric Oct?\.(iC7011; 6/12%.0A1()171. 71(30L01/ 
EKkLJT6VTO !„eV TTIV atilToi( xo'ypity, LLLTIOX.O:COVTOC, OE naps oL.") UV TY) V ply (ixpi ES Td. 

6pn, a Ta1.5T11  OLVE X E . 	7)VLICO Se trj 00,k1Z0011  Ec  TCX oticetri E3Tavt.Svay uvsneasv, tzet)Eg 

E V T11 yrj duteketlrovio, Mvasp 	 TICLVTOULLIOLV ouoa TOic TI PE 

LiVHOLUJLOK TEpaT(Obig Ttg. 680"EENL ELVOL. 	oi)z be Eo(oot[totz ELVOLL OLO LLEVOL, aVELA.OVTO LtE V 

we E 	OOVTE 	HE p[aK 8e oci)Taiv Trig Ex TOO JUIpoc  buittiEvnc.T. 	ixtopcir, TE Kea 

0117TEoUVa; 	4)opriTer; TO °Latta (3X.ov diTroxEKpiolicti ,.,t)VE.1TEOEV. 	OLIO., 	TLZ El' LV TI  
,  

x(op 	01.1 o ri  TO 1.,ZIOLIO OlVO LLOAJTOCL, xat OEL01,LOC 1117CE OLLE7  ELLI1c, yEVO UEVOC 3IXELLO 4)bV0V 

CiV0p6m.ov 	Ev iTCi011  T1 L'X'X,Xn  `Dad& E iry(iottro, tu-i'Aior(t EITEL' -LINO E 0 prriv 
navnyypi:CoyTez ETLIZOV Ex IL6011L", TE TYIC "Ekkoi6o:-, EvTay Ott TOTE TO OTOIL oTj EVE KCC 

LLEVOL )10X.X.OL 

Meyer (1979, under the entry "Olympia") attributes the collapse of the temple of Zeus 
at Olympia to this earthquake. 

( 218) 9 July 551 •Berytus, O•Botrys, •Byblus, •Sidon, • Trieris, 
• Tripolis, •Tyre, Arabia, Mesopotamia, Palestine, Syria 
>seismic sea-wave, landslides 

sources 1 	Mal. 485; Ioh. Ephes. 2.326-7; Agath. 2.15; [Anton. Mac.] itin. 1.39.159.7-17; 
Vita S. Sym. Stil. Iun. 105 

sources 2 Fragm. Tuscul. 4; [Dion. Tellmahr.I128 and 133-4; Theoph. 227; Georg. Mon. 642; Cedren. 659; 
Mich. Syr. 308-11 

literature Stein (1949); Cameron (1970); Dagron (1974); Grosdidier de Matons (1981); Russell (1985) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); 
Amiran (1950-51); Grumel (1958); Ambraseys (1962 b); Hermann (1962); Ben-Menahem (1979); 
Guidoboni (1989) 

The anonymous Itinerarium attributed to Antoninus of Piacenza, describes the conse-
quences of a disastrous earthquake which affected a long stretch of the Lebanese 
coast: "We came to the island of Antharidus near Syria and then to Tripolis in Syria, 
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where St.Leontius is buried. This and other cities were reduced to ruins by an earth-
quake in the time of the emperor Justinian. Then we came to Byblus, which was also 
destroyed with its inhabitants, and so to the city of Trieris, which was also reduced to 
ruins in the same way [...] Then we came to the magnificent city of Berytus, where 
there was recently a centre for literary study. That city was also destroyed. The 
bishop of the city told us that, without counting foreigners who were staying there 
briefly, thirty thousand known people had been killed. The city itself lies at the foot of 
the mountain of Lebanon". 

Venimus in partes Syriae in insula Antharidus et inde venimus in Tripoli Syriae, in 
qua sanctus Leontius requiescit; quae civitas tempore Iustiniani imperatoris subversa 
est a terrae motu cum aliis civitatibus. Venimus exinde Biblo, quae et ipsa subversa est 
cum hominibus, item in Triarim civitatem, quae et ipsa similiter subversa est [...1 
Deinde venimus in civitate splendidissima Berito, in qua nuper studium fuit littera-
rum. Quae civitas subversa; dicente nobis episcopo civitatis, quia cognitae personae, 
quae sciebantur nominatim, excepto peregrinis triginta milia ad breve missi hic perie-
runt. Ipsa civitas iacet sub montana Libani. 

Malalas also records a major landslide and a substantial seismic sea-wave: "In the 
14th indiction a severe and tremendous earthquake occurred throughout the land of 
Palestine, in Arabia and in the land of Mesopotamia, Antioch, Phoenice Maritima 
and Phoenice Libanensis. In this terror the following cities suffered: 'IYre, Sidon, 
Berytus, Tripolis, Byblus, Botrys and parts of other cities. Large numbers of people 
were trapped in them. 	In the city of Botrys part of the mountain called 
Lithoprosopon, which is close to the sea, broke off and fell into the sea. The piece of 
mountain formed a harbour, in which very large ships were able to anchor. The city 
had not had a harbour in the past. The emperor sent money to all the provinces and 
restored parts of these cities. At the time of the earthquake the sea retreated for a 
mile and many ships were destroyed. Then at God's command the sea was restored to 
its original bed". 

IvSuctithvog LS' 64VETO aitcrOg ttiyag Kai (1)o(3EpOg iv mall tij xt6pa zr1S IlakataTivig 

sv TE 'ApaPta Kai, EV Tij X61)CE trig MEGO7COTC(111,ag Kal 'AVTLOXELag Kal (1)0114KTic 

jrapa011 Kai ALIEICCV1101,ag. 	Kal iv CCUTO) tcu 46134) EJTa0ov al JtOketg, 	iCrel T1_7130g, 

/LoCOV, 1311pUTOg, Tpbtoktg, B-UPkog, BUTpug, KCCI, ak(OV MAMA/ 	KaTEA."64)0TjaCCV Se 
iv airraig 	 avOpt6ncov. 	iv Oi trj JLOA.EL .130TpUOg dItEGJtd0011 eCITO TO13 
TrapaKetttivau t1 OCa.d0011 Opoug Tot)" inticktiv AtOwtpoactinau ttipog Kal 

KativixOti sic 	Odkaaaav, Kat liTEETEXEGE Xittiva,thg 66vaa0at OpuElv iv TO)) XLOVI, 

rov anoaltaa0ivtog opoug nkoia Itattpxyiety oinc itxi yap 1j aim ruikig to ;cam . 

catalogue 551. A.D, 
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(`,) of aytOg paoikii)g a t crt ixE xpijaccra iv acicsaig Tod; 
4)avepa Toiv airrdiv itOkiwv. iv Oi Tu3 Kaipoi 	 13Ockaooa cis 

TO Jtikccyog 	aikiov iv, xal 61E6 kOV TO It kOi a ItOkka • xaI It 	TT)" TO13 0E0'6 K kE15 GEL 

thriKaticruirl OciXaoaa cis Triv (ipxcactv Koitriv. 

John of Ephesus is probably using the original version of Malalas when he records: "In 
the year 870 [of the Greeks; i.e. 558-559 AD.], there was a severe earthquake, and 
Beirut collapsed, as did many coastal cities and villages in Galilee, Arabia, Palestine 
and Samaria. Along the whole Phoenician coast, too, the sea withdrew and retreated 
nearly two miles. As for the terrible disaster and the great and remarkable portent 
which happened in the city of Beirut in Phoenicia, when the earthquake took place 
and the cities collapsed, we have decided to make it a warning sign for the knowing of 
posterity. For when the earthquake came from heaven, the sea withdrew and retreat-
ed from Beirut and the other coastal cities of Phoenicia for a distance of nearly two 
miles; the dreadful depths of the sea became visible and various and amazing sights 
were revealed: sunken ships full of different cargoes and other ones which suddenly, 
when the sea withdrew from the land, were moored in the harbours, settled on the 
ground and they were broken to pieces when the sea left them and withdrew on God's 
command [.. I Then, by a secret command, a tremendous surge of the sea rushed up to 
return to its original depth, overwhelmed and consumed all these wretched people in 
the depths of its swirling waters. They had rushed to find wealth in the depths of the 
sea and, like Pharaoh, they went down to the depths and were drowned like stones, as 
it is written; and God rolled the waters of the sea over them, as the flood burst forth 
and flowed back to its former abundance. Those who were still on the edge of the 
shore were hurrying to go down; when they saw the deep sea rushing back to its form-
er position, those who were closest to the land fled out. But after they had escaped, as 
if from hunters, a violent earthquake took place, which overturned houses in the 
cities, especially at Beirut; they fell and crushed those who had escaped from the sea 
and so nobody survived. As the sea was rising up against them from behind, the 
earthquake brought down the city in front of them. 
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Theophanes' account of the occurrence (which is by no means "The most extensive 
ancient account of this earthquake", as Russell 1985, p.44 claims) is similar to that of 
Malalas, though he adds a mention of imperial help, but more briefly than John of 
Ephesus. The account of the 11th-12th century writer Cedrenus derives from 
Theophanes. 
Agathias records the disaster in a historical context which can be dated to 551, but 
first mentions the Constantinople earthquake of 554 (see entry (219 )) as having occur-
red "roughly during the same period": "The lovely city of Berytus, the jewel of 
Phoenicia, was completely ruined and its world-famous architectural treasures were 
reduced to a heap of rubble, practically nothing but the bare pavements of the build-
ings being left. Many of the local inhabitants were crushed to death under the weight 
of the wreckage, as were many cultivated young men of distinguished parentage who 
had come there to study the Law". 

Bil pliTOZ yof5v Ti  KaXkLorn, TO (Douviccov TEwg EyxaXXwn1Oua, TOTE oil alrlikCCI,CJOT1 
(':f.:Ta0a, Kai KaTeppurro T6, icXciv6t EKELva xai JTEpikci?oTra rtic, oixo6opi.ccc bcci8d)qtaTa, 
6c, tinbEv OTLOUV OXE86V n01) kEXEL11:00a1 rj [tova Trig KaTaOKElilig Ta £86(1)T1. 	ILOX:Oc tLE1/ 
ovv atiL.A.og iMayEvoiv TE Kai 6/6cutiory dtvopwv Curok(Aautv 1)3TO7TETCLEO[IEVOL Tc0 &ZOE L, 
Tro^f)\.ost, o‘E VE01 ':trj?\..ubeg EintaTp1,6a1 TE Kai Jt(X1oE Lag. CipioTa 6(ovTcg, Of SE nclpricrav 
Tout ` Poittaimiv auTOy civakv.;(*Evot vO[tot). 

Agathias reports that after the earthquake the Law School of Berytus was transferred 
to Sidon, and that Berytus was later rebuilt, so that it was still recognisable, though 
much changed. 
The Life of St.Symeon the Stylite the Younger records that St.Symeon predicted this 
earthquake after having a vision: "The next day, at about the tenth hour, the whole 
land was shaken by a terrible earthquake, of a kind unknown to past generations, and 
the towns and villages of the coast collapsed in ruins, in accordance with the vision of 
Symeon, and the mountains were uprooted and violently split open, and chasms 
opened up in the earth in various places. The sea receded for many hours, and ships 
broke up as they violently struck the land. However, the region to the north, from 
Laodicea to Antioch, remained standing, and only a few towers and church walls were 
damaged, but as St. Symeon had said, no buildings collapsed, and the area to the 
south from Tyre to Jerusalem was also preserved, just as Symeon had seen in his 
vision". 

Trj O'E E rig _Tie pi dipav ocKciTriv Trig 	pacz 6:3Eio 	Acioa rj yfi Gaup) p.Eyocku), OiOV 
OubE al :TotpEX0ofoca aokkai, yEvEai cinE[ivilitOvcvov 	 'irrEoctv :tbkag. Kai 
zo)pcn TTI; aapai,..011 KaTa TT)V O4)0EiOalt al:1TO eEcopixtv Kai Ta Owl b)pl',1311 
oxLaKvT(t, Kai 	Ti XaOttaTia kiOXE KaTa TO;Toug Kai rj OcikaGoot ElwyEv ix TOU Tbaou 
ccurfic Ezi JTOXXit::: ta; dipag, Kui Ta 71X,Of a £.1i Tub- 	KaTappcv,4vTa cnivsTpLPfloay. 
'ALTO kVTOt ACCOoLKE 	KaTa 'AvTuixEtav Eni TO 134.4)ELOV KXLTOg ECITY1GaV acivTa, 
!,tOvov Jr6pytov To/c6v TOti 'LE i)(011.; Kai TO LXWV TCiiV EKKkliOLO3V SiccopayvToiv- JIT07101 

-,(..yovs KaTa Toy koyov Toy Ctyl,"olo, Kai Ta alt0 T-401) SE Eal Ta lepeo6kvacc xai TO 
lAccsrfluppiv(')v 16.1,Tog otE49vX6x0Ti cUcycniTcoc KaTa To cloog Tijc. OEcopi,ag 

Although there are references in this text to the earthquake of 557 at Constantinople 
(see entry ( 225 )), this is clearly the one recorded by Antoninus of Piacenza, Malalas 
and Theophanes. What is particularly important is that the principal damage is 
recorded as being confined to the area between Antioch and Tyre, whereas there was 
apparently only minor damage further north and south. 
Stein (1949, p.757, note 5) had already pointed out that the Life of St.Symeon the 
Stylite 	Younger brings together events which in fact happened in the 
Mediterrranean area over a period of about seven years. 335 
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Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre dates the earthquake to 552/3 (and creates a doublet 
by recording it again for 558/9 at Berytus), whereas Michael the Syrian gives the year 
as 557. The Fragmenta Tusculana give the date as 6 July. 
An echo of these events can be perhaps found in Hymn 51 by Romanos Melodos, in 
which reference is made to a series of places which had been struck by earthquakes, 
with accompanying biblical quotations: see Grosdidier de Matons (1981, pp.271-91); 
Gatier (1984, p.88), on the other hand, thinks Romanos Melodos is referring to the 
earthquake of 502. 
The sources thus agree in locating the most damaging effects of this earthquake along 
the coast of Phoenicia (present-day Lebanon). It is therefore very likely that the sur-
rounding regions (Arabia, Mesopotamia, Palestine and Syria) mentioned by Malalas 
and Theophanes, were either subject to secondary effects or to after-shocks with dif-
ferent epicentres. 
For a bibliography of damage attributed by archaeologists to this earthquake, see 
Russell (1985, p.45). 

( 219) the night of 15 August 554 *Constantinople, •Nicea?, 
• Nicomedia 

sources I 	Mal. 486-7; Ioh. Ephes. 325-6; Agath. 2.15.1 ff.; Vita s. Sym. Stil. Iun. 106; Theoph. 229; 
Anth. Pal. 9.425-7; 

sources 2 	[Dion. Tellmahr.1 126; Georg. Mon. 642; Cedren. 679 
literature Cameron (1970) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Ben-Menahem (1979); 
Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas describes a violent earthquake in Asia Minor in August 554 as follows: "In the 
month of August of the second indiction there was a tremendous earthquake and 
many houses, baths and churches were damaged, and also parts of the walls at 
Byzantium. 	During this shock, the spear, which the statue in the Forum of 
Constantine was holding, fell and drove itself into the ground to a depth of three 
cubits. Many were trapped in the rubble. During this shock other cities were also 
damaged, amongst them Nicomedia, part of which collapsed. Days later people were 
brought up alive out of the rubble at Nicomedia. The earthquake lasted for 40 days". 

'Ev or TO cu6yoilotcp pnvi trjs SEVTEpac ivoucticiivoc ryivrio or io!..16 cOo(3rp6c, 63(3TE 
ITC( 0EiV OLK O`Ug JtOkX.01); K 	?\.outpCc xai EKK X,TIGLac xai µeprl To3v TELX£COV 7TCCOEiV Ev 
BecaVTI,C9. 	Ev CC6TCO: Or to) (I)6(3o) EJTECTEV 	kOyxn, fry ixpd-crt, to ciyakpAz TO iv 4)6W.° 
KWVOTCLVTI,V01), xai Ka-tendril iv trl Trj e ti niixEtc tpric. iv be -wk.  ou[urroil.tocat, no? of 
ouvrkncpOrloccv. iv airro) OE Tui 4613c9 Kai calm 106 X.E1c Ena0ov, Ev oic Kai Noco[tioEi.ac 
liepog KaTCUTECIEiV. EK be viiv ovµnTwµdtwv NIX 0 !ATI& Lag K 	 pa; TIVE; 
dvivexeioay. iarKpCurnor be 6 co)-rog ortcqt6; iwipac 

Agathias records this earthquake at Constantinople along with that of 551 at Berytus 
(see entry ( 218 )): "In summer time, roughly during the same period, there was a vio-
lent earthquake in Constantinople and in many parts of the Empire, with the result 
that several cities both on the islands and the mainland were razed to the ground and 
their inhabitants wiped out". 

TAO SE -rOv ait6v xp6vov, OipotIc (4a, canoe 1,tiya ev TE BlitaV21,0) xai JTO1,.ka)(01) trig 
`Pcolicucov dpxilg, tog tcdt Tr6krig ouxvdg, vioicotuccic TE Kca nTrupoinbag, dOp6ov 
6.vatpannvat, xai dp &qv TCYUc ()LK TitOpac bicl)Oripat. 



Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre dates the earthquake at Constantinople and 
Nicomedia to 550/551. 
The earthquake is also recorded by Theophanes, who gives the specific date of 15 
August: "In this year [of the world 6046, i.e. 554], on 15 August, in the second indic-
tion, at midnight, as Sunday began, there was a dreadful earthquake in 
Constantinople, which caused particular damage to many houses, baths and churches, 
and a section of the walls, especially in the districts near the Golden Gate. Many peo-
ple were killed. A large part of Nicomedia was also reduced to ruins. This one earth-
quake lasted for forty days. For a while men devoted themselves to penitence, saying 
prayers and spending long periods in church, until the love of God manifested itself 
again in these people who had been plunged into misfortune. Every year this earth-
quake is commemorated in the Campus, where the people gather in prayer". 

Toi_rtcp Tc5 etEL LITIVL crUy 01) CrtG) LE','11/81Kt L6wog [3', 6pa, IIECIOVUKTC013, ota01110'60Tig 
Kupialcrig, iy EVE-CO OE ta[lOg cOoPipag, cliGTE accOeiv oiKovg nokkoiyg KUL, kolytkc Kai 
iKKX.Tioictg Kai thpoc Tail/ tE1X6V KWVOTCCVTLVOIMOkaug, 1.1,6?/.10ta TO Trig Xpvccijg nOpTig- 

Kai 	nokkoi, 	CutHavov. 	YLEItt(OK E 	oi 	Kal 	NIX 011118£ 	pog 	7C0?/:0 

EltEIC pCitT1CTE oi o ccircOg oito[tOg intipac It'. 	Kai npOg Oki,yov of CivOpontoi 

KaTivinfriccav kuraviilovTic Kai 14/000E8pE1:10VTE; Kai eig Tex; bc0./(31,ag .thvovtE;, Kai 

aciXiv 0,kav0ponTiag HEOV yivolAivig ETt1 TO xiipov yiyOvaciiv. yi,VETCLL oi 	!_tvripi t011 

OE 1011.0i) tO1'12011 K at Tog iv tai Kdtp,acu, kiTavi-Uovrog toy kaoti. 

The Life of St.Symeon the Stylite the Younger mentions an earthquake at Nicomedia 
which also "partly" affected Nicea. This was probably a single occurrence, though the 
nature of the source makes it difficult to be quite certain. 
Hermann (1962, co1.1111) identifies two earthquakes, one on 15 August 553 and the 
other in August 554. For the date of the evidence provided by Agathias, see Cameron 
(1970, p.138 ff.). 

220) 14 October 554 Alexandria, •Egypt 
sources 	Agath. 2.15.1 ff.; Ioh. Nik. 90.81-3 (p.159 [2791/393 [5131 Zotenberg = p.143 Charles) 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Sieberg (1932 a) 

Agathias records a slight tremor which he himself felt at Alexandria in Egypt. His 
account is particularly important for its analysis of the reactions of the inhabitants: 
"At that time also some slight tremors were felt in the great metropolis of Alexandria 
on the Nile, an altogether unusual occurrence for those parts. All the inhabitants and 
particularly the very old were amazed at this apparently unprecedented phenomenon. 
Nobody stayed indoors. The populace congregated in the streets, seized with unwar-
ranted panic at the suddenness and novelty of the event. I myself was in Alexandria 
at the time, completing the prescribed studies which lead to the law course proper, and 
I must confess that I was quite overcome with fear considering the faintness of the 
tremors. What really worried me, though, was the fact that people's houses there are 
not at all strongly built and quite incapable of standing up to even a small amount of 
vibration, being frail and flimsy structures consisting of a single thickness of stone. 
There was alarm even among the educated section of the community — not, I think, at 
what had actually taken place, but because it seemed reasonable to expect that the 
sarr e thing would happen again". 

TOT, bE Kai sv TII ltriC(Xyl 'AXE `,c.f,C1V80£ GC, TT] :wog tco Ngi.X ibpuOvil JtOta 1161, Kai taii1Ta 
01:1K do.)0Og OE 1E. 000.1 to xuJiAov, ouvaioOtic* TLg TOL/ KkOV01) EXCCXCOTT1 hEV KCAL 

cu CCUOOtaTY1 Kai 01:1 J1 a 11.7MV dEporikoc, yiyovs bE O[tiuc. 	a:CCCVTK 81) 01/V of eJtLx6 pioi 337 



KEEL VAiXLOTa OL o4)66pa yiyipaKOTe; iv Oatip,ctTi lixycikqi TO '1..)vivixeiv £301,013VTO, thg  

0 0:m01 rcparepov yiyivriptivov, efIEVE TE OLKOL OoTt; oiyoeig, akk'ava Tag XicoOpaug 
Ta nktjOi -1...)vippet, Tw Cutp0000KTiTcp Si! 	O'U xaL oTapabOop :tipa TO1 iAETIO 00 

KaTaTLETLX/Y 1.1£VOL. 	Ep.oL SE yE K CeL ct&t (iTijyxavov yap airrof) tnarpi,(3cov JtCt 168 Lac 
EVEKCX Trig rtpOg Tc,1v vOtioiv) beoiivat ITPO011 EL, Kai TCC0Ta Ent, XXCCV 01ALKPCX TT,1 K LVTiCTE 
koy 	On Oil akot; aL oixoSotika 013K 'LOX'Upal, 0138i E130EiCLI T137)(XXVO1)CILV 013 OM 
o1:7 0L Ca xaL npOg (3paxn avacrxicrOat 8ovatiaivat, dXX' ioxvai ayav KaL doeivii; 
(icif Evi yap ill)ai,vovTat ki,13(9). a.X.Xa yap KCC1, Ott k0)/ tflOV EV T1:i TCOX.EL, EOE1,120,V0V xal 
01' OE, 013 TL JTO1J, 0141CiL, TO i)OT1 JtapWXYIK 0g, 	 013TOic x0'1 EC:IC(1301g TO.13TO T01520 
,1.1[1,01i0ECIOCCL 013K OCRO TpOgou ioaKet. 

John of Nikiu (quoted here in the Ethiopic translation) describes an earthquake in 
Egypt. In this case his source is a local one, not another Byzantine chronicle: "In the 
days of the emperor Justinian [527-565] there was a great earthquake in the land of 
Egypt, and many cities and villages were swallowed up in the abyss. Those who lived 
in the country made prayers and many intercessions with tears, being grieved on 
account of the destruction that had occurred. [82] After a year, the wrath (of heaven) 
ceased and the earthquakes which had persisted everywhere came to an end. The 
Egyptians commemorate this day every year on the 17th of Teqemt [14 October]. And 
the memory of this calamity had been preserved for us by our fathers, the god-bearer 
Egyptian monks. For these earthquakes were due to the change in the orthodox faith 
brought about by the emperor Justinian, who had hardened his heart more than his 
father's brother [i.e. Justin I], who had preceded him". 
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The context of the above passage seems to suggest that the mention here of religious 
measures taken by Justinian is almost certainly a reference to those which he took 
against the Monophysites at the council of Constantinople in May-June 553 and which 
were definitively approved by Pope Vigilius in Rome in the Constitutum of 23 
February 554. The repression which followed was certainly more severe than that 
imposed by Julian, who had abandoned the repression of anti-Chalcedonite beliefs in 
Egypt. 

( 221 ) 554-558 •the island of Cos >seismic sea-wave< 
sources 	Agath. 2.16.1-6 
literature Cameron (1970) 
catalogues von Hoff (1840); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Galanopoulos (1960); 

Ambraseys (1962 b); Ben-Menahem (1979); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 
Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Agathias records that the island of Cos was struck by a violent earthquake followed by 
a seismic sea-wave: "At that time [Agathias had been speaking about the earthquake 
at Alexandria in 554 (see entry ( 220 )) and went on to a general consideration of the 
causes of earthquakes] the island of Cos which lies at the southern end of the Aegean 
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tically nothing was left standing, and the disaster was unprecedented in its scale and 
complexity. The sea rose up to a fantastic height and engulfed all the buildings near 
the shore, destroying them together with their contents and inhabitants. The heav-
ing mass was of such enormous proportions that it flung down everything there that 
its surging crests could not ride over. Almost all the inhabitants perished indiscrimi-
nately, whether they happened to have taken refuge in places of worship or to have 
stayed in their homes or gathered together in some other spot. I happened to have 
occasion to disembark there myself just after the disaster, when I was sailing back 
from Alexandria to Constantinople (the island is of course on the route). When I set 
foot on shore I was confronted with a spectacle that beggared description. Practically 
the whole city was reduced to a gigantic heap of rubble, littered with stones and frag-
ments of broken pillars and beams, and the air was murky with thick clouds of dust, so 
that on could barely surmise the existence of what had once been streets from a few 
vague hints of their presence. A mere handful of houses stood intact, and they were 
not th. ones that had been built with stones and mortar or some such seemingly more 
solid and durable substance, but only those made in peasant style out of unbaked 
bricks or mud. Here and there could be seen a few men whose haggard and dejected 
faces wore a look of hopeless apathy. On top of all their other ills the entire local 
water-supply had been contaminated with sea-water and rendered undrinkable. All 
was ruin and desolation. The only vestige of distinction left the city was the famous 
name of the Asclepiadae and its proud boast of having been the birthplace of 
Hippocrates". 

Kai' EKELVO yap TOO KaLpOti Kai rj Koic, 	 7rpoc 	apitaa Ti01 A'iyai.au 

KEOIEVY), EXaXLOTOV TL l_t6Doc, 	EOECTCOOTO. 1) SE fikkri daccoa EICEJTTLUK EL, 3TOLK [Xa TE 

auTI] Kai aVliK 01,07a npoGEyEVETO 	 TE yap OaXarra EJO 7EXEi0aw dpOEioa 

KaTEKX110E Ta 7rapciKTia Tiov oiKriitanov Kai ot(1)(-)ELpEv aljTO(C xpijitaoi Kai avOpu'i7roi, 

TO TE [Li'y E00,7, TOO lipaopoil, E aiaiOV OLOV yEyEV110,V0V, Ts 'EV0a 011/K EvIV 

avapprza0Oat Ti) IjOOLOV, O:TaVTa 'ippttpc Kai KaTEliakEV. alt0A.0)XCLOL 8E )C6 oTIV 0XE8OV 

TL a:TWA/TEC: OL aCTIOL 	LITE EV lEpoic ET'OrAaVOV ./Etiwuyciv-rEg EiTE Kai 61,K 01 

oLalT(61.1.EVOL EiTE Kai damn' J'EOLc;UVELkYl[tEVOL. EL1.61 yafiv EK Tfig 'AXE`4avopou il7r6 toy 

airaw xpOvov itsTa TO But:civTiov civaKol.tiZo!iE:vco Kai EV TOE 	 01.7TOJ 
.1TCLOa0XOV (EV 7rapa7TkU) yap K E(Ta.1), KaTapaVTL oi..KTpOv TL ItEOflVE 0Ealia Kai olt0i0V 01./ K 

aV dOTOZpOJVTOZ 1)7roypaipoL o kbyk. a:Tav itEv yap 0-x6Si:iv rcou TO CiOtt) X04la y E T1V Eni  
!.tE7a. ripOvov Kai kLOOL KELliEVOL 07topaoilv Kaivwv TE TO(pi) Kai '1:1X.cov KaTEaybaov Kai 

KOVLZ TOPA11 iicrEpOEv cpEpolivri Kai .7criX-oyci`Couoa Tov 163a, 6c [irk aiird nou Ta TWV 

i_Ew4Opow yi op I. a PaStio; &ay iv60KE00ai, 7EX-nv 60ov iurovoricrai. 	OXI.ycc SE OTTa 

owuaTLa E OTTiK EGON &La Off, K ai TafiTa 00x 601 TiTavq) TUXOV K 	Xai Ta1JT11 Sr( 

Tfl (TEW' tVL tOTE pct Kai lia)CA,OV !.1.0V141.0) KaTO TO ELKOC 	E'4 py auto. Ova SE ta. EK 

70.1,v0ou 17E6peou Kai .711Xotj dypoiKOTEpov 7TEICOLTWEVa" aVOI)Eg SE GIEopcityriv OXIyicrTot, 

civEcpaivovTo oxilOp(wTot," TE ayav Kai Ka-ETA:wig Kai (1)-cmcp TEXECoTaTa TO) 0(1)E-rpoi. 	Pap 

Ci:TELOTIKOT11.;' 1-rpoc 76tp Toig cikkoig SELvoic KiL &MEV TO 3-ELx6pLov ijocop, T11V TOlri 

aKpal4V01*.:, Kai JtoT1(10u 4fijoiv C0p6ov 	 TO aXiuupOv iipOkt Kai OTOJTOV 

!JETE13£13k11TO. 	Kai Tw OJTaVta ta 	4)EUKTCL Kai dvaTETpapi.thva 	 TEpov 

iyaoXEXE4OctE Jrpoc ELIKOO[aaV TT] .7tOkE 	l..1OVOV TO KXELVOV TO5V 'AOKkTinia.80)V OVOlp.CC 

Kai TT]V ECP' "IT:TOKpaTEL licycikauxi,ay. 

The date of the earthquake is debated. Agathias visited the area in 558, at the time of 
his return journey from Constantinople, but in his narrative he dates the earthquake 
to before the great 557 earthquake at Constantinople (see entry ( 225 )). However, 
since he had earlier talked of the 554 earthquake at Constantinople (see entry ( 219 )) 
before that of 551 (see entry ( 218 )), it is not possible to draw many conclusions about 
the precise chronology. For a general consideration and further information, see 
Cameron (1970, p.138 ff.). 339 



( 222) 11 July 555 Constantinople 
sources 1 Theoph. 229-30 
sources 2 Cedren. 674-5 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes records an earthquake in the year of the world 6047 [555]: "In this year, 
on 11 July, in the third indiction, there was a great earthquake during the church 
service at St.Euphemia of the Horos. On 19 of the same month, there was thunder 
and lightning, and the Lips wind blew so fiercely that the cross fixed to the Gate of 
Rhegium fell down". 

TcrUT4) Toi eTrL 11111/1 01A1.4) La 11181KTL6:1VOg y', iv tri attvOcer, trig ay Lag Eixinuti.ag Tub 
"Opou, yiyove oeLoilOg Oyag. xai TO aljTO rivi, L0' iyiVOVTO Poovtal, x06, aGtpana, 
013epai xal, dveliog Aitp coopepag, LUCITE 3TEGEiV TOV ottrupOv ten,  iocalev lotci.i.Levov trig 
nOptrig tov `PrioLoy. 

Theophanes does not record any damage caused by this earthquake, nor does he name 
any places that were affected by it, but he must surely have been referring to 
Constantinople, because the Gate of Rhegium is clearly a topographical reference to 
that city. 

(223) 16 April 557 Constantinople? 
sources 1 Mal. 488; Theoph. 231 
sources 2 	[Dion. Tellmahr.] 141; Mich. Syr. 2.262 
literature Dagron (1974) 
catalogues Mallet (1853); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Malalas reports that an earthquake occurred in April, but he does not say where: "In 
the month of April in that [sixth] indiction there was a tremendous earthquake, but it 
caused no damage". 

Mrivi dorpall.cp, ivotimaivL Trj aim)", yeyove GE L(3[1.0g 4013E136g KCCI, &PA:44k. 

Theophanes dates the earthquake to the year of the world 6049 [557], and records: 
"And on 16 April, on the second day [Monday], there was a violent but not destructive 
earthquake". 

Kai TO rinpLX.X.i.c9 irrivi Ls', illtipq 	iyiveto oeLoLLOg (por3epOg xai eci3XcLf3rig. 

(224) dawn on 19 October 557 Constantinople? 
sources 1 Theoph. 231 
sources 2 Cedren. 675 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Grumel (1958); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes records an earthquake in the year of the world 6050 [557], but gives no 
particular location: "In this year, on Friday 19 October of the sixth indiction, there was 
a great earthquake just as Saturday was dawning". 

Toirap td 	tEL tapir OK-rcoppLqr L0', ii[Lipct c', 'Lv8Lx-ruovog c', yiyove oeLoilag tleyag 
orarpauov-rog our313citou. 
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Grumel (1958, p.478) places the earthquake at Constantinople and Antioch. 



(225 ,  

sources 1 

sources 2 

literature 

catalogues 

the night of 14/23 December 557 •Constantinople, •Nicea?, 
• Nicomedia?, •Rhegium, •Illyria 
Mal. 488-90; Ioh. Eph. 328-9; Theoph. 231; Agath. 5.3.1-11; Anon. Eccl. Hist. 114; 

The Great Chronogr. 11.231; Vita Sym. Stil. Jun. 106; Leont. horn. 1 and 7 

[Dion. Tellmahr.] 131-2; Typicon of the Great Church, ed. Mateos (1962, I, p.130, 13 f.); 
Hymns in Follieri (1966, p.301); Cedren. 676-7; (see 677, on the St.Sophia collapse); 

Mich. Syr. 310; Glyc. 269 

Kumaniecki (1930); Downey (1961); McCail (1967); Van den Ven (1962, 1970); Dagron (1974); 

Allen and Datema (1991) 

Ligorio [1574-7J; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); 

Grumel (1958); Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

A number of sources report this disastrous earthquake as having struck 
Constantinople and the surrounding area. 
Agathias writes: "Not long before these events [Theodorus' victory over the Tzani] 
Constantinople was once more almost completely razed to the ground by a terrible 
earthquake. A convulsion of unparalleled magnitude and duration, its horror was 
further accentuated by the time of year and by the fateful and harrowing events that 
followed in its wake. It was in fact that time of year when autumn was drawing to a 
close and the traditional Roman Festival of the Names was being celebrated. The cold 
weather had already set in [...] Then towards midnight when all the citizens were 
sleeping peacefully in their beds disaster suddenly struck, and every structure was 
instantly shaken to its foundations. The tremors, which were violent to start with, 
kept growing in intensity as though rising to a catastrophic climax. Everybody was 
awakened and shrieks and lamentations could be heard, accompanied by the usual 
pious ejaculations that spring spontaneously to the lips in such moments of crisis. 
Each successive tremor was followed by a deep, growling sound like thunder issuing 
from the bowels of the earth, which doubled the general sense of terror and alarm. 
The surrounding air grew dim with the vaporous exhalations of a smoky haze rising 
from an unknown source, and gleamed with a dull radiance. Panic-stricken, the peo-
ple poured out of their houses, filling the streets and alleyways, as though destruction 
could not overtake them just as easily out of doors as indoors. The fact is that every 
quarter of the city is so heavily built up that wide open spaces entirely free of obstruc-
tions are an extremely rare sight. Nevertheless their fear and anxiety of mind see-
med to subside gradually at the mere possibility of somehow turning their eyes 
towards heaven in an attempt to propitiate the Deity. They got a slight wetting from 
a shower of sleet and suffered greatly from the cold, but even so they did not take shel-
ter, with the exception of those who took refuge in the churches, prostrating themsel-
ves before the altars. Large numbers of women, and not just the members of the 
lower classes but even persons of breeding and distinction, roamed about and mingled 
freely with the men; the ordered structure of society with its due observance of deco-
rum and respect for privilege and the proper distinction of rank was thrown into wild 
confusion and trampled underfoot. Slaves, in the grip of the present and more com-
pelling fear, showed contempt for their masters and, disobeying their instructions, 
congregated in the places of worship. Men in authority and men of no consequence 
were placed on an equal footing owing to the common danger and the general prospect 
of imminent annihilation. During that night many houses were destroyed, particu-
larly in the district of Rhegium, which is the port of Constantinople. Many amazing 
and incredible events occurred too in the course of that night. In one locality the roofs 
of buildings, and this was true of stone and wooden stuctures alike, came apart, disclo-
sing through yawning gaps a clear vista of sky and stars, and then suddenly fell back 
again into place. Elsewhere pillars on an upper floor were catapulted by the force of 
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the convulsion and shot through the air over the tops of the nearby houses, travelling 
a long way before they eventually came crashing down and smashed into pieces wha-
tever they landed on. In other places there were other still more horrifying things 
happening, and, though these followed an oft-repeated pattern which will recur time 
and again as long as this imperfect world of ours remains, yet their impact was on that 
occasion more shocking because they all occurred simultaneously. Large numbers of 
ordinary people perished in the disaster. Of the persons of rank and of those who 
were members of the senate the only one to lose his life was Anatolius". 

TOOTOW öi ov nokko-? ilAnpocrOev neckw iv 131)av-ri(9 E cZLOLOV TL CIEL01.1013 xprTha 
ivicnowev, thg Rucpoif Cbtacav dvatetpc40aL Kai oLappurivat Ti1V noktv. )4yove 
yap Kai KOLO' CCOTOV Reytatog ijkxog KCLi 6noiog, 	0157CainOTE Itp6rEpov, -nd 'LE 
TpaX1YTT1TL TOO f3pa0p1,013 KCCL tq3 ROVL1101 TO'13 OCik011. 	etL Se a6T6v cppilc000crtepov 6 
Kawog a71£1,8EE Kal 1j TC5V EILLOURPC(VTOJV dtVetyXTI. ilviica yap iKEINOU TOtii 	 TOO 

41OLVOILOp011 iknyev dipa 	TE "La lǹtip TOW OVOOTCOV 01L7LOOLCIL iTEA.EITO, 1-1nep toys 
'Pomiotg VEVOLOOCCL, Kruog IAN/ r jS11 OIrripxEv [...I TOTE Se aji(1)1, fAiGTIV Trig vinciag 
4rukaic11v iinvw jtiv of eLCITO1 EiXOVTO Kal iipejtict, iVEJLEGe Se icti.(1)vig TO 
Seiv6v, Kai, tilts:II/TU. CIAO; iK I3dOpwv airroTiv iooveito. 	'Le KLVTIOLg PLCUOTCCTCL KCLT' 
apxag siortakeyfioa Enl 1,LE1 0V ETL ll'OtiVETO Kal iTL111JWVETO, diarcep ig e7t1.801:31,1,  TLVCC KCCI 
inteppoXilv Tov nei0oug xcupoiivrog. 	01:3TOJ Sit 0171V CLIELIVTWV dAIMILVLOOiVTOW KCOKUTOg 
TIKOOETO laiVTOOEV KCeL Okokuyij KCC1 ri  ;wog TO OCCOV avapoacreat ce6towitcog iv TOOTOLg 
Ei(0131i0. (POW+ EnEsi, 	 papiig  Kai, ayptog, dionep x06via Ppovrri, ex Trig rig 
etVCCILEti3LOREV11 EIT1IK0k0130EL tw KkOVC9 Kal ioL7LX.CEOLCiE Tag iicakriet.g. 	6 "LE nepi.yeLog 
aljp Oplx?,,r1 Kanyclioct OOK o1oa 60ev LiVCCX0EL011 KCCTE[LEX.CLiVETO" Kai ;TV &nag o4epOg 
KCeL OLOV yeyavcokvog. 	toLycip-roL aT.oyw TLVI, TO' dv0p6neuov Kal LiLVEET6CCITO). OTEO 
TOO 6eiduccrog ix6p.evot yvoijin OJTET:IEOCCV TWV OLKTilAciTCOV. KQL airtixa 	TE Cry'ULCCi. KaL 
Oi CYTEVCOITOI Eveni.pitkavto tov 61.1110'0, et)CTITEp 0O)(1, Kut iVTCLO'OCC iVOV, EL 01:3TW 

TI5X0L, 81C(40apiVal. 	1..yvexei,g yap anavtaxo15 at, oilc000jti,cu, trig 7c6kiwg Kai, 
1.)v11jtkvai, a?■.X.Tikaig Kal cinavtaitata iSot -a; av x(opi.ov iinatOpov Kai, dvaltentaliivov 

Kai ILCLVTCbLCLCILV ikEtilElEpOV T013 ininpogeolivrog. 	6µw; t alio) tag Oveig LOOVELV Kat 
TOv a6pav6v apmayelecog inieEd0OCCL 0i/TO) TE TO 0E-10V iketOKE00C/L, TCLOTT1 yofiv airtoig 
1ip4ta intoxakav i86Kei. to 8coLag 	ilyuxijg Kai TCLpaTTOtiEVOV. 	KCCLTOL VL4/ETCor TE 

inteppcavovto Kai 6n6 TOO Kptioug iniAovTo. 	666' dig intopcignot iyiyvovio, 
ILX.11V EL µYl  OILOCIOL EV Lepoig ipKEOL KCETCX.E'OyOVTEg EKCCXLV8013VTO. yllvaLa oe nokka, 
OTL TOW TI[LEXTVIEVOW, aX2' Oil IWO Kal TC5V EVTL[LOTCLTOLYV, '1.)vriX.(51-to 	avopcioi )(al 
avejti.yvirro- 	TE Cbtacia Kai Cli8(bg Kai Ti  T651/ yepciiv jteyakal./Xia, Kai 6 TL 
EVOiVSE OILEpCCVEXOV KCLI. etITOKEKpLIIEVOV, CEVETETlipCLKTO eV c4 TOTE Kai iILEILCiTTITO. 6i, tE 
yap Soaot. tu6g Keicrikvaug nepi3Op6vauv Kai TC6-1/ inttaylia-tcov avriKeruatoi3vteg ig to 
iepa 'intr,jeaav, '67E6 Tut) jtei,ovog VLMULLEVOL 8ioug• 61, TE ikdrtoyug npOg Toiyg iv Tikei 
igLootLµLav Ka0i,atav-co, k Se KoLvoii iaL7LEGOVTOg KLV81'/V01) Kai Cutavnov olojthvcov 
cr6ic ig)(pay anokeicrOaL. 	cruxvai µev cyi,v iKei.vic Trig vincrog oixiat 
Katat3El3Xlvtat, Kal jiciktata iv TO 	ini.veLov Se Tato trig mikewg• toX)ui TE Kai 
&motet Om:Tata ''LYN/111,EX011. 	Itij REV yap ai. Opo(pai,, EITE ki,Elotg EITE Vkotg 
ir6yxavov icriceuamAivat, &ea-tic:ray arc' akkrikcov, apvijoajtevai thy ilvixeLav Kai 
SiaxavoiloaL, thg Toy tE aipa Kai, To'6c aotipag Ka0Curep iv imai,Elpw )(civic!? SLopecaOat, 
Kai aZElig a0p6ov ig Thy npotipav 'Inrrjecrav apRoviav-  nri oe Ki,oveg iv intepojo1 tLVL 
bcol,taticy LSpvµEVOL avrpcovti.ovto rti 131,a TOO Opacrlioij Kai, toijg ixokvoiic obcaug 
intepakajavot inst Tag noppco-repw, Kaiibirtep otaa4wevoov11eivteg, iK TOtii liEtuopou 
KateOpovto Kal Cirrav-ta oteppriyvuov-  rerj be Cikka atta .poccooicreepa '1)vi13aLvE, 
yey6jleva µev noXkciicig np6-cepov Kai, 66. icrOjava, kfT' av yij tE 11, Kai 06aecog 
ajtaprrijAata, TOTE oe Kata TO Reikkov anavta &pa 'uvevrlykva. auxvol, Se eivOpotot, 
nevipcaut TaV nokkcov TE Kal ilyvorikvwv• TO711,  ye Ilijv Suva-m.5v Kai iv tr,4 auyickircw 
poukr,j dvayeypamiiveov 'Avataktov jtavov ota4Occpijvat 'uvePrj. 



The earthquake is also recorded by Malalas: "In the month of December of the sixth 
indiction another most tremendous earthquake occurred at midnight. The two walls 
of Constantinople suffered, both the old one which had been put up by Constantine 
and the one built by Theodosius, and parts of churches collapsed; especially those on 
the far side of the Hebdomon. The column which was in the Secundianai was brought 
down, together with its statue. At Rhegium [a small town some distance west of the 
capital] a very large number of those who had been trapped in the rubble were rescued 
alive. Many parts of outlying cities also collapsed. This tremendous disaster lasted 
for ten days. For a time people were conscience-stricken and continued to offer 
prayers and supplications in the church. The emperor Justinian did not wear a crown 
for 30 days". 

MTIVL oiKELLppLy V &K T ithvog 	yiyoviv `-repog oiLoa6g iv ac6ovuKTLL9 4opepag navu, 
60T£ na0E-1.1, Ca olio TE tXTI KWVOTaNTINO1MOkEthg, TO TE MACE LOV TO yivO[tEVOV '67t0 
KwvatavtIvov Kai TO KVA:JOEY vno 0E08001,01i, Kat imaricadiv Si Ltipri K MET( £00V, 
icapitcog be TOL iniKELVa TO-6 'El3861.1.01/ • Kai 6 iciaDv of div iv EixouvoLavaig 0-6V TTI 
OTTI 	KaTTIV£X011- TO'6 Si PriyLou navy ?rale( Kat£JLECtOV. 	JTOX.X01, an£ OCCV0V Ev Toig 
auanTLULtacyL- Twig Si Kai adr Tjaipag ix toTiv icaTcaapfaivraw -63TO T6V CrIliltttO IlaTOTY 

E 060E0CW. 	Ev carai) SE t6 (pow Kai Ev Tea; i5(L) 116k801, 7C0XX.01, TO1t01 TtEnT6KCCGIN. 
Si cceri) 4of3ipa eutiLkil inEKpatTIOEV EnL illtipag Sixce Kai 31peg 6XLyov Ka-UV-67110CW 

of dvepconoi 'Aurctig Kai OE TIOE0 L npoaxaptipavtig iv trj ilocknoLa. 	6 Si airrag 
pacTLXiUg lauariviavOg aUK 46picri otiaaa bet rlaepas T pt aK °VTOL. 

Theophanes describes the earthquake as follows: "In this year [of the world 6050, i.e. 
557], on 14 December, another utterly terrifying earthquake took place, with resulting 
damage to both walls of Constantinople: those erected by Constantine and the others 
by Theodosius. Churches and other buildings beyond the Hebdomon were equally 
destroyed, as was St.Samuel and the church of the Theotocos at Petala and that of 
St.Vicentius, and many church altars and their canopies from the Golden Gate to the 
Gate of Rhegium. There was no place or suburb that was not reduced to ruins as a 
result of this terrible earthquake, and Rhegium was razed to the ground, with the 
result that it was unrecognisable, and the churches of St.Stratonicus and St.Callinicus 
at Rhegium collapsed, as did the porphyry column which stood in front of the palace of 
the Jucundianae. It fell with the stele on the top and penetrated 8 feet into the 
ground, and the column of the emperor Arcadius also fell down —the one that stood on 
the shield of the Taurus, and the one on the left. Many people were injured by col-
lapsing buildings, and others who had been struck by falling buildings were rescued 
two or three days later. And it was reported that the same thing had happened in 
other cities. No such great and terrible earthquake had ever occurred on earth within 
living memory". 

Kai Tth oCKEIII3pt0,1 1.1.1111 LS' yiyoviv iTipog 013ipag navy, LiILYTE acceeiv to SU° TiLkri 
KawaravavounOkiwg, to TE KWVOTaVTLVtaKOV Kai TO Una OE 06001,0-6 KV:30E1/. 
KCCUTtE0OV Si iv icapitc1,) EICKk1101aL Kai Ta £7t£K ELVa T013 '4801101J Kai 6 eiyLog 
EaLLoulik Kai TI ay La Oio-c6Lcog Tth-V HETCa.a KGC1 TOT5 Ciy Lou B LK EVTI,011 Kai nokka 
OU Mat:STY-I ta EKKX11otwv Kai, LaPuipLet, &to tits Xpuarig nOprrig iwg 10-6 P110i0LY Kai 

0-6K TIV 'nano; Li Itp0aCITELOV, o 01)1C £7tECIEV a7CO trig (1)o3ipeig aniaajg -roij aiLoacrii. to 
SE 'PrjyLov 	 iwg ibaspoug, id-CC IA yvLopi:cialka aka. 	£7TECTE Si Kai 11 
£K1C X.T10 t a T01) ayiou EtpatoviKou Kat KCCXXLVLKO-U £ tug iSCal)oug, aL oUoaL iv TO 
Kai 6 xLcov Si 6 nopOpoUg, 6 io-nk iLLVOCTOEV TO6 Trakatt Olt 10-UK 01.11/6 aV6V RETCt -nig 
inuciLaivig ccUto) atriXng £JUCCE Kai 	-njv ply nOSag oxtai. 	gad:FE Si Kea 11 
OTT001 ApKa&011 TO-6 pacrikicog 	TTIV alpLoa TO13 TCC6 p01J, rI EL; -r6 apurcipav ttipos 
OT60 a. 	Kai TCOX?■.01. Eaaeov iv Tot; al) antOlaCCOLV, £TEpot Si Kai [LEO' Tjaipag Ex TthV 

KaTa.X1-14)0£VT(OV -61t0 TOW 01J1ULTWIlaTWV &Et:16010GO/ p,Eta Svo Lcca -gad; Ijilipag. 

eatalogue 55 7 AaT 
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ilicaikrei Si Ott Icai iv itipaLg 3t6X.eaL to aka yiyovev- -coLairov yap gym,  Kai 

4)pepav aeLaRev ail pip.vntat. avOpantog Eni trig rig iv trj ysysiX iiceiv73. 

The Life of St.Symeon the Stylite the Younger tells how, nine days after Syria was 
struck by a seismic sea-wave, St.Symeon appeared in Constantinople, where he had a 
vision of an impending earthquake: "Six days later, during the night, there was a great 
earthquake at Constantinople. In some districts a large number of houses partly col-
lapsed, and many people were killed. Nicomedia was also destroyed, as well as the 
place called Rhegium, part of Nicea and the other cities of Illyria. There was great 
dismay at Antioch when the news was heard, and people prayed day and night". 

Kai, gee' iwipag 4 iyiveto iv vuicti oiLap.Og p.iyas iv KovatavnvounOXEL, xai, Kat& 

piyeo-ivag icateaspa4niaav iv tkipiL oticoL noXXol xai anoiXi-ro noXiis ka6; iv airrij 

Katiatpci4n1 Si Kai. NucopiiSeLa xai to Xzy6itevov 	 Nixata Si an6 pipoug Kai ai 

Xousal nakit; al Taliaiov -ca0 	 'EyvoiaOri Si Taiita iv 'Avnoxiia trj nOXEL 

Kul iyivi-ro nivOog iv aint xai ikinivivov vvictag xai, hpipag. 

The reference to Nicomedia and Nicea might suggest that the Constantinople earth-
quake was the one which occurred in 554 (see entry ( 219 )), but that leaves the ref-
erences to Illyricum unexplained. Moreover, as Van den Ven (1970, p.107) has pointed 
out, reference to the small town of Rhegium is found in both Agathias and Malalas, 
and would suggest dating the earthquake to 557. 
Cedrenus records a destructive earthquake at Constantinople in the thirty-first year 

of the reign of Justinian I [557]: "In the thirty-first year [of the reign of Justinian] 
there were various other earthquakes, which affected the two walls of Constantinople 
to east and west, and many churches and houses collapsed. So did many outlying 
districts and Rhegium, with the result that they were rendered unrecognisable. 
Other cities were also affected by this earthquake, which was the strongest within 
living memory, and the earth was shaken continuously by day and night for ten days. 
The emperor, too, was plunged into grief by the disaster, and appeared on Christmas 
Day and Epiphany without his crown". 

Kai no; Xa' EteL iyivovto nciXLv aitcYgol, Stacpopoi, mats na0eiv to Silo Taxi 

Kcovatavnvounakiwg, t0 avatoXucov Kai, TO Su-m(6v, xai, noX.)ca'L 	 oixoL 

icog iSd4oug icatincoov. 	aa.a.a wilv Kai to npodatim Kai, to 	Lov. 	(Ban pry 
yvoipi.tea0aL. 	Kai, iv a.XXciig Si nokeatv iyivito 6 aeta46g oirrog, ()lay oinc 

ip.vrip.OvEvaev avOpontog iv talc yiviaig eiceivaLg. xai, Eagieto yij 1,tEta 4nkaviag iv 

writ. Kai. hpipq Eni Tjpipag Oka. 81.6 Kai ktntaUltivog 6 paaack etc to yeviOXLa 

Oso(pcivLa xcopi.g aripilatog npofiX0E. 

One of the delayed effects of this earthquake was the sudden collapse of the dome of 
St.Sophia in May 558. The occurrence is reported by Malalas, the Anonymous 
Ecclesiastical History, The Great Chronographer, Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre (who 
dates it to 555/556), Theophanes and Cedrenus. 
A monody was composed on the occasion of this earthquake. The text was published 
by Kumaniecki (1930), and the author may have been Procopius. Allen and Datema 
(1991) have suggested that there are allusions to this earthquake in Homily 1 and 
Homily 7 by Leontius of Constantinople. 
Capelle (1924, co1.347) dates the earthquake to 559. Downey (1955, p.598) uses the 
Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae 308.29-32 to confirm the date of the 
earthquake as 14 December. He also thinks (1961, p.558) that the walls of Antioch 
collapsed as a result of this earthquake rather than in 551 (see entry ( 218 )); but he 
does not seem to have given sufficient consideration to the problems of handling a 
hagiographical source. 



McCail (1967, p.243) dates the earthquake to 551 on the basis of Agathias. In his opin-
ion, the expression Kat' kelvau Ta0 Kcapoi, ("at that time") used with reference to the 
preceding earthquake at Berytus (see entry ( 218 )), shows that the two earthquakes 
were contemporaneous. McCail also places the earthquake in the Gulf of Malia, men-
tioned by Procopius (see entry (217 )), within the same chronological context. 
John of Ephesus is almost certainly referring to the same earthquake, though he dates 
it to 14 January 568: "In the year 879 [of the Greeks; i.e. 568 An], there was a violent 
earthquake at midnight on Thursday 14 Canun II [January]. It was more violent 
than any previous earthquake, with the result that the two walls of the imperial city 
— the inner wall of Constantine and the outer wall of Theodosius — were cracked and 
broken, so that many great houses collapsed and became hills on top of their inhabit-
ants. Every building which survived was standing rent and crumbling, so that there 
was no building which did not bear signs of the collapse of the tremor. Many churches 
were also affected. A number collapsed to the ground and the others stood dangerous-
ly shattered. Not only did it happen in the city itself but also in its surroundings, 
including many of the strong buildings erected with the splendid resources of the 
nobles of the Empire, especially in the Hebdomon area starting from the city gate, and 
in the whole coastal area to the city of Rhegium. The raging earthquake completely 
destroyed Rhegium, including the city wall and all the other buildings, with the result 
that you could not know that there had been a city there; and all the other churches 
and the surroundings of the city were destroyed for a great distance, as far as the 
region of Thrace. Even the great porphyry column with the statue of the emperor, 
which stood in front of the Palace of the Hebdomon, collapsed in the earthquake, for 
the tremor was so powerful that it lifted the column, turned it upside down, and thrust 
it eight feet into the ground. Countless cities, villages and houses collapsed and were 
destroyed in this way. Countless houses were buried, and many people perished in 
the collapse. Many days later, many people were discovered to be alive and rescued. 
Such a violent and terrible tremor had never happened before. The earth trembled 
and was shaken about, like a tree in the wind, and it was moved around unceasingly 
for ten days and nights". 
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( 226 ) c.570 •Anazarbus, •Antioch, Edessa?, Samosata?, 
• Seleucia Pieria, Cilicia, Syria 

sources 1 Procop. anecd. 18.41; Ioh. Eph. apud Elias Nisib. Syr. versio 122; Jac. Edess. 318; 

Chron. Maron. 143; Chron. 724. 143; Theoph. 235; Mich. Syr. 2.290; Chron. 1234 201 

sources 2 Cedren. 679 

catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

This violent earthquake is recorded in many Syriac and Greek sources. 
Elias of Nisibis writes: "Year 878 [of the Greeks; i.e. 566 An]. The Ecclesiastical History 
of John the Jacobite. In that year there was a severe earthquake on 5 Tishrin I 
[October], and a deep rumbling sound; and soot came down through the air like 
leaves from the trees". 

vacs ers.= 	 ce—cArou_co...143 	 ■  

cw/N_N_tc, 	 tel.73CTI-ra 	 7Z-Ot.0 	 730.a.= 	re.—‘a 
*- 

The Chronicle of 724 dates the earthquake to the month of Tishrin II [November] in 
570, but records it as occurring at Antioch, Seleucia and in the two Cilicias: "In the 
next year [882 of the Greeks; i.e. 570 An], the earth was shaken and there was great 
tremor in the month of Tishrin II [November]. Almost the whole of Antioch collapsed 
in ruins, as did Seleucia and the two Cilicias as well". 

cac-na 	 et= ceN.L.z.tt Cn-ktN=a 

cruerieNa 

James of Edessa speaks of the fifth year of the reign of Justin, which was 570. The 
Maronite Chronicle mentions the same places, but dates the earthquake to 571. 
Theophanes description is expressed in general terms: "A great disaster [willed by 
God] took place in Cilicia; [there were] earthquakes at Anazarbus and Antioch the 
Great" 

riyovE S's Kai eavatiKOv lAiya iv KtIvicia Kcei 'Avatapi* Kai iv 'AvtioxEict tij tuy dX73, 
Kai, I oualloi. 

Theophanes dates the earthquake to the year of the world 6053 [561/562], but this 
may be a case where he is using Byzantine rather than Alexandrian chronology, in 
which case there would be a difference of eight years, which would take us to 569/570. 
We can deduce from Michael the Syrian that there were tremors at Edessa and 
Samosata, but the context is obscure. The Syriac Chronicle of 1234 records the date 
as October in the second year of the reign of Justin II [567]. 
It is always possible that these were two distinct earthquakes, but it is more likely 
that the date 570 is the result of confusion on the part of James of Edessa who, in the 
same context, places an earthquake at Corinth before the one at Antioch. Since we 
have no evidence of earthquakes in Greece at this period, it is evident that James of 
Edessa is confusing this with the 521/522 earthquake (see entry (201)) which occurred 
in the fourth year of the reign of Justin I [518-527], and not of Justin II [565-578]. 

( 227) mid-day in 580/581 *Antioch, •Daphne 
sources 	Evagr. 5.17 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989) 

Evagrius records this earthquake in the following terms: "In the third year of the 
adminstration of the empire by Tiberius, a violent earthquake struck Theopolis 



[Antioch] and the suburb of Daphne, precisely at noon. The tremors caused the total 
destruction of Daphne, whereas public and private buildings in Theopolis, though 
badly damaged, were not totally destroyed". 

'Ava be Tip/ CIEOUTCOXITO3V, Kai Tiiv yei,Tova Aa(vrly, Ttpepiou Kaioapog Tpi,Tov gTog 
triv PaOlkELCCV StaicyfiepvciivTog, KkOVOg TE Tfig ?fig yeyOVEV ecti,criog el auto trig 
pxorRippi,ag TO oTaewirTaTov, OTE Kai CrOIlltaCra Aci(lwri TO5V CIELOILAV Epyov yiyove, TO751, 
iv 0E01.57tOkEL ollflOOLCOV Kai LSLCUTLKC5V olicoSoptAiiv otappayetothv L V 1,Lexpt Trig '' 
ca'rijg. 

228) 10 May 583 Constantinople 
sources 1 	Theoph. Sim. 1.12.8-11; Theoph. 252 
sources 2 	Cedren. 691.17 
literature Dagron (1981); Whitby e Whitby (1986) 
catalogues Mallet (1853); Capelle (1924); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophylactus Simocatta is the first author to provide evidence of this earthquake: 
"When the spring of the past year was in its prime and covering the earth with green 
growth, on the anniversary day for the dedication of the city (this was the first year of 
the emperor's reign [11 May 583]), a terrestrial affliction arose, and a very great earth-
quake persisted, as if the earth were leaping from its very foundations. I will not 
discuss its cause, since the Stagirite [Aristotle] has devoted considerable thought to 
this subject; if his account appears plausible to anyone, let him be praised for his 
cleverness, but if not, let the doctrine be returned to its father for fostering. 
Accordingly, as day was waning, the earth's axis was shaken and there was extraordi-
nary panic, so that even the racing fanatics were suddenly converted by fear to pru-
dence, just like children playing at dice on the surprise appearance of their teacher, 
and the banner outside the arena for the equestrian contests, which was in fact a 
signal for rejoicing, was removed on account of the unexpexted danger, and it came 
about that all men, in terror of death, took sanctuary in the holy precincts". 

Tov Se otarpx06-rog 	 aigiaZOVTOg Kai KaTaK01.1.03VTOg Tip/ y rjv, iv trj 
EyKUKA,L0,) TO5V iyiccuvi,cov iwipa Trig ItiAztpc (nptiiTov Si Toirro ito; Trig Paotketag Tov 
airoxpaTopog) natio; rig eLVECOOLTTIGE Kai 1,teytoTog oetop,Og ivigisittricrev, oia Trig yijg 
napacnctractiorig eK J'EU01.LEVLOV a`OTC5V. TOY SE X.OTOV 01:) &ELVA. TO yap Eta),  etpLtri OUK 
OX1,ya CiTTa nefit TO-OTOU ItE4)1100601TaL, Kai EL Tto Xiycov ItiOavOg .aveiTat, inavei,o0w 
trjs iuttruikEg, EL Si pi, 10.) ye naTpi a7LOYEEKLETLO JtEpt0Ca...nEiv TO oPyp,a. Totyapoiiv it tepag 
KXLVO`OOTIg eoLVEiTO to KevTpov, Kai o 4•0pog eaLOLOs rlv, thg Kai Tak iJTJTO[LaV013VTag 
intO 2013 Sioug dOpOov tteTaficikkeoCiat mak TO crui(l)pov, obcriv ncaScov iv natStO KtifIcov 
Culllicottivou iantvailog TOO TraLSOTpL13011, TO TE napaniTacrp,a TO npO TO/0" yuttvacri,ou Ttiiv 
LJTALKOW ayovtottaTcov, o SYl ativOritta Tijg ikapLag ittiyxavev Ov, 
neptatpetTat Sia toy dILSOKTITOV Kiivouvov, ditavTag TE OUVEPaLVE 71pOg tons 
oixaog evTetleVIZ,EcrOat OppwboiivTag TOv OavaTov. 

Theophanes also records this earthquake and dates it to the year of the world 6075 
[583]: "And on 10 May there was a violent earthquake and everyone took refuge in 
church, and the horse races for the "birthday" of Constantinople [11 May] were not 
held". 

Kai tr1 L' tov µaiov [tivog yiyove oetottOg piyag, Kai itavtic icatiOyov et; Tag 
iiocknoiccg, tcai, TO yeviOktov i,JUTIKOV 0i/K EJUTEXE0011. 

Theophylactus dates the earthquake to the day when the dedication of the city was 
celebrated (11 May), whereas Theophanes gives 10 May 583. It seems preferable to 

c:ttaloglie 570-583 A.D. 
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accept the dating provided by the later annalistic source, since the passage from 
Theophylactus is less precise. 

( 229) 584/585 *Arabissus 
sources 1 	Ioh. Eph. 274 

sources 2 Mich. Syr. 379-80 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

John of Ephesus records a destructive earthquake at Arabissus in Syria: "As the city 
of Arabissus had been built with great care and application and was still being built, 
suddenly, in the second year of its construction, which is the third indiction, a severe, 
powerful and violent earthquake overturned many places in the whole Orient. And, 
as by punishment, it overturned the whole of Arabissus and destroyed, as it is said, all 
its buildings, new and old, to the amazement of everybody". 

: 	 coos.. -k 
. 	 t...atiara Ka,is.= 	 . ariacn 

ce—v_t 	 c‹.17..-9,71t Cri.A.L51 
C1CICTIA 	 C11--\ 	 Cn_a_acn 

. e<cit-nal  	 . 	 ( t)N":i.-13 Ca= 

Michael the Syrian gives the date as 873 [582]. 

( 230) a night in late October 587/588 •Antioch 
sources 1 	Evagr. 6.8; Ioh. Nik. 101.1-2 (p.181 [301] s./416 [536] Zotenberg = p.163 Charles); 

Ibn Batriq, al-Ta'rileh, 210 

sources 2 Jac. Edess. 314; Mich. Syr. 380; Chron. 1234 213 

literature Downey (1961); Liebeschuetz (1972) 

catalogues Ligorio [1574-71; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Guidoboni (1989) 

Evagrius personally witnessed this disastrous earthquake, which caused thousands of 
deaths. His description of the damage is extremely interesting: "Four months after 
the return of Gregory [588], in the 637th year of the era of Theopolis [588] and sixty-
one years after the previous earthquake [528], the entire city was shaken by violent 
tremors at about the third hour of the night on the last day of the month of 
Hyperberetaeus [...] This earthquake razed most buildings to the ground, and even 
disturbed their foundations, and the whole of the most holy church collapsed in ruins, 
with the exception of the dome which, after being damaged in the earthquake in the 
time of Justin, had been secured by Ephraimius with timbers from Daphne. Later 
shocks caused it to lean towards the north, and so the timbers were displaced at an 
angle; and they collapsed when the dome, by the force of the tremor, returned exactly 
to its original position, as if the adjustment had been measured with a ruler. Almost 
the whole Ostracine district was reduced to ruins, as was Psephium, which I have 
mentioned before, the whole of Brysia, and the holy church of the Mother of God, 
except for the central porticoes; which were alone undamaged. All the towers of the 
plain were also damaged, though the other buildings in that area escaped, with the 
exception of the battlements, some of whose stones were displaced without actually 
falling. Other churches were also damaged, as well as the public baths which had 
separate divisions according to the seasons. An incalculable number of people were 
involved in the destruction, and, according to an estimate made from the supply of 
bread, about sixty thousand lost their lives". 



Kai twodpwv 8LayEVO[LEVCOV [LT1VO3V [LEta TTIV alYr013 OC(I)LLV, eta; epoOROV Kai 
TptaKoatav Keel, ECOCOOLOOTOV Xpil[tatLtaO01)g eE0U7E6kccog, Rita EV Kai, ETIKOOTeIV ETOg 
tc iv nparepwv oetapttiv, 41.013 KCETa 	ivriv Kai. veav intepav tali imepPepetatou ttrivOg 
KOpriv Jtapeevov vuttite6ov-roc, KaL trig nakecog iopt4a6cmg, Kai tyritiatEkii ltaviiruptv 
ayatiarigEpi tE TTIV ItO[LTCTIV Kai TTIV nut:y.1.68a, al* tpi,TTIV EJELX,1jXVLOV wpav, opaciROg 
Kai KX,Ova; inike6vreg, 	JtaOCCV [LEV Ka-GEC:1E1,0CW ItOX.LV- to nokka 8i Kai Koniyayov, 
airniSiv tuiv pciOpow avappaa0evuov. wotE J'EaVta to Jtepl, ti v aiLOYTatriV EKKkTiOLOCV Eg 
ioatpog evexOtivat, tttivau tov iitumpatpicru neptaweevrog, iK TC6V Aa(1)Vrig 	'Loa; 
'E6patttiau StaaKeyaa0evrog, ex -ativ erit lava-rival) cretatutiv ita06v-rog. &rep eKkiOri EK 
-ai3v e44fig KkOvcov Kara to 136pELOV 	dime Kai, aVtEpEi6ovra 	Puke-Eli, 
a Kai, IEEICTOSICCLOL tw 0.08pCo KkOVO) 1:MOVOOTTOOLVTOg TO13 TVALocpaLpi,au, Kai thg eK TLVOg 
KaVOVOg Eg -rev 1,8tov anoKataatavrog xciipov. 	ILEX-MAE Si Kai to nokka trig 
Kakouttivig DatpaKtvig, Kai 0 Jtp6a0ev iti)attiv 11-441,ov, Kai atipitaNta to Kakatittiva 
Bptata icc to irepi toy TraVOETETOV OT1KOV Trig OEOTOKOU, ttOvrig Trig Real; (nod; 
Jtapa&Acog atoOztarig. ItETUOVeaOL SE Kai Crli[L,TEaVtEg of Jr6pyot tov He&au, trig kourrig 
4:A1(686[ 11a; arcafiaiig ttetvciatig, TO3V encikewv Stxa. 	taliTCOV yap  EVLOL XLOOL Eg 
Taii[LILCCA,LV [LETEGTpa4)110CLV, 011 JtEltTCOKOTEg. 	ItE7TOVOCLOL SE Kai etepot veqi, Kea TC6V 
tailLOOLCOV pakaveicov eKatEpOV TO itpOg Tag tiipag Suripip,evov. 	xat 36.1jOog Se 
aOta0111120V 	KCL1, thg iiKatOV EVLOL tai apeap texuatpOttevot, 6114)1, Tag 
xtktaSag Itapavcikcocriv 6 novo; oiytog. 

Evagrius mentions that the earthquake did not injure the bishop or those who were in 
his company. Furthermore, the earthquake did not cause a conflagration, even 
though many people had fires burning at the time. It is also interesting to note that 
the emperor made a donation of money for reconstruction. 
John of Nikiu records: "Similarly in the reign of this Maurice [582-602], the city of 
Antioch suffered a great earthquake and was destroyed seven times. And many roads 
(?) in the east were destroyed, as well as islands, and there were countless earthquake 
victims". 

035&.:1100916/1M-:/111,t:9r6+:rhaot:U74:gh_i:IMM'A +:011,.e•: cl)(Dg'St 03"H 
toi:h410:1,1L,Pt:AcD&A, :: 
41h:Ilh-et)/1*:717`"“K'6\4'61+:: 

Quite apart from Evagrius' error in calculating 61 years from the earthquake of 528 
(see entry ( 206 )), the date of the earthquake must be 588 (and indeed other informa-
tion in his text confirms this). 
Ibn Batriq (Eutychius), on the other hand, dates it to 587: "In the fifth year of the 
reign of Maurice [587/588], there was a violent earthquake at Antioch. Much of the 
city was destroyed and the inhabitants were killed". 

,4 	 LC 
117:2 LI.; I 

Michael the Syrian gives the date as the winter of 587, whereas the Chronicle of 1234 
and Barhebraeus give the date as the sixth year of the reign of Maurice [588/589], on 29 
Canun II [January]. The chronological discrepancies are probably the result of using 
different calendars and of the difficulties involved in relating them to one another. 

( 231) early 7th century •Hierapolis 
literature De Bernardi Ferrero (1933); D'Andria (1994, unpublished report on the 1993 excavations) 

In the last few years, systematic archaeological investigations have been carried out in 
the northern part of Hierapolis in Phrygia (present-day Pamukkale, near Denizli in 
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Hierapolis. "Street of Frontinus": on the left can be seen 
the collapsed Doric building (photo taken from a balloon 
in September 1992 by J.Devreker). 

1 	 2 	3 

1: collapsed rear wall. 2: collapsed roof 
and central colonnade. 3: collapsed 
Doric façade (drawing by R.D'Andria). 

Turkey), under the direction of F.D'Andria of the University of Lecce and under the 
auspices of the Italian Archaeological Mission in Turkey. The excavations have 
brought to light the principal north-south street and, to the east of it, the vast flat area 
of the commercial agora, surrounded by 2nd century AD. marble porticoes (De Bernardi 
Ferrero 1993, pp.157-8). Archaeological research in this area, involving the study of 
certain building collapses, has made it possible to establish important data concerning 
earthquakes which struck the city in the late antique and Byzantine periods. Along 
the east side of the first part of the plateia (which can be identified from inscriptions 
as the "street of Frontinus"), a totally collapsed building covering an area of about 264 
square metres has been found. The collapse can definitely be attributed to an earth-
quake. The building was made of dressed blocks of local travertine, and measured 
7.70 m in breadth by 24 m in length. It has been identified as a commercial ware-
house, and on the basis of stratigraphic and epigraphic evidence can be dated to the 
end of the 1st century AD. The building was divided lengthwise by a Doric entabla-
ture. The roof consisted of two rows of stone blocks arranged lengthwise, and it rested 
on the end wall, the architrave of the central colonnade and the Doric fagade. 
Since the collapse is in a perfect state of preservation, it is possible to see that the 
building fell along the front, partially blocking the street. It can be observed in partic-
ular that the back wall fell against the central colonnade, which fell against the fa-
gade; and even the heavy stone roof blocks were pushed violently forward. 
When the half columns of the façade were removed, an important piece of chronologi-
cal evidence was revealed, for painted in red on a white lime wash were three acclama-
tory inscriptions to the emperor Justinian (527-565), which provide a terminus post 
quem for the earthquake. Hidden by the collapse were strata relating to a fire, con-
taining grooved pottery typical of the 5th and 6th century A.D., as found inside many 
other buildings at Hierapolis. In collapsed houses along the "street of Frontinus" and 
also in the house to the west of the theatre, the same kind of pottery is found alongside 
coins of Justinian, Justin II (565-578) and Maurice Tiberius (589-590). The latest coin 
found in these collapses belongs to the reign of the emperor Phocas, and has been 350 
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Hierapolis. Doric building: reconstruction of the facade (drawing by R.D'Andria). 

dated to 602-603 (HS H88-286). The earthquake responsible for the destruction of the 
whole city can therefore be dated to the early 7th century An.; and it also caused the 
Byzantine fortified (north) wall to collapse outwards. The 5th and 6th century An pot-
tery dumped at the foot of the wall appears to have been covered by the wall's collapse. 
There are numerous large lesions and split stone blocks in the Byzantine wall result-
ing from the violence of the earthquake. 

( 232) 601-602 •Cilicia, •Syria >surface faulting< 
sources 1 	Ibn Batriq, al-Ta'rah, 210-1 
sources 2 Mich. Syr. 4.387; Chron. 1234 218 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Ibn Batriq (Eutychius) records an earthquake which caused destruction and deaths in 
Syria and in the neighbouring parts of the Byzantine Empire: "In the nineteenth year of 
his reign [that of Maurice] there was another violent earthquake in the territory of Rum 
[Cilicia] and in Syria towards the third hour of the day. Many cities were destroyed in 
Syria and in the territory of Rum, and the earthquake caused the death of many people". 

ut 	j) I Ly.L, j 	S 	 .; r 
L. 	 r.L.t..J I 	 -Li; I 	j16..;_11 	La L. 

There may also be references to this same earthquake in late Syriac sources, though 
they date it to 19 January or 2 April 599. 
Michael the Syrian records a destructive earthquake which affected towns and vil-
lages (not identified): "On 2 Nisan [April, in the year 910 of the Greeks; i.e. 599 An 
there was a violent earthquake, and many cities and other places collapsed and buried 
their inhabitants, for the earth boiled and split open". 

70 . c<c)v‹.:—..\42o 	 ■(-1 	cLLiz cocn ( rr 	--t 

The Chronicle of 1234 records an earthquake as having struck many cities in Syria: 
"And in the same year [910 of the Greeks; i.e. 599 An], there was a great earthquake in 
Syria, on Monday 19 Canun II [January], and many cities were laid waste". 

7acu. 	 tCacn (Cau-r_= in=c) 

233) 602-603 oSurb Karapet 
sources 	[Ioh. Mamikon.] 2.30 
literature Kostaneanc` (1902); Thierry (1983); Avdoyan (1985) 
catalogues Abich (1882); Step`anyan (1964); Kondorskaja and Shebalin (1977); 

Ambraseys and Melville (1982); Karapetian (1991) 351 
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The earthquake frequently appears in the bibliography of seismology, where it is given 
the generic location of the district of Taron (Abich 1882; Step`anyan 1964; 
Kondorskaya and Shebalin 1977; Ambraseys and Melville 1982, on p.36 they give the 
year as 601; and Karapetian 1991, no.4). See also Kostaneanc` (1902, pp.6 and 16). 
Pseudo-John Mamikonean records: "In that year, the [Monastery of the Holy] 
Karapet, which was in Innaknean, collapsed in ruins, for there was a very severe 
earthquake; and the houses below it were [also] destroyed. Because the foundations 
of the church stood in the earthquake area, it shifted and collapsed in ruins". 

unp tulip 4wpwuaL un i, np j1-.111.antibUwbb Ip, ifiLua , cal 2wpd 'Own trIk : 

(The Armenian text printed in the critical edition does not include the details about 
the collapses. These were established by Avdoyan 1985 from unpublished manu-
scripts). 
The date can be deduced from the beginning of the paragraph ("in the first year of the 
reign of Poukas [the Byzantine emperor Phocas = 602-603 Aa]"). 
Some scholars have expressed doubts as to whether this earthquake really occurred—
the most recent of these being Avdoyan (1985, p.361ff.) — on the grounds that the 
present remains of the church cannot date to earlier than the 8th century. However, 
research into the terrain and the church itself have shown that the church was in fact 
rebuilt earlier than that, so there is no need to reject Pseud-John Mamikonean's state-
ment (see Thierry 1983, p.390). 
According to Abich (1883), Samuel of Ani records a seismic event in 593, but in fact the 
latter simply writes "many deaths" (utuutu Lfw6p) for the year 606. Perhaps Abich or 
his informant had at their disposal a different Samuel of Ani manuscript which pro-
vided more detailed information about this event. In any case, the date remains deba-
table. 
Ambraseys and Melville (1982, p.36) have also taken into consideration the informa-
tion provided by Michael the Syrian, who does indeed speak in vague terms of earth-
quakes in the eastern region of the Byzantine Empire. It is by no means certain, 
however, that there is a link with this earthquake. 
The monastery of Surb Karapet (Karapeti yank') or convent of the new springs 
(Innankneani yank') was situated in the mountains to the NW of Mus (present-day 
Mt.Bazmasar, 2150 m). It was the most important religious centre in the canton of 
Taron, and an important place of pilgrimage for all Armenians. The monastery was 
rebuilt on a number of occasions and is now in ruins, but its architectural history can 
be reconstructed, especially from the 15th century onwards. The earliest monastery 
buildings of which we now have evidence belong to the 7th or 8th centuries, from 
which we can deduce that it was an earlier monastery which was razed to the ground 
by the earthquake. 

( 234) the early afternoon of 20 April 611 Constantinople 
sources 	Citron. Pasch. 383 

catalogues Mallet (1853); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Chronicon Paschale records an earthquake at Constantinople, which probably 
caused a great deal of alarm but no damage, in the first year of the reign of Heraclius, 
in the fourteenth indiction [611]: "In this year in the month of Xanthicus, on 20 April 
according to the Romans, a Tuesday, at the 7th hour, there occurred a great earth-
quake, with the result that before Pentecost on the 22nd of the same month, a 
Thursday, it was necessary for a litany to be held in the Campus and the Trisagion to 
be chanted". 
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There is no other source for this earthquake. 

235) 6? August 618 Rome 
sources I Lib. Pont. 1.110 and 319 

sources 2 Gesta Episc. Neapol. 414; Paulus Diac. Hist. Lang. 4.47; Herimann. Augiens. Chron. 92; 

Marian. Scot. 543; Sicard. Cremon. 147; Ioh. de Deo, Chron. 314; Andreas Dandulus, Chron. 92; 

Chron. B 329; Giacomo Malvezzi, Chron. Brix. 831; Bartolomeo Sacchi, Lib. de vita Chr. 102 
literature Bardi (1581 a, b); Duchesne (1886); Molin and Guidoboni (1989); Marino (1989 b); Budriesi (1989) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Filippo da Secinara (1652); Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Perrey (1848); Baratta (1901); Galli (1906); Grumel (1958;) Carrozzo et al. (1973); 

Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

The earthquake in Rome in 618 is recorded both in the Editio secunda of the Liber 
Pontificalis (I, p.319) and in the Abbreviatio cononiana, in the life of Pope Adeodatus I 
(Deusdedit). According to Duchesne (1886, pp.Lxvii, ccxxxll and Lib.Pont. i, p.319, note 
2), the author of the life of Pope Adeodatus I was a contemporary of his, and therefore 
probably witnessed the earthquake: "during the papacy of Adeodatus, a violent earth-
quake occurred in the month of August in the sixth indiction. This was followed by an 
outbreak of scabies which proved a great scourge amongst the populace, and no-one 
could recognise the dead, even in his own family". 

Eodem tempore [pontificis Deusdedit] factus est terrae motus maior mense augusto, 
indictione yr. Post haec secuta est Glades in populo, percussio scabearum, ut nullus 
poterat mortuum suum cognoscere. 

Although the Abbreviatio cononiana (I, p.110) derives from the the above text, it gives 
a different date for the earthquake: instead of providing the indiction number (indic-
tione v7), it gives the actual date when the earthquake occurred: viii id. aug. — i.e. 6 
August. This last piece of evidence would allow us to date the earthquake more pre-
cisely, were it not for the fact that it has to be treated with great caution, since the ear-
liest manuscripts of the Editio secunda, which, in the view of the scholar who pub-
lished them (Lib.Pont. i, p.283, note 15), are chronologically more reliable, make no 
mention of it. 
The earthquake is not recorded in the Liber Pontificalis as having caused damage, but 
it was frequently referred to, and misunderstood, in the medieval historiographical 
tradition. As Marmo's analysis (1989 b, pp.286-92) has shown, this earthquake lies 
behind a number of false earthquakes which have penetrated the historical earth-
quake tradition. Behind all of them lies the only report we have of an earthquake in 
the 7th century — namely that reported in the Liber Pontificalis for the year 618. As 
time has passed, however, the original source has receded further and further into the 
background, and the text has been so transformed that date and location have been 
altered, thus producing an uncontrolled proliferation of bogus earthquakes. 
Characteristic of the text of the Liber Pontificalis, nevertheless, is that a series of dis-
asters is reported, but behind all the metamorphoses which have taken place, we can 
still recognise the essential nature of the original source. 
The Liber Pontificalis was a source for many medieval chroniclers and historians of 
later centuries, and for the most part they quoted its text verbatim, adding detail to 
the chronological reference to the papacy of Adeodatus I. In the anonymous first part 
of the Gesta episcoporum Neapolitanorum (p.414), for example, which dates to the end 
of the 8th century or the beginning of the 9th, we are told that "at the time of 353 
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Adeodatus there was a great earthquake in the month of August, in the sixth indic-
tion. This was followed by a great disaster in that the people were so afflicted by an 
outbreak of scabies that no-one could recognise the dead, even in his own family". 

Deusdedi temporibus factus est terremotus maior mense Augusti indictione 6. Post 
haec secuta est clades magna in populo percussio scavearum, ut nullus potuisset mor-
tuum suum agnoscere. 

Others, like Herimannus Augiensis, who began his chronicle in about 1048, specified 
the year, presumably deducing it from the indiction cycle number. However, no-one 
bothered to indicate where the earthquake occurred, with the sole exception of Paul 
the Deacon, who was writing his Historia Langobardorum towards the end of the 8th 
century, and who sets in motion a series of changes to the reporting of the earthquake 
of 618. The principal differences between his text and that of the Liber Pontificalis lie 
in a number of additions he has made: he adds the name of the town where the earth-
quake occurred, deducing it from the place where his source was written. In this way 
he anchors the earthquake in space; and he adds to it a great flood, as well as explain-
ing that people could not recognise the dead even amongst their own relatives because 
scabies had caused extreme swelling of their faces: "At that time there was a great 
earthquake in Rome, and a great flood. After this there was an outbreak of scabies, 
such that no-one could recognise even the bodies of their relatives, because of the 
inflammatory swellings". 

Eo tempore magnus Romae terrae motus factus est, magnaque tunc fuit inundatio 
aquarum. Post haec fuit clades scabearum, ita ut nullus potuisset mortuum suum 
agnoscere propter nimium inflationis tumorem. 

The addition of the flood is a typical example of the widespread early medieval histo- 
riographical habit of bringing together natural disasters — a tendency which was to 
lead to the Libri prodigiorum of the 16th century. The original information about the 
magna inundatio is in fact quite separate from that concerning the earthquake. It, 
too, comes from the Liber Pontificalis (I, p.317), but concerns something which hap-
pened during the papacy of Boniface IV, who was on the papal throne immediately 
before Adeodatus I. Thus the author of the life of Boniface IV records: "famine, plague 
and severe floods" (famis, pestilentiae et inundationes aquarum gravissimae). 
One might think, however, that there was a real relationship of cause and effect 
between earthquake and plague, in that the earthquake could produce a deterioration 
in hygienic conditions. But though such a hypothesis might be plausible as regards 
the Liber Pontificalis, it certainly has to be rejected as regards Paul the Deacon, since 
he was so far removed from the events he describes. The most striking characteristic 
of what he writes is the relationship he establishes between different natural dis-
asters. The impression he is trying to create is that of a particularly unfortunate con-
catenation of circumstances for the human race and, in particular, for Rome at the 
time when it was a prey to the expansionist policy of Rothari. 
No less important than Paul the Deacon's additions to the Liber Pontificalis are his 
omissions. The most fundamental of these is certainly the date, which was expressed 
in the Liber Pontificalis in terms of indiction cycles and therefore depended on one's 
being able to identify the cycle concerned. This was made possible by the reference to 
the papacy of Adeodatus I, using the expression "eodem tempore". Paul the Deacon, 
however, completely removes the specific chronological indication (mense augusto, 
indictione yr – Liber Pontificalis, i, p.110), preserving only the expression "co tempore". 
But the context in which this expression appears is naturally different from that in 
the Liber Pontificalis, since it is concerned with Rothari's military campaigns against 
the Byzantines in Friuli and Emilia. It was probably Paul the Deacon's interest in 
these political and military events which caused him to move natural disasters, and 



bring them together to the mid-8th century; for, as often happens in early medieval 
historiography, natural phenomena are seen as foreshadowing crises in human affairs 
(though Paul the Deacon is not specific about this). 
The result of Paul the Deacon's "manipulation" of the text of the Liber Pontificalis is to 
produce something rootless, a collection of disasters which is without any chronologi-
cal framework, and can be adapted to any narrative requirements. So it turns up 
again — now dated to the mid-7th century — in 13th century chronicles, such as that 
of Bishop Sicard of Cremona (p.147) and of Johannes de Deo (p.314). And the earth-
quake is again reported in the 15th century, in the Chronicon Brixianum of Giacomo 
Malvezzi, where it is still linked to the anti-Byzantine expansionist activities of 
Rothari, but without a location (co1.831). It is now not difficult to understand how a 
reported earthquake can multiply as it passes from one chronicler to another, and how, 
at the same time, the report can be deprived of informative content and end up as a 
whole series of earthquakes, all deriving from a single occurrence documented as 
belonging in the 7th century. A much more difficult task is to identify in detail the 
channels through which the various metamorphoses of the original report have been 
independently transmitted. In a few cases, however, it can be done. 
Our earthquake is dated to the year 637 by Marcello Bonito, who was responsible for a 
monumental collection of reports of earthquakes published in 1691 (p.354), and to the 
year 624 by Girolamo Bardi, a 16th century chronologer (1581 a, p.196), who places it 
in Tuscany. 	In the first case, we can identify the source as the Historia 
Langobardorum (4.47) of Paul the Deacon. And it is also very likely that we are deal-
ing with the same earthquake in the second case, since Bardi mentions Book iv of Paul 
the Deacon's work amongst his sources for that year. The fact that he places it in 
Tuscany may perhaps be explained as a piece of fairly local patriotism on the part of 
Girolamo Bardi, who was a Florentine. 
We can also recognise the earthquake of 618 in the few lines which Bardi devotes to an 
earthquake in 677 in Rome in another work of his, the Cronologia Universale (1581 b, 
p.169). Once again it is the earthquake-plague connection which gives it away: "Very 
severe earthquakes were felt in Rome, and the plague caused great damage in Italy, 
and especially in Rome". 

( 236 September 634 •Jerusalem, Palestine 
sources 	Theoph. 336; Mich. Syr. 414; al-Makin, Ta'rikh 19 

literature Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Russell (1985); Yeomans (1991) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Amiran (1950-51); Grumel (1958) 

Theophanes records an earthquake which struck Palestine; and he associates it with 
the appearance of a comet, in the year of the world 6124, that being the twenty-third 
year of the reign of Heraclius [632 A.D.]: "Then in that same year an earthquake struck 
Palestine, and a sign, called a meteor, appeared in the southern sky, foretelling Arab 
domination. It lasted for thirty days, and stretched from the south to the north. It 
was in the shape of a sword". 
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This seems to be the same earthquake recorded by Michael the Syrian: "There was a 
severe earthquake at that time, and at the moment of the tremor, the sun grew dark. 
The church of the Resurrection and that of the Golgotha and many places collapsed in 
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the earthquake; and they were rebuilt by Modestus, the Chalcedonian bishop [632-
634]". 
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The comet referred to by Theophanes is probably the one observed by Chinese and 
Japanese astronomers in September 634 An (Ho Peng Yoke 1962, p.168; Yeomans 
1991, p.380). If that is indeed the case, then the earthquake should probably be re-
dated to the same period of time. Interpreted in this way, the information provided by 
Theophanes and Michael the Syrian would fit very well with that provided by the 
Arab historian al-Makin, according to whom in year 13 of the Hegira Palestine was 
struck by a series of tremors which lasted for a month: "In the thirteenth year of the 
Hegira [7 March 634 - 24 February 635 A.D.] the earth shook in Palestine for thirty 
days; there was an earthquake, followed by an epidemic". 
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Russell (1985, p.46) dates the earthquake to September 633, on the basis of evidence 
from Theophanes and Michael the Syrian, and he draws attention to archaeological 
excavations which provide evidence of damage to three houses and the Byzantine 
monastery of Beth-shan in northern Palestine. The damage may have been caused by 
this earthquake. 

(237) 634 •Aleppo 
sources 	Ibn Shaddad, Maq 1.23 

literature Taher (1979) 

catalogues Poirier et al. (1980); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

The Arab geographer Ibn Shaddad records the rebuilding of the walls of Aleppo two 
years after the tremors mentioned by al-Makin (see entry ( 236 )): "When Abir`Ubayda 
conquered the city of Aleppo [in the year 15 of the Hegira = 14 February 636 -
1 February 637 A.D.], the walls and the citadel were restored, for an earthquake before 
the con-quest had destroyed them. The work of restoration was not carried out skil-
fully, so there was a new collapse, and [the walls and the citadel] were rebuilt". 

I L. 	 j.j c_r_i U., 
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Although the tremors which struck Jerusalem and Aleppo presumably occurred in the 
same year (634 A.D.), there may have been two separate earthquakes, since the two 
cities are a great distance apart. 

( 238) 641-668 location unknown [Byzantine area] 
sources 	Zon. 2.88 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Zonaras is the only source to mention this earthquake. He records it as having occur-
red in regions which were subject to the Romans: "During the reign of Constans [641- 
668] there was an earthquake tremor which caused great damage in many regions 

3 5 6 	 subject to the Romans, and on another occasion a gale blew down many buildings". 
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(239) second half of the 7th century Sicily eruption of Vulcano< 

	

sources 	Adamn. De locis sanctis 296 

catalogues Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989) 

In his De locis sanctis (written at the dictation of Bishop Arculf around the year 688), 
Adamnan records prolonged eruptions of Vulcano, accompanied by earthquakes which 
affected eastern Sicily; but he does not give a date: "In the eastern stretch of the Great 
Sea, 12 miles from Sicily, there is an island on which Mt.Vulcano roars so thunderous-
ly every day and night that the land of Sicily some distance away is thought to shake 
with dreadful tremors; but it seems to do so particularly on the sixth day [Fridays] and 
on Saturdays. Flames can be seen coming from it throughout the night, and smoke by 
day. I wrote about that mountain at the dictation of Arculf, for with his own eyes he 
saw it burning by night and smoking by day; and with his own ears he heard its thun-
derous noise, when he was a guest in Sicily for a few days". 

Quaedam insula in maxi magno habetur ad orientalem plagam xri milibus a Sicilia 
distans, in qua Vulcanus mons quasi tonitruum totis diebus et noctibus in tantum into- 
nat, ut Siciliae terra longius positae terrifico tremore submoveri putetur; sed mains 
sexta feria et sabbato intonare videtur. Qui omni tempore noctibus flammare monstra-
tur, diebus vero fumare. Haec mihi Arculfus scribenti de eodem dictavit monte, qui 
propriis ilium oculorum aspexit obtutibus noctu ignitosum, die vero fumosum; eius 
quoque tonitrualem sonitum propriis aurium audivit auditibus in Sicilia per aliquot 
hospitatus dies. 

(240) June 659 *Palestine, •Syria 
sources 	Chron. Maron. 70; Theoph. 347; Elias Nisib. Syr.uersio 140-1 

	

literature 	Russell (1985) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); Amiran (1950-51); 

Grumel (1958); Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Maronite Chronicle, a Syriac source, reports a violent earthquake in Palestine: "In 
970 [of the Greeks; i.e. 659 A.D.], the seventeenth year of the reign of Constans, there 
was a violent earthquake in the region of Palestine, at the second hour on a Friday in 
the month of Haziran [June]. Many places collapsed". 
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According to Theophanes, the earthquake also struck Syria in the seventeenth year of 
the reign of Constans II [658-659 A.D.]: "In this year there was also a violent earth-
quake which caused destruction in Syria and Palestine. It happened in the month of 
Daesius [in the second indiction]". 
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Daesius was the Macedonian month corresponding to the Attic Thargelion (May/June; 
Russell 1985, p.47). 
Elias of Nisibis, dates the earthquake to June 659: "The 39th year [of the Hegira] 
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began on Wednesday 29 Iyyar in the year 970 of the Greeks [i.e. 29 May 659 A.D.]. 
Isho`denah, metropolitan of Basra [-J. And in the month of Haziran [June] there was 
an earthquake, and many places collapsed, including most of Palestine". 
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Grumel (1958, p.479) dates the earthquake to June 659, and this is probably correct. 
However, depending on the region concerned, the month "Daesius" ("Haziran" in the 
Syriac calendar) will fall somewhere between mid-April and August. 

( 241) September 659 -August 660 •Jericho 
sources 	Chron. Maron. 71 

literature Russell (1985) 

catalogues Amiran (1950-51); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Maronite Chronicle describes an earthquake at Jericho which caused deaths and 
damage: "In the year 971 [of the Greeks], the eighteenth [September 659 -August 660] 
of the reign of Constans [...]. And in those days, when the Arabs had gathered there 
with Mu'awiyah, there was a tremor and a violent earthquake, and most of Jericho 
collapsed with all its churches. The church of St.John at the Jordan of the Baptism of 
our Redeemer was razed to the ground, and the entire monastery as well. And not 
only did the monastery of St.Euthymius collapse, with many residences of monks and 
hermits, but many other places as well". 
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( 242) 3 April 679 •Batnan, •Edessa, Mesopotamia 
sources 1 Chron. 846 231; Theoph. 356 

sources 2 Chron. 819 12; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 2.170; Mich. Syr. 436; Chron. 1234 288 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Syriac Chronicle of 846 describes an earthquake which struck the city of Edessa 
and Mesopotamia: "In the time of Justinian and Constantine — in that time there was 
the Maronite heresy — in the year 990, on 3 Nisan [3 April 679 kn.], which was 
Sunday of Passover, at the third hour, there was a great earthquake, Batnan of Sarug 
and the old church of Edessa collapsed. Many people died". 
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Batnan (Batnae) was the ancient name for the Turkish town of Surtig. 
Theophanes dates the earthquake to the year of the world 6170, the tenth year of the 
reign of Constantine IV [677/678]: "In this year a violent earthquake struck 
Mesopotamia, during which the pulpit and dome of the church of Edessa collapsed. 
Mu`awiyah rebuilt the church at the urgent request of the Christians". 
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Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre also records this event, conflating it with the 
earthquake of 24 December 717 (see entry ( 244 ). 

( 243) 28 February / 10 March 713 •Antioch, •Aleppo, •Qenneshrin, 
• Syria 

sources 1 Theoph. 383; Chron. 846 233; Not. ann. 712-716 254-5; al-Isfahani, Ta'rikh 187; Mich. Syr. 451 
sources 2 	Ibn al-Athir, 	fi'l-ta'rikh 4.460 
literature Taher (1979) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); 

Ben-Menahem (1979); Poirier et al. (1980); Poirier and Taher (1980); Guidoboni (1989) 

A violent earthquake is recorded by Theophanes as well as Syriac and Arab sources as 
having occurred in Syria on 28 February 713 A.D. 
With reference to the year of the world 6025, the second year of the reign of 
Philippicus [713 A.D.], Theophanes writes that: "In this year Abbas carried out an expe-
dition [...]. Then a violent earthquake struck Syria on 28 Peritius [February]. 

To13-co,) 'TO "C'EL EJLEOW6CTEVOEV "Mktg [...] iy ivEto Si oitaRag 1,tiy a; Kate( TTIV EupLav 
!AWL JtEpUrC9 KT1'. 

There is a detailed description of the earthquake in the Notitia annorum 712-716: 
"And in the year 1024 [...]. In that year [1024 of the Greeks] on 28 Shebat [28 
February 713 A.D.], in the middle of the night between Monday and Tuesday, there as 
a tremor and a severe earthquake, with the result that village houses and churches 
and many great cities collapsed on top of their inhabitants, and killed them in ma y 
terrible ways. Some houses, villages and cities were swallowed up. In other pla6.es 
people were suffocated or crushed; and many others were buried in their houses, and 
others survived [...]. The news spread largely through reports brought to us by eye-
witnesses who were in that region — that is to say the region now called the western 
region, by which I mean the city of Antioch and the district of Sidqa and Ksyut, and 
the whole coast and the islands. This earthquake or tremor lasted from 28 Shebat 
[February] until the year 1027 [of the Greeks; i.e. 715-716 A.D.]". 
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The Persian historian al-Isfahani also says that the worst damage occurred at 
Antioch: "In the year 94 of the Hegira [7 October 712 -25 September 713], on 10 Adar, 
earthquakes began throughout the world and lasted for forty days, causing collapses 
among high buildings, and the houses of the city of Antioch also collapsed". 
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Ibn al-Athir provides the same information: "[In the year 94 of the Hegira] there were 
earthquakes in Syria which lasted for forty days, and the whole province was 
destroyed. The strongest shocks took place at Antioch". 

.41J 	.11,;(.5_, 	 I zi 	jj 	I 	1S lga~ 

The Syriac Chronicle of 846 records: "And in the year 1024 on 28 Shebat [February], 
on the eve of Tuesday, there was a tremor in every region of Syria. It killed and 
buried countless people, and there were many locusts and a plague". 
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According to Michael the Syrian, Aleppo and Qenneshrin were also damaged: "In the 
year 1024 [of the Greeks; i.e. 713 A.D.], there was a very violent earthquake on 28 
Shebat [February], and many places collapsed in the region of Antioch, Aleppo and 
Qenneshrin. Churches and temples in particular collapsed". 
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( 244) dawn on 24 December 717 *Mesopotamia, •Syria 
sources 1 Theoph. 399; [Dion. Tellmahn] 2.170; Chron. 846 234; Elias Nisib. Syr.versio 161-2 
sources 2 Cedren. 791 
catalogues Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989) 

According to Theophanes and the Syriac Chronicle of 846, Syria was struck by a 
strong earthquake on 24 December 717 A.D. Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre and Elias 
of Nisibis report that Mesopotamia was also struck by an earthquake at that period. 
Theophanes reports: "In that same year [6210 = 717/718 A.D.], since there had been a 
strong earthquake in Syria, `Umar banned wine from his cities and forced the 
Christians to embrace the Islamic faith". 

T6) 15' ccirroi itEi 6ELG11013 pxyloiXou yivop.ivou iv Xupi,a, bcoikucrEv 0-ii1iccp Tay o]vov euta 
Tow no? EWV, Kai tictyapiciv wog xpio-navaUg 

The Syriac Chronicle of 846 also describes an earthquake in Syria on Christmas Day: 
"And in the year 1029, on 24 Canun I [December] on Friday at the third hour, it being 
Christmas, there was a great earthquake, and the noise it made was mistaken for a 
heavy burst of thunder". 

7:act.. 	. 
cacn 

Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre conflates this earthquake with the one occurred in 
679, which damaged Edessa and Batnan (see entry ( 242 ): "In the year 1029 [of the 
Greeks; i.e. 717-718 A.D ], there was a severe and terrible earthquake, and it destroyed 
many places, including temples and churches and great buildings. In particular it 
destroyed Beit Ma`de [Batnan] and the ancient church of Edessa. Even large and tall 
buildings collapsed on top of their inhabitants; and even in the case of buildings which 
survived and did not collapse in the tremor, the earthquake left signs of its presence in 
them, so that their inhabitants would tremble before the Lord every time they saw 
those signs of the earthquake". 
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Elias of Nisibis describes the earthquake in Mesopotamia as follows: "The year 99 [of 
the Hegira; i.e. 14 August 717 -2 August 718 A.D.] began on Saturday 14 Ab [August] in 
the year 1028 of the Greeks. Kuwarazmi [...]. In that year there was an earthquake 
in Mesopotamia on a Friday about half way through Gumara II. Many houses col-
lapsed; and the shocks lasted for six months". 
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Grumel (1958, p.479) dates the earthquake to 21/24 January 718, perhaps as the 
result of an error in working out the Syriac calendar. 

Ravenna. Plan of the basilica 

of Sant'Apollinare Nuovo. 

The old part of the 
building is shown in grey, 

and the shaded area shows 

where the apse was damaged 

in an earthquake 

in the period 725-744 

(from Budriesi 1989). 

( 245) c.725-744 *Classe, •Ravenna 
sources 	Agnellus Lib. Pont. Eccl. Ray. 335-6, 376, 378 

literature Lamma (1960); Fiaccadori (1977); Budriesi (1989) 

catalogues Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

Andreas Agnellus refers to an earthquake which struck Ravenna and Classe at three 
points in his work, but principally in chapter 89 (pp.335-6) where, in the life of bishop 
Agnellus (second half of the 6th century) he writes: "he reconsecrated the baptistery of 
the church of S.Martino and embellished it with mosaics; but the apse of the church 
was badly shaken by an earthquake in the time of archbishop John V the Younger, 
with the result that it crumbled and collapsed". 

Fontesque beati Martini ecclesia ipse reconciliavit et tessellis decoravit: sed tribunal 
ipsius ecclesia nimio terraemotu exagitatum, lohannis archiepiscopi temporibus quinti 
iunioris confractum, ruit. 

The earthquake is also mentioned in the life of John V, the thirty-ninth bishop, in con-
nection with the church known as the Basilica Petriana (chapter 151, p.376): "John, 

cat:1101ov 717-72 5 A.1). 
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the thirty-ninth (bishop). He was very patient, humble and gentle. In his time, the 
Basilica Petriana collapsed in an earthquake after the celebration of mass on a 
Sunday". 

lohannes XXXIX. Hic patientissimus fuit, humilis et mansuetus. Istius temporibus 
ecclesia Petriana cecidit terraemotu post expleta solempnia missarum die dominico. 

Then, in chapter 155 (p.378), Andreas Agnellus records that in the time of archbishop 
Sergius: "Aistulf decided on his own initiative to rebuild the Basilica Petriana, which 
had been completely destroyed in an earthquake, and he erected the bases and 
columns round the outside, which remain to this day, but he did not complete the 
work". 

[Austulphus rex] Ecclesiam Petrianam, quae funditus eversa est per terraemotum, 
sponte haedificare voluit, et piramides per in girum erexit, columpnas statuit, quae 
manent usque nunc, sed non cunsummavit. 

Two churches were damaged in the earthquake. One was the church of S.Martino in 
Cielo Aureo at Ravenna, which had been founded by Theodoric and is now called 
Sant'Apollinare Nuovo. It had been reconsecrated and decorated with new mosaics 
and marble by bishop Agnellus in the second half of the 6th century (Lib. Pont. Eccl. 
Ray., pp.334-5). The other was the Basilica Petriana at Classe, which had been 
named after its founder, Peter I Chrysologus, who was bishop of Classe at the time of 
Galla Placidia (Lib. Pont. Eccl. Ray., p.289). 
The Basilica Petriana no longer exists, but as a result of investigations by G.Cortesi in 
1960 (see fig.174 in Budriesi 1989, p.378), an attempt has been made to establish its 
plan. Andreas Agnellus writes that the building collapsed in an earthquake which 
occurred after mass on a Sunday, and that it was rebuilt when Aistulf entered 
Ravenna in 751, at the time of archbishop Sergius. Andreas Agnellus was writing in 
the late 830s (Lamma 1960, p.429) and could still see remains of the old church within 
the reconstructed building, which was then incomplete and must have remained so for 
a long time, since both Pope Alexander III in 1169 and Pope Urban IV in 1262 speak of 
"defending" (i.e. consolidating) the Basilica Petriana. Nothing more was heard of the 
church until in 1875 G.Berti suggested that it had stood not far from the church of San 
Severo. Investigations carried out in 1960 established the shape of the church. It 
proved to be even larger than the Ursian cathedral in Ravenna, and it has been sug-
gested that the central nave ended in a large apse. Earthenware pipes were found in 
the apse area, and they have been interpreted as evidence that the apse existed at the 
time when the church collapsed. 
As regards the church of Sant'Apollinare Nuovo (see Budriesi 1989, p.379), the 
Ravenna Liber Pontificalis states that the apse collapsed in the above earthquake. It 
had been thought that only the apse roof had been damaged at that time, since 
Andreas Agnellus mentions a mosaic inscription above the apse windows. But it has 
also been suggested that the apse itself was badly damaged in the earthquake, and 
was already in danger of collapse at the time of Andreas Agnellus. 
Recently, however, doubts have been expressed as to whether the inscription read by 
Andreas Agnellus really dated to the time of Theodoric. Since it includes the name of 
Theodoric, it is unlikely that it could have survived the "damnatio memoriae" for 
which archbishop Agnellus was responsible (Fiaccadori 1977, p.166 passim) and 
which, in the case of this church, involved the rest of the mosaic surface. 
Details of the earthquake damage repairs at Sant'Apollinare Nuovo are not known. It 
has been suggested, however, that king Aistulf himself not only saw to the Basilica 
Petriana but also took responsibility both for restoring the apse of Sant'Apollinare 
Nuovo and — as part of a broader political policy — for putting back in place the 
inscription which recorded his having founded the church (Fiaccadori 1977, pp.173-9). 



It is worth noting, at any rate, that the rest of the church did not suffer any substan-
tial damage, and that not even the mosaics on the side walls came to any harm, for the 
scenes of miracles and of Christ's Passion, which date to the time of Theodoric, have 
survived almost intact. 
The only point of reference we have for dating this earthquake is John V's reign as 
bishop, but even that is much debated by scholars. However, it seems to have been 
round about the years 725-744. For the complex problems involved in dating John V's 
reign as bishop, see Budriesi (1989, p.377, note 30). 

( 246) 735 0oVayoe` Jor >landslides < 
sources 1 	Mos. Dasxur. 3.17; Orb. 31 
sources 2 Kiriakos of Ganzak 2.41; Synax. arm. PO 21.767-9 
literature Gasparyan (1987); Nikonov (1989, 1991) 
catalogues Abich (1882); Kostaneanc` (1902); Step`anyan (1964); Kondorskaja and Shebalin (1977); 

Ambraseys and Melville (1982); Karapetian (1991) 

This earthquake, involving at least ten thousand victims and the destruction of a 
whole valley, is certainly one of the most striking events recorded in Armenia and the 
surrounding area at this time. 
Moses Dasxuranci records: "and an impenetrable darkness descended over the bor-
ders of Mozu, and the earth shook for forty days, and nearly 10,000 souls were swal-
lowed up; and because of this [the place] was called Vayots`-jor". 

Om_ um !wimp uniiribuwlikb giuLun_ clyngwbb uw6Lfw5a. 	gu_rmpu pwn_wunLb 
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Orbelian records: "Suddenly the punishment of God above was felt. There was thick 
darkness over the whole region for forty days; and a powerful and destructive earth- 
quake occurred. There was such a terrible upheaval of the earth that damage ex- 
tended from deep in abysses to great heights. The earth heaved like the waves of the 
sea; mountains collapsed, rocks completely crumbled, while houses and fine palaces 
became a tomb for their inhabitants. Springs dried up and rivers disappeared. 
Everywhere shook, and sounds like human voices rose up from the depths into the 
open air: Tay dzor, Vay dzor' [woe, valley, woe, valley]. Of those who were registered 
as taxpayers, we know that about 10,000 were swallowed up alive, but no-one knows 
how many others lost their lives. That is why the place was called Vayoy-dzor". 
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This place called Vayoy-dzor or Vayoc` Jor ("The Valley of Woe" or "The Valley of 
Woes") is also mentioned in connection with the earthquake of 906 (see entry (279 )). 
According to Nikonov (1989), analyses of geomorphological evidence and aerial photo-
graphs have identified traces of this earthquake on the ground (see Gasparyan 1987). 

725-7 35 A.D. 
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( 247) the early afternoon of 26 October 740 *Constantinople, 
• Nicea, •Nicomedia, •Praenetus, *Thrace 
>seismic sea-wave 1 

sources 1 Theoph. 412; Georg. Mon. 2.744; Niceph. 59; Typicon of the Great Church 1.78 
sources 2 Chron. Brev., 1, Reichschroniken 1.15.44, 2.2.47; Leo Gramm. 180.6-10; 

The Great Chronogr. 14; Cedren. 1.801; Zon. 2.105-6 
literature Whitby and Whitby (1989) 
catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Heck (1947); 

Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Ambraseys (1962 b); Shebalin et al. (1974); 
Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes records a period of seismic activity lasting for almost a whole year — or 
two years according to Georgius Monachus. Theophanes gives the date as the year of 
the world 6232, the twenty-fourth of the reign of Leo III [740 AD.]. There was serious 
damage at Constantinople, in the villages of Thrace and in Bithynia. The fact that 
seismic activity lasted for so long forced many inhabitants of Constantinople to go and 
live in the country: "In that same year [740], there was a violent and terrible earth-
quake at Constantinople. It happened on 26 October, in the ninth indiction, on the 
fourth day of the week [Wednesday] at the eighth hour. Churches and monasteries 
collapsed and many people were killed. Even the statue of Constantine the Great at 
the Gate of Attalus collapsed, together with that of Attalus himself, and there also col-
lapsed the stela of Arcadius on a column in the Forum on the Xerolophus, the statue of 
Theodosius the Great at the Golden Gate, the landward walls of Constantinople, 
towns and villages in Thrace, the city of Nicomedia in Bithynia, the city of Praenetus 
and the city of Nicea, where only one church survived. In certain places the sea re-
ceded from its shores. The earthquake lasted for twelve months". 

Kai TO al:)TO) &TEL OE La [tOg y iy OVE t a; Kai 4oPip6c iv KaWaraVTLVOUTE6k£L 
OK TOJI3pa9 	i,V&KtaiiVOg 0', Tj kpcc 8', (i.ipcc 11', Kai inT60110aV 
liovautripia, kccOg TE JtOki) g TEOVTIK EV. EJLEOE Si KCC1, o (icvSpiCcg 6 icrui); eni trig 'ArdXou 
3-cOptig TOtii ticydkoo Kcovatavtivou Gifla tqi aiai) 'ATak4), Kai i orriki 'ARK abi.o'u, 1 int 
Tot-, 8oipok64)au K i0V0g Eaaiiaa, Ka‘l, 6 dvSptCtg tov Riyacru OioSocTiou, 6 Enl Trig 
Xpoofig it6pryig, to TE xipaccia TrjS nOkectig 	 Itakcig xai xcopia iv -nj Opcima, 
Kat, Tl  NIKOV:VISELa EV 1310UVLa 	rIpaiNETOg KaL NI,Kala, EV NLa £0050E EKKX1101a. 
dai4ruye Si KaL fl  Oakaaaa Twv 651.0JV Opcov 	TOrroig, Kal iicpirrioiv 6 aucTROg 

if3'. 

Georgius Monachus records: "At this time there was a powerful and terrifying earth-
quake, which caused the collapse of many churches, houses and the landward walls of 
Constantinople, as well as many castles and villages in Thrace. A great many people 
were involved, and the earth shook for two years, to such an extent that the sea re-
ceded from the shore". 

xpOvoiv oeiopOg i7EVETO tEya; Kal (popipoitouroc, Kai inta'Ano-ccv i KO:110[M 

3t0A,Xal, xai OLK 01, to TE maul:a Trig JtOkicog t£60) Kai, 0:1)PaUpta, ItOkka x(1'1 X(Opia Trig 
Opcixig. Kai -rOvnici ka6g avccpi3Ottri-rog, Kai 	ioEixto Eni xp6voug tri)o, 
T OakaGaaV T(13V '18a0V OpwV EV tLGL TOJtoig imox(opijacci. 

The patriarch Nicephorus takes up this description of the earthquake, adding a few 
new details about the resulting damage: "In the meantime, an earthquake caused 
severe damage in Byzantium as well as in other towns and territories. It caused the 
immediate collapse of many houses, churches and porticoes — some of them being 
destroyed to their foundations — and damaged what is considered to be the most 
splendid of its temples: that dedicated to St.Irene, which is situated close to the Great 
Church [St.Sophia]. The statue of Arcadius, who ruled over the Romans for many 
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years, also collapsed. It stood on the hill called Xerolophus on a sculpted column. 
The earthquake tremors lasted throughout the year, with the result that many people 
abandoned the city and went to live in huts outside the walls". 

XpOvcru SE 1.1E-EctV) napEk06v-rog CrEicri,tog iVGKTinTEL KTa To BliCiVTLOV, VE0' 013 KCCI, 

JtOkEOLV itpatc Kcu xoSpalg icrxuptiig 	 TioT1 alai); TE JTOXXO-Ug 

Kai LEpoi,g vccoilg Kai crmag dOpOov £71.1C CCTCCPOIE I, EK npatwv 06.0pcov airroliv iCrELV Oinic 

TO1')TCOV aVatpElpag, Kai toy OCCOV v£wv ov trig ayLag ELprivrig indwutiov KCa.01)-Cri 
KaTEGEtOEV, Og nkricncti.taTa tijg ttiycikng EKKkriallag ISpurcu. 	ov Kai O'AptcaSiou 
toi.5 mikai 'PwlAcci.wv to OK *rya ifzhivov-rog civSpoig, Og Kat& TOv keyOttivov X6 ov 
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Sti [IELVE Si to Tub acikou axpi Kal. £ig ivictuTOv Okov. ow nkii.ovot trig nOkicog 

apoi6v-rEg K GEL E Cf,) TELxwv CrIALUII.LEVOI iv Kaktil3atc KCCT4LEVOV. 

The Typicon of the Great Church also records this earthquake: "The same day 
[26 October] is the anniversary of that great threat to the human race, the earthquake 
of the year of the world 6249, during the fifth cycle of the sun and the sixteenth of the 
moon, in the ninth indiction, during the reign of Leo the Isaurian". 

111/141,T1 trig µEta (pikavOponiag i7tivExOci,orig (1)013ipag cicitEtkng TUG GELOIA013 EV TO, cc:we' 

tEL TOU KOCT1.1.01), EV 0 1C131Ck0g TIV TIX.1,01.5 	GaVriVTIc LC', iVoLKTLCOV 0 bet, AEOVTOg TO13 

'Iodupou. 

The earthquake definitely occurred in the year 740, so what we have here must be a 
scribal error. 	Downey (1955, p.598), uses the Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constan- 
tinopolitanae 166.31-7 to date the earthquake to 26 October. 

( 248) 743/744 the Gates of the Caspian [Derbend or Tang] 
>volcanic eruptions 

sources 1 	Theoph. 418 

sources 2 	Cedren. 805-6 

literature Simonyan (1989) 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Grumel (1958); Ambraseys and Melville (1982); Guidoboni (1989) 

The name "Gates of the Caspian" was used to indicate in an imprecise way various 
mountain passes in the Caucasus which linked the Mediterranean area to the Iranian 
plateau and central Asia. Theophanes records an earthquake in this region in the 
year of the world 6235, during the third year of the reign of Constantine V [743/744 Aid: 
"In this year a sign appeared in the north, and ashes rained on various places. There 
was also an earthquake at the Caspian Gates". 

ogue 7 4 0 -7 4 4 .N.D. 
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To&tw to) itit, Kata Poppew 	orpiiov, i aL Kcivig icatilkOiv EL; TOnoug. yiyovi Si 
Kai critcr[tOg Eig vic Kaoniag nAug. 

Cedrenus takes up the information provided by Theophanes, repeating his words. 
Ambraseys and Melville (1982, pp.37 and 172) think this earthquake occurred in Iran, 
to the east of the ancient capital city of Ray, in the valley of Tang-e Sar-e Darreh, and 
they account for the fact that it is recorded in Byzantine sources by supposing it to 
have been "a large magnitude event". But in fact, the name "Gates of the Caspian" 
was used in an imprecise way to indicate various mountain passes in the Caucasus, 
linking the Mediterranean area to the Iranian plateau and central Asia. The expres-
sion was well known to Greek and Roman writers, and later on was generally used to 
indicate the pass of Derbend, the city of that name being also known, even during the 
period of Islamic rule, as "the Gate" and also "the Gate of Gates", because it was the 
most important pass linking the Caucasus and northern Iran. The Armenian transla-
tion of Pseudo-Callisthenes (5th century, reworked in the 13th century), for example, 
is a text which locates the Caspian Gates in the territory of Tali§ (Simonyan 1989, 
p.233). Von Hoff (1840) and Mallet (1853) thought, perhaps mistakenly, that they 
were the pass of Darial near the Black Sea. Ambraseys and Melville (1982), on the 
other hand, rely on Iranist studies for their identification of the earthquake; but we 
think their view is mistaken and runs counter to the evidence provided by many other 
sources. In particular, it is difficult to understand why Byzantine sources should 
bother to take an interest in an Iranian area. 

( 249) the morning of 18 January 749 eBa'albek, oBeit Qubayeh, 
• Bosrah, Damascus, •Dar`at, •Da-rayyd, •al-Ghouta, OJericho, 
*Jerusalem, eMabbug, •Nawa, •Tiberias, OMt.Tabor, 
• Palestine, OMesopotamia, •Syria 
>landslides, surface faulting, seismic sea-wave < 

sources 1 	Theoph. 422, 426; [Dion. Tellmahr.] 2.191-2; Elias Nisib. Syr.versio 171-2; 

Mich. Syr. 466-7; al-Dhahabi, Ta'rikh al-Islam 5.39; Ibn Tagri Birth, al-Nujum al-zdhira 1.311 

sources 2 	Georg. Mon. 2.760; Niceph. 64-5; Cedren. 807, 809; Zon. 2.108 

literature Margaliot (1960); Russell (1985); Tsafrir and Foerster (1992) 

catalogues Manetti [1457]; Ligorio [1574-7]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); 

Willis (1928); Sieberg (1932 a); Amiran (1950-51); Grumel (1958); Ambraseys (1962 b); 

Ben-Menahem (1979); Guidoboni (1989) 

In the mid-8th century, a powerful earthquake struck Palestine, inflicting serious 
damage at Jerusalem and Tiberias, and causing a landslide at a village near Mt.Tabor. 
The earthquake is recorded in a substantial group of Byzantine, Syriac and Arab 
sources. The date of the earthquake, however, has remained a much debated problem 
to this day. Because they use different dating styles, the sources themselves are in 
apparent disagreement over the matter, to the extent that one is tempted to suppose 
that there was a whole series of tremors rather than a single earthquake. Even the 
modern scholars who have tackled the problem from time to time are not in agree-
ment. For example, the earliest compilers of Palestinian earthquake catalogues 
dated this earthquake to 746 A.D. (Willis 1928, p.80; Amiran 1951-2, p.226), whereas 
Russell (1985, pp.47-9) suggested 748, and Margaliot (1960) 749. 
During recent excavations at Beth-shan, Tsafrir and Foerster (1992) have discovered 
new archaeological and numismatic evidence concerning this earthquake, and their 
thorough examination of the very complex chronological problems involved has led 
them to the conclusion that it occurred on 18 January 749 A.D., thereby adding weight 
to the hypothesis put forward by Margaliot (1960). 



The source nearest to the events being narrated is Theophanes. He records an earth-
quake on 18 January in the year of the world 6238 [747 A.D.]: "In this year, on 18 
January, at the fourth hour [c.11 a.m.], there was a powerful earthquake in Palestine, 
along the river Jordan and throughout Syria, and countless thousands of people were 
killed, and churches and monasteries also collapsed, especially in the desert near the 
Holy City [Jerusalem]". 

To kw tw etEL iy ivito acia[ieg 	ag iv Hakatativn Ka1 TO) 10DoCiVT] Kai radar) tri 
Ely 1, a 	i,avvcuctpim 1:11 d pa 8', Kai, nokkai [tu p ici big Kai dvapiO[tritoi TEENTiKaGIV, 
ilocknolai TE Kal [tovaanipta nentwKaOLV, K 	1./Cikt DICE KCCTa Tip/ ipmiov Trig ay iag 
nokiwg. 

Cedrenus and Zonaras take up the information provided by Theophanes. 
In examining the sequence of events related by Theophanes before the passage about 
the earthquake, Russell (1985, pp.47-8) concluded that Theophanes may have made a 
chronological error, and that the earthquake is to be dated to 748 A.D. rather than 747. 
The 13th-14th century Arab historian al-Dhahabi dates the earthquake to the year 
130 of the Hegira and states that the worst damage occurred at Jerusalem: "[In that 
year] there was a strong earthquake in Syria [...]. When the Province of Syria was 
struck by earthquakes in the year 130 [of the Hegira = 11 September 747 - 30 August 
748 AD ], the strongest shocks occurred in Jerusalem, causing the death of many 
conquering troops and others". 

c)1.5 	 I 	 [...] 	 c:. 	It.1 	LC 
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The 15th century Arab historian Ibn Tagri Birth supports a different chronological 
tradition, which dates the earthquake to the year 131 of the Hegira: "In that year, 
there was a strong earthquake in Syria which destroyed Jerusalem. The sons of 
Shaddad ibn Aws died there. The inhabitants were forced to take refuge in the desert, 
where they stayed for forty days. It is said to have happened in the year 131 [of the 
Hegira = 31 August 748 -19 August 749 A D.]". 
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The Syriac sources also supply a certain amount of detail in describing this earth-
quake. Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre reports that the temple at Mabbug collapsed 
while the people were gathering there, and dates the earthquake to the year 1059 of 
the Seleucid era which, by traditional calculations, corresponds to 747-748 A.D.: "In the 
year 1059 [of the Greeks; i.e. 747-748 AD.], there was a severe and powerful earth-
quake in the West [...]. There was a tremor at night, and from far away it sounded like 
the bellowing of a bull [...]. And everyone had gone out of the city to pray at the temple 
dedicated to the Mother of God outside the city, I mean at Mabbug, in the West [...]. 
When everybody had arrived and reached the temple and gone inside [...] there was a 
sudden tremor and the temple collapsed on top of them, and crushed them all with 
their bishop. All were 

c<ocn 

killed, and nobody escaped alive". 
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Elias of Nisibis also records the collapse of the temple at Mabbug, as well as a geologi-
cal phenomenon which seems to have been a massive landslide at a village near Mt. 
Tabor. It is interesting to note the double dating which he provides in this case: the 
year 131 of the Hegira [31 August 748 -19 August 749] — the same year as that given 
by Ibn Tagri Birth — is made to coincide with the year 1059 of the Seleucid era. But 
that makes the year 1059 coincide with 748-749 AD. instead of the traditional 747-748 A.D. 

Elias of Nisibis writes: "The year 131 [of the Hegira] began on Friday 30 August [748 
A.D.] in the year 1059 of the Greeks. Kuwarazmi. Daniel the Jacobite. In that year 
there were many earthquakes, and many places were reduced to ruins. A village near 
Mt.Tabor moved 4 miles [c.6 km] from its original position, with all its houses and pro-
perties while no earth at all fell from the houses, and neither people nor animals lost 
their lives, not even a hen. And in that year, in the city of Mabbug, the church of the 
Jacobites collapsed on a Sunday at the time of the Mysteries [during Solemn Mass] 
and many people perished in it". 
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The late 12th century writer Michael the Syrian provides a long description of the 
effects of the earthquake. In addition to Mabbug and Mt.Tabor, he mentions many 
more localities than earlier authors. According to him, for example, Tiberias was 
almost completely destroyed, together with 30 synagogues in the area. No specific 
date is given for the earthquake, but it is reasonable to suppose that the year 1059 of 
the Seleucid era is intended, since some of the expressions he uses are so like those of 
the earlier Syriac chroniclers. 
The information he provides has to be treated with caution, however, because he 
seems to associate earthquake effects in the region of Palestine with damage to build-
ings in Constantinople and Nicea, whereas the latter was almost certainly the result 
of a different earthquake, which is hard to identify in our present state of knowledge. 
Michael the Syrian writes: "Meanwhile, there was a tremor at Damascus and it lasted 
for days, shaking the city like leaves on a tree. And at Beit Qubayeh there was a for-
tress built by Hajaj Bar Yusef at great expense. It collapsed in ruins, and more than 
80 people suffocated inside; and many people perished in the city. Many myriads of 
people perished in Gautah [al-Ghouta] and Dareya [Darayyd], while Bosrah, Nawa, 
Dar`at and Ba'albek were completely swallowed up. The water in the springs of the 
city turned into blood, but it returned to its natural state after the repentance of the 
inhabitants and continuous prayers. 
In the sea, too, there was an extraordinary storm, so that the waves rose up to the sky; 
and, just as a cauldron is made to boil by the flames of a fire, so the waves surged with 
a horrible and terrifying noise. The sea boiled and overflowed, and it destroyed most 
of the cities and villages along the coast. 
In the land of Balqa — that is to say, Moab — there was a fortress situated on the 
coast, inhabited by Yemenite Tayayes. When the flood of the sea struck, it was up-
rooted from its foundations and set down three miles away. 
This tremor caused the collapse of the city of Tiberias, except for the house of a man 
called `Isa; and it destroyed thirty Jewish synagogues and natural marvels. And that 
wonderful building, the bath built by Solomon, the son of David, was destroyed and 
collapsed. There was a spring of purgative water in it, with amazing constructions 
above it, and all around were inns (?) for those who sought to be healed. There were 
skilfully made clay pots, on each of which was written how many times it moved the 



bowels of the person who drank from it, and each person chose a pot according to the 
quantity he wanted. All those constructions were blotted out. 
A village near Mt.Tabor was moved four miles from its place with its houses and other 
buildings, while no stone or clod of earth fell from its buildings, nor did any person or 
animal die, not even a cock. 
The spring of water near Jericho was moved six miles from its place. 
At Mabbug, the collapse took place at the time of the mass. Both men and animals 
were killed, because the great churches and the walls collapsed in ruins. 
In Constantinople, the statues of the emperors and most of the buildings collapsed. 
The same thing happened at Nicea and in other cities". 
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In order to solve the puzzle of the chronological information provided by the Syriac 
sources, Tsafrir and Foerster (1992, pp.234-5) suggest "a calculation not according to 
the Antiochene system but by the Babylonian system common in the eastern parts of 
the Seleucid Empire". In this chronological system, the point of departure is not 
1 October 312 B.C. but 2 April 311 B.c.: thus the year 1059 of the Seleucid era would fall 
between April 748 and April 749 A.B., which corresponds to the year 131 of the Hegira 
(31 August 748 - 19 August 749 A.D.), as Elias of Nisibis suggests. On this basis, the 
date 18 January — the day and month given by Theophanes — in the year 749 A.D. fits 
both eras, as Tsafrir and Foerster suggest. 
This dating also fits very well with the discovery of 31 gold dinars during the recent 
archaeological excavations at Beth-shan which we mentioned above. The coins were 
found in the ruins of a building which collapsed towards the mid-8th century A.D., 
and, significantly enough, the latest coin was dated to the year 131 of the Hegira 

catalog-tie 749 A.J. 



[31 August 748 -19 August 749 A.D.]. As Tsafrir and Foerster (1992, p.234) point out, 
this "discovery supplies a clear terminus post quem for the earthquake no earlier than 
the end of August 748". 
The above considerations make it seem likely that another passage in Theophanes 
may actually refer to the 749 A.D. earthquake, even though it is given a slightly dif-
ferent date. Theophanes describes an earthquake in Mesopotamia and Syria in the 
year of the world 6242 [749-750 A.D.], the year in which Leo IV was born, in the third 
indiction. He records the various levels of destruction caused in many cities, unfor-
tunately without giving their names, as well as large-scale surface faulting: "In the 
same year, there was an earthquake in Syria which caused widespread and terrible 
destruction. 	Some cities were completely destroyed, others were only partly 
destroyed, and yet others moved 6 miles [c.10 km] or more from the mountains 
towards the plains below, remaining completely intact, with their houses and walls. 
Those who witnessed the earthquake say that the ground in Mesopotamia split open 
over a distance of 2 miles [c.3 km] and that there came out of the fissure a different 
kind of white and sandy earth, from which appeared, so they say, an animal like a 
mule, quite spotless. And speaking with a human voice, it predicted that a people 
from the desert would attack the Arabs; and that did indeed subsequently happen". 

'Ev Se to) auto) xpOvq) yiyovg GELGliag EV Eupta xal REydki Kast 4)013gpa nto ois, agv al 
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Georgius Monachus provides the same information. 

( 250) 9 March 757 *Habura, Mesopotamia, Palestine, Syria 
sources 1 Theoph. 430; [Dion. Tellmahr.1 2.216 
sources 2 The Great Chronogr. 12 
literature Payne Smith (1879); Russell (1985); Whitby and Whitby (1989) 
catalogues von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Amiran (1950-51); Grumel (1958);  

Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes records a strong earthquake in the year of the world 6248 [756-757 A.D.], 
during the sixteenth year of the reign of Constantine V: "In this year, a powerful earth-
quake struck Syria and Palestine, on 9 March". 

Taimp tci g TEL creta[tOg yiyove Kat& 	Ilakatcraviv xcit Evpiav ov Rug* ilevi 
[tap-rig) 0'. 

Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre reports collapses in three villages in Mesopotamia: "In 
the year 1067 [of the Greeks; i.e. 756 A.D.], on Tuesday 3 Adar [March], there was a 
great, violent and terrible earthquake at midnight in the land of Mesopotamia, and 
three villages near Habura collapsed. The many people who were there were crushed 
and perished, like grapes in the press, and many places were destroyed in the earth-
quake, which took place because of the great number of our sins". 
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It has not been possible to identify the site of Habura. The only indication provided 
by the editor of the text of Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre is a reference to the 
Thesaurus Syriacus (Payne Smith 1879, I, co1.1172), which laconically reports: "name 
of a city". For problems of dating the sources, see Whitby and Whitby (1989, p.197). 

( 251) a night in the year 778 *Treviso Dlandslide?< 
sources 1 Ann. Lauresham. pars altera 31 

sources 2 Chron. Moiss. 296; Ann. Mosell. 496-7 

literature Pertz (1826); Hoffmann (1958) 

catalogues Perrey (1848); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); 

Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

The second part of the Annales Laureshamenses was written by various authors at 
various times, probably not much later than the events narrated (Pertz 1826, p.19; 
Hoffmann 1958, pp.76-90). The following appears under the year 778: "And in the 
town of Treviso in Italy, or in other nearby towns, there was a great earthquake, which 
caused many buildings or even churches to collapse, and many people were killed. 
Indeed, in one village 48 people died together in a single night". 

Et in Italia in Tarvisio civitate, vel in reliquas civitates in propinquo, fuit terremotus 
magnus, ita ut multa edificia sive etiam ecclesias corruerunt de ipso terraemotu, et plu-
rimi homines mortui sunt, ita ut in una villa 48. simul in una nocte perierunt. 

The chronicler was not an eye-witness, but probably heard an account that was in cir-
culation because the earthquake was so severe. There is evidence of this in the fact 
that he is comparatively vague as to the location of the earthquake (in Tarvisio civita-
te, vel in reliquas civitates in propinquo), and as to what kinds of building were dam-
aged (multa edificia sive etiam ecclesias); and there is no indication of the name of the 
village where 48 people died in the ruins. This could be taken to indicate that a good 
deal of time elapsed between the earthquake and its being recorded in the Annales. 
That it was a very unusual event is suggested by the writer's care to indicate that 48 
people died together (simul) in a single village in a single night. If the most serious 
damage caused by the earthquake did indeed occur in this unidentified village, and if 
one keeps in mind that the buildings would be largely made of wood, then one may 
deduce that a landslide may have occurred, perhaps as a consequence of the earth-
quake, and swept away a small village in the Alpine foothills. 
The only indication given by the writer as to when the earthquake occurred is the 
year. The fact that night is mentioned does not help us to establish more precisely the 
date of the occurrence, but it does explain why there were so many victims in no more 
than a village, because it means that they were asleep when the disaster struck. 

( 252) 17 March 780-797 Constantinople 
sources 	Synax. Eccl. Const. 544 

catalogues Downey (1955); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae is the only source to mention this 
earthquake. There is an entry for 17 March which does no more than hint at a 
ocio[tOg during the reign of Constantine VI [780-797 A.D.]: "Commemoration of the 
terrible threat constituted by an earthquake which came upon us by the will of God in 
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the time of king Constantine, and which the clement God suddenly caused to burst 
forth at that time". 
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According to Downey (1955, p.599), this is not the earthquake of 790 nor that of 796. 
In any case, there must be considerable doubt as to whether it really occurred. 

( 253) 9 February 790 Constantinople 
sources 1 Theoph. 464 

sources 2 Cedren. 823 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes records an earthquake at Constantinople in the year of the world 6282 
[790 A.D.]. It may have done no more than cause a great deal of alarm, as there is no 
mention of collapses: "On 9 February, in the thirteenth indiction [790], there was such 
a violent earthquake that some people were too frightened to sleep indoors, and so 
they spent the night in gardens or in tents set up in the open. Even the empress and 
her son took refuge in the palace of St.Mamas". 
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( 254) 16 March 796-4 March 797 *Alexandria, Egypt 
sources 	al-Tabari, Ta'rilth 3.2.645 

literature Taher (1979) 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Ben-Menahem (1979); Poirier and Taher (1980); 

Maamoun et al. (1984); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Arab historian al-Tabari refers to a strong earthquake in Egypt which damaged 
the lighthouse at Alexandria: "In that year [180 of the Hegira = 16 March 796 - 4 
March 797 AD ] a strong earthquake occurred in Egypt, and the top of the lighthouse at 
Alexandria collapsed". 
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This may be the earthquake which, according to Theophanes, struck Crete in April 
796 (see entry ( 255 )); but since al-Tabari provides only a rough date, giving no more 
than the year of the Hegira, we cannot be sure about this. We have therefore pre-
ferred to keep the two events separate. 

( 255) a night in April 796 Crete 
sources 1 Theoph. 470 

sources 2 Chron. Brev. 1, Reichschroniken, 2.15.49 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Grumel (1958); Galanopoulos (1961); Shebalin et al. (1974); Ben-Menahem (1979); 

Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 



Theophanes records an earthquake in Crete in the year of the world 6288 [795-796 AD.]: 
"This year, in the month of September, in the fourth indiction, the emperor celebrated 
his marriage to Theodote in the palace of St.Mamas for forty days. Then one 
Saturday night in the month of April in the same fourth indiction, there was a very 
violent earthquake in the island of Crete". 

Toirup tw ET£L, 1.0114 0 En-M.430AV, N8LKTL6V0g 8', inoi:ricre TOv ycittov 6 6ccaLkii,g [tete( 
Oio86-rig iv TO nakati,q) -ref) ecyLou Mcitkavtog iiptipag W. 	TO 8i CtpiXkito,) Inivi trjs 
airnig 8' ivSuctuiivog, 	 V'UKTEpLV7j, yiy OVE 6ELaµos Ey ti VT' GO) Kprjti 
4:,o6ipoitccrog. 

The five saturdays in April 796 fell on the 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th of the month. 
This may be the earthquake which, according to al-Tabari, struck Egypt in the year 
180 of the Hegira [16 March 796 -4 March 797 A.D]; but see also the considerations set 
out in entry (254 ). 

( 256) 4 May 796 Constantinople 
sources 	Theoph. 470 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); 

Guidoboni (1989) 

Immediately after describing the earthquake in Crete (see entry ( 255 )), Theophanes 
goes on to say that another struck Constantinople shortly afterwards: "A very violent 
one [earthquake] also occurred at Constantinople on 4 May". 

'Eyivito 8i Kai iv Kawatav-uvowtOkit 	tIctim 8' ncivu Oopip6g. 

( 257 ) 29 April 801 c.8 p.m. •Rome, Spoletium >landslides< 
sources 1 Einhardi Ann. 114; Lib. Pont. 2.9-10 
sources 2 Ann. Blandin. 23; Ann. Iuuau. 736; Ann. Fuld. 352; Ann. Til. 223; Ann. Mett. 32; 

Ann. Ratisp. 582; Ann. Regni Franc. 114; Annalista Saxo 564; Bernold. Chron. 419; 
Petrus Bibl. Hist. Franc. 417; Herimann. Augiens. Chron. 101; Ptol. Lucens. Hist. Eccl. 989; 
Regino Prum. Chron. 563 

literature de Rossi G.B. (1874); de Rossi M.S. (1874); Lanciani (1918); Valentini and Zucchetti (1942); 
Guerrieri (1951); Krautheimer et al. (1971); Ferrari and Marmo (1985); 
Molin and Guidoboni (1989); Marmo (1989 b); Budriesi (1989) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Abbati (1703); von Hoff (1840); Perrey (1848); Mallet (1853); Capocci (1861); 
Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1892, 1899, 1901); Galli (1906); Grumel (1958); Carrozzo et al. (1973); 
Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

The Ann ales traditionally attributed to Einhard were probably written not long after 
the events they record. Having first referred in general terms to the reorganisation of 
public, private and ecclesiastical administration in Rome and throughout Italy carried 
out by Charlemagne during the winter after his coronation, they then go on to record 
that on 25 April 801, the emperor left Rome for Spoletium (now Spoleto). The text 
then reads: "[The emperor] arrived in Spoletium. While he was there, on the day 
before the Calends of May [30 April] at the second hour of the night, a very severe 
earthquake occurred, which violently shook the whole of Italy. As a result, a large 
part of the roof of the church of San Paolo Apostolo collapsed with its beams, and in 
some places towns and mountains collapsed". 

[Imperator] Spoletium venit. 
Ibi dum esset, rr. Kal. Mai. hora noctis secunda terrae motus maxim us factus est, quo.  

alogue 7 9 0-80 1 :A 
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tota Italia graviter concussa est. 	Quo motu tectum basilicae beati Pauli apostoli 
magna ex parte cum suis trabibus decidit et in quibusdam locis urbes montes ruerunt. 

The life of Pope Leo III (795-816) in the Liber pontificalis concentrates on the contribu-
tions of the Pope to the restoration of San Paolo in the Via Ostiense, thereby throwing 
further light on the extent of the earthquake damage: "In the ninth indiction, because 
of the weight of our sins, an earthquake suddenly occurred on the day before the 
Calends of May [30 April], and the church of San Paolo Apostolo was shaken by an 
earthquake, and its roofs entirely collapsed. When the great and illustrious Pope saw 
this, he was much troubled, and began to lament over the silverware and other items 
which were broken and destroyed inside. But with the approval and protection of the 
Lord, the Pope made a concerted effort to restore the church to its former state, and he 
devoted much energy to restoring and improving its appearance with marble decora-
tion; for he decorated both the presbytery and the rest of the church with marble, and 
renewed its porticoes. And at the same time he restored all its roofs and offered three 
gold images, namely of our Saviour Jesus Christ and of the Apostles Peter and Paul, 
and he placed another image of the Saviour, made of silver and decorated with gold, 
over the entrance doors, at a cost of sixty librae. And he made the church windows 
extremely beautiful with metal and plaster decoration". 

Nona vero indictione, peccatis nostris imminentibus, subito terre motus factus pridie 
hl. mai., ecclesia beati Pauli apostoli ab ipso terre motu concussa, omnia sarta tecta 
ruerunt. Qui conspiciens magnus et praeclarus pontifex in magna evenit tribulatione; 
lamentare caepit tam pro argento quamque pro ceteris speciebus quibus ibidem demoli-
tae et confractae sunt. Sed Domino annuente et beatorum apostolorum principem pro-
tegente prelatus pontifex ex totis nisibus suis certamen ponens, instar sicut ex antiqui-
tus existebat, ampla et maxima fortitudine ponens, in meliorem deduxit statum et in 
nzeliorem speciem ea marmoribus decorauit, tam presbiterio quamque tota aecclesia 
marmoravit et eius portica renovauit. Simulque et in navem quae est super altare 
sarta tecta omnia noviter restauravit, quatinus et tres imagines aureas ibidem offeruit, 
scilicet Salvatoris domini nostri Iesu Christi, beatorum principum apostolorum Petri et 
Pauli, seu aliam imaginem argenteam Salvatoris deauratam super postes in introitu 
posuit, pens. lib. Lx, sed et omne argentum ibidem quod conquassatum inerat noviter 
restauravit. Necnon et fenestras ipsius aecclesiae mire pulcritudinis ex metallo gypsi-
no decorauit. 

It is clear from the above that it was not just the church roof which was damaged, for 
the external porticoes were apparently also repaired, and perhaps the floor (Lanciani 
1918, p.18). It may also be important to remember that during the reign of Pope 
Gregory III (731-741), many of the beams in San Paolo had been renewed, as had the 
roof, from the altar to the main doors (Lib. Pont. i, p.420): "he renewed five beams in 
the church of San Paolo, and repaired and restored the whole roof of the church from 
the altar arch to the main doors". 

In ecclesia beati Pauli mutavit trabes num. v atque totum eiusdem basilicae tectum ab 
arco altaris et usque ad regias recursit ac restauravit. 

Further work on the church had been carried out by Hadrian I (772-795) and Pope Leo 
III himself before the earthquake, but this had been almost entirely for decorative 
purposes (Lib. Pont. I, p.499, ti, p.2). When the earthquake occurred, therefore, the 
building must have been in a good state of preservation. 
The church of Santa Petronilla in the Via Ardeatina (well known as the church where 
St.Nereus and St.Achilleus were buried) may have collapsed as a result of this earth-
quake. Judging from a study made by the seismologist M.S. de Rossi (1874), it seems 
that the church collapsed all at once. The columns, moreover, were found lying almost 



parallel, as one can see from the excavation photographs (in Krautheimer et al. 1971, 
p.130). At the time of the earthquake, the church of Santa Petronilla must already 
have been abandoned for some time. Under Pope Paul I (757-767), in fact, the 
remains of St.Petronilla had been removed from the church to the Vatican and, since 
the Liber pontificalis has nothing to say on the matter, one can only surmise that 
perhaps the remains of St.Nereus and St.Achilleus were also transferred, before the 
end of the 8th century, from the cemetery church to the church in the city dedicated to 
them, which stood near the Antonine Baths (see Guerrieri 1951, pp.43-4). 
This theory is supported by the fact that when the cemetery church collapsed, it had 
already been officially closed; for the excavations show that "the main door of the 
church was found closed, there were no liturgical furnishings inside, nor were there 
any seats round the apse, and there was no altar, no throne and no ambons; and the 
doorway at the end of the north wall had been filled in with masonry" (Guerrieri 1951, 
p.44; and he refers to G.B. de Rossi 1874, p.18). Further confirmation of this theory 
lies in the fact that none of the sources (most importantly the Liber pontificalis) has 
anything to say about the church itself. The latest references to the church are in fact 
to be found in the Itinerarium Einsidlense and in the collection of inscriptions con-
tained in a single codex in the monastery at Einsiedeln and dating to the end of the 
8th century (Valentini and Zucchetti 1942, ii, pp.156 and 162; the church is mentioned 
on pp.172 and 200). 
The two sources which record the earthquake are independent of each other and, 
thanks to the fact that they use different dating systems, confirm each other: for the 
year 801 coincides with the ninth indiction mentioned in the Liber pontificalis. While 
both give the date as 30 April, we have to take into account another factor, if we want 
to narrow down the time when the earthquake started. Einhard claims that it started 
at the second hour of the night of 30 April, and in doing so he is clearly adopting the 
Roman system of counting the hours (Ferrari and Marmo 1985, pp.692-6). This corre-
sponds to about 8 p.m. on the previous day, local time. For in the Roman convention, 
the first hour of the night began at sunset, and so what were for the Romans the first 
hours of the night of 30 April are for us the last hours of 29 April. 
Einhard's words "in some places towns and mountains collapsed" suggests that the 
greatest damage occurred in places other than Rome and Spoleto, but we cannot nar-
row this down, for lack of information about other parts of central Italy. Einhard goes 
on to record another earthquake, on the Rhine, which damaged places in both 
Germany and France. This latter earthquake obviously has nothing to do with the 
one at Rome and Spoleto. The fact that only Rome and Spoleto are mentioned in the 
sources is largely due to their being the seat of the chief political and ecclesiastical 
authorities. This is another earthquake which acquired a considerable reputation in 
the medieval historiographical tradition, as is clear from the numerous works which 
mention it down the centuries. 
The 16th century Italian historiographical tradition records an earthquake in 896, the 
information being based on a collapse reported in the Liber pontificalis 	p.229) in 
the church of San Giovanni, during the papacy of Stephen VI (896-897). In actual 
fact, the collapse was the result of progressive deterioration in the fabric of the build-
ing, as the source clearly indicates (see Molin and Guidoboni 1989, pp.194-202 for a 
technical consideration confined to the city of Rome, and Marmo 1989 b, pp.302-4 for 
the earthquake as treated in the sources). 

( 258) 813-820 location unknown [Byzantine area] 
sources 1 	Georg. Mon. 2.778 
sources 2 	Genes. 28 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 
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Georgius Monachus records various disasters in general terms, including some alarm-
ing earthquakes: "There were indeed frightening and repeated earthquakes, famine, 
drought and heat waves, and internal rebellions began from the time of that enemy 
and persecutor of God [Leo V the Armenian], until, a long time afterwards, there 
occurred an epidemic which was even worse than the evil of internal misfortunes". 

Kai µevtoi xal GE LCS[1.61 (poriepoi, E xai enaXX1Xo1 KCII, 	 aitztA(31, xai dipog 
(t)Xoyo.iaitg y Ey Ovactv, xai OT 60 ig it(41:1koi Kat& 3TO: CraV X(15 paV K CeL ILO XIV Ex -a6)v 

0E00T1/yOilg xai (ikOLOTOP0c, ttizpi noXkoil to octvev 
ki,ou autopopoic iatxparitam autit3i13-roci voarlika. 

Genesius repeats verbatim information taken from Georgius Monachus. 

( 259) 824 *Panion 
sources 1 	Theoph. Cont. 71; Genes. 45 
sources 2 	Scylitz. 41; Cedren. 890; Zon. 139 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Grumel (1958); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

This earthquake is recorded in Theophanes Continuatus in connection with the cap-
ture by military forces of the city of Panion in Thrace: "But when he [Michael] approa-
ched them [the cities of Panion and Heraclea], he had no difficulty in entering Panion, 
because an earthquake had knocked down the city walls". 

Tal:ITCLL; 7T1A.1101.600.:::, TO-0 1.1EV 0£10[1.0U int.? LVOLLEVOU xat TO111C TELX011c TOi± IICIVLOD 
K aTariXT10£VTOC; -1) 	auto Trapoboc axtinit. yiyovi tqi Mixalik. 

Genesius reports: "Since some of the tyrant's [Thomas the Slav's] followers had seized 
the city of Panion and, although Thomas was now dead, had decided to fight the em-
peror, when the emperor Michael reached the vicinity, he proposed a peaceful solution, 
but he was quite unsuccessful in persuading them to lay down their arms. Then, by 
the will of God, a prodigy appeared to them: a violent earthquake knocked down the 
walls and allowed the emperor's followers to enter the city". 

TLVE; TOW TOli icupdvvou titv Kalot*vriv ficiviov Katacyx6VIE; ITOXLV, Urn KIEV 

T01.7TOU 6.ac400p6-rog, Eig to :T0)■.Ep.Ei:V fiaciaxi oLiyvo)aav KCETCCOTIlvat, np6g 	ikedw 
pao0.Eiic;  Mizail).. Kul ./...6youg E4YrivocaiY; itpotrtvO!irvo; oUoutictic netect Kcitao0o0at -ra 

yivEtat brj Ti OEOOEV 0/1LICLOV Ciljt01[• OE 10[10; y6p 640SpOg TO TE TE-LX0c 

K UTE [30.EV xai TOLL TOU paolkicog tilt/ EL; ICO?\.LV &OK EV n6.p000v. 

We have deduced the date of the earthquake from that of the death of Thomas the 
Slay. Grumel (1958, p.479) dates it to Ascension Day [5 May] 824. 

( 260) 829-842 location unknown [Byzantine area] 
sources 1 	Georg. Mon. 2.798 
sources 2 	Genes. 74-5 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Georgius Monachus records in general and rhetorical terms atmospheric disturbances, 
social disasters and earthquakes during the reign of the emperor Theophilus: "There 
was very intense and bitter cold and a long famine with drought, bad weather and 
unusual conditions, as well as frightening and repeated earthquakes, all of which indi-
cated the immense perversity and wickedness of the emperor [Theophilus]". 



Kci ipuxo; or nOkil yiyovey 6.y pu..6-ccurov xaL opt 1.11)TaTOV, xaL 2\1110g ioxupog xaL (3(ipog 
aUxtiol, xaL 81) OK paoica xaL dvcolActkico, KUL 0E10 [1.01, oi3cpol K 
Cii.tc-coov ecnahzouocci tov K pa-ray-cog 110X011p CCV K Kcocoupyiay. 

Genesius repeats these words. 

( 261) 5 January -25 December 835 *Antioch 
sources 	 Kashf 25 
literature Taher (1979) 
catalogues Poirier and Taher (1980) 

The Arab polygraph al-Suyoti reports briefly that: "The earth shook for forty days at 
Antioch, and the city was destroyed". 

zi  

The fact that al-Suyuti maintains that the earthquake lasted for forty days reminds 
us of the descriptions of the earthquake of 713, and suggests a possible doublet. 

( 262) the night of 30 December 836 Pavia 
sources 	Ann. Fuld. pars 127-8 
literature Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Maffei (1987) 
catalogues Bonito (1691); Perrey (1848); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Guidoboni (1989); 

Alexandre (1990) 

The first part of the Annales Fuldenses, which ends at the year 838, reports an earth-
quake at Pavia: "837. It is reported that Pavia in Italy shook eight times during the 
night on the third day before the Calends of January [30 December 836]. Many very 
eminent men of Italy were killed, the most outstanding being Lambert and Hugo. On 
the third day before the Ides of April [11 April], a comet appeared in the sign of Libra 
and was visible for three nights". 

DCCOCIXV71 Ticinum in Italia in. Kal. Ian. noctu octies tremuisse perhibetur. Plures ex 
primoribus Italiae defuncti sunt, inter quos praecipui fuerunt Lantbertus et Hugus. 
Stella cometes in signo Librae apparuit tli. Id. April. et per tres noctes visa est. 

The text seems to suggest that Lambert and Hugo were killed in the earthquake. But 
a comparison with the Annales Bertiniani (MGH, SRG, vol.5) makes it clear that Count 
Lambert of Nantes and his father-in-law Hugo of Tours led a conspiracy against the 
emperor Louis I, and that their death in 838 had nothing to do with the earthquake. 
Consequently, the little information provided by the Annales Fuldenses does not 
permit us even to guess what the effects of the earthquake may have been. 
The comet linked to the earthquake was Halley's comet. It passed by the earth in 
spectacular fashion on 9 April 837 at a distance of only 5,800,000 km — the nearest it 
has been to the earth in the last 2000 years (Maffei 1987, pp.198-203; for Chinese 
sources, see Ho Peng Yoke 1962, pp.173-4). 

( 263) 10 April -31 August 847 Rome 
sources 	Lib. Pont. 2.108 
literature Tea (1937); Krautheimer et al. (1964); Molin and Guidoboni (1989); Budriesi (1989) 
catalogues Filippo da Secinara (1652); Baratta (1892); Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

7 
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The Liber pontificalis, which is based on ancient archive documents, records that "at 
the time of this Pope [Leo IV] an earthquake occurred in Rome in the tenth indiction, 
and everyone saw that everything was shaken". 

Huius beati tempore praesulis terre motus in urbe Roma per indictionem factus est 
ita ut omnia elementa concussa viderentur ab omnibus. 

Since Leo IV was crowned on 10 April 847, and the tenth indiction of his reign ended 
on 31 August 847, the earthquake must have occurred between these two dates. 
The Liber pontificalis does not record any specific damage to buildings as a result of 
this earthquake. However, it has been suggested that it was responsible for the 
church of Santa Maria Antigua being abandoned, and its privileges and possessions 
being transferred to Santa Francesca Romana. 
After Santa Maria Antigua had been abandoned, the south side of the Forum was 
filled in on a number of occasions over the centuries until, in the 19th century, the 
ground level was as much as 10 metres higher than that of the central nave of the old 
church (Krautheimer et al. 1964, p.252). Sporadic excavations were carried out from 
the 16th to the 18th century, but it was only in the early 20th century that Giacomo 
Boni made a serious exploration of the site (Tea 1937, pp.3-20), and thanks to a 
drawing made by the architect Antonio Petrignani at that time, we can have at least 
some idea of the state of the building when it was rediscovered (it appears to have 
been looted more than once; see Krautheimer et al. 1964, plate xix). For a recent 
analysis of the architectural structure of the church, see Budriesi (1989, pp.365-7). 
The available evidence can be interpreted to show that these tremors were not related 
to the earthquake at Isernia which Leo Ostiensis dates to the year 847, but which very 
probably occurred the following year (see entry (265 )). 

( 264) 24 November 847 *Antioch, •Bayt Lahyci, •Damascus, 
• Darayya, al-Ghouta, Mawsil, •al-Mazzah 

sources i 	al-Dhahabi, al-Mar 1.413 
sources 2 	al-SUyu t I, Kashf 25-6 
literature 	Taher (1979) 
catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Ben-Menahem (1979); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

According to al-Dhahabi a violent earthquake struck Damascus and Antioch, causing 
serious damage and many deaths: "In that year [233 of the Hegira = 17 August 847 -
4 August 848 A D ] there was a dreadful earthquake at Damascus. It lasted for three 
hours, causing the walls to collapse. People ran to the mosques to invoke God's mercy, 
and many of them died in the ruins. The earthquake reached Antioch, and it was said 
that 20,000 people died there. Then it reached Mawsil; it was claimed that 50,000 
people died in the ruins". 

J I 	 1) 	I 	 7L1_,4,11 	11.13_13.J1 
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al-Suyai repeats the information from al-Dhahabi and goes on to quote a passage 
from a work on earthquakes by al-Hafiz Ibn Asakir, in which this particular one is 
referred to. From all this we can deduce that the earthquake took place on 24 
November 847 A.D.: "There was a strong earthquake mentioned by al-Hdfiz Ibn Asakir, 
in [his] Kitab al-zalazil (Book of earthquakes): the earth shook in Damascus on 
Thursday morning, 11 rabi` II of the year 233 [24 November 847 A.D.]. A quarter of the 
mosque [the Ommiad Great Mosque] was broken off and its great stones were pulled 
apart. The minaret fell down; and bridges and houses collapsed. The earthquake 
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reached al-Ghtita [al-Ghouta] and it destroyed Darayya, al-Mazzah, Bayt Lahya and 
other. People went to the mosques to pray till mid-day; then the world became calm 
again". 
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( 265) June 848 •Ariano Irpino?, •Isernia, Montecassino, 
• San Vincenzo al Volturno, •Telesia, •the Benevento area 

sources 	Chron. S.Bened. Casin. 473-4; Leo Ost. Chr. Mon. Casin. 82; Chron. Valium. 306 

literature Amari (1933); Cilento (1957, 1961); Pantosti and Valensise (1989); 
Hodges (1994, unpublished report on the 1990-93 excavations) 

catalogues Filippo da Secinara (1652); Bonito (1691); Perrey (1848); Mallet (1853); Capocci (1861); 
Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Galli (1906); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

The Chronica Monasterii Casinensis of Leo Ostiensis and the Chronicon Vulturnense 
are both reliable sources, and both derive from the Chronica Sancti Benedicti 
Casinensis, which were written about the middle of the 9th century either by more 
than one author or by one author at different times (Cilento 1957, p.6, note 1). The 
last of these is a vitally important source for piecing together the results of the earth-
quake: "In the month of June [848 A.D.] there was a great earthquake throughout the 
region of Benevento, with the result that the city of Isernia was reduced to ruins and 
many people died; it even killed the bishop of the city. Buildings were equally badly 
damaged at San Vincenzo al Volturno, and its violence was also equally felt at the 
monastery of St.Benedict [Montecassino], but not a single stone fell from its place 
there. When this was reported to Massar, who was planning to plunder the now 
ruined city of Isernia, he said: 'The God of all things is angry with them, and shall 
I add my wrath to his? I will not go there'. A new Telesis was built in place of the 
earlier one on the plain that bears its name". 

Mense Iunio generalis per totam Beneventi regionem terremotus factus est magnus, ita 
ut Iserniensem funditus urbem obrueret multumque perimeret populum; ad ultimum 
etiam et praesulem extinxit eiusdem civitatis. Bari ruina aedificiorum extitit apud 
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plate 1. Axonometric projection showing a reconstruction of the 
basilican abbey church of San Vincenzo Maggiore and attached 
structures (monastery of San Vincenzo al Volturno, Province of 
Isernia). The reconstruction is based on the results of the 1990-93 
excavation campaign and a geophysical exploration carried out in 
May 1993. If we accept the information provided by the Chronicon 
Vulturnense, the building was completed in 808. When excavation 
of the fagade was completed, it was possible to calculate its overall 
length at 28.3 metres. Since the Chronicon Vulturnense gives the 
three dimensions of the building in passus, the fact that we know one 
of the measurements in metres has made it possible to work out the 
overall height of the church itself as about 20 metres. However, the 

Sanctum Vincentium, similique vim fuit terremoti ad Benedicti beati coenobium, sed 
nec unus quidem lapidis suo de loco labsus est. Quod dum Massaro nuntiatum fuisset, 
ut ruinosam depredaret Iserniam, ait enim: 'Dominus omnium illuc iratus est, et ego 
peramplius desebiam? Non utique ibo'! Telesis nova secus primariam in planitiem sui 
cognominis construitur. 

Cilento (1961, p.96) takes this particular episode from the Chronica as a typical exam-
ple of the historiographical approach of southern Italian monks: they have no univer-
salistic ambitions, and offer a version of history which is essentially factual. The 
author of the Chronica is passionately involved in the affairs of his area, and in the 
developing relationships between those in power, and tries hard to bring a certain 
balance and objectivity to his portrayal of the persecutors of the monastery, without 
generalising the repulsion he feels towards them. 
One example of this is his treatment of the Saracen leader (the Massar in the quota-
tion from the Chronica: the name "Massar" as used by the chroniclers — it appears 
elsewhere as Massari, Massaro or Abomasale — is unknown to Arab sources, but it 
can be reconstructed as Abii Ma`shar; see the note by C.A.Nallino in Amari 1933, I, 
p.509, note 1) who, in spite of his depredations, as Cilento observes (1961, p.96), takes 
on a chivalrous role when he declares that he will not add his wrath to that of God, 
who has reduced Isernia to ruins in an earthquake; and so he abstains from sacking 
the ruined city. 
With the exception of the Abu Ma`shar episode, the text of the Chronica is repeated in 
almost the same words by Leo Ostiensis in that part of the Chronica Monasterii 
Casinensis which he wrote in the second half of the 11th century, and it adds nothing 
to the information provided by the earlier Chronica. The only point on which Leo 
disagrees with the earlier work is the date of the earthquake. He gives 847, and does 
not indicate the month (p.82, note 6). 
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plate 3. San Vincenzo al Volturno (Province 
of Isernia). Abbey church of San Vincenzo Maggiore 
(building completed in 808). South-east corner 
of the front wall. There is a deep vertical crack 
in the facing, which decreases in size towards 
the foot of the wall and is responsible for the 
separation of the corner stones from the rest 
of the stonework. This damage has been 
interpreted as resulting from the earthquake of 848. 
(Drawing by K.Francis, British School at Rome). 

height of the front wall of the colonnaded atrium (the structural 
damage at its base is indicated in the drawing by an arrow), has been 
calculated by S.Gibson at about 15 metres, on the basis of the likely 
static loads of the surviving sections of wall (100 cm thick at the 
highest surviving level). This is a rubble-filled wall of limestone 
blocks of various sizes arranged in "Flemish bond". A suggested 
subdivision of the building as between church and atrium has been 
worked out on the basis of the above-mentioned dimensions given in 
the Chronicon Vulturnense; and the results of a geophysical 
exploration of the church area in May 1993, which revealed both the 
presence of a transverse stone wall about 65 metres from the point at 
which the maximum chord of the principal apse has been calculated 
to lie, and a break in the two longitudinal lines along the bases of the 
rows of columns which separated the nave and side aisles. 

plate 2. Plan and elevation of a reconstruction of the basilican 
abbey church of San Vincenzo Maggiore and attached structures. 
The hatched areas indicate those parts which were brought to light 
during the 1990-93 excavations. Additions to the plan have been 
made possible by the geophysical exploration carried out in 
the church area in May 1993. The position of the damage shown 
in the drawing in plate 3 below is indicated by an arrow. 
(Reconstruction by S.Gibson, British School at Rome. 
Information kindly provided by F.Marazzi, British School at Rome). 

Hoffmann, who edited Leo's Chronica for the Monumenta Germaniae Historica, draws 
attention to the discrepancy in dating between Leo and his source, as well as the fact 
that we do not know of any other sources from which he might have taken his dating. 
However, even a limited examination of the relationship between Leo and his known 
chronicle sources makes it quite clear that he adopts a positive and implicitly critical 
attitude towards the dates which they provide. Where, for example, the Chronica 
provide a generic "in those days" (his diebus, p.472), Leo tries to be chronologically 
more precise (p.76): "in the three years after these events, when Sergius II was pope, 
after the crowning of the emperor Louis" (triennio post hec Sergio secundo in sede apo-
stolica presidente, a quo Ludovvicus imperator est coronatus). But, as Hoffmann 
points out, Leo's corrections are not always accurate. An example is the emperor's 
division of the Province of Benevento between Radelchis and Siconull Leo dates this 
to 851, but it actually happened in 849 (p.84). In none of the cases mentioned do we 
know the source from which Leo could have derived his new chronological information 
— which, in any case, is not free from error. Given the uncertainty over the two dates, 
then, it seems preferable to accept 848, as given by the Chronica, for it reflects the 
direct evidence of the monks who experienced the violent tremors and were them-
selves in a position to know that the fabric of the monastery buildings remained intact 
(similique vim fuit terremoti ad Benedicti beati coenobium, sed nec unus quidem lapi-
dis suo de loco labsus est). 
Ariano Irpino can probably be added to the list of places struck by the earthquake, for 
its cathedral was damaged in an earthquake in the mid-9th century, according to a 
plaque put up in the church in 1736, when it was rebuilt after being destroyed in the 
earthquake of 1732. The date given in the inscription is 858, but it seems likely that 
it should be corrected to 848 (see Pantosti and Valensise 1989, p.54'7, fig.307). 
Recent archaeological studies on the church of San Vincenzo al Volturno have been 
carried out by the British School at Rome (see plates 1, 2 and 3). 
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( 266) a night in 849-851 Constantinople 
sources 	[Sym. Magist.] 673 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

Pseudo-Symeon Magister records a strong earthquake at Constantinople: "Strong 
earthquake tremors occurred one night; and Photius himself, who had ascended the 
pulpit to make a speech, said that the earthquakes were not caused by the great num-
ber of men's sins, but by the great quantity of water, and that every man has two 
souls, one of which commits sins, whereas the other is immune from them". 

'Ev 	 yevio0ai oEtaµot kylikoL.  Kai, al:J-6g 6 (Doitiog avcc6ag bit Toil 
agwvog ontliyopijaai ElltEV Ott 61 CrEL01.101, 01:)K EK ItA3i0ovg Cgtaraiiv aXX' EK 
nkriovoviig iioatog yivovtai, )(al iicautog avOpconog 81:m ilroxag ixEi, Kai, h [tiv 

8£ itipa ovx aitarravet. 

( 26 7 ) 12 June 853 -1 June 854 *Tiberias >landslide< 
sources 	Ibn 	al-Hanbali, Shadharat al-dhahab 91 
literature Taber (1979) 
catalogues Amiran (1950-51); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

The 17th century Syrian biographer Ibn 	al-Hanbali reports that there were 
many victims in an earthquake at Tiberias: "During the night, the earth shook at 
Tiberias. The mountains shook, and then a big rock — eighty cubits by fifty — split 
open, and so... Many people died". 
to_ JulJ_a.JI 	 i„  I j LI; ...;')/ I Wiz(. 	 ji  

j 

(268) 31 August 853 eastern Sicily 
sources 	Cambridge Siculo-Saracen Chronicle = Chron. Brev. 45.10, I p.332; 

Apocalyptic text (the so-called Vision of Daniel "Kai iorat" in Vasiliev 1893, 39.5-15); 
Typicon of S.Salvatore in Messina, ed. M.Arranz (1969, 184.26-7) 

literature Alexander (1985); Guidoboni and Traina (1995) 
catalogues Guidoboni (1989) 

The anonymous author of the Cambridge Siculo-Saracen Chronicle records: "There 
was a great earthquake in the year 6361 [852/853] in the first indiction" 

TTOlig St a' iyi'veto ow:41.k kyag, 'Mom a'. 

The text does not indicate where the earthquake struck or how much damage it 
caused. Although it is only mentioned in this one chronicle, it seems to have influ-
enced the apocalyptic literature of the time. Thus, in a Greek translation of what is 
known as the Vision of Daniel, an earthquake is mentioned twice in a prophecy which 
foretells troubles for the Christian churches: "And the earth will quake from God's 
anger and will raise a loud groan toward the Lord [...]. And when half of the week is 
over, the Lord will look upon the earth and make it quake". 

-rpoticiEtai h yrj 4:::to trig antic toil Oroi [...1 Kai, iv TO irkripoienvai TO TiVICTIJ trIg 
Epooliciboc intf3Xiipet Klipiog 6 0e6g Eni, thy rtiv Kai, 7TOLliCIEL avTrly -rpowAai. 

It was Alexander (1985, pp.85-7) who identified this earthquake as the one recorded in 
the brief Sicilian chronicle, on the basis of other historical references in the text. He 



Detail of Cod.Vat. greco 1912, f.7r, in which 
there is a brief report of the earthquake of 853 
(Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana). 

thinks that two separate earthquakes are being referred to, the first being the one 
which occured in Sicily, and the second being the earthquake of 869 at Constantinople 
(see entry (274 )). 
The text reads: "And afterwards the sons of Ismael will be afraid and will cry out loud 
while fleeing to Mariana. And afterwards the sons of Ismael will once again attack 
the land of Helinia at the request of its inhabitants; others will attack the City of the 
Rebel of their own accord". 
As can also be seen from the Slav translation of Daniel (chap.4), the city of Mariana 
was an Arab fortress in Sicily; while the fall of Helinia (Enna) took place in 859, and 
the "City of the Rebel" can be identified as Syracuse. Alexander (1985) concludes: 
"The Moslems evidently had been ravaging the territory of Enna and perhaps also 
attacking Syracuse, had been driven back to their base in Mariana by an earthquake, 
and were now once again attacking these two cities". 
It may be possible to identify the circumstances of the earthquake more accurately 
from the Typicon of the church of San Salvatore in Messina (Ms. Mess. Gr.115). At 
f.160r in this manuscript, which dates to the year 1131, we are told which 
anagn6smata [Bible readings] are appropriate for 31 August: "three anagnosmata to 
commemorate the earthquake and the arrival of the barbarians". 

'Avayvc6o[tato. y '  Eig Tip/ uvijuiv 'Ca GEL011,013, Kai Cir.; tilt' £71£XELIOLV TCoV papritipow. 

Since the Byzantine liturgy does not record any earthquake for 31 August, it seems 
logical to deduce that the Messina Typicon refers to a local occurrence. The terminus 
ante quern is 1131, when the codex was drawn up, but there is a further clue in the fact 
that the earthquake is linked to a barbarian invasion. Since, as we have seen, the 
apocalyptic tradition linked the 852/853 earthquake to the first stage of the Arab inva-
sion of Italy, it almost certainly follows that the date of the earthquake was 31 August 853. 

( 269) 1-29 April 857 *Cairo 
sources 	Ya`citibi, Ta'rihh 600 
literature Taher (1979) 
catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

The Arab historian and geographer Ya`qiibi is reporting events of his own day when he 
writes: "In the month of dhu'l-hija of that year [242 of the Hegira = 1 -29 April 857 AD] 
an earthquake in Cairo shook the columns of the mosque (?) and destroyed houses and 
mosques". 
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( 270) 8 April 859 -27 March 860 *Maghreb 
sources 	al-Tabari, Ta'rikh 3.3.1439 
literature Taher (1979) 
catalogues Poirier and Taher (1980); Maamoun et al. (1984) 

al-Tabari records a destructive earthquake in the Maghreb and tells of aid provided 
for the victims by the Caliph: "In that year [245 of the Hegira = 8 April 859 - 27 March 
860 An], an earthquake destroyed fortresses, buildings and bridges in the Maghreb. [The 
Caliph] al-Mutawakkil ordered 3,000,000 dirhams to be distributed among the homeless. 
There were also earthquakes in `Askar al-Mandi, near Baghdad, and in al-Madgin". 

.1 	1.:3J1 j  j L:1 I 	I 	.4; 	 z 	;L:-J I 0.1.k. t.) J  3, 
Ls 	< 	14.13 	 1J I c3 rat, z 	I 	" 	'a .47,, 

.yd al I 	J 	j  

2 7 1 ) 30 December 859 - 29 January 860 Adhana, *Antioch, Balls, 
Damascus, •Gabala (Jablah), Ijarran, Hims, •Laodicea, al-Massisa, 
Edessa [al-Ruha], Raqqa, Ra's al-`Ayn, Tarstis, OMt.Casius, Syria 
>landslide< 

sources 1 Ya`qubl, Ta'rikh 601; al-Tabari, Ta'rikh 3.3.1439-40 
sources 2 	Barhebr. 158 
literature Taher (1979) 
catalogues von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Ben-Menahem (1979);  Poirier et al. (1980);  

Poirier and Taher (1980) 

After mentioning the Maghreb earthquake, al-Tabari goes on to give a more detailed 
description of another very violent shock which struck Antioch, where 1500 houses 
and 90 towers collapsed, as well as many other towns along the valley of the river 
Orontes. It also caused a landslide on Mt.Casius, from which rocks fell into the sea: 
"In the same year [245 of the Hegira], in the month of shawwal [30 December 859 - 29 
January 860], there was an earthquake at Antioch which killed a large number of peo-
ple, as well as causing the collapse of 1500 houses and about 90 towers in the walls of 
the city. Dreadful and indescribable rumbling noises were heard, and people fled into 
the desert. Mount Casius (Jabal al-aqra`) split open and rocks fell into the sea, which 
was stormy that day. Then, a black and stinking pall of smoke rose from the sea, 
obscuring the sunlight. A river sank into the ground over a distance of about a para-
sang [5.6 km] and disappeared. The people of Tinnis, in Egypt, heard a persistent and 
terrifying din, and many people were killed. There was another earthquake in the 
cities of Balis, Raqqa, Harran, Ra's 	Hims, Damascus, al-Ruha, Tarsus, al- 
Massisa, Adhana and along the Syrian coast. The earthquake reached Laodicea, where 
no home remained standing. Only a small number of people managed to escape". 

-Lz.3 j 	 11.1 .5.J 3 L..51.1..; L :4_:-J1 a :IA J 	LS.  4_; I 
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According to . Ya`qiibi, the earthquake destroyed the cities of Laodicea and Jablah: 
"During some months of the year 245 [of the Hegira], Syria was struck by earthquakes 
which destroyed Laodicea and Jablah. Many people were killed, and the inhabitants 
finally decided to abandon their homes and seek refuge in the desert". 
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( 272 28 May 862 *Constantinople 
sources 1 Theoph. Cont. 196.22-30; Nicet. Paphlag., PG 105, 525; Georg. Mon. 2.12; 

Patr. Const. 2.273.1-5; [Sym. Magist.] 677.5-7; Scylitz. 107. 51-6 
sources 2 	Genes. 105; Cedren. 973; Zon. 2.162 
catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (18653); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); 

Hermann (1962); Shebalin et al. (1974); Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); 
Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes Continuatus records a particularly serious earthquake on Ascension Day 
[28 May] 862: "Moreover, repeated earthquakes were causing damage and making 
buildings collapse. One of them, in fact, occurred on the day of the Ascension of our 
Lord and Saviour, and razed the southern third of the exokionion to the ground, 
destroying splendid churches, luxurious homes and statues, such as that of Victory at 
the Golden Gate, and those in the church of St.Anne at the Deuteron". 

Ta be of cruvExElg T6iv GELowiiv eXup.ai,vovTO TE Kai rtp6c Tatlioct4)6:: c13cL 7 ov, vvv 1,12EV 
Ka0' ijV 1j iov Kupi.ou xui Eurrilpos ;11.1cOv 	 c.)p-rdZurctL, T6 7tp6; votov Tpi.Tov 
im) 	 ap6; yi-jv i8a4)1.ovng, Va0"6; TE El:/apEITEic Kai OiKOlic /4(1113Tp01:1C, ViiV be 
OTTiXat: ty v TE Kara Xpuoijv TrOA:riv Tijc TEO-Actug Nixriv iyKa0ibpv[tivTiv Tat: TE eV TO) 
AE-lytpo) Kata Tiry ayictv "Avvav otEppdig LOTC,CL&Vag biKaTCt0E1.0aVTEC;. 

John Scylitzes adds the collapse of the city walls to the recorded damage at 
Constantinople: "There were also some violent earth tremors. The most powerful 
occurred on the day when the Ascension is celebrated. It shook the ground in the 
exokionion and brought down the city walls and splendid temples and beautiful houses 
and the statue of Victory at the Golden Gate, and it also caused the collapse of the 
statues in the church of St.Anne at the Deuteron". 

'EyevovTo O sE Kai la.OVOL yfig (pptica)&6TcrtoL. 	Eig 8:e 6 1,teroTocz, 'cue' ijv in.tepav I) To-0 
Kupi.ou civakrivig i013TETCLL, 	yfly K aTa0E1. Gag TO is Kate,. TO `E,C.0( LOVLOV ;Wog yijv 
ijoCiCIAXJE TEiX0.7., Kai Va0l/C EI:nipE7tEi; Kai 01.K 011g Xalutpoilc xui tlw KaTa Tip/ Xrll0fIV 
71-6/.Tiv -uric 3TOkew:, iopuvevriv Ni —KTIV Kai TU.; eV Tod Astrce pc!? K UT& Trly Ct' 1.a.V "Avvav 
Tray tag icncq vu; Kate OE LOEV. 

Pseudo-Symeon Magister reports: "When the earthquake occurred, the statue on a 
column in the church of St.Anne at the Deuteron fell down". 

XE 101101i yap ycyov6To; eltE7tTC6KEL TO etyaX[ta 6 Kat& Tip/ ayiav "Avvav T6 SuUTEpov eni 
K imvog fi3OtaTO. 

Genesius takes up the earlier tradition, but only reports the collapse of the statue in 
the church of St.Anne. Nicetas Paphlagon dates the earthquake to August. 
Downey (1955, p.599) identifies two earthquakes: one in 862, as recorded in 
Theophanes Continuatus, and the other between 25 March and 21 April 866, as 
described by Pseudo-Symeon Magister. It is likely that there was in fact only one 
earthquake, since the description of collapses given by Theophanes Continuatus, 
Johannes Scylitzes and Cedrenus on the one hand, and by Pseudo-Symeon Magister 
and Genesius on the other, draws particular attention to the collapse of statues in the 
church of St.Anne at the Deuteron. 



( 273) 13 February 863 *Dvin 
sources 1 Joh. Cathol. 133-4; Stephen of Tar6n 2.2; Movs. Dasxur. 2.11; 

Calend. Palest.-georg. in Garitte (1958, p.158); 
sources 2 Thom. Arts. 3.22; Sam. An. 312 
literature Garitte (1958); Laurent (1980) 
catalogues Mallet (18653); Abich (1882); Kostaneanc` (1902); Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); 

Step`anyan (1964); Kondorskaja and Shebalin (1977); Ambraseys and Melville (1982); 
Karapetian (1991) 

This major earthquake is recorded not only in seismological catalogues (Abich 1882; 
Step`anyan 1964; Kondorskaya and Shebalin 1977; Karapetian 1991) but also in 
earthquake lists compiled by historians (Kostaneanc` 1902; Grumel 1958; Hermann 
1962). Some dating problems will be found, however, because the particular serious-
ness of the earthquake led to the fairly arbitrary creation of doublets. At that time, in 
fact, the residence of Dvin was almost the only city in Armenia (then governed by the 
Arab caliphs — see Laurent 1980) to be substantially inhabited by a variety of ethnic 
groups. 
John Catholicus records an earthquake at the royal residence at Dvin, after the death 
of Ashot Bagratuni "prince of princes". He writes: "At this time, a severe earthquake 
in the city of Dvin caused great damage to houses, city walls and palaces. Desolation 
and tremors filled the city and caused many victims. The fear of disaster was so 
immense, that no-one remained indoors, but lamenting their hardships all fled to the 
market places and streets. The stinging frost of winter augmented their distress, so 
that many suffered frostbite from the cold". 

Fw jg gwjunt 	 w6wq_lib [Rib 2wpdtfullig bri_tiLng 1-1 %gib pwgwph , puiqntif 
uwuwiintratiam Lt itiLm_q_nitfim muThg GL u.iwimuiwg hi waluinuAtig 
wn_hwuwpwg 	 rvipr.nt Lib wn_bnip pwrp.upb. LuiL LL diJA jnintthg 
1-1 Libpwj 6Luuw1.14p. LL 	Lu6Lu4pli 	LpILLp 	 (11-11.Qk 
np 	RID". jwpliwt, wjL h 6pwulLupwliu LI_ [I timr-ingu GLhwL W2Lwi_ 6wn 
gpLnw2nL1Q uwnlawfwbpp eitfLrLwjbLnjb wn_wLk pLpLp cupwgnufb 618nLiahwIL, cal 
jnoLlp d'uLtuLp LL EaujpwinLwLp 

Stephen of TarOn records: "In his time [that of Prince Ashot Bagratuni], during Lent, 
on the day of little Saturday, there was a terrifying earthquake which killed many 
people and destroyed luxurious houses, and it lasted for three months". 

Gt. unliw wi 	jjdp ranLwqwwili h pwn wuntbbrinpro uiw6ng h thnq phU 2wp_wrantb 
Lr[Gt_ 2wpdrittfb wfjwg4m lay q_pwftrittfu linuinribwg 	q4bribgl-114 215ant wbu inwulLutLwg, 
LL LnLLLwg d1-11.QLL 1-1 dunfwbwilu Lplig wdung. 

Moses Dasxuranc`i gives a later date and records: "In the 318th year of the Armenian 
era [869-870] there was a terrible earthquake at Dvin, which remained active for a 
whole year and swallowed up 120,000 people into the abyss. This was an example for 
the admonition of Man". 

GL J318 rd-ntuiliwbbli 2,w jng wb6lauppli LL fipwgnLgulling, 2wpd 	np quid' trb 
nri_2nj1.1 gniiwgbwL tunpwunLctLwg 	 bppLL Lplinuiwuwb pbLp 

11,fiw bLitulinLPpLIL lupwwnj w ju 

The 10th century Palestine-Georgian Calendar records at 13 February: "On 13 
February there was an earthquake on the feast of St.Denetrius [= Demetrius] and 
Martinianus Monachus". 

1966-0-, 'WoW0)01so wjbj()(0)bo (boh), a ao(noo6o66(-9(1) ile)(36(1)(96obos.).. 
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Garitte (1958, p.158) has pointed out that in the Byzantine liturgy, the feast of 



St.Demetrius of Thessalonica is held on 26 October, which is the date of the two earth-
quakes in 740 and 989 (see entries (247) and (298) respectively). 
That the earthquake occurred in 863 is confirmed by Samuel of Ani, who records it for 
the year 312 of the Armenian era. 
In writing about the 893 earthquake at Dvin (see entry ( 277 )), Thomas Artsruni 
records: "This earthquake [893 An was more severe than the one in the time of 
Zachariah Catholicus of Armenia, after the seventh year of the Armenian captivity". 

Ulu 2LupdniATIA uwunibuiq_n pw'i np hr[hL guilt] 9 wpwppui,Th swing  liwptumplinu[I, JGin 

wefli g_hpntlatwIA 2,1u jng: 

This chronological reference would take us to the year 859/860, but it is unfortunately 
rather vague. The date of the earthquake varies between 861 and 869. This was a 
difficult time for Armenia, which was then under Arab domination, and given the 
uncertainty in the use of chronological systems, it is possible that historians had diffi-
culty in establishing when the earthquake really occurred. 

( 274) 9 January 869 •Constantinople 
sources 1 	Phot. epist. 2.70; [Nic. Paphlag.] Vita Ignatii, PG 105, 549; Script. Orig. Const. 278 

[Sym. Magist.] 688; Leo Gramm. 470 

sources 2 	Theoph. Cont. 322; Zon. 434-5 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); Shebalin et al. (1974); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni 1989) 

In recording this destructive earthquake, Pseudo-Symeon Magister adds a curious 
detail about Leo the Philosopher, who survived by taking shelter with a few others 
underneath an arch: "In the third year of his reign [that of Basil during the feast of 
St.Polyeuctus, there was an earthquake that lasted for forty days and forty nights, 
and many churches collapsed, including that of St.Mary in the Sigma, so that all those 
who were inside singing psalms were killed. Leo the Philosopher, who happened to be 
there, urged everyone to go outside, but since they took no notice they were all killed. 
Leo himself and two others escaped harm by clinging to a column under an arch, and 
the only other survivors were nine people who took refuge under the pulpit". 

Tub y' al:.T011+ ETEL, TT) Eoptij 20i3 a7iou FIOXI/EliKTOU, )47 OVE GE 0116:: Lit 	I.thPOLC.," Kai if 

VI:1K Tag, Kai eATO)71011ClaV 7LOX.Xal. EKKXT1OLal, [1£0' (i)V Kai /) 11, 7CE puy i a CIEOT6KOZ 

TO 	60CE JtaVTa TOti)C.," 	a?,?..OVIac K SIGS TE7,E1YE1jOal. 	A OW 6 
x600,1)0; TUXUYV eKEI, nap1iVEL ACiVICC: 	 b'E [111 7tELCI0N'TEC, aliVETEX00110CCV 

67CaVTE 	airrOg b'E.• 6 (10,6664(K Ei; Kiova uno 01J0Ta[taT int) oTa06. g 1.1.ETa. Kai E' TpOJV 

elk) eo6011, 	TEp0 1 0' [1.6VOL intaKaT(.0 TO-0 (41.130)VOC-:. 

Leo Grammaticus adds to the list of damage by mentioning that the globe with the 
signs of the zodiac in the forum also collapsed: "There was a very severe earthquake on 
the feast of St.Polyeuctus, and the earth shook for forty days and as many nights. 
The globe of the zodiac near the forum and the church of St.Mary in the Sigma col-
lapsed, and all those who were singing psalms in the church lost their lives. Leo the 
Philosopher, who happened to be there, invited those who were singing psalms and all 
the other people in the church to leave, but they took no notice of him and were killed. 
He himself stood beside a structure with two others and was unharmed, as were only 
five others who took refuge under a pulpit". 

'Ey . \,E-00 bE OE ICTIlog Tab (3i7 i,01) 110X1JEUKTOU 1.1y1..0t0j, 6aTE T1jV y fly aEI.EQOuL eni 
twocipciKovra 	 TEOCIapaKOVTa VliKtac LJtEOT oi TOTE Kai Yl 64)61 pa TO-O 

t6b01_, TOU 4)6pou Kai ti; tinEpayLa; OeoTOKou T6 Xi.),  [ta, Ulcrr€ JtaViac Tail; vci?,.Xovictg 
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EIG£ t 	itrjaaL. 	AiOW SE O 4lik6004:log tuxeDv iKeiCTE ikEyEv wig ipCa.koucriv Kai 
rtertoiv 	01)01N EKELQE E E1 OELV Tijc iKKkTIO 	 JLE IGO V-tEg CI kw: 
MYVETE OOTIOCLV 6.1TONTEg. Cll:YrOg 	(5 ItItkOomflog eig KLova inte cruotrumitiou ota0E'Lg 
luta itipoug 815o Siso6011, Kat. EtEpot ItEVtE 1-1,6VOL 1:3 JCOK dtC0 T01) Cipf3covog. 

This is probably the same earthquake as the one reported to have occurred in the 9th 
century in the Scriptores Originum Constantinopolitanarum, according to which parts 
of the walls of Constantinople collapsed: "Three hundred and twenty-eight years later, 
there was a terrible and violent earthquake, during the reign [of Basil], in the royal 
palace area. After the destruction of Michael [the church of St.Michael at Anaplus by 
the Bosphorus], the temple was also destroyed on the Lord's Day, that being the feast 
of St.Polyeuctus, and all those who were inside lost their lives. Since that time, such 
an occurrence has been called a seism, which it had not been called before". 

ME-ta S'E TIC T1' it'll OE 1C11.10ii 4)of3Epoii 	 y Eyov6-co; Eig 	airroxpatopi,av 
Bacctliiou Intel. 26 etvaLpEOlivai MLxai17 ouvEractiOrt n vans iv iwipct Kupicuol, 
toii Ctyi,cru 110XIE-UKT011, Kal ToUg Ovict; Ka.Kiioc Itciv-rag 8ii4)eapiv- KaL ktOTE EKxrj011 
0 EiCSnt, EnEt npcii-rov 01:)K iKCIXEITO Oiit0);. 

Downey (1955, p.599), uses the Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae 380.19-23 
to confirm the dating of the earthquake to 9 January. However, the Vita Ignatii at-
tributed to Nicetas Paphlagon puts it in August. 

( 275) 16 May 881 Tanga, Tilimsan, Andalusia, Egypt, Mesopotamia, 
North Africa, Syria 

sources 	Ibn al-Athir, 	f i'l-ta'rilth 7.252;  Ibn Abi 'Lae, al-Anis al-Mut rib 1.136-7 
literature 	Taher (1979) 
catalogues Sieberg  (1932 a);  Roux (1932);  Amiran (1950-51);  Heck (1947);  Ben-Menahem (1979); 

Poirier and Taher (1980) 

Two 12th-13th century Arab historians refer to a violent earthquake affecting many 
parts of the Mediterranean basin, but they do so in very general terms. This may be a 
case of two separate events which occurred within a short space of time and are cov-
ered by a single description. According to Ibn al-Athir: "In that year [267 of the 
Hegira = 12 August 880 - 31 July 881 A.D.] there was a strong earthquake in Syria, 
Egypt, some parts of Mesopotamia, North Africa and Andalusia. The earthquake was 
preceded by a powerful rumbling noise". 

10.;  

Ibn Abi Zar` specifies the exact day when the tremor was felt: "In the year 267, on 
Thursday 12 shawwal [16 May 881] there was an earthquake unlike any that had 
been heard of before. It destroyed strongholds and removed rocks and mountains. 
Because of the strong tremors, people fled from the towns and took refuge in the 
desert. Houses and walls collapsed, and birds fled from their nests, vanishing into 
the air until the earthquake ended. The shocks struck the enemy's lands, from Tanga 
to Tilimsan, and the whole of al-Andalus, from the coast to the mountains". 
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( 276) 13 November - 11 December 885 *Cairo, •Egypt 
sources 1 	al-Tabari, Ta'rikh 3.4.211; Ibn Batriq, Ta'rikh 2.71 

sources 2 	Elias Nisib. Syr. versio 188 

literature Taher (1979) 

catalogues von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Grumel (1958); Poirier and Taher (1980); 

Maamoun et al. (1984) 

al-Tabari refers to chronicles which he does not identify, and reports that a violent 
earthquake destroyed a mosque in Cairo and killed a great many people: "It was said 
in the chronicles that in the month of Jumada II of that year [272 of the Hegira = 13 
November -11 December 885 A D ] an earthquake destroyed the congregational mosque 
in Cairo. 1000 funerals were counted in a single day". 

j j J.J1 	 .3.J 	c, I 	 z jjj 

14.! y19 1-i., 0: 	~I v19 

Ibn Batriq dates the earthquake to a year later: "In the eighteenth year of the caliph-
ate of al-Mu'tamid, that is to say 273 [of the Hegira = 8 June 886 - 27 May 887 A D ], 

there was a terrible earthquake in Egypt: many houses collapsed and many people lost 
their lives". 

	c 	 L. , s 

Ibn Batriq also records that the earthquake caused a rise in the price of grain, and 
that there was a famine. 
Elias of• Nisibis provides the same information: "The year 272 [of the Hegira] began on 
Friday 18 Haziran [June 885 A.D.] in the year 1196 of the Greeks. Muhammad bar 
Yahya. AbaJa`far al-Tabari [...]. In that year there was an earthquake in Egypt, and 
many houses collapsed, as well as the great mosque. In it a thousand people died in a 
single day. 
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( 277) the night of 27 December 893 •Dvin 
sources 1 Joh. Cathol. 162-3; an unpublished letter written by bishop Mak.oc`, 

in Ms. arm. San Lazzaro 47; al-Tabari, Tarikh 3.4.2139; Th. Arcr. 3.22; 
two colophons in Yovsep`ean (1951, nos. 31 and 35) 

sources 2 	Elias Nisib. Syr. uersio 192-3 
literature Saint-Martin (1851); Cuneo (1988); Abrahamyan (1976); Ralant'aryan (1992); 

Ralant'aryan et al. (1992) 
catalogues von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Abich (1882); Kostaneanc` (1902); Sieberg (1932 a); 

Grumel (1958); Hermann (1962); Step`anyan ;1964); Kondorskaja and Shebalin (1977); 

Ben-Menahem (1979); Ambraseys and Melville (1982); Karapetian (1991) 

The late 9th century earthquake at Dvin was the most serious seismic event in the 
region of Armenia before the year 1000. Apart from its intensity, its historical impor-
tance lies principally in the fact that it struck what was then almost the only large 

S8 I —89:1 \.1). 
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city in Armenia. Dvin was in fact the capital of Armenia during the Arab occupation 
and, besides being a centre of political and religious power (it was the seat of the 
Armenian patriarchate), it must have been quite densely populated, as archaeological 
research has shown (see the bibliography in Cuneo 1988). 
John Catholicus records: "At about this time, severe tremors occurred unexpectedly 
during the night in the city of Dvin, causing extensive destruction, terror, ruin and 
loss of life; for the earthquake caused the city walls to collapse, and both the palaces of 
the magnates and the houses of the common people became desolate areas of rubble in 
the twinkling of an eye. 	It also demolished the divinely-built church of the 
katholikosate as well as the other martyria with solid foundations, so that they ap-
peared to onlookers almost like holes full of rocks. The suffering of countless people, 
who suffocated under their roofs and mounds of earth because their hearts had be-
come of stone and without compassion, made them resort to lamentation and tearful 
cries. I shall not speak of the victims' relatives, sympathisers and spouses, whose 
cries and lamentations, together with the piteous voices of the chorus of minstrels, 
accompanied by the wailing of women in black and grief-stricken men, rose to the 
heavens. As it was not possible to bury the great number of corpses in graves, many 
were thrown into abysses, ravines and gorges". 

9w Juni duitiwliwilwt w6wq.1-11.i 	 builini utuutni-al 2wpd-dw1ig brikng tt 
q.11241-1 h rhnihli puiquiphs pwqrwif uuniuilinitili hi uwputintmidli Li ri.r[pri.niini Li 

pwrLuiphli cihrtbwt, 6htfli h  tlLn inwultuLErt: 	fth 
wrtfjwuwnwil h quip thLniqLwL quitumniwp uluipuitiwgli GL quiuiwpwliu cittuwinpwgli Gt 
clinnibu rtuaLiwg' hppGi  q_Lphgniin Oulu wn wuiwpwg JwllwSa Rorawihk intiuw1.4. 
wn Li q_wumniui8w2Lli ht4LftLghli liwrdnrthlinuwpwlihli Li TAR Liu fjwuwwfjLgnjli 

pwitri.LuiL wiLpLwi.  h gin jp flnuLp.  np q_pLialg 	qiliwuiwpu 
9.bripliwg uwpinuihkh oiLunpngli bpLi Lp: ll„ft Gt 6Lrientirtemil4 juipliw8w8niti 

uwinuitiniufb ithwqriiin ptuctifnirdtwlili, np liwp8pwg_np 
puipL9_41i Li uniliwpLlihli trhinu Lp tanwghwLs juipri.wpLp glIw h  pwqnid nitp Li 
jwpinoupwp-np 	 ranrinLif wok qwq14wIlhgu Li qlluipLIThgu GL cu8wIlhg 
6wpwq_winnifahili ifwprAwli, npng Litutiwlinini Li nuniuni Lt w2hluipnitni g_nidhg. 
kn.] GL LitniQnj Li liwn_wl.Qnj, 	wrifinfinpif eluipip 40014 liniuwliwg Li uhiwqq.w8 
lltubwlig, Li wpwlig tl2tnwfjwn 6G8nLiabwifp uq_wgkng' tilAQLL jbp1.4[11.11, pwp6pwghwL 
fjwuwliLp: 	qpwqiinirlhiliuli 	 pwiLw( tnwL g_hpLqifwliwg' ftpwftniifu 
tilAu hi h lunpunhhinu Li h riwnwthLwtlu p1iLiLgLwi_ 8w8114111i: 

Thomas Artsruni records: "In the third year of his [Prince Smbat Bagratuni's] reign 
over Armenia, God's anger caused the innermost depths to crash together with trem-
blings and shakings in the abyss like agitated torrents. The lowest part of the earth 
collapsed and was firmly locked in the region of Sandaramet [the divinity of the 
underground]; fierce winds blew over the darkened waters, trampling down the deep, 
solid foundations of the earth and causing its thick, dense and immeasurable infinity 
to heave, until it burst onto the surface of the earth opposite the city of Artashat, 
which is called Blur, where the capital city of Dvin stands. This populous [city], sur-
rounded by fortified ramparts and swarming and teeming with commerce and all 
kinds of impurity, was completely destroyed. Hell opened its mouth wide and swal-
lowed into its depths great numbers of people. For some their houses became their 
tombs, just as it swallowed up the houses of the army of the Korahites [Numbers 
16.30-4]. God who had earlier spared the repentant Ninevites [Jonah 4.11], now had 
no pity for the stony hearts of the citizens of Dvin. Even the holy places and houses of 
prayer were a prey to the earthquake, their walls cracking and collapsing, as on the 
death of king Ozias in the days of the prophet Isaiah, when at the voice of the 
seraphim the temple of the Lord was shaken and its doorposts destroyed [Isaiah 6.4]. 
Similarly in the time of Zechariah the prophet there was an earthquake as far as the 



Mount of Olives [Zach. 14.4]. It is said that the number of people killed by the earth-
quake was more than seventy thousand. This earthquake was more severe than the 
one in the years of Zachariah Catholicus of Armenia, after the seventh year of the 
Armenian captivity [see entry ( 273 )]. The blessed bishop Grigor, prelate of ftkunik` 
also happened to be there. He was unable to escape with his companions, since they 
were then at prayer on the mountain. So some of them were buried in that spot by 
the same earthquake". 

h unpw jbppnpq. wifb 	 ilLpw j 2,w jng wuinniw&winnip 
hwplimp-hwdp. 	 qpqrattf wtf pp libppwgnjS funpngli uiwinwfjtwt tfhatulig 

6hti5au2wpd- 	 LPI-1bP Rriquighwi_ 
uwliq.wpwtfhtnwliwli uwWw5itai, 	 nriting 21,QbuiL pin 

PLrngSa Nwiwpw ping, h  Unfjwliu wbrpirrupwliu qpiub6pwjwinwil Lpliph gliwp8p GL 
q&inlipuqhp tubli2hri  w5apwgnLrdhL5a5a inwinwbbuiL, tfhIQ jhpLuu Lpliph h t4tn drILwt 

U,pinw2winni, np FLnip 5annfLS wuh, jnpniti 
Lfwpq_wfuhin ttlitipuitiwinp itiwtr5ih2op itiwinniwpbwi_ tL innipLiwn_h14 

ilwfiwn_wIluilinirdLwtfp tL wq_q.h itm_Sni[ahwtfp JwillPwghwl Jr11-11w9bulls  Ow 11  61111wlig 
hbhumwpwg q.d-niuwpwp LwjliLtui_ q_pLpwli 	jnq_nilig pw5a fa-L 

wpwp ithcl-LL 	 npng ntfifflip tL innilip lingw q_LpLqtfwlip 
Impluwjhli 	 wpwph5i, 

uinp2wgbitiL 	 wn_ pwphritli uhpw 
pwriwpwgingb 	 ruw LL inhg_hp uppniratwlig LnnLSJP wriordhgli g2wpd- tfunill 
Lihpu Liphaq, uiwinwn_Lfwifp nptfw2wpct LhS,ttnij, npuiLu Jw jSadwrf h tfuAnili 
wppwjh, jwinipu Guwjbwj cfwpq_wpOs h 	upntipthg 2wpdtwl_ inwfiwphli 
1t' 	PwP6PulliwL  qpianThwg1i: flpuiEu Lt. wn_ 9wPwIlbw.1111- dwricl-wPOL 2wpd-Giut_ trhiQ 
h 

	

	 wuh 	rdt. trwproiwiiyi wiquiLiwbbi_ng h  2wpctifuiliC nq_h 
2,n.: U ju 2w1rcfnuni uwuinwgnjl pwTi np bribi jwifu 9wpwphwjh 2,w jng 

lituRnraiLinuh, pin k  wtfh 	 2,w jng: 0,11q. 6wliq.hulhwt_ 11114 Li bpwbbill 
Lutulinuinuli cl-phq_np 11,2innibhwg OW. nZ Liwpwg hipw 	 hppLi 
jwjlid-wif wriolawi h 	GL linpw 	mfwiip 	2wpchf MIL q_LpLqi,fwbwgw‘i 
bd.  : 

The colophon of an Armenian gospel (ms. Tubingen 13.4) records: "[It was written... 
in the year 893] In that year the city of Dvin was destroyed. Many people lost their 
lives and the churches were knocked down. [God] did these things to purge our sins". 

3npnLuf ithfh Linp8wliGgwi 	puirl_wp h  2wpdtfuAL tL puiqnhip 
Llibribghp 	 U,ju hpu q_np8Lgwi tjwu'u 8nilwgLuiL tihrtwg htf ng: 

The colophon in the Ejmiadzin ms.977/70 provides similar information. 
In a recent note, the Armenian textual scholar Abrahamyan (1976, cc.139-44) tried to 
correct the date of this earthquake, placing it in 894 instead of 893, on the basis of the 
computation of Easter and the whole calculations in the colophon. But he failed to 
take the Arabic sources into account and, as we shall now see, they supply some very 
useful additional information. The fact is that this earthquake was not solely of in-
terest to the Armenian tradition: since, as we have pointed out, Dvin was ruled by the 
Arab caliphate, the earthquake attracted the attention of central government. As 
al-Tabari records, Baghdad was therefore sent a letter which reveals the exact date of 
the earthquake: "In that year [280 of the Hegira = 23 March 893 -12 March 894 A.D.] in 
the month of dhu 'l-hijja [11 February - 12 March 894 A.D.] a letter from Dabil [Dvin] 
reported a lunar eclipse on 14 shawwal [27 December 893 AD.], which lasted all night 
long. When people woke up in the morning, they found the earth wrapped in persist-
ent darkness. In the afternoon a strong and black wind rose up and lasted until a 
third of the night. After the wind, the earth shook. In the morning, people saw that 
the town had disappeared; only 100 houses were still standing. According to the let- 391 
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ter, 30,000 people were taken from the ruins and buried. After the first shock, five 
more followed. It was said that the total number of victims in the ruins was 150,000". 
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Elias of Nisibis takes up the report given by al-Tabari. 
This was a very severe earthquake and caused the catholicate to be moved from Dvin 
to its present seat at Valarshapat (present-day Echmiadzin). Recent excavations in 
the cathedral and palace area of the Kat`olikos (see Ralant'aryan 1992, and 
Ralant'aryan et al. 1992) have made it possible to identify traces of the earthquake. 
For the city buildings in general, see Cuneo (1988, pp.114-7). For later Arabic sources 
which use al-Tabari, see Ambraseys and Melville (1982, p.175, note 33). 
In some catalogues, this earthquake has given rise to problems of location. The most 
recent regional catalogue (Karapetian 1991) records an earthquake at "Ardebil” in the 
year "869", but this is in fact the famous earthquake at Dvin on 27 December 893. 
What has happened is that the catalogue tradition has confused the city of Ardebil (in 
Azerbaijan) with the place-name Dabil recorded by the Arab historian al-Tabari, this 
being the Arab name for Dvin (see Saint-Martin 1851, p.403, note 50). In fact, the 
basic source of the mistake lies in the difficulty experienced by medieval writers in 
identifying the place-name Dabil. Grumel (1958) made the same mistake, thereby 
creating an earthquake doublet, for he placed one at Dvin in 892 and one at "Dabel" on 
23 September 893, using Elias of Nisibis as his source. This confusion can already be 
found in Barhebraeus, who locates an earthquake in India in the year 893. As 
Ambraseys and Melville (1982, p.174, note 133) have already pointed out, this caused 
19th century seismologists to locate the earthquake in Pakistan. The date of the 
earthquake is debated. The excellent evidence provided by a l-Tabari suggests 27 
December 893, while the chronographical calculations carried out by Abrahamyan 
(1976) lead him to suggest the year 894. 

( 278) 894 Apulia, Samnium 
sources 	Cat. reg. Lang. et ducutn Benev. 496 

literature 	Poupardin (1907) 

catalogues Capocci (1861); Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

There is a brief mention of this earthquake in an anonymous Catalogus regum 
Langobardorum et ducum Beneventanorum, in Vatican Codex 5001 (ff.140v-142r) 
which was probably written in Benevento in the last decade of the 9th century 
(Poupardin 1907, pp.18-20). 
After noting that Lambert succeeded his father, Guido of Spoleto, on the throne in 894, 
the chronicler records an earthquake which struck Samnium and Apulia: "Shortly 
afterwards, a great earthquake occurred throughout Samnium and Apulia. This was 
followed during the reign [of Lambert] by the burning of half the city of Benevento, 
from the church of St.Renato to the Porta Aurea; it happened on the same day as the 
beginning of the siege of the city three years earlier". 

Denique hinc factus est eisdem diebus fere per omne Samnium seu Apulia terraemotus 
ingens. Subsecuta deinde est sub prephato patricio [Lamberto] concrematio ferme 



mediae civitatis Beneventanae, ab ecclesia sancti Renati sursum usque portam 
Auream; eodem die, lam tertio anno completo postquam obsideri eadem cepta fuerat 
civitas. 

The fire in Benevento probably has no connection with the earthquake, but it seems to 
be related to the long siege which the city underwent. In mentioning the fire, moreo-
ver, the author of the Catalogus is at pains to stress that both it and the earthquake 
happened during the reign of Lambert. There would have been no need to mention 
this if he had intended to convey that one was caused by the other. 

( 279) c.906 0Wargop` 
sources 	Orb. 44 

literature Cuneo (1988) 

catalogues Abich (1882); Step`anyan (1964); Kondorskaja and Shebalin (1977); 

Ambraseys and Melville (1982); Karapetian (1991) 

About a century and a half after the great Vayoc` Jor earthquake, another fairly 
serious seismic event is recorded for the same area, near the monastery of the 
Vegetarians (Kotakerk`) and the village of K`argop`. This latter earthquake is re-
corded in the seismological tradition (Abich 1882; Step`anyan 1964; Kondorskaya and 
Shebalin 1977; Karapetian 1991, no.14, gives the generic location Vajoe-Jor). 
Stephen Orbelian mentions that, after the death of Prince Ashot Bagratuni, the 
church of Xotakerle, also called K`argop` (the information given in Ambraseys and 
Melville 1982, p.38, is incorrect), was destroyed in an earthquake, together with the 
monastery: "After the death of the pious and royal Prince Ashot, the church and the 
whole monastery building were destroyed in a terrible earthquake". 

Cl. wului 011116unit-1 pwptiulw2tri tai wppwitwni p 11.2nin. 	Li ti uwuwliEi 2wpd-LitubL 
intualw (JAI tiliLi-thighpb hi wiftibwpJ ?runt uThp 

There follows the correspondence between queen Shushan and bishop John, dated 
910, concerning the business of rebuilding church and monastery, which was com-
pleted in 911. For the monastery, see Cuneo (1988, p.395). 

( 280) 29 August 911-17 August 912 •al-Bas, Kairouan 
sources 	Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil f i'l-ta'rileh 8.50; Ibn 'Adhari, Bayan al-mughrib 1.166 

literature 	Taher (1979) 

catalogues Poirier and Taher (1980) 

Ibn al-Athir refers to earthquakes affecting Tunisia: "In that year there were some 
earthquakes at Kairouan. Nobody had ever seen such powerful earthquakes before". 

ii i ‘• 	 JA.) 

Ibn `Adhari reports the same events: "In that year [299 of the Hegira = 29 August 911 - 
17 August 912 A.D ] there were some earthquakes at Kairouan; a village on the coast 
called al-Bas was destroyed". 

J3J3 

( 281) 29 August 911-17 August 912 Egypt 
sources 	 Muruj 8.282 

literature Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Maffei (1987); Yeomans (1991) 
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al-Mas`Udi — who lived at the time of the events he is narrating — records an earth-
quake at Kufa (in present-day Iraq), and claims that there was also an earthquake in 
Egypt in the same year 299 of the Hegira: "There was a hail of stones in Kufa, each 
one of them weighing a baghdadian ratl (2.5 kg). Then a wind blew up obscuring the 
sunlight and this [happened] in the month of Ramadan. It caused the destruction of 
houses and other buildings. There was also a strong earthquake which caused the 
death of many people. It happened in Kufa in the year 299 [of the Hegira = 29 August 
911 - 17 August 912 A.D.]. In Egypt too, in the same year, there was a strong earth-
quake, and a comet appeared". 
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The comet referred to by al-Mas`Udi was almost certainly Halley's Comet, for Chinese 
and Japanese sources record that it passed by in May or — more probably —July 912 
(Ho Peng Yoke 1962, p.178; Maffei 1987, pp.203-6; Yeomans 1991, p.387). 
The earthquake in Egypt recorded by al-Mas`udi may be the one recorded as affecting 
Tunisia by Ibn al-Athir and Ibn 'Adhari. 

( 282) 926/927 O•Thrace >subsidence, surface faulting?‹ 
sources t 	Theoph. Cont. 411; Scylitz. 221 = Cedren. 2.207 

sources 2 Georg. Cont. 903; Leo Gramm. 502; Mich. Syr. 549 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Grumel (1958); 
Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes Continuatus records a destructive earthquake which struck many vil-
lages of the Thrace: "At that time there was a terrible earthquake in the Theme of the 
Thracians. It made a huge chasm, which swallowed up many villages and churches". 

'E)41/E-Eo 	Kai TTIVIKatiiTa (ELOLLOCZ 4O13EpOc EV TO) 04taTI TOiV Opal( 1-10i0IV, Kai XCiCfila 
y 	ct Kai KaTC1:70,11KTLK6V, WOTE init-)A ZO)pi.a Kal EKK1.YIOIa cckcivopoug  

Katcutoeilvat. 

Joannes Scylitzes takes up this report, in almost the same words: "At that time there 
was an earthquake in the Theme of the Thracians, which created terrible chasms, so 
that many churches and villages were swallowed up with all their inhabitants". 

'Ey ivETo TiViKaliTa Kai OEM11.6:: EV TO) 0 41aTl TOW 0 pcvic 110 iOW Kai XaCqtaTa ?fig 
K atajCialKTIK 6GTE Jt0"aa XO)pLa Kai 	 airuivopouz KaTa1T001)Val. 

( 283) 4 October 935 *Egypt 
sources 1 	Ibn Batriq, al-Ta'rflth al-majmu' 28 

sources 2 	Ibn 	 Kanz al-durar 5.301 

literature 	Taher (1979) 

catalogues Sieberg  (1932 a); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

Ibn Batriq tells of a strong earthquake — its effects are not specified — which struck 
Egypt at the beginning of October 935: "In the third day of the month of dhu '1-qa`da 
[in the year 323 of the Hegira = 4 October 935 AD ], there was a strong earthquake in 
Egypt, and a hail of meteorites as well". 
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The same information, including the hail of meteorites, is taken up by Ibn 
al-Dawadari, but he dates the earthquake to the year 321 of the Hegira: "In that year 
[321 of the Hegira = 1 January 933 - 21 December 933 AD], a terrible earthquake 
struck Egypt, accompanied by a hail of meteorites. Many buildings were destroyed". 

j 	 -La 	tt.c ZJ" 	 Lit" 

It is worth mentioning that a hail of meteorites and an earthquake in Egypt were 
reported by al-MasTidi for the year 299 of the Hegira (see entry (281 )). 

( 284) 2-3 July 944 Cordoba 
sources 	Ibn `Adhari, Bayari al-mughrib 2.227 

literature 	Taher (1979) 

catalogues Poirier and Taher (1980) 

In early July 944, the inhabitants of Cordoba were thrown into a state of alarm by an 
earthquake; and the tremor was followed by a dust storm which destroyed crops. 
Ibn `Adhari writes: "In that year [332 of the Hegira] on Monday night 9 dhu 1-qa`da 
[2 July 944 A D ] there was a strong earthquake in Cordoba, such as nobody had ever 
seen or heard before. The earthquake happened in the evening and lasted for an 
hour. The people of Cordoba were frightened and ran into the mosques crying and 
praying. [God] came to their aid, turning [the earthquake] away from them. The 
next morning, a stormy wind blew up, immediately followed by another [earthquake]; 
both uprooted a great number of trees, including olive-trees, fig-trees and palms, and 
destroyed many roofs. Then came a rain of dust and big hail stones that killed many 
beasts and birds. Any cultivation was destroyed, and signs of the disaster persisted 
for many years". 
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( 285 ) 945 Constantinople >subsidence?‹ 
sources 	Theoph. Cont. 441 

literature 	Downey (1958) 

catalogues Grumel (1958); Shebalin et al. (1974); Guidoboni (1989) 

Theophanes Continuatus records a case of subsidence, but there is a great deal of 
uncertainty as to its cause. The reference has become part of the seismological tradi-
tion thanks to Grumel and Downey; but considerable doubt remains about the occur-
rence: "When the emperors Stephen and Constantine were expelled from the palace on 
the orders of Constantine Porphyrogenitus [945], deep cracks appeared in the house of 
John Kourkouas, who was a magister and ex-domestic of the Scholae, in that of 
Romanus the Saronite, magister, and in a number of other houses". 395 



ETEOVOI) xai KOLVOTONTLV011 TO5V Pal:511E0W K aTEVEXOEVTCOV &TO TCLO aCa.aTLOU nparpOJLIJ 
KCOVOTCLVT LVOV TOO flopOupoy EVVTIT01), XOLVVOUpaptaap* yeyOVEV Ev TO OLICO) Tao 
1.tayioTpou loyivvou tou Kouptcoila toy 67E080l1E:3T LK 013 TOW OXOXWV Kai cis toy too 
tiayiaTpot) `Pcoliavoii /apcovi,Tou Kai 	iT6oKyug Kai 81,46 poi); OLKOUg. 

Downey (1955, p.599) and Grumel (1958, p.479) consider this to be evidence of an 
earthquake, which they date to 948. 

286) 25 July 950 *Cairo 
sources 	al-Nuwayri, Nihyat al-arab 26.18 
literature 	Taher (1979) 
catalogues Poirier and Taher (1980) 

al-Nuwayri reports an earthquake which caused damage in Cairo: "On 6 safar in the 
year 339 [of the Hegira = 25 July 950 An] the earth shook in Cairo. The tremors lasted 
for a longtime, causing the collapse of many houses and part of the old mosque (?)". 
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(287) 951-1004 ORossano >landslide< 
sources 	Barthol. Ross. Vita S.Nili 2 
literature 	Rossi (1837); Giovanelli (1966) 
catalogues Capocci (1861); Mercalli (1883);  Baratta (1901); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

An account of this earthquake has come down to us as an episode in the Life of 
St.Nilus, founder of the monastery of Grottaferrata, written by Bartolomeo da 
Rossano, a disciple of his, in the second half of the 10th century. Many historians (see 
Giovanelli 1966) have taken the view that Bartolomeo's narrative is a reliable source 
of information for the history of southern Italy in the 10th century. 
His text presents the earthquake as a tremendous cataclysm. Together with a land-
slide which followed, it caused such havoc in the village of Rossano that the inhab-
itants themselves could scarcely recognise it afterwards. The village is mentioned 
both because of the destruction caused there and because of the miraculous events 
which surrounded the earthquake. Bartolomeo stresses the fact that only the cathe-
dral church and the chapel of Santa Irene were spared, and also that none of the in-
habitants or their animals were killed, this being evidence of the benevolent protec-
tion offered by the saint: "At about that time there was a terrible earthquake at 
Rossano, accompanied by continuous rain by night and day, with the result that there 
was a landslide in the lower part of the village which buried houses and churches, 
sparing only the cathedral and the church of Santa Irene. All those who saw how 
what happened changed the appearance and position of everything were struck with 
great amazement and terror. But it was much more amazing that in spite of the tre-
mendous cataclysm, neither persons nor animals lost their lives". 

'Ev Tu) K 0E430 ix £ iV19 CIE Lop.oii [tEydX01_, K aTakCI(3OVTOg to TOO aVOV tat& no),.A.Oliv 
vuxOTIOpcov Op.13pox-n.-uoctv, Kai. TOO civo)Tpou Opoug EJLCIVCCOTCLVTOg auv aliK 0 Lc xai  
EUxtrlpioLC, K021 Enei.Oovtoz TOO KaTWTe pat), K CtX4CLVTOc TE °Ilan); Kai EKK X110 L 	K al 

aioE00EVTOg EL [LI) 1.LOVI1V trly KC:LOC/X.1K T1V EKKXTIGLaV, Kai TO OvolAcc Tits Cx.yixt; 
Eifrivrig, eau[tctoTOv 1jv Kai OoPEpev Toffs Op6iot TO movOg, (lac( E alcov OctivoliEva 
Tet ncivta, Kai iTEpa cive' iTipayv. 	TO Si 3-capcitioov, Ola Ev TO 101.7TO) K aTaK 2,,ucr [to) 
(1)olicpu) aUSEttict 	Ocv0p6nou rj KTTiVOlig altO)kETO. 396 



Giovanelli (1966, p.158, note 109) is inclined to think that the earthquake was less 
severe than Bartolomeo suggests, and blames landscape changes on the landslide, 
caused by incessant rain. However, in the light of earthquake effects in the same area 
in more recent times (for example, the earthquake of 24 April 1836, which caused con-
siderable landscape changes at Rossano: Rossi 1837, p.29; Baratta 1901, pp.379-80), it 
is quite possible that the earthquake described in the Life of St.Nilus did indeed pro-
duce such substantial earth movements that the landscape around Rossano became 
unrecognisable to its own inhabitants. Giovanelli (1966, p.158, note 109) dates the 
earthquake to 973-975, before the time of the incursions by Abu al-Qasim, Emir of 
Palermo; but he does not make clear his reasons for doing so. We think it more appro-
priate to place it within a broader time scale, namely between 951-952 and 1004 -
that is to say, between the time when al Hasan, Emir of Sicily, raided Calabria 
(Giovanelli 1966, p.148, note 79; p.151, note 87, p.154, note 99) and the date of the 
death of St.Nilus. 

( 288) the night of 15 September 951 *Alexandria, •Egypt 
sources 	al-Antaki, Dhayl ta'rikh Ibn Batriq 113;  Ibn al-Dawadari, Kanz al-durar 5.323 
literature 	Taher (1979) 
catalogues Poirier and Taher (1980); Maamoun et al. (1984) 

According to al-Antaki, an earthquake tremor caused many houses to collapse in 
Egypt and damaged the lighthouse at Alexandria: "There was an earthquake in Egypt 
on the night after 11 rabi II in the year 340 [of the Hegira = 15 September 951 A D ]. 
Many buildings collapsed that night, and there were many victims. Some springs 
also flowed out, and the lighthouse at Alexandria split open". 
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Ibn al-Dawadari refers to two historical traditions which differ as to the date of an 
earthquake in Egypt: "In that year [338 of the Hegira = 1 July 949 - 19 June 950 A D 
there was a strong earthquake in Egypt. People fled into the desert of their own 
accord. 	So it appears in the account by Sahib al-Barq al-Shami [Imad al-Din 
al-Isfahani]. According to other Egyptian historians, this terrible earthquake happe-
ned in the year 340 [of the Hegira = 9 June 951 -28 May 952 A.D.]". 
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This information, however, may refer to the earthquake which al-Nuwayri dates to 25 
July 950 A.D. (see entry ( 286 )). 

( 289) 9 June 951-28 May 952 •Aleppo, •Dultik, •Ra'ban, •Tall Hand 
sources 	Ibn Tagri Birdi, al-Nujam al-zcihira 3.305 
literature 	Taher (1979) 
catalogues Poirier et al. (1980); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

Ibn Tagri Birdi describes a forty-day period of very destructive seismic activity which 
affected Aleppo and other places: "In that year [340 of the Hegira = 9 June 951 - 28 
May 952 A D ] there were many earthquake tremors in Aleppo and other cities. They 
lasted for forty days, causing many victims and destroying the strongholds of Tall 397 
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Hamid [Tall Halid] and those of the towns of Ra`ban and Dultik; in the walls of the lat-
ter, three towers collapsed". 
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( 290) noon on 5 January 956 *Alexandria, Egypt, Maghreb, Syria 
sources 	al-Mas`ndi, al-Tanbili 48-9 

literature Taher (1979) 

catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Poirier and Taher (1980); Maamoun et al. (1984) 

al-Mas`Udi says that while he was in Cairo, news arrived from Egypt, Syria and the 
Maghreb of a violent earthquake which had caused particular damage to the light-
house at Alexandria: "In the month of Ramadan of the year 344 [19 December 955 - 17 
January 956 AI)] the upper part [of the lighthouse at Alexandria] collapsed from the 
top for about 30 cubits because of the earthquake in Egypt and in large parts of Syria 
and the Maghreb at the same time. I was in Cairo at the time, and according to the 
news there, the earthquake was a terrible disaster. It lasted for half an hour. It hap-
pened at noon on Saturday 18th of that month [5 January 956 A D ]; which corresponds 
to 5 Canun II in the Syrian calendar, 9 dimah in the Persian calendar, and 9 tuba in 
the Coptic calendar". 
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( 291) 12 May 963 Egypt 
sources 	al-Ant aki , Dhayl ta'rikh Ibn Bat rlq 121 

literature 	Taher (1979) 
catalogues von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

According to al-Ant5ki an earthquake struck Egypt, but no particular effects are men-
tioned: "During the night of 14 Rabi` II in the year 352 [of the Hegira = 12 May 963 A.D.] 

there was an earthquake in Egypt, accompanied by a violent storm. The next day, the 
sun took on a deep red colour from morning until sunset; people invoked God's mercy". 
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( 292) dawn on a day in late September 967 *Claudiopolis, 
Constantinople, Honorias, Paphlagonia 

sources 	Leo Diac. 68; Scylitz. 277 = Cedren. 2.372; Zon. 2.206 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Grumel (1958); Guidoboni (1989) 

Leo Diaconus, a chronicler who lived at the time of the occurrence, records a destruc-
tive earthquake at Claudiopolis: "In that same year [967 A.D.], just when the summer 
solstice was giving way to autumn, God shook the earth so violently that houses and 
cities were damaged. It was then that Claudiopolis, that lovely city in Galatia, was 
destroyed by an extremely violent earthquake tremor, which suddenly made it a tomb 
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for its inhabitants, and instantly killed many people from other places who happened 
to be passing that way". 

Kates Se Toy otiytOv zpOvov, aptt trjs 0EpnrrIg Tpomig 1.1.ETC(PC01101:, 	 to 

1.1ET67t1000V, EOE IGEN o 0E0c 1.1E7 O., thg K 	OLKLag K CeL aotrldVaT000TT1V01. 
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Ka-rEputweEiciav ix trig dvintocriCurou xtvricficog K01 ,VOGECOg, 01(1)V1,8101/ T(.151/ 011(11T0p0JV 

T 040 V yivio0ai, xai no?aoiig ToTiv innki5Saw napctruzOvrag Ev Cocapil Sicpeapiivai. 

Joannes Scilitzes is more specific about the date, and reports that the earthquake 
struck Honorias and Paphlagonia: "On 2 September, during the twelfth hour of the 
night [c.5 a.m.], in the eleventh indiction, a very strong earthquake tremor struck 
Honorias and Paphlagonia". 

Ai-u-r63cc Si ourri[iiipiou [tivog, copes trig vux-roc ScoSixcitri, iv8tx-ruiivog ivSexcitrig 

yiyovs ppao[tOg xai K XOVOg plc icci,olog, Kai inaes xaxthg `Oveoik xai flcol)Xayovia. 

Zonaras specificies that Constantinople was not damaged at all: "When Phocas 
[Nicephorus II Phocas] was emperor, there was a tremendous earthquake tremor, 
which caused no damage at all in the city of Constantinople, but other cities were 
badly damaged". 

Fiyovi Si Toil (Dowd f3CtOlkEl:/OVT0; xai K XOVOC; Tijg yij; cppticoThicr-raTog, E oiutep 1j [I:EV 

KWVOTWITi VOU 01:1 IrciV11 T1 71310V OE , 	 ETE 001 K1E'L o46boa ainbveacnv. 

Since the contemporary source refers to "the time when summer was giving way to 
autumn", we have thought it appropriate to date the earthquake to the end of 
September. 

( 293) 1 *July 969 •Egypt 
sources 	al-Ant aki, Dhayl ta'rikh. Ibn Bat riq 133 
literature 	Taher (1979) 
catalogues Sieberg (1932 a); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

Many people died in earthquakes which struck Egypt at the beginning of July 969, 
according to al-Antall: "People woke up on Monday [12 sha`ban 358 of the Hegira = 1 
July 969 Au ; 1 July 969 was not a Monday but a Tuesday] in fear and trembling be-
cause of the earthquakes that ravaged the land. Many people died [in the disaster]". 
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( 294) 972 •Antioch, Damascus 
sou rces 	al-Ant aid, Dhayl ta'rikh Ibn Batriq 139; al-Magrizi, Itti`ciz al-hunafa' 1.131 

literature 	Taher (1979) 
catalogues Poirier et al. (1980); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

al-Antaki refers to the rebuilding of the walls of Antioch after they had collapsed in an 
earthquake: "There was an earthquake in Antioch, and a large part of its walls col-
lapsed. The emperor [John] son of Zimisces sent Michael Burtzes with 12,000 work-
men and bricklayers. The fallen walls were restored to their original form". 
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According to al-Magrizi the earthquake also affected Damascus: "A strong earthquake 
suddenly occurred in Damascus and the surrounding area. It caused many towers to 
collapse in Antioch". 
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( 295) towards dawn on 20 January 976 Monza 
sources 	A notula in ms 6B 45 (b18/135), f.23r 
literature Bianchi (1723); Frisi (1794); Waitz (1878); Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Cappelli (1983) 
catalogues Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Guidoboni (1989); Alexandre (1990) 

This earthquake is recorded in a notula to be found in f.23r of a codex of the Historia 
Langobardorum of Paul the Deacon, now in the Biblioteca Capitolare at Monza. 
Together with other annotations about the church at Monza, this notula was probably 
inserted into Paul the Deacon's text by the scribe, whose hand has been dated to the 
11th or 12th century by Waitz (1878, p.34 and note 4), who edited the work for the 
Monumenta Germaniae Historica. 
It is probable that in the text from which the scribe was working the annotation was in 
the margin and derived from the observations of an eye-witness of the earthquake. 
This is suggested by the tenor of the information provided, together with that of the 
annotations which precede and follow it, as well as the inclusion of a number of 
descriptive details. 
The brief reference to the earthquake appears between a report of a comet during the 
reign of Otto II (August 975) and the description of an unusual celestial phenomenon 
(referred to as "signum in celo") which occurred on 31 October 970, during the joint 
reign of Otto I and Otto II (968-973). 
The notula reads: "During the reign of the emperor Otto II, in the month of August, a 
comet appeared, in the third indiction. In the same year, the following happened on 
the thirteenth day before the Calends of February [20 January]: the moon ceased to 
shine for about an hour, and there was a great earthquake, towards cockcrow, in the 
fourth indiction". 

Regnante Ottone minore Imperatore mense augusti totum apparuit stella cometis per- 
currente indictione .111. In ipso anno hoc fuit 	Kl. februarii: luna amisit lumen 
suum quasi hora una et terremotus factus est magnus iuxta gallorum cantus pro indic-
tione .1111. 

This is the comet recorded by certain Chinese chronicles for 3 August 975 (Ho Peng 
Yoke 1962, p.181). The second date must therefore refer to the eclipse of the moon 
and the earthquake, which the text suggests occurred together. 
As for the dating system used in this source, it has to be pointed out that the writer of 
the notula seems to have been using a style which worked from the Incarnation and 
began the year on 25 March: that explains how the appearance of the comet and the 
eclipse of the moon could be placed in the same year (August and 20 January 975 in 
the Incarnation style, which correspond to August 975 and 20 January 976 in our 
present-day calendar). 
The calculation of the indiction was based on a different system, however. In the 
Byzantine system, the indiction number changed every 1 September (we know that 
the Greek or Byzantine indiction system was used in the Milan area in the period with 
which we are concerned); and that explains how the two above-mentioned dates could 
respectively fall in the third (August 975) and fourth indiction (20 January 976; see 
Cappelli 1983, pp.6-7, 10). 



(296) 19 August 977-8 August 978 Mandia 
sources 1 	Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil fi'l-ta'rikh 8.510 

sources 2 Ibn 'Adhari, Bayern al-mughrib 1.247 

literature Taher (1979) 
catalogues Roux (1932); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

After mentioning strange phenomena in the sky which frightened people, Ibn al-Athir, 
reports a period of seismic activity which obliged the inhabitants of Mandia in Tunisia 
to abandon their homes: "In that year [367 of the Hegira = 19 August 977 - 8 August 
978 A.D.] the sky took on a fiery red colour between East and North like flames, and 
people poured into the streets invoking the name of God. There was a dreadful earth-
quake at Mandia which lasted for forty days. The people of the city left their homes 
and properties". 
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This is probably the same earthquake as that described by Ibn al-Athir and Ibn 
`Adhari though the latter dates the earthquake to the year 371 of the Hegira instead of 
367: "In the month of Jumada I of that year [371 of the Hegira = 2 November -
1 December 981 AD], there were earthquakes in Mandia for the whole of that month 
and the first ten days of the next [until 11 December]. The earth shook more than 
once each day; most of the population fled, abandoning their homes and properties. 
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25 October 989/990 •Ariano Irpino, •Benevento, •Capua, 
• Conza della Campania, •Frigento, •Ronsa, *Vipers 
Ann. Benevent. 127; Leo Ost. Chr. Mon. Casin. 189; Romuald. Salem. Chron. 170-1 

Bertolini (1923); Pratesi (1956); Ho Peng Yoke (1962); Hoffmann (1967); Abruzzo Molise (1979); 

Chiusano (1983); Molin (1985); Bloch (1986); Maffei (1987); Valensise and Pantosti (1993) 
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catalogues Manetti [1457]; Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Perrey (1848); Capocci (1861); 
Mercalli (1883); Baratta (1901); Grumel (1958); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Guidoboni (1989) 

The earliest evidence for this earthquake is to be found in the Annales Beneventani of 
the monastery of S.Sofia. They were written in three redactions at the beginning of 
the 12th century, and derive from earlier Annales Beneventani, which were probably 
drawn up as annotations to the chronological tables of the monastery from the early 
9th century, and perhaps even in the late 8th century (Bertolini 1923, p.87). 
The earthquake is reported very briefly in redaction A.1.: "In the year 990, in the third 
[indiction], on the eighth clay before the Calends of November [25 October] there was a 
great earthquake at Benevento, which caused many buildings to collapse, and many 
people were killed". 

.Dccruxc. [indictione] 	kalendas novembris factus est terremotus magnus in 
Benevento, pro quo ceciderunt multa edificia, et plures homines mortui sunt. 

Redaction A.2. is more detailed: "In the year 990, in the third indiction, in the eighth 
year of Lord Pandulf and the third year of his son Landulf. On the eighth day before 
the Calends of November [25 October] of that year there was an earthquake which 
caused fifteen towers to collapse in Benevento, and many houses at Vipera, and one 
hundred and fifty people died as a result". 

DCCCCLVOsX [indictione] ill, an. .vull. domni Paldolfi et ill an. domni Landolfi filii eius. 
hoc anno 	kalendas novembris fuit terremotus unde corruerunt turres xv. in 
Benevento, et Vipera domus multe, et ex eo mortui sunt 	homines. 

Another important account is that of Leo Ostiensis, who probably had before him the 
common source of the three redactions of the Annales Beneuentani (Bertolini 1923, 
pp.70-1). However, he must either have used that source to a greater extent than the 
others, or else he used other sources as well, because his account of the effects of the 
earthquake embraces a much greater area, including Capua, Ariano Irpino, Frigento, 
Conza della Campania and Ronsa: "Before these two years there was a great earth-
quake in both Capua and Benevento: it caused many houses to collapse in Capua and 
made the bells of the town toll of their own accord. At Benevento it destroyed Vipera 
and caused fifteen towers to collapse, killing one hundred and fifty people in them. It 
destroyed much of Ariano and Frigento. It reduced about half of Conza to ruins and 
killed its bishop as well as many others. It also destroyed Ronsa and all its inhab-
itants". 

Ante hoc ferme biennium ingens terremotus factus est tam in Capua quam in 
Benevento, ita ut in Capua plurimas domus everteret et campanas eiusdem civitatis per 
se sonari faceret. In Benevento autem Viperam deiecit et subvertit quindecim turres, in 
quibus videlicet centum quinquaginta homines mortui sunt. De Ariano et Frecento 
magnam partem destruxit. Compsanam civitatem prope mediam evertit eiusque epi-
scopum cum aliis multis occidit. Ronsam vero cum universis fere in ea manentibus 
summersit. 

A later source containing a description of the earthquake is the Chronicon of Romuald 
of Salerno, which was compiled in the second half of the 12th century. Although it 
provides no further information as to where the earthquake struck, it does describe 
the passage of a comet which is not mentioned by the Annales Beneuentani or Leo 
Ostiensis: "In the year of our Lord 990, a star appeared in the north whose bright tail 
stretched towards the south for almost one pace. And a few days later the same star 
reappeared in the west and its bright tail stretched towards the east. 	Soon 
afterwards there was a great earthquake which destroyed many houses in Benevento 
and killed many people in Capua, and it also destroyed many churches in the city of 
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Ariano. About half of the city of Frigento also collapsed, and and it destroyed about half of 
the city of Conza with its bishop and many other people. It overwhelmed the whole of 
Ronsa and its inhabitants". 

Anno dominice incarnationis DCCCCXC stella a parte septemtrionis apparuit habens 
splendorem qui tenebat contra meridiem quasi passum unum. Et post paucos dies ite-
rum apparuit eadem stella a parte occidentalis et splendor eius ad orientem tendebat. 
Et non post multos fuit terre motus magnus qui plures evertit domos in Benevento et in 
Capua multosque homines occidit et in ciuitate Apriano plures ecclesias subuertit. 
Ciuitas • quoque Frequentus pene media cecidit, ciuitatem vero Consanam prope 
mediam cum episcopo subuertit, multosque homines oppressit. Ronsem totam cum 
eius homines submersit. 

There is still some uncertainty about the location of the sites (now lost) of Vipera and 
Ronsa. As regards Vipera, Bertolini (1923, p.127, note 2) suggested that it might be 
either a fortified village near Benevento or a district in the city itself. On the basis of 
the research carried out by Bloch (1986), however, the suggestion that it was a district 
of Benevento has to be discarded. The village mentioned in the sources is probably 
the "castrum Vipera" referred to in some documents from the Abbey of Montecassino 
(see Bloch 1986, pp.277-8). It was situated about 45 km north of Benevento, near 
present-day Gambatesa, on or near the hill known as "Toppo della Vipera". The vil-
lage of Ronsa was probably situated on a hill to the south of that on which stood Conza 
della Campania, later becoming part of the ancient town of Conza, which was 
destroyed in the earthquake of 23 November 1980 (Chiusano 1983, pp.177-81; see also 
Valensise and Pantosti 1993, p.235). 
The earthquake cannot possibly have damaged the church at S.Liberatore a Maiella, 
as has been claimed (Abruzzo Molise 1979, pp.330-1). The fact that abbot Theobald, 
who was Prior of S.Liberatore until 1022, records in his Commemoratorium that he 
rebuilt the church around 1007, does not prove the point; for he himself says that he 
found the wooden church in a very poor state because of its age, and he makes no men-
tion of any part of it having collapsed, let alone of earthquakes. 
Although the Annales Beneventani and Romuald of Salerno specifically date the earth-
quake to the year 990, there is much uncertainty and debate amongst scholars as to 
when it really occurred. Bertolini (1923, p.127, note 2) thinks that the earthquake 
probably occurred in October 989 "because October 990 would be in the tenth and 
fourth years of the rule of Pandulf II and Landulf V respectively. Furthermore, that 403 



would be in the fourth indiction". More recently, however, Hoffmann (1967, p.166 
note 25) has rejected the arguments of Bertolini (1923) and Pratesi (1956), pointing 
out that: "the indictions and the years of the ruler's reign in the source are related in 
only a very schematic way to the year of the Incarnation, and therefore do not usually 
fully match up". In Hoffmann's view, therefore, it is better to follow the Annales 
Beneventani and Romuald of Salerno, who specifically date the earthquake to 990. 
However, Romualdo's dating is also probably more problematic than it appears. The 
"star" described in the Chronicon was probably Halley's comet. We know from 
Chinese sources that Halley's comet could certainly be seen at least during the period 
12 August - 12 September in the year 989 (Ho Peng Yoke 1962, p.181; Maffei 1987, 
pp.206-9). Hence, if what Romualdo reports really was Halley's comet, we must at 
least split the information which he brings together under the year 990; for there is no 
doubt at all that the sighting of the comet must have occurred in the previous year. 
This does not mean that the earthquake must also be dated to 989, although the tem-
poral link between comet and earthquake as set out in the Chronicon, "et non post 
multos", does tend to suggest that. 
If, then, we collate all the available information, we can suggest that the sequence of 
events may have been as follows: 12 August -12 September 989: Halley's comet visible 
(Chinese sources and Romuald of Salerno); 25 October 989: earthquake in Irpinia (".vm 
kalendas novembris" appears in both redactions of the Annales Beneventani). 
Romualdo's expression "et non post multos" fits the period between the first half of 
September, by which time Halley's comet could probably no longer be seen, and 25 
October (about 6 weeks later), when the Irpinia earthquake occurred. 

( 298) the evening of 26 October 989 •Constantinople, •Nicomedia 
sources 	Anonymous lament; Leo. Diac. 175-6; al-Ant aki, Dhayl 	Ibn Batriq 428; 

Synax. Eccl. Constant. 166; Scylitz. 331-2 = Cedren. 2.438 

literature Wiirthle (1917); Mango (1962, 1988) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Mallet (1853); Schmidt (1881); Downey (1955); Grumel (1958); 

Ambraseys (1962 b); Shebalin et al. (1974); Comninakis and Papazachos (1982); 

Papazachos and Papazachos (1989); Guidoboni (1989) 

Leo Diaconus describes this earthquake at Constantinople with a wealth of detail. It 
is famous for having damaged a large number of buildings, including the church of 
St. Sophia, which was later reinforced with powerful buttresses by Basil II: "When eve-
ning arrived on the day when it is customary to commemorate the great Demetrius 
martyr [26 October in Greece], there was an earthquake such as had never before 
occurred in those days. It caused the towers of Byzantium to collapse and knocked 
down many houses, entombing their inhabitants inside. It razed to the ground vil-
lages near Byzantium and killed a great many peasants; and it even affected the 
upper dome of the great church [St.Sophial and caused the western apse to collapse; 
but it was later rebuilt by the emperor Basil over a period of six years". 

Kal yap ionipag EVIOTakvTig, EV 71 IIVTilATIV toil 	Arllimpi.ou Kat, lAcipmpag 
tEXEIV napa.afiEv 	OUVTIOEla, 4p1ic6orr; iltEvrixOeic GE10110c, Kfit 0i0; 01:1K Gia0; Kata 
takag brl ouvipri tag ysvelig, to TE Jtlip^/61.1aTa toil BUtaVT1,01) npOg ?fly KaTEpiluocri, 
Kai, tag 7tXE1.01.1g codas aVETpEVE, td4ov al5Tag tog 011(01301V a7CEryaCrallEVOc, to TE 
npoaiyyia T013 B'UOUVTI.,01_, XO)pLa µexplg 65(14)our; Kati PCtkE, Kai TCOX11)V Tofiv dypokcov 
1)06pov enolrioev ov IAOvov be, akXit Kai, TO illnerclxUpLov Tijg imEpojag tijc pxyaA.Tig 
EKKX.TIOLac CriYV tf:1 npOg 815criv 6(081 KaTEPaXE Kai EL; ?fly KaTEpi.110)0EV' 67tEp 0.1)0LC, 6 
airoxpd-rwp BacciIELog iv e ivtauTol; i8ourioaTo. 
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Joannes Scylitzes also refers to this earthquake, and dates it to October 986: "In 



October of the year 6494 [October 986], in the fifteenth indiction [986/987], there was 
a powerful earthquake tremor and many houses and churches collapsed, as well as 
part of the dome of the great church of God [St.Sophia]". 

Ivoucticiivog S'E ItEVTEKCCL8EKcitTlg, etous WIKICY)(1XLOCSTOi1 TEtpaKOOLOOTOti 6/EVIIKOGT013-  
TETCipt01), OKTCOPpi3O) tTlvi, i)4vE-ro xXovog [16,ccg, Kal KathtEGOV 0i,'dal ItOXICCI KCC1 vaol 
icasr kpog trig miraipag trig Tub 0Eoii [rEyarig ixxXicrictg. 

The lament Eig tiv `Ayrag Xorl)rag oiqurtworv, formerly attributed to Michael Psellus 
(see Wiirthle 1917; Mango 1988), must be dated to about the year 990. There were in 
fact only three occasions on which the church completely collapsed: in 558, 989 and 
1436. According to Mango (1962, p.77) the correct year is 989, because that is con-
firmed by al-Antaki. What al-Antaki actually wrote was: "In the fourteenth year of 
the reign of Basil [9891, that is to say in the year 379 [of the Hegira = 11 April 989 - 30 
March 990 A.D.], great earthquakes occurred at Constantinople, causing a third of the 
church of S.Sophia to collapse. At Nicomedia, many houses collapsed on top of their 
inhabitants. Later on, the emperor had the collapsed part of St.Sophia rebuilt. He 
restored the church and returned it to its original state. This was done in the eigh-
teenth year of his reign [993 Ant 
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Mango (1988, p.168) points out that, although al-Antaki dates the repairs to the 
church to 993 and Leo Diaconus to 995, there is no real contradiction between them, 
because structural repairs could have been completed in 993 and the finishing touches 
in 995. 	The colophon in Ms.B (Laur. San Marco 304, 10th century) of the 
Etymologicum genuinum dates the reopening of the church to 13 May 994: "[The 
manuscript] was completed by God's grace on Sunday, 13 May at the hour of the day 
when the Great Church was opened". 

'ETEXER6011 Gin/ 0E6) p.1111 [taig) 17' ;11throct KupLaioj dioct Trig /Wow; OTE rivv",;Ev [sic, but 
read iivoi.Evi 	hoar-lora. 

( 299 ) the nigh of 5 April 991 •Ba'albek, •Damascus 
sources 
	al-Ant aki, Dhayl ta'rikh Ibn Batriq 173 

literature 
	Taher (1979) 

catalogues Bonito (1691); Mallet (1853); Sieberg (1932 a); Ben-Menahem (1979); Poirier and Taher (1980) 

al-Antaki — an Arab historian who lived shortly after the event narrated — records a 
series of tremors which caused the collapse of a great many houses in Damascus and 
forced the population to flee into the desert: "On the night of Saturday 17 muharram 
in the year 381 [of the Hegira = 5 April 991 Al)] there was an earthquake at 
Damascus. More than 1000 houses collapsed, and a large number of people died. 
That same night, a village near Ba'albek was swallowed up by the earth. Other 
tremors occurred in Damascus and the surrounding area and Ba'albek. The people 
left their houses to take refuge in the desert, where they lodged in tents. The shocks 
went on repeatedly till Friday 17 safar [5 May] in the same year". 
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( 300) 995 •Balu, •Cop`le, •Painatun, •Ha§teank`, •Xorjean 
sources 1 Stephen of Taren 3.36 

sources 2 Ibn Tagri; Birdi, al-Nujam al-zahira 4.169 

catalogues Abich (1882); Kostaneanc` (1902); Step`anyan (1964); Kondorskaja and Shebalin (1977); 

Poirier and Taher (1980); Karapetian (1991) 

This earthquake struck a whole series of districts in the frontier area between pres-
ent-day Armenia and Turkey. It is recorded in the seismological tradition (Abich 
1882; Step`anyan 1964; Kondorskaya and Shebalin 1977; and Karapetian 1991, where 
two earthquakes are recorded: one in the Kars area and one at "Balu"). See also 
Kostaneanc` (1902, p.18). 
Stephen of TarOn records: "At that time, in the year 444 of the era of the Armenians 
[995 Aid, the earth shook, particularly in the district of iv Armenia: HaUeanle, 
Xorjean, Cop`k`, Balu and Palnatun. And all the buildings collapsed at the same 
time". 

h unpi 	 11 444 fa-nil-lb 2wpct hgwi_ Gptalp, pwjg uwwnwq_njb anppnpri_ 
4wjng, 2,w2wLwbp, funp6bwit, 6nitip, rilw[riL GL qlwrtImnnLII. 	pnopnt11-111 
21-11InLw8p 	 q.pri.fthwao. 

The Arab historian Ibn Tagri Birdi may also be referring to this earthquake, though 
he makes no explicit reference to any particular geographical area, when he writes: 
"In that year [385 of the Hegira = 4 February 995 - 21 January 996] strong earth-
quakes caused the world to shake; many people died in the ruins". 
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Hebrew 2-1  -17:7N 117'111 
ra'as 
re`idat adamah 

earthquake (biblical and modern Hebrew) 
earthquake (modern Hebrew only) 

KMTO SA 

KCMTO B 

MONMEN B 

NOCIN S 

NAINC A 

NOINI (NWINI) 

6INNOCIN S 

0)07\19T S 

c9CAL9CT B 

Coptic 
Sahidic = S 

Ahmimic = A 
Bohairic = B 

4'A+: 
Ethiopic y  + A  A : 

(Ge'ez) 	q> ot  : 9° g• : 

Terms for earthquake in ancient Mediterranean languages 

Hieroglyphic 

mnmn 

nwr-t3 

sd3 

ktkt 

vb.intr.: stir, shake, quake, sway; noun: earthquake, tempest 

noun: 1) eartquake; 2) the god Earthquake (in the Pyramid Texts) 

vb.intr.: shudder, shiver, shake; noun: quiver 

vb.intr.: tremble, stir, shake, quiver, sway 

Classical Greek 

Late Antique 
and 

Middle Greek 

Classical 
and 

Middle Latin 

0-Ercr6; (y rig) 
cleyxvor; 
X60(1-a YfiC 

oziortog (yrjc.,) 
0Eortrivia 
Ppaort6; (Prig) 
Jrromng 

terraemotus 
terrae fremitus 
tremor (terrae) 
mugitus (terrae) 
hiatus (terrae, soli) 

seismos ges 
sunchysis 
chasma ges 

seismos ges 
theomenia 
brasmos ges 
ptesis 

(earth) quake 
ruin (earthquake) 
chasm in the earth 

(earth) quake 
wrath of God (earthquake) 
quaking (of the earth) 
falling, calamity (earthquake) 

earthquake 
rumbling of the earth 
tremor (earth)quake 
bellow (of the earth) 
cleft (in the ground) 

kmto 
kemto 
monmen 
noein 
naive 

B 	noini (noini) 
cinnoein 
solsl 
selsel 

delqelq 
nacialqal 
neq`ata medr 

moving of the earth, earthquake 
moving of the earth, earthquake 
shaking, earthquake, tempest 
shaking 
shaking 
shaking 
trembling, tremor 
shaking 
shaking 

shaking, trembling, earthquake 
moving, shaking 
breaking of the earth 

zaw`a 
	

moving, shaking, quaking, earthquake 
Syriac 	-Acu 	 nawda 

	
trembling, unrest, earthquake 

nudnada 
	

shaking, quaking of the earth 

Arabic 

zalzalah 
zilzal o zalzal 
hazzah ardiyyah 
rajfah 

earthquake 
earthquake 
shaking of the earth 
earthquake 

Classical 2wndntif 
and 2wpd 

Middle Armenian uituinni6wu Sbuirt 

arum 
"sari 
patuhas tea 

(earth) quake 
(earth) quake 

n 	punishment of God (earthquake) 407 



Short Catalogue and assessment of intensity 

comparison of EMS and MSK 	date 	 major effects zone 	 I EMS 	I MSK 	places states 

macroseismic scales 

(1) 760-750 c. B.C. 	 Jerusalem 	 1 	IL 

(2) 550 c. B.c. 	 Sparta 	 X 	 X 	 1 	GE 

(3) 550 c. B.C. 	 Syros (the island of) 	 1 	GR 

(4) 490 c. B.C. 	 Delos (the island of) 	 1 	GR 

(5) 490 [489/488] BC., January-March Aegina (the island of) 	 1 	GR 

(6) 480 Be., September 29 	 Salamis 	 1 	GR 

(7) 47913.C. 	 Potidaea 	 1 	GR 

(8) 469-464 B.C. 	 Sparta 	 1X-X 	IX-X 	 1 	GR 

(9) 461 c. BC. 	 Rome? 	 V-VI 	V-VI 	 1 	I 

(10) 436 c. B.C. 	 central Italy? 	 VII-VIII 	VII-VIII 	 I 

(11) 431 c. ac. 	 Delos (the island of) 	 1 	GR 

(12) 427-426 B.C., autumn-winter 	Orchomenus 	 2 	GR 

(13) 427 Be., December 	 Perinthus 	 1 	GR 

(14) 426 B.C., summer 	 Lamia, Phalara, Scarphe 	 X 	 X 	 21 	GE 

(15) 426-425 B.C., winter 	 Catania 	 I 	I 

(16) 424 R C , March 	 Athens? 	 1 	GR 

(17) 420 B.C., summer 	 Athens, Corinth 	 2 	GR 

(18) 414 B.C., spring 	 Cleonae 	 1 	GR 

(19) 413-412 B.C., winter 	 Sparta 	 1 	GR 

(20) 412-411 ac, , winter 	 Cos (the island of) 	 z IX sXI 	zIX sXI 	1 	GR 

(21) 403-401 [400]8 c. 	 Elis 	 GE 

(22) 388 B C. 	 Argos 	 2 	GE 

(23) 373 c. B.C. 	 Delos (the island of) 	 1 	GR 

(24) 373 B.C., winter 	 Iiel ice, Burn 	 X 	 X 	 2 	GR 

(25) 360 c. 11 C. 	 Vulcano (the island of) 	 1 	I 

(26) 360 c. BC. 	 Ophryneum 	 zVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	2 	TR 

(27) 347/346 c. B C. 	 Delphi 	 V 	 V 	 1 	GR 

(28) 325-300 B C 	 Apamea 	 1 	TR 

(29) 322 c. B.C. 	 Phlegrean Plain 	 I 

(30) 322 C. B.C. 	 Liguria 	 F., I 

(31) 304/303 ac, autumn-winter 	Ionia 	 TR 

(32) 287 B.0 	 Lysimach a 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	1 	TR 

(33) 279 B c., autumn-winter 	 Delphi 	 1 	GE 

(34) 268 ac). 	 Picenum 	 1 	I 

(35) 228-224 c. B.C. 	 Cytinium 	 aVII1 sX 	zVIII sX 	1 	GE 

(36) 227 c. B.C. 	 Rhodes 1..,X sXI 	zIX sXI 	3 	GR, TR 

(37) 217 B.C., June 	 Cisalpine Gaul, Liguria 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	 I 

(38) 217 B.C., June 	 Lake Trasimeno 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	1 	I 

(39) 199-198 ac). 	 Sidon 	 X 	 X 	 I 	Rh 

(40) 199-198 (26018.C. 	 Chalcis 	 1 	GR 

(41) 199-198 B.C. 	 lasus, Panamara, Rhodes 	 zIX sXI 	elX sXI 	8 	GR, TR 

(42) 193 B.C., March 15 	 Italy 	 I 

(43) 192 tic. 	 Rome 	 V 	 V 	 1 	I 

(44) 179 B.C., September 	 Rome 	 V 	 V 	 1 	I 

(45) 174 n.c. 	 Sabina 	 sVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	1 	I 

(46) 148[130] KC, February 21 	Antioch 	 z1X sXI 	zIX sXI 	1 	TR 
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(047) 133 B.C. 	 Luna 	 1 	I 



(048) 126 B.C. Mt.Etna 1 I 

(049) 118 B.C. Rome? 1 I 

(050) 117/113 B.C. Apulia 1 I 

(051) 100 B.C. Picenum VIII-IX VIII-IX 1 I 

(052) 99 ac. Nursia aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 2 I 

(053) 97 B.C. Pisaurum III-IV III-IV 1 I 

(054) 92 B.C. Faesulae III-IV III-IV 1 I 

(055) 91 c. B.c. Reggio Calabria? 1 I 

(056) 91 B.c. Modena, Reggio Emilia aIX sXI sIX 	sXI 3 I 

(057) 88 c. B.C. Apamea sIX 	sXI aIX sXI 1 TR 

(058) 83 B.C. Rome VII-VIII VII-VIII 1 I 

(059) 76 B.C. Reate aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 I 

(060) 72-70 B.C. Rome VIII VIII I I 

(061) 65 c. B.c. Antioch, Sirya aIX sXI sIX 	sXI 1 TR, SYR 

(062) 63 B.c. Panticapaeum proved not to have taken place 

(063) 63 B.C. Spoletium VII-VIII VII-VIII 1 I 

(064) 58 B.C. Dyrrachium 1 AL 

(065) 56 B.C., April-May Potentia 1 I 

(066) 50 c. B.C. Delos (the island of) 1 GR 

(067) 49 B.0 Rome? 1 I 

(068) 47 B.C. Rome? V V 1 I 

(069) 44 Bc. Alps? I? 

(070) 43 B.0 Rome? V V 1 I 

(071) 31 B.C., spring Diospolis 1 IL 

(072) 27 c. B.0 Laodicea (Phrygia), Tralles aIX 	sXI sIX 	sXI 5 TR 

(073) 17 B C. Apennines I 

(074) 17 ac, Paphos 1 CY 

(075) 2 c. B C. Naples VIII VIII 1 I 

(076) 5 AJ)  Rome V V 1 I 

(077) 15 Rome VII-VIII VII-VIII 1 I 

(078) 17 c. Reggio Calabria, Sicily VII-VIII VII-VIII 1 I 

(079) 17 Magnesia, Sardis X X 13 TR 

(080) 23c. Cibyra aVIII 	sX aVIJI 	sX 1 TR 

(081) 23 Aegium sVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 2 GR 

(082) 29, November 24 Nicea aIX 	sXI aIX 	sXI 1 TR 

(083) 37, March 16 Capri VII VII 1 I 

(084) 37, March 23 Antioch, Daphne sVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 2 TR 

(085) 47c. Antioch aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 TR 

(086) 47 c. Samos, Smyrna aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 8 GR, TR 

(087) 50 c. Philippi 1 GR 

(088) 50 c. Hellespont TR 

(089) 51 Rome VIII VIII 1 I 

(090) 53 Apamea aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 TR 

(091) 53 [62/66] Cnossus, Crete zVIII 	sX sVIII 	sX 2 GR 

(092) 60 Hierapolis, Laodicea (Phrygia) sIX 	sXI sIX 	sXI 3 TR 

(093) 61 Achaia GR 

(094) 61 Macedonia GR 

(095) 62, February 5 Pompei IX IX 4 I 

(096) 64 Naples 1 I 

(097) 68 Myra 2 TR 

(098) 68, June Rome V V 2 I 

(099) 69 Nicomedia aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 TR 

(100) 69-79, June 20 Corinth sVIII 	sX 5VIII 	sX 1 GR 
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(101) 77 	 Cyprus 	 zVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	 CY 

(102) 79, August 24-26 	 Pompeii 	 9 	I 

(103) 97 	 Anazarbus 	 zVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	2 	CY 

(104) 100c. 	 Pescolardo 	 zVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	1 	I 

(105) 101-200 	 Aunobaris 	 zVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	1 	TN 

(106) 101-200 	 Interpromium 	 zVIII sX 	aVIII sX 	1 	I 

(107) 105 	 Cyme, Myrina 	 zIX. sXI 	zIX sXI 	4 	TR 

(108) 105 	 Opus, Oreus 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	2 	GR 

(109) 110 	 Galatia 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	1 	TR 

(110) 115, December 13 	 Antioch 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	1 	TR 

(111) 117-138 	 Italy 	 I 

(112) 120/128 	 Nicomedia 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	4 	TR 

( 113 ) 127-130 c. 	 Caesarea 	 IX-X 	IX-X 	 2 	TR 

(114) 142/144 	 Rhodes (the island of), Myra 	 6 	GR, TR 

(115) 160, October 	 Dura Europos 	 1 	SYR 

(116) 160/161 c. 	 Mytilene 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	5 	GR 

(117) 178 c. 	 Smyrna 	 zIX %XI 	zIX sXI 	2 	TR 

(118) 181 c., May 3 	 Nicomedia 	 zVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	2 	TR 

(119) 191/192 	 Rome 	 IV 	 IV 	 I 	I 

(120) 201-300 	 Hierapolis, Laodicea (Phrygia) 	zVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	2 	TR 

(121) 217 	 Rome? 	 V 	 V 	 1 	I 

(122) 223, September 9- October 19 	Rome 	 V 	 V 	 1 	I 

(123) 235-236 	 Amasia, Cappadocia 	 5V111 sX 	zVIII sX 	1 	TR 

(124) 241 	 Aphrodisias 	 zVIII s X 	zVIII sX 	1 	TR 

(125) 251-300 c. 	 Palmyra 	 proved not to have taken place 

(126) 262 	 Asia Minor 	 TR 

(127) 262 	 Rome 	 1 	I 

(128) 262 	 Libya 	 LAR 

(129) 267 	 Ad Maiores 	 VII-VIII 	VII-VIII 	1 	DZ 

(130) 268-270 	 Nicomedia 	 1 	TR 

(131) 275-276 	 Rome? 	 1 	I 

(132) 293-306 	 Salamis (Cyprus) 	 z IX s XI 	z IX s XI 	1 	CY 

(133) 301-400 	 Corycus 	 zVIII s X 	zVIII sX 	1 	TR 

(134) 303/304 	 Sidon 	 zIX sXI 	a LX sXI 	2 	RL 

(135) 320 	 Alexandria 	 z IX s XI 	z EX s XI 	1 	ET 

(136) 332 	 Salamis (Cyprus) 	 zIX sXI 	z LX sXI 	1 	CY 

(137) 334-335 	 Cos (the island of) 	 zVIII s X 	zVIII 5 X 	1 	GR 

(138) 341 	 Antioch 	 1 	TR 

(139) 341 	 Maximianopolis 	 zVIII s X 	zVIII s X 	1 	TR 

(140) 342 	 Salamis 	 ,rx ,x.1 	,tx sXI 	1 	CY 

(141) 343 	 Neocaesarea 	 z1X s XI 	z IX s XI 	1 	TR 

(142) 344 	 Rhodes (the island of) 	 z IX s XI 	z IX s XI 	1 	GR 

(143) 346 	 Dyrrachium 	 z IX 5 XI 	z IX s XI 	1 	AL 

(144) 346 	 Isernia, Telesia 	 VIII 	 VIII 	 5 	I 

(145) 348/349 	 Berytus 	 VIII-LX 	VIII-IX 	1 	RL 

(146) 351-400 	 Hierapolis 	 zVIII sX 	zVIII sX 	1 	TR 

(147) 358, August 24 	 Nicomedia 	 IX-X 	IX-X 	 1 	TR 

(148) 361-363, June 	 Libya 	 zIX ,xi 	,Ix ,xi 	LAR 

(149) 361-363, June 	 Sicily 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	 I 

(150) 361-363, June 	 Greece 	 zIX sXI 	zIX sXI 	4 	GR 

(151) 362, December 2 	 Nicea 	 VIII-IX 	VIII-LX 	2 	TR 

(152) 363, February 	 Constantinople 	 1 	TR 

(153) 363, May 18-19 	 Jerusalem, Sebastia, Nicopolis 	X 	 X 	 23 	IL 



(154) 365, July 21 Crete X-XI X-XI 6 GR 

(155) 368, October 11 Nicea aIX s XI sIX s XI 1 TR 

(156) 368/369 Germe sIX s XI sIX 	s XI 1 TR 

(157) 370c. Paphos sIX s XI a IX s XI 1 CY 

(158) 374c. Reggio Calabria aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 I 

(159) 375 c. Benevento 1 I 

(160) 394, September-November Constantinople? 1 TR 

(161) 396 Constantinople 1 TR 

(162) 400 c. Cirene, Hydrax a VIII 	sX zVIII 	s X 2 LAR 

(163) 402 Constantinople 1 TR 

(164) 403 Constantinople V V 1 TR 

(165) 407, April 1 Constantinople VII-VIII VII-VIII 1 TR 

(166) 408 Rome 1 I 

(167) 408-450 Gortyna a 'V'III 	s X OTIII 	s X 1 GR 

(168) 409, July 5 Constantinople 1 TR 

(169) 417 Cibyra sIX s XI sIX 	s XI 1 TR 

(170) 417, April 20 Constantinople? 1 TR 

(171) 419 Palestine sIX 	s XI sIX 	sXI 1 IL 

(172) 419 Sitifis V-VI V-VI 1 DZ 

(173) 422 Constantinople? 1 TR 

(174) 423, April 7 Constantinople? 1 TR 

(175) 429, August 25 Ravenna 1 I 

(176) 437, September 25 Constantinople V-VI V-VI 1 TR 

(177) 442, April 17 Constantinople? 1 TR 

(178) 443 Rome aVIII 	sX sVIII 	sX 1 I 

(179) 443, April 15 Ravenna 1 I 

(180) 447, January 26 Constantinople, Nicomedia a LX s XI sIX 	s XI 2 TR 

(181j 450-457, September Tripolis aVIIl 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 RL 

(182)  451, April Galicia E 

(183)  458, September 13-14 Antioch VIII-IX VIII-IX 1 TR 

(184)  460 Cnidus, Cyzicus VIII-IX VIII-LX 3 TR 

(185) 467 Ravenna V V 1 I 

(186) 472 Asia Minor sIX 	s XI sIX 	s XI TR 

(187) 474-478 Rodhes a VIII 	sX a VIII 	sX 1 GR 

(188) 475, September Gabala aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 SYR 

(189) 477/480, September 24/25/26 Abydus, Gallipoli, Constantinople IX IX 8 TR 

(190) 484 [5081c. Rome VII VII 1 I 

(191) 492, May 26 Ravenna? 1 I 

(192) 494 Hierapolis, Laodicea, Tripolis 1..X 	s XI sIX 	s XI 4 TR 

(193) 499, September Nicopolis LX-X IX-X 3 TR 

(194) 501-525 Faenza VI-VII VI-VII 1 I 

(195) 501, October 9 Ravenna? 1 I 

(196) 502, April 14 Ravenna? X X 1 I 

(197) 502, August 22 Ptolemais X X 4 RL 

(198) 515 Rhodes (the island op aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 GR 

(199) 518 Scupus X X 2 YU 

(200) 521/522 Dyrrachium aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 AL 

(201) 521/522 Corinth aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 GR 

(202) 523-525 Anazarbus sIX 	s XI sIX 	s XI 1 TR 

(203) 526, May 20/29 Antioch X X 2 TR 

(204) 526-527 Constantinople proved not to have taken place 

(205) 527 Pompeiopolis IX IX 2 YU 

(206) 528, November 29 Laodicea IX IX 2 TR, SYR 

ho rt 
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(207) 529, July Amasia zVIII zVIII 4 TR 

(208) 530 Myra zVIII zVIII 1 TR 

(209) 532 Antioch 1 TR 

(210) 533, November Constantinople V-VI V-VI 1 TR 

(211) 542, August 16 Constantinople zVIII zVIII 1 TR 

(212) 543 Corinth zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 1 GR 

(213) 543, September 6 Cyzicus IX IX 1 TR 

(214) 544/545 Dionysopolis, Odessus 3 BG 

(215) 546, April 8 Constantinople zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 1 TR 

(216) 548, February Constantinople 1 TR 

(217) 551 Chaeronea, Naupactus, Patras X X 6 GR 

(218) 551, July 9 Byblus, Beritus, Tripolis X X 7 RL 

(219) 554, August 15 Constantinople, Nicomedia VIII-1X VIII-LX 3 TR 

(220) 554, October 14 Egypt z IX %XI z IX 	sXI 1 ET 

(221) 554-558 Cos (the island of) IX-X LX-X 1 GR 

(222) 555, July 11 Constantinople 1 TR 

(223) 557, April 16 Constantinople? V V 1 TR 

(224) 557, October 19 Constantinople? 1 TR 

(225) 557, December 14/23 Constantinople, Rhegium IX-X IX-X 4 TR 

(226) 570c. Antioch z IX sXI sIX 	sXI 5 TR 

(227) 580/581 Antioch, Daphne IX IX 2 TR 

(228) 583, May 10 Constantinople 1 TR 

(229) 584/585 Arabissus IX-X IX-X 1 TR 

(230) 587/588, October Antioch VIII-D( VIII-IX 1 TR 

(231) 601 c. Hierapolis zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 1 TR 

(232) 601-602 Cilicia, Syria z IX 	sXI z IX 	sXI TR, SYR 

(233) 602-603 Surb Karapet VIII VIII 1 TR 

(234) 611, April 20 Constantinople V V 1 TR 

(235) 618, August 6 Rome V V 1 I 

(236) 634, September Jerusalem zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 1 IL 

(237) 634 Aleppo VII-VIII VII-VIII 1 SYR 

(238) 641-668 Byzantine area zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 

(239) 651-700 Sicily I 

(240) 659, June Palestine, Syria zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX IL, SYR 

(241) 659, September - 660, August Jericho LX UK 1 JOR 

(242) 679, April 3 Batnan zIX 	sXI z IX 	sXI 2 TR 

(243) 713, February 28/March 10 Antioch, Aleppo, Qenneshrin zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 3 TR, SYR 

(244) 717, December 24 Mesopotamia, Syria SYR 

(245) 725-744c. Ravenna, Classe VII-VIII VII-VIII 2 I 

(246) 735 Vayoc'Jor X X SU 

(247) 740, October 26 Constantinople, Nicea, Nicomedia zIX 	sXI zIX 	sXI 4 TR 

(248) 743/744 Derbend SU 

(249) 749, January 18 Jerusalem, Mabbug LX-X IX-X 12 IL, SYR 

(250) 757, March 9 Mesopotamia IX IX 1 SYR 

(251) 778 Treviso VIII-IX VIII-IX 1 I 

(252) 780-797, March 17 Constantinople 1 TR 

(253) 790, February 9 Constantinople V V 1 TR 

(254) 796, March 16 - 797, March 4 Alexandria VI-VII VI-VII 1 ET 

(`255) 796, April Crete GR 

(256) 796, May 4 Constantinople VII-VIII VII-VIII 1 TR 

(257) 801, April 29 Rome 2 I 

(258) 813-820 Byzantine area 

(259) 824 Panion VIII VIII 1 TR 



(260) 829-842 Byzantine area 

(261) 835, January 5- December 25 Antioch sIX sXI sIX 	sXI 1 TR 

(262) 836, December 30 Pavia 1 I 

(263) 847, April 10 - August 31 Rome 1 I 

(264) 847, November 24 Antioch, Damascus sIX sXI sIX sXI 7 TR, SYR 

(265) 848, June Isernia sIX sXI SIX sXI 6 I 

(266) 849-851 Constantinople V V 1 TR 

(267) 853, June 12-854, June 1 Tiberias sVIII 	sX sVIII 	sX 1 IL 

(268) 853, August 31 Sicily I 

(269) 857, April 1-29 Cairo sVIII 	sX zVIII 	s X 1 ET 

(270) 859, April 8-860, March 27 Maghreb sVIII 	s X sVIII 	s X MA, DZ 

(271) 859, December 30-860, January 29 Laodicea, Antioch IX-X IX-X 12 TR, SYR 

(272) 862, May 28 Constantinople VIII VIII 1 TR 

(273) 863, February 13 Dvin SIX sXI sIX 	sXI 1 SU 

(274) 869, January 9 Constantinople sVIII 	sX sVIII 	sX 1 TR 

(275) 881, May 16 Tanga, Tilimsan 2 MA 

(276) 885, November 13 - December 11 Cairo VIII-LX. VIII-IX 1 ET 

(277) 893, December 27 Dvin X X 1 SU 

(278) 894 Apulia, Samnium I 

(279) 906 c. K'argop' sVIII 	sX sVIII 	sX 1 SU 

(280) 911, August 29-912, August 17 Kairouan 2 TN 

(281) 911, August 29-912, August 17 Egypt sVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX ET 

(282) 926/927 Trace sVIII 	sX sVIII 	sX BG 

(283) 935, October 4 Egypt sVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX ET 

(284) 944, July 2-3 Cordoba VII VII 1 E 

(285) 945 Constantinople 1 TR 

(286) 950, July 25 Cairo sVIII 	s X sVIII 	s X 1 ET 

(287) 951-1004 Rossano a LX 1 I 

(288) 951, September 15 Alexandria sVIII 	s X sVIII 	s X 1 ET 

(289) 951, June 9-952, May 28 Aleppo aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 4 SYR, TR 

(290) 956, January 5 Alexandria 1 ET 

(291) 963, May 12 Egypt ET 

(292) 967, September Claudiopolis sIX 	sXI sIX 	sXI 3 TR 

(293) 969, July 1 Egypt aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX ET 

(294) 972 Antioch VII-VIII VII-VIII 2 TR, SYR 

(295) 976, January 20 Monza V V 1 I 

(296) 977, August 19-978, August 8 Mandia 1 TN 

(297) 989/990, October 25 Arian° Irpino IX-X LX-X 7 I 

(298) 989, October 26 Constantinople, Nicomedia VIII VIII 2 TR 

(299) 991. April 5 Damascus IX IX 2 SYR 

(300) 995 Balu, Copl', Palnatun sIX 	sXI a IX sXI 3 TR 

ri 



(260) 829-842 Byzantine area 

(261) 835, January 5- December 25 Antioch aIX s XI z IX s XI 1 TR 

(262) 836, December 30 Pavia 1 I 

(263) 847, April 10-August 31 Rome 1 I 

(264) 847, November 24 Antioch, Damascus z IX s XI z IX s XI 7 TR, SYR 

(265) 848, June hernia z1X s XI aIX s XI 6 I 

(266) 849-851 Constantinople V V 1 TR 

(267) 853, June 12-854, June 1 Tiberias zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 1 IL 

(268) 853, August 31 Sicily I 

(269) 857, April 1-29 Cairo aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 ET 

(270) 859, April 8-860, March 27 Maghreb aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX MA, DZ 

(271) 859, December 30-860, January 29 Laodicea, Antioch IX-X IX-X 12 TR, SYR 

(272) 862, May 28 Constantinople VIII VIII 1 TR 

(273) 863, February 13 Dvin aIX 5 XI aIX 	5 XI 1 SU 

(274) 869, January 9 Constantinople zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 1 TR 

(275) 881, May 16 Tanga, Tilirnsan 2 MA 

(276) 885, November 13- December 11 Cairo VIII-IX VIII-LX 1 ET 

(277) 893, December 27 Dvin X X 1 SU 

(278) 894 Apulia, Samnium I 

(279) 906c. Kargop` aVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX 1 SU 

(280) 911, August 29-912, August 17 Kairouan 2 TN 

(281) 911, August 29-912, August 17 Egypt zVIII 	s X zVIII 	s X ET 

(282) 9261927 Trace zVIII 	5X aVIII 	sX BG 

(283) 935, October 4 Egypt zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX ET 

(284) 944, July 2-3 Cordoba VII VII 1 E 

(285) 945 Constantinople 1 TR 

(286) 950, July 25 Cairo zVIII 	s X zVIII 	s X 1 ET 

(287) 951-1004 Rossano LX LX 1 I 

(288) 951, September 15 Alexandria aVIII 	sX aVIII 	sX 1 ET 

(289) 951, June 9-952, May 28 Aleppo zVIII 	5X aVIII 	5X 4 SYR, TR 

( 290) 956, January 5 Alexandria 1 ET 

(291) 963, May 12 Ehypt ET 

( 292 ) 967, September Claudiopolis aIX 	sXI aIX 	s XI 3 'FR 

( 293 i 969. July 1 Egypt zVIII 	sX zVIII 	sX ET 

(294) 972 Antioch VII-VIII VII-VIII 2 TR, SYR 

(295) 976, January 20 Monza V V 1 I 

( 296) 977, August 19-978, August 8 Mandia 1 TN 

(297) 989/990, October 25 Ariano Irpino IX-X IX-X 7 I 

( 298) 989, October 26 Constantinople, Nicomedia VIII VIII 2 TR 

(299) 991. April 5 Damascus LX IX 2 SYR 

(300) 995 Balu, Cop'k', Palnatun aIX 	s XI sIX ,x1 3 TR 
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• cities or towns 

■ countries or regions 

I number of the places 	 o. 

mentioned by the sources 

Liguria 

322 e c 

central Italy  

c.436 e c 

0 
Rome 

c.461 B C 

O 

Phlegrean Plain 

322 e c 
Vulcano 

360 a c 

.$) Catania 

426-425 e.c.  

i ce,/ 

 

If  

;'• 

0 500 

km 



Ionia  
7304-303 B C. 

A pa mea  

/ 4th cent. B.c .  

Ens ,  

403-400 B. c 

Scarphe
. 426 B.c. [211 

C 	os 

412-411 B.C.  
Bura Helice / 

373 B C. 

Delphi,  

c.347 346 B.c.  

/Orchomenus 
427-426 

s c. 121  

I 

Jerusalem 
c.760-750 B C. Athens 

424 B c  

420 e C 

Sparta  

C.550 e c 
469-464 s c 
413-412 B.c.  

Corinth 
420 B.c. 

Cleonae 
414 B c. 

\  Argos 

388 B.C. 121 

Delos 
c.490 s 	c  

431 B 

373 B.C.  

Syros 
c.550 B.C. 

 Salamis 
\ 480 B.C. 

\ A ^egina 
490-488 

B.C. 



• cities or towns 

■ countries or regions 

I number of the places 

mentioned by the sources 

o , Cisalpine  
217 

Alps  
44 B.C. 

-P • tents 
5 

Luna 
133 B.C. 

Faesulae 
92 B.C. 

Lake Trasimeno 

icenum 
266 s,c, 

• 100 t.o:" 

Nursia 

99 B.C. 121 .4.  

Sabina"  
174 B.C. 

- 217 B.c. 
Spoletium 

63 B.C. 

Reate  
76 B.c. 

Rome 	 Apennines 	.• 

Italy  
193 B.C. 

Apulia  
117/113 B.C. 

	

192 B.C. 	 17 B.C. 
179 B.c. 

	

118 B.c. 	 Naples  

	

83 B.c. 	 2 B.c. 

	

72-70 B.C. 	•a 	 64 A.D. 
49 B.C. 

	

47 B.c. 	 Capri 

	

43 B.C. 	 . 37 
5 A.D. 

15 
51 

8 121 

\ Pescolardo 
c.100 

\ Reggio Calabria  

91 B.C. 

Sicily, 
c.17 Etna  

126 B.C. 

500 
] 



Cnossus 

56 , 62/6612 1 

	

Delos 	 Tralles ' 
I 

	

1st cent. dc, 	c.27 a. c.121 

Sardis, 

171111 1 

Dyrrachium  
58 B.C.  

Macedonia 

61 

Nicomedia  
/69 

Hellespont  
c.50 

Nicea 

Philippi 

Anarzabus  
97 121 

Cytinium  
c.228-224 a c. 

Rhodes, 

227 B.C. 131 
)99-198 B.C. 181 

Myra 

68 12] 

LAparnea 

88 B.C. 
53 A.D. 

Cibyra  
23 

Antioch 
148 B.C. 
c.65 B.C. 
37 A.o.121 
c.47 

Sidon  
199-198 B.C. 

Diospolis  
31 B.C. 

‘Cyprus  
77 

Hierapolis 

60 131 

Achaia 

61 I 

Aegium,' 

23 121 / 

Delphi / 

279 B.C. 

Corinth  / 
69-79 

1 
aI 



• cities or towns 

• countries or regions 

1 1 number of the places 

mentioned by the sources 

Galicia 
451 

Italy 
117-138 

Rome 

(: 	

191 '192 
217 

i:;? 	
223 

42  262 
275-276 

0 	 408 
443 

484 ,508 Benevento 
Sitifis 	 375 

419 

346 151 

Aunobaris 
1 2nd cent. 

Sicily .. 
361-363 0 

Reggio Calabria 
374 

Ad Maiores 
267 

0 	 500 



Neocaesarea 

343 

C zlcus Nicopolis 
499 (3) 460 (3) 

Nicomedia 
120/128 (4 ) 
181 Pi 

268-270 
358 

Galatia 

. c.,,160/1 C761 7; Mytile  

NCyr_iiTo,
li  

 

105[31  

0 
0 - 

27 ‘• — 
/7. 

cl 0. 

	 ./. 

. ad. .8, / 

6. 	

I. 

"::yrna; L  

o 

. • c.178[2 ] 

aximianopolls  
Nicea  
362 [21 
368 

Oura Europos 

Dyrrachium  
346 

CoryoUs 

4th cent. 

Opus/ • 
116 
341 
458 105 121 

Corinth, 
361-363 [41 

Crete / 
35615] 

Cos 
334-335 

\ \] Cibyra  

\ 417 
I 
I 

\ \Ilierapolis 
\ c.3rdl cent. 

[2]  351-400 
494 141 Cyrene 

4th cent. 121 \ 

Gabaia 

475 

Tripolis 
450-457 

Berytus  
348/349 

Sidon 

303-304 m 

Caesarea  
c:127-13012I 

Paphos 

c.370 A2,1]hrodisias  

241 

Rhodes 
142/144 [61 

344 
474-478 

Jerusalem 

Libya 
262 
361-363 

Alexandriaj  
320 

Amasia 
235.236 

Constantinople 

363 
394 
396 
402 
403 
407 
409 
417 
422 

44437  44422  74773 /14281  0 81//  
/ 

Salamis 
203.309 
332 
342 

Gortyna 

408-450 



• cities or towns 

• countries or regions 

I number of the places 

mentioned by the sources 

Cordoba  

944 

/ Monza, 

Pavia " 	976 

836 Faenza  

6th cent.' 

Isernia 

848 Isl 

Rome/ 

O  
618 

801 :2: 
847 

Tanga_ 

881 ,:!! Maghreb 	
Ariano 

859-860 	
989 990 

Kairouan  

911-912 ¶21 
Rossano 

951-1004 

\ Apulia x Samnium 

894 
Sicily 

650-699 *si,, 
853 

500 0 

Mandia 

977-978 

km 

ai 



Vayoc`Jor 
735 

Dyrrachium 
521/522 

P°mPeio 

527 j21 Amasia 

Odessus 
544/545 [3] 

----, 	. 

Surb Karapet 
602-603 

	

Anazarbus 	..- 
523-525 

529 [41 

Ara bissus 

Thrace 

onstantind151 
533 
542 
546 
548 
555 
557 
557 
557 [41 
583 
611 
740 (41 
780-797 
790 
796 
849-851 
862 
869 
945 

a 

Cyzicus Nicomedia 

Aleppo 
634 ----- 

951-992 t41 

995 f3j 

-...,Mesopotamia  
717 
757 

Scupus, 

518 izi 
679 121 

4 
Chaeronea 

551 isi 

Corinth  
521/522 

543 

Laodicea 

Berytus 

551 (71 

Antioch  
526 (21 

532 
c.570151 

580/581 121 

587/588  
713 [31 

835 
972 [21 

Crete 

52614 
859-860 r< 

Syria 
601402 

554-558 

Rhodes 
515 

Damascus 

847 171 

991 121 

Ptolemais 
502 (41 

Palestine 
659 

Myra  
530 

Hierapolis  
7th cent. 

Alexandria 
c.554 

796-797 
951 
956 

Tiberias 
853-854  

Jericho 
659-660 



Ancient place names 

422 

Abydus: near canakkale, Turkey 
Adhana: Adana, Turkey 
Ad Maiores: Besseriani, Algeria 
Aedepsus: Adipsos, Greece 
Aegae: Nemrud Kalessi, Turkey 
Aegina: Ajina (the island of), Greece 
Aegium: Ajion, Greece 
'Aina d-Gader: Salt, Jordan 
Aleppo: Halab, Syria 
Allifae: Alife, Italy 
Alope: near Gulemion, Greece 
Alponus: near Molos, Greece 
Amasia: Amasya, Turkey 
Anazarbus: near Aysehoca, Turkey 
Antioch: Antakya, Turkey 
Antipatris: Tel Afeq, Israel 
Apamea: Dinar, Turkey 
Aphrodisias: near Geyre, Turkey 
Apollonidea: near Mecidiye, Turkey 
Arabissus: near ca-gilhan, Turkey 
Areopolis (Moab): Rabba, Jordan 
Arsamosata: near Duzagac, Turkey 
Ascalon: Ashqelon, Israel 
Atalante: Atalantes (the island of), Greece 
Aunobaris: Henchir Kern el-Kebsch, 

Tunisia 
Azotus: Ashdod, Israel 

Baishan: l3et Shean, Israel 
Balis: Maskanah, Syria 
Balu: Palu, Turkey 
Batnan (Beit Ma`de?): Sul*, Turkey 
Beit Gubrin: Bet Gurrin, Israel 
Berytus: Beirut, Lebanon 
Bosrah: Bosra esh-Sham, Syria 
Botrys: al BatrUn, Lebanon 
Bura: near Valimitika, Greece 
Byblus: Jebail, Lebanon 

Caesarea near Sedot Yam, Israel 
Calymna: Kalymnos (the island of), Greece 
Camirus: near Kalavarda (the island of 

Rhodes), Greece 
Campi Macri: Magreta?, Italy 
Chaeronea: Charonia, Greece 
Chalcis: Chalkis, Greece 
Chios: Khios (the island of), Greece 

Cibyra: near Golhisar, Turkey 
Classe: near Ravenna, Italy 
Claudiopolis: near Vezirkoprii, Turkey 
Cleonae: near Selion, Greece 
Cnidus: near Cumali, Turkey 
Cnossus: near Iraklion (the island of 

Crete), Greece 
Colossae: near Kocabas, Turkey 
Constantinople: Istanbul, Turkey 
Cop`k`: Syvrice, Turkey 
Corinth: Korinthos, Greece 
Coronea: Koronia, Greece 
Corycus: near Tekirova, Turkey 
Cos: Kos (the island of), Greece 
Cyme: near Aliaga, Turkey 
Cynus : near Livanata, Greece 
Cyrene: near Shahhat, Libya 
Cytinium: near Gravia, Greece 
Cyzicus: near Erdek, Turkey 

Daphne: near Antakya, Turkey 
Daphnus: near Ajios Konstantinos, Greece 
Dar`at: Dar`a, Syria 
Delos: Dilos (the island of), Greece 
Didyma: near Didim, Turkey 
Dionysopolis: Baleik, Bulgaria 
Diospolis (Lydda): Lod, Israel 
Dula.: near Gaziantep, Turkey 
Dura Europos: As Salihiyah, Syria 
Dyrrachium: Durres, Albania 
Dvin: near ArtaSat, Armenia 

Echinus: Achinos, Greece 
Edessa (al-Ruha.): Urfa, Turkey 
Elaea: near Zeytindag, Turkey 
Elatea: Elatia, Greece 
Ephesus: Selcuk, Turkey 
Epidaurus: Cavtat, former Yugoslavia 

Faesulae: Fiesol.e, Italy 

Gabala: Jablah, Syria 
Gallipoli: Gelibolu, Turkey 
Germe: near Soma, Turkey 
Gophna: Jifna, Jordan 
Gortyna: Ajios Deka (the island of Crete), 

Greece 



Helenopolis: Hersek, Turkey 
Helice: near Valimitika, Greece 
Heraclea Pontica: Eregli, Turkey 
Heraclea Trachinea: near Moschohori, 

Greece 
Herculaneum: Ercolano, Italy 
Hiera: Nea Kameni (the island of), Greece 
Hierapolis: Pamukkale, Turkey 
Hierocaesarea: near Beyobasi, Turkey 
Hims: Horns, Syria 
Hydrax: near 'Ain Mara, Libya 
Hyrcania: near Halipasa, Turkey 

Iasus: near Giilliik, Turkey 
Ibora: near Karadikmen, Turkey 
Interpromium: near San Valentino in 

Abruzzo Citeriore, Italy 

Japho: Tel Aviv, Israel 

Kargop`: near Kyvrak, Azerbaijan 

Lampsacus: Lapseki, Turkey 
Laodicea [Phrygial: Goncali, Turkey 
Laodicea [Syria]: Al Ladhiqiya, Syria 
Larissa: Pelasjia, Greece 
Leben: Lendas (the island of Crete), Greece 
Lindus: Lindos (the island of Rhodes), 

Greece 
Luna: Luni, Italy 
Lychnidus: Ohrid, former Yugoslavia 
Lydda: see Diospolis 
Lysimachia: Kayak, Turkey 

Mabbug: Manbij, Syria 
Magnesia: Manisa, Turkey 
al-Massisa: near Yakapinar, Turkey 
Mawsil: Mosul, Iraq 
Maximianopolis: near Gavurhori, Turkey 
Methone: Methoni, Greece 
Miletus: near Balat, Turkey 
Moab: see Areopolis 
Mostene: near Turgutlu, Turkey 
Myra: near Demre, Turkey 
Myrina: near Aliaga, Turkey 
Mytilene: Mytilini (the island of Lesvos), 

Greece  

Naupactus: Navpaktos, Greece 
Nauplia: Nauplion, Greece 
Nawa: Nawa, Syria 
Neocaesarea: Niksar, Turkey 
Nicea: Iznik, Turkey 
Nicomedia: Izmit, Turkey 
Nicopolis [Armenia]: near Susehri, Turkey 
Nicopolis [Cilicia]: Islahiye, Turkey 
Nicopolis [Palestine]: near Gezer, Israel 
Nursia: Norcia, Italy 

Odessus: Varna, Bulgaria 
Oeum: near Kiparissi, Greece 
Ophryneum: Erenkoy, Turkey 
Opus: Kiparissi, Greece 
Orchomenus: Orchomenos, Greece 
Oreus: Orei, Greece 
Orobiae: Rovia, Greece 

Palnatun: near Tunceli, Turkey 
Panamara: Bagyaka, Turkey 
Paneas: Baniyas, Syria 
Panephysis: near Basandili, Egypt 
Panion: near Tekirdag, Turkey 
Panticapaeum: Kere, Ukraine 
Paphos: Pafos, Cyprus 
Patara: near Kalkan, Turkey 
Patras (Patrae): Patra, Greece 
Peparethus: Skopelos (the island of), 

Greece 
Perinthus: near Marmaraereglisi, Turkey 
Pescolardo: near Circello, Italy 
Phalara: Stylis, Greece 
Philadelphia: Alasehir, Turkey 
Philippi: Krinides, Greece 
Philomede: Aksehir, Turkey 
Pinara: near Essen, Turkey 
Pisaurum: Pesaro, Italy 
Pitane: candarli, Turkey 
Poemanenum: near Gabel, Turkey 
Polybotus: Bolvadin, Turkey 
Pompeiopolis: near Aleksinac, former 

Yugoslavia 
Potentia: near Porto Recanati, Italy 
Potidaea: near Nea Potidaa, Greece 
Praenetus: near Yalova, Turkey 
Privernum: near Priverno, Italy 423 



Ptolemais: 'Akko, Israel 

Qenneshrin: Qinnasrin, Syria 

Rdloan: near Yavuzeli, Turkey 
Raqqa: Ar-Raqqah, Syria 
Reate: Rieti, Italy 
Rhegium: near Ye§ilkoy, Turkey 
Rhodes: Rodhos (the island of), Greece 
Ronsa: near Conza della Campania, Italy 
al-Ruha: see Edessa 

Saepinum: near Altilia, Italy 
Salamis [Cyprus]: near Arnmochostos, 

Cyprus 
Salamis [Greece]: Salamis (the island of), 

Greece 
Samaria (Sebastia): Sabastiya, Jordan 
Samosata: Samsat, Turkey 
Sardis: Sart, Turkey 
Scarphe: near Molos, Greece 
Scupus: Skopje, former Yugoslavia 
Sebastia: see Samaria 
Seleucia Pieria: near Samandag, Turkey 
Sepphoris: Zippori, Israel 
Sestos: near Eceabat, Turkey 
Sidon: Sayda, Lebanon 

Sitifis: Setif, Algeria 
Smyrna: Izmir, Turkey 
Sparta: Sparti, Greece 
Spoletium: Spoleto, Italy 
Stabia: near Castellammare di Stabia, 

Italy 
Stratonicea: Yatakan, Turkey 
Surb Karapet: near Yaygin, Turkey 

Tall Halid: near Dokanpinar, Turkey 
Tanga: Tangier, Morocco 
Tarphe: near Mendenitsa, Greece 
Telesia: near Telese, Italy 
Telos: Tilos (the island of), Greece 
Temnus: near Menemen, Turkey 
Tenedos: Bozca (the island of), Turkey 
Tiberias: Teverya, Israel 
Tilimsan: Tlemcen, Algeria 
Thiatyra: Akhisar, Turkey 
Thronium: near Ajios Serafim, Greece 
Tmolus: near Karakoy, Turkey 
Tralles: Aydin, Turkey 
Tripolis 1Phrygial: near Guney, Turkey 
Tripolis [Syria]: Tarabulus, Lebanon 
Tyre: Sur, Lebanon 

Vipera: near Gambatesa, Italy 
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Information concerning the authors of the sources 

Brief chronological and general information about authors or texts cited in this catalogue as "sources" 

are collected here. It does not include authors or texts mentioned as "sources 2" only. 

The numbers put in ( ) refer to the seismic events listed in the catalogue (pp.105 — 406). 

Acts of the Apostles (1st century AD.) 

The 5th book of the New Testament. The critics ascribe it to the apostle Luke on the 
basis of linguistical analyses. 	 (087 ) 

Adamnan of Hy (623/625 —704 ) 

An Irish monk, born at Drumhome in Donegal. He carried out a number of diplomatic 
missions on behalf of his people, and was Abbot of Hy (Iona in Scotland) from 679 to 
704, the year in which he died. In addition to a Life of St.Columba, he wrote a de-
tailed account of a journey to Palestine made by the French bishop Arculf, called De 
locis sanctis. Its 3 books were written about 688. The work is illustrated with 
drawings of the churches of Jerusalem and other places associated with the life of 
Christ, and was the principal source of information about these places during the 
Middle Ages. 	 (239 ) 

Aelian (c.170 —235 AD ) 

A Latin sophist and polygraph. He lived in Rome, and wrote a treatise in 17 books, in 
Greek, On the nature of animals. His Varia Historia contains a series of anecdotes. 
He is included here because he records a report, in connection with the 373 B.C. earth-
quake at Helice and Bura, suggesting that the behaviour of animals can foretell earth- 
quakes. 	 ( 024 ) 

Aelius Aristides P. (117 — after 180 AD ) 

One of the most famous Greek orators of the Roman imperial period. He was born in 
Mysia and died after 180. He was a frequent traveller, and composed a range of rhe-
torical works, including an account of his own life. He was a more or less direct wit- 
ness of some earthquakes which occurred in Asia Minor in his lifetime. 	( 116 ) 

Agathias (c.536 — 582 AD ) 

A Byzantine poet and historian from Myrina. His history of his own times begins 
where that of his model, Procopius of Caesarea, ends. His historical account of the 
reign of Justinian covers events from 552 to 558, but the work was unfinished, and 
was continued by Menander Protector. 	 (218) (219) (220) (221) (225) 

Agnellus see Andreas Agnellus 

Ammianus Marcellinus (c.330 —c.400 ) 
A Latin historian from Antioch. While his cultural background was East Greek, he 
was in the Roman army from 353 AD. After 378 he settled in Rome, where he wrote a 
historical work in Latin. In its original form it consisted of 31 books on the history of 
the Roman people from 96 to 378 AD. (i.e. from Nerva to Valentinian I and Valens), 
thereby constitutijg a continuation of the annals of Tacitus. The only books of his 
which survive are those concerning the years after 353 AD. Ammianus is considered to 
be the last great historian of the ancient world. 	 (147) ( 151 ) (152) (154 ) 425 
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Amos (8th century B.c.) 
One of the 12 minor prophets of the Bible, the earliest of the prophets authors of writ- 
ten works. His book had successive draftings. 	 (001) 

Andreas Agnellus (9th century Ai].) 
A priest from a wealthy Ravenna family. He received a thorough education at the 
Basilica Ursiana in Ravenna. His Liber Pontificalis Ecclesiae Ravennatis contains 
biographies of all the archbishops of Ravenna up to Georgius (837 —846), with the 
exception of Valerius (c.788 — 802) and Petronax. His book was modelled on the Liber 
Pontificalis of the Church of Rome. 	 (245 ) 

Annales Beneventani (11th-12th century AD.) 
These annals are a valuable source for the history of southern Italy, especially as 
regards the 9th and 10th centuries. They have survived in three redations, which are 
now preserved respectively in codices Vat. Lat. 4928 and 4939 in the Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana, and in some notes in ms. VI.E.43 in the Biblioteca Nazionale in 
Naples. All three redactions derive from a common source which is now lost but was 
also used by other southern Italian chroniclers (Lupus Protospata, Falco 
Beneventanus, Leo Marsicanus and the anonymous author of the Chronica S.Mariae 
de Ferraria). The first codex contains a redaction of the annals written between 1113 
and 1118. The second was compiled in 1119. The codex in the Biblioteca Nazionale in 
Naples can be dated to between 1099 and 1118. All these codices come from the mon- 
astery of Santa Sofia at Benevento. 	 (297 ) 

Annales Fuldenses, sive annales regni Francorum orientalis 
(second half of the 9th century A.D.) 

There has been much debate as to the authorship and unity of these annals. They 
were first published by G.H.Pertz, who attributed them (1829, p.338) to an unknown 
monk from the Abbey of Fulda. When Kurze (1891, 1892 and 1903) subsequently 
republished them, he maintained that they had been written by Einhard, the bi-
ographer of Charlemagne, who died in the monastery at Seligenstadt in 840. 
However, this theory was vigorously rejected by Hellmann (1908 and 1909). Kurze 
replied in 1911, and a fresh riposte from Hellmann was published in 1912. Hellmann 
1913 claimed that he could demonstate the unity of the work, although it is tradition-
ally divided into four parts, and could show that it had been written by a single anony- 
mous author who lived in the second half of the 9th century. 	 (262 ) 

Annales Laureshamenses, pars altera (9th — 10th century AD.) 
The second part of these annals was written by a number of different authors, all of 
whom were monks in the monastery at Lorsch in the diocese of Mainz. 	(251) 

Annales Ravennates (6th century; copy of the 11th century AD.) 

B.Bischoff and W.Koehler (1939) first published ms.202 from the Cathedral Library at 
Merseburg, identifying it as a copy, dating to the first half of the 11th century, of a 6th 
century text. 	The manuscript concerned is a version of the Fasti consulares 
Ravennates. For the first half of the 5th century there are considerable gaps: the 
Fasti Vindobonenses priores do not cover the years 404-454, and there is little infor-
mation in the brief Fasti Vindobonenses posteriores, which deal with the years 
388-437. 	The Annales Raven nates repeat in its entirety the original text from 
Ravenna. At the side of the account of the earthquakes of 429 and 443 at Ravenna 
there is a small drawing, which has been fully discussed by W.Koehler. 	( 175 ) ( 179 ) 



Anonymous Ecclesiastical History 
An epitome of ecclesiastical history preserved in the Vatican codex Parisinus Graecus 
1555A, ff.7r-13r. It was published by Cramer in 1839. 	 (211) (225) 

Anonymous lament (989 AD.) ) 
A Greek rhetorical composition written on the occasion of the collapse of the church of 
S.Sophia in Constantinople in 989. 	 (298 ) 

Anonymus Valesianus = Valesiana Excerpta (4th - 6th century AD.) 

This is the name given to two late antique historical texts which were first published 
by H.Valesius in 1636. The first recounts the life of the emperor Constantine I 
(280-337), and is based on a collection of 4th century biographies; the second dates to 
the 6th century, covers the period 474 - 626 AD , and is particularly concerned with the 
reign of Theodoric. 	 ( 194 ) 

al-Antaki, Abu'l-Faraj Yahya ibn Sa` id (980? -1066 AD.) 

An Arab historian and physician, well known for his continuation of the Chronicle of 
Eutychius of Alexandria (see Ibn Batriq). He was a Melchite Christian, and lived in 
Egypt for the first forty years of his life. From 1014 onwards, he lived at Antioch 
under Byzantine rule. His sources are Islamic, Greek and Antiochene Christian. 

(288) (291) (293) (294) (298) (299) 

Antonini Placentini Itinerarium (6th century AD ) 

This is one of the itineraries written for the use of pilgrims visiting the Holy Places in 
Palestine. It dates to the 6th century. 	 (218 ) 

Apollonius (2nd - 1st century B C ) 

A Greek text containing a collection of Mirabilia. 	It is attributed to a certain 
Apollonius, about whom nothing is known. 	 ( 003 ) 

Apollonius Grammatieus (before the 1st century B C ) 

He is mentioned by Phlegon in connection with the report of an earthquake in Asia 
Minor during the reign of Tiberius (14-37 	). A number of different writers are 
known by this name, and it is not possible to establish more precise information about 
him. 	 (079) (082 ) 

Appian (2nd century AD ) 

A Greek historian who was born at Alexandria, probably during the reign of Trajan 
(98 - 117). He went to Rome, where he held a number of important positions. It was 
during the reign of Antoninus Pius (138 -161) that he wrote his History of Rome in 24 
books, covering the period from the origins of the city to the death of Trajan. His 
sources were Polybius, Posidonius, Sallust and Livy. 	 ( 058) ( 062 ) 

Aristotle (384 -322 B.C.) 

A Greek philosopher. His works embrace all branches of knowledge, and were intend-
ed partly for professional teaching purposes and partly for public consumption. Many 
of his texts have survived in Greek as well as in Latin and eastern languages. His 
theory of earthquakes, which was accepted for more than eighteen hundred years, is 
worked out in book n of the Meteorologica. The treatise on the cosmos for Alexander, in 
which these theories are partly modified, is considered by some to be by Aristotle 
himself, and by others to be the work of a disciple. 

(015) (024) (025) (026) (029) (030) 427 
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Asclepiodotus (1st century B.0.) 

A pupil of Posidonius, who developed his master's work in the natural sciences as well 
as in other fields. We know nothing of his life, beyond the fact that he lived in the 1st 
century B.C. He is referred to in Seneca's Naturales Quaestiones in relation to an 
earthquake which occurred before the 1st century B.C. ( 040 ) 

Athanasius of Alexandria (c.295 —373 AD.) 

One of the Church Fathers. He wrote various theological and hagiographical works. 
His Festal Letters, which he began in 329 and continued with brief interruptions until 
373, are a collection of the letters he sent every year to the various dioceses to an-
nounce the date of Easter. Almost all the Greek original has been lost, but some let-
ters have survived in eastern translations. The Syriac Index, which mentions the 
earthquake of 21 July 365, is preserved in an 8th century manuscript, of which the 
original text must date to shortly after Athanasius' death. 	 (154 ) 

Augustine (354 —430 AD.) 

A saint and Father of the Latin Church. He was born at Tagaste in Numidia 
(Algeria). After leaving Carthage, where part of his education had taken place, he 
went to Rome and then Milan, where he obtained a chair of rhetoric. Under the 
influence of Ambrose and his preaching, he was converted to Christianity. He re- 
turned to Africa in 388, and became bishop of Hippo. 	 ( 171 ) (172 ) 

Aurelius Victor (4th century ) 

A historian of African origin. In 361 *D he was governor of Pannonia an in 389 he 
was made prefect. Probably after 360 he wrote a work entitled Caesares, on the 
history of the Roman emperors from Augustus to Constans. 	The Epitome de 
Caesaribus, referred to as Pseudo-Aurelius Victor, has been falsely attributed to him. 

(116) 

Avot de-Rabbi Nathan (3rd — 5th century AD ) 

One of the so-called extra-canonical minor tractates of the Talmud, generally printed 
at the end of the fourth division Nezilzin (Damages) of the Babilonian Talmud. It con-
tains a homiletical exposition and expansion of MiSnah Avot, a collection of ethnical 
maxims and aphorisms. 	 (001) 

Bartolomeo da Rossano (10th — 11th century AD ) 

A disciple of the more famous St.Nilus, founder of the Abbey of Grottaferrata (Rome) 
whose biography he wrote. He became the fourth abbot of the monastery. In addition 
to this work, he wrote many hymns (preserved among the precious Greek manuscripts 
of Grottaferrata), as well as a Typicon (book of general liturgical rubrics). 	( 287 ) 

Bianor (1st century AD.) 

A Greek writer of poetic epigrams. He came from Bithynia and was alive at the time 
of the earthquake at Sardis in 17 AD , which he refers to in an epigram now in the 
Palatine Anthology. 	 (079 ) 

Callisthenes (born about 370 s.c ) 
A Greek historian from Olynthus. He was related to Aristotle and became court 
historian to king Alexander of Macedon, whom he accompanied on his Asian expedi-
tion. In addition to historical writings, he also composed antiquarian, philosophical 
and scientific works. His account of the earthquake at Helice and Bura in 373 B.C. is 
important. 	 ( 023) (024 ) 



distinguish between the various components of the books, especially since they have 
reached us through a complicated and late tradition. The wording of prophecies pre- 
serves the memory of really happened events. 	 ( 112 ) ( 120 ) 

Socrates Scholasticus (380 — 439/450 AD.) 

A Byzantine writer. His Historia Ecclesiastica continues the work of Eusebius from 
the abdication of Diocletian (305 AD ) up to the year 439. He is primarily interested in 
the history of the Church, but also includes secular events at Constantinople. 

(138) (153) (154) (155) (156) 

Sozomen (end of the 4th —beginning of the 5th century AD ) 

Little is known of the life of this Byzantine historian contemporary of Socrates 
Scholasticus. Amongst his various works is an Ecclesiastical History for the years 
324-421, which takes a providential view of events. It is often more exhaustive than 
the work of Socrates, because greater care is taken in collating sources. (153) ( 154 ) 

Stephen of Taron (9th —10th century An.) 
Little is known of his life. He came from the province of TarOn, and was commissioned 
by the katholikos Sargis (982 — 1019) to write a Universal History at the beginning of 
the 11th century. This work focuses on Armenia and Byzantine-Armenian relations. 

(273) (300) 
Strabo (64 B.C. - 19 AD) 
A Greek historian and geographer, who was born at Amasea in Pontus. His historical 
writings are lost, but the 17 books of his Geographia have survived. The first 2 books 
deal with the mathematical aspects of geography; books 3-10 are about Europe; books 
11-16 are about Asia, and book 17 is about Africa. His work is important both for the 
historical information it provides, and for the various excursus. 	(024)(027)(028) 

(040)(055)(057)(062)(072)(079) 

"Suda" or Suidas (10th century AD.) 

The name given to a Byzantine lexicon (once assumed to have been compiled by a lexi-
cographer called Suidas). It contains about 30,000 Greek entries in alphabetical 
order, taken from earlier lexicons. It is a very important work both for lexical matters 
and for the historical and literary information which it contains. 	 ( 103 ) 

Suetonius (70 —140 AD.) 
A Latin author, whose De vita Caesarum is a series of biographies of emperors from 
Julius Caesar to Domitian. He also wrote De viris illustribus and other grammatical 
and rhetorical works. 	 (072) (079)(083)(096)(098)(100)(102) 

Abtfl-Fadl `Abd al-Rahman ibn Abi Bakr (1445-1505 AD.) 

An Arab polygraph, who was born in Cairo. He was the most prolific of all Arab writ-
ers (561 works), and taught several disciplines at the universities of Cairo and 
Damascus. 	 (261) 

Symeon Magister see Pseudo-Symeon Magister and Logothete 

Symmachus, Quintus Aurelius (c.340 —402 AD ) 

A Latin writer of letters and relationes, who held a number of important political 
posts. He was pontifex maior about 345, proconsul Africae in 373-375, praefectus 
urbi in 384 and consul in 391. He is considered to be one of the most important late 
an-tique writers of letters. About 900 of his letters, in 9 books covering the period 
364-402, have survived, as well as 49 relationes. 	 ( 159 ) 445 
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Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae (c.10th century AD.) 

A collection of lives of saints arranged according to the days of the liturgical calendar. 
Little is known about how the Synaxarium was compiled. There were several edi-

=tions, of which the most important seems to have been made about 965-970, on the 
orders of emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus. 	 (252) (298 ) 

Syncellus see Georgius Syncellus 

Synesius of Cyrene (c.370 — 413 AD ) 

A neoplatonic philosopher. He studied at the school of Hypatia in Alexandria, but 
later moved closer to the Gnostics. He spent three years at Constantinople and then 
went to Athens, later returning to his own country, where he became a soldier. In 411, 
however, he accepted the position of bishop of Ptolemais. His surviving works consist 
of hymns, speeches and 159 letters, three of which are not authentic. 	(162) (163 ) 

al-Tabari, Abu Jalar Muhammad ibn Jarir (839 — 927 AD.) 

The most famous Arab historian. After studying in Baghdad and then in Basra and 
Kufa, he returned to Baghdad, where he spent the rest of his life as a teacher. In his 
works he dealt not only with history and Koranic exegesis, but also with poetry, lexi-
cography, grammar, medicine and mathematics. What remains of his Annals is no 
more than an abridged version of the enormous original. 

(254) (270) (271) (276) (277) 
Talmud (3rd —6th century A.D ) 
The body of teaching which comparises the commentary and discussions of the Mf§nah 
that took place in the academies of Babylonia (Babylonian Talmud, completed in the 
6th century) and of Palestine (Palestinian or Jerusalem Talmud, completed at the end 
of the 4th century). It contains the text of the Mi'snah and the interpretation, known 
as Gemara. 	 (125 ) 

Tacitus (c.55 — c.120 An.) 
A Latin historian, who was also a senator, magistrate, provincial governor and orator. 
His first historical work was the Historiae, of which only the first four books and part 
of the fifth survive. It covered the events of the years 68 —96. Later on he wrote what 
are known as the Annales ab excessu dici Augusti libri. They were concerned with the 
period from the death of Augustus (14 AD.) to 68, but only books 1-4, part of book 5, and 
books 11-16 survive. He made use of documents as well as historical works, of which 
we cannot always identify the authors. 

	

	(079) (080) (081) (089) (090) (092) 
(095) (096 ) 

Theodoret (c.393 —460 A_D 
A native of Antioch who was educated at Cyrrhus, of which he became bishop. Of his 
many works, the Historia Ecclesiastica, written about 444 AD , is particularly impor-
tant. It provides a picture of the life of monks in northern Syria in the 4th and 5th 
centuries AD. 	 ( 153 ) (164 ) 

Theophanes (760 —818 AD ) 

A Byzantine chronicler who wrote a history of events from 284 to 813 AD. His work is 
important for comparing biblical and other Christian chronologies, and for the infor-
mation it provides about the western and eastern empires. His sources are ecclesi-
astical histories and chronicles, as well as historians such Procopius and Agathias. 
His work was continued (Theophanes Continuatus) in the form of a compilation by 
various hands. He is an important source for the dating of a number of earthquakes. 
The chronological system used by Theophanes has posed a problem for scholars, 
because there are certain periods for which the year of the world does not correspond 



to the indiction. According to some scholars, this discrepancy only applies to the 
period from 609/610 (annus mundi 6102) to 772/773 (a.m. 6225), excluding the years 
713/715 - 725/726 (a.m. 6207-6218), where the indiction is one unit greater than the 
age of the world. They attribute this to a mistake made by Theophanes in organising 
his material. According to other scholars, however, the discrepancy between year of 
the world and indiction is not a real one, being simply the result of Theophanes' begin-
ning the year on 25 March instead of 1 September (Grumel 1934, pp.369-405 and 1958, 
pp.95-6). (135) (136) (138) (140) (141) (145) (147) (176) (177) (180) (183) 
(189) (193) (203) (205) (206) (211) (213) (214) (215) (216) (219) (222) (223) 
(224) (225) (226) (240) (242) (243) (244) (247) (248) (249) (250) (253) (255) 

(256) (259) (272) (282) (285) 

Theophylactus Simocatta (late 6th century - 7th century AD.) 

A Byzantine historian, who was born in Egypt in the late 6th century. He wrote a 
history of the reign of Maurice (582 - 602) in 8 books. 	 (228 ) 

Theopompus of Chios (4th century B.c.) 
A Greek historian who was born around 378 B.C., and was in the service of Philip II, 
Alexander the Great and Ptolemy I. He wrote a number of rhetorical and historical 
works. His Hellenics narrates events from the end of Thucydides' work (411/410 B.c.) 
to 394 B.C., whereas his History of Philip covers the period up to 360 B.c., and contains 
many antiquarian and mythographical excursus. 	 (003 ) 

Thomas Artsruni (11th century AD.) 

An Armenian historian who wrote a History of the House of the Artsrunik. It covers 
the period from the origins to 904 A.D., and was continued up to 1326 by various un- 
known hands in a discontinuous way. 	 ( 277 ) 

Thucydides (c.460 - after 404 B.C.) 

A Greek historian. His Peloponnesian War was completed by Xenophon. It is the 
principal source for Greek history from the second half of the 5th century B.C. His 
accounts of earthquakes are of major importance, not only for the completeness of his 
descriptions but also for the fairly accurate chronology. 	(008) (011) (012) (014) 

Typicon of the Great Church (9th - 10th century AD.) 
A liturgical book, arranged according to the Byzantine calendar, for services in the 
church of S.Sophia in Constantinople. It provides instructions for the services and 
chants to be used for individual feasts, whether fixed or movable. 	 (247 ) 

Typicon of the S.Salvatore (Messina) 
A liturgical book, arranged according to the Byzantine calendar, for services in the 
church of S.Salvatore in Messina, edited by Arranz (1969). 	 (268 ) 

Varro, Marcus Terentius (116 -27 B c ) 
A Latin writer. His many erudite works were a mine of information for the ancients 
and the Middle Ages. He is referred to in the Naturalis Historia of Pliny. 	(066 ) 

Vatican Paradoxographer (2nd century AD?) 

This work, preserved in a Vatican manuscript, is devoted to the narration of extraordi- 
nary events in history and nature. 	 (003 ) 

Velleius Paterculus (c.19 B c.30 AD ) 

A Latin historian who held official positions under Augustus and Tiberius. His 447 



Historia Romana is a summary in 2 books of the history of Rome up to 30 A.D. 

His principal sources for the republican period are Nepos, Livy and Sallust. For the 
period close to his own, he relied on his personal knowledge and archive materials. 

(079) 
Victor of Tunnuna (died after 566 AD.) 
A bishop of the African city of Tunnuna who defended the Three Chapters schism. He 
was exiled in 555, and subsequently confined in a monastery at Constantinople, where 
he remained until his death. He wrote a Chronicle in Latin in which he narrates the 
most important events of Church and Empire. 	 (196 ) 

Virgil (70 —19 B.c.) 
A Latin poet. His Georgics have been used in this catalogue. 	 (069 ) 

The Vision of Daniel (9th century AD.) 

A Greek Apocalypse text which adds to earlier ancient prophetic traditions with a 
fairly reference to events of Sicily in the 9th century. 	 (268) 

Xenophon (c.426 —c.355 Bc ) 
An Athenian writer. Amongst his historical writings is the Hellenica in 7 books, 
which constitutes a continuation of the work of Thucydides. 	(035) (037) (040) 

al-Ya`qUbi, Ahmad ibn Abi Ya`cfnb (? —897 A_D 

An Arab historian and geographer who spent his youth in Armenia and Iran. He died 
in Egypt. His works reveal a true passion for astrology, naturalistic sciences and 
topography. His sources are never quoted, and remain unidentified. 	(269) ( 271) 

Yebamoth see Talmud 

Zachariah of Mitylene (6th century AD ) 

Also known as Zachariah the Rhetor and Zachariah the Scholastic. He came from 
Maiumas near Gaza, and wrote an Ecclesiastical History in Greek, which was used by 
Evagrius. The text we now have is a Syriac reworking, used as part of a universal 
history which goes from the Creation to the year 569 A.D. (203 ) 

Zechariah (6th century B C ) 

One of the 12 minor prophets of the Bible. According to the critics, the chapters 1-8 
can be considered authentic; the chapters 9-14 are later (2nd century B C ) . The style of 
the visions of Zechariah is at the basis of the apocalyptical literature. 	(001) 

Zonaras, John (12th century A)) 
A Byzantine historian and writer on ecclesiastical subjects, who held an official posi-
tion at the court of Constantinople. He became a monk around 1118 and retired to the 
Monastery of Mt.Athos. In addition to an epitome of world history from the Creation 
to the year 1118, he wrote various commentaries on canon law and some hymns. His 
sources include such important historians as Herodotus, Xenophon, Plutarch and Dio 
Cassius. 	 (204) (238) (292) 
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184, 189, 229, 234, 242-4, 301, 
323, 336 
al Askar 67 

`Askar al-Mandi 384 
Asti 29 

Aswan Dam 89 
Atalandi, Gulf of 122 

Atalante 140 

Atalante, the island of 119-22 

Athens 54, 81, 96-7, 111, 113, 
117-8, 123-5, 129, 261, 269, 272 

Parthenon 81 
Atlantis 21, 48 

Attica 96-7, 120, 261 

Atys 236-7 

Augusta 177 

Aunobaris 228 
Ay§ehoca 227 
Azerbaijan 392 
Azotus see Ashdod 

Ba'albek 405, 366, 368 

Babel see Babylon 

Babylon 41, 92 
Baghdad 384 

Baishan 264-5 
Baku 162 

Balagrae 260 
Balis 384 
Balkan 280 

Balqa 368 

Balu 406 
Baris 234 
al-Bas 393 

Basle 18 
Basra 67, 358 
Batnae see Batnan 
Batnan 358.360 
Bayt Laya 378-9 
Bazmasar Mt. 352 
Beirut 37, 334 

Beit Gubrin 264-5 
Belt Ma`de 360 
Beit Qubayeh 366, 368 
Benevento 64. 227, 279, 379, 
:381, 392-3, 401-3 

Church of St.Renuto .392 

Mona.ster• of St.Sofiu -10.3 

Porta Aurea .392 

Benevento Area :379 
Bervtus 254, 311, 332-3, 335-6, 
:345 
Besseriani see Ad Maiores 
Beth-shan 356, 366, :369 

Bethlehem 105 
Bithynia 186-7, 213, 2:34, 236-8, 
245, 255-6. 274-5, 277, 292-4, 
302, 364 
Black Sea 99, 366 
Blur 390 
Boagrius River 119, 121 

Boeotia 98, 118, 139-40, 146, 
262, 331 

Bologna 63-4, 158 

Bononia see Bologna 

Bosphorus 165-6, 168, 282, 388 

Bosrah 366, 368 

Botrvs :332-3 
Brescia 50 
Brysia 348 
Bubastis 88 
Bukhara 67 

Bura 95, 118, 128-2, 181, 280 



Varone A. 196, 210 
Varrasso A.A. 228-9, 229 

Vasiliev A. 382 
Virgilio B. 111 
Vollgraff W. 126-7 

Waitz G. 400 

Walzer R. 47 
Warburton W. 264, 267 
Ward-Perkins B. 61, 76, 236 

Weismantel 0. 180 

Whitby M. and M. 286, 301, 304, 
322-3, 325, 327, 347, 364, 370-1 
Widemann F. 214 
Williams C.K. 261-2 

Willis B. 366 
Winfield D. 73 
Winnett F.V. 242 
Wirth E. 55 
Willker L. 154-5 
Warthle P. 405 

Yadin Y. 105, 108 
Yeomans D.K. 118-9, 195, 355-6, 
393-4 
Yovsep`ean 389 

Zecchini G. 292, 294-5 
Zeyt'unyan A.S. 307 
Zgusta L. 227 
Ziehen L. 113 
Zucchetti G. 373, 375 
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Ejmiadzin 391 
El Manzala 270 
Elaea 229-30 
Elatea 119, 121 
Eleusis 96, 98 
Elis 125-6 
Emilia 354 
Enna 383 
Ephesus 60, 134, 174, 180, 
183-4, 188, 236-7, 243 
Epidamnos 313 
Epidaurus 111, 267, 269, 277 
Epirus 262, 317, 323 
Erechteis 96 
ErOge 106 
Esino River 137 
Esquiline 138 
Etna Area 153 
Etna Mt. 122, 153, 172 
Etruria 57, 143-5 
Euboea 118, 120-2, 129, 145-6 
Euphrates River 307 
Europe 17, 20, 38, 62-3, 282 
Exarchate 64 

Faenza 309, 309 
Faesulae 157 
Fagutal 138 
Fermo 170 
Ferrara 18 
Fidenae 117 
Fiesole 157 
Florence 63, 157 
Forli 301 
France 19, 63, 375 
Frigento 401-3 
Friuli 69, 354 

Gabala 302, 384 
Galatia 230, 399 
Galicia 295-6 
Galilee 108, 334 
Gallipoli 302, 304 

Long Walls 303-4 
Gambatesa 403 
Gaul 143, 233 
Gautah see al-Ghouta 
Gavisa 313 
Georgia 75 
Germany 19, 64, 172, 375 
Germe 275 
Gezer 108 
al-Ghouta 366, 368, 378-9 
Gophna 264-5 
Gorgan 77 
Gortyna 267, 272, 273, 285-6 

Baths 285-6 
Praetorium 272, 286  

Greece 11, 21, 25, 32, 48, 56, 68, 
74, 112, 118, 120-2, 127, 135, 
230, 259, 261-2, 277, 328, 331-2, 
346 
Grottaferrata 396 
Gunbad-i Qabus 77 
Gush Halav 312 
al-Guta see al-Ghouta 

Habura 370 
Hada 265 
Hadrian& 233 
Haifa 264 
Halus 146 
Harran 384 
HaSteank` 406 
Hazor 108 
Helenopolis 302, 304 
Helice 95, 100, 118, 128-32, 181, 
280 
Helinia 383 
Hellas 214, 313 
Hellespont 99, 129, 133-4, 136, 
190, 233, 236-7, 275, 292-4, 300, 
303 
Henchir Kern el-Kebsch 228 
Heraclea Pontica 133-4, 376 
Heraclea Trachinea 119-20 
Herculaneum 45, 55, 196-7, 
199-200, 202, 214, 222, 224 

Municipium 199 
Temple of Mater Dei 199-200, 
202 

Hiera, the island of 133, 147-8 
Hierapolis 188, 190, 194-5, 239, 
254, 306, 349-50, 350-1 

Street of Frontinus 350 
Hierocaesarea 180, 183-4 
Hims 384 
Hinnom, Valley of 105, 107 
Histonium see Vasto 
Honorias 398-9 
Hydrax 281 
Hyrcania 180, 183-4 

lasus 147-8, 149 
Ibora 317,326 
Illyria 312, 341, 344 
India 392 
Innaknean 352 
Interpromium 228, 229 
Ionia 100, 135-6, 188-9, 300 
Iran 67, 366 
Iraq 394 
Irpinia 81, 404 
Isauria 259 
Ischia 160 
Isernia 160, 252, 254, 379 

Israel 105, 107, 242 
Italy 9, 13-4, 19-20, 22, 25-6, 28, 
31, 38, 49, 57-8, 60, 62-6, 68-9, 
71, 75-7, 81, 110, 116, 133, 136, 
143, 150, 152-3, 155-6, 163, 165, 
175, 177, 202, 232-3, 251, 284, 
355, 371, 373, 375, 377 
Italy (Central) 116, 177, 375 
Ithome 113-4 

Jablah see Gabala 
Japan 19 
Japho 264-5 
Jericho 92, 358, 366, 369 

Church of St.John at the 
Jordan 246 
Monastery of St.Euthymius 
358 

Jerusalem 37, 51, 57, 60, 105-7, 
263-6, 287, 311, 335, 355-6, 
366-7 
Jordan 60 
Jordan River 367 
Judah see Judea 
Judea 105-7, 173 
Justinopolis 314 
Juvanum 254 

al Kahira see Cairo 
Kairouan 67, 393 
Kargop` 393 
Kars 406 
Kastro 132 
Kernitsa 132 
Kerch 164-6, 168 
Kiyikiclacik Koiii 149 
Koskina 148 
Kourion 274, 276, 277-8 
Ksyut 359 
Kufa 67, 394 

Laconia 113 
Lago 29 
Lambaese 245 
Lamia 119, 121 
Lampsacus 302-3 
Laneion 237 
Laodicea [Phrygial 174-5, 188, 
190, 194-5, 239, 306 
Laodicea (Syria] 323-5, 335, 384 
L'Aquila 151 
Larimna 140 
Larissa 119, 121 
Larisus River 126 
Latin Territory 170 
Latium 69, 154, 170 
Lebanon 254, 312, 333, 336 
Leben 193 



Hine H.M. 196, 199 
Hodges R. 379 
von Hoff 19, 87, 105, 108-9, 113, 

Kumaniecki K. 341, 344 

Lamma P. 361-2 

365-6, 386, 389, 392-3 
Menager L.R. 29 
Mercalli G. 19, 116, 122, 135, 

116-9, 122-3, 128, 132-3, 137, Lanciani R. 48-9, 284-5, 290, 137, 142-3, 150-7, 159, 163, 169, 
140, 143, 147, 150-7, 159, 163, 373-4 171-2, 177, 179, 187, 191, 196, 
169, 172-4, 177, 179-80, 186, 190, Lane E. 246, 249-50 212, 214, 239-40, 244, 252, 260, 
193-6, 212, 214, 229-31, 233-7, Laurent J. 386 290, 301, 306, 357, 371, 373, 377, 
240, 242, 244, 247-8, 250-1, Lecocq R. 196, 199 379, 392, 396, 400, 402 
254-5, 262, 264, 267, 274, 280, Leonard J.R. 267, 274, 277-8 Meritt B.D. 261, 266 
282, 284, 286-8, 292, 295-6, Lepelley C. 244-5, 259-60, 267, Merlin A. 228 
300-2, 306-7, 312-4, 322-3, 273, 287 Meyer E. 128, 132, 313-4, 332 
329-32, 336-8, 340-1, 346, 348, Lewcock R. 77-8 Michaelidou-Nicolau I. 277-8 
353, 355, 359, 364-6, 370, 372-3, Liebeschuetz J.H.W.G. 348 Millar F. 171 
384-5, 389, 398, 400-2, 404 Lippold A. 116-7, 137-8 Millosevich 41 
Hoffmann H. 371, 380-1, 401, Lippolis 272 Milne J. 19 
404 Louis P. 135 Mitchell S. 60, 66, 180, 194, 
Holder-Egger 0. 306 Lugli G. 69, 290-1 235-7 
Holleaux M. 147 Luisi A. 214, 224 Molin D. 151, 163, 191, 279, 290, 
Homolle Th. 128, 132, 134 305, 353, 373, 375, 377, 401 
Honigmann E. 296, 322-3 Maamoun M. 87-9, 242, 244, Momigliano A. 109-10, 117 
Ho Peng Yoke 118-9, 195-6, 199, 247, 372, 384, 389, 397-8 Mommsen Th. 184, 214, 309 
239, 309-10, 355-6, 377, 393-4, Macan R.W. 109-10, 117 Mongitore A. 153, 260 
400-1, 404 MacBain B. 25, 154-5, 157-60 Montero S. 263 
Hubaux J. 280 Maffei P. 377, 393-4, 401 Morelli C. 251, 255, 312-3 
Ht1ttl W. 237 Maiuri A. 196, 207 Munzer F. 159, 164-5 

Jacob C. 57 
Mallet R. 19, 87, 105, 108-9, 113, 
116-9, 123, 128, 136-7, 140, 143, 

Musson R.M.W 15 
Musti D. 56, 157-8, 233 

Jacobelli L. 196, 210 147, 150-2, 154-7, 159, 163, 169, 
Jacoby F. 163-4 173-4, 177, 179-80, 186, 190, Nikolaevskii V.N. 159, 162 
Jacques F. 255, 259-64, 266-7, 194-6, 212, 214, 229-31, 233-7, Nikonov A.A. 363 
271, 273, 275, 278 240, 242, 244, 247-8, 250-2, Nissen H. 	14, 49, 116, 151, 172-3 
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Jeffery L.H. 111 
Jeffreys E. 296, 298 
Jensen R.C. 277-8 
Johannowsky W. 214, 226-7 
Jonas F.J. 196, 199 
Jones A.H.M. 38 

K`alant'aryan A.A. 389, 392 
Karapetian N.K. 351-2, 363, 
386, 389, 392-3, 405-6 
Karnik V. 20, 84 
Karwiese S. 242-4 
Kauffmann A. 215 

Kebeasy R. 87-8 
Kehr P.F. 29 
Kenrick Ph. 267, 274 
Kirkou M. 328 
Kitchen K.A. 89 
Koehler W. 289, 289-92 
Koloski-Ostrow A.O. 196, 210 
Kondorskaja N.V. 351-2, 363, 
386, 389, 393, 406 
Kostaneanc` K. 351-2, 363, 386, 
389, 406 
Koves-Zulauf Th. 159 
Krautheimer R. 64, 290-1, 373, 

375, 377-8 

254-5, 262-3, 267, 274-5, 280, 
283-4, 286-8, 290, 292, 295-6, 
300-2, 305-7, 312-4, 323, 327, 
329-32, 336, 340-1, 346-8, 352-3, 
355, 357-60, 364-6, 370-3, 377, 
379, 384-7, 389, 394, 398, 402. 
404-5 
Manacorda D. 284-5 
Manganaro G. 267, 274 
Mango C. 405 
Marazzi F. 381 

Marchetti Longhi G. 284-5 
Margaliot M. 366 
Marinatos S. 128, 132 
Marmo C. 42-4, 46, 353, 373. 
375 
Martin R. 69 
Martinelli G. 159, 161, 161 
Masturzo N. 272 

Mateos J. 294, 341 
Mau A. 196, 200 
Mazza M. 267, 271 
Mazzarino S. 239, 251-2, 254 
McCail R.C. 341, 345 
McGing B.C. 162-3 
Medvedev 84 
Melville Ch. 21, 351-2, 363, 

Norman A.F. 259 

O'Reilly J.H. 19 
Oberhummer E. 135, 246, 
249-50 
Obermeyer J. 242 
Oeser E. 44 
Onorato G.O. 196, 199 
Oppenheimer A. 242 
von Oppolzer Th. 178-9 

Pace B. 267, 274 
Paci G. 214, 224, 226 
Palumbo A. 32, 38, 48, 292, 295 
Panciera S. 191-2, 284-5 
Panessa G. 108-9, 111-3, 115, 
117-9, 122-6, 128, 132-6, 139-40, 
145, 147, 180, 185, 193, 213 
Pantanelli D. 159, 161 
Pantosti D. 379, 381, 401, 403 
Papantoniou G.A. 113 
Papazachos B. 108-9, 112-3, 
118-9, 124-6, 128, 134, 136-7, 
140, 147, 174, 180, 186, 190, 
192-3, 213, 229-30, 233, 235-7, 
245, 251, 255, 262, 267, 274, 285, 
289, 292, 300-2, 312-3, 327-9, 
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Patras 186, 331 
Pavia 63-4, 377 
Peloponnese 129, 261 
Peneus 95 
Pentapolis 260, 281 
Peparethus, the island of 119-20 
Pergamum 243 
Perinthus 118 
Persia 40, 243 
Pesaro 156-7 
Pescara 228, 229 
Pescolardo 227 
Petra 264-5 
Phalara 119-21 
Phalasarna 273 
Phalerum 111 
Philadelphia 16, 180, 183-4 
Philippi 190 
Philomede 317, 326 
Phlegrean Plain 135 
Phlius 126 
Phocis 121, 139 
Phoenice Libanensis 333 
Phoenice Maritima 295, 333 
Phoenicia 145, 254, 335-6 
Phrygia 97, 135, 162, 174, 176-7, 
188, 192-4, 239, 254, 289, 292-3, 
306, 317, 326, 349 
Phrygia Maior 294 
Phrygia Minor 294 
Piazza Armerina 260 
Picenum 26, 137, 155-6, 170 
Piedimonte Matese 252 
Pinara 235 
Pisaurum see Pesaro 
Pisidia 277 
Pistoia 29 
Pitane 229-30 
Po River 150 
Po Valley 63, 158 
Poemanenum 237-8 
Polybotus 317, 326 
Pompeii 22, 45, 55, 57-8, 69-74, 
73-4, 155-6, 196, 196-7, 199, 201, 
201-2, 203-5, 206-11, 209, 214, 
221, 224-5 

Amphitheatre 209 
Bakery of T.Proculus 208 
Bakery of via di Nola 208 
Building of Eumachia 204 
Central Baths 207, 209-10 
Complex of Sarno 210 
Curia Buildings 209-10 
Forum 205 
Herculanean Gate 201 
House of Achilles 203 
House of Caius Cuspius 
Pansa 203  

House of Caius Vibius 207 
House of the Chase 207 
House of Fabius Rufus 210 
House of L.Caecilius 
Jucundus 201 
House of L.Crassus Tertius 
at Oplontis 224 
House of the Labyrinth 203 
House of Lime 206 
House of the Little Fountain 
206 
House of Marcus Lucretius 
205 
House of the Moralist 74, 
206 
House of Orpheus 203 
House of Paulus Paquius 
Proculus 203 
House of the Sacellum 
Italicum 206 
House of Sallust 209 
House of the Surgeon 206 
Macellum 207, 209 
Masonry 204 
Nocera Gate 201 
Odeon 209 
Stabian Baths 205-6 
Temple of Isis 199, 209 
Theatre 209 
Vesuvius Gate 201 
Via di Stabia 208 
Villa of Mysteries 206 

Pompeiopolis 318-20, 322 
Pontus 99, 166-8, 184, 186-7, 
240-1, 250, 255-6, 308, 317, 326 
Pontus Euxinus 166 
Porto Recanati 170, 232 
Potentia 170 
Potenza Picena 232 
Potidaea 112 
Pozzuoli 182, 183-5 
Praenetus 364 
Priverno 154 
Privernum 154-5 
Propontis 234 
Psephium 348 
Ptolemais 311 

al Qatai 67 
Qenneshrin 359-60 
Qumram 174 

Ra`ban 397-8 
Ra's al-Ayn 384 
Raqqa 384 
Ravello 81 
Ravenna 61-2, 64, 289, 291-2, 
301, 306, 309, 309-10, 361, 361-2 

Basilica of Sant'Apollinare 
Nuovo 361, 361-362 

Ray 366 
Reate see Rieti 
Reggio Calabria 157-8, 179, 278, 
279 
Reggio Emilia 158, 160-1, 161 
Regium Lepidi see Reggio Emilia 
Regnano 161, 
Rhegium 341, 343-5 

Church of St.Callinicus 343 
Church of St.Stratonicus 343 

Rhine 260, 375 
Rhodes, the island of 98-9, 140- 
2, 147-9, 235, 250-1, 277, 301, 
303, 312 

Colossus 140-2 
Rhone 136 
Rhyndacus 234 
Rieti 151, 163 
Romania 62, 75 
Rome 11, 25-6, 29-30, 33, 48-9, 
54, 57-8, 59, 60-2, 64, 70, 72, 79, 
113, 116-7, 137-8, 145, 150-2, 
154, 156-7, 160, 163, 167, 171-3, 
177-9, 184, 191, 194-5, 201, 202, 
207, 210-13, 222-3, 235, 239-46, 
251-2, 268, 280, 284-5, 290-1, 
305, 317, 338, 353-5, 373, 375, 
377-8 

Anton.ine Baths .375 
Aventine 1.52 
Basilica of San Paolo Apostolo 
(11.m.) 291, 373-4 
Capitolium 171, 191, 200 
Chapel of Lures 246 
Church of San Giovanni 375 
Church of Santa Francesca 
Romani' .378 
Church of Santa Muria 
Antigua 378 
Church of St.Petronilla 374-5 
Flavian Amphitheatre 
(Colosseum) 291, .305, 305 
Forum 378 
Forum Pacis 284 
Oratorio of Santa Lucia 285 
Portica Nova 290 
Porticus Minucia Frumentaria 
284 
Regia 49, 156 
Temple of Antoninus and 
Faustina 285 
Temple of Ceres, Liber and 
Libera 152 
Temple of Peace 239 
Temple of Public Fortune 171 
Via Sacra 285 
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Vitalianus 312 
Vitruvius 70, 77 
Virgil 172 
Vitellius 213 
Vologases [bishop] 257 
Vopiscus 195 

Xenophon 25, 95, 124-6 

Yahweh 90-1 
Ya`cifibi 383-4 

Zachariah of Mitylene 314, 318 
Zachariah Catholicus of Armenia 
387, 391 
Zarbos 227 
Zechariah 93, 105-6, 390 
Zeno 80, 301-4 
Zeus 48, 96, 236 
Zeus Olympius 236 
Zeuxidamus 114 
Zimisces 399 
Zonaras John 144, 191, 193, 231, 
236-7, 314, 321-2, 329, 356, 364, 
366-7, 376, 385, 387, 398-9 
Zosimus 243, 261-2, 267, 271 

Modern names 

Abbati B. 116, 137, 143, 177, 
191, 239-40, 252, 373 
Abich H. 307, 351-2, 363, 386, 
389, 393, 406 
Abrahamyan A.G. 389, 391-2 
Adam J.-P. 69-71, 73-4, 80, 140, 
155, 196, 196, 201-3 , 203-5, 205, 
208-9 
Alexander P.J. 382-3 
Alexandre P. 284, 289-90, 301, 
310, 353, 361, 371, 373, 377, 400 
Allen P. 341, 344 
Alonso Nunez J.M. 164-5 
Amari M. 379 
Ambraseys N.N. 21, 112, 119, 
128, 169, 180, 193, 235-6, 242, 
267, 278, 292, 329, 331-2, 338, 
351-2, 363-6, 386, 389, 392-3, 
404 
Amiran D.H.K. 93, 173, 187, 
234, 247-8, 264, 267, 287, 307, 
311, 332, 355, 357-8, 366, 370, 
382, 388 
Ananyn 168 
Andreau J. 196, 202 
Andrewes A. 111 

Antonopoulos J. 119, 121 
Arakeljan F.O. 168 
Armijo R. 113, 115 
Arranz M. 382 
Arthur P. 210-1 
Autino P. 109-10, 113, 115, 
117-9, 122-6, 128, 133-4 
Avdoyan L. 351-2 
Avramea A. 328 

Bacchielli L. 281 
Baffioni C. 53 
Baladie R. 113, 128, 132 
Balty J. 54 
Baratta M. 19, 150-1, 163, 171, 
179, 187, 196, 199-200, 212, 214, 
224-5, 239-40, 252, 260, 278-9, 
284, 290, 301, 305-6, 353, 373, 
377, 379, 392, 396-7, 400, 402 
Barbet A. 196, 210 
Barbieri G. 231-2 
Barnes T.D. 282 
Bate H.N. 233, 235 
Baudy 267 
Baur P.V.C. 236 
Bearzot C. 137 
Beaucamp J. 36 
Behr C.A. 236-7 
Beloch J. 55 
Ben-Menahem A. 94, 105, 107, 
140, 164, 173, 177, 214, 231, 
234-5, 247-8, 251, 254, 264, 267, 
287, 311, 314, 323, 332, 336, 338, 
357, 359, 366, 372, 378, 384, 
388-9, 405 
Berti N. 153, 362 
Bertolini 0. 402-4 
Bertrand E. 19 
Bidez J. 300-1 
Bilfinger G. 101 
Bischoff B. 289, 289-92 
Blanc N. 140 
Blanchard-Lemee M. 267 
Blavatsky W.A. 168 
Bloch R. 49, 401, 403 
Bodvarsson G. 159, 162 
Boll F. 123, 178-9 
Boni G. 378 
Bonito M. 19, 105, 108-9, 113, 
116-9, 122-3, 126, 128, 135-7, 
140, 143, 145, 147, 150-7, 159, 
163-4, 169, 173-4, 177-80, 186, 
190-2, 194, 196, 210, 212, 214, 
229-31, 233-7, 239-42, 244, 
247-52, 254-5, 262-4, 267, 274-5, 
280, 282-4, 286-90, 292, 295-6, 
300-2, 306-7, 312-4, 322-3, 
329-32, 336, 340-1, 346, 348, 353, 

355, 357-9, 364, 366, 372-3, 
376-7, 379, 385, 387, 394, 398, 
402, 404-5 
Bormann E. 309 
Boschi E. 15 
Bottero J. 91 
Bousquet B. 112-3, 128, 132, 
134, 137, 139-40, 255, 259-64, 
266-7, 271, 273, 275, 278 
Bowersock G.W. 235-7 
Brakmann H. 267, 271 
Briggs M.S. 80 
Brock S. 264, 267 
Broneer 0. 261-2, 268 
Broughton Th.R.Sh. 174 
Brown P. 66 
Bilcheler F. 174-5 
Budriesi R. 361, 361-3, 373, 
377-8 
Bulwer-Lytton E. 215 
Buoni J.A. 51 
Buonocore M. 252-4 
Burke P. 133-4 
Burke T. 215 
Burkert W. 95 
Burlot J. 67 
Burnand Y. 196, 199-200, 214, 
224-5, 227-9, 231-2, 252-3, 305 

Cadoux C.J. 237 
Cagiano de Azevedo M. 76 
Camerata-Scovazzo R. 267. 274 
Cameron A. 174-5, 280-3, 332, 
336-9 
Camodeca G. 252-4 
Cantarelli L. 252, 254 
Capelle W. 14, 109. 111-3. 117-9, 
132-6, 140-1, 169, 190, 280, 284, 
288, 292, 300, 302, 314, 322-3, 
327, 330, 336, 340-1, 344, 347 
Capocci E. 179, 196, 212, 214. 
244, 252, 373, 379, 392, 396, 402 
Cappelli A. 400 
Caputo M. 214, 242, 244, 260, 
267 
Carandini A. 260 
Carrozzo M.T. 179, 187, 196, 
212, 214, 239-40, 244, 252, 260, 
279, 290, 301, 305-6, 353, 371, 
373, 379, 392, 396, 402 
Cartledge P.A. 108, 113, 115 
Cattenoz H.G. 42 
Cecchelli C. 64 
Chabert S. 196, 199 
Chastagnol A. 290-1 
Chatelain L. 136 
Chiusano 401, 403 
Chrimes K.M.T. 113, 115 
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Vesuvius Mt. 24, 71, 178, 184, 
202, 210, 214, 215, 216, 218, 221, 
223-8, 301 
Vipera 401-3 
Vulcano Mt. 357 
Vulcano, the island of 132-3 

Xanthus River 97, 139 
Xerolophus 365 
Xorjean 406 
Xotakerk' see Rargop` 

Yugoslavia 323 

Zarethan 92 
Zeleia 98 
Zvart`no`c 66 

Ancient names 

Aaron 91, 106 
Abbas 359 
Abdila 30 
Abomasale 380 
Abu al-Qasim 397 
AIM-Ma'shar 379-80 
Abu-laayda 356 
Adam 35 
Adamnan 357 
Adeodatus I [pope] 353-4 
Aeacus 112 
Aelian 113, 128-9, 131, 134 
Aelianus [consul] 240 
Aelius Aristides 236-8, 258 
Aenetus 139 
Aeschilus 146 
Aeschilus Arachnades 127 
Agapius of Mabbug 266 
Agathias 80, 174-5, 332, 335-9, 
341, 344-5 
Agesilaus 124 
Agesipolis 126-7 
Agis 120, 124-6 
Aglocritus 142 
Agnellus Andreas see Andreas 
Agnellus 

Agricola 240 
Aias 94, 112 
Aistulf 362 
Akhtoes 88 
Alaric 284 
Albertus Magnus 47 
Albertus Miliolus 212, 267 
Albus [governor] 236-7 
Alcibiades 123-5 

Alexander 241 
Alexander III [pope] 362 
Alexander IV 41 
Alexander the Great 39, 41, 135, 
163 
Alexander the Greek 264-5 
Alexander Severus 240, 299 
Alfonso of Aragon 17 
Althepos 96 
Amaziah 107 
Amazons 98 
Ambrose 50, 265-6 
Amenophis III 90 
Amenmesses 89 
Amisodarus 98 
Ammianus Marcell nus 98, 128, 
255-7, 260-3, 265-9 
Amos 93, 105 
Anastasius [consul] 306 
Anastasius I 312-3, 319 
Anatolius 342 
Anatolius of Laodicea 35-7 
Anaxagoras 43-4 
Anaximander 108 
Anaximenes 43-4 
Andreas Agnellus 64, 306, 361-2 
Andreas [chronologist] 36, 40 
Andreas Dandulus 353 
Andronicus 150, 234, 248. 281, 
328 
Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus 
[senator] 284-5 

Annianus [monk] 36 
Anonymus Valesianus 309-10 
al-Antaki 397-9, 404-5 
Anthemius of Tralles 80 
Antigonus 139-41 
Anthiochus 152 
Antiochus III 148 
Antoninus 285 
Antoninus of Piacenza 332, 335 
Antoninus Pius 235, 237 
Antony 173 
Apollo 96-7, 110, 127, 134, 139, 
149-50, 171, 246, 262 
Apollo Didymaeus 189 
Apollo Smintheus 127 
Apollonides 246 
Apollonius 108-9, 189, 193-4 
Apollonius Grammaticus 
179-80, 182, 186 
Appian 163, 165-8, 186 
Apries 90 
Arcadius 280, 284, 364 
Archelaus 44 
Archidamus 114, 120 
Arciselaus [consul] 244-5 
Arculf [bishop] 357 

Ardabur [consul] 292 
Ares 188 
Argonauts 97 
Ariarathes 152 
Aristaenetus [vice-governor] 256 
Aristeus Sphyredes 127 
Aristides Aelius see Aelius 
Aristides 

Aristobulus 142 
Aristomenes 142 
Aristophanes 123 
Aristotle 42-7, 56, 79, 100, 
118-9, 122-3, 128-9, 132-6, 195, 
199, 347 
Arsaces III 67 
Arsacius 259 
Artsruni Thomas see Thomas 
Artsruni 

Artabazus 112 
Artemis 134, 188 
Asclepiadae 339 
Asclepiades 246 
Asclepiodotus 145-6, 288 
Asclepius 235 
Ashi Rab 242 
Asterius [consul' 306 
Astyochus 125 
Athanasius 267, 270 
Athena 96 
Atlas 50 
Attalus 191-2, 364 
Atticus 33, 241 
Attila 293 
Augustine 50, 287-8 
Augustus 58, 70, 96, 175-8, 
183-4, 191-2. 227, 239 
Aulus Gellius 48-9, 156 
Aulus Postumius 129, 156 
Aurelianus 179, 242, 282 
Aurelius Victor 229-30, 236, 237 
Autonius Justinianus (governor] 
252-4 
Avicenna 47 
Avienus [consul] 310 
Avienus Junior [consul] 310 
Azariah 107 
Azarias 106 
Azaryahu 106 

Babys 109 
Bagratuni Ashot Prince 386, 393 
Bagratuni Smhat Prince 390 
Barhebraeus 341, 349, 384, 392 
Bardi Girolamo 355 
Barnabas 34 
al-Barq al-Shami 397 
Bartolomeo da Rossano 396-7 
Bartolomeo Sacchi 353 
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Mu'awiyah 358 
Mucianus Licinius see Licinius 
Mucianus 

al-Mu'tamid [caliph] 389 
al-Mutawakkil [caliph] 384 

Necho II 90 
Neptune 96 
Nero 191, 194, 196, 200, 202, 
210-3 
Nerva 227 
Nestorius 269 
Nevitta 257 
Nicolaus Damascenus 162 
Nicephorus Callisthus, 180, 185, 
248, 274-5, 289, 292, 294, 313, 
364, 366 
Nicephorus II Phocas 399 
Nicetas Paphlagon 385, 387-8 
Noah 107 
Numerius Popidius Ampliatus 
199-200 
Numerius Popidius Celsinus 
199-200 
al-Nuwayri 396-7 
Nylus of Ancvra 284 
Nymphis 97 

Obsequens Julius 17-8, 25, 
151-60, 163, 169, 172, 177 
Olybrius (consul) 315-7 
Onomarchus 134 
Opramoas 235 
Optatus of Milevi 260, 273 
Orbelian Stephen 393 
Oribasius 262 
Origenes 252 
Orosius Paulus see Paulus 
Orosius 

Otto I 400 
Otto II 400 
Ovid 97, 128, 186-7 
Ozias [king] 390 

Pancles 139 
Pandulf 402 
Pandulf II 403 
Parmenion 133 
Paterculus 195 
Paterius [consul] 290, 292 
Paternus [consul] 244-5 
Patricius [consul] 299 
Paul 190, 374 
Paul I (pope] 375 
Paulus Diaconus 62, 267, 290-1, 
353-5, 400 
Paulus Marius Celsus [consul) 
199  

Paulus Orosius 50, 116-7, 119, 
122, 128, 136-8, 140, 143-4, 153, 
164-8, 186, 214, 229-31, 247, 249, 
259, 267, 280, 283-4, 288 
Pausanias 49, 95-6, 98, 100, 113, 
115, 125-30, 137, 140-1, 213, 233, 
235 
Pegasus 98, 295 
Pelops 184 
Peter 374 
Peter of Alexandria 36 
Peter I Chrysologus [bishop] 362 
Petrus Bibliotecarius 373 
Phalaecus 134 
Phaeon 113 
Pharnaces 166 
Phegeus 139 
Pherecydes of Syros 48, 100, 109 
Philastrius [bishop] 50-1 
Philip 140 
Philip V 148 
Philippicus 359 
Philo 128 
Philocrates 148 
Philocrates Naupliades 127 
Philostorgius 255, 257, 259, 
261-2, 264, 282, 292 
Philostratus 100 188-90, 193-4, 
237-8 
Phlegon of Tralles 17, 100, 
163-4, 179-80, 182, 186-7 
Phocas 350, 352 
Photius 163, 382, 387 
Pindar 98, 110 
Plato 48, 99 
Pliny the Elder 24, 42, 45, 79-80, 
98, 100, 108, 128, 140-5, 148, 
153, 158-61, 171-2, 180-1, 189, 
212. 214, 218, 224 
Pliny the Younger 24, 214, 215, 
218, 221, 224 
Plutarch 97, 108, 113-5, 124-5, 
143-4, 148, 169-70 
Pluto 213 
Polemeus Pardalas 185 
Polybius 128, 139-41, 148 
Polybotus 95 
Polytas 139 
Pompeius [consul) 310 
Pompeius Macrinus 232 
Pompeus Trogus 136-7, 147, 
164-5, 167-8 
Pompey 159, 164-7, 171, 290 
Pomponianus 216 
Pomponius Macianus 244-5 
Pontius Atticus [senator) 278 
P'oukas 352 
Poseidon 21, 48, 50, 94-8, 113, 

124, 126, 131, 150, 190, 238, 259, 
263 
Poseidon Asphalios 150 
Posidonius 45, 145-7 
Praesidius [consul] 306 
Praetextatus 241 
Praetorium 270 
Probus [consul] 310 
Proclus 289-90 
Procopius 267, 314, 316-7, 
322-3, 326, 328, 330-1, 344-6 
Psammeticus II 90 
Psellus Michael 38 
Pseudo-Apollodorus 95-7 
Pseudo-Callisthenes 366 
Pseudo Codinus 289 
Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre 
248-9, 255, 264, 267, 274, 295-6, 
300, 302, 307-8, 311-4, 317, 
322-5, 329, 332, 336-7, 340-1, 
344, 358-60, 366-7, 370 
Pseudo-John Mamikonean 
351-2 
Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite 
307-8, 311 
Pseudo-Symeon Magister 382, 
385, 387 
Ptah 89 
Ptolomaeus Lucensis 373 
Ptolemy 139 
Ptolemy IV 141 
Publius Licinius Priscus 
Itiventianus 213 

Publius Volumnius 116 
Pulchrus [naturalist) 187 
Pythagoras 48, 109 

Quintus Asinius Marcellus 232 
Quintus Baebius Macer 232 
Quintus Marcius Rex 165 
Quintus Marcius Barea Soranus 
I consul] 192 

Quintus Minucius [consul) 150 
Quintus Valerius Soranus 159 
Quirinus 171 

Rab Judah 242 
Radelchis 381 
Ramesses II 88-9 
Rashid al-Din 77 
Rectina 216 
Regino Prumiensis 373 
Regulus [consul] 197 
Rhea 193 
Ricobaldus Ferrariensis 267 
Robert Guiscard 29 
Romanos Melodos 52, 336 
Romuald of Salerno 401-2, 404 
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Fabius Maximus [governor] 
252-4 
Fabius Pictor 138 
Faustina 285 
Faustinianus 242-4 
Faustus Cornelius Sulla Felix 
[consul] 192 

Firmicus Maternus 252 
Fortuna Augusta 200 
Flaccilla 281 
Flaminius 144 
Flavius Basilius Junior [consul] 
33, 39 
Flavius Equitius [senator] 278 
Flavius Flavianus 244-5 
Flavius Josephus see Josephus 
Flavius 

Flavius Paulinianus 244-5 
Flavius Valentinianus 262 
Florentius [consul] 289 
Florus 137-8, 143 
Frontinus 137-8, 350 

Gabinius Vettius Probianus 
[praefectus urbi] 285 

Gaius 281 
Gaius Julius 156 
Gaius Lucius [pontifex] 156 
Galba 213 
Galla Placidia 362 
Gallienus 242-4 
Gaudentius 50 
Gelo 141 
Gellius Aulus see Aulus Gellius 
Genesius Iosephus see Iosephus 
Genesius 

Gennadius 296 
Georgius Cedrenus 119, 128, 
140, 233, 247-8, 250-2, 254, 
261-2, 267, 271, 286, 292, 294, 
296, 300, 302, 304, 307, 313-4, 
318-23, 325, 327-32, 335-6, 
340-1, 344, 346-7, 360, 364-7, 
372, 376, 385, 394, 398, 404 
Georgius Continuatus 394 
Georgius Monachus 37-8, 252, 
261, 267, 271, 275, 277, 314, 
322-3, 329, 332, 336, 364, 366, 
370, 375-6, 385 
Gherardo of Cremona 47 
Georgius Syncellus 36, 119, 122, 
128, 140, 177-8, 180, 186, 188-90, 
194-5, 214, 229-31, 233, 237, 243 
Giants 48, 95, 222 
Glycas Michael see Michael 
Glycas 

Gnaeus Vergilius Capito 189 
Gordian III 241 

Gratian 262, 271, 277-8, 286 
Gregory 348 
Gregory the Great 64 
Gregory III [pope] 374 
Gregory of Nyssa 277, 281 
Gregory of Nazanzius 264, 274-5 
Grigor [bishop] 391 
Grigor III Pahlavuni 40 
Grypus 152 
Gudila 309 
Guido of Spoleto 392 
Gyges 100 

Hadrian 179, 232-3, 278, 299 
Hadrian I 29, 374 
al-Hafiz Ibn Asakir 378 
Hajaj Bar Yusef 368 
Hannibal 142, 144 
al-Hasan [emir] 397 
Heliconian Poseidon 130 
Hellanicus of Lesbos 35 
Hera 95-6, 185 
Heracles 97, 139 
Hercules 97, 252 
Heraclides of Pontus 128, 131 
Heraclius 352, 355 
Herimannus Augiensis 353-4, 
373 
Hermes 233 
Hero 80 
Herod 173 
Herodianus 239 
Herodotus 25, 90, 95, 109-12, 
117, 189 
Hesione 97 
Hiero 141 
Hieronimus 264, 267, 277 
Hilarion 277 
Hilarus 228 
Hippocrates 118, 339 
Hippodamus of Miletus 56 
Hippolytus 34-5, 50 
Homer 21, 94, 97, 130 
Honorius 260, 280, 284, 286 
Hugo of Tours 377 
Hydatius 255, 258, 287, 295-6 
Hyginus 96 
Hypatius 258 

Ibn Abi Zar` 388 
Ibn Adhari 394-5, 401 
Ibn al-Athir 359-60, 388, 393-4, 
401 
Ibn Batriq 348-9, 351, 389, 394 
Ibn al-Dawadari 394-5, 397 
Ibn 	al-Hanbali 382 
Ibn Shaddad 355-6 
Ibn Sina see Avicenna 

Ibn Tagri Birch 366-8, 398, 
405-6 
Icarus 295 
Inachus 95 
Iohannes Chrysostomus see 
John Chrysostomus 

Iohannes De Deo see Johannes 
De Deo 

Iohannes Ephesinus see John of 
Ephesus 

Iohannes Lydus 180 
Iohannes Mamikonensis see 
Pseudo-John Mamikonean 

Iohannes Monachus 379 
Iobates 98 
Ion 130 
Iosephus Genesius 375-7, 385 
Irenaeus 34, 314 
`Isa 368 
Isaiah 266 
Isaras 98 
al-Isfahani 359, 397 
Isho`denah 358 
Isidore of Seville 46 
Isis 199 
lustinus see Justinus. 

Jacob 91 
James (Jacques) of Edessa 249, 
267, 313-4, 346, 348 
Jecoliah 107 
Jehoash 105 
Jeroboam 105, 107 
Jerome 35, 107, 249-50, 252, 
254, 260, 266-9, 277-9 
Jesus Christ 186-7, 263, 286, 374 
Johannes De Deo 244, 353, 355 
John [bishop] 393 
John [emperor] 399 
John [evangelist] 35, 46 
John V the Younger [archbishop] 
64, 361, 363 
John of Antioch 317, 320 
John Cassian 266-8, 270 
John Catholicus 386, 389-90 
John Chrysostom 266, 282-3 
John the Deacon 40 
John of Ephesus 249-50, 314, 
320, 322-4, 329, 332, 334-6, 341, 
345-6, 348 
John the Hymnographer 52 
John the Jacobite 346 
John of Jerusalem [bishop] 287 
John Kourkouas 395 
John of Nikiu 262-3, 274-5, 296, 
302, 314, 317, 337-8, 348-9 
John the Rhetorician see 
Malalas 
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Fabius Maximus [governor] 
252-4 
Fabius Pictor 138 
Faustina 285 
Faustinianus 242-4 
Faustus Cornelius Sulla Felix 
[consul] 192 

Firmicus Maternus 252 
Fortuna Augusta 200 
Flaccilla 281 
Flaminius 144 
Flavius Basilius Junior [consul] 
33, 39 
Flavius Equitius [senator] 278 
Flavius Flavianus 244-5 
Flavius Josephus see Josephus 
Flavius 

Flavius Paulinianus 244-5 
Flavius Valentinianus 262 
Florentius [consul] 289 
Florus 137-8, 143 
Frontinus 137-8, 350 

Gabinius Vettius Probianus 
[praefectus urbi] 285 

Gaius 281 
Gaius Julius 156 
Gaius Lucius [pontifex] 156 
Galba 213 
Galla Placidia 362 
Gallienus 242-4 
Gaudentius 50 
Gelo 141 
Gellius Aulus see Aulus Gellius 
Genesius Iosephus see Iosephus 
Genesius 

Gennadius 296 
Georgius Cedrenus 119, 128, 
140, 233, 247-8, 250-2, 254, 
261-2, 267, 271, 286, 292, 294, 
296, 300, 302, 304, 307, 313-4, 
318-23, 325, 327-32, 335-6, 
340-1, 344, 346-7, 360, 364-7, 
372, 376, 385, 394, 398, 404 
Georgius Continuatus 394 
Georgius Monachus 37-8, 252, 
261, 267, 271, 275, 277, 314, 
322-3, 329, 332, 336, 364, 366, 
370, 375-6, 385 
Gherardo of Cremona 47 
Georgius Syncellus 36, 119, 122, 
128, 140, 177-8, 180, 186, 188-90, 
194-5, 214, 229-31, 233, 237, 243 
Giants 48, 95, 222 
Glycas Michael see Michael 
Glycas 

Gnaeus Vergilius Capito 189 
Gordian III 241 

Gratian 262, 271, 277-8, 286 
Gregory 348 
Gregory the Great 64 
Gregory III [pope] 374 
Gregory of Nyssa 277, 281 
Gregory of Nazanzius 264, 274-5 
Grigor [bishop] 391 
Grigor III Pahlavuni 40 
Grypus 152 
Gudila 309 
Guido of Spoleto 392 
Gyges 100 

Hadrian 179, 232-3, 278, 299 
Hadrian I 29, 374 
al-Hafiz Ibn Asakir 378 
Hajaj Bar Yusef 368 
Hannibal 142, 144 
al-Hasan [emir] 397 
Heliconian Poseidon 130 
Hellanicus of Lesbos 35 
Hera 95-6, 185 
Heracles 97, 139 
Hercules 97, 252 
Heraclides of Pontus 128, 131 
Heraclius 352, 355 
Herimannus Augiensis 353-4, 
373 
Hermes 233 
Hero 80 
Herod 173 
Herodianus 239 
Herodotus 25, 90, 95, 109-12, 
117, 189 
Hesione 97 
Hiero 141 
Hieronimus 264, 267, 277 
Hilarion 277 
Hilarus 228 
Hippocrates 118, 339 
Hippodamus of Miletus 56 
Hippolytus 34-5, 50 
Homer 21, 94, 97, 130 
Honorius 260, 280, 284, 286 
Hugo of Tours 377 
Hydatius 255, 258, 287, 295-6 
Hyginus 96 
Hypatius 258 

Ibn Abi Zar` 388 
Ibn `Adhari 394-5, 401 
Ibn al-Athir 359-60, 388, 393-4, 
401 
Ibn Batriq 348-9, 351, 389, 394 
Ibn al-Dawadari 394-5, 397 
Ibn 	al-Hanbali 382 
Ibn Shaddad 355-6 
Ibn Sina see Avicenna 

Ibn Tagri Birch 366-8, 398, 
405-6 
Icarus 295 
Inachus 95 
Iohannes Chrysostomus see 
John Chrysostomus 

Iohannes De Deo see Johannes 
De Deo 

Iohannes Ephesinus see John of 
Ephesus 

Iohannes Lydus 180 
Iohannes Mamikonensis see 
Pseudo-John Mamikonean 

Iohannes Monachus 379 
Iobates 98 
Ion 130 
Iosephus Genesius 375-7, 385 
Irenaeus 34, 314 
`Isa 368 
Isaiah 266 
Isaras 98 
al-Isfahani 359, 397 
Isho`denah 358 
Isidore of Seville 46 
Isis 199 
Iustinus see Justinus. 

Jacob 91 
James (Jacques) of Edessa 249, 
267, 313-4, 346, 348 
Jecoliah 107 
Jehoash 105 
Jeroboam 105, 107 
Jerome 35, 107, 249-50, 252, 
254, 260, 266-9, 277-9 
Jesus Christ 186-7, 263, 286, 374 
Johannes De Deo 244, 353, 355 
John [bishop] 393 
John [emperor] 399 
John [evangelist) 35, 46 
John V the Younger [archbishop] 
64, 361, 363 
John of Antioch 317, 320 
John Cassian 266-8, 270 
John Catholicus 386, 389-90 
John Chrysostom 266, 282-3 
John the Deacon 40 
John of Ephesus 249-50, 314, 
320, 322-4, 329, 332, 334-6, 341, 
345-6, 348 
John the Hymnographer 52 
John the Jacobite 346 
John of Jerusalem [bishop] 287 
John Kourkouas 395 
John of Nikiu 262-3, 274-5, 296, 
302, 314, 317, 337-8, 348-9 
John the Rhetorician see 
Malalas 
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Mu'awiyah 358 
Mucianus Licinius see Licinius 
Mucianus 

al-Mu'tamid [caliph] 389 
al-Mutawakkil [caliph] 384 

Necho II 90 
Neptune 96 
Nero 191, 194, 196, 200, 202, 
210-3 
Nerva 227 
Nestorius 269 
Nevitta 257 
Nicolaus Damascenus 162 
Nicephorus Callisthus, 180, 185, 
248, 274-5, 289, 292, 294, 313, 
364, 366 
Nicephorus II Phocas 399 
Nicetas Paphlagon 385, 387-8 
Noah 107 
Numerius Popidius Ampliatus 
199-200 
Numerius Popidius Celsinus 
199-200 
al-Nuwayri 396-7 
Nylus of Ancyra 284 
Nymphis 97 

Obsequens Julius 17-8, 25, 
151-60, 163, 169, 172, 177 
Olybrius [consul) 315-7 
Onomarchus 134 
Opramoas 235 
Optatus of Milevi 260, 273 
Orbelian Stephen 393 
Oribasius 262 
Origenes 252 
Orosius Paulus see Paulus 
Orosius 

Otto I 400 
Otto II 400 
Ovid 97, 128, 186-7 
Ozias [king] 390 

Pancles 139 
Pandulf 402 
Pandulf II 403 
Parmenion 133 
Paterculus 195 
Paterius [consul] 290, 292 
Paternus [consul] 244-5 
Patricius [consul] 299 
Paul 190, 374 
Paul I [pope] 375 
Paulus Diaconus 62, 267, 290-1, 
353-5, 400 
Paulus Marius Celsus [consul] 
199  

Paulus Orosius 50, 116-7, 119, 
122, 128, 136-8, 140, 143-4, 153, 
164-8, 186, 214, 229-31, 247, 249, 
259, 267, 280, 283-4, 288 
Pausanias 49, 95-6, 98, 100, 113, 
115, 125-30, 137, 140-1, 213, 233, 
235 
Pegasus 98, 295 
Pelops 184 
Peter 374 
Peter of Alexandria 36 
Peter I Chrysologus [bishop] 362 
Petrus Bibliotecarius 373 
Phalaecus 134 
Phaeon 113 
Pharnaces 166 
Phegeus 139 
Pherecydes of Syros 48, 100, 109 
Philastrius [bishop] 50-1 
Philip 140 
Philip V 148 
Philippicus 359 
Philo 128 
Philocrates 148 
Philocrates Naupliades 127 
Philostorgius 255, 257, 259, 
261-2, 264, 282, 292 
Philostratus 100 188-90, 193-4, 
237-8 
Phlegon of 'cranes 17, 100, 
163-4, 179-80, 182, 186-7 
Phocas 350, 352 
Photius 163, 382, 387 
Pindar 98, 110 
Plato 48, 99 
Pliny the Elder 24, 42, 45, 79-80, 
98, 100, 108, 128, 140-5, 148, 
153, 158-61, 171-2, 180-1, 189, 
212, 214, 218, 224 
Pliny the Younger 24, 214, 215, 
218, 221, 224 
Plutarch 97, 108, 113-5, 124-5, 
143-4, 148, 169-70 
Pluto 213 
Polemeus Pardalas 185 
Polybius 128, 139-41, 148 
Polybotus 95 
Polytas 139 
Pompeius [consul] 310 
Pompeius Macrinus 232 
Pompeus Trogus 136-7, 147, 
164-5, 167-8 
Pompey 159, 164-7, 171, 290 
Pomponianus 216 
Pomponius Macianus 244-5 
Pontius Atticus [senator] 278 
P'oukas 352 
Poseidon 21, 48, 50, 94-8, 113,  

124, 126, 131, 150, 190, 238, 259, 
263 
Poseidon Asphalios 150 
Posidonius 45, 145-7 
Praesidius [consul] 306 
Praetextatus 241 
Praetorium 270 
Probus [consul] 310 
Proclus 289-90 
Procopius 267, 314, 316-7, 
322-3, 326, 328, 330-1, 344-6 
Psammeticus II 90 
Psellus Michael 38 
Pseudo-Apollodorus 95-7 
Pseudo-Callisthenes 366 
Pseudo Codinus 289 
Pseudo-Dionysius of Tellmahre 
248-9, 255, 264, 267, 274, 295-6, 
300, 302, 307-8, 311-4, 317, 
322-5, 329, 332, 336-7, 340-1, 
344, 358-60, 366-7, 370 
Pseudo-John Mamikonean 
351-2 
Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite 
307-8, 311 
Pseudo-Symeon Magister 382, 
385, 387 
Ptah 89 
Ptolomaeus Lucensis 373 
Ptolemy 139 
Ptolemy IV 141 
Publius Licinius Priscus 
Iuventianus 213 

Publius Volumnius 116 
Pulchrus [naturalist] 187 
Pythagoras 48, 109 

Quintus Asinius Marcellus 232 
Quintus Baebius Macer 232 
Quintus Marcius Rex 165 
Quintus Marcius Barea Soranus 
!consul] 192 

Quintus Minucius [consul] 150 
Quintus Valerius Soranus 159 
Quirinus 171 

Rab Judah 242 
Radelchis 381 
Ramesses II 88-9 
Rashid al-Din 77 
Rectina 216 
Regino Prumiensis 373 
Regulus [consul] 197 
Rhea 193 
Ricobaldus Ferrariensis 267 
Robert Guiscard 29 
Romanos Melodos 52, 336 
Romuald of Salerno 401-2, 404 
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Vesuvius Mt. 24, 71, 178, 184, 
202, 210, 214, 215, 216, 218, 221, 
223-8, 301 
Vipera 401-3 
Vulcano Mt. 357 
Vulcano, the island of 132-3 

Xanthus River 97, 139 
Xerolophus 365 
Xorjean 406 
Xotakerk' see Rargop` 

Yugoslavia 323 

Zarethan 92 
Zeleia 98 
Zvart`no`c 66 

Ancient names 

Aaron 91, 106 
Abbas 359 
Abdila 30 
Abomasale 380 
Abu al-Qasim 397 
Abt1-1\ila`shar 379-80 
Abu-'1Thayda 356 
Adam 35 
Adamnan 357 
Adeodatus I [pope] 353-4 
Aeacus 112 
Aelian 113, 128-9, 131, 134 
Aelianus [consul] 240 
Aelius Aristides 236-8, 258 
Aenetus 139 
Aeschilus 146 
Aeschilus Arachnades 127 
Agapius of Mabbug 266 
Agathias 80, 174-5, 332, 335-9, 
341, 344-5 
Agesilaus 124 
Agesipolis 126-7 
Agis 120, 124-6 
Aglocritus 142 
Agnellus Andreas see Andreas 
Agnellus 

Agricola 240 
Aias 94, 112 
Aistulf 362 
Akhtoes 88 
Alaric 284 
Albertus Magnus 47 
Albertus Miliolus 212, 267 
Albus [governor] 236-7 
Alcibiades 123-5 

Alexander 241 
Alexander III [pope] 362 
Alexander IV 41 
Alexander the Great 39, 41, 135, 
163 
Alexander the Greek 264-5 
Alexander Severus 240, 299 
Alfonso of Aragon 17 
Althepos 96 
Amaziah 107 
Amazons 98 
Ambrose 50, 265-6 
Amenophis III 90 
Amenmesses 89 
Amisodarus 98 
Ammianus Marcellinus 98, 128, 
255-7, 260-3, 265-9 
Amos 93, 105 
Anastasius [consul] 306 
Anastasius I 312-3, 319 
Anatolius 342 
Anatolius of Laodicea 35-7 
Anaxagoras 43-4 
Anaximander 108 
Anaximenes 43-4 
Andreas Agnellus 64, 306, 361-2 
Andreas [chronologist] 36, 40 
Andreas Dandulus 353 
Andronicus 150, 234, 248, 281, 
328 
Anicius Acilius Glahrio Faustus 

senator] 284-5 
Annianus [monk] 36 
Anonymus Valesianus 309-10 
al-Antaki 397-9, 404-5 
Anthemius of Tralles 80 
Antigonus 139-41 
Anthiochus 152 
Antiochus III 148 
Antoninus 285 
Antoninus of Piacenza 332, 335 
Antoninus Pius 235, 237 
Antony 173 
Apollo 96-7, 110, 127, 134, 139, 
149-50, 171, 246, 262 
Apollo Didymaeus 189 
Apollo Smintheus 127 
Apollonides 246 
Apollonius 108-9, 189, 193-4 
Apollonius Grammaticus 
179-80, 182, 186 
Appian 163, 165-8, 186 
Apries 90 
Arcadius 280, 284, 364 
Archelaus 44 
Archidamus 114, 120 
Arciselaus [consul] 244-5 
Arculf [bishop] 357 

Ardabur [consul] 292 
Ares 188 
Argonauts 97 
Ariarathes 152 
Aristaenetus [vice-governor] 256 
Aristeus Sphyredes 127 
Aristides Aelius see Aelius 
Aristides 

Aristobulus 142 
Aristomenes 142 
Aristophanes 123 
Aristotle 42-7, 56, 79, 100, 
118-9, 122-3, 128-9, 132-6, 195, 
199, 347 
Arsaces III 67 
Arsacius 259 
Artsruni Thomas see Thomas 
Artsruni 

Artabazus 112 
Artemis 134, 188 
Asclepiadae 339 
Asclepiades 246 
Asclepiodotus 145-6, 288 
Asclepius 235 
Ashi Rah 242 
Asterius (consul] 306 
Astyochus 125 
Athanasius 267, 270 
Athena 96 
Atlas 50 
Attalus 191-2. 364 
Atticus 33, 241 
Attila 293 
Augustine 50, 287-8 
Augustus 58, 70, 96, 175-8, 
183-4, 191-2. 227, 239 
Aulus Genius 48-9, 156 
Aulus Postumius 129, 156 
Aurelianus 179, 242, 282 
Aurelius Victor 229-30. 236, 237 
Autonius Justinianus [governor] 
252-4 
Avicenna 47 
Avienus [consul] 310 
Avienus Junior [consul] 310 
Azariah 107 
Azarias 106 
Azaryahu 106 

Babys 109 
Bagratuni Ashot Prince 386, 393 
Bagratuni Smhat Prince 390 
Barhebraeus 341, 349, 384, 392 
Bardi Girolamo 355 
Barnabas 34 
al-Barq al-Shami 397 
Bartolomeo da Rossano 396-7 
Bartolomeo Sacchi 353 
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Vitalianus 312 
Vitruvius 70, 77 
Virgil 172 
Vitellius 213 
Vologases [bishop] 257 
Vopiscus 195 

Xenophon 25, 95, 124-6 

Yahweh 90-1 
Ya`Mibi 383-4 

Zachariah of Mitylene 314, 318 
Zachariah Catholicus of Armenia 
387, 391 
Zarbos 227 
Zechariah 93, 105-6, 390 
Zeno 80, 301-4 
Zeus 48, 96, 236 
Zeus Olympius 236 
Zeuxidamus 114 
Zimisces 399 
Zonaras John 144, 191, 193, 231, 
236-7, 314, 321-2, 329, 356, 364, 
:366-7, 376, 385, 387, 398-9 
Zosimus 243, 261-2, 267, 271 

Modern names 

Abbati B. 116, 137, 143, 177, 
191, 239-40, 252, 373 
Abich H. 307, 351-2, 363, 386, 
389, 393, 406 
Abrahamyan A.G. 389, 391-2 
Adam J.-P. 69-71, 73-4, 80, 140, 
155, 196, 196, 201-3 , 203-5, 205, 
208-9 
Alexander P.J. 382-3 
Alexandre P. 284, 289-90, 301, 
310, 353, 361, 371, 373, 377, 400 
Allen P. 341, 344 
Alonso Nunez J.M. 164-5 
Amari M. 379 
Ambraseys N.N. 21, 112, 119, 
128, 169, 180, 193, 235-6, 242, 
267, 278, 292, 329, 331-2, 338, 
351-2, 363-6, 386, 389, 392-3, 
404 
Amiran D.H.K. 93, 173, 187, 
234, 247-8, 264, 267, 287, 307, 
311, 332, 355, 357-8, 366, 370, 
382, 388 
Ananyn 168 
Andreau J. 196, 202 
Andrewes A. 111 

Antonopoulos J. 119, 121 
Arakeljan F.O. 168 
Armijo R. 113, 115 
Arranz M. 382 
Arthur P. 210-1 
Autino P. 109-10, 113, 115, 
117-9, 122-6, 128, 133-4 
Avdoyan L. 351-2 
Avramea A. 328 

Bacchielli L. 281 
Baffioni C. 53 
Baladie R. 113, 128, 132 
Balty J. 54 
Baratta M. 19, 150-1, 163, 171, 
179, 187, 196, 199-200, 212, 214, 
224-5, 239-40, 252, 260, 278-9, 
284, 290, 301, 305-6, 353, 373, 
377, 379, 392, 396-7, 400, 402 
Barbet A. 196, 210 
Barbieri G. 231-2 
Barnes T.D. 282 
Bate H.N. 233, 235 
Baudy 267 
Baur P.V.C. 236 
Bearzot C. 137 
Beaucamp J. 36 
Behr C.A. 236-7 
Beloch J. 55 
Ben-Menahem A. 94, 105, 107, 
140, 164, 173, 177, 214, 231, 
234-5, 247-8, 251, 254, 264, 267, 
287, 311, 314, 323, 332, 336, 338, 
357, 359, 366, 372, 378, 384, 
388-9, 405 
Berti N. 153, 362 
Bertolini 0. 402-4 
Bertrand E. 19 
Bidez J. 300-1 
Bilfinger G. 101 
Bischoff B. 289, 289-92 
Blanc N. 140 
Blanchard-Lernee M. 267 
Blavatsky W.A. 168 
Bloch R. 49, 401, 403 
Bodvarsson G. 159, 162 
Boll F. 123, 178-9 
Boni G. 378 
Bonito M. 19, 105, 108-9, 113, 
116-9, 122-3, 126, 128, 135-7, 
140, 143, 145, 147, 150-7, 159, 
163-4, 169, 173-4, 177-80, 186, 
190-2, 194, 196, 210, 212, 214, 
229-31, 233-7, 239-42, 244, 
247-52, 254-5, 262-4, 267, 274-5, 
280, 282-4, 286-90, 292, 295-6, 
300-2, 306-7, 312-4, 322-3, 
329-32, 336, 340-1, 346, 348, 353, 

355, 357-9, 364, 366, 372-3, 
376-7, 379, 385, 387, 394, 398, 
402, 404-5 
Bormann E. 309 
Boschi E. 15 
Bottero J. 91 
Bousquet B. 112-3, 128, 132, 
134, 137, 139-40, 255, 259-64, 
266-7, 271, 273, 275, 278 
Bowersock G.W. 235-7 
Brakmann H. 267, 271 
Briggs M.S. 80 
Brock S. 264, 267 
Broneer 0. 261-2, 268 
Broughton Th.R.Sh. 174 
Brown P. 66 
Bticheler F. 174-5 
Budriesi R. 361, 361-3, 373, 
377-8 
Bulwer-Lytton E. 215 
Buoni J.A. 51 
Buonocore M. 252-4 
Burke P. 133-4 
Burke T. 215 
Burkert W. 95 
Burlot J. 67 
Burnand Y. 196, 199-200, 214, 
224-5, 227-9. 231-2, 252-3, 305 

Cadoux C.J. 237 
Cagiano de Azevedo M. 76 
Camerata-Scovazzo R. 267, 274 
Cameron A. 174-5, 280-3, 332, 
336-9 
Camodeca G. 252-4 
Cantarelli L. 252, 254 
Capelle W. 14, 109, 111-3. 117-9, 
132-6, 140-1, 169, 190, 280, 284, 
288, 292, 300, 302, 314, 322-3, 
327, 330, 336, 340-1, 344, 347 
Capocci E. 179, 196, 212, 214. 
244, 252, 373, 379, 392, 396, 402 
Cappelli A. 400 
Caputo M. 214, 242, 244, 260, 
267 
Carandini A. 260 
Carrozzo M.T. 179, 187, 196, 
212, 214, 239-40, 244, 252, 260, 
279, 290, 301, 305-6, 353, 371, 
373, 379, 392, 396, 402 
Cartledge P.A. 108, 113, 115 
Cattenoz H.G. 42 
Cecchelli C. 64 
Chahert S. 196, 199 
Chastagnol A. 290-1 
Chatelain L. 136 
Chiusano 401, 403 
Chrimes K.M.T. 113, 115 
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Patras 186, 331 
Pavia 63-4, 377 
Peloponnese 129, 261 
Peneus 95 
Pentapolis 260, 281 
Peparethus, the island of 119-20 
Pergamum 243 
Perinthus 118 
Persia 40, 243 
Pesaro 156-7 
Pescara 228, 229 
Pescolardo 227 
Petra 264-5 
Phalara 119-21 
Phalasarna 273 
Phalerum 111 
Philadelphia 16, 180, 183-4 
Philippi 190 
Philomede 317, 326 
Phlegrean Plain 135 
Phlius 126 
Phocis 121, 139 
Phoenice Libanensis 333 
Phoenice Maritima 295, 333 
Phoenicia 145, 254, 335-6 
Phrygia 97, 135, 162, 174, 176-7, 
188, 192-4, 239, 254, 289, 292-3, 
306, 317, 326, 349 
Phrygia Maior 294 
Phrygia Minor 294 
Piazza Armerina 260 
Picenum 26, 137, 155-6, 170 
Piedimonte Matese 252 
Pinara 235 
Pisaurum see Pesaro 
Pisidia 277 
Pistoia 29 
Pitane 229-30 
Po River 150 
Po Valley 63, 158 
Poemanenum 237-8 
Polybotus 317, 326 
Pompeii 22, 45, 55, 57-8, 69-74, 
73-4, 155-6, 196, 196-7, 199, 201, 
201-2, 203-5, 206-11, 209, 214, 
221, 224-5 

Amphitheatre 209 
Bakery of T.Proculus 208 
Bakery of via di Nola 208 
Building of Eumachia 204 
Central Baths 207, 209-10 
Complex of Sarno 210 
Curia Buildings 209-10 
Forum 205 
Herculanean Gate 201 
House of Achilles 203 
House of Caius Cuspius 
Pansa 203  

House of Caius Vibius 207 
House of the Chase 207 
House of Fabius Rufus 210 
House of L.Caecilius 
Jucundus 201 
House of L.Crassus Tertius 
at Oplontis 224 
House of the Labyrinth 203 
House of Lime 206 
House of the Little Fountain 
206 
House of Marcus Lucretius 
205 
House of the Moralist 74, 
206 
House of Orpheus 203 
House of Paulus Paquius 
Proculus 203 
House of the Sacellum 
Italicum 206 
House of Sallust 209 
House of the Surgeon 206 
Macellum 207, 209 
Masonry 204 
Nocera Gate 201 
Odeon 209 
Stabian Baths 205-6 
Temple of Isis 199, 209 
Theatre 209 
Vesuvius Gate 201 
Via di Stabia 208 
Villa of Mysteries 206 

Pompeiopolis 318-20, 322 
Pontus 99, 166-8, 184, 186-7, 
240-1, 250, 255-6, 308, 317, 326 
Pontus Euxinus 166 
Porto Recanati 170, 232 
Potentia 170 
Potenza Picena 232 
Potidaea 112 
Pozzuoli 182, 183-5 
Praenetus 364 
Priverno 154 
Privernum 154-5 
Propontis 234 
Psephium 348 
Ptolemais 311 

al Qatai 67 
Qenneshrin 359-60 
Qumram 174 

Ra`ban 397-8 
Ra's al-`Ayn 384 
Raqqa 384 
Ravello 81 
Ravenna 61-2, 64, 289, 291-2, 
301, 306, 309, 309-10, 361, 361-2 

Basilica of Sant'Apollinare 
Nuouo 361, 361-362 

Ray 366 
Reate see Rieti 
Reggio Calabria 157-8, 179, 278, 
279 
Reggio Emilia 158, 160-1, 161 
Regium Lepidi see Reggio Emilia 
Regnano 161, 
Rhegium 341, 343-5 

Church of St.Callinicus 343 
Church of St.Stratonicus 343 

Rhine 260, 375 
Rhodes, the island of 98-9, 140- 
2, 147-9, 235, 250-1, 277, 301, 
303, 312 

Colossus 140-2 
Rhone 136 
Rhyndacus 234 
Rieti 151, 163 
Romania 62, 75 
Rome 11, 25-6, 29-30, 33, 48-9, 
54, 57-8, 59, 60-2, 64, 70, 72, 79, 
113, 116-7, 137-8, 145, 150-2, 
154, 156-7, 160, 163, 167, 171-3, 
177-9, 184, 191, 194-5, 201, 202, 
207, 210-13, 222-3, 235, 239-46, 
251-2, 268, 280, 284-5, 290-1, 
305, 317, 338, 353-5, 373, 375, 
377-8 

Antonine Baths 375 
Aventine 152 
Basilica of San Paolo Apostolo 
( fl.m. ) 291, 373-4 
Capitolium 171, 191, 200 
Chapel of Lures 246 
Church of San Giovanni 375 
Church of Santa Francesca 
Roman() .378 
Church of Santa Maria 
Antigua 378 
Church of St.Petronilla 374-5 
Flavian Amphitheatre 
(Colosseum) 291, 305, 305 
Forum 378 
Forum Pacis 284 
Oratorio of Santa Lucia 285 
Portica Noua 290 
Porticus Minucia Frumentaria 
284 
Regia 49, 156 
Temple of Antoninus and 
Faustina 285 
Temple of Ceres, Liber and 
Libera 152 
Temple of Peace 239 
Temple of Public Fortune 171 
Via Sacra 285 
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Hine H.M. 196, 199 
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384-5, 389, 398, 400-2, 404 
Hoffmann H. 371, 380-1, 401, 
404 
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Homolle Th. 128, 132, 134 
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Ho Peng Yoke 118-9, 195-6, 199, 
239, 309-10, 355-6, 377, 393-4, 
400-1, 404 
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Jacob C. 57 
Jacobelli L. 196, 210 
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Jacques F. 255, 259-64, 266-7, 
271, 273, 275, 278 
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Jeffreys E. 296, 298 
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Jonas F.J. 196, 199 
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K`alant'aryan A.A. 389, 392 
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386, 389, 392-3, 405-6 
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Ejmiadzin 391 
El Manzala 270 
Elaea 229-30 
Elatea 119, 121 
Eleusis 96, 98 
Elis 125-6 
Emilia 354 
Enna 383 
Ephesus 60, 134, 174, 180, 
183-4, 188, 236-7, 243 
Epidamnos 313 
Epidaurus 111, 267, 269, 277 
Epirus 262, 317, 323 
Erechteis 96 
El-age 106 
Esino River 137 
Esquiline 138 
Etna Area 153 
Etna Mt. 122, 153, 172 
Etruria 57, 143-5 
Euboea 118, 120-2, 129, 145-6 
Euphrates River 307 
Europe 17, 20, 38, 62-3, 282 
Exarchate 64 

Faenza 309, 309 
Faesulae 157 
Fagutal 138 
Fermo 170 
Ferrara 18 
Fidenae 117 
Fiesole 157 
Florence 63, 157 
Forli 301 
France 19, 63, 375 
Frigento 401-3 
Friuli 69, 354 

Gabala 302, 384 
Galatia 230, 399 
Galicia 295-6 
Galilee 108, 334 
Gallipoli 302, 304 

Long Walls 303-4 
Gambatesa 403 
Gaul 143, 233 
Gautah see al-Ghouta 
Gavisa 313 
Georgia 75 
Germany 19, 64, 172, 375 
Germe 275 
Gezer 108 
al-Ghouta 366, 368, 378-9 
Gophna 264-5 
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Gortyna 267, 272, 273, 285-6 
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Praetorium 272, 286  
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346 
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al-Guta see al-Ghouta 

Habura 370 
Hada 265 
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Haifa 264 
Halus 146 
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HaSteank` 406 
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Helenopolis 302, 304 
Helice 95, 100, 118, 128-32, 181, 
280 
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Hellas 214, 313 
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190, 233, 236-7, 275, 292-4, 300, 
303 
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199-200, 202, 214, 222, 224 

Municipium 199 
Temple of Mater Dei 199-200, 
202 

Hiera, the island of 133, 147-8 
Hierapolis 188, 190, 194-5. 239, 
254, 306, 349-50, 350-1 
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Hierocaesarea 180, 183-4 
Hims 384 
Hinnom, Valley of 105, 107 
Histonium see Vasto 
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Hydrax 281 
Hyrcania 180, 183-4 

Iasus 147-8, 149 
Ibora 317, 326 
Illyria 312, 341, 344 
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